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300]

300.

NOTE RELATIVE AUX DROITES EN INVOLUTION DE
M. SYLVESTER.

[From the Gomptes Rendus de I'Academie des Scieiices de Paris, torn. Lii. {Janvier—
Jtdn, 1861), pp. 1039—1042.]

La courbe cubique clans I'espace, representee par les equations

y u— z- = Q, z y — X u = Q, xz — y- = 0,

passe par le point A(x = y = z = 0) et le point B(y = z = u — 0); le plan x = est le

plan osculant en A, le plan y=0 le plan par la tangente en A et la droite AB; le

plan 2=0 celui par la droite AB et la tangente en B ; et enfin le plan u = est

le plan osculant en B. Reciproquement, pour une courbe cubique quelconque, en prenant

les points A, B, sur la courbe a volonte, et en fixant comme ci-dessus les significations

des coordonn^es x, y, z, u, les facteurs constants que contiennent implicitement ces

valeurs dtant convenablement determines, les equations de la courbe cubique seront

y u — z- = 0, 2 y —X u = 0, x z —y'-= 0.

Par un point quelconque de I'espace il passe une droite qui coupe deux fois la

courbe cubique ; et en prenant (x^, yi, z^, Mj) pour les coordonndes du point dont il

s'agit, et en ecrivant

2h = yi«i - V-. qi = SiVi -*'i«i, '"i = XjZi - yi,

les equations de la droite seront

p^x + </,?/ + r,z = 0, 2hy + qiZ+ r, u = 0.

Or, en considdrant en ge'neral une droite representee par les Equations

Oix + ^y + jz + Bn = 0, a'x + /3'y + y'z + B'u = 0,

C. V, ^ . 1



2 NOTE RELATIVE AUX DROITES EN INVOLUTION DE M. SYLVESTER. [300

les six quantit^s

0y'-^7, 7a'-7'a, a/9'-a'/3, 08' - a'S, /98'-/3'S, yS'-j%

sont ce que je nomme les coordonn^es de la droite (en representant par a, b, c,f, g, h

ces coordonndes, on a I'^quation identique af -'rbg + ch = 0, et les coordonn^es d'une

droite peuvent etre des quantites quelconques qui satisfont a cette Equation). La con-

dition pour I'involution de six droites est celle-ci, savoir: le determinant form^ avec les

coordonn^es des six droites est ^gal a zero.

Je reviens a la droite qui coupe deux fois la courbe cubique. En dcrivant les

Equations sous la forme

2hx + q^y + r^z + Git = 0, Ox +}hy + qiZ + ?•,«= 0,

les coordonnees de cette droite seront

P', ?i'-i>i»'i. -Piqu Pin, q^r,, 7\-,

savoir, ces coordonnees seront des fonctions lineaires de (pi^, q^, r^, qi7\, Vipi, piqi).

Done, en considerant six droites dont chacune coupe deux fois la courbe cubique, et

en attribuant des significations analogues a (p^, q^, r^), etc., la condition pour I'involu-

tion des six droites se trouve en dgalant a zdro le determinant dont les lignes sont

(Pi'> (Ji", I'll <i\'''i, I'lPi, Pill), {pi, <J-2',
etc.), etc.; condition qui exprime que les six droites

PiOs+qiy+>\z = 0,

dans le plan m = (ou si Ton veut les six droites p^y + q^z + r^u = dans le plan cc = 0)

touchent une meme couique. Or la droite

est la projection de I'une des six droites sur le plan osculant w=0, avec le point

x = y = 2 = de la courbe cubique comme centre de projection; et si, en prenant un

plan osculant quelconque et un point quelconque de la courbe cubique pour plan et

centre de projection, nous appelons tout simplement jwojection une telle projection d'une

droite quelconque (le plan osculant et le point de la cubique etant toujours les memes),

on est conduit au thdoreme que voici, savoir

:

Six droites dont chacune coupe deux fois la meme courbe cubique seront en involu-

tion, si les projections de ces droites touchent une meme conique.

Et de meme, pour un nombre quelconque de droites, si les projections touchent

une meme conique, ces droites seront en involution, c'est-a-dire six quelconques des

droites seront des droites en involution.

II convient de remarquer qu'en considerant six droites quelconques, on peut en

general trouver une courbe cubique coupde deux fois par chacune des droites : la con-

dition du thdor^me est done, comme cela doit etre, une seule relation entre les six

droites. Je remarque aussi que cette relation ne depend nullement du plan osculant

ni du point de la courbe cubique choisis pour plan et centre de projection. Reci-
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proquement, en prenant dans iin plan osculant quelconque de la courbe cubique un

nombre quelconque (six ou plus) de tangentes d'une meme conique, et en reprojetant

ces tangentes sur la courbe cubique au moyen d'un point quelconque de la courbe

comme centre de projection (de manifere a obtenir pour reprojection de chaque tangente

une droite qui coupe deux fois la courbe cubique), on obtient un systfeme de droites

en involution. Le lieu des droites dont chacune coupe deux fois la courbe cubique, et

qui sont en involution, est une surface reglee du quatrifeme ordre qui a la courbe

cubique pour courbe double. En effet, si I'equation en coordonndes tangentielles de la

conique envelopp^e par les droites piX + qiy+ ViZ — O, etc. (ou, si Ton veut, par les

droites pi^ + q^z + 7\ u = 0, etc.), est

(a, b, c, f, g, h) (p, q, rf = 0,

cette meme equation, en y considerant p, q, r comme d^notant yu — z-, zy — xu, xz — y'^,

autrement dit, I'equation,

(a, h, c, f, g, h) {yu - z-, zy - xu, xz - yj = 0,

sera celle d'une surface du quatrifeme ordre ayant la courbe cubique pour courbe double.

Et cette surface sera une surface reglee ; car en menant par un point quelconque de

la surface une droite qui coupe deux fois la courbe cubique, chaque point d'intersection

avec la courbe cubique doit compter pour deux points d'intersection avec la surface, et

la droite coupe la surface en cinq points, c'est-a-dire que cette droite est situee entiere-

ment dans la surface.

J'ai remarque ailleurs {Camb. and Diibl. Math. Journ., t. vii. (1852), p. 172, [107])

qu'il y a sur une surface rdglde de I'ordre n une courbe double rencontrde par chaque

g^neratrice en (n— 2) points. Cette courbe double sera de I'ordre («— 2) au moins, et de

I'ordre ^(?i — l)(n.— 2) au plus; done, pour ji = 4, la courbe double sera de I'ordi-e 2 ou 3,

et comme dvidemment cette courbe n'est pas une courbe plane, elle sera : ou 1° deux

droites qui ne se rencontrent pas ; ou 2° une courbe cubique en espace. Cette seconde

espece des surfaces rdgl^es du quatri^me ordre est celle qui se presente dans la the'orie

des droites en involution.

1—2
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301.

SUE LES CONES DU SECOND ORDRE QUI PASSENT PAR SIX

POINTS DONNE'S.

[From the Comjytes Rendus de VAcad^mie des Sciences de Paris, torn. Lii. (Janvier—
Juin, 1861), pp. 121C—1218.]

Dans un Mdmoire par feu M. Weddle "On the theorems in space analogous to

those of Pascal and Brianchon in a plane" {Camh. and Buhl. Math. Journ., t. v. 18.50,

voir la Note p. 69), on trouve a propos d'un thdoreme de M. Chasles la remarque

que le lieu du sommet d'un cone du second ordre qui passe par six points dounds

est une surface du quatrieme ordi-e qui contient la courbe cubique en espace par

les six points. Voici comment je demontre ce th^oreme

:

En prenant (X, Y, Z, U) pour les coordonndes courantes, (a,, A. 7i. ^i)---(«6. /^e. Ye. h)

pour les coordomides des six points donnas, et («, y, z, ti) pour ceux du sommet, je

pose I'equation

., Z^ Y\ Z% V% YZ, ZX, XY, XU, YU, ZU

\ 2x . . . . 2 y u .

fx . 2y . . z . X . V

V . . 2z . y (c . . u

p . . . 2u ... X y z

a- /3- 7° B" ^y yo. al3 aS 0B yS

ou la derni^re ligne denote les six lignes qu'on obtient en ^crivant successivement

(«!. A, 7i, Si)... (as, /Sfi, 76, Se) au lieu de (a, /8, y, 8), de maniere que la fonction au

cot^ gauche est un determinant de I'ordre onze : les coefficients \, fx, v, p sont des

quantites arbitraires et les points (•) denotent des z^ros.

= 0,
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Cette equation est ^videmment celle d'une surface du second ordre qui passe par

les six points, et il ne faut qu'une seule condition pour que cette surface soit un

cone : la condition sera

2a;,

a-

2^

/3^

• )
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cela ^tant, on aura

pour I'un quelconque des points (a,, /Sj, 71, 8,), ...(ag, /Se, 75, S^) ; et de la, au moyen

des proprietes des determinants, et en ecrivant

n = 4 {yu — Z-) (xz — y^) — {zy — xu)-,

on exprime I'equation de la surface comme fonction lindaire par rapport a x, y, z, u et

par rapport a dxO, dyO, d^O, d„n ; ces dernieres fonctions se reduisent a zdro en

vertu des Equations

yii — z-=0, zy — xu = 0, xz — y- = 0,

et ainsi, comme cela doit etre, la surface passe par la courbe cubique.

Je prends Toccasion de remarquer que le theoreme que j'ai donnd par rappoi't aux

six droites en involution de M. Sylvester [300], peut s'exprimer dans une forme encore

plus simple comme suit

:

Soit donnee une courbe cubique en espace, et prenons un point quelconque de la

courbe pour sommet d'un cone du second ordre, d'ailleurs arbitraire ; un plan tangent

du cone rencontre la courbe en deux points, et par ces deux points on peut mener

une droite : les droites qui correspondent de cette maniere a six plans tangents quel-

conques du cone sont des droites en involution. Je dois remarquer que I'idee de

rattacher ces droites a une surface du quatrieme oi'dre est due a M. Sylvester.

A propos de ce sujet, j'ai consid^r^ le probleme de trouver le lieu du sommet

d'un cone du second ordre qui touche a six droites donnees : ce lieu est une surface

du huitieme ordre ; et en reprfeentant les coordonn^es de I'une quelconque des droites

par (a, b, c, f, g, h), savoLr les coordonnees de la premiere droite, etc., sont

(«i. ^1, Ci, /i, (7i, /ij), ...(ae, h, Cs, fe, fje, fh\

les coefficients de I'equation seront des fonctions lin^aires des determinants du sixieme

ordre formes au moyen de la matrice (a, b, c, f, g, Kf, a six lignes et vingt et une

colormes.
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CONSIDERATIONS GENERALES SUR LES COURBES EN ESPACE.

[From the Comptes Rendus de I'Acadeniie des Sciences de Paris, torn. Liv. (Janvier—
Juhi, 1862), pp. .55—60, 396—400, 672—678.]

SoiT une courbe donnee du wi'^" ordre
;

je suppose toujours que cette courbe

soit une courbe propre, savoir qu'elle n'est pas composee de courbes d'ordres inferieurs.

Si nous prenons pour sommet d'un cone qui passe par la courbe un point A quel-

conque qui n'est pas sur la courbe, ce cone sera de I'ordre m ; cela est vrai en general

quelle que soit la courbe ; seulement si m est un nombre compost, alors pour de

certaines courbes il peut y avoir des positions de A pour lesquelles le cone sera d'un

ordre sous-multiple de m ; mais en faisant abstraction de ces positions particulieres, le

c6ne sera de I'ordre m. Et, cela dtant, une droite du cone ne contiendra en gdndral

qu'un seul point de la courbe. En employant quatre coordonn^es (x, y, z, w) et en

supposant qu'au point A on ait

x = 0, y = 0, ^=0,

I'equation du cone sera TJ =Q, oh. U est une fonction homogfene de {x, y, z) de I'ordre

m. On peut faire passer par la courbe une surface ayant pour Equation

Qm;-P =

(ou w=Ty), ou P, Q sont des fonctions homogenes de {x, y, z) des ordres p, p—\

respectivement. Et on peut supposer que p soit dgal tout au plus a in—\: en effet, en

prenant ^ = m — 1, I'equation contiendrait

^{m — 1)771+ ^ m{m + 1)— 1,

c'est-a-dire m- — \ constantes arbitraires ; et en determinant convenablement m- — m + \

de ces quantit^s, la surface de I'ordre m — 1 passera par m° — m + 1 points de la

courbe de I'ordre m, c'est-a-dire cette surface contiendra la courbe entiere. De cette

maniere, on obtiendrait toujours une surface de I'ordre m—\\ mais si les fonctions P, Q
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ainsi trouvees avaient un facteur commun, ce facteur devrait etre ecart^ ; il convient done

de supposer que les degres de P, Q soient j), p—l respectivement, p etant tout au

plus egal a m— 1. La surface Qw — P=0 a au point A un point conique du

(^ — 1 )'""" ordi-e ; en effet dans le voisinage de ce point I'^quation se reduit a Q=0,
laquelle appartient a un cone du (p — l)'^'"^ ordre. J'ajoute que la surface contient les

p(p_l) di-oites P = 0, Q = qui passent chacune par le point A; toute autre droite

par ce point rencontre la surface dans ce point (lequel compte pour p — l points

d'intersection) et encore dans un seul point donne par I't^quation

P

On pent appeler mmiolde une telle surface ; le point A sera le sommet ; le cone

P = le c6ne supdrieur ; le cone Q = 0, le cone inferieur ; les droites d'intersection de

ces deux cones, les droites de la monoide.

Or le c6ne circonscrit U=0 et la monoide Qiu — P = se coupent selon une

courbe de I'ordre mp: si p = l, cette intersection des deux surfaces sera la courbe du

m'^'" ordre, laquelle sera une courbe plane ; mais, dans tout autre cas, la courbe

d'intersection sera compos^e de la courbe du m'^""' ordre, et d'un autre systeme de

I'ordre m(p — l); ce systeme ne pent etre autre chose que les droites d'intersection

du cone cu-conscrit U=0, et du cone infdrieur Q = de la monoide; c'est-a-dire les

equations

U = 0, Q =

doivent donner P = 0; car, cela ^tant, les droites {7=0, Q = seront situees sur la

monoide ; et ces droites, lesquelles ferment un systeme de I'ordre m (p — l), seront partie

de I'intersection de la monoide et du cone circonscrit U=0. Et il est n^cessaire que

cela soit ainsi, car autrement chaque di-oite du cone U=0 ne contiendrait sur la

P
monoide que le point A, et le point d^termin^ par I'dquation w = ^, lequel est un

point sur la courbe du m'*"* ordre ; done cette autre partie de I'intersection de la

monoide et du cone U=0 serait, non pas une courbe quelconque, mais le seul point

A ; ce qui est absurde.

Le c6ne circonscrit U =0 ne pent pas etre un cone quelconque a moins que

^ = 1; en effet si p>l, il est ndcessaire que le cone ait au moins (p—l)m droites

doubles (en comprenant dans cette locution le cas ou le cone a des singularitds qui

Equivalent a (j)—l)m droites doubles), car en supposant pour un moment que le cone

U = n'ait pas de singularites, le cone P = de I'ordre p devrait passer par les

(p — 1)7)1 di-oites d'intersection du cone Q = de I'ordre (p — l) et du cone U=0
de I'ordi-e m; or m est au moins egal k p + 1, de maniere que le cdne P = doit

passer au moins par (p'^ — l) droites du cone Q = 0; mais p- — 1 est >p-—p, a moins

que p = 1; done ce cone P = serait compose du cone Q = et d'un plan P' = par

le point A ; c'est-a-dire P = QP', et I'equation de la monoide se rc^duirait a w = P', ou

Ton aurait jo = 1, ce qui est contrau-e a I'hypothfese. On obtiendra le meme rt^sultat a
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moins de supposer que le cone Q = passe par un certain nombre x de droites

doubles dii cone U = ; mais en faisant cette supposition, chacune de ces droites

compte pour deux intersections des cones Q = 0, U = 0; il y a encore (p — l)in — 2x
droites d'intersection ; et les os + [(p—l)m — 2x}, c'est-a-dire {p — l)m — x droites peuvent

etre comprises parmi les p(p — l) droites de la monoide si x est egal au moins a

(p — l)(ni—p); c'est-a-dii-e le cone U=0 doit avoir au moins ce nombre de droites

doubles. Je remarque que pour m impair, et p = ^{m + l), le nombre sera ^(»i'- — 2ni + 1),

ft pour m jjair, et p = hn ou |?k + 1, le nombre sera ^(?)i=- 2»i,) ; mais pour toute autre

valeur de p, le nombre sera moins 4\ev4.

Je resume comme suit

:

Toute courbe du m'""" ordre est I'intersection d'un cone circonscrit U = 0, du
7)1'"'"' ordre, et dune surface monoide Qw — P, de I'ordre p = ni — 1 au plus. L'inter-

section complete de deux surfaces est compose'e de la coui-be du m"""' ordre et des

7)1 (p—l) droites d'intersection du cone circonscrit U=0, et du cone inferieur Q = de

la monoide. Ces droites seront {p — l){m—p} + a droites, chacune rdp^t^e deux fois, et

(p — l)(2p — m) — 2a droites, oil a peut etre t^gal a zdro ; chacune des (p — l)(m—p) + a

droites sera une droite double du cone U=0; et les {p—l)(m—p) + a droites et

(p—l){2p — m) — 2a droites, ensemble p (p — I) — a droites, seront situees sur le cone

sup^rieur P = de la monoide.

II y a deux circonstances qui empechent que cette thdorie ne conduise tout de

suite a une classification des courbes en espace. D'abord, une droite double du cone

U =0 peut correspondre ou a un point double rdel, ou a un point double apparent

de la courbe ; et de meme en supposant que la droite double devienne une droite de

rebroussement, cette droite peut ou correspondre a un point de rebroussement (point

stationnaire) de la courbe, ou la di'oite peut etre une tangente ordinaire de la courbe,

sans qu'il ait sur la courbe aucune singularite qui corresponde a cette droite de

rebroussement (voir le Mdmoire de M. Salmon :
" On the classification of curves of

double curvature," Camb. et Duhl. Math. Jowii., t. V. pp. 23—46, 18.50).

Puis, etant donn^e I'equation U = du cone circonscrit, la monoide n'est pas une

surface determinee, et il n'est guere facile de voir quel doit etre I'ordi-e de cette

P .

surface. En effet, cette equation etant w= j:, il peut y avoir des fonctions P', Q'

V
telles que PQ' — P'Q = MU, et, cela etant, puisqu'il ne s'agit que de I'intersection avec

P . P'
le cone U = 0, ou pourrait remplacer I'equation w =^ par celle-ci, w =

Yy
, laquelle peut

etre d'un ordi'e infdrieur.

Ces difficultes se presentent des le commencement. En effet soit m = 3. Ou a

^ = 1 ou p = 2, mais p = \ ne donne que la cubique plane
;

je suppose done p = 2. Le

cone U=0 du troisieme ordre aura une di-oite double, laquelle peut etre une droite

P >

de rebroussement. L'equation de la monoide sera w = ^ , ou Q=0 est I'equation d'un

c. V. 2
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plan qui passe par le point double ou de rebroussement, et ([ui coupe ainsi le cone

U=0 selon une autre droite ; et Qw — P = est I'dquation d'un cone du second ordre

qui passe par ces deux droites. Mais soit que le cone U = ait une droite double, soit

que cette droite soit de rebroussement, on n'obtient qu'une seule espece de eourbe

cubique ; au premier cas le aommet n'est pas situe, au deuxieme cas ce sommet est

situe, sur une tangente de la eourbe cubique ; voila toute la difference.

Soit encore m=4; on pent avoir p = l, 2 ou 3; mais p=l ne donne que les

courbes planes du quatrieme ordre, je suppose done p=2 ou ^ = 3 ; dans I'un ou I'autre

cas, le cone U=0 du quatrieme ordre doit avoir au moins deux droites doubles. II

pent done y avoir seulement deux droites doubles ; I'une de ces droites pent etre une

droite de rebroussement, ou toutes les deux peuvent etre de telles droites. Ou encore,

il pent y avoir trois droites doubles ; Tune de ces droites peut etre une droite de

rebroussement, ou deux droites ou toutes les trois peuvent etre de telles droites. II y
a done un assez grand nombre de cas a considerer ; mais on sait qu'il n'y a que

quatre especes en tout, savoir :
1° la eourbe d'intersection de deux surfaces du second

ordre qui ne se touchent pas, eourbe que je nomme quadriquadrique generale ; 2° les

deux surfaces du second ordre peuvent se toucher ; la eourbe d'intersection sera une

quartique nodale ; 3° les deux surfaces peuvent avoir uu contact singulier, la eourbe

d'intersection sera une quartique cuspidale ; 4° il y a enfin la eourbe du quatrieme

ordre qui n'est situee que sur une seule surface du second ordre, et que Ton n'obtient

qu'au moyen d'une surface du troisieme ordre: ce sera la eourbe excubo-quartique. Je

remarque en passant que les quartiques nodale et cuspidale sont des sous-especes tant

de I'excubo-quartique que de la quadriquadrique. En supposant que le cone U=
n'ait que deux droites doubles ou de rebroussement, et soit ([ue p = 2 ou p=S, on

obtiendi'a par la theorie actuelle la quadriquadrique gdnerale (cela est evident par les

formules du M^moire cite de M. Salmon). Si le cone U=0 a trois droites doubles

ou de rebroussement, alors soit que j} = 2 on p= 3, on obtiendra, selon les circonstances,

ou I'excubo-quartique, ou la quartique nodale, ou la quartique cuspidale (mais non pas

cette dernifere, a moins qu'il n'y ait au moins une droite de rebroussement). Mais il

faudrait pour tout cela une discussion plus approfondie.

Je remarque qu'en prenant le point A sur la eourbe du «i'""* ordre. Ton aurait

eu, au lieu du cone ^7=0 du m'''""' ordre, un cone du (??i — 1)'""^ ordre, et I'ordre du

cone se reduirait encore si le point A etait un point multiple de la eourbe. Peut-

etre il conviendrait de considerer de tels cones au lieu du cone du m"""' ordre.

En conclusion, je fais les reflexions que voici, savoir: Si S = 0, T=0 sont des

surfaces quelconques qui passent par la eourbe du m"'"' ordre, alors en ^liminant entre

ces Equations la coordonn^e tv, on obtient une Equation

n = uv=o,

qui contient comme facteur I'^quation U= du cone du m''""" ordre. Mais il y a plus :

la theorie de I'elimination entre deux Equations algebriques fait voir que les (Equations
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P
S=0, T=0 donnent lien a im assez grand nombre d'equations de la forme w = ^
(en repr^sentant deux (juelconques de ces equations par

P F'

on aura toujours PQ' — P'Q^AITl), c'est-a-dire on obtient par une telle Elimination

plusieurs surfaces monoides dont chacune coupe le cone Tl=UV=0, selon la courbe

d'intersection complete de deux surfaces S = 0, T=0. Mais il ne s'ensuit pas (meme

en admettant que Ton ait de cette maniere toutes les surfaces monoides qui passent

par I'intersection complete), que Ton ait toutes les surfaces monoides qui passent par

la courbe du m'"'"^ ordre ; en effet il peut y avoir des fonctions P', Q' lesquelles, sans

P'
donner PQ'-P'Q = MUV, donnent cependant PQ' -P'Q = MU, et, cela dtant, ?«=.,'

y
serait une surface mono'fde qui passerait par la courbe du m'"'"" ordre.

P.S. On deduit sans peine la theorie des courbes situees sur une surface du second

ordre (voir ma Note " On the curves situate on a surface of the second order," Phil.

Mag., July 1861, [314], et les savantes recherches que M. Chasles vient de publier dans

les Coniptes Rendas). En effet, en supposaut que la monoide soit une surface du second

ordre (hyperboloide) et que son equation soit w = -
, alors, puisque le cone U= 0, du

m'""^ ordre, doit rencontrer le plan z = selon les seules droites x = 0, y = 0, il faut

que ces droites soient des droites multiples du cone U = 0, et en prenant p, q des

nombres tels que p+<l= m, on peut supposer que les deux droites soient des droites

multiples des ordres p et q respectivement ; et cela arrivera si U (fouction homogene

du m'""^ ordre en a-, y, z) contient xp pour la plus haute puissance de x, et i/i pour

la plus haute puissance de y. Car en arraugeant selon les puissances descendantes de

y, on aura

U=yi (a;, zY + y'i~' z (x, z)'> + ...,

ce qui fait voir que w = 0, z = sera une droite multiple du p'""" ordre, et de meme
y =0, 2=0 sera une droite multiple du q'^""" ordre. On a done selon la notation de

M. Chasles

U=^iM(xP, yt),

en se souvenant qu'ici U contient aussi la coordonne'e z.

Suite.—Courbes du quatrieme ordre.

Toute surface du second ordre est une surface monoide, et on peut prendre pour

sommet un point quelconque de la surface. En effet, en considdrant un point quel-

conque de la surface du second ordre, soient

a;=0, y = 0, 2 = 0,

2—2
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les Equations de trois plans quelconques qui passent par ce point ; lequation de la

surface sera satisfaite en y ^crivant

a- = 0, y = 0, z = 0;

done cette equation ue contiendra pas de terme en w", et elle sera ainsi de la forme

P
wQ — P = ou w = T^

,

P et Q etant des fonctions homogenes en x, y, z, du second ordre et du premier

ordre respectivement ; c'est-a-dire, la surface sera monoide, ou, si Ton veut, monoide

quadrique.

Or, par une courbe du quatrieme ordre (ou courbe quartique) quelconque en espace,

on pent faire passer une surface du second ordre, ou monoide quadrique. Selon la

th^orie gdnerale, la surface monoide est tout au plus du troisieme ordre, ou monoide

cubique
;

j'avais tort de supposer que pour la courbe excubo-quartique la surface

monoide f&t n^cessairement une monoide cixbique. II arrive comme suit, savoir : pour

la courbe quadriquadrique, en prenant pour sommet un point quelconque de I'espace

(on suppose toujours que le sommet de la monoide n'est pas situe sur la courbe), on

aura une monoide quadrique ; mais pour la courbe excubo-quartique, pour que la monoide

soit quadrique, il faut que le sommet soit situ^ sur la surface du second ordre (il n'y

a qu'une seule surface) qui passe par la courbe; cela ^tant, la monoide quadrique sera

cette surface meme du second ordre. Mais en prenant pour sommet un point quel-

conque qui n'est point situe sur la surface du second ordre, la monoide sera neces-

sairement une surface cubique.

Ainsi, pour les courbes quartiques, il suffit de considerer ces courbes comme situees

sur une monoide quadrique ; il est cependant assez int^ressant de les considerer comme
P

situ6es sur une monoide cubique. Je suppose done U=0, w = j, oil ?7=0 est un

P
cone quartique et w = 7^ une monoide cubique avee le meme pomt a- = 0, y = 0, z =

pour sommet.

Selon la thdorie gdn^rale, les huit droites Q = 0, U = doivent etre comprises

parmi les six droites Q = 0, P = 0. Or, pour cela, il faut que le cone U = ait des

droites multiples ; il y a trois eas a considerer :
1° Le cone passe par les six droites,

et une de ces droites est une droits triple du cone ; il y aura, comme cela doit etre,

3-1-1-1-1 + 1+1-1-1=8

droites d'intersection de Q = 0, [7 = 0. 2° Le cone passe par les six droites; deux de

ces droites dtant des droites doubles, il y aura

2+2+1+1+1+1=8

droites d'intersection. 3" Le cone passe par cinq des six droites; trois de ces cinq

droites ^tant des droites doubles, il y aura

2+2+2+1+1=8
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droites d'intersection. Or, dans le premier et le second cas, le cone U— passe par

les six droites d'intersection des cones P = 0, Q = ; il faut done que Ton ait iden-

tiquement

U = PQ'-FQ,

P', Q' etant des fonetious homogenes en x, y, z du second ordre et du premier ordre

respectivement. Mais en vertu de I'^quation

P P' , , . .
p'

on a ys = 7y > c est-a-dire la courbe est situ(;e sur la monoide quadrique it) = -^,. La

courbe sei'a quadriquadiique ou excubo-quartique, selon les circonstances.

Reste a conside'rer !e troisieme cas. La monoide cubique est une surface cubique

ayant le sommet pour point conique; la theorie des droites sur une telle surface a

^Xi examinee par M. Salmon dans son Mdmoire :
" On the triple tangent planes of a

surface of the third order," Camb. and Duhl. Math. Journ., pp. 2-52—260 (18-19). II v

a, en efifet, les six droites par le point conique, savoir : les droites P = 0, Q = 0, qui

comptent pour douze droites, et de plus quinze droites; 6x2 + lo = 27. Chacune des

quinze droites est donn^e comme troisieme intersection de la surface avec un plan qui

passe par deux des six droites. Done, en nommant 1, 2, 3, 4, .5, 6 les six droites, on

peut nommer 12 la droite dans le plan mene par les droites 1, 2; et de meme pour

les droites 13, 23, etc. La droite 1 est rencontree par les di'oites 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,

12, 13, 14, 15, 16; la droite 12 par les droites 1, 2; 34, 56; 35, 64; 36, 45; et ainsi

pour les autres droites.

Cela etant, je suppose que le cone 17=0 passe par les droites 2, 3, 4, o, 6, et

que les droites 4, 5, 6 soient droites doubles du cone. Je dis que la courbe sera

situde sur une surface du second ordre qui passe par les droites 12, 13 (droites qui

ne se coupent pas), savoir, ces deux droites et la courbe seront I'intersection complete

de la monoide cubique et de la surface du second ordi-e ; cela fait voir que la courbe

est une courbe excubo-cubique. Et, comme il est auparavant dit, en prenant pour

sommet un point quelconque de la surface du second ordi-e, la courbe sera situee sur une

monoide quadrique w = -jy.

Done, en partant de la monoide cubique, on trouve toujours que la courbe du

quatrieme ordre est situee sur une monoide quadrique.

J'dtablis comme suit I'existence de la surface du second ordre qui passe par les

P
droites 12, 13. Je remarque en general que r(^quation w = ^ peut s'ecrire sous la

forme w + L = ^i— > ou L est une fonction homogene lindaire quelconcjue de *, y, z

;

ou en changeant w, cette equation sera

P + LQ
w =

Q
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c'est-a-dii-e ou peut remplacer le cone P = par un cune quelconque qui passe par

les droites d'intersection des cones P = 0, Q = 0. Done, pour la monoide cubique, on

peut prendre pour F + LQ = un systeme de trois plans, et en prenant pour equations

de ces plans a; = 0, y =Q, z = 0, on peut prendre pour e'quations de la monoide cubique

xyz

Comme les coordonnees x, y, z renferment chacune un multiplicateur ind^termine, on

peut e'crire

Q = «- + 2/- + z- + llyz + Imzx + 'Inxy,

ou, en posant a' = -
,

/3' = ^ ,
7' = -

, a, ^, -y etaut des quantites quelconques, on peut

^crire

Q = A'- + y= + 2=^ + (a + a') ys + (/3 + /5') zx + (7 + 7') xy,

ce qui est la forme la plus commode pour mettre en evidence les droites d'intersection

xyz =0, Q = 0. On peut supposer que les Equations de ces droites soient

(1) a; = 0, ?/ + as=0, (2) « = 0, ay^z=^,

(3) ?/ = 0, 5+/3a;=0, (4) y = 0, /3s + *'=0,

(o) z=0, a; + 7^ = 0, (6) 2=0, 7X + y = 0.

Done, pour les plans 06, 34, 24, on aura les equations

(.56) 2=0, (34) ?/ = 0, (24) *•+ a/3y + ^2= 0;

et de la I'equation

Aq-" + qz [By + C(x + a0y+ ^z)] + Dz'y (x + a/Sy +0z)=O

sera celle d'un cone du quatrieme ordre qui passe par les droites 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 et a

les droites 4, .5, 6 pour droites doubles ; et comme cette equation contient les trois

quantites arbitraires A : B : G : D, ce sera I'equation la plus generale qui satisfait aux
conditions dont il s'agit : c'est-a-dire cette Equation sera celle du cone U = 0.

Les equations de la droite 12 sont x = 0, w = 0; pour obtenir celle de la droite

13, j'observe que I'equation du point 13 est

a/3x + y + az =0,

et je forme I'equation identique

Q = (a/3x + y + az}[{y + y'- o/3) x + y+ a'z] + ^' (1 - 0^7) (1 - a^y') x(z+ /3a.'),

laquelle se verifie sans peine. Done, en ecrivant

a^x + y + az = 0, ou y = -a(z + 0x),

I'equation w = "-^ devient

— ax{z + ^x) z _ — a/82
w =

^' (1 - a/37) (1 - a/37') * (^ + /3*-)
' (1 - «/87) (1 - a/87')
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ou, ce qui est la meme chose,

10 (1 - OL^y)(l - a/37') + a/35 = 0.

laquelle et requatioii

a0x + y+ as =

sont les deux Equations de la droite 13.

Cela dtant,

{Ax + Biu) (a^x + y + a2) + (Gx + Diu) {a^z + (1 - 0^7) (1 - a/37') w] =

sera I'^quation d'une surface du second oi-dre qui passe par les deux droites 12, 13

;

et, en dliminant iv au moyen de I'equation

xiiz
nil := -^^

Q
'

on obtient I'equation du cone du quatrieme ordre. En effet, en substituant cette valeur

de w, on obtient une equation du sixieme ordre laquelle, divisee par (a^x + y+az),

devient

^Q'- + %.Q + (6-Q + %.). "^^ + (^-°'y(^-°'^^')--y = 0;

or

a^x+ y + az '^ "^ a^x+ y+az

done la partie fractionnelle est

a (1 - a/37) (1 - a/gy) cc(z+0x) + (l- a^y) (1 - a0y') xy

affx + y + az
'

c'est-a-dire

(1 _ a^7) (1 - a/37') «=
"^^"^^''ItJ - = (1

- ""^^^ (1
- ''^'^"> ^'

et I'equation devient

O/S (7 + 7' - a/3) a- + a/3y + ^z

.+ {\-a^y){\-a^i)x
AQ^- + ByzQ + (GQ + Dyz)z

ou enfin

A Q^ + %2Q + (CQ + Dyz) z {x + afiy + ^z) = 0,

ce qui est en effet I'dquatiou ci-dessus trouvde pour le cone f7=0,

Suite.—Gourbes du cinquieme ordre.

On pourrait assez bieu denoter les courbes des ordres un, deux, trois, comme suit,

savoir

:

Courbe du premier ordre, par .... 1

Courbe du second ordre, par .... 2

Courbes du troisieme ordre, par . . . 3 et 4 — 1

,
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c'est-a-dire que la coiirbe plane serait 3 et la coiirbe dans I'espace 4—1. Mais pour

le quatrieme ordre, cette notation serait deja en defaut^ et Ton aurait besoin d'une

notation telle que celle-ci

:

Courbe plane 4.1

Courbe quadriquadrique . 2.2

Courbe excubo-quartique . 2.8 — 1—1.

Cela devieiit cependant trop complexe, et comme je ne cherche nullement une

notation parfaite, il suffit pour le moment de ddnoter la courbe plane (dont je n'ai

guere a m'occuper) par 4*, la quadriquadrique par 4, et I'excubo-quartique par 6 — 2.

De meme pour le troisieme ordre, on pent d^noter la courbe plane par 3* et la

courbe dans I'espace par 3.

Cela ^taut, pour les courbes du cinquieme ordre, ou courbes quintiques, il y a

cinq especes, savoir:

Courbe plane

Courbe quadricubique

Courbe quadriquartique

Courbe cubicubique (deux especes)

ou espece 5

6-1

S - 3

(^9-3

" [9-6

p. D. A.

4

6

6

ou la colonne P. D. A. fait voii- pour chaque espece le nombre des points doubles

apparents (voir le Memoire de M. Salmon :
" On the classification of Curves of double

Curvature," Gamh. et Diibl. Math. Journ., t. v. 1850). Cette classification est au fond celle

du Me'moire cit^ ; seulement M. Salmon a enumere trois sous-espeees qui n'existent

pas, a savoii- les sous-espfeces quadriquadriques analogues a V . 7, V . 8, V . 9 (p. 42,

ou M. Salmon parle des courbes algebriques correspondantes a V.I, F. 8, F. 9, F". 10,

sans attacher des numdros a ces quatre sous-especes). Je vais a present expliquer la

theorie des cinq especes.

Courbe plane, ou espece 5.—II va sans dire que cette courbe est I'intersection d'une

surface quintique par un plan quelconque.

Courbe quadricubique, ou espece 6 — 1.—Cette courbe est I'intersection partielle d'une

surface quadrique et d'une surface cubique qui ont en commun une seule droite. En
supposant que les equations de la droite soient x = 0, y = 0, on pent prendre pour

equation de la surface quadrique aw — yz=Q, et pour celle de la surface cubique

xV — ylJ =0, ou [7=0, F = 0, sont des surfaces quadriques quelconques. Au lieu des

deux equations

xiu — yz =0,

xV-y'U=^,
il est permis d'^crire

TJ, X, z =0,

y, y, w
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ce qui fait voir (jii'ii pa;<se par la courbL- cette iiouvelle surface cubiLjue,

zV-wU=0,
laquelle a en comniun avec la premiere surface cubique la courbe quadriquadrique

U=0, V={).

La combe a 4 points doubles apparents ; elle peut done avoir 0, 1 ou 2 points

doubles ou de I'ebroussement ; cela donne les sous-especes

V. 1, V. 2, V.S, F.4, V.5, F.6,

de M. Salmon.

Je remarque en passant qu'en supposant que la surface cubique xV-yU =0 a en

commun avec la surface ((uadrique xiv — yz = 0, non-seulement la droite x = 0, y = 0,

mais aussi une autre generatiice du meme mode de generation, on aura, au lieu de

la courbe quintique 6 — 1, cette nouvelle droite, et une courbe excubo-quartique. C'est

la, le theoreme qui donne une des constructions que M. Chasles a trouvees pour la

courbe excubo-quarti((ue.

J'ajoute que la courbe consideree conime courbe situ6e sur une surface quadrique

sera de I'espece (3, 2), ou, selon la notation de M. Chasles, M (x^y-). On connait ainsi

un grand nombre des proprietes de cette courbe, et aussi de la courbe d'espece 8 — 3

dont nous allons parler, laquelle, considerde comme courbe situde sur une surfece

quadrique, est de I'espece (4, 1) ou M {a^y).

Courbe quadriquartique, ou espece iS — 3.—Une telle courbe est I'intersection partielle

d'une surface quadrique et d'une surface quartique qui out en commun trois droites

qui ne se rencontrent pas : autrement dit, ces droites serout des gdneratrices du meme
mode de generation dc la surface quadrique (').

Soit mv —yz = () 1 equation de la surfoce (| uadrique; ou peut prendre pour les trois

generatrices

{x — Xy = 0, \w — 2 = 0),

(* - M«/ = 0, fltU-2 = {)),

(.' — vy = 0, vw — 2 = 0)

;

et cela etant, lequation de la surface (juartique sera

(«, ...){x — \y, \w — 2) (a; — /j,y, fjLW — z) (.c — vy, viu — 2} = 0,

en reprdsentaut de cette maniere une fonction lineaire par I'apport a x — \y et Xw — 2,

par rapport a x — ny et fitv — z, e,t par rapport a x — vy et viu — z, les coefficients f^ ...

etant des fonctions lineaires ([uelconques de x, y, z, w.

La courbe a (j points doubles apparents ; il n'y a done pas d'autre singularite

:

c'est I'espece analogue a
V. 10

de M. Salmon.

' Dans le symbole H-S on reraaiquera que 3 denote non pas la cubique gauche, mais les tiois droites;

8-1-1-1 serait trop long, et je me 8uis servi expres de la notation moins complete ; et ainsi il est neces-

saire en pareil cas d'expliquer la notation.

c. V. 3
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Courbii cubicubique, espece 9 - 3 - 1.—La courbe est I'intersection partielle de deux

surfaces cubiques qui ont en commun nne courbe cubique gauche et ime droite qui

ne rencontre pas la courbe cubique.

Soient p, q, r, s, t, «., P, Q des fonctions lineaires quelconques des coordonnees

;

a, /3, 7, a', /§', 7' des fonctions lineaires quelconques de P, Q (autrement dit, a = 0, ^ = 0,

etc., seront les e'quations de six plans (juelcouques qui passent par la droite P = 0, Q = 0).

Cela etant, les surfaces cubiques

p, s, a

q, t, =0.

r, u, 7

auront en commun la courbe cubique

P'
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Or, en prenant a, /3, 7, a', (3', 7' des fouctions lineaires de F et Q, nous avoiis, en

effet, reduit la courbe sextique k la droite P = 0, Q = et a la courbe quintique 6 — S — 1.

Courbe cubicubique, espece 9 — 6 + 2.—Cette courbe est I'intersection partielle de deux

surfaces cubiques qui out en commun une courbe excubo-quartique. En supposant que

cette courbe excubo-quartique soit I'intersection partielle d'une surface quadn(|ue et

d'une surface cubique qui ont en comnuin les deux droites (re =0, y = 0) et (2 = 0, w = 0),

on pent prendre pour Equation dc ces deux surfaces

U = XIV — yz=0

o, b

c, d
F = (,r, y) (z, w) = 0,

en representant de cette nianiere la fonction a.i-z + byz + cxw + dyiv, luieaire par rapport

a ic, y et par rapport a z, w, avec des coefficients a, h, c, d, lesquels sont des fonctions

lineaires quelconques de .r, y, z, %v.

En ecrivant d'abord
1
' == («,'( + by ) z + (ex + dy) w,

U= — y z+ ,r w,

on obtient

a-V - {c:v + dy) U = z [a:c- + {b + c) xy + dy-].

Et de meme en ecrivant

V= (az + cw) X + {bz + diu) y,

U = w X — z y,

on obtient

zV + (bz + dvj) U = X [az- +{b+c)zvj-^ dw-].

Or le premier de ces resultats fait voir qu'en supposant ?7=0, F = 0, on obtient

aaf + (b + c)xy + dy- = 0, et le second, qu'en supposant ?/=(), V = 0, on obtient de meme
az-+{b+ c)zw-{-d'w'-=0. Les surfaces U=0, F=Ose coupent selon la covu'be excubo-quar-

tique et les droites (x = 0, y = 0) et {z = 0, tu = 0) ; mais la surface ax- + (b + c) xy + dy- =
ne passe (jue par la premiere, et la surface az- + {b -\- c) zw + dtu- = ne passe que par la

seconde de ces deux droites ; done les deux surfaces se coupent selon la coui-be excubo-

quartique, mais non pas selon I'une ou I'autre des deux droites, c'est-a-dire que les

deux surfaces cubiques

(IX- + (b -i- c) x-y + dy- = 0,

az- -h (6 + c)sw + dw- = 0,

se coupent selon la courbe excubo-quartique, et encore selon une courbe (juintique

9 - (J -1- 2.

Les deux surfaces cubiques ont chacune une droite double, elles sont done des

surfaces reglees. La courbe est done comprise parmi les courbes decrites sur une

surface cubicjue reglee, pour lesquelles M. Chasles a trouxe demierement une con-

struction geom^trique trfes-^legante.

3—2
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La combe a cinq points doubles apparents ; elle pent done ne pas avoir d'autre

singularite, ou avoir un point double ou de rebroussement : cela donne les trois sous-

especes

V.7, V.8, F. 9

de M. Salmon.

On d^montre .sans peine que toute courbe quintique est plane, quadricubique,

quadriquartique ou cubicubique ; mais, pour faire voir qu'il n'existe que les cinq

espfeces ci-dessus mentionnees, il y a encore plusieurs cas a consid^rer. Par exemple,

pour les courbes cubicubiques, on poinrait wupposer (jue les deux surfaces cubiques

avaient en commun une courbe quadriquadrique : si cela etait, les equations des deux

surfaces seraient de la forme Vx — Uy = 0, Vz — Uw = (surfaces qui ont en commun
la courbe quadriquadrique U =0, V = 0), mais dans ce cas la courbe quintique serait

situee sur la surface ijuadrique xiu — yz = 0, et I'on ne fait que retrouver I'espece

quadricubique 6 — 1. J'ai fait, apres M. Salmon, cette revue des diffdrents cas, et je

me suis assart qu'il n'y a que les cinq especes. II convient peut-etre de remarquer

que I'enumeration des sous-especes comprises dans celles-ci n'est pas tout a fait com-

plete, parce que, en certains cas, la courbe pent avoir un point triple, ou autre

singularite plus ^levee que les points doubles ou de rebroussement. Cela ne presente

pas de difficult^, et en effet je n'ai parle des sous-especes (]ue pour rapprocher mes
resultats de ceux de M. Salmon.

La longueur de cette communication m'empeche de faii'e voir a present comment
les cinq especes peuvent se ddduire de la theorie generale des courbes dans I'espace

considerees comme situees sur une surface monoide.
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303.

SUR LE PROBLEME DU POLYGONE INSCRIT ET CIRCONSCRIT.

LETTRE A M. PONCELET.

[From the Comptes Rendus de I'Academie des Sciences a Paris, torn. LV. (Juillet—
Decemhre, 18G2), pp. 700, 701.]

J'o.sE vous eci-ire par rapport aux remarques que voiis faites p. 48.3 de I'oiivi'age

{Applications d'Analyse etc. [Paris, t. i. (1862)]) au sujet de mes recherche.s siir le

probleme du polygone inscrit et circonscrit [267 and the papers 113, 11-5, 116 and 128

therein referred to].

Je n'ai nullement vouhi attribiier a Fuss le theorerae pour les deux eereles.

J'ai seulemeut dit, tout a fait en passant: The case... of the two circles {the original

case of the Por-ism as considered hxj Fuss) et en effet Fuss a fait des recherches sur

ce cas d'un polygone insciit et cii-conscrit a deux eereles. Mais je n'ai jamais imagine

qu'il y eut un geometre (algdbriste ou non) qui ne connut pas tant votre ouvrage

classique de 1822, que le me'moire de 1828 de Jacobi, ou Ton voit pre'cisement ce

que Fuss a fait sur ce probleme. Par rapport a mon dernier Memoire {Phil. Trans.

1861) [267], que vous citez et qui resume quelques Note.s que j"ai publiees en 1853,

permettez-moi de vous mentionner la forme de ma solution
: on a une fonction

(I + 6^ + c|- + dp, oij ^ est une quantite indeterminee, et a, b, c, d sont des fonctions

donnees tres simples des parametres qui determinent les deux eereles (ou conitjues).

On developpe la racine earrde de cette fonction dans la forme A +B^ + C^-+ Dp + £^p + . . .

,

et, cela fait, on a tout de suite lequation entre les parametres pour un polygone

d'ordi'e quelconque; savoir pour le triangle, le pentagone, I'heptagone, etc., ces con-

ditions sont

0=0, C, D ,= 0, G, D, E = 0, etc.,

A /; D, E. F

E, F, G :
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tamlis que pour le qnadiangle, I'hexagone, I'octogone, etc., ces conditions sont

D = 0, D, E
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SUR UN MEMOIRE UE JACOBI. EXTRAIT D'UNE LETTRE

A M. J. BERTRAND.

[Fiom the Comptefi Reiidus de I'Academie den Sciences a Paris, torn. LVi. (Janvier—
Juin, 1863), p. 43. See 298, foot-note to No. 117.]

Permettez-moi rlc vous souinettre uiie remarque que je vien.s de faire par rapport

au Memoire de Jacobi " Sur relirainatioii de.s iiceuds dans le probleme des troi.s corps

"

(fiompte Bendu 8 aout, 1842 [and Crelle, t. XXVI. (1843), pp. 115—131]). II me semblc

que quoique Jacobi dise qu'il a fait de'pendre le probleme d'lm systeme de cinq equations

dn premier ordi-e et line seuie du .second ordre, il a reellement fait plus que cela, savoir

qu'il I'a fait dependre d'un systeme de six equations du premier ordre et qu'ainsi il

est alle aussi loin (jue vous dans le " Memoire sur I'integration de quelques equations

differeutielles de la Mecauique," Journal de M. Liouville, t. xvii. (1852). En effet .si

dans las equations l,...vi. de Jacobi, pour les re'duire a un .systeme dequations du premier

ordre, on ecrit

d
, ,. ..a

le .systeme pent evidemment se presenter sous la forme

di _ dij _du _ dui _ dr _ dr^ _dO .

et, cela etaut, en remarquaut que les fonctions /, /,, U...., ne coutienneut pas t, et en

omettant I'equation {=dt), on a un systeme de six ecjuations entre les quantitds

i, il, u, It,, r, r'l, d: en supposant que I'integration .soit eflPectu^e, on obtient alors t au

moyen d'une ipiadrature.

Je remarque en passant qu'il ne me parait pas que Jacobi ait dii dire: "Par

suite Ton. a fait cinq integrations;" les seules integrations qu'il a faites sont:

I'integrale des forces vives, et les trois integrales des aires: cela etant on obtient au

lieu de 12 equations entre 13 variables, 8 equations entre 9 variables, et dans la

solution de Jacobi il arrive que ce systeme de 8 equations contient, comme partie de

lui-meme, un .sy.steme de 5 equations entre 7 variables; mais a moins d'integrer les

6 Equations on n'obtient pas d'integrale nouvelle.
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305.

CONSIDERATIONS GENERALES SUR LES COURBES EN ESPACE.

GOURDES DU CINQUIEME ORDRE.

[From the Coinptes Rendus de I'Academie des Sciences de Paris, torn. LViii. {Janvier—
Jidn, 1S64), pp. 994—1000. Continuation of 302.]

En consideiant iine combe cUi m'"'"' ordre representee au nioyen des equations

U=i), w = ^

qui denotent respectivenient un cone du m'"'"' ordre et une surface inonoide du p'""'

ordre, le cone doit passer m(p — 1) fois par les p{p — l) droites (P = 0, Q = 0) de la

monoide. J'indique la maniere de ce passage au moyen d'un symbole que je nomme

la signature du systeme ; ce symbole, compose ordinairement des numeros 2, 1, 0,

ensemble j){p—\) numeros, fait voir combien des ^(^—1) droites de la monoide sent,

par rapport au cone, des droites doubles, des droites .simples, ou des droites qui ne

sont pas situees sur le cone: par exemple, m = b, p=^Z, la signature 222211 fait voir

qu'il y a quatre droites doubles, deux droites simples ; la signature 222220, qu'il y
a cinq droites doubles, une droite qui n'est pas situee sur le cone.

Je reviens aux courbes du cinquieme ordre
;

j'ai etabli (t. LIV. p. 672) qu'il y a

cinq especes de ces courbes, a savoir

:
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Je fais abstraction de la combe plane, et je cheiche a lattacher les quatre autres

especes a la theorie de la surface monoide. Pour cela je reniarque qu'en prenant pour

sommet du cone et de la surface monoide un point qiielconqve. la surface monoide (ne

pouvant pas etre de I'ordre 2) sera de I'ordre 3 ou 4.

Je considere d'abord le cas d'une monuide cubique : la signature sera 222211 ou

222220.

Monoide cubique, signature 222211.—Ici le cone U=0 passe par les six droites de

la monoide ; done U est fonction syzygetique de P et Q : autrement dit, on pent

trouver P' et Q' fonctions homogenes de (x, y, z) de manierc a avoir identiquement

U = PQ' — P'Q : P et Q sont des ordres 3 et 2 respectivement, done P' et Q' seront

aussi des ordres 3 et 2 respectivement. En conibinant les equations

U=PQ'-P'Q = 0, w = ^,

on obtient

ou plus gen^ralement

"•=Q"

P+aP'
w = -^

Q + olQ'

(oil a est un parametre arbiti'airc) ; mais en ecrivant cette equation sous la forme

{Qw + P) + a{Q'iv — P') = 0, on voit que les monoides cubiqucs que repr&ente cette

equation sont toutes en involution avec les deux monoides cubiques Qw — P = 0,

Q'w — P' = ; on peut done dire qu'il y a dans le cas dont il s'agit deuce monoides

cubiques.

Monoide cubique, signature 222220.—Ici le cone ne passe pas par les six droites de

la monoide, done il n'existe pas d'^quation identique telle que U= PQ' — P'Q, et la

p
monoide ?« = j. est la seule monoide cubique.

Q

Je passe au cas d'une monoide quartique ; la signature sera

222111111111, ou 222211111110, ou 222221111100, ou 22222211100U.

Mmio'ide quartique, signature 222111111111.—Le cone U=Q passe ici par toutes les

douze droites de la monoide, c'est-a-dire on aurait identi([uemeut U = PQ' - P'Q, oil P, Q
seraient des fonctions homogenes dc {x, y, z) des ordres 2 et 1 respectivement, et il y

P' , .

aurait uue monoide quadrique w = jr, Ce cas n'existe done pas.

Monoide quartique, signature 222211111110.—Le cone U=Q passe par toutes les

douze droites de la monoide, hormis une seule droite ; done en ticrivant M = pour

I'dquation d'un plan quelconque par cette droite exceptee, le cone MU=0 passe par

les douze droites de la monoide: on a done identiquement MU = PQ' - P'Q, i>u P', Q'

C. V. -i
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sont des ordres 3 et 2 respectivement, et il passe par la courbe la mono'ide cubique

P'
iv= jy; de plus M contient une constante aibitraire (M— K + aL, en prenant K=0, L =

pour les equations de deux plans qui passeut cliacuu par la droite nientiounee) ; done

P', Q' contiennent aussi cette constante arbitraire, autrement dit il y a deux mono'ides

ciibiques. Cela rentre done dans le cas, monoide cubique, signature 222211.

Monolde quartique, signature 222221111100.—Le cone [7=0 passe par toutes les

droites de la monoide, hormis deux droites ; done en ecrivant M = pour I'dquation du

plan passant par ces deux droites, le cone MU=0 contient toutes les droites; on a

done identiquement MU = PQ' — P'Q, o\x P', Q' sont des ordres 3 et 2 respectivement,

P'
et il passe par la courbe la monoide cubique w = jy. Mais ici .1/ = est un plan

determine ; done P' et Q' sont aussi des fonctions determinc^es, et il n'y a qu'une

senle mono'ide cubique. Cela rentre dans le cas, monoide cubique, signature 222220.

2Iono'ide quartique, signature 222222111000.—Le cone U = passe par toutes les

droites de la monoide, hormis trois droites ; done en prenant J\l = pour I'equation d'un

cone quadrique quelconijue qui passe par les droites exceptees, le cone MU=0 pas.se

par toutes les droites. On a done identiquement MU= PQ' — P'Q, ou P', Q' sont des

P'
ordres 4 et 3 respectivement. Cela donne la monoide quartique lu^ jj . Mais M con-

tient trois constantes arbitraires : il y a done trois nouvelles monoi'des quartiques

p' p" p"i

w=-p-, XV = y-jT , w=jyri, ou en tout quatre monoides ([uarticjues.

V y V

On demontre sans peine quo pour I'espece (i — 1, il y a deux monoides cubiques,

pour I'espece 9 — 6 + 2 une seule monoide cubique, et (jue pour les especes 8 — 3 et

9—3 — 1 il n'y a pas de monoide cubique; on a done I'identification (|ue voici

:

Espece 6 — 1, monoide cubique, signature 222211,

Espece 9 — 6 + 2, mono'ide cubique, signature 222220,

Espece 8 — 3 ^
V, mono'ide quartique, signature 222222111000,

Espece 9 — 3— Ij

et il ne reste qu'a distinguer les deux especes 8—3 et 9 — 3 — 1, consid(^rees comme
representees au moyen de cone et mono'ide.

Je remarque que le systeme de cone et monoide a signature 222222111000 con-

tient 20 constantes. En effet, en prenant Q = un cone cubique quelconque (9 con-

stantes), on pent prendi'e a volonte sur ce cone huit droites (8 constantes), et par six de

ces di'oites comme droites doubles et deux de ces droites comme droites simples (20 con-

ditions) faire passer le cone quintique determine J7=0; ce cone et le cone cubiijue Q=0
se coupent selon les huit droites (qui comptent pour quatorze droites) et selon une

neuvieme droite ; et par les neuf droites on pent faii-e passer le cone quartique P =

(-5 constantes). Cela donne la monoide ijuartique w = 7r, ou w contient implicitement
X
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comme facteur uiie constante ; il y a done eu tout 9 + 8 + 5 + 1 = 23 constantes. Mais

en combinant I'equation de la monoide avec I'^quation U = du cone quintique, on

obticnt la monoide quartique

^ P + ttP' + 0P" + yP'"

et sans perte de generalite on pent disposer des constantes a, /S, 7, de maniere a satis-

faire a tiois conditions quelconques ; on doit done diminuer de 3 le nombre 23, ce qui

donne enfin 20 constantes.

La coiirbe 8 — 3 contient IS constantes, il faut done chercher quelle est la parti-

cularity qui doit avoir lieu pour que le cas, monoide quartique a signature 222222111000,

donne une courbe 8 — 3.

J'ai uomme droites de la monoide les di'oites P = 0, Q = qui passent par le

sonimet ; en supposant qu'il y ait sur la monoide des droites qui ne passent pas par

le soniniet, on pent appeler transversale une telle droite. Or, pour I'espece 8 — 3, il

doit exister sur la monoide quartique trois transversales qui ne se rencontrent pas

;

car alors, eu faisant passer par ces transversales un hyperboloide, cet hyperboloiile et

la monoide se coupent selon les trois transversales et selon la courbe 8-3 dont il s'agit.

Or, en supposant qu'il existe une transversale, le plan passant par le sommet et cette

transversale contient trois des droites P = 0, Q = 0. En effet, un plan quelconque par le

sommet coupe la monoide selon une courbe quartique avec un point triple au sommet

;

pour le plan mene par une transversale, cette courbe quartique devient la transversale

et une courbe cubique avec un point triple au sommet; cette courbe cubique sera

evidemment un systeme de trois droites, a savoir trois des droites P = 0, Q = 0. Et

reciproquement, si trois quelconques des droites de la monoide sont situ^es dans un

plan, ce plan coupe la monoide selon les trois droites et selon une transversale. S'il

y a sur la monoide une seconde transversale, il y aura de meme un second systeme

de trois droites dans un plan ; on demontre que si le premier systeme est compose de

trois droites, et le second systeme de trois mitres droites, les deux transversales se

coupent ; done, si les deux transversales ne se coupent pas, les deux systemes auront

une droite commune. S'il y a sur la monoide une troisieme transversale, il y a de

meme un troisieme systeme de trois droites dans un plan ; et si les trois transversales

ne se rencontrent pas, il est de plus n^cessaire que deux quelconques des trois plans

aient en comunm une droite de la monoide ; cela revient a dire qu'il doit y avoir

parmi les douze droites P = 0, Q = de la monoide six droites 7, 8, 9, 7', 8', 9' telles

que les droites 7, 8', 9', les droites 7', 8, 9', et les droites 7', 8', 9 soient situees

chaque systeme dans im meme plan : cela etant, la monoide aura trois transversales

qui ne se rencontrent pas.

Je prends a volonte par un point quelconque dc I'espace ua tel systeme de six

droites 7, 8, 9, 7', 8', 9' (9 constantes)
;

je fais passer par les six droites un cone

cubiciue (luelconciue Q = (3 constantes) et aussi un cone quartique quelconiiue P =
,, . P

(8 constantes) ; au moyen des deux cones je forme I'equation w = 7=^ de la surface

monoide; il y a une constante arbitrairc eontenue implicitement en tv: cela donne en

4—2
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tout 9 + 3 + 8+1 =21 constantes. Les deux cones i^ = 0, Q =0 se coupent selon les

six droites 7, 8, 9, 7', 8', 9', et selon six autres droites 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 : il suit de la

th^orie pre'cedente (mais on peut aussi demontrer analytiquement) qu'il existe un C(5ne

quintiqne U = qui satisfait aux conditions de passer deux fois par chacune des

droites 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 (avoir chacune de ces droites pour une droite double, 18 con-

ditions) et une fois par chacune des droites 7, 8, 9 (3 conditions, en tout 18 + 3 = 21

conditions). Et cela etant, on aura la courbe 8 — 3 determinde au moyen du cone

U=0 et la surface monoide w—ji, a signature 222222111000 (a savoir les droites

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 qui sout par rapport au cone des di-oites doubles, les droites 7, 8, 9

des droites simples, et les droites 7', 8', 9' des droites qui ne sont pas situdes sur le

c6ne). Le nombre des constantes est 21, mais au moyen de la transformation

P + aP' + j3P" + yP'"
w —

Q + fltQ' + fiQ" + 7Q'"

'

on reduit comrae auparavant ce nombre a 21—3=18, ce qui est juste.

J'ajoute les considerations que voici : le cone U = passe deux fois par chacune

des di-oites 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, une fois par chacune des droites 7, 8, 9. Soit il/=0

I'equation du systeme des trois plans qui contiennent les droites 7, 8', 9', les droites

7', 8, 9', et les droites 7', 8', 9 respectivement ; le cone J/=0 contient chacune des

droites 7, 8, 9 une fois, et chacune des droites 7', 8', 9' deux fois. Done; le cone

MU=0 contient chacune des droites 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 7', 8', 9' deux fois; ces

douze droites sont les droites d'intersection des cones P = 0, Q = 0, et ainsi nous avons

identiquement MU = AP'' + BPQ + CQ-, A, B, G etant des fonctions homogenes de

{x, y, z) des ordres 0, 1, 2 respectivement. Cela etant, les equations

10 = ?,, MU= AP"- + BPQ + CQ2 =
y

donnent
Aiu- + Bn) + C=0,

Equation de la surface quadrique sur laquelle est situee la courbe 8 — 3.

Je passe a la theorie analytique. Soit, pour abreger,

I = b 1/ + CZ, X = t^ IJ + yz, @ =\x + fiij + vz,

77 = a' a; + c'z, Y =a' x + y'z,

f = a"x + h"y , Z = d'x + ff'y.

Je prends pour equations des droites 7, 8, 9, 7', 8', 9'

:

((/ = 0, .-=0), (2=0, r = 0), (* = 0, (/ = 0),

(x = o, ^=0), (*/ = o, 7; = o), (2 = 0, r=o).
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et je forme les equations les plus generales pour le cone cubii|ue et le cone i|uarti([ue

qui passent par ces droites ; ces equations seront

Q = .y^?5 + 2-^V^' + *'^?S" + .njz® = 0,

- P= ijz^X + 3M] Y + icy^Z + .ryz(d = 0.

p
On a de la la surface nionoide w= ., . En ecrivant dans cette equation x=0, on obtient

w = ""%> et de nienie, pour y = 0, on obtient w = —
^, , et pour 2 = on obtient

w= — J,,, e'est-a-dire i|u'il y a sur la nionoide les trois transversales

(a; = 0, .Y + 8>F = 0), (^ = 0, F+S'ir = 0), (s = 0, Z+S"T7 = 0),

ou, comme on peut ecrire ces e([uations,

(«=0, /3y+72 + S w=0),

(y = 0, a' X + y'j + h' w = 0),

(z = 0, a"x + ^"y + + h"w = 0).

On trouve sans peine I'equation de la surface quadrique qui passe par les

transversales; en ecrivant, pour abreger,

A = S8'8",

B = (B'a" + B"a') Sx + (8"a + 8a") 8'y + 8" (Sa' + 8'a) 8"z,

C = a'a"8,«= + ff'^B' (/ + 77'^" z- + (y0"S' + yl3B") yz + (a'78" 4- aL"y8) zx + (l3"a'8 + i3a"S') xy,

cette equation est

Aw'+ Bw + = 0,

. . , . P
et en eliminant w entre cette equation et I'equation w = ^ , on obtient I'equation

AP"-+BPQ + CQ' = 0,

laquelle, en vertu de I'identite

AP' + BPQ + CQ' = xyzU,

se reduit a U— 0, equation d'un cone du cinquieme ordre, ce qui donne le systeme

P
U=0, w=j^ de cone et monoide a signature 222222111000. Pour demontrer I'identite

dont il s'agit, il convient de remarquer (ju'en substituant dans I'expression AP'+BPQ-^^CQ-

les valeurs de P et Q, tons les termes contiennent explicitement le facteur xyz hoiiiiis

les termes que voici

:

A {y'z'^'X' +2=a;=»?^P. +a?fi;'Z^ ),

- B(2/Vr-.YS +z'x''n^7h' + xYVZB"\

+ C Ufz"-^- 8^ + z'x'rf B'' + xhft' 8"-'),
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et pour (lemontrer que ces termes exceptes contienneut aussi le factuur xyz, il suffit

de faire voir qixe la fonction AX'^ — BX8 + CB- contient le facteur x, car alors, par la

symetrie, les fonctions AY- - BY8' + CS'- et AZ- - BZB" + CB"- contiendront respectivement

les factcurs y et z, et I'expression entiere sera divisible par xyz. Mais en ^crivant a- = 0,

on tronve

AX-' = BB'B" i/3y + yzY ^

- BXB - [B'B" i^y + 75 ) + S (^"B'y + yB"z)] B (/3// + yz) .-=0,

+ (7S- +(^y + yz}i^"B'y + yB"s)B' J

c'est-a-dire AX" — BXB-h CB- contient le facteur x. Done enfin

AF"--i-BPQ-i-CQ'

contient le facteur xyz, ee qui etait le theoreme a demontrer.
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306.

SUR LES CONIQUES QUI TOUCHENT DES COURBES D'ORDRE
QUELCONQUE. EXTRAIT D'UNE LETTRE A M. CHASLES.

[Fiom the Comptes Rendm de VAcademie des Sciences de Paris, torn. Lix. {.luillet—
De'cembre, 1864), pp. 224—225.]

En considerant I'expressioii

S, {S, + S, + S,- :iS, + 3^',)

que vous avez donnde (Comptes Rendus, t. Lviii. p. 223) pour le uombre des coniques

qui toucheiit cmt[ courbe.s d'ordre ([uelcoiique, j'ai trouve qu'elle peut s'dcrire sous la

forme que void, savoir: en denotaut les ordres par (;«, n, p, q, /•), et en mettaut

M =111-— 711,..., de maniere que (M, N, P, Q, R) seront les classes des cinq courbes,

I'expression transforniee est

(M, m) (iV, n) (P, p) (Q, q) {R, ,) {1, 2, 4, 4, 2, 1) ;

en representant par cette notation abregee la t'onction

1. .}LYPQR

+ 21(inNPQR)

+ il (ma PQR)

+ 4S (mn p QR)

+ 2S (mn p qR)

+ 1 . mn p q r.

En ecartant les relations M=m-- m,..., et en supposant seulement que (m, n, p, q, /•)

soient les ordres, et (M, X, P, Q, R) les classes des cinq courbes, la nouvellc foimule

s'applique aux courbes avec des points doubles ou de rebroussement ; on peut nieme
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supposer que la couibe de la classe M et de I'ordre m se rdduise a uu systeme de

M points et de j» droites, et que les autres courbes se r^duisent aussi a des systemes

de points et droites ; et cela dtant, on obtient une veritication immediate de la

formule. Car en choisissant dans le systeme qui remplace chaque courbe un Element

(point ou droite) a volonte, on obtient

MNPQR systemes bp,

^inNPQR systemes 4p, Id.

1 m n FQR systemes 3p, 2d,

S m n p QR systemes 1p, 3d,

S m n p <j R systemes 1/), 4fZ,

m It p (J
r systemes 5rf.

Or la condition par rapport ;i la premiere courbe se reduit a celle de passer par

I'un quelconque des M points, ou de toucher I'une quelconque des m droites : et de

meme pour les autres courbes. Done (en entendant par le mot toucher applique a un

systeme de points et de droites, passer par les points et toucher les droites du

systeme) la conique doit toucher I'un quelconque des systemes (5/)), ou {A:p, \d), ou

{op, 2d),..., ou (od); et pour un systeme de la forme

(5;j), (4/), Id), {3p, 2d), {22), Sd). Up, id), ou (od),

le nombre des coniques est

1, 2, 4, 4, 2. ou 1,

ce qui donne pour le nombre total des coniques I'expression ci-dessus (?crite.

On pent supposer que la conique, au lieu de toucher les deux courbes ?;;, n, ait

avec la seule courbe vi (1°) un contact du deuxieme ordre
; (2) un contact double.

Le nombre des coniques qui satisfont a I'une ou I'autre de ces conditions, et qui

passent aussi par trois points donnes, a ete ti'ouve par Steiuer (Aufgabe und Lehrsatze,

Grelle, t. xlix. p. 273), savoir:

(1") le nombre = 37/i(wi — 1): (2°) le nombre = ^ (m- — vi) (vi- + 3m — G)

;

j'ai v^rifie d'une maniere particuliere ces deux r^sultats.

En supposant que la conique (au lieu de passer par les trois points donnes)

touche les courbes ^j, q, r, je trouve pour les deux cas respectivement ces r^sultats,

1^ le nombre = 3 (m- - m) x (P, p) (Q, q) (R, r) {1, 2, 2, I],

2' le nombre = ^ (rri- — «i) x

(P, p) {Q, q) (R, r) )/»- + 3m - 6, 2;/;- + Cm - 16, 4)h" + 4//« - 22, 4//r - 15) ;

formules dans Icsquelles la courbe m doit etre une courbe sans singularitds.

Orusmere, Westmoreland, 37 Juillet, 1864.
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307.

NOTE SUR LES FONCTIONS al{x), &c., DE M. WEIERSTRASS.

[From the Journal de Mathematiques (Liouville), torn. vii. (1862), pp. 137 142.1

Le.s foBctions al (x), al {a;\, al {x%, al (x)^ de M. Weierstrass satisfont respectivement

aux Equations

d-a\(x) „,, d-d\(x) „,,,„dal(«) , ,, ,

rf-al(a;), -,„ tZ al (.«), _, ,,, fZ al (a;), ,,, , , ,. ,

^di + ^^ *^ ^ ^^"^
~rfi + ^^ + ^ *'^ ^^ (*) = 0'

^^ + 2^-=^^"^^ + 2M-'^ + (1 + k^x'-) al (.). = 0.

^^3 ^ 2^.^
d^).

^ 2;.,^.,
d^.

^ ^/, ^ ^,^,^ ^j ^^^^ ^ ^_

ou, ce qui est la nieme chose, les fonctions

al(tf;), V/;al(a-),, ^-al(,p)„ ^al(«)3,

satisfont chacune a I'equation

d-z „,., dz „, ,,„ dz ,„ „

,-„ + 2k-x -J- + 2H'- ^ + A;=A-^ = 0.
dx- dx dk

Ecrivons pour un moment ^, «• an lieu de x, k ; les fonctions al (^), etc., satisfont a

I'equation

d^^ '^ «i.dz - ,„dz „,.., .

dp ^ «^ OK

C. V. 5
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Cela e'tant, en posant

on obtient

et de la

^ = 4' " = ''

dz 1 dz d-z _\ d-z dz _ _ x ds <h

dx~ '^kd^' dor
~

Ic d^' dk~ 2ks/k d^ die

''

dz _ .-dz ^'^ _i d^^ dz _ dz x_ dz^

T^^'^^d'x' d^"-~ di'' dic~ die '^ 2k doo'

L'^quation diiFei-entielle devient ainsi

, d-z „,„ dz mT,„[dz ,
X dz\ , „ „

k -r„ + 2fe J- + 2kk' jt + ^ j-]+ kx^z = 0,
dx- dx \dk 2k dxj

c'est-a-dire

d-z 1 + k- ^ dz .^ , ,, dz
^^^ ^ Q

dx- k dx " dk

equation qui sera ainsi satisfaite pai'

^k

<f^' M^h ^-(£), Jr>(a-
Or en ^crivant

k + r = ct,

I'equation en z devient

laquelle est ce que devient celle-ci

(2) (1 - ax' + x')
J^

+(»i - l)(a*- - 2^) J - 2h (a^ - ^)J + « (« - 1) *"^ = 0,

en y ecrivant ^- au lieu de x, et puis ?i = oo . Lequation (2), trouvee par Jacobi

{Journal de Crelle, t. iv. p. 185, 1829), a la propri^td que voici, savoir en posant

a = k + j, ,x= 'Jk sin am u,

alors I'equation est satisfaite en prenant pour z soit le num^rateur, soit le denominateur,

de la fonction rationnelle de x qui donne la valeur de la fonction Vxsinamf-^, \j ,

ou \, M sont le module et le multiplicateur qui correspondent a la transformation de

Fordre n (n ^tant un nombre impair quelconque).
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L'equation fut donn^e par Jacobi sans demonstration. Je I'ai d^montrde (Camb.

and Ddhl. Math. Journal, t. ll. p. 256, 1847, [45]) de la maniere que voici, savoii-

en dcrivaut

on obtient pour 2 l'equation

du^
""""

V" KJ du '

"""""'
dk

Cette equation, en prenant

mrir mru

- 2mi (k'"- - f) ^ + 2«M-'= "^ = 0.

devient

"= K ' "=2A"

^-4'^-0
civ- aco

equation mentionnee jDar Jacobi, laquelle est satisfaite par

2 = © (nu, ^^j^j , ou S = H (nu, ^j^j ;

cela donne pour s deux valeurs qui sont le ddnominateur et le numerateur de la

fraction dont il s'agit. J'ose croire que ce doit etre a peu pres de cette maniere

que l'equation fut trouvee par Jacobi.

Or les solutions en question de l'equation (1) peuvent etre trouvdes au moyen

de l'equation de Jacobi
;
pour cela, au lieu des valeurs ci-dessus donndes de (o, v, j'e'cris

ttK' y/mru
CO = j^ , V =K '

2/1 '

ce qui conduit a la meme Equation

laquelle sera ainsi satisfaite par

d=2 , dl ^
4 — =0,

dv- dec

K'\ ^ „/./-. K'
s = e (^^iw, ^.) , s = H (V««, ^)

,

ou, ce qui est la meme chose, par

2 = 0(v/?m), 2 = H(V««).

L'dquation (2) sera done satisfaite par

5—2
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ou, en se souvenant que © (0) = a/ , par

©(V«h) (S)»(0)

s =
@(0) ©"(«)'

Or en ecrivant -y^ au lieu de x, pour faire ensuite n = x
,
nous avons

"7= = vk sin am u,

equation qui se reduit a
X

cela donne

6(\/nH.) = @(^), ©"« = <='"(0)e ^
A^ = 0"(O)e"*' ^'

,

puisque

et n I du I du sin- am i(, en y substituant it = ^, contient le facteur - et se reduit

Jo Jo v>iA; "

ainsi k zero. Done on obtient

X

^-
"©ToT

comme solution de l'(^quation (1), qui se deduit de I't^quation (2) en y ecrivant -^

au lieu de x et puis n = <x . Et cette valeur de z est pr^eisement la fonctiou al (

de M. Weierstrass. On obtient de meme la solution

^~
0(0) ^

ou, ce qui est la meme chose,

;^j"'<'"

qui est la fonction 'slk&\(-.~\ . Et d'une maniere semblable les solutions

a; \ / X

"te+'^JSM) . «(,,7i + A-j;i(.f)
^ =—i=r/AN—

e

'
, ^

0(0) ' 0(0)

qui sont les fonctions \/ ^,&\(—^] ,
—=-al(-^) .V A.-' VVi-A ^/k' WkJs
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J'ajoute que dans le Memoire cite (1847) j'ai donne la suite

oil

C'„ =
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308.

ON THE A FACED POLYACRONS, IN REFERENCE TO THE

PROBLEM OF THE ENUMERATION OF POLYHEDRA.

[From the Memoirs of the Literary and Philosophical Society of Manchester; vol. i. (1862),

pp. 248—256.]

The problem of the enumeration of polyhedra(') is one of extreme difficulty, and

I am not aware that it has been discussed elsewhere than in Mr Kirkmau's valuable

series of papers on this subject in the Memoirs of the Society and in the Philosophical

Transactions. A case of the general problem is that of the enumeration of the

polyhedra with trihedral summits ; and Mr Kirkman in the earliest of his papers,

viz. that " On the representation and enumeration of polyhedra " (Memoirs, vol. xii.

pp. 47—70, 18.54), has in fact, by an examination of the particular case, accomplished

the enumeration of the octahedra with trihedral summits. A subsequent paper " On
the enumeration of a;-edra having trihedral summits and an (x— l)gonal base," Phil.

Trails, vol. XLVI. pp. 399—411, 18.56), relates, as the title shows, only to a special

case of the problem of the polyhedra with trihedral summits, and in this particular

case the number of polyhedra is more completely determined ; but the later memoirs

relate to the problem in all its generality, and the above-mentioned particular problem

of the enumeration of the polyhedra with trihedral summits is not, I think, any

where resumed. Instead of the polyhedra with trihedral summits, it is really the

same thing, but it is rather more convenient to consider the polyacrons with triangular

faces, or as these may for shortness be called, the A faced polyacrons ; and it is

intended in the present paper to give a method for the derivation of the A faced

polyacrons of a given number of summits from those of the next inferior number of

summits, and to exemplify it by finding, in an orderly manner, the A faced polyacrons

' I use with Mr Kirkman the expression "enumeration of polyhedra" to designate the general problem,

but I consider that the problem is to find the diiiferent polyhedra rather than to count them, and I con-

sequently take the word enumeration in the popular rather than the mathematical sense.
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up to the octacrons : thus, as regards the examples, stopping at the same point as

Mr Kii-kman, for although perfectly practicable it would be very tedious to carry them

further, and there would be no commensurate advantage in doing so. The epithet A
faced will be omitted in the sequel, but it is to be understood throughout that I am
speaking of such polyacrons only; and I shall for convenience use the epithets tripleural,

tetrapleural, &c. to denote summits with three, four, &c. edges through them. The

number of edges at a summit is of course equal to the number of faces, but it is the

edges rather than the faces which have to be considered.

An «-acron has

11 summits, 3n — 6 edges, 2n — 4 faces,

and it is easy to see that there are the following three cases only, viz. :

1. The polyacron has at least one tripleiu'al summit.

2. The polyacron, having no tripleural summit, has at least one tetrapleural summit.

3. The polyacron, having no tiipleural or tetrapleural summit,- has at least twelve

pentiplevu-al summits.

In fact, if the polyacron has c tripleural summits, d tetrapleural siunmits, e penti-

pleural summits, and so on, then we have

n= c + d+ e+ f+ [/+ h + &c.,

G« - 12 = 3c + 4fZ + 5e + 6/+ 7ff + H/t + &c.,

and therefore

or

12 = Sc + 2d+ e+Of- ^-2A-&c.,

Sc + 2d + e = 12+g+2h + &c.

;

whence if c = and fZ = 0, then e=12 at least. It appears, moreover (since n cannot

be less than e), that any polyacron with less than 12 summits cannot belong to the

third class, and must therefore belong to the first or the second class.

An (ft + l)-acron, by a process which I call the subtraction of a summit, may be

reduced to an ?i-acron ; viz., the faces about any summit of the (ft+l)-acrou stand

upon a polygon (not in general a plane figure) which may be called the basic polygon,

and when the summit with the faces and edges belonging to it is removed, the basic

polygon, if a triangle, will be a face of the n-acron ; if not a triangle, it can be

partitioned into triangles which will be feces of the jt-acron. The annexed figures

exhibit the process for the cases' of a tripleural, tetrapleural and pentipleural summit

respectively, which are the only cases which need be considered ; these may be called

the first, second and third process respectively. It is proper to remark that for the

same removed summit the first process can be performed in one way only, the second

process in two ways, the third in five ways ; these being in fact the numbers of ways

of partitioning the basic polygon.

We may in like manner, by the converse process of the addition of a summit,

convert an /i-acron into an ()i + l)-acron : viz., it is only necessary to take on the
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n-acron a pol3-gon of any numbei' of sides, and make this the basic polygon of the

new summit of the (h + l)-acron, and for this purpose to remove the faces within the

polygon and substitute for them a set of triangular faces standing on the sides of

the polj'gon and meeting in the new summit : the same figures exhibit the process

for the cases of a tripleural, tetrapleural and pentipleural summit respectively, which

(as for the subtractions) are the only cases which need be considered. It may be

noticed that for the same basic polygon the process is in each case a unique one

;

the process is said to be the first, second, or third process, according as the new

summit is tripleural, tetrapleural, or pentipleural.

Now, revei'ting to the before-mentioned division of the polyacrons into three classes,

an (w + 1 )-acron of the first class may by the first process of subtraction be reduced

to an ?i-acron, and conversely it can be by the first process of addition derived from

an ?i-acron. An (» + l)-acron of the second class, as having a tetrapleural summit, may
by the second process of subtraction be reduced to an ?i-acron, and conversely it can

be by the second process of addition derived from an ?i-acron. And in like manner,

an (»i + 1 )-acron of the third class, as having a pentipleural summit, may be by the

third process of subtraction reduced to an 7i-acron, and conversely it may be by the

third process of addition derived from an ?!-acron.

Hence all the (n-f-l)-acrons can be by the first, second and third processes of

addition respectively derived from the Ji-acrons. It is to be observed that all the

()! + l)-acrons of the first class are obtained by the first process; the second process

is onl}' required for finding the (n + l)-acrons of the second class ; and these being

all obtained by means of it, the third process is only required for finding the

(« + l)-acrons of the third class. Hence the second process need only be made use

of when the ?i-acron has no tripleural summit, or when it has onlj^ one tripleural

summit, or when, having two tripleural summits, they are the opposite summits of two
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adjacent faces. In the last-mentioned two cases respectively it is only necessary to
consider the basic quadrangles which jmss through the single tripleural summit and the
basic quadrangle which passes through the two tripleural summits; for with any other
basic quadrangle the derived (« + l)-acron would retain a tripleural summit, and would
consequently be of the first class. The condition is more simply expressed as follows,

viz.: The second process need only be employed when there is on the 7i-acron a basic
quadrangle the summits of which are at least of the number of edges shown in the

annexed figure, and all the other summits are at least 4-pleural. Again, by the third
process (as already mentioned) we seek only to obtain the (?i-|- l)-acrons of the third
class

;
the process need only be applied to the ?!-acrons for which there exists a basic

pentagon the summits of which are at least of the number of edges shown in the

annexed figure, all the other summits being at least 5-pleural ; for it is only in this

case that the derived (n. + l)-acron wll be of the third class. The condition just

referred to obviously implies that the ?i-acron is of the second or third class. It is

to be noticed that in applying the foregoing principles to the formation of the

polyacrous as far as the ll-acrons we are only concerned with the first and second

processes.

Consider the entire series of ?i-acrons, say A, B, C, &c., and suppose that the

9!-acron A gives rise to a certain number, say P, Q, R, S of (n-f- l)-acrons, the (m + 1)-

acron P is of course derivable from the ?i-acron A, but it may be derivable from

other ?i-acrons, suppose from the ' ^i-acrons B and C. Then in considering the (n + 1 )-

acrons derived from B, one of these will of course be found to be the (n+l)-acron P,

and it is only the remaining (n-f- l)-acrons derived from B which are or may be

(n+l)-acrons not already previously obtained as (?H- l)-acrons derived from A. And
if in this manner, as soon as each («+ l)-acron is obtained, we apply to it the

process of subtraction so as to ascertain the entire series of H-acrons from which it is

derivable, and, in forming the (n + l)-acrons derived from these, take account of the

(/( + l)-acrons already previously obtained and found to be derivable from these, we

should obtain without any repetitions the entii'e series of the (n + l)-acrons.

c. V. 6
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For merely finding the number of the (/H-l)-aerons, a more simple process might

be adopted : say that an ?i-acron is ^-wise generating when it gives rise to a number

p of (ra + l)-acrons, and that it is g-wise generable when it can be derived from a

number q of (n + l)-acrons ; and assume that a given n-acron is (3/1 + 3/3 + 3/3 + &c.)-

wise generating, viz. that it gives rise to a number y^ of {n + l)-acrons which are

1-wise generable, a number 3/3 of {n + l)-acrons which are 2-wise generable, and so on

;

these forming the sum

S(2/i+J2/2+i2/3+-)

where S refers to the entire series of the w-acrons, it is clear that every «i-wise

generable (?!, + l)-acron will in respect of each of the H-acrons from which it is derivable

be reckoned as — , that is, it will be in the entire sum reckoned as 1, and the summ
in question will consequently be the number of the (h + l)-acrons.

The figures of the j)olyacrons comprised in the annexed Tables show the application

of the method to the genesis of the polyacrons as far as the octacrons, in which the

numbers indicate the nature of the different summits, according to the number of

edges through each summit, viz., 3 a tripleural summit, 4 a tetrapleural summit, and

so on. It will be noticed that there is only a single case in which this notation is

insufficient to distinguish the polyacron, viz., among the octacrons there are two forms

each of them with the same symbol 33445566 ; the inspection of the figures shows at

once that these are wholly distinct forms, for in the first of them, viz. that derived

from 8344555, each of the tripleural summits stands upon a basic triangle 456, while

in the other of them, that from 3444555, each of the tripleural summits .stands upon

a basic triangle 566. But the symbol is merely generic, and of course in the polyacrons

of a gi-eater number of summits it may very well happen that a considerable number

of polyacrons are comprised in the same genus.

The following remarks on the derivation of the octacrons from the heptacrons will

further illustrate the method

:

1. The heptacron 3335556 has three kinds of faces, viz. 355('), 356, 555, the first

process consequently gives rise to 3 octacrons. As the heptacron has more than two

tripleural summits the second process is not applicable.

2. The heptacron 3344466 has three kinds of faces, viz.: 366, 346 and 446, and

the first process gives therefore 3 octacrons. The heptacron has only two tripleural

summits, and they are disposed in the proper manner ; the second process gives there-

fore 1 octacron.

3. The heptacron 3344556 has five kinds of faces, viz. 345, 346, 356, 456 and

455, and the first process consequently gives 5 octacrons. The heptacron has two

tripleural summits, but they are not disposed in such manner as to render the second

process applicable.

' It is hardly necessary to remark that it must uot be imagined that in general all the faces denoted

by a symbol such as 355 (which determines only the nature of the summits on the face) are faces of the

same kind, but this is so in the cases referred to in the text.
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4. The lieptacrou 3444555 has four kinds of faces, viz. 355, 455, 445 and 444,

and the first process gives therefore 4 octaerons. The heptacron has one tripleural

summit, and the basic quadrangles 3545 which belong to it are of the same kind ;

the second process gives therefore 1 octacron.

5. The heptacron 4444455 has only one kind of face, viz. 445, and the first

process gives therefore 1 octacron. There are two kinds of basic quadrangles, viz. 4545

and 4445, and the second process gives therefore 2 octaerons.

The number of octaerons would thus be 20, but by passing back from the octaerons

to the heptacrons, it is found that there are in fact only 14 octaerons. Thus the

octacron 333366G6 has only one kind of tripleural summit 666 (the summit is here

indicated by the symbol of the basic polygon) and the octacron is thus seen to be

derivable from a single heptacron only, viz. the heptacron 3335556 from which it was

in fact derived. But the octacron 33345567 has three kinds of tripleural summits, viz.

567, 557 and 467, and it is consequently derivable from three heptacrons, viz. the

heptacrons 3335556, 3344466 and 3344555, and so on. The passage to the heptacrons

from an octacron with one or more tripleural summits is of course always by the

first process, but for the last two octaerons, which have no ti'ipleural summits, the

passage back to the heptacrons is by the second process : thus for the octacron

44445555 we have but one kind of tetrapleural summit 4555 ; but as opposite pairs

of summits of the basic quadrangle are of different kinds, viz. 45 and 55, we obtain

two heptacrons, viz. 3444555 and 4444455. The octacron 44444466 has but one kind

of tetrapleural summit, viz. 4646, and the pairs of opposite summits of the basic

quadrangle being of the same kind 46, we obtain from it only the heptacron 4444455.

It may be remarked that for the five heptacrons respectively the values of the

sum 2/1 + ^2/2 + ^2/,+ ... are

l +i+i i + l + i + i. * + i + i + l + l, 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + i, 1 + i + L

giving for 2 (2/1 + ^^2+^2/3+ ••.) the value 14, as it should do.

6—2
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309.

NOTE ON THE THEORY OF DETERMINANTS.

[From the Philosophical Ma(jazine, vol. xxi. (1861), pp. 180—185.]

The following mode of aixangement of the developed expression of a determinant

had presented itself to me as a convenient one for the calculation of a rather complicated

determinant of the iifth order ; but I have since found that it is in effect given,

although in a much less compendious form, in a paper by J. N. Stockwell, "On the

Resolution of a System of Symmetrical Equations with Indeterminate Coefficients,"

Gould's Ast. Journal, No. 139 (Cambridge, U. S., Sept. 10, 1860).

Suppose that the determinant

11,
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expressions ]123...??i|, which are obtained by permuting in every possible manner

all but one of the m symbols.

This being so, and wi'iting for greater simplicity
|
1

|
2

|

to denote the product

|1
I

X
I
2|, and so in general, the values of the determinants {12}, {123}, {1234}, {12345},

&c. are as follows: viz.
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of a set of n things ; and the foiiuulffi foi- the several determinants up to the deter-

minant of a given order are all of them obtained by means of the form

which is carried up to the order 7, but which can be further extended without any

difficulty whatever.

It is perhaps hardly necessary, but I give at full length the expressions of the

determinant of the third order : this is

{123} =
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and prefixing the sign (+ or — ) of the ari-angement ; and the resulting arrangements,

for instance

+ 11, - 1 2, - 1 2,

2 2
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where, as before, 7i = aa + 0b ... +p{a, b,... being all different and greater than unity);

but the summation is restricted either to the partitions for which »i — a — /3 ... — p is

even, or else to those for which n —a — ... — p is odd.

The formula affords a proof of the fundamental property of skew symmetrical

determinants. In such a determinant we have not only 12 = — 21, &c., but also 11=0,

&c. Suppose that n, the order of the determiiaant, is odd ; then in each line of the

expression

jl2S....!l=| 1
I

2| ...
I H

± &c.

of the determinant, there is at least one compartment
|
1

|
or

|
123

|
&c. containing

an odd number of symbols : let
|
123

|
be such a compartment, then the determinant

contains the terms
|

12.'5
|
P and

|
132

|
P (where P represents the remaining com-

partments), that is, 12. 23. 31. P and 13. 32. 21. P. But in virtue of the relations

12 = -21, &c., we have
12.23.31 =-13.32.21;

and so in all similar cases ; that is, the terms destroy each other, or the skew

symmetrical determinant of an odd order is equal to zero.

The like considerations show that a skew symmetrical determinant of an even

order is a perfect square. In fact, considering for greater simplicity the case ?( = 4, any

line in the foregoing expression of [1234] for which a compartment contains an odd

number of symbols, gives rise to terms which destroy each other, and may be omitted.

The expression thus reduces itself to

{1234} = +
I

12
I

34
I

3 terms

-
I

12 34
I

6 terms,

which is in fact the square of

12,34 + 13.42 + 14.23;

for the square of a term, say 12.34, is 12=. 34= or 12.21.34.43, that is,
|
12

| 34 1

,

and the double of the product of two terms, say 12.34 and 13.42, is 2.12.34.13.42,

or -12.24.43.31-13.34.42.21, that is -
|
1243

j
-

|
1342 |, and so for the other

similar terms, and we have

{1234J = (12 . 34 + 13 . 42 + 14 . 23)=

:

and so in general, ?i being any even number, the skew symmetrical determinant

[123...?ij is equal to the square of the Pfaffian 12...«, where the law of these Pfaffian

functions is

12.34 =12.34 +13.42 +14.23

1234.56 = 12 . 34.56 + 13 . 4562 + 14 . 5G23 + 15 . 6234 + IG . 2345,

where, in the second equation, 3456, &c. are Pfafhans, viz. 3456 = 34 . 56 + 35 . 64 + 36 . 45
;

and so on.

2, Stone Buildings, W.C., December 28, 1860.

c. V. 7
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310.

NOTE ON MR JERRARD'S RESEARCHES ON THE EQUATION

OF THE FIFTH ORDER.

[From the Philosophical Magazine, vol. xxi. (1861), pp. 210—214.]

Functions of the same set of quantities which are, by any substitution whatever,

simultaneously altered or simultaneously unaltered, may be called homotypical. Thus all

symmetric functions of the same set of quantities are homotypical : {x + y — z— luf and

xy + zw are homotypical, &c.

It is one of the most beautiful of Lagrange's discoveries ui the theory of equations,

that, given the value of any function of the roots, the value of any homotypical

function may be rationally determined
'

; in other words, that any homotypical function

whatever is a rational function of the coefficients of the equation and of the given

function of the roots.

The researches of Mr Jerrard are contained in his work, An Essay on the Reso-

lution of Equations, London, Taylor and Francis, 18-59. The solution of an equation

of the fifth order is made to dejiend on an equation of the sixth order in W ; and

he conceives that he has shown that one of the roots of this equation is a rational

function of another root :
" The equation for W will therefore belong to a class of

equations of the sixth degree, the resolution of which can, as Abel has shown, be

effected by means of equations of the second and third degrees ; whence I infer the

possibility of solving any proposed equation of the fifth degree by a finite combination

of radicals and rational functions."

1 The a priori demonstration shows the cases of failm-e. Suppose that the roots of a biquaclratic equation

are 1, 3, 5, 9 ; then, given a + i= 8, we know that either a=3, h= 5, or else a = 5, 6= 3, and in either case

a6 = 15; heuce in the present case (which represents the general case), a + b being known, the homotypical

function ab is rationally determined. But if the roots are 1, 3, 5, 7 (where 1 + 7= 3 + 5), then, given a + 6 = 8,

this is satisfied by (a, 6 = 3, 5) or by (a, 6 = 1, 7), and the conclusion is a6 = 15 or 7; so that here ab is deter-

mined, not as before, rationally, but by a quadratic equation.
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The above propert}' of rational expressibility, if true for M^, will be true for any

function homot}^ical with W; and conversely. I proceed to inquire into the form of

the function W.

The function W is derived from the function P, which denotes any one of the

quantities ^i, p.,, jh- -A-nd if «,, x.., x^, a-j, x^ are the roots of the given equation of

the fifth order, and if a, /3, 7, h, e represent in an imdetermined or arbitraiy order of

succession the five indices 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and if t denote an imaginary fifth root of

unity (I conform myself to Mr Jerrard's notation), then p^, p.., p., and the other

auxiliary quantities t, n, are obtained from the system of equations:

Xa" +PlXa- +2hXa. + Ps = t+ U,

xg'- + jJi*-3" +^J2a;p +p3-it + thi,

Xy' + PlXy- + p.Xy 4" ^^S = iH + I'U,

Xs" + PiXi^ +iJ2«8 +2':i = ''< + t'w.

x/' + ;ji,r;- +;jo*', + Pi = i*t + i u.

If from these equations we seek for the values of jji, }%., 2h> t< ". we have

I : Pi : P-, : Pi : -t : -u = n, : n, : H, : n4 : Tl, : H,,,

where Hi, Ho, . . denote the determinants formed out of the matrix

««^
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and this is also the form of the other determinants, the only difference being as to the

meaning of the symbol {a/3|, which, however, in each case denotes a function such that

{a/3} = — {/3a}. Writing for greater shortness,

[a^yBe] = {a/S] + {^y} + {yS} + {8e] + {ea],

and in like manner

{a7f/SS} = !«7} + {ye} + [e/3} + {138} + {Sa},

Hi is an unsymmetric linear function (without constant term) of {a^yBe}, {aye^S} ; or,

what is all that is material, it is an unsymmetric function, containing only odd

powers, of {0/3786}, {ayejSB}.

If for

a /3 7 S e

we substitute any one of the five arrangements

0/37^6,
/3 7 S 6 a,

7 S e a /3,

Be a j3 y,

e a fS y B,

then {a^yBe} and {aye^B} will in each case remain unaltered.

But if we substitute any one of the five arrangements

a e B y /3,

e 5 7 /3 a,

B y ^ a 6

,

7 /3 a 6 8,

a € B y,

then in each case {a;S78e} and {aye^B} will be changed into — {a/3yB€} and — [aye^B]

respectively. Hence 111 remains unaltered by any one of the first five substitutions

;

and it is changed into — Hi by any one of the second five substitutions. And the

like being the case as regards 11., , &c., it follows that the quotient Hi -^ Ho, or say P,

remains unaltered by any one of the ten substitutions. Now the 120 permutations of

a, ^, 7, B, e can be obtained as follows, viz. by forming the 12 different pentagons

which can be formed with a, /3, 7, B, e (treated as five points), and reading each of

them off in either direction from any angle. To each of the 12 pentagons there

corresponds a distinct value of P, but such value is not altered by the different modes

of reading off the pentagon ; P is consequently a 12-valued function.
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But there is a more simple form of the analytical expression of such a 12-valued

function ; in fact, if [a^yBe] be any function which is not altered by any one of the

above ten substitutions— if, for instance, [a^S] is a symmetrical function of x^, x^, and

[a^yBe] = [a/3] + [0y] + [yb] + [Be] + [ea],

and therefore

[aye^B] = [<zy] + [ye] + [6/3] + [^8] + [Ba],

then any unsymmetrical function of [a/3yBe] and [o(7e/38] will be a 12-valued function

homotypical with P.

Mr Jerrard's function W is the sum of two values of his function P ; the sub-

stitution by which the second is derived from the first can only be that which

interchanges the two functions [a^yBe] and [aye^B] ; and hence any symmetrical function

of [al3yBe'\ and [aye^B] is a function homotypical with Mr Jen'ard's W ; such symmetric

function is in fact a 6-valued function only. Indeed it is easy to see that the twelve

pentagons correspond together in pairs, either pentagon of a pair being derived from

the other one by stellation, and the six values of the functi(5ii in question coiTCsponding

to the six pairs of pentagons respectively.

Writing with Mr Cockle and Mr Harley,

T = .r;..Cp + X^Xy + XyXs + XsU:, + X^X^,

r' = x^Xy + XyX^ + XcXff + x^Xs +XsXa,

then (t + t' is a symmetrical function of all the roots, and it must be excluded ; but)

(t — t')- or tt' are each of them 6-valued functions of the form in question, and either

of these functions is linearly connected with the Resolvent Product. In Lagrange's

general theory of the solution of equations, if

fl = Xj + LX.2 -)- t-A's -t- tV.'j -V l*Xs,

then the coefficients of the equation the roots whereof are (/i)'', (ft-y, {fi?y, (/i*y, and

in particular the last coefficient ififi'fi'fi-*y', are determined by an equation of the

sixth degi'ee ; and this last coefficient is a perfect fifth power, and its fifth root, or

/ifv'fi^ft*, is the function just referred to as the Resolvent Product.

The conclusion from the foregoing remarks is that if the equation for W has the

above proferty of the rational expressihility of its roots, the equation of the sixth order

resulting from Lagrange's general 'theory has the same property.

I take the opportunity of adding a simple remark on cubic equations. The

principle which furnishes what in a foregoing foot-note is called the d priori demon-

stration of Lagi-ange's theorem is that an equation need never contain extraneous roots;

a quantity which has only one value will, if the investigation is properly conducted,

be determined in the first instance by a linear equation ; one which has two values

by a quadratic equation, and so on ; there is always enough, and not more than enough,

to determine what is required.
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Take Cardan's solution of the cubic equation x^+qa: — r=0, we have x = a + b, and

thence Sab = — ?, a^' + b^ = r; and to obtain the sohition we write

a=6-' = - ^ , a' + 6= = r.

But these two equations are not enough to precisely determine x, they lead to the

9-valued function

/r /r^ o' /r Ir^
, (f

V2+V4+A + V2-V4+27^

in order to precisely determine x, it is (as everybody knows) necessary to use the

original eqxiation ab = — ^. But seek for the solution as follows; viz. write w=ah(a + b),

which gives

Sa^' = - q, w'b' (a= + V') = r,

or what is the same thing,

a>b^ = - 1 , 0' + ¥ = - —

;

6 q

these equations give x = ab(a + b), where

V 3r /9r- q . 7 3r /dr- q

27 V 4r/ 3' V 2q Y 45-'

which is a 3-valued function only, ab in this case being not given.

2, Stone Buildings, W.C, January 28, 1861.
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311.

ON A THEOREM OF ABEL'S RELATING TO EQUATIONS OF

THE FIFTH ORDER.

[From the Philosophical Magazine, vol. xxi. (1861), pp. 2.57—263.]

The following is given (Abel, (Euvres, vol. ii. p. 2.53 [Ed. 2, vol. il. p. 266]) as

an extract of a letter to M. Crelle

:

" Si line equation du cimiuieme degre, dout les coefficients sont des nomhres

rationnels, est resoluble algebriquement, on pent donner aux racines la forme suivante,

oil

x = c + Aa'ai'tt-i'tti" + AiOi'a.^'as'a' + A.u./a3~a'ai^ + A.^a-^a'a^a.^'

a = m + n Vl + e= + 7a (1 + e- + Vl + e"),

{, = m - n Vl + e- + Jh (1 + e^ - Vl + e'),

, + n Vr+~e= - 'Jh (1 + e^ + Vl + e-),

; - )t '^i+e'^ - Jh (1 + e^ - Vr+1^),

«.> = m

« , = m

A=K + K'a + K"a, + K"aa, , A, = K+ K'a, + K"a, + K"'a,a,

,

A, =K + K'a, + K"a '+ K"aa,, A, =K + K'a., + K"a, + K"'a,a,.

Les quantites c, h, e, m, n, K, K', A"', K'" sont des nomhres rationnels.

" Mais de cette maniere I'equation ofi + ax + b = n'est pas resoluble tant que a

et b sont des quantites quelconques. J'ai trouve de pareils theoremes pour les equations

du 7^'°^ ll'°'^ 13'"", &c. degrt^. Fribourg, le 14 Mars, 1826."

The theorem is referred to by M. Kronecker (Berl. Monatsh. June 20, 1853), but

nowhere else that I am aware of.
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It is to be noticed that in the expressions for a, cii, u.,, a-), the radicals are such

that

Vl+e=v//, (1 + e- + Vl + e= ) Jli (1 + e- - vT+e^) = he (1 + e-),

a rational nnmber.

The theorem is given as belonging to numerical eqnations ; but considering it as

belonging to literal equations, it will be convenient to change the notation ;
and in

this point of view, and to avoid suffixes and accents, I write

where

a =m+ n V© +Ji)+q V®,

/3 = m- n V© + -Jp -q V©,

-y = m + n V© -Jp-\-q V'©,

8 = m - n V© - -Jp — q V© ;

the radicals being connected by

V© Jp + q V© Jp - q v^© = .s,

and where

A = K + La + il/7 + iVa^, B = K + 1/3 + MB + A^j3B,

C = K+Ly + 3Ia + Nay, D = K + LB+ i//3 + iY/38,

in which equations 9, m, n, p>, q, ©, s, K, L, M, K are rational functions of the

elements of the given quintic equation.

The basis of the theorem is, that the expression for a- has only the five values

which it acquires by giving to the quintic radicals contained in it their five several

values, and does not acquire any new value by substituting for the quadratic radicals

their several values. For, this being so, x will be the root of a rational quintic ; and

conversely.

Now attending to the equation

V© Jp + q ^@ Jp — q V© = s,

the different admissible values of the radicals are

V©, Jp + q V©, Jp — q V©,

- V©, Jp — q V©, - Jp + q V©,

V©, -Jp + q V©, _ Jp - q V©,

— V©, — Jp- q V©, Jp + q V©,
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coiTesponding to the systems

a, /3, 7, S,

/3, 7. S. a,

7, S , a, /9,

a, 0, 7. 2,

of the roots a, /3, j, 8 ; i.e. the effect of the altei'ation of the vakxes of the quadratic

radicals is merely to cyclically permute the roots a, /3, 7, B; and observing that any

such cyclical permutation gives rise to a like cyclical permutation of A, B, C, D, the

alteration of the quadratic radicals produces no alteration in the expression for x.

The quantities a, /3, 7, S are the roots of a rational quartic. If, solving the

quartic by Euler's method, we write

a = vt, + 'JF+'\/G + 'JH, 'JFGH = v, a rational function,

= m-\/F+\lG-'JH,

y=vi + '^F-VG-'s/H,

h=m-'^F-'JG + 'JH,

then the expressions for F, G, H in terms of the roots are

(a + 7-/3-S)-, (a + /3-7-8)-, (a + B - - r^)-,

which are the roots of a cubic equation

V? — X«- + fiu — v-=0,

where \, /a, v are given rational functions of the coefficients of the quartic. We have

sIG + 'JH=-I{'JG + ^H)- = Jg + H + 2^GH = \Jx-F+'^'JF-,

so that, taking = F, the last-mentioned expressions for a, /3, 7, 8 will be of the

assumed form

a = m + V© + Jp + q VB, &c.

The equation

V© Vp + 5- V© Jp - q V© = s

thus becomes

'\/F's/(G-Hf = s, or F(G-Hy = s':

that is,

- F' + F(F- + G"- + H^) - 2FGH = s-'

;

or, what is the same thing, and putting © for F,

- X@- + (X- - /x) © - 3i/ = 6-=.

C. V.
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Hence in order that the roots of the quartic may be of the assumed form,

0L = m + V© + Jp + q V0, &c.,

where ni, p, q, @ are rational, and where also

V® -Jp+q V© Jp — q V@ = s, a rational function,

the necessary and sufficient conditions are that the ijuartic should be such that the

reducing cubic

u^ — \ir + fj,u — V- —

(whose roots are (a + /3 — 7— 8)-, (a+7 — /S — S)-, (a + 8 — /3 — 7)") may have one rational

root 0, and moreover that the function

- \0-' + (X- -fj.)f>- Sv

shall be the square of a rational function s. This being so, the roots of the quartic

will be of the assumed form

a = )n + V© + 'Jp + q V©, &c.

;

and from what precedes, it is clear that any function of the roots of the quartic

which remains unaltered by the cyclical substitution a^yS, or what is the same thing,

any function of the form

</)(=t, 0, 7, B) + 4>{/3, 7, B, <i) + cf>(y, S, a, /3) + </.(8, a, /3, 7)

will be a rational function of ni, ©, p, q, s, and consequently of the coefficients of the

quartic. The above are the conditions in order that a quartic equation may be of

the Abelian form.

It may be as well to remark that, assuming only the system of equations

a = ,n + V© + VT ,

;3=,H-V©+ vr,

^ = »i + V© - VT
,

8 = ,« - V© - Vr,

then any rational function of a, /3, 7, 8 which lemains unaltered by the cyclical sub-

stitution ai3y8 will be a rational function of ©, T+T', TT', \/TT'(T-T'), V©(T-T'),

V© VTT'. In fact, suppose such a function contains the term

(V©)- (VT/ (Vr)!-

;

then it will contain the four terms

( V©)«( y/ry{ \/T)y,

(_V©)''( vr)S(-VT)v,

( V©)«(- \/T)''(- Vtov,

(_ V@)''(- VT'/ ( \/T)r,
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which together are

(V0)« .[(l +(-)S+r l) (VT)8 (\/r)y + (_)« [(_)^ 1 +(-)> 1] WT)y(\/ff},

an expression which vanishes unless (—)^, (— )> are both positive or both negative. The
forms to be considered are therefore

(-)', (-)«, (-)y

+ + +
- + +
+ - -

The first form is

(V©)" {(\/f)3 {\/T)y + (VT)3 (Vt')>j,

which, o, /3, 7 being each of them even, is a rational function of ("), T + T', TT'.

The second form is

(V©)" i(VT)3 (v't')i' - (Vt)8 (Vr)i'),

which, a being odd and /3 and y each of them even, is the product of such a

function into V0(T-T').

The third form is

(\/@)» {{-Jrf (\/T)y - (Vt> (VT7},

which, a being even and /3 and 7 each of them odd, is the product of such a function

into VfT'(T-T').

And the fourth form is

(V©)» 1(\/T)S (Vr jv + (\/T)v (Vr)3
j,

which, a, /3, 7 being each of them odd, is the product of such a function into V© (T — T').

Hence if T=^ + 5'V©, T =p-q'J&' and V© V^j +^ V© V/j - q V© = ,s-, then

©, T+T{=2p), TT{=p--q-®), Vft'(T-T')(=^),

V© (T - T') (= 2fy©), and V© VrT (= s)

are respectively rational functions. This is the a postenori verification, that with the

system of equations

a= m -\- V© + Jp + q V©, &c., V© Jp 4- 7 V© >lp — q V@ = s,

any function

4, (a, 13, 7, B) +
(f) (J3, 7, B, a) + (7. g, a, /3) + <^ (S, a, ^3, 7)

is a rational function.

8—2
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The coefficients of the quintic ei^uation for x must of course be of the form just

mentioned; that is, they must be functions of a, (3, y, S, which remain unaltered by

the cyclic substitution a^yS. To form the quintic equation, I write

6 — x = a,

then we have

and the quintic equation is

^ a + b + c + d + e,

flfo,foy'-fa>'fm' = 0,

where w is an imaginary fifth root of unity, and

fm = a + b(o + ceo- + d(o^ + eto*.

We have

/(ofco^ = la- + (w + o)^) 1'ab + {a>- + w^) 1'ac,

f(o'-fm' = to? + {w- + 0)^ %'ab + {or + o)') I'ac,

where S' is Mr Harley's cyclical symbol, viz.

Sab = ab + be + cd -\- de + ea
;

and so in other cases, the order of the cycle being always abode. This gives

fcof<o-f(o'f<o' = ta' + la'b"- - la% + 2%a?bc - labcd - 5S'a= (be + cd)
;

and multiplying by /I, = la, and equating to zero, the result is found to be

2a^ — oabcde — oS'a^ (be + cd) + 5S'a (6-e^ + c-d") = ;

or arranging in powers of a, this is

a'*

+ a^. - 5 (be + cd)

+ a^ 5(bc- +06' +ed' + db^)

5 (b^c + c^e + e'd + d' b)

[+ 5 (6V + c-# - becd)

b^ + c^ + e^ + d^

- 5 (Me + c^bd + e'cb + d'ec)

^ + 5 (bd'e"" + cb^'d" + ec'6= + rfeV)

the several coefficients being, it will be observed, cyclical functions to the cycle

6, c, e, d.

«-i
= 0,
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Putting for a its value — {x — 6), and for 6, c, d, e their values, the quintic equation

in X is

{x - ey

+ {x- ey

.

+(x-ey.

+ (x - 6)

+

where as before

= 0,

-o(AC +BD)a^yS

-o{A-ByS +B'CBa +C-Da^ +B-A0y ) a/378

J-
5 {A'D^y-S + B'AyB'oL + C'B8a:-l3 + D'Ca^-y) a^yh

t+ 5 {A"-C- + R-I> - ABCD) a-^-y-B-

( (A'lSy'B- +B'yB'a:' + C'Sa'^- + D^a^Y )oi^yB

-; - 5 {A'BCyS + B'CBSa + C'DAa^ + B'AB^y) a-/3VS-

[ + o(A B'C'aS + BCr-B-0cc + CD-A-y0 + DE-A-Ba) a'j3"y-^-
^

A =K + La + My + Nay

,

B=K + L^ + MS + Nl3B,

G =K + Ly+ Ma + iV7a

,

D = K + LB+M^ + XBl3;

and the coefficients of the quintic equation are, as they should be, cyclical functions

with the cycle a/878.

2, Stone Buildings, W.C., Febrmry 10, 1861.
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312.

ON THE PARTITIONS OF A CLOSE.

[From the Philosophical Magazine, vol. xxi. (18G1), pp. 424—428.]

If F, S, E denote the luimber of faces, summits, and edges of a polyhedron, then,

by Elder's well-known theorem,

F+S=E+2;

and if we imagine the polyhedron projected on the plane of any one face in such

manner that the projections of all the summits not belonging to the f;\ce fall within

the face, then we have a partitioned polygon, in which (if P denote the number of

component polygons, or say the number of parts) F=P + \, or we have

P + S = E+\,

where 8 is the number of summits and E the number of edges of the plane figure.

I retain for convenience the word edge, as having a different initial letter from summit.

The formula, however, excludes cases such as that of a polygon divided into two

parts by means of an interior polygon wholly detached from it ; and in order to

extend it to such cases, the formula must be written under the form

P + S=E^\+B,

where B is the number of breaks of contour, as will be presently explained.

The edges of a polygon are right lines : it might at first sight appear that the

theory would not be materially altered by removing this restriction, and allowing the

edges to be curved lines ; but the feet is that we thus introduce closed figures boiuided

by two edges, or even by a single edge, or by what I term a mere contour ;
and we

have a new theory, whicli I call that of the Partitions of a Close.
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Several definitions and explanations are requii-ed. The words line and curve are

used inditferently to denote any path which can be described currente calamo without

lifting the pen from the paper. A closed curve, not cutting or meeting itself ('), is

called a contour. An enclosed space, such that no part of it is shut out from any

other part of it, or, what is the same thing, such that any part can be joined with

any other part by a line not cutting the boundary, is termed a close. The boundary

of a close may be considered as the limit of a single contoui', or of two or more

contours lying wholly within the close. The reason for speaking of a limit will appear

by an example. Consider a circle, and within it, but wholly detached fi'om it, a

figure of eight ; the space interior to the circle but exterior to the figure of eight is

a close : its boundary may be considered as the limit of two contours,—the first of

them interior to the close, and indefinitely near the circle (in this case we might say

the circle itself) ; the second of them an hour-glass-shaped curve, interior to the close

(that is, exterior to the figure of eight) and indefinitely near to the figure of eight.

The figure of eight, as being a curve which cuts itself, is not a contour ; and in the

case in question we could not have said that the boundary of the close consisted of

two contours. A similar instance is afforded by a circle having within it two circles

exterior to each other, but connected by a line not cutting or meeting itself; or even

two points, or, as they may be called, summits, connected by a line not cutting or

meeting itself; or, again, a single summit: in each of these cases the boundary of

the close may be considered as the limit of two contours. But this explanation once

given, we may for shortness speak of the close as bounded by a single contour, or by

two or more contours ; and I shall throughout do so, instead of using the more precise

expression of the boundary being the limit of a contour, or of two or more contours.

The excess above unity of the number of the contours which foi-m the boundary of

a close is the break of contour for such close ; in the case of a close bounded by a

single contour, the break of contour is zero.

Any point whatever on a curve may be considered as the point of meeting of

two curves, or, in the case of a closed curve, as the point where the curve meets

itself, but it is not of necessity so considered. A point where a curve cuts or meets

itself or any other curve, is a summit ; each point of termination of an unclosed

curve is also a summit; any isolated point may be taken to be a summit. It follows

that, in the case of a closed curve not cutting or meeting itself (that is, a contour),

any point or points on the curve may be taken to be summits ; but the contour need

not have upon it any summit : it is in this case termed a mere contour. The curve

which is the path from a summit to itself, or to any other summit, is an edge : the

former case is that of a contour having upon it a single summit, the latter that of

an edge having, that is terminated by, two summits, and no more. It is hardly

neces.sary to remark that a contour having upon it two or more summits consists of

the same number of edges, and, by what precedes, a contour having upon it a single

summit is an edge : but it is to be noted that a contour without any summit upon

' It is hardly necessary to add, except in so far as any point whatever of the curve may be considered

as a point where the curve meets itself.
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it, or mere contour, is not an edge. It may be added that an edge does not cut or

meet itself or any other edge except at the summit or summits of the edge itself

Consider now a close bounded by /5 + 1 mere contours : if for any partitioned

close we have P the number of parts, /S' the number of summits, E the number of

edges, B the number of breaks of contour ; then, for the unpartitioned close, we have

P=l, 8 = 0, E = 0, B = ^, and therefore

P+S + ^ = E+1+B;

and it is to be shown that this equation holds good in whatever manner the close is

partitioned. The partitionment is effected by the addition, in any manner, of summits

and mere contours, and by drawing edges, any edge from a summit to itself or to

another summit. The effect of adding a summit is first to increase S by unity : if

the summit added be on a contour, E will be thereby increased by unity ; for if the

contour is a mere contour, it is not an edge, but becomes so by the addition of the

svimmit ; if it is not a mere contour, but has upon it a summit or summits, the

addition of the summit will increase by unity the number of edges of the contour.

If, on the other hand, the summit added be an isolated one, then the addition of

such summit causes a break of contour, or B is increased by unity. Hence the

addition of a summit increases by unity S ; and it also increases by unity E or else B,

that is, it leave.s the equation undisturbed. The effect of the addition of a mere con-

tour is to increase P by unity, and also to increase B by unity: it is easy to see

that this is the case, whether the new mere contour does or does not contain within

it any contour or contours. Hence the addition of a mere contour leaves the equation

undisturbed. The effect of di-awing an edge is first to increase E by unity ; if the

edge is drawn from a summit to itself, or from a summit on a contour to another

summit on the same contour, then the effect is also to increase P by unity ; if,

however, the edge is drawn from a summit on a contour to a summit on a different

contour, then P remains unaltered, but B is diminished by unity. There are a few

special cases, which, although apparently different, are really included in the two

preceding ones: thus, if the edge be di'awn to connect two isolated summits, these are

in fact to be considered as summits belonging to two distinct contours, and the like

when a summit on a contour is joined to an isolated summit. And so if there be

two or more summits connected together in order, and a new edge is drawn connecting

the first and last of them, this is the same as when the edge is drawn through two
summits of the same contour. The effect of drawing a new edge is thus to increase

E by unity, and also to increase P by unity, or else to diminish B by unity; that

is, it leaves the equation undisturbed. Hence the equation P+S + ^ = E+1+B,
which subsists for the unpartitioned close, continues to subsist in whatever manner the

close is partitioned, or it is always true.

In particular, if /3 = 0, that is, if the original close be bounded by a mere contour,

P + S=E+1+B; and if, besides, £=0, then P + S= E+1, which is the ordinary

equation in the theory of the partitions of a polygon.
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If we consider the surface of a plane as bounded by a mere contour at infinity,

then for the infinite plane, $=0, or we have P+S=E + 1+B: in the case where

the infinite plane is partitioned by a mere contour, P = 2, S = 0, E = 0, 5=1 (for the

exterior part is bounded by the contour at infinity, and the partitioning contour, that

is, for it, B=l), and the equation is thus satisfied. And so for a contour having upon

it ?( summits, P = 2, S = n, E = n, 5=1, and the equation is still satisfied: this is the

case of the plane partitioned into two parts by means of a single polygon.

The ca.se of a spherical surface is very interesting: the entire surface of the sphere

must be considered as a close bounded by contour, or we have j3= — l, and the

equation thus becomes P + S = E+2+B. Thus, if the sphere be divided into two

parts by a mere contour, P = 2, «S' = 0, E=0, JS = 0, and the equation is satisfied. And
in general, when 5=0, then P + S = E+2; or writing F for P, then F+ S = E+2,
which is Euler's equation for a polyhedron.

2, Stone Buildinqs, W.C., March S, ISGI.

C. V.
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313.

ON A SURFACE OF THE FOURTH ORDER.

[From the Philosophical Magazine, vol. xxi. (ISGl), pp. 491—495.]

Let a, B, C be fixed points ; it is required to investigate the nature of the surface,

the locus of a point P such that

\AP + i^BP + p('P = 0,

where X, fi, v are given coefficients ; the equation depends, it is clear, on the ratios only

of these quantities.

The surface is easily seen to be of the fourth order ; it is obviously symmetrical

in regard to the plane ABC ; and the section by this plane, or say the principal

section, is a curve of the fourth order, the locus of a point M such that

\AM-VtxBM^vCM = Qi.

The curve is considered incidentally by Mr Salmon, p. 12.5 of his Higher Plane

Curves [Ed. 3, p. 126 and see also p. 240 et seq.]
;

and he has remarked that the

two circular points at infinity are double points on the curve, which is therefore of

the eighth class. Moreover, that there are two double foci, since at each of these

circular points there are two tangents, each tangent of the one pair intersecting a

tangent of the other paii' in a double focus ; hence, further, that there are four

other foci, the points A, B, C, and a fourth point D lying in a circle with A, B, C,

and which are such that, selecting any three at pleasure of the points A, B, C, D, the

equation of the curve is in respect to such three points of the same form as it is in

regard to the points A, B, G.

Consider a given point M, on the principal section, then the equations

BP _CP CP^_AP AP _BP
BSI ~ CM ' CM~ AM' AM~ BM

belong respectively to three spheres : each of the spheres passes through the point M.

The first of the spheres is such that, with respect to it, B and C are the images
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each of the other : that is, the centre of the sphere lies on the line BC, and the

product of its distances from B and C is equal to the square of the radius ; in like

manner the second sphere is such that, with regard to it, C and A are the images

each of the other ; and the third sphere is such that, with regard to it, A and B
are the images each of the other. The three spheres intersect in a circle through M
at right angles to the principal plane (that is, the three spheres have a common circular

section), and the equations of this circle may he taken to be

AM~ BM~ CM'

It is clear that the circle of intersection lies wholly on the surface.

The spheres meet the principal plane in three circles, which are the diametral

circles of the spheres ; these circles are lelated to each other and to the points A, B, G,

iu like manner as the spheres are to each other and to the same points. The circles

have thus a common chord ; that is, thej" meet in the point M and in another

point il/' : and MM' is the diameter of the circle, the intersection of the three spheres.

It may be shown that M, M' are the images each of the other in respect to

the circle through A, B, G. In fact, consider in the first place the two points

A, B, and a circle such that, with respect to it, A, B are the images each of the

other ; take M a point on this circle, and let be any point on the line at I'ight

angles to AB through its middle point, and join OM cutting the circle in M' ; then

it is easy to see that M, M' are the images each of the other, in regard to the

circle, centre and radius OA{=OB). Hence starting with the points A, B, G and

the point M, let be the centre of the circle through A, B, G, and take M' the

image of M in respect to this circle ; then considering the circle which passes through

ilf, and in respect to which B, G are images each of the other, this circle passes

through il/' ; and so the circle through M, in respect to which G, A are images each

of the other, and the circle through M, in respect to which A, B are images each

of the other, pass each of them through M' ; that is, the three circles intersect in M'.

It is to be noticed that il/', being on the surface, must be on the principal

section ; that is, the principal section is such that, taking upon it any point M, and

taking M' the image of ilf in regard to the circle through A, B, G, then il/' is also

on the principal section. It is very easily shown that the curve of the fourth order

possesses this property ; for ilf, M' being images each of the other in respect to the

circle through A, B, G, then A, B, G are points of this circle, or we have

that is, the equation

being satisfied, the equation

is also satisfied.

M_A__MB _MJJ
M'A ~ M'B ~ M'G '

\AM -{-tJiBM +vGM =0

\AM' + tJiBM' + vGM' =

9—2
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The poiuts M, M' of the curve, which are images each of the other in respect to

the circle through A, B, C, may be called conjugate points of the curve. The above-

mentioned circle, the intersection of the three spheres, is the circle having MM' for

its diameter; hence the required surface is the locus of a circle at right angles to the

principal plane, and having for its diameter MM', where M and M' are conjugate

points (if the curve.

In the particular case where the equation of the surface is

BG. AP+CA .BP + AB. OP = 0,

the principal section is the circle through A, B, C, twice repeated. Any point on the

circle is its own conjugate, and the radius of the generating circle of the surface is

zero ; that is, the surface is the annulus, the envelope of a sphere radius 0, having

its centre on the circle through A, B, G. Or attending to real points only, the surface

reduces itself to the circle through A, B, G. But this last statement of the solution is

an incomplete one. The equation of an annulus, the envelope of a sphere radius c,

having its centre on a circle radius unity, is

Var* + / = 1 + Vc- — z'
;

and hence putting c = 0, the equation of the sinface is,

'Jx' + y^ = \ ± zi

(if, as usual, t=V — 1), or, what is the same thing, it is

V- + f + (2 + i)' = ;

that is, the surface is made up of the two spheres, passing through the points A, B, G,

and having each of them the radius zero ; or say the two cone-spheres through the

points A, B, G. In other words, the equation

BG. AP + CA. BP + AB. OP =

is the condition in order that the four points A, B, G, P may lie on a sphere radius

zero, or cone-sphere. Using 1, 2, 3, 4 in the place of A, B, C, P to denote the four

points, the last-mentioned equation becomes

12.34-1-13.42 + 14.28 = 0;

and considering 12, &c. as quadratic radicals, the rational form of this equation is

D =
,
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In mj- paper " Ou a Theorem in the Geometry of Position," C'aitib. Math. Journ. vol. II.

pp. 267— 271 (1841), [1], I obtained this equation, the four points being there con-

sidered as lying in a plane, as the relation between the distances of four points in a

cii'cle, in addition to the relation

= 0,
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314.

ON THE CURVES SITUATE ON A SURFACE OF THE SECOND
ORDER.

[From the Philosophical Magazine, vol. xxii. (1861), pp. 35—38.]

A SURFACE of the second order has on it a double system of generating lines,

real or imaginary ; and any two generating lines of the first kind form with any two

generating lines of the second kind a skew quadrangle. If the equations of the

planes containing respectively the first and second, second and third, third and fourth,

fourth and first sides of the quadrangle are x = 0, y = Q,z = 0, w = 0, and if the

constant multipliers which are implicitl}' contained in x, y, z, w respectively are suit-

ably determined, then the equation of the surface of the second order (or say for

shortness the (juadric surface) is xiu — yz = 0.

II LL Z V , U/ V , 111Assume - = -, -=-, then , -, or say (X., u, ;', p), may be regarded as the co-
X X X p \ p

ordinates of a point on the iiuadric surface: we in fact have .r : ;/ : 2 : «-= 1 • :-:-—,
r I ' \ p \p

or what is the same thing, =Xp : p,p : v\ : p.v. The four quantities (\, fi, v, p) are

for symmetry of notation used as coordinates; but it is to be throughout borne in

mind that the absolute magnitudes of X and p,, and of v and p are essentially

indeterminate ; it is onl)- the ratios X : fi and v : p that we arc concerned with.

An equation of the form

(*5_X, /xV'iK py' = (\

that is, an equation homogeneous of the degree p as regards (X, p,), and homogeneous

of the degree q as regards {v, p), represents a curve on the quadric surface; and this

curve is of the order p + q. In fact, combining with the equation of the curve the

equation of an arbitrary plane

Ax + By+Gz + Dtv=^0,
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this equation, oxpresscd in terms of the coordinates (\, /a, v, p), is

A\p + Bfip + CvX + Dp,v = ;

or, as it is more conveniently written,

( G, D JX, p,){v, p) = 0;

\
A, B

i

and if from this and the cipiation of the cnrve we eliminate \ : /x or v : p, say the

second of these quantities, we obtain

($X, p.)p (- A\ - Bfi, C\ + Dp.)'' = 0,

which is of the order p + q in (X, p,) ; and X : p, being known, v : p is linearly deter-

mined. There are thus p + q systems of values of the coordinates, or the plane meets
the curve in /) + q points ; that is, the curve is of the order p + q.

A linear equation A\ + Bp, = gives a generating line, say of the first kind, of

the quadric surface, and a linear equation Cv + Dp = gives a generating line of the

second kind : and by combining the one or the other of these equations with the

equation of the curve, it is at once seen that the curve meets each generating line

of the iirst kind in q points, and each generating line of the second kind in p points.

Consider the curves of the order n : the different solutions of the equation p + q = n
give different species of curves. But the solution {n, 0) gives only a system of n
generating lines of the first kind, and the solution (0, n) gives only a system of

generating lines of the second kind. And in general the solutions { p, q) and (q, p)
give species of curves which are related, the one of them to the generating lines of

the first and second kinds, in the same way as the other of them to the generating

lines of the second and first kinds; and they may be considered as correlative members
of the same species. The number of distinct species is thus ^ (n — 1) or \n, according

as II is odd or even; for m = :3 we have the single species (2, 1) or (1, 2); for « = 4,

the two species (1, 3) or (3, 1), and (2, 2); for n=a, the two species (4, 1) or (1, 4),

and (3, 2) or (2, 3); and so on. Thus for n = 3, the species (2, 1) is represented by
an equation of the form

(a, 6, c\\, pfv + (a', U, c'\\ /j,)-p=0,

which belongs to a cubic curve" in space. To show a posteriori that this is so,

I observe that the equation expressed in terms of the original coordinates {x, y, z, w) is

w {a, b, cja,-, y)- + z («', h', d\x, yf = 0,

which by means of the equation xw — yz = of the quadric siu-face is reduced to

(a, b, c^x, y)- + (i'xz + 2b'yz + c'yw = ;

and this is the equation of a quadric surface intersecting the quadric surface

X'lu — yz = in the line x = 0, y = 0; and therefore also intersecting it in a cubic curve.
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For ;; = 4, I take first the species (2, 2) [the nundiiquadric curve] \vhieh is repre-

sented by an equation of the form

(a, b, c$X, fj.)- V- + 2 (a, b', c'JX, fi)- vp + (n", b" , c"$X, /a)- p" = 0,

wliich in fact belongs to a qnartic curve, the intersection of two quadi'ic surfaces.

For, reverting to the original coordinates, the equation becomes

{a, b, c^.v, y)-w- + 2(n', b', c'\x, y)-xz + {a", b", c"\x, y)"z- = 0,

which by means of the equation xiu--yz = of the quadi'ic surface is at once reduced to

(a, b, c'^x, y)-+2a'xz + 4!b'yz + 2c'yiv+ a'z- + 2b"zvj+ c"w- = 0,

which is the equation of a quadric surface intersecting the given quadric surface

cciv — yz=0 in the curve in question.

Consider next the species (3, 1) [the excubu-quartic curve] represented by an

equation of the form

(«, b, c, ofJX, fxfv+{a\ b', c, d'^\, fif p = 0,

which is the other species of quartic curve situate on only a single quadi'ic surface.

Reverting to the original coordinates, the equation becomes

(a, b, c, d'^^x, yyx + (a', b', c', d'^w, yyz = 0;

and by means of the equation xw — yz = of the quadric surface this is reduced to

(a, b, c, d ^x, yf + olx-z + Wxyz + Sc'y-s + d'y-w = 0,

which is the equation of a cubic surface containing the line (a- = 0, // = 0) twice, and

therefore along this line touching the quadric surface xiv — yz = 0; and consequently

intersecting it besides in a quartic cune. And in like manner for the curves of the

fifth and higher orders which lie upon a quadric surface.

The combination of the equations

(*$X, fiy {V, p)'' =0.

(*'$\, ^^y^iv, py/=o,

shows at once that two curves on the same quadric surface of the species {p, q)

and {p', (/) respectively intersect in a number (pq'+p'q) of points. Thus if the curves

are (1, 0) and (1, 0), or (0, 1) and (0, 1). i.e. generating lines of the same kind, the

number of intersections is 1.0+0.1=0; but if the curves are (1, 0) and (0, 1),

i.e. generating Knes of different kinds, the number of intersections is 1.1+0.0 = 1.

The notion of the employment of hyperboloidal coordinates presented itself several

years ago to Prof. Pliicker (see his paper " Die analytische Geometrie der Curven auf

den Flachen zweiter Ordnung und Classe," Crelle, vol. xxxiv. pp. 341—359, 1847)

;

d z d c .

but the systems made use of, e.g. f = , V- ~> ^^'ith z(z + d) + /xxy = for^
fi y fi X

the equation of the surface of the second order, is less simple ; and the (piestion of

the classification of the curves on the surface is not entered on.

2, Stone Buildincjn, W.C., May 24, 1861.
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315.

ON THE CUBIC CENTRES OF A LINE WITH RESPECT TO

THREE LINES AND A LINE.

[From the Philosophical Magazine, vol. XXH. (1861), pp. 433—436.]

On referring to my Note on this subject {Phil. Mar/, vol. xx. pp. 418—423,

1860 [2.57]), it will be seen that the cubic centres of the line

Xr + fii/ + VZ =

in relation to the lines ./ = 0, // = 0, 5 = 0, and the line .'r + 'i/ + z = 0, are determined

by the equations

1 1 1

'^ ''' ^-e + \'- e+^ • w+'v •

where is a root of the cubic equation

1 1 1 2 „

e + \ e + /i + v

or as it may also be written,

0-- -6{txv + v\ + Xfx) - 2\/j,v = 0.

Two of the centres vnW coincide if the equation for has equal roots; and this will

be the case if

or, what is the same thing, if \, /j., i> = a~'\ h~\ c~-', where u + b + c = 0. In fact, if

a + fc + = 0, then a' + H' + c^ = 3a6c, and the equation in 6 becomes

..._ -^ 2_ = o-
a-bV- a^bV

c. V. 10
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that is

{abceY-3(abce)-2 =0,
which is

{abcd+l)-iabce-2) = 0:

— 1 2
so that the values of are —r- ,

—j-
HOC abc

First, if 6= — -j- , then w, v, z will be the coordinates of the double centre. And
abc

we have

«' abc za^bc la^bc

or putting for shortness D = a'' + hi- + c-,

~ 2a^bc ' abc ' 6a-

'

with similar values for ^ + m, 6 + v. But -
,
-

,
- are proportional to ^ + X, 6 + fi, + v;

X y z

and we may therefore write

P^-_£ ^^D :?=°-
*• G«" ' y 66-

' 6c-

'

whence, in virtue of the equation a + 6 + c = 0, we have for the locus of the double

centre,

'Jx + 'Jy+'Jz = 0;

or this locus is a conic touching the lines x = Q, y — 0, 2 = harmonically in respect

to the line x + y + z = 0, a result which was obtained somewhat differently in the

paper above refei-red to.

2
Next, if 6 = ^r , X, y, z will be the coordinates of the single centre. And we now

have

^ + ^ = ^^ + J^
= »(26c-2a^-l-6«^)=J^(-D+6aO =-A°^,

with similar values for + ll, 6 + v. But - , -
,

- are propoitional to d + X, + u,, + v,
X y z

and we may therefore write

^ = P -6a' P _ D-66- P _ D-6c-
x~ 6a^ ' y~ 66- ' z

~
6c"- '

from which equations, and the equation a + b + c = 0, the quantities P, a, b, c have

to be eliminated. I at first effected the elimination as follows : viz., writing the

equations under the form

X _ 6a^ y _Qb- z _ 6c-

^^TP~U' i+P~U' J+p~n'
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we obtain
,-/ y z

\/7fp + \/.7fp +\/.^ = ^'

which are easily transformed into

x+P "•

jtP ^ JTP "
•

{y + P){z+P) (z + P)(a+F)^(x + P){y + P)
''

'

or, what is the same thing,

Q(P + x){P + y){P + z)~x{P + 7j)(P + z)-y{P + 2)(P + x)-z{P + x)(P + y) = 0,

9(P + x){P + 7j)(P + z)-,/z(P + x) -zx(P + y) -xy(P + z)^0,

which give

GP^ + 5P"-{x + y + z)+ 4P (yz + zx + xy) + Zxyz = 0,

9P" + 9P= (x + y + z)+ HP (yz + 5,r + xy) + 6xyz = ;

or, multiplying the first equation by 2, and subtracting the second,

3P + (x + 2/ + 2) = ;

and we thus obtain for the locus of the single centre the equation

X y z ^
1

1 = 2— 2x + y + z -2y + z + x -2z + x + y

or, what is the same thing,

af + y''' + z" — {yz- + z.r- + xy- + y-z + z-x + x-y) + iixyz = 0,

which may also be written,

— (- ,'/• + y + z) (x - y + z) (x + y - 2) + xyz = 0.

The same result may also be obtained as follows : viz., observing that

D — 6«- = 6- + c- — o«- = — 4a'- — 2bc,

we have

x^_ — -iu- y^ _ —Sb- z _ — Sc-

P'WVbc' P~27>="+ra' P~2c^f^'

and then by means of the equation

«- b- c-

2a--\-bc 2b- + ac 2c--\-ah
1 =0,

10—2
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which is identically true in virtue of « + 6 + c = (in fact, multiplying out, this gives

12a%-cr + 4 {¥(f + (r'a^ + a^6^) + abc (rr + 6' + c')

- Sd'b'c^ - 4 (6V + c^a' + a%^) - 2abc (a^ + b^ + c=) - a-b-d- = ;

that is

Sa-b'^c- - abc (a^ + 6^ + c^) = 0, or abc (a' + ¥ + c' - 'iahc) = 0,

where the second factor divides by a-k-b + c), we find the above-mentioned equation,

*• + ^ + + 3P = 0.

We then have

— X + if + z _x + y + z 2x _ 6a- _ 36c

P ~ P~ ~ p - ~ -^ + ^xi'+bc ~ ~
2d' + be

'

that is

— x + y + z _ — 'ibc x — y + z_ — 3ca x + y — z — 'iab

P ~2a' + bc' T "26=Tc' P " 2c^ + ab
'

and forming the product of these functions, and that of the foregoing values of

p, -p, p, we find as before,

-{-x + y + z){x- y + z)(.>: + y - z) + xyz =

for the equation of the locus of the single centre. The equation shows that the locus

is a cubic curve which touches the lines x = 0, y = 0, 2 = at the points where these

lines are intersected by the lines y — z = 0, z — x = 0, x — y — (that is, it touches the

lines a; = 0, ^ = 0, z = harmonically in respect to the line x + y + z = 0), and besides

meets the same lines x = 0, y = 0,2 = at the points in which they are respectively

met by the line x + y + z = 0.

2, Stone Buildings, W.C., September 25, 1861.
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316.

NOTE ON THE SOLUTION OF AN EQUATION OF THE FIFTH

ORDER

[From the Philosophical Magazine, vol. xxiil. (1802), pp. 19.5, 196.]

This Note was in answer to Mr JeiTard's paper " Remarks on Mr Cayley's Note,'' Phil. May. vol. xxi.

pp. 348—350, referring to the foregoing paper 310.
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317.

NOTE ON THE TRANSFORMATION OF A CERTAIN DIFFERENTIAL

EQUATION.

[From the Philosophical Magazine, vol. xxiii. (1862), pp. 266, 267.]

The differential equation

if we put therein 16 = 2a-^ + 1 (i = V — 1 as usual), becomes

^
d.if ax -^

In fact an integral of the second equation is (vl +»-+«)*'"
; this is

= {'^J^.v- + 1 y- - 1 + 2x- + l)»'

;

or putting i6 = 2x-+\, it is

= (V-0-- 1 +ier\

which is

= {i(VgM^l+6l)j'";

so that an integral of the transformed equation in 6 is

= {'Je^+l + 0y"
;

and writing in the second equation 6 for .r, and ^m for m, we see that the last-

mentioned function, viz. (•^6- + 1 + ^ )"', is an integral of
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whence the transformed equation in must be this very equation, tliat is, it must

be the first equation. I have for shortness used the particular integral (Vl + «- + »•)="'

;

but the reasoning should have been applied, and it is in fact applicable, without alter-

ation, to the general integral

c (ViTx^- + .'•)'" + c (vrHi^ - x)'".

There is of course no difficulty in a dii'ect verification. Thus, starting from the

first equation, or equation in 0, the relation id = 2«^ + 1 gives

dy _ i dy d-y _ i d / i dy\ _ 1 fd-y 1 dy\

do 4« dx' d6- 4ix dx V^a- dx) ~ 16«-' \da? x dx)
'

so that the etjuation becomes

or multiplying by 4,

that is

(1 + x-) V^ + x^J^- hyi-i/ = 0,
dx- dx

the second equation. But the first method shows the reason why the two forms are

thus connected together.

2, Stone Buildings, W.C., February 19, 1862.
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318.

ON A QUESTION IN THE THEORY OF PROBABILITIES.

[From the PMlosopUcal Magazine, vol. xxin. (1862), pp. 361—36.5.]

The question referred to is that discussed iu the paper 121; the remarks on that paper in the Notes

and Keferences to volume II. are in a great measure to the same effect as the present and next papers,

318 and 31'.), the existence of which I had entirely overlooked. In the first part (dated 2, Stone Buildings,

W.C, March 1862) of the preseut paper 318, after referring to the two modes of statement which may be

called the Cmisatiuii statement and the Comoinitance statement, I reproduce nearly as in the Notes and

Keferences first my own solutiou as completed by Dedekind, next Boole's solution of the problem, involving

his logical probabiUties ; and the paper is theu continued as follows.

The foregoing paper was submitted to Prof. Boole, who, in a letter dated March 26,

1862, writes:

" The observations which have occurred to me after studying your paper are the

following.

1st. I think that your solution is correct under conditions partly expressed and

partly implied. The one to which you dii'ect attention is the assumed independence of

the causes denoted by A and B. Now I am not sure that I can state precisely what

the others are ; but one at least appears to me to be the assumed independence of

the events of which the probabilities according to your hypothesis are aX, /S/u,. Assuming

the independence of the causes as to happening, I do not think that you are entitled

on that grmmd to assume their independence as to acting; because, to confine our

observations to common experience, we often notice that states of things apparently

independent as to their occurrence, may, when concurring, aid or hinder each other in

such a manner that the one may be more or less likely to act ' efficiently ' in the

pre.sence of the other than in its absence. I use the language of your own hypothesis

of efficient action.

2ndly. When I say that I think your solution correct under certain conditions,

I ought to add that it appears to me that such conditions ought to be stated as
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part of the original data, and that they ought to be of such a kind that they can

be established by experience in the same way as the other data are. For instance,

if experience, as embodied in a sufficiently long series of statistical records, establish that

Prob. A =a, Prob. £ = /3,

the very same experience may, by establishing also that

Prob. AB = al3,

whence in conjunction with the former it follows that

Prob. AB' = u0', Prob. A'B=a'/3, Prob. A'B' =a'^',

enable ns to pronounce that A and B are in the long run, as to happening or not

happening, in the position of mutually independent events.

Srdly. I think it may be shown to demonstration, from the nature of the result,

that the solution you have obtained does not apply simply and generally to the problem

under the single modification of the assumption that A and B are independent. The
completed data under this assumption are '

Prob. 4= a, Prob. 5 = /3, Proh. AB = ci0,

Prob. AE=rj2), Prob. BE=--0q.

You may deduce all these from your Table of Probabilities of ' compound events ' given

in your paper. Now you may easily satisfy j'ourself that the sole necessary and
sufficient conditions for the consistency of these data are the following

:

(1)

(2)

Ko)

ap'
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4thly. You remark that my solution of the problem, in which the independence

of A and B is not assumed, but in which the probabilities are otherwise the same
as in yours, is only applicable when

a' + ajJ 5 I3q, /3' + /Sq^ap;

but you do not appear to have noticed that these are actually the conditions of

consistency in the data. Unless these are satisfied, the data cannot possibly be furnished

by experience.

.5thly. You remark that I have solved the pic^blem under what you call the

' concomitance ' statement, and not the ' causation ' statement. I think that every problem

stated in the ' causation ' form admits, if capable of scientific treatment, of reduction

to the ' concomitance ' form. I admit it would have been better, in stating my problem,

not to have employed the word ' cause ' at all. But the introduction of the hypothesis

of the independence of A and B does not affect the nature of the problem.

6thly. The x, s, &c., about the interpretation of which you inquire, are the pro-

babilities of ideal events in an ideal problem connected by a formal relation with the

real one. I should fully concede that the auxiliary probabilities which are employed

in my method always refer to an ideal problem ; but it is one, the form of which,

as given by the calculus of logic, is not arbitrary. Nor does its connexion with the

real problem appear to me arbitrary. It involves an extension, but as it seems to

me, a perfectly scientific extension, of the principles of the ordinary theory of pro-

babilities. On this subject, however, I have but little to add to what I have said,

Transactiom of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, vol. xxi. part 4, " On the Application of

the Theory of Probabilities &c."

7thly. The problem, as stated by me, and then modified by the simple introduction

of the hypothesis of the independence of A and B, must admit of solution by my
method ; and that solution ought to impose no restriction beyond the conditions of

possible experience noted in (M).

I should be extremely glad if mathematicians would examine the analytical questions

connected with the application of my method. There can, I think, after the partial

proofs which I have given, exist no doubt that the conditions of applicability of the

solutions are always identical with the conditions of consistency in the data, i.e. with

what I have called, in the paper above referred to, the conditions of possible experience.

The proof of the general proposition would involve the showing that a certain functional

determinant consists solely of positive terms, with some connected theorems which

appear to me to be of considerable analytical interest.

8thly. I certainly think your paper deserving of publication. If you think proper

to add any or the whole of my remarks, you can do so, with of course any comments

of your own."

I remark upon Prof Boole's observations :

1st. I do assume that the causes ^1 and B are absolutely independent of, and

uninfluenced by each other ; viz. not only the probability of A acting, but also the
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probability of its acting efficiently, are each of them the same whether B does not
act, or acts inefficiently, or acts efficiently; and the like for B.

2udly. I do assume that the same experience which establishes

Prob. A=a, Prob. i? = /3,

would in the long run establish

Prob. AB = a^;

if it does not, cadit qiicestio, the causes are not independent.

Srdly. I assume not only

Prob. A = a, Prob. i? = /3, Prob. AB = al3,

but also as 1st above stated; and I consider that, inasmuch as the result of the

investigation is to show that the conditions q-ap -^ 0, p — ^q 4 are necessary and
sufficient conditions, it is also a result of the investigation that these are the con-

ditions of consistency among the data, viz. the conditions in order that the data may
be consistent with the above assumptions as to the independence of the causes. It is

clear that since, as just stated, I do assume something beyond the last-mentioned three

equations, the conditions of consistency ought to be narroiver than those in Prof Boole's

:3rdly.

4thly. I had not overlooked, but I ought to have stated, that Prof. Boole's con-

ditions were actually the conditions of consistency in the data.

othl}-. I contend that the conception of A and B as causes does alter the nature

of the problem. For when A and B are conceived of as causes, there is a definite

notion of the efficient or inefficient action of A or B ; and in particular when they

both act, one of them, say A, may act inefficiently. But according to the concomitance

statement, then either there is no such notion as that of the efficient or non-efficient

happening of A or B (I believe this to be so), or else the only notion of efficient or

inefficient happening is happening in concomitance or in non-concomitance with E ; but

in this view, if A, B, E all happen, then A and B each of them happens efficiently.

The argument is to me conclusive as to the diversity of the two problems.

Cthly. I do not in anywise assert, or even suppose, that the ideal problem is

arbitrary, or that its connexion with the real problem is arbitrary. I simply do not

know what the ideal problem is ; I do not know the point of view, or the assumed

mental state of knowledge or ignorance according to which x, y, s, t are the probabilities

of A, B, AE, BE. It is to be 'borne in mind that x, y, s, t are, in Prof. Boole's

solution, determined as numerical quantities included between the limits and 1, i.e. as

quantities which are or may be actual probabilities. What I desiderate is, that

Prof. Boole should give for his auxiliary quantities x, y, s, t such an explanation of

the meaning as I have given for my anxiliarj^ quantities X, /j,. I do not find any

such explanation in the memoir referred to.

7thly and 8thly. No remark is necessary.

March 29, 1862.

11—2
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Prof. Boole, in his I'eply, dated April 2, writes, " No such explanatiou as you

desiderate of the interpretation of the auxiliary quantities in my method of solution

is possible ; because they are not of the nature of additional data, and their introduction

does not limit the problem as any hypotheses which are of that nature do. I do not

see any difficulty whatever in the conception of the ideal problem."

We thus join issue as follows : Prof Boole says that there is no difficulty in

understanding, I say that I do not understand, the rationale of his solution.

It may be remarked that the question may be, not to find any actual probability

whatever, but only to find a Boolian probability or probabilities. Thus the equations (L),

p. 356, omitting the last member, which alone involves m, determine in terms of the

data a, /3, ap, ^q the Boolian probabilities x, y, s, t of the events A, B, AE, BE.

In a subsequent hastily-written letter. Prof Boole gives an explanation of the

equations (L), which appears to me little moi-e than a translation of these equations

into ordinary language.

April 10, 1S62.
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319.

POSTSCRIPT TU THE PAPER " ON A QUESTION IN THE THEORY

OF PROBABILITIES."

[From the Philosophical Magazine, vol. xxiii. (1862), pp. 470—471.]

See 318. The present paper reproduces Wilbraham's discussion of Boole's Solution ; and concludes

with the remark •' Professor Boole wishes me to mention that he has succeeded in obtaining a demonstration

of the analytical theorem arising from his theory referred to in his Reply in my paper." See ante p. 82, 7thly.
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320.

ON THE TRANSCiENDENT gd ii = j log tan (^tt + lui).

[From the Philosophical Magnzine, vol. xxiv. (1S62), pp. 19—21.]

The elliptic fuuctious which correspoml to the modulus A = l reduce themselves,

as is well known, to circular functions. The case in question plays implicitly an

important part in the general theory, and it has been particularly studied by Gudermann,

and by Dr Booth in connexion with his theory of parabolic logarithms. But in the

absence of a notation corresponding to that used for elliptic functions in general, the

theor\- has not, it appears to me, been exhibited in its proper form. The defect is

very easily supplied : using for am », to the modulus 1, the notation gd ii (Guderman-

nian of »), then if

, cos
<l>

have

<|> = gd M

;

u = - -?-r = log tan (+7r + \<h),
j„cos<6

and hence, observing that the equation between u and <p is

U = log :

1 + ^ tan <^

1 — h tan
<f)

'

OI-, what is the same thing,

e" — 1
tan ^<j> = ^^7^ ,

and that we have

/, 1 -v I 1 + tan Am?
log tan (tvr + i-m) = log r j—

.

° ^ - ° 1 —tan iin

i-iir 4- sill i iii, cos *tn + sni*...

^ cosf Mt —sin ^m
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^j e" + l +»(e" -1 )
- "^e"+l-i(e«-l)

, 1 +itan ^d) , • , .

.

° \-i tan ^^ ^ ^'

or if

/( = logtan(j7r+J<^),

then

</) = ~7 log tan (^TT + 1 ;a')

;

and substituting for (^ its value, we obtain

gd u = . log tan (j-n- + h id),

which is the definition of the transcendent gd it. It is to be noticed that gd u,

although exhibited in an imaginary form, is a real function of u ; and, moreover, that

it is an odd function, viz. we have

and therefore also

The original equation,

written under the form

shows that we have

gd(- ») = -gd(«),

gd(0) = 0.

a = log tan (-| tt + 2 <^).

u = i- log tan
( j tt + \i ]

,

u = i gd f?j = i gd (- i(^)

:

or substituting for ^ its value gd a, we have

'(= jgd {-igdu),

which may also be written

*^( = gd(igdM);

so that gd it is a quasi-periodic function of the second ordei-—a property which has

not, at least obviously, any analogue in the general theory. We have

cosgd«=i(e'B''" + e-'«''")

/l + tan^<w' 1— tan^i«
" \1 — tan ^ ai 1 + tan ^ui

_ 1 + tan= ^ ai _ 1

1 — tan- i ui cos ui

'
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and in like manner

1

2i
sin ffd « = ^. (e'-'""' - e-XJ")

1 /I + tan iui 1 — tan ^i(i\

2i Vl — tan ^ in 1 + tan ^iii

'

2 tan ^iii sin hj'

1(1— tan- ^vi) i cos wi

'

or, as these equations may also be written,

sec gd u = cos ui = ^ (e" + e~"),

tan gdv = -. sin ni — \ (e" — e~" )

;

and from these equations we have

sec gd (« + »)= sec gd n . sec gd ?' -1- tan gd ?/ . tan gd v,

tan gd(?f + v) = tan gd » . sec gd v + tan gd v . sec gd v
;

or, what is the same thing,

, , sin gd 11 + sin gd ?^

Sm gd ill +V) = :r V , r- - ,—
,°

1 + Sin gd u . sm gd v

,
, , cos gd u . cos gd V

cosgd(/( + «) = ^
—.-—5— .—,

;°
1 + sin gd u . sm gd v

which forms are at once obtainable from the formula?

sin am u cos am v A am v + sin am v cos am u A am u
sin am (» +v)==

cos am (u + v) =

A am {ii+v) =

1 — A:- sin^ am u sin- am v

cos am t( cos am v — sin am ii sin am ?; A am tt A am f

1 — k- sin^ am m sin- am v
'

A am u A am y — A;-sin am u sin am wcos am u cos am w

1 — A'^ si 11= am ti, sin^ am ?;

observing that for k=l we have A am = cos am, and that the numerators and denomi-

nator each of them divide by

1 — sin am u sin am v.

2, Sme Bnildiv.fjs, W.C, May 7, 18U2.
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321.

FINAL REMARKS ON MR JERRARD'S THEORY OF EQUATIONS
OF THE FIFTH ORDER.

[From the PJiilosoiMcal Magazine, vol. xxiv. (1862), p. 290.]

c. V. 12
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322.

ON THE SKEW SURFACE OF THE THIRD ORDER.

[From the Philosophical Magazine, vol. xxiv. (1862), pp. -514

—

nV.).]

The skew surface of the third order, or " cubic scroll " (disregarding a certain

special form), may be considered as generated by a line which always passes through

three directrices; viz., a plane cubic having a node, and two lines, one of them

meeting the cubic in the node, the other of them meeting the cubic in an ordinary

point. The analytical investigation possesses some interest as an illustration of the

analytical theory of skew surfaces in general.

Take for the equation of the cubic

(«= + ^n xy -(aP+ If) a/3 = 0,

which belongs to a cubic having a node at the origin, and passing through the point

(a, /3) ; and for the e(piations of the two lines

(x — inz = 0, ij — nz = 0),

{x- a =0, ,y- /S =0).

Then, {X, Y, Z) being current coordinates, the equations (jf the generating line will be

Y^y + BZ;

when this meets the line (X -mZ = 0, Y—nZ=0), we have

mZ = x + AZ,

nZ=y + BZ,

and thence

x{n-B)-y{m-A) = (i;
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or, what is the same thing,

nx — my — Bx + Ay = :

ami when it meets the line (A' — a = 0, F — j8 = 0), we have

a = x + AZ,

^ = y + BZ:
and thence

B{x-a)-A{y-0)=.O.

We have thus the system of equations

(a« + /3^) xy - (a-> + y') a/3 = 0,

X^x+AZ,
V = y + BZ,

nx — my — Bx + Ay = 0,

B(x-a)-A(y-^) = 0;

fi-om which, eliminating {A, B, x, y), we obtain the equation of the suiface.

Writing in the last equation

B=s(x-<x), A=s{y-^)

(values which give Bx — Ay = — s {l3x — ay)\, we find

X + asZ = {l+sZ)x,

Y + /3sZ = {l+sZ)ij,

(n + /9s) X — (m + «s)y = 0;

whence also

that is

(n + /3s) (X + asZ) - (m + as){Y+ l3sZ) = 0,

nX - m Y +(//«- m/3) sZ + s {/3X - aY) = ;

or eliminating s from this equation and the two equations

X- X + Z {x- ai)s = 0,

we have

these give

y- Y + Z{y-/3)s = 0,

{ina-vi/3)Z + 0X - aY] (x - X) - Z (x - a) (nX - //i 1^ = 0,

[(na - ml3) Z + 0X - aY} (y - Y) -Z(y-0) (nX - m Y) = 0:

na;= Z {(7ia-m/3)Z+l3X - aY, - aZ(nX - mY)

= - mZ^X + X (0X -aY)+mZaY

= (X-mZ)(0X-aY),
12—2
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and

% = y {(«« - «i/3) Z+ j3X -ixY\-/3Z (nX - niY)

= nZaY+ Y (/8Z - « F) - nZ^X

= {Y-HZ){0X-aY),
where

n = (na - ml3) Z + (/3Z -aY)-Z {nX - mY)

= j8 (Z - mZ) - a (F - h^) - Z {n {X - mZ) - m (F- nZ)}

= (/3 - nZ) {X - mZ) - (a - mZ) (Y-nZ)
;

so that

(X - mZ) (0X - aY)
*' ~

(/3 - nZ
)
(Z - mZ) - (a - wiZ) ( F- w^

'

{Y-nZ)(^X-aY)
^ ~

(/3 - n^) (Z - viZ) - (a - m^) ( F - n^)

'

which equations give the coordinates («, y) of the point in which the generating line

through the point {X, F, Z) of the surface meets the cubic

(a^ + 13') xy - {a? + y^) a/3 = 0.

Substituting these values of (*•, y) in the equation of the cubic, we obtain the equation

(a= + /30 (Z -mZ){Y- nZ) {{0 - nZ) (cc - mZ) - (a - mZ) ( F - nZ)\

- a0 (13X - a F) {(X - mZf + (F- nZf] = ;

or, as it may be written,

(a.' + /30 (Z - mZ) ( F- nZ) [13 (Z - mZ) -a(Y-nZ)}

+ {a? + 0^){X-mZ)(Y-nZ)Z{mY-nZ)

- a/S (I3X -aY) {{X - mZf + ( F

-

nZf] = 0.

This equation contains, however, the extraneous factor

0(X-mZ)-a{Y-nZ),

which, equated to zero, gives the equation of the plane through the node and the line

{x — mz = 0,2/— »'2 = 0)- III feet, assuming

(a' + 0')iX-mZ)iY-nZ)Z{mY-nZ)-al3il3X-aY)\(X-mZy + iY-nZf}

= {B{X- viZ) -a(Y- nZ)] ^ (Z, F, Z),

it will presently be shown that 4> is an integral function. Hence, omitting the factor

in question, we have

(a^ + /3') (Z - mZ) { F - nZ) + * (Z, F, Z) = 0,
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which is the equation of the surface. It only remains to find «& : wiiting for this

purpose X + mZ, Y+nZ in the place of X, Y, respectively, and putting for a moment

^(X + mZ, Y+hZ, Z) = (i>',

we have

( 7? + 0') XYZ {mY- nZ) -a^{0 (X + mZ) - a ( F + nZ)] {X' + P ) = (^X - a F) *'

;

that is

(/3X - aY) <3>'= Z [{a? + /S^ XY^mY- nZ) - {X' + P) a/3 (wi/3 - na)} - {jiX - olY) a^ (X'+ P)

;

or, effecting the division,

^' = Z {(X"-a - Y'-^) (an - ^m) - X Y (a-m + /3-/0i
- «/3 {X' + F»),

and then writing X — 7nZ, Y - nZ in the place of X, F respectively, we have

* (X, Y, Z) = Z {{{X - mZy a - (F- nZy /3) (an - /3m)

-{X-mZ){Y- nZ) {a-m + /3=n)l - a/3 \{X - mZf + (F- nZf\.

Hence, finally, the equation of the surface is

(a^ + /30 {X-mZ){Y- nZ) - a/3 {{X - mZf + ( F - nZf}

+ ^ {((Z -mZy a - ( F- «.?)^ /3) (an - ^m) - (X - mZ) ( Y - nZ) (arm + ^h)) = 0>

which is, as it should be, of the third order.

Arranging in powers of Z and reducing, the equation is found to be

(a' + ^')XY-a^(X'+ P)

+ Z {- (a^+^^)(mY+nX) + (X"-a+ F^/3) («i/3 + na) + a/3 (»iX= + viF^) - (a-m + /S-n) XY}

+ Z' {mn (a' + ^' - a'X - ^Y) (/3ft= - a«i-) (^X - aY)} = 0.

The first form puts in evidence the nodal line

(X~mZ=0, Y-nZ = 0),

and the second form puts in evidence the simple line

( Z - a = 0, F - /3 = 0).

But to obtain a more convenient form, write for a moment X - luZ = P, Y - nZ = Q;

the equation is

(a^ + /30 PQ - a/3 (P» + Q'') + Z {(P'a - Q'^) (na - mjS) - PQ (ma- + n^} = 0,

or, as this may be written,

(
a^ + 0') PQ + (a=P - ^-Q) Z (Pn - Qm) + a^ {- P' -Q'- Z(mP'- + ni^^)] = ;
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or, observing that X = P -\- mZ, Y = Q, + vZ. and thence

PY-QX =Z(Pn-Qm), XP'^ + QY' = P' + Q- + Z(mP^ + nQ%

the equation becomes

(a' + /3') PQ + (oeP - &'Q) (P Y -QX)- './3 (P'X + Q'Y ) = 0,

or, what is the same thing,

{aP'-0Q"-){oiY- 13X ) + PQ {a + /S'- - a-'
A' -fi'Y) = 0:

whence, making a slight change in the form, and restoring for P, Q their values, the

equation is

{a (Z - mZf -^(Y- nZ)'\ {a (F- ^) - /3 (.Y - a)l

- (
A^ - mZ) (Y- nZ) {a-(X-a) + 0'^

(
Y - /3)1 = 0,

a form which puts in evidence as well the simple line (A— a = 0, Y — /3 = 0) as the

nodal line (A' - mZ = 0, F- nZ = 0).

If ^ = 0, we have

(aA'-^ -l3Y''}{aY-0X ) - ZF{a= {X - u) + ^^Y ~ 0)\ = 0,

which is in fact the cubic curve (a' + y8'')ZF- a/3 (A" + ]'^)= 0.

Reverting to a former system of equations

nw — 'iinj — Bic + -4?/ = 0,

B{oo-a)-A{y-l3) = 0,

or, as these may be written,

Ba- — Ay = nx — my,

Ba— A0 = ii:r — my,

B(0x-ay) = {0- y) {ii.r - my),

A {0x — ay) = (a — ,/:) {nx — my) ;

(a - X) (nx - my)
A = ;c + -= i^,

p.« - ay

„ (0-y)(nx-my)
^

jSx — ay

as the equations of the generating line which passes through the point (x, y) of the

cubic curve.

2, Stone Buildinqs, W.G., October 28, 1S62.

we find

so that we have
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323.

ON A TACTICAL THEOREM RELATING TO THE TRIADS OF
FIFTEEN THINGS.

[From the Philosophical Magazine, vol. xxv. (1S63), pp. -59—61.]

The school-girl problem may be stated as follows:
—"With 1.5 things to form

35 triads, involving all the 105 duads, and snch that they can be divided into 7 systems,

each of -5 triads containing all the 15 things." A more simple problem is, " With
15 things, to form 3.5 triads involving all the 10-5 duads."

In the solution which I lormerly gave of the school-girl problem (Phil. Mac/.

vol. XXXVII. 1850, [82]), and which may be presented in the form
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them each of 3 out of the 7 things, and the remaining 28 each of 1 out of the

7 things, and 2 out of the 8 things: or attending only to the 8 things, there are

28 triads each of them containing a duad of the 8 things, but there is no triad

consisting of 3 of the 8 things. More briefly, we may say that in the system there

is an 8 without 3, that is, there are 8 things such that no triad of them occurs in

the system.

I believe, but am not sure, that in all the solutions which have been given of

the school-girl problem there is an 8 without 3.

Now, considering the more simple problem, there are of course solutions which

have an 8 without 3 (since every solution of the school-girl problem is a solution of

the more simple problem) : but it is very easy to show that there is no solution which

has a 9 without 3. 1 wish to show that there is in every solution at least a 6

without 3. This being so, there will be (if they all exist) 3 classes of solutions, viz.

those which have at most (1) a 6 without 3, (2) a 7 without 3, (3) an 8 without 3.

I believe that the first and second classes exist, as well as the third, which is known

to do so.

The proposition to be proved is, that given any system of 35 triads involving all

the duads of 15 things; there are always 6 things which are a 6 without 3, that is,

they are such that no triad of the 6 things is a triad of the system. This will be the

case if it is shown that the number of distinct hexads which can be formed each of them

. , . ,
• , I,

/15.14.13.12.11.10 . ^ „ ,„ \ ..„.
containing a triad of the system is less than I

^^—^—o

—

a—5—g = ^ • ' ^^ •

^"^^
J ^'J^-^>

the entire number of the hexads of 15 things. Now joining to any triad of the system

a triad formed out of the remaining 12 things (there are
-^

'

^
'

g
=4. 5 . 11 = 220

such triads), we obtain in all (220 x 35 =) 7700 hexads, each of them containing a triad

of the system. But these 7700 hexads are not all of them distinct. For, first, con-

sidering any triad of the system, there are in the system 16 other triads, each of

them having no thing in common with the first-mentioned triad. (In fact if e.g. 123

is a triad of the system, then the system, since it contains all the duads, must have

besides 6 triads containing 1, G triads containing 2, and 6 triads containing 3, and

therefore 35-1-6-6-6 = 16 triads not containing 1, 2, or 3.) Hence we have

(^^— =
j
280 hexads, each of them composed of two triads of the system ; and since

each of these hexads can be derived from either of its two component triads, these

280 hexads present themselves twice over among the 7700 hexads.

Secondly, there are in the system seven triads containing each of them the same

one thing, e.g.

123, 145, 167, 189, 1.10.11, 1.12.13, 1.14.15,

containing each of them the thing 1. That is, we have \-^=j 21 pairs such as

123, 145 containing the thing 1, and therefore (15x21=) 315 pairs such as a/37, <*Sf-
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And for any such pak, combining with a^yBe any one of the remaining 10 things,

we have 10 hexads 0/37^6^, each of them derivable from either of the triads a/Sy, aBe;

that is, we have (315 x 10=) 3150 hexads which present themselves twice over among
the 7700 hexads. The hexads not belonging to one or other of the foregoing classes

are derived each of them from a single triad only of the system, and they present

themselves once among the 7700 hexads. This number is consequently made up as

follows, viz.

280 hexads each twice = 560

3150 „ „ = 6300

840 „ once = 840

4270 7700

or there are in all 4270 distinct hexads ; and since this is less than 5005, it follows

that there are hexads not containing any triad of the system : there must in fact be

(5005 — 4270 =) 735 such hexads. The theorem in question is thus shown to be true.

2, Stone Buildings, W.C., November 24, 1862.

c. V. 13
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324.

NOTE ON A THEOREM RELATING TO SURFACES.

[From the Philosophical Magazine, vol. xxv. (1863), pp. 61, 62.]

The following apparently self-evident geometrical theorem requires, I think, a

proof ; viz, the theorem is
—

" If every plane section of a surface of the order m + n

break up into two curves of the orders m and n respectively, then the surface breaks

up into two surfaces of the orders m, n respectively."

To fix the ideas, suppose n = 2. Imagine any line meeting the surface in m + 2

points, the section includes a conic which meets the line in two of the ni + 2 points,

say the points A, A'(^). Suppose that the plane revolves round the line AA', the

section -will always include a conic which passes through tJiese same two points A, A'
;

and it is to be shown that the sheet, the locus of this conic, is a surface of the

second order. In fact the conic in question, say APA', by its intersection with an

arbitrary plane traces out a branch of the intersection of the given surface with

the arbitrary plane. And if ABA'B' be the conic in any particular plane through

A, A', and if the arbitrary plane meet this conic in the points B, B', then the branch

passes through these points B, B'. Imagine the plane ABA'B' revolving round BB'

until it coincides with the arbitrary plane ; the section includes a conic passing through

the points B, B', and the before-mentioned branch is this conic ; that is, the conic

APA' by its intersection with an arbitrary plane traces out a conic ; or, what is the

same thing, the sheet, the locus of the conic APA', is met by an arbitraiy plane in

a conic, that is, the sheet is a surface of the second order ; and the given surface thus

includes a surface of the second order, and is therefore made up of two surfaces of

the orders m and 2 respectively. The demonstration seems to me to add at least

' The figure referred to will be at once understood by considering A, A' as the poles of an ellipsoid, or

say of a sphere, ABA'B' the meridian of projection, APA' any other meridian, BPB' the equator or any other

great circle.
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something to the evidence of the theorem asserted, but I should be glad if a more

simple one could be found. Analytically, the theorem is
—

" If

(cc, y, z, ax + Py + 72)™+",

where (a, y3, 7) are arbitrary, break up into factors {x, y, 2)™, {x, y, 2)", rational in

regard to {x, y, z), then {x, y, z, wj"-'^"- bi-eaks up into factors {x, y, z, w)™, {x, y, z, w)'\

rational in regard to {x, y, z, w)." It would at first sight appear that (a, /3, 7) being

arbitrary, these quantities can only enter into the factors of (x, y, z, ax + ^y + yz)'"*'^

through the quantity ax + ^y + yz; that is, that the factors in question, considered as

functions of (x, y, z, a, i3, 7), are of the form

(x, y, z, ax+l3y + yzy", (x, y, z, ax + ^y + yz)":

and then replacing the ai-bitrary quantity ax + 0y + 72 by to, the factors of {x, y, z, !<;)'"+"

will be (x, y, z, w)™, (x, y, z, w)". But the objection proves too much ; for in a

similar way it would follow that if {x, y, ax + /Sy)'""*", where a, /3 are arbitrary, breaks

up into the factors (a-, y)'", («, y)", rational in regard to (a-, y) (and qua homogeneous

function of two variables it always does so break up), then (x, y, 2)™+" would in like

manner break up into the factors {x, y, 2)™, (x, y, z)'^, rational in regard to {x, y, z)

:

and a simple example will show that it is not true that the factors of {x, y, ax + /J^/
)'""•""

only contain (a, /3) through ax + ^y ; in fact, if the function be =x' + y- + (ax + /3y)-,

then the factor is

;j^= {(a= + 1) a; + (a/3 + i Va^ + ^- + l) y],

which cannot be exhibited as a function of a, /S, ax + ^y.

I am not acquainted with any analytical demonstration ; the geometrical one cannot

easily be exhibited in an analytical form.

2, Stone Buildings, W.C., November- 26, 1862.

13—2
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325.

NOTE ON A THEOREM RELATING TO A TRIANGLE, LINE, AND
CONIC.

[From the Philosophical Magazine, vol. xxv. (1863), pp. 181—183.]

I FIND, among my papers headed " Generalization of a Theorem of Steiner's," an

investigation leading to the following theorem, viz.:

Consider a triangle, a line, and a conic ; with each vertex of the triangle join the

point of intersection of the line with the polar of the same vertex in regard to the

conic ; in order that the three joining lines may meet in a point, the line must be

a tangent to a curve of the third class ; if, however, the conic break up into a pair

of lines, or in a certain other case, the curve of the third class will break up into

a point, and a conic inscribed in the triangle.

Let the equations of the sides of the triangle be

a;=0, j/ = 0, 2 = 0,

the equation of the conic

(a, b, c, /, g, h\x, y, zf = 0,

and that of the line

\x + fxy + vz = ;

then the polar of the vertex {y = 0, z=0) has for its equation

ax+hy + gz==0;

it therefore meets the line 'X^ + ny + vz = in the point

X : y : z = hv — g/j, : g\ — av : a/i—hX,
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and the equation of the line joining this point with the vertex (>/ = 0, 2 = 0) is

(afi — hX) y = (g\ — av) z. The equations of the three joining Hues therefore are

{an — h\) y = (rj\ — av) z,

(bv —ffj.) z = (/(/Li — 6X)x,

(cX - gv) X = {fv - cil) y,

lines which will meet in a point if

(a/Li — liK) (bv —f^i) (cX — (jv) — (g\ — av) (h/j, — bX) {fv — cix) = 0,

or, multiplying out and putting as usual

K = abc — af- — bg^ — elf- + 2fgh,

31 = be -/-, &c.,

if

2 (abc —fgh) Xfiv

+ a®iiiv^ + a^fi'v

+ b^vX- +b'Sv-\.

+ c%X/j,- +c®X-fi)

that is, the line must touch a curve of the third class.

If this equation break up into factors, the form must be

(aX + /3fj. + yv) (Afiv + BvX + CX/u.) = ;

that is, we must have

Aa + Bl3 + Cy =2 (abc -fgh),

Ba=b^ , Ca =c®,

C/3 = cg, A^ = ai^,

Ay = a®. By = 6g ;

and the last six equations give without difficulty

0,

,
ka

B =
kb

® /3

^_kc
y=im,

where k is arbitrary ; the first equation then gives

'•f+f-^'f-nai-c-M):
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or, reducing by the equations ®§ = 215 + nK, &c., this is

which, substituting for 21, 33, (5 their values, becomes

„ /, a- b- c-\

Hence if K = 0, that is, if the conic break up into a pair of lines, or if

a- b- c-

^ + 5+® + ^ = "'

in either case the equation of the curve of the third class becomes

/\ /J, v\ /a 6- c^\ ^

ls+®+|)J(.g''''+@''^+;&^'^J=^'

that is, the curve breaks up into a point, and a conic inscribed in the triangle.

In the case where the conic breaks up into a pair of lines, then we have

(a, b, c, f, (J,
li^x, y, zf = 2 (p.« + 52/ + rz) (p'x + q'y + r'z),

and thence

(2J, S5, 6, g, @, ^\x, y, zf = - [(qr - q'r) x + {rp - r'p) y + {pq'-p'q) zY ;

so that the equation in (\, /i, v) is

[{qr' - q'r) X + (rp' - r'p) ft, + (pq -p'q) v]

[pp' {qr — q'r) ixv + qq {rp' — r'p) v\ + rr' {pq' —p'q) X^u,) = ;

where the point represented by the equation

{qr' - q'r) X + (rjj' - r'j)) fM + (pq' - p'q) v =

is, of course, the intersection of the two lines.
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326.

THEOREMS RELATING TO THE CANONIC ROOTS OF A BINARY

QUANTIC OF AN ODD ORDER.

[From the Philosophical Magazine, vol. xxv. (1863), pp. 206—208.]

I CALL to mind Professor Sylvester's theory of the canonical form of a binary

quantic of an odd order ; viz., the quantic of the order 2?i + 1 may be expressed as

a sum of a number n + \ of (2w + l)th powers, the roots of which, or say the canonic

roots of the quantic, are to constant multipliers pres the factors of a certain covariant

derivative of the order (n + 1), called the Canonizant. If, to fix the ideas, we take

a quintic function, then we may write

(a, b, c, d, e,/^x, yf = A{lx + myY+ A' (I'x+m'yy + A" {l"x +m"yy

(it would be allowable to put the coefficients A each equal to unity; but there is

a convenience in retaining them, and in considering that a canonic root Ix + wiy is

only given as regards the ratio I : m, the coefficients I, m remaining indeterminate)

;

and then the canonic roots {Ix + my), &c. are the factors of the Canonizant

a, h , c , d

b , c , d , e

c , d , e , f

It is to be observed that this reduction of the quantic to its canonical form, i.e.

to a sum of a number n + 1 of (2»i.+ l)th powers, is a unique one, and that the

quantic cannot be in any other manner a sum of a number a + l of (2« + l)th powers.
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Professor Sylvester communicated to me, under a slightl}' less general form, and

has permitted me to publish the following theorems

:

1. If the second emanant (Xd^ + Ydy)- U has in common with the quantic U a

single canonic root, then all the canonic roots of the emanant are canonic roots of the

quantic ; and, moreover, if the remaining canonic root of the quantic be rx + sy, then

{X, Y), the facients of emanation, are = (s, — r), or, what is the same thing, they are

given by the equation

canont. U (X, Y in place of x, y) = 0.

In fact, considering, as before, the quintic U = (a, h, c, d, e, f^x, yf, we have

U = A (Ix + myf + A' {I'x + luyf + A" (l"x + 1n'^J)^

and thence

{Xd„ + Ydyf U=B{lx+ myf + B' {I'x + m'yf + B" {V'x + m"yf,

if for shortness

B = Q.b{lX + mY)-A, &c.

Suppose {Xdx + Yd,jf U has in common with U the canonic root Ix + my, then

{Xdx + Ydyf U=G{lx+ myf + C {px + qyf,

and thence

B' (I'x + m'yf + B" {l"x + m"yf = {G-B) (Ix + myf + C (px + qyf,

which must be an identity ; for otherwise we should have the same cubic function

expressed in two different canonical forms. And we may write

B' = G', l'x+m'y=^px+qy, B" = 0, C = B,

and then we have

(Xd^ + Ydyf U--B(lx + myf + B' (I'x + m'yf ;

so that all the canonic roots of the emanant are canonic roots of the quantic. More-

over, the condition B" = gives l"X + m"Y=0, that is, X : Y = m" : —I", or writing

rx + sy instead of l"x + m"y, X : Y =s : —r\ and the system is

U = A(lx + 7)iyf + A' (I'x + m'yf + A (rx + syf,

(sd^ - rd,,f U=B (Ix + myf + B' (I'x + myf,

which proves the theorem.

2. The two functions, canont. U, canont. (Xd^ + Yd,)" U, have for their resultant

{canont. TJ (X, Y in place of x, y)\-'\ if 2« + 1 be the order of U.

In fact, in order that the equations

canont. U=0, c&nont. (Xdx+ YdyfU=Q,
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may coexist, their resultant must vanish ; and conversely, when the resultant vanishes,

the equations will have a common root. Now if the equation canont. (Xdx + Ydy)- U =
has a common root with the equation canont. U = 0, all its roots are roots of

canont. ^7=0; and, moreover, if 7-x + sy = he the remaining root of canont. {7= 0,

then X : Y=s : —r, that is, we have

canont. U (X, V in place of w, y) = 0;

or the resultant in question can only vanish if the last-mentioned equation is satisfied.

It follows that the resultant must be a power of the nilfactum of the equation ; and

observing that canont. U is of the form (a, ...
)"+' {x, y)""''', i.e. that it is of the degree

w+ 1 as well in regard to the coefficients as in regard to the variables {x, y), it is

easy to see that the resultant is of the degree 2)i(« + l) as well in regard to the

coefficients as in regard to {X, Y) ; that is, we have %i as the index of the power

in question.

3. In particular, if F = 0, the theorem is that the resultant of the functions

canont. U, canont. dx'U is equal to the 2?ith power of the first coefficient of canont. U.

Thus for n =1, that is, for the cubic function (a, b, c, d^x, yf, we have

= (uc — 1}-, ad — he, hd — c"^x, y)-,

= ax + by
;

and the resultant of the two functions is

= {ac — b-, ad — be, bd — c-^b, — «)-

= — (ac — b")-,

which verifies the theorem.

The theorems were, in fact, given to me in relation to the quantic U and the

second differential coefficient d^'U; but the introduction instead thereof of the second

emanant (Xd^ + Ydy)" U presented no difficulty.

canont. U =
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327.

ON THE STEREOGRAPHIC PROJECTION OF THE SPHERICAL

CONIC.

[From the Philosophical Magazine, vol. xxv. (1863), pp. 350—3-53.]

In order to the tolerable delineation of some figures relating to spherical geometry,

I had occasion to consider the stereographic projection of the spherical conic. To fix

the ideas, imagine a sphere having its centre in the plane of the paper, and through

the centre three rectangular axes, that of x horizontal and that of y vertical, in the

plane of the paper, and the axis of z perpendicular to and in front of the plane of

the papei'. The radius of the sphere is taken equal to unity (so that its intersection

by the plane of the paper is the circle radius unity), and the points X, Y, and Z are

taken to denote the points where the axes, drawn in the positive direction, meet the

surface of the sphere ; and the opposite points are called X', Y, and Z'. The eye

is supposed to be at Z, and the projection to be made on the plane of the paper.

This being so, and supposing that the axes of coordinates are the principal axes of

the spherical conic, the axis of a; being the interior axis, and taking ^, r}, f as the

coordinates of a point on the spherical conic, its equations are

^^ + r,' +?— 1,

-f +7?2cot=^ + ^" = 0;

where it may be remarked that tan/S, c are the semiaxes of the plane conic which

is the gnomonic projection (i.e. the projection by lines through the centre of the

sphere) of the spherical conic on the tangent plane at X or X'.

Taking, for a moment, x, y, z as the coordinates of a point on the projecting line

(that is, the line through the eye to a point (^, r^, if) on the spherical conic), the

equation of this line is

X _y _z — \
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and thence putting z = 0, x, y will be the coordinates of a point of the projection,

and we have

- = ^ = ^

or, what is the same thing,

the equations of the spherical conic may be written

?— c^(r-rcot=/3):

and by eliminating f, »?, f from the four equations, we obtain the equation of the conic-.

Substituting for f and r] their values, we find

i + r=(*'=+2/^)(i-?),

r^ = c=(a;=-2/=cof^y8)(l-?)=;

or, observing that the first equation gives

and that thence

the equation is

^ x' + y^+l

x' + y + i i-f -^ ^

{x- + y- — \ )- = 4c= (a^ — y^ cot= /3).

It is now very easy to trace the curve. We see first that the curve is symmetrical

with respect to the axes, and that it meets the axis of y in four imaginary points,

but the axis of x in four real points, the coordinates whereof are

a; = + (Vl + c- + c),

so that the two points on the same side of the centre are the images one of the

other in regard to the circle radius unity. Moreover the curve touches the lines

y = ± X tan /3

at their intersections with the circle. By developing in regard to y, the equation becomes

y' + 2 (x' -l + 2c- cot= ^) f- + {x- - 1 )- - 4c--'.»'-^ = ;

and putting

a;= + (Vl + c=+ c),

14—2
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the last term vauishes, and the equation gives y- = 0, or

y^=2(l-*--2c=cot=;S)

= 4 (- c- + c Vl + c- - c- cot=/3)

= 4c (— c cosec- ^ + Vl + C-),

the upper sign corresponding to the exterior values

+ a; = Vl + c- + c,

and the lower sign to the interior values

+ a.' = Vl + c= - c.

In the former case the values of y are imaginary ; in the latter case they are real if

Vl +c->c cosec- /?,

or, what is the same thing, if

sin= 13 > ,

^
;

vl + c^

that is, if (for a given value of c) /3 is sufficiently great, but otherwise they are
imaginary.

If, as in the annexed figures, c = 3% (and therefore Vl + c- = f|, 'Jl+c- + c = f

,

Fig- 1- Fig. 2.

V 1 + c- — c = |), then for the limiting value of /3 we have

sin^ /3 =^ = -3846, sin /3 = "62, or l3 = 38° nearly.

In the first figure /3 is less, in the second figure greater than this value : the form

for the limiting value is obvious from a comparison of the two figures.

I take the opportunity to mention the following theorem, which is perhaps known,

but I have not met with it anywhere ; viz. any three circles, each two of which meet.
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may be considered as the stereographic projections of three great circles of the sphere.

In fact suppose, as above, that the projection is made on the plane of a great circle,

and calling this the principal circle, the projection of any other great circle meets the

principal circle at the extremities of a diameter of the principal circle. It follows

that the theorem will be true, if, given any three cii-cles each two of which meet, a

circle can be drawn meeting the given circles, each of them at the extremities of a

diameter of the circle so to be drawn. It is easy to see that the required cii-cle

has for its centre the radical centre (point of intersection of the radical axes) of the

given circles, and that the radius is the ' Inner Potency ' of the point in question in

regard to each of the three given circles. In particular the three circles having for

centres the vertices of an equilateral triangle, and the side for radius, may be con-

sidei'ed as the stereographic projections of three great circles of a sphere. This is a

very ready mode of delineation of a spherical figure depending on three great circles

of the sphere.

2, Stone Buildings, W.G., March 21, 1863.
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328.

ON THE DELINEATION OF A CUBIC SCROLL.

[From the Philosophical Magazine, vol. xxv. (1863), pp. 528—530.]

Imagine a cubic sci-oll (skew surface of the thu-d order) generated by lines each

of which meets two given directrix lines. One of these is a nodal (double) line on

the surface, and I call it the nodal directrix ; the other is a single line on the surface,

and I call it the single directrix. The section by any plane is a cubic passing

through the points in which the plane meets the directrix lines ; i.e. the point on the

nodal directrix is a node (double point) of the curve, the point on the single

directrix a single point on the curve ; the two directrix lines, and the cubic curve,

the section by any plane, detemiine the scroll. Consider the sections by a series of

parallel planes. Let one of these planes be called the basic plane, and the section by

this plane the basic section or basic cubic ; and imagine any other section projected

on the basic plane by lines parallel to the nodal directrix : such section may be spoken

of simply as ' the section,' and its projection as ' the cubic' The cubic has a node

at the node of the basic cubic ; that is, the two curves have at this point four

points in common. The two curves have, moreover, in common the three points at

infinity (or, in other words, their asymptotes are parallel) ; in fact the points at infinity

of either curve are the points in which the line at infinity, the intersection of the

basic plane and the plane of the section, meets the scroll ; and these points are

therefore the same for each of the two curves. The remaining huo points of inter-

section of the cubic with the basic cubic are also fixed points on the basic cubic,

i.e. they are the points of intersection of the basic plane by the two generating lines

parallel to the nodal directrix. Hence the cubic meets the basic cubic in nine fixed

points, viz. the node counting as four points, the three points at infinity, and the two

points the feet of the generators parallel to the nodal directiix. It follows that if t/"=

is the equation of the basic cubic, V=0 the equation of some other cubic meeting

the basic cubic in the nine points in question, then the equation of ' the cubic ' is

U+XV=0, X being a parameter the value of which varies according to the position
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(in the series of parallel planes) of the plane of the section. Suppose that the basic

cubic U=Q is given, and suppose for a moment that the cubic V=0 is also given,

these two cubics having the above-mentioned relations, viz. they have a common node

and parallel asymptotes: the cubic V'+XV=0 might be constructed by drawing

through the node (say 0) a radius vector meeting the cubics in P, P' respectively,

and taking on this radius vector a point Q such that PQ = —r PP', or, what is

OP + \0P'
the same thing, OQ = — ; the locus of the point Q will then be the cubic

1 + A.

U + \V =0. And we may even suppose the cubic F=0 to break up into a line and

a conic (hyperbola), and then (disregarding the line) use the hyperbola in the con-

struction. In fact, if the hyperbola is determined by the following five conditions,

viz. to pass through the node and through the feet of the two generators parallel to

the nodal dii-ectrix, and to have its asymptotes parallel to two of the asymptotes of

the basic cubic, and if the line be taken to be a line through the node parallel to

the third asymptote of the basic cubic ; then the hyperbola and line form together a

cubic curve meeting the basic cubic in the nine points, and therefore satisfying the

conditions assumed in regard to the cubic F=0. And it is to be noticed that as in

general the cubic V=0 is the projection of some section of the scroll, so the

hyperbola and line are the projection of a section of the scroll, viz. the section through

one of the generating lines (there are three such lines) parallel to the basic plane.

But it is better to construct 'the cubic' by a different method (using only the basic

cubic [/" = 0) which results more immediately from the geometrical theory. Taking

the basic plane as the plane of the figure, let be the node, or foot of the nodal

directrix, K the foot of the single directrix, Kk the projection of the single directrix,

k being the projection of the point in which the single directrix meets the plane of

the section. Dra\ving through any radius vector meeting the basic cubic in P, and

the line Kk in r, and producing it to a properly determined point Q, then OPrQ will

be the projection of the generating line which meets the nodal directrix, the basic cubic,

the single directrix, and the section in the points the projections whereof are 0, P, r, Q
respectively : and the consideration of the solid figure shows easily that the condition

for the determination of the point Q is

Pr
PQ = Kk.^.
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Hence, starting from the basic cubic and the line Kk, we have a construction for the

point Q the locus whereof is the cubic, the projection of a section of the scroll; for

the projections of the parallel sections, we have only to vary the length Kk. By what

precedes, the construction gives for the locus of Q a cubic having a node at 0, and

having its asymptotes parallel to those of the basic cubic. As P moves up to K,

the distances Pr, rK become indefinitely small ; but theii- ratio is finite, hence the

cubic, the locus of Q, does not pass through the point K. The construction shows,

however, that it does pass through the points L, M, which are the other two inter-

sections of Kk with the basic cubic ; these points L, M are in fact the feet of the

generators parallel to the nodal directrix.

The general conclusion is, that a series of cubics having each of them at one

and the same given point a node—having their asymptotes parallel—and besides

passing through the same two given points—may be considered as the projections of

a series of parallel sections of a cubic scroll; and such a series of cubics will thus

afford a delineation of the scroll.

2, Stone Buildings, W.C, April 15, 1863.
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329.

NOTE ON THE PROBLEM OF PEDAL CURVES.

[From the Philosophical Magazine, vol. xxvi. (1863), pp. 20, 21.]

It is not, so far as I am aware, generally known that the problem of pedal

curves (Steiner's Fussjnmcten-Ciirve) was considered by M.aclauriii in the Geometria

Organica, 1720. He appears to have been led to it through an idea such as

Sir W. R. Hamilton's Hodograph, or at any rate with a view to a dynamical appli-

cation, for he remarks, p. 95, " Cum vero geometria quae curvas ad datum centrum
relatas contemplatur in philosophia naturali ad motus corporum et vires evolvendas

facilius applicari possit,...hac sectione considerabimus curvas tanquam ad punctum
quodvis datum relatas ex quo ad omnia circumferentia? puncta radii undique educuntur,

et simul perpendicula in illorum punctorum tangentes demittuntur, et rationem radii

ad perpendiculum tanquam curvae characterem usurpabimus." And accordingly. Props.

IX. to XII., he considers the problem : Given a point S in the plane of a given

curve, to find the locus of the intei-section of a tangent of the curve by the per-

pendicular let fall upon it from the point S ; with some special cases, and deductions

from it. In particular if the given curve be a circle, the locus in question (or pedal

curve) is a curve of the fourth order having a double point S ; viz. if S be inside the

circle, this is a conjugate or isolated point ; but if outside, a double point with two

real branches: if »S' be on the circle, then instead of the double point we have a

cusp: it is shown that in each case the pedal curve is in foct an epicycloid. If the

given curve be a parabola, then the locus or pedal curve is a curve of the third order,

viz. a defective hyperbola having a double point at S, and with its single asymptote

perpendicular to the axis of the parabola : some particular cases are specially noticed.

If the curve be an ellipse or hyperbola, then, as in the case of the circle, the locus

or pedal curve is a curve of the fourth order having a double point at S. And it is

moreover shown, Prop. XII., that for any given curve whatever the locus or pedal curve

is, in a generalized sense of the term, an epicycloid. This is in fact seen very easily by

a mere inspection of the figure. Imagine the curve O'F', rigidly connected with and

c. V. 15
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carrying along with it the point S', to roll on the similar and equal fixed curve OP
symmetrically situate on the other side of the common tangent OM or Oil/' ; then

when P' coincides with P, the point S' is brought to S", where SNN'S" is the

perpendicular from S on the tangent PN or PN', and SN=N'S", that is, SS" = 2SN';

and the curve generated by <S" (that is <S"), or say the epicycloid the locus of S', is a

curve similar to and similarly situate with the pedal curve the locus of N, but of

twice the linear magnitude of the pedal curve. Or, what is the same thing, if instead

of the given curve we consider a similar and similarly situated curve of twice the

linear magnitude (the point <Si being the centre of similitude), then the epicycloid the

locus of S' is the pedal curve of the substituted curve in relation to the point S.

It may be added that, in accordance with a theorem of Dandelin's, if rays proceeding

from the point S are reflected at the given curve, then the epicycloid (or pedal) in

question is the secondary caustic, or an orthogonal trajectory of the reflected rays.

2, Stone Buildings, W.G., June 3, 1863.
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330.

ON DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS AND UMBILICI.

[From the Philosophical Magazine, vol. xxvi. (1863), pp. 373—379 and 441—452.]

I.

Consider the integral equation

Az"- +2Bz + C = 0,

where z is the constant of integration : the derived equation is

li = (^ C" + A'C - 2BBJ -4^ {AC- B-) (A'C - B'%

=:iCA'-G'A)'-'i(AB'-A'B){BC'-B'C) , =0;

and if for greater simplicity we write .4 = 1, then the derived equation is

n = C''- 4BC'B' + 4C5'- = 0,

corresponding to the integral equation

z"- + 2Bz + C=0.

Writing the integral equation under the form

(z + X)(z+Y) = 0,

we have

2B = X +Y, C =XY,
whence also

2B' = X' + r, c = xr + X' v,

and the derived equation becomes

n = -{X-YfX'r.
15—2
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Hence if we represent the roots X, Y in the form P + QVD, so that P = -B,

Q VD ='^B^ — AG, Q' being the greatest square factor of R- — AC, then

(X - Yf = iQ^n, X', Y' = P'± [q' VD +^) ,

X'Y' = P"--^^(2Q'D + QDy;

and the derived equation is

S2 = -Q' {4nP'= - (2 ^'D + QOy] = 0.

If B, C, &c. ai-e functions of the coordinates {x, y), the equation z"- + ^Bz -\- G =

(z an arbitrary constant) represents a series of curves in the plane of xy ; but if we

consider ^ as a coordinate, then the equation represents a surface, and the curves in

question are the orthogonal projections on the plane of xy of the sections of the surface

by the planes parallel to the plane of xy. To fix the ideas, the plane of xy may be

taken to be horizontal, and the ordinates z vertical.

Writing the equation in the form

(z + By--(R--G) = 0,

we see that the surface contains upon it the curve z + B = 0, B-—G = 0, which is the

line of contact with the circumscribed vertical cylinder : such curve may be termed the

envelope, or, when this is necessary, the complete envelope. The equation of the

surface has however been taken to be (z - P)- - Q-O = (viz. it has been assumed

that B = — P,B^ — G=Q-0); the envelope thus breaks up into the curve, z — P=0, Q = 0,

taken twice, and the curve z — P=0, n = 0; the former of these is in general a nodal

curve on the surface, and it may be spoken of as the nodal curve ; the latter of them

is the reduced or proper envelope, or simply the envelope. And the terms nodal curve

and envelope may also be applied to the curves Q = and D = 0, which are the pro-

jections on the plane of xy of the first-mentioned two curves respectively. There is

however a case of higher singularity which it is proper to consider : suppose that

Q and D have a common foctor K, say Q = KR, D = K'^ ; the complete envelope

Q'D = Brio V = here breaks up into the nodal curve R = twice, the cuspidal curve

K = three times, and the reduced or proper envelope v = once.

Reverting for a moment to the form (z + X) (z+Y}= 0, the derived equation

n = — (X-Y)-X'Y' = is satisfied by {X-Yf=0; this equation, or say the equation

of the envelope, being in fact the singular solution of the differential equation. This

assumes however that the differential equation is given in the form in which it is

immediately obtained by derivation from the integral equation, without the rejection

of factors which are functions of the coordinates {x, y) only ; it is proper to consider

the reduced equation obtained by rejecting such factors. Thus if X and Y are rational

functions, the reduced form is X'Y' = 0, which is no longer satisfied by the equation
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(X — ¥f = 0. In the before-mentioned case where the roots are P ± Q VD (or

(-^ — Yf = Q'O ), P, Q, and D being rational functions of (x, y), the derived equation

n = - Q= {4np'^ - (2Q'D + Qn')=! = o

divides out by the factor Q-, but it does not divide out by n ; the reduced form is

therefore

4np'--(2Q'D + Qn7-- = o,

which is not satisfied by Q = 0, while it is still satisfied by D = (since this gives also

D' = 0); that is, the nodal carve Q = is not a solution of the differential equation,

but we still have the singular solution 0=0, which corresponds to the reduced or

proper envelope. In the case Q = KR, [J = K^ of a cuspidal curve, the above form

of the differential equation becomes

4A'

V

P" - {SKK'R S7 + K- (2S7 R' + V 'R)Y = 0,

which divides out by K; and, when reduced by the rejection of this factor, it is no

longer satisfied by the equation K =0, which belongs to the cuspidal curve ; that is,

neither the nodal curve R = nor the cuspidal curve K = is a solution of the

differential equation, but we still have the singular solution V = 0, which corresponds

to the reduced or proper envelope. It would appear that the conclusion may be

extended to singularities of a higher nature, viz. the factor corresponding to any

singular curve which presents itself as part of the complete envelope divides out ft-om

the derived equation ; and such singular curve does not constitute a solution of the

reduced equation, but we have a singular' solution corresponding to the reduced or

proper envelope.

II.

Consider the differential equation

y(jf- l) + 2;H.rp=0,

where, to fix the ideas, »i > or = 1 ; the integral equation may be taken to be

z = {mx + 'Jm-af + y- ){mx- + y- + x'Jm-x- + y- )'""'

;

or rather, writing for shortness D = m-x'^ + y-, and putting

z = {mx + Vq ){ma? + / + «VO )'"-' =P+Q VO,

the integi-al equation is

(^ _ Pf _ Q'^n = 0, or z- - 2Pz +P-- Q"-0 = 0,

where

P"- - Q^n = (»iV - D )
{{mx"- + f-f - a;=n)"»-i = - y™ [y- + (2»t - 1 ) .6=)™-'.

In the particular case m = 1 the equation is

z = x + ^^c^y"; or z'' - 2zx - y' = 0.
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Before going further, I remark that, m being a positive integer greater than unity,

we have

z = P + Q VD = mx {mx^ + 2/-)'"~' + [mx- + y" + (m - l)ma^} {ma? + ^ff-'^ VQ + &c.,

the subsequent tenns being divisible, the rational ones by D, and the irrational ones

by D Vn. Hence, observing that

mx" + y" + (m — 1) mx- = m"x- + y- = d,

we see that Q contains the factor D, and the equation 0=0 belongs to a cuspidal

curve on the surface. If however m = l, then the equation is z = x + wll], so that

Q = l does not contain the factor D ; and [J = x^ + y" = is not a singular curve on

the surface, but is in fact the reduced or proper envelope.

The curve represented by the integral equation will pass through the origin

(a; = 0, y =0) for the value 2 = of the constant of integration. In fact, for this value,

the integral equation becomes

- y^ {y- + (2m - 1) af}""-' = 0,

which belongs to a set of 2m + {m— 1) + (m — \) lines coinciding with the lines y = 0,

y = {x'^2m—l, and y=—ix'^2m — l respectively. The directions at the origin are

therefore p = 0, p= ±i s/2m — 1 , which are the same values of j} as are obtained from

the differential equation ; viz. since this is satisfied identically at the point in question,

proceeding to the derived equation, we have

p{p-- l) + 2mjj = 0,

that is

p{p'+2m-l) =0;

but it is to be observed that these values of p are different from the values given

by the equation D = m-x- + y- = 0, which ai-e p= ± im. The reason is that the curve

n = being, as was shown, a cuspidal curve on the surface, the equation D = is not

a solution of the differential equation.

If however m = l, then the integral equation gives at the origin no longer three

values of p, but only the value ^ = 0. The differential equation however gives, as in

the general case, three values; viz. we have p{p--\-\) = ; and the values p = ±i

obtained from the factor p'^ + \=0 are precisely the values of p obtained from the

equation D = a;^ + y- = 0, which in the case now under consideration belongs to the

reduced or proper envelope of the surface, and is therefore the singular solution of

the differential equation.

III.

The two curves of curvature which pass through any given point of a surface are

distinct curves, not branches of one indecomposable curve. In fact if P, Q are the two

cui-ves of curvature for a point A, then for a point A' on P the two curves of
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curvature will be P, Q'; and if P, Q were branches of an indecomposable curve, then
P, Q' would also be branches of an indecomposable curve, and we should have P a

branch of two different indecomposable curves, which is of course impossible. In the

case of an umbilicus, the two curves P and Q coincide together; or, as we may
express it, the curves of curvature through an umbilicus are the duplication of a single,

in general indecomposable, curve ; and in general this curve has at the umbilicus a

trifid node. I use this expression to denote a point at which there are thi-ee distinct

tangents, or, more accurately, three distinct directions of the curve: an ordinary triple

point is of necessity a trifid node, but not conversely. The umbilicus of an ellipsoid

or other quadric surface is a peculiar exceptional case.

In support of the foregoing conclusions, consider a surface having an umbilicus at

the origin, and take 2=0 as the equation of the tangent plane at that point ; the

equation of the surface in the neighbourhood of the umbilicus will be

3 = ^k (x" + f-) + ^{ajf'+ Sbary + Scxf + dif) ;

so that, writing as usual p and q for the first, and r, s, t for the second, differential

coefficients of z, we have

2} = kx + h {ax- + Ibxy + cy'-),

q = ky+ ^ {bx- + 'Icxy + dy-),

r = k + ax + by,

s = bx + cy,

t = k + ex + dy.

The differential equation of the curves of curvature projected on the plane of xy is

©' t(l + f) S-Pqt] + ^, [(1 + (f) r - (1 +f) t\ - [d +;/-) s - pqr] = ;

and substituting therein the foregoing values of p, q, r, s, t, but attending only to

the terms of the lowest order in {x, y), and using moreover in the sequel p in the

place of -~ , the equation becomes

{bx + cy){p'- \) + [{a-c)x-Y{b-d)y]p = Q;

which may be taken as the differential equation of the curves of curvature at and

in the neighbourhood of the umbilicus. The equation is satisfied identically by the

values x = Q, y = 0, which correspond to the umbilicus ; and to find p, we have to

differentiate the equation, and then substitute these values of x and y ; we thus obtain

(b + cp)(p' - 1) + [(a -c) + {b- d)p]p = 0,

or, what is the same thing,

p (a + 2bp + cp') -(b + 2cp + dp') = 0,

a cubic equation for the determination of p.
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I remark that we may without loss of generality vnite d = 0: but to simplify

the investigation, I suppose in the first instance that we have also 6=0; this comes

to assuming that one of the three planes aar' + Sbx-y + Sexy- + dy' = bisects the angle

formed by the other two planes. The differential equation consequently is

cy {p- -\) + {a — c) xp - Q
;

or, putting for shortness

a-c = — zm.

it IS

y{p- — \)+ 2map = 0,

which is the differential equation previously considered. Hence, writing now h in the

place of z, the equation of the curve of curvature in the neighbourhood of the

umbilicus is

h = {mx + Vn ) (ma.^ + f- + VD )'"-\ = P + Q V

,

where = n^-a?' + y- ; or, what is the same thing, the equation is

h"- - 2Ph + P= - Q=n =
;

and the equation (in the neighbourhood of the umbilicus) of the curve through the

umbilicus is

P- - Q--n = - 2/-'" [y- + (2«« - 1) a,-l'"-i = ;

so that the umbilicus is a trifid node. In the case however of an ellipsoid or other

quadric surface, we have in = \, so that the equation of the curve of curvature in the

neighbourhood of the umbilicus is

h =x + Va- + y",

or, what is the same thing,

}i'-2ha;-y- = 0:

and for the curve through the umbilicus, in the neighbourhood of the umbilicus, the

equation is y- = 0, so that there is only a single direction of the curve of curvature.

The differential equation gives, however, at the umbilicus p{p- -\-l) = 0; the value

p = is that which con'esponds to the curve of curvature ; the other two values

p = + i correspond to the curve (pair of lines) x- + y- = 0, which is the envelope of

the curves of curvature, or, more accurately, the envelope of the projections of the

curves of curvature on the tangent plane at the umbilicus.

Blackheath, October 17, 1863.

IV.

The differential equation for the curves of curvature in the neighbourhood of an

umbilicus was obtained in a form such as

{hx +cy)(p'-l) + 2 ifx + gy)p = ;
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and it was onlj- because this equation did not appear to be readilj- integrable, that I

considered, instead of it, the particuhir form

y (p- — 1 ) + 2vur2) = 0.

But the general equation can be integrated ; and the result presents itself in a
simple form. For, returning to the differential equation

and assuming

or

we have

and we may write

Assuminff also

{bx+cy)(p"--l) + 2{fa: + g!/)i}
= 0,

bx + cy _ — 2v

fx+gy~ v^'-l'

(bx + cy)(v'-\) + 2 (fx + gy)v= 0,

^] =-^
, or (p - v) {vp + 1) = 0,

p — V = 0.

V
y = vx, or It = -

.

the relation between v. and v is

6 + CM —2v
f+gu v--\'

or, as this may be written,

+ cu

giving

^ ^ - (/+ 9^) - '^Ih + cuf + (/+^'

b + cu

where for convenience the radical has been taken with a negative sign. We have more-

over

b(v'-l) + 2fv
11 = —=—^^ —

.

c{v- — 1) + 2gv

The equation ^J — 'W = 0, substituting for y its value wa;, then becomes

du
X

or, as this may be written,

X ,- + u — v = 0:
ax

dx du _
X u — V

c. V. 16
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or, what is the same thing,

dx dv — du dv _ „

a; V — u v — ii

But
b {v'- - 1) + 2/y

D — It = t) H r- r- :~—
c{v- — l) + 2gv c{v- — l) + 2gv'

where

V = v[c(v--1) + 2gv] + 6- {v-\) + Ifv

= {h + cv) {v- - 1) + 2 (/+ gv) V,

and the differential equation takes thus the form

dx dv — du [c(v'^ — l) + 2gv] dv _
I Tr U

J

X V— U V

and hence, writing

V=(h + cv) {v- - 1) + 2 if+gv) v = c(v-a)(v- /3) (v - 7),

and

c{v'-l) + 2gv _ c(v^-l) + 2gv ^ A B C
V c (v — a) (v — /3) {v — y) v — a v — ^ v — y'

so that

^^ c(a=-l)+25ra

c{a'-l) + 2g(i + 2{f+{b + g)a + ca^]'

with the like values for B and C—values which are such that A + B + C = 1,—the

integral equation is

const. = x(v — u) (v — a)~'' (v — /8)~* (v — y)~^,

V, 4.-4. ^- e VI c{v — a.)(v — ^){v-y)
or, substituting lor v — u its value, = ^ j-„ -,

' ~
,^ ' c{v--l) + 2gv

const. =x[c (v- - 1) + 2gv}-' (v - af-^ (v - ^y-" (v - y)'-^.

But

-
( f+ qu) - Vlf

V =—=—r-=
;

b + cu
'

if for shortness U=(b + cu)- + (f+gii)-, and thence

„ _ 2 (/+ gu)- + {b + cuf + 2 (/+ gu) 'JU
'"'

{b + caf

and

, „ - , - 2 {cf- bq) (/+ qu + -JU)
c{v- — \) + zqv = —^^ -^r!-^—^ ,

^ ^' (b + cu)'

-(f+qu)-'\/U-a(b + cu) „v~a= —^ ^—^ ^^

, &c.
b + cu
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Substituting these values, and observing that the exponent of b + cu is

(- 2 + 1-^ + 1-5+1- C, =l-A-B-C) = 0,

the integral equation is

const. = X (/+ gu + V f/')~' x

(/+ ffu +a(b + cu) + \'U}-'' if+ffu + /3 (6 + cu) + V^/)'-" (/+ gu + y{b+ cv) + VF)'-*^

;

or, observing that the exponent 1 of a; is

= _1 + (1_^)+(1_5)+(1-C),

and putting for shortness D = (fx + gy)- + (bx + cyf, the intogi-al equation finally is

const. = {fx + (/y + VD )~' X

{fx + gy-¥a (bx + cy) + VD)'-^ {fa; + gy + 0{bx + cy)+ VD)'-^ (/«+r/y+7(?;a;+ cy)+ Vn)i-<^,

where the quantities a, ^, y, A, £, G are given by

(b + cv) (v"' - 1) + 2 (/+ gv) = c{v-a){v- ^)'(,v - 7),

c {v- - I) + tgv _ A B G
c{v — a){v — ^){v -y) v — a v — ^ v — y'

Consider the curve

= {fx+gy+a{bx+cr/)+ '^ny-'' {fx+gy + 0(bx+ cy) + VD )'-» {fx+gy+ y (6« +cy)+ V'n)'-^,

which corresponds to the value = of the constant. If, for instance,

fx + gy + a (bx + cy) + VD = 0,

this equation gives

(bx + cy) {(bx + cy) (a= -l) + 2(fx+ gy) a] = ;

or say

(bx + cy) (tf -l) + 2(fx+ gy) a = 0.

But we have

(b +ca)(a--l) + 2(/ +ga)a = 0,

and the equation therefore is

(bx + cy) (/+ r)a) - (fx + gy) (b + ca) = 0;

that is

(c/- %) (y - ott>) = ;

or simply y — aa' = ; that is, the directions of the curve at the origin, or point * = 0,

^ = 0, are given by the equations y—ax = 0, y — ^x = 0, y — yx = 0. This is right, since

from the differential equation we obtain at the origin

(b + cp)(jf--l)+2(f+gp)p, =c(p-a)(p-^)(p-y), =0.

16—2
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V.

The particular case of the equation

is obtained from the genei'al equation by writing therein 6 = 0, c=l, f) = 0,f=m; we

have therefore

V (M= + 2m - 1 ) = (y - a) (y - /3) (v - 7),

or say

a = 0, /3 = i \f2m^, y = -i V2ni - 1

;

and thence

v"--l 1 1 2m V A B
,

G
+ - = - +

. , + -

V {v^ + 2m — 1

)

2;/i - 1 y 2m-\ v- + 2m - 1 v v + i "J2m - 1 v — i ^2m — 1

giving

1
, 5 = (7=; "^

2»i - 1
' 2m - 1

The integral equation thus is

2iii m-\

const. = {mx - VD)-' {mx + v'n)^'^! !(ma;+ 1 V2??i - 1 y + VD ) {mx - i V2m - 1 y + VD))'^"'
'^

where D = m-a? + y- ; or, observing that

{mx + i V'2j?i - 1 y + VD ) (?rw; - i V2m - 1 ?/ + VD )

= {mx + VD)- + y-

= 2m {mx^ + ;/- + xv'l]),

the integral equation is

1 w-l

const. = {mx + '^Uy^"'-'^(mx'+ if +x'^Uy'^''^,

or, what is the same thing,

const. = {mx + VD) {mx- + if + x VD)'"~S

the result given in the former part of the present paper.

VI.

I annex the following a posteriori verification of the solution

const. = {mx + VD) {ma? + y- + x VG)™"'

of the particular equation

y{p--\)+2mxp = 0.
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Putting for shortness

A = mx + Vd,

B = ma? -\-
if-
+ x ^U,

where it will be remembered that

D = m-x- + if,

then we have

2mB = A- + {2)n-l)ij-.

The integral equation may be written

h = P + Q'^U= U = AB">-';

and we have

if

But we have

U' A'. ^.B' ©^=^ + (m-l)^ = -^.

,-- (A' , ^B']
©=Vd yj + ('"'-

^^-B)-

^' VD = »t VD + 7n-x + yp = mA ->-
yp,

R ^/D = (imx + 2yp) VD + D+x (m-x + yp)

= 2mV + y- + xyp + {2mx + 2yp) VD

= A- + pyx-\-2'^U,

and

B A^ + (2m - l) y-

'

and the value of thus is

A J.2 + (2m — 1) y"

= A{A^ + ^lm-\)f] ^^"^^ + ^/i^^ t^' + ^^"'
" ^^ ^'^ + ^""^ ~ -'"^ t^' ^ "^P'J ^*' + ^"^^^^ '

where the expression in
j } is

= (2m' - m) A (A"" + t/^)

+ yp [A'' + (2m -1)2/== + (2»i' - 2?h) A(x + 2VD )1.

Here the coefficient of yp is = (2»i= — //t)(-4- + /); in fact we have identically

A'^ + u'-'lA Vd =0,

and thence

(2m= - 3m + 1) (A- + y-)-2 (2m - 1) (m - 1) ^ VD = 0,

that is

(2m= - m - 1)^= + (2m- - 3m + 1)/ - (2m - 2) A [A + (2m - 1) -/D) = ;
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or

{2m- - VI -l)A- + {2m- - Svi -i-l)y-- {2m- - 2vi) A (* + 2Vn) = 0,

and therefore

A"- + {2m - 1) y- + {2m"- - 2m) A{x + 2VD) = (2«r - m) {A- + y-).

Hence the term in
( j

is

= (2;h= - m) {A- + y') {A + yp);

or, what is the same thing, it is = (4??i= — 2m) A VD {A + yp). Hence, restoring for

A-+{2m-l)y- its vahie 2mB, we tind

^ (2771-1)^0,.
^= ^ ^ {A + yp),

or

U' 2m -1 ,^=^{A+yp).

But writing Ui, IL to denote the values corresponding to + v'D, — VD respectively, we

have

(2in — 1) U,
, if^.

U\ = ^

p '
' {mx + yp + V D),

and thence

But we have

and thence

and moreover

where

and we thence find

U\ J-'''-jl^ "̂-{mx + yp-^U),

U\U'. = ^^^^^^=^^^[{mx^ypf-n]

{2m-l)-U,U« , , „ ,.
, n ,= ^

B^BT^ 2/ {3/ (i^- - 1) + 2'««iP}-

[^' = p' + q Vn + |?I =^ - (2Q'n + qw + 2Ps/n),

1

4n
?7',t^', = - ,1, K2Q'a + QO')-^ - 4P'=ni,

U,U, = P"-- Q'U = A,A, {B,B.y''-\

AA„ = m-x- — D = — 2/",

B^B. = (m:c2 + 7/^)= -U = y'{f^ {2ui - 1) ,rl

;

-|^i(2Q'a + Qn'y-4P'=n}

= (2«i - 1 )= ^i^„ {BAy^-^ y-{y{p--\) + 2mxp]

= -{2m-lfy'^"-'[y- + {2m-\)x-Y--{y{p-- \) + 2mxp].
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Hence, the derived equation being

Q^c2Q'n + Qoy-iF"-n}=o,

the last preceding equation becomes

Q' D j/^"->
{f + (2)11-1) of}'"-- {y(p--l) + 2mxp} = 0.

Here, besides the factor Q- corresponding to the nodal curve, and the ftictor D
corresponding to the cuspidal curve, we have the factors j/-'"-i and {y" + {2m — 1} arY"—-

;

and, rejecting all these, the differential equation in its reduced form is

y {p- — l) + 2mxp = ;

and the required verification is effected. The occurrence of

Q- D)/™-' [if + {2m - 1) ar}'"-"

as a factor in the complete derived equation would give rise to some further investi-

gations, but I will not now enter on them.

I remark however that if m = l, viz. if the integral equation be const. = .r + V ar^ -I- y",

or say z = x + '^af + y", or, what is the same thing,

z' - 2zx - y- = 0,

then observing that y- + (2ni — 1)*- is here =a;^+y- which is = D, so that

D {y- + {2m - 1 ) ,1.-)'"-= = D . D-' = 1,

the differential equation in its complete form is

y{phj+2px-y) = Q;

so that we have here the factor y which divides out. The last-mentioned result is

most readily obtained directly from the equation

n = Q' (2Q'n + QD')-^ - 4P'=n = o,

which is the derived equation corresponding to the integral equation s = P + Q VD.

We in fact have P = x, Q = 1, 0—x- + y-, and the derived equation thus is

(x + yp)--{x- + y') = 0,

that is, y {p"y + 2px — y) = 0.

I mention also, in connexion with the foregoing investigation, the integral equation

z = x+ \/2a? — y", or z- — 2zx — x" + y- = 0,

for which the derived equation in its complete form is

{2x-ypy-(2x'-f) = 0,

or, what is the same thing, y-p- — ixyp + 2x- + y" = 0, and for which therefore there is

no factor to divide out.
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VII.

The conies confocal with a given conic form a system similar in its properties to

that of the curves of curvature of a quadric surface ; and the theory of the last-

mentioned system may be studied by means of the system of confocal conies. Consider

then the equation

a' + z ¥ + z
= 1,

which, if z be an arbitrary parameter, belongs to the conies confocal with the ellipse

— + j7,= '^. Treating s as a coordinate, the equation represents a surface of the third

order, which is such that its section by any plane parallel to the plane of xy is a

conic ; and the confocal conies are the projections on the plane of xy, by lines parallel

to the axis of z, of the sections of the surface.

The sections b}' the planes of zx, zy are the parabolas x- = z + a- and y- = z + h-

respectively. When z > — b-, the ordiuates in each parabola are real, and these ordinates

give the semiaxes of the elliptic section. When z > — a" < — b", then only the parabola

section in the plane of zx has a real ordinate, and the sections are hyperbolic ; and

when z < — a-, the section is altogether imaginary. The section in the planes z = — b-

is the pair of coincident lines y" = 0, z = — b", and the section in the plane z = — a- is

the pair of coincident lines z= — a-, a^ = ; or, in other words, the plane z + b" = 0'

touches the surface along the line y = 0, and the plane z + a" = touches the surface

along the line .r = : this at once appears from the integral form

(z + a-) (z + b-) - x'' (z 4- &2) -y-iz + a"-) = 0.

The points (z = — b-, y= 0, x = ± \fd- — b-) and {z = — a", x — 0, y=± Vi" — a") are conical

points ; the last two are however imaginary points on the surface. To find the nature

of the surface about one of the first-mentioned two points, say the point (z = — b",

y = 0, x = Vo- — 6"), taking this point for the origin and writing therefore v a'- — b- + x, y
and —b--\-z in the place of x, y, z respectively, the equation becomes

{a- -b- + z)z- {(a- - b-) + 2x Va" -b- + x") z - (a- - ¥ + z\ y- = 0,

that is

z'^ - Izx '/aF^'b' - (a- - b-) y- - z (,r- +y^) = 0;

so that there is a tangent cone the equation whereof is

z- - 2zx Vfl'- - b- — {a- — b-) y- = 0,

or, as it may be written,

{z - X Va- - b-f - («- - b") {x- + y") = 0.
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The equation is that of a cone of the second order, meeting the plane of zx in the

lines z = 0, z=2x Va- - b- (and therefore such that its sections parallel to the plane of

xy are parabolas), and meeting the plane of yz in the lines z= ±y Va^ — h^ (the
origin being at the vertex of the cone or conical point of the surface).

Ketuming to the original origin, and to the equation of the surface written in the

form

z--\-z (a- +b' — a:r— if) + a-fr- — Is-a? — a-if = 0,

calling this for a moment z^+2Bz+ 0=0, the differential equation is C"--45£'C' + 4C'5'==0;

or, substituting, this is

{b-x + a'l/p)- - (a- + b--x^- y') (x + yp) {b-x + ahjp) + {a-h' - b-x- - a-y") (*' + ypf = ;

or, reducing, this is

{a- - b-) xy [xy (jf-l)- (a^ - 6= - a^ + y-) p] = 0,

or say

xy {xy {if - 1) - (a= -b-- x- + y-)p} = 0,

where the factor xy arises from the level lines {z-\-b-=0, y = 0) and {z-\-a- = 0, a; = 0).

Throwing out this factor, the equation becomes

xy{p,--\)-{a--b--x'+rf) p =0,

which is satisfied identically by z + b- = (), y = 0, x-^a^-b". The first derived equation is

{xp + y) (^= - 1) + 2 (a; - yp)p = 0,

which for the values in question gives

p{p' + \) = 0,

where the factor p = corresponds to the section y = by the plane ^ + 6^ =
: and

taking the conical point for origin, and observing that the polar of the line x = 0,

y = in regard to the tangent cone is ^: — a; Va^ — 6= = q, then writing the equation of

the tangent cone in the form

{z — X "Ja- — 6^)= — (a- — b") (x- + y") = 0,

the two tangent planes through (x = 0, y = 0) are given by the equation x- }-y- = 0; and

for these planes we have p- + l =0. The factor ^j^ + 1 = determines therefore the

directions of the envelope at the conical point.

VIII.

In verification of the equation

z = ^k (a;= + y"-)+i ax (of + y^)

for a quadric surface in the neighbourhood of the umbilicus, I remark that, starting

from the equation
XT y- z-

a- b- c-

c. V. 17
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of an ellipsoid, and taking a, 0, 7 as the coordinates of the umbilicus, and 6 as the

inclination to the axis of x of the tangent to the principal section through the

umbilicus, then transforming to the umbilicus as origin and the new axes through

that point, viz. the axes of x, z being the tangent and normal in the plane of ac,

and the axis of y being at right angles to this (or in the direction of h), the equation

becomes

{a + x cos ^ — ^ sin Oy if {y— xsva6 — z cos 6)-
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331.

ANALYTICAL THEOREM RELATING TO THE FOUR CONICS

INSCRIBED IN THE SAME CONIC AND PASSING THROUGH
THE SAME THREE POINTS.

[From the Philosophical Magazine, vol. xxvii. (1864), pp. 42, 43.]

Imagine the four conies determined, and, selecting at pleasure any three of them,

let theii- chords of contact with the given conic be taken for the axes of coordinates,

or lines x = 0, y = 0, z=0; then, taking for the equation of the given conic

U = {a, b, c,f, g, hj^x, y, z)- = Q,

the equations of the selected three conies must be of the form U \-lxr=0, U+ my- = 0,

U + nz- = 0, where I, m, n are to be determined in such manner that these conies

may have three common points ; the resulting values of I, m, n, and of the coordinates

of the three common points, that is, the three given points, will of course be functions

of the coefficients (a, b, c, f, g, h) ; and the equation of the fourth conic will bo of the

form JJ +{ix+jy + kzy = 0.

There is no difficulty in carrying out the investigation : it is found that the coordi-

nates of the given points must be taken to be

{-f.g> h); if. -9> f'); il 9, -'0

respectively, and that, writing as usual

K=abc- ap - bg- - cir + 2fgh,

17—2
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the equations of the four conies are

U+{K-abc)~^ = 0,

U+(K-abc)'4=^0,

U+(K-abc)[y+^ +
fJ

= 0.

f 9

It is in fact easy to verify directly that each of these conies passes through the three

given points ; but the equations may also be exhibited in the form proper for putting

this in evidence. Putting for shortness

9 !>' h f f 9

the equations of the sides of the triangle formed by the given points are X = 0, Y=0, Z = 0,

and the foregoing equations of the four conies may be expi"essed in the form

(-bg"'-ch'+2fgh)7Z+ bg\ZX+ chKXY=0,

af- .TZ+{- ch' - af- + 2fgh) ZX + cJv'.XY= 0,

af- . YZ + bg^ .ZX+{- af- - bg- + 2fgh)ZF = 0,

(- bg^ - chr + 2fgh) YZ + (- ch= - af + 2fgh) ZX + (-af-- bg- + 2fgh) XY=0,

which is the required form.

Cambridge, November 28, 1863.
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332.

ANALYTICAL THEOREM RELATING TO THE SECTIONS OF A
QUADRIC SURFACE.

[From the Philosophical Magazine, vol. xxvii. (1864), pp. 43, 44.]

The four sections a; = 0, y = 0, 2 = 0, w=0 of the quadric surface

axf' + hy^ + &xy ^fah — cz- — dw" =

are each of them touched by each of the four sections

X '/^ci + y Vsi + 2 Vc + w Vd = ;

where it is to be noticed that the radicals V2a, V26 are such that their product is

= 2 Va6 if Va6 be the radical contained in the equation of the surface. There is of

covurse no loss of generality in attributing a definite sign to the radical V2a ; but

upon this being done, the sign of the radical \/26 is determined, whereas the signs

of Vc^ and Vd are severally arbitrary. We may if we please write the equation of

any one of the last-mentioned sections in the form

X '/2a + y ^26 +z'Jc + iu Vd = 0,

it being understood that the radicals V2a, v26 have each a determinate sign, but that

the signs of '/c and vd are each of them arbitrary.

To prove the theorem in question, it is enough to show (1) that the sections x = 0,

x'^2a+y '/2b+z'/c + w^d=0; (2) that the sections z = 0, x\/2a + y'^2b+w'^d = 0,

touch each other.
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1. The sections x = 0, a; V2a + 2/ V26 + Vc + w Vd = of the quadric surface

aar' + by- + 6xy "^ab — cz- — dw" = will touch each other if, combining together the

equations

a; = 0, y 'J2b + ^ Vc + w V5 = 0, by- - cz- - dw- = 0,

these give a twofold value (pau* of equal values) for the ratios y : 2 : w. We in

fact have

by^ — cz- — dw- = by- — cz^ — (y Vz6 + 2 Vc)-,

= — by-— 2cz- — 2yz "J'lbc,

= -{ys/b + z '•/2c)-
;

and the right-hand side being a perfect square, the condition of contact is satisfied.

2. In like manner we have the system

2 = 0, a; V2a + 2/ V26 + W Vd = 0, ax-+by- -^QxyJab — dw- = 0,

which gives __
ax- + by'^ \- 6scy "Jcib — dw-

= act? + by- + 6xy ^ab — {x V2a + y V26)=,

= — aaf — by- + 2xy Nab,

= —{x^a —y 'Jbf ;

and here also, the right-hand side being a perfect square, the condition of contact is

satisfied.

Cambridge, November 28, 1863.
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333.

NOTE ON THE NODAL CURVE OF THE DEVELOPABLE DERIVED

FROM THE QUARTIC EQUATION {a, h, c, d, ej_t, 1)* = 0.

[From the Philosophical Magazine, vol. xxvii. (1864), pp. 437—440.]

Considering the coefficients (a, b, c, d, e) as linear functions of the coordinates

X, y, z, w, then the equation

Disct. (a, h, c, d, e\t, 1)* = 0,

or, as it may be written,

(ae - ^hd + ^dj - 27 {ace + 2bcd - ad' - b'e - e')- =

represents, as is known, a developable surface or " torse," having for its edge of

regression (or cuspidal curve) the sextic curve the equations whereof are

ae -4&(Z4-3c= = 0,

ace + 2bcd — ad- — b-e — c'=0;

and for its nodal curve, a curve the equations whereof (equivalent to two independent

relations between the coordinates) are

ac — b- ad — be ae + 2bd — 3c- be — cd ce— d^

a 26 6c 2d

or, as these may also be written,

a'd-'Sabc + 2b' =0,

a'e + 2abd - 9acr + 6b-c = 0,

abe - Sacd + 2b-d = 0,

ad' — b-e = 0,

ade - Sbce + 2bd' = 0,

ae- + 2bde - 9c=e + 6cd- = 0,

be"^ -^cde + 2d' =0;
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which curve is in fact an excubo-quartic,—viz. a quartic curve the partial intersection

of a quadric surface and a cubic surface, having in common two non-intersecting right

lines. To show that this is so, I remark that the coefficients a, b, c, d, e, qua linear

functions of the four coordinates, satisfy a linear equation which may be taken to be

a+b+c+d+e=0;

this being so, the first form shows that the curve in question lies on the quadric

surface

ac - h- + ^(ad- be) + ^ (ae + 2bd - Sc-) + |(6e - cd) + ce-d- = 0,

or, as this equation may also be written,

c{a-^b-^c- I d+e)-b- +^ ad + ^ (ae + 2bd) + ^be-d- = 0.

Substituting for c its value, this equation is

-(a + e + b + d)(^a + ^e)-b- + ^ad + ^(ae + 2bd) + ^be-d-=0,

or, what is the same thing,

9(a + e + b-hd) (a + e) + G {b- + d-) -S(ad + be) - {ae + 2bd) = 0.

Hence, finally, the equation of the quadric surface is

9a"- + Mae + de- + 66= - 2bd + %d^ + 9a6 + Me + Qad + 66e = ;

and the curve lies also on the cubic surface

ad" — b-e = 0.

It only remains to show that these surfaces have in common two right lines, and

to find the equations of these lines.

The cubic surface is a skew surface or " scroll " such that the equations of any

generating line are d — 6b = 0, e — &^a = 0, where 6 is an arbitrary parameter. But

considering the two lines

(d-0,b = O, e-e,-a = 0), {d-e,b = 0, e-0.= a=O),

the general equation of the quadric surface through these two lines may be written

A . (d-e,b)(d-e,b)

+ B . (e - e.'a) (e - d.-a)

+ C . {d-e,b){e-e.?a) + {d-e.]b){e-e^a)

+
f.

^
„ {{d - e,b

) (e - 6.? a) -{d- e.h) {e - 6^' a)] =
t/j '~~ C/o
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or, expanding and reducing,

A{ d'-{e, + e,)bd + e, e, h^]

+ B{ e- - (d,^ + ei) ea + e^e.ra-}

+ C {2de - (61,= + e,') ad - (6, + 0,) be + 6,9, {6, + 6.^ ah]

+ D[ (^e, + e,)ad- be- 6,6, ab\ = 0,

which, if ^1, 6, are the roots of the equation &- — ^6 + 1 = 0, and therefore ^i + ^.. = 5

,

e,6, = 1, and 6,' + 6.? = - Jgi, is

.4( d' - idb+b')

+ B( e- +i^ae + a-)

+ C{2de + i^ad-^be + ^ab)

+ D( 1 ad- be- ab) = 0.

Putting ^=6, 5 = 9, C = |, B=-i^, this is

9 ( a- +i^ae + e')

+ Q ( b- - ^ bd + d"-)

+ I (ia&+ 2 de + iJ-ad-^be)

+ Y- ( ab - -^ ad+ be) = 0,

which is the before-mentioned quadric surface ; hence the quadric surface and the cubic-

surface intersect in the two lines

(d-6,b = 0, e-d,-a=0), (d-e,b = 0, e-6.^a = 0)

(where 6,, 6, are the roots of the quadric equation ^-—^^1 + 1=0); and they con-

sequently intersect also in an excubo-t[uartic curve, which is the theorem required to

be proved.

Blackheath, March 26, 1864.

C. V.
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334.

NOTE ON THE THEORY OF CUBIC SURFACES.

[From the Philosophical Magazine, vol. xxvii. (1864), pp. 493—496.]

The equation

where X + Y+R-\-S+T= 0, represents a cubic surface of a special form, viz. each of

the planes ii = 0, /S = 0, T = is a triple tangent plane meeting the surface in three

lines which pass through a point ('); and, moreover, the three planes AX" + BY^ = are

triple tangent planes intersecting in a line. It is worth noticing that the equation of

the surface may also be written

aas^ +hy"+ civ? + if+ w") = 0,

where x + y + ti + v + tu = 0. In fact, the coordinates satisfying the foregoing linear

equations respectively, we have to show that the equation

AX"+BY"+6CRST= ax"+by" + c{u' + v'+w')

may be identically satisfied. We have

aa? + by^ + c {u^ + v" + ur')

= aa^ + by^ + c [{u + v + ^uf — 3 (y + w) {w + u) (u + v)]

= aa^ + by^ — c (x + yY — 3c (y + ^v) {w + u){u + v),

' The tangent plane of a surface intersects the surface in a curve having at the point of contact a

double point, and in like manner a triple tangent plane intersects the surface in a curve with three double

points, viz. each point of contact is a double point ; there is not in general any triple tangent plane such

that the three points of contact come together, or (what is the same thing) there is not in general any

tangent plane intersecting the surface in a curve having at the point of contact a triple point. A surface

may, however, have the kind of singularity just referred to, viz. a tangent plane intersecting the surface in

a curve having at the point of contact a triple point ; such tangent plane may be termed a ' tritom ' tangent

plane, and its point of contact a ' tritom ' point : for a cubic surface the intersection by a tritom tangent

plane is of course a system of three lines meeting in the tritom point. The tritom singularity is sibi-

reciprocal ; it is, I think, a singularity which should be considered in the theory of reciprocal siufaces.
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which is to be

and we may find X, Y, R, S, T, linear functions of x, y, u, v, w, so as to satisfy these

equations, and so that in virtue of

x + y + ii, + v + 'w = 0,

we shall have also X + F + iJ + /S + T = 0. For, assuming

AX^ + BY^ = ax" -Srhy^-c{x + y)',

X + Y = X + y,

E = i (« + «') C = - 4c,

we have identically

AX' + BY' + 6GRST --= aa^ + by' - c (x + yf - 3c (v + w){w+ u) (u + v),

X+Y+R + S + T =x + y + u+v+tu;

and thus it only remains to show that we can find X, Y linear functions of x, y,

such that

AX' + BY' = aa? + hy'-c {x + y)',

X + Y = X + y.

This is always possible ; in fact if

V'=ax'+by'— c(x + yy,

then taking <I> for the cubicovariant, and D for the discriminant of U, we have

^ (<1> + Vn U), i ('t' - Vn U) each a perfect cube, say

i(^ + 'JDU) = {7u; + iJ,y)',

^ ((J) _ ^/Q U) = {vx + pyf,

and we then have

U = ^\Xx + nyY - (vx + py)'] = AX' + BY',
vM

which is satisfied by

X = I (\x + fiy),

Y= m {vx + py),

if

Al'—tL, Bm'=^-~

18—2
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The equation X+ Y = x + y then gives

lX+ mv = 1,

Ifx + mp = 1,

which give the values of I and m, and thence the values of A and B ; and collecting

all the equations, we have

x =
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335.

TABLES DES FORMES QUADRATIQUES BINAIRES POUR LES
DETERMINANTS NEGATIFS DEPUIS D=-l JUSQU'A Z)= -100,

POUR LES DETERMINANTS POSITIFS NON CARRE'S DEPUIS
D = 2 JUSQU'A 2> = 99 ET POUR LES TREIZE DETERMINANTS
NEGATIFS IRREGULIERS QUI SE TROUVENT DANS LE PRE-
MIER MILLIER.

[From the Journal fur die reine und angewandte Mathematik (Crelle), torn. lx. (1862),

pp. 357—372.]

Les tables suivantes sont arrang^es de la maniere prescrite dans les " Disqidsitiones

anthmeticae." Dans le m^moire de Lejeune Dirichlet " Recherches sur diverses appli-

cations de I'analyse a la theorie des nombres," torn. XIX (1839), p. 338 de ce Journal

on trouve un tableau dans lequel les regies qui servent a former les caracteres des

genres sont resumees. Soit B = PS^ ou 2PS-, S^ d^signant le plus grand carr^ que D
contient, et P un nombre impair; soient de plus p, p, p"... les facteurs premiers

indgaux de P et r, r , r" ... les nombres premiers impairs qui divisent S sans diviser

»i —

1

m"—\

P ; ecrivons enfin pour abreger 8 = (— )
'^

, e = (—) ^ . Cela pose on trouve a I'endroit

cite le tableau suivant

:

Premier cas, D = PS-, P = 1 (mod. 4)

S=l (mod. 2)

S=2 (mod. 4)

S=0 (mod. 4)

m
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Deuxieme cas, D = PS-, P = S (mod. 4)

Ssl (mod. 2)

S=2 (mod. 4)

S=0 (mod. 4)

Troisieme cas, D = 2PS-, P=l (mod. 4)

S = 1 (mod. 2)
I

6,

S = (mod. 2)

Quatrieme cas, D = 2PS'-, P = 3 (mod. 4)

S=l (mod. 2)

S=0 (mod. 2)

[335

s,
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il y a done deux genres de I'ordre proprement primitif. Dans le cas dont il s'agit

(et en general pour D = 1 (mod. 4)) il y a un ordre improprement primitif avec des

genres qui ont les caracteres identiques a ceux des genres de I'ordre proprement

primitif, les caracteres se rapportant dans ce cas a la moitie d'un nombre quelcoaque

represente par la forme.

Pour faciliter I'impression des tables j'ai introduit deux nouvelles lettres a et /9

dont voici la de'finition. Pour tons les determinants auxquels se rapportent mes tables,

c.-a-d. pour les determinants ndgatifs quelconques et positifs non-carrds depuis — 100

jusqu a + 99 ainsi que pour les determinants negatifs irreguliers du premier millier, le

nombre des facteurs premiers ddsignds ci-dessus par les lettres p, p', p" ..., r, r', r" ...

n'excede pas deux. Soit done q le plus petit de ces facteurs premiers et q le plus

grand lorsqu'il y en a deux, je ddsigne par a le caractere — et par /3 le caractere —

.

Dans la colonne relative a la composition et portant I'inscription Cp, je represente

comme a I'ordinaire par I'unite la forme principale, par la lettre c une forme qui produit

par la duplication la forme principale, par les lettres d, e, ... des formes qui la produisent

par la triplication, la quadruplication, etc., de maniere que Ton ait c-=l, <P=1, e*=l,

y*=l, ^'''=1, h' — l, i^=l, j^ =1, etc. Les notations d, d^ par exemple signifient deux

formes diffdrentes dont chacune produit par la triplication la forme principale. Je reprd-

sente de plus par a la forme principale de I'ordre improprement primitif et par ac, ad, ...

des formes qui produisent a- par la duplication, la triplication, etc. Dans I'enumeration

des classes, j'ai toujours dcrit en premier lieu I'ordre proprement primitif, en le faisant

suivre apres un trait de separation par I'ordre improprement primitif lorsqu'il existe.

Dans chacun des deux ordres les divers genres se trouvent separes les uns des autres

par des traits subordonnes.

Pour les determinants positifs les periodes sont donnees par une abreviation facile

a comprendre. Chaque forme de la periode ayant son dei'nier coefficient egal au

premier de la suivante, cette valeur identique n'a ete imprimee qu'une fois ; de plus

les coefficients exterieurs a, c des formes (a, b, c) ont ete distingues des coefficients

b en imprimant ces derniers en caracteres plus petits. Ainsi pour le determinant 7 la

periode de la classe principale (1, 0, — 7) est donnee par les nombres

1'— 3i2i-32l
qui representent la serie des formes

(1, 2, -3), (-3, 1, 2), (2, 1, -3), (-3, 2, 1).

Londres, 6 Novembre, 1860.
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Table I des formes qiiadratiques binaire-s ayant pour determinants les nombres

n^gatifs depuis i* = — 1 jusqua D = — 100.

D
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D
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V
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D
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Table II des fiimes quadratiques binaires ayant pour determinants les nombres positifs

non-carrds depiiis Z) = 2 j usqu'a D = 99.

D
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Z)
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D
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V
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D
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D
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Table III des formes quadratiques binaii-es pour les treize determinants ndgatifs

irrdguliers dn premier millier.

D
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D
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D
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336.

NOTE SUR L'ELIMINATION.

[From the Journal fii/r die reine iind angetuandte Mathematik (Crelle), torn. LX. (1861),

pp. 373—374.]

SoiENT U = (a, ...^o;, y)'", V=(b, ...J*', ^)" des fonctions homogenes quelconques

des degres m et n respectivement. Denotons par (x, y)* la suite entiere on seulement

line partie de la suite de termes a,-*,
**"' ij, ... ij^, et en prenant d^m"^ n, formons le

determinant

|(«, y)«-'« U, («;, 7/)«-" F).

Cette notation signifie qu'en supposant les suites {x, y)*~"* U, (x, i/Y''"' V composdes

respectivement de ju et de g' termes et qu'en posant p + q = s on forme le determinant

(*-a, I/iY-'" U„ {X„ 7/0"-" V,

{^s, ysY-'" U,, (,r,, y,)"-" V,

dans lequel les diff^rentes lignes (chacune composee de s termes) sont ce que deviennent

(«. yy~"^tf, (x, 2/)*~" F lorsqu'on y substitue (x^, y^), {x.,, y.^,...{xs, ys) successivement

au lieu de {x, y).

Le determinant que je viens definir est divisible par le determinant

notation qui est equivalente a

:
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et dans laquelle (x, yy~^ denote la suite entiere des termes a^~^, ic*~- y, . . .
?/'~'. Nous

obtenons ainsi une equation

^^^^'l^Vr-f'""^^
^^"' -OM^, -)n^--i. yi/-^^' -..(*., 2/.r-'+\

c.-a-d. que le quotient est du degre p P^i" rapport anx coefficients (a, ...), du

degi-d q par rapport aux coefficients (b, ...), et du degre 6—s + l par rapport a

chaque systeme de variables («i, 2/1), ... (*«, 2/s)- Oi' ei supposant ^i = 0, Fi = 0, on

obtient

= («,... )^' (A ... )' («•, ,
2/,)"-*+' ...(««, 2/,)''-«+\

Equation qui subsiste quelles que soient les valours des variables {x.,, y.,),...{xs, ys)',

cela donne une suite de {6 — s + 2)""' Equations chacune de la forme

= (a, ...K(6, ...y'{.<\, 7j,y-'+\

En conside'raut un systeme quelconque de 6 — s + 2 de ces equations, pour en eliminer

tons les termes de (a-j, yi)*"'"*"', on obtiendra ou I'equation identique = 0, ou une

e'quation de la forme

F=(a, ...)Pi«-«+'-' {b, ...)'/<9-s+2i =0

ou F sera un de'terminant de I'ordi-e — s+2, chaque terme e'tant de la forme

(cc-yib,...)".

Cela pose il est evident que F contiendra comme facteur la fonction

n= (a,... )» (?»,...)'"

qui est le resultant des deux equations U=0, V=0. En particulier, on aura les deux

cas que voici

:

1°. Soit = -))i + 11 — 1, et supposons que {x, 2/)"~' U, (x, 2/)"'~' V, denotent les suites

entieres

a;"-' U, x'^--yU, ... y"-^ JJ; x"'-' V, x"'-"-yV, ...?/'"-' V,

nous aurons p = n, q=m, s=m + H, 6 — s + 2=1, et de la

F=(a, ...)"(6, ...)'«,

done F=0. On voit sans peine que Ion obtient de cette maniere le resultant D,

sous la forme d'un determinant de I'ordre m + n, le meme que Ton obtient en

eiiminant les termes de (x, y)'»+«-i entre les Equations (x, 3/)""' ^7 = 0, (x, y)"'~' V = 0.

2". En supposant m ^ n, on pent prendre 6 = m, ce qui donne pour (x, yy-"^ U le

seul terme U. R^duisons aussi (x, yy-'^V au seul terme .r" y»"-"-<> F (a ddsignant un
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nombre entier arbitraiie entre et m — n), c.-a-d. au terme x™~'"- V on y>"~'^ V dans

le cas des deux valeiu-s extremes de a. On a ainsi p = l, 5' = !> s = 2, et dela

F={a,...r{b,...y\

Done -F= (a, ...)'"~" n, c.-a-d. que Ton obtient le resultant D affecte d'un facteur

(«,...)'""" qui ne conticnt que les coefficients de U, et qui est de Tordre m — n par

rapport a ces coefficients. L'expression de ce facteur peut etre trouvee assez facile-

ment. Dans le cas du terme a,'""" V, c.-a-d. pour a = m — n, le facteur sera )t"^"

{k designant le dernier coefficient de la suite (a, ...)), et dans le cas du terme
ytn-n y^ c.-a-d. pour a = 0, le facteur sera a'""". Mais en supposant m — n on a tout

simplement .f= D, c.-a-d. que Ton obtient le re'sultant sans facteur Stranger. C'est

sous cette derniere forme que j'ai presente la mdthode abreg^e de Bezoiit dans le

tome Llll. p. 366 (18.57) de ce Journal, [230].

Londres, IT'"" Becembre, 1861.
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337.

NOTE SUR LA REALITE DES RAGINES D'UNE EQUATION

QUADRATIQUE.

[From the Journal fur die reine und ungeiuandte Mathematik (Crelle), torn. LXi. (1863),

pp. 367—368.]

A PROPOS du m^moire que vient de publier M. Hesse (voii- ce Journal t. Lx.,

p. 30-5) je remarque que si I'une ou I'autre des deux formes

(«, b, c, / g, //$ Y, {a, h', c', f, 0', h'\ f

est une forme definie (forme qui conserve toujours le meme sigue pour des valeurs

reelles quelconques des variables), I'equation suivante en \

:

a — \a', h — \h', g — \g', x =0

h - \//', h - \b', f -
\f', y

9-^9' ./"-V". c-\c', z

«, y, z

aura ses deux racines reelles. En ^crivant

A=hc-f\ A' = h'c - f'\ A, = hc' + h'c-2ff\

£ = ca — g-, ...

de maniere que (A, B, C, F, G, H'^ )- denote la forme adjointe (ou reciproque) de

(a, b, c, f, g, /*$ )^ cette equation prend la forme

{A, ...$«, y, z)--\{A„ ...$*•, y, 2)-+X'(A', ...'Jx, y, 2)- = 0,

et les racines ^tant rdelles, on doit avoir

n=-4(il, ...$«, y, zy(A', ...'^x, y, z)-+[(A„ ...$«, y, 2)-p= + .
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Or pour demontrer directement cette proposition, il n'est pas ce me semble possible

d'exprinier Q comme vine somme de carres ; on a besoin de considerer une forme

plus gt^nerale, savoir une somme de carres multiplies chacun par un coefficient literal

positif. Par exemple, en ne faisant attention qu'au coefficient de of, on doit avoii-

D„ = - 4 {he -/=) {h'c -/'=) + {he +- h'c - 2ffy = + .

Pour en faire la demonstration, on pent exprimer Do sous la forme

D„ = {he' - b-cf + 4 {hf - b'f) {cf - c'f),

ce qui donne

6cn„ = {be -p) {he - b'cf + [b {cf - e'f) + c {bf - b'f)Y.

En effet, en y substituant la seconde expression de D,,, on a I'identite

46c {hf - b'f) {cf - e'f) = -f {be' - b'cY + [b {cf -c'f) + e {bf - h'f)^

et I'expression pour icDo est ainsi ddmontrde. Mais en supposant que (a, 6, c, /, g, h) („)-

soit une forme definie, on a he —f- = + , done aussi 6c = + , et 6cn„ = (6c —/) X- + F^ = + ,

done enfin D,, = +. II serait assez int^ressant de trouver une demonstration pareille

pour I'expression generale de D.

Londres, 23'^""' Octobre 1862.

C. V. 21
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338.

NOUVELLES RECHERCHES SUR L'ELIMINATION ET LA

THEORIE DES COURBES.

[From the Journal fur die reine und angewandte Mathematik (Cielle), torn. LXiii. (1864),

pp. 34—39.]

Dans le pi-obleme de reliminatiou, on cherche la relation qui doit exister entre

les coefficients d'une fonction ou systeme de fonctions pour que quelque circonstance

particuliere (ou singularite) puisse avoir lieu
;

par exemple, pour que deux Equations

puissent avoir uue racine commune, ou (comme application gdometrique) pour qu'une

courbe puisse avoir un point double. En prenant les coefficients comme dounes, tant

la relation cherchde que la singulai-it^ qu'elle implique n'ont qu'une existence hypothe-

tique. Mais on pent transformer la question en supposant que les coefficients d'une ou

de plusieurs des fonctions soient de la forme a = \a' + jjm", b = \b' + fib", ... ou a', b',...

,

a", b",... sont des coefficients donnds, mais X, /x des quantite's arbitraii'es. On pent

alors disposer en sorte que la singularity dont il s'agit existe actuellement, en deter-

minant, au moyen de la relation donnee par I'elimiiiation, la valeur du rapport X : fi.

Ces substitutions a = \a' + /mi,", b = Xb' + jxb", . . . changent la fonction U a laquelle se

rapportent les coefficients a, b,... en U = \U' +fiU", ou U', U" sont des fonctions

semblables a U, mais avec les coefficients a, b', ... ou a", b", ... au lieu de a, b, ...:

en se servant d'une expression usitee, on pent dii'e que la fonction U est en involution

avec U', U" ; et de meme en geomdtrie que la courbe U=0 est en involution avec

les courbes V = 0, U" = 0; au reste, pour les courbes, cela veut dire que les trois

courbes se coupent dans les meraes points.

On con§oit comment cette maniere d'envisager le probleme pent conduire a uue

interpretation g^omdtrique de resultats qui n'avaient auparavant qu'une signification

analytique. Considdrons par exemple la proposition suivante, " le discriminant d'une

fonction quadratique a trois variables est du degr^ 3 par rapport aux coefficients," ou

ce qui est la meme chose, "la fonction qui egal^e a zdro exprime que la conique
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i7 = ait im point double (se rdduise a une paire de droites) est du degre 3 par

rapport aux coefficients," c'est la une proposition pnrement analytique, mais si comme
ci-dessus on met Xa' + fia", \h' + fJ)", ... an lieu de o, h,... on a le .th^orfeme gdom^-

trique que voici : "Dans le systeme de coniques \U'+fiU" = en involution avec les

coniques donne'es V = 0, U" = 0, il y a 3 coniques a point double (e'est-a-dire, trois

paires de droites)." En consid^rant le cas plus general d'une fonction a trois variables

et d'ordre quelconque, la question analytique " quel est le degr^ du discriminant de la

fonction U" pent etre remplacee par la question geometrique "dans le systeme des

courbes XU' + /J.U" = en involution avec les deux courbes donnees [T = 0, U" = 0, quel

est le nombre des courbes a point double " on, ce qui est la memo chose, " quel est

le nombre des points dout chacun est le point double d'une courbe du systfeme." En
considerant la question sous cette derniere forme, non seulement on retrouve la valeur

connue 3(?i — 1)'- du degre du discriminant de la fonction U={A, ..."^x, y, z)"-, mais

on trouve aussi le thdorfeme plus gene'ral

:

La fonction U= (A, ...'^x, y, z)"' dtant telle que la courbe U=0 ait un nombre a

de points doubles et un nombre /3 de points de rebroussement, son discriminant special

est du degre 3(h - l)--7a - 11/8.

Sous la designation de " discriminant special " j'entends la fonction laquelle 4gaX4e

a zero donne la condition pour que la courbe U=0 ait un point double de plus. II

convient de remarquer par rapport a cette expression que le discriminant de la fonction

gen^rale du «''™'^ ordre, en y substituant, au lieu des valeurs gAidrales, les coefficients

de la fonction U dont il s'agit, ne donne nnllement le discriminant special de U mais

se reduit identiquement a z^ro ; ce discriminant special est done tout autre chose que

le discriminant de la fonction generale. En parlant tout simplement de I'ordre du

discriminant special, j'ai voulu dt^signer I'ordre auquel cette expression s'^l^ve par rapport

a des coefficients absolument arbitraires ou elements a, h, ... lesquels sont census entrer

lineairement dans la fonction U. II est done ndcessaire de dt^montrer d'abord la pro-

position auxiliaire que I'equation d'une courbe qui a d^ja un nombre donne de points

doubles et de rebroussement pent s'exprimer sous la forme signalee, c'est-a-dire

lineau'ement par rapport k des coefficients absolument arbitrau'es ou dldments a, b,...

,

proposition qui pent etre ddmontree sans difficult^.

Considerons en effet I'equation gendrale U = (A, ...^x, y, ^•)" = ou les coefficients

A,... sont tons arbitraires; dans le cas d'un point double supposons que les coordonndes

de ce point, dans le cas d'un point de rebroussement supposons que les coordonnees

de ce point et la direction de la tangente soient donndes : cela dtablit pour chaque

point double trois conditions, et pour chaque point de rebroussement quatre conditions,

qui contiennent d'une maniere quelconque les parametres appartenants au point double

ou de rebroussement, mais qui sont lin^aires par rapport aux coefficients A,...: ces

coefficients peuvent done s'exprimer lineairement au moyen d'un nombre convenable de

coefficients absolument arbitraires ou Elements a, b, ...; et c'est de ces ^Idments a, b,...

qu'il s'agit et nullement des parametres mentionnds ci-dessus qui entrent dans les

expressions par lesquelles A,... sont donnes en termes de a, ....

21—2
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Cette proposition auxiliaire pent encore se demontrer de la maniere que voici.

Concevons que P = repr^sente ime eourbe particuliere quelconque du meme ordre que

^"=0 et telle que pour chaque point double de la eourbe ^7=0 elle ait un point

double au meme point, et que pour chaque point de rebroussement de la eourbe {7=0,

elle ait un point de rebroussement au meme point et avec la meme tangente. Soient

de meme Q=0, R=0,... des equations de courbes qui satisfont aux memes conditions.

Cela pose, on pent evidemment ^crire U= aP +hQ + cR+ ... , c'est-a-dire que lequation

contiendra lineaii-ement les coefficients absolument arbitraires ou elements a, b,

Je reviens au theoreme dont je suis parti; soit d'abord U={a, ...^x, y, ^)" =
une eourbe sans points doubles ou de rebroussement, de sorte qu'il s'agisse du discri-

minant ordinaire. En ecrivant pour plus de simplicite V, W au lieu de V, U", on a

a considdrer la eourbe \F+/xW = en involution avec les deux courbes V = 0, 11^ = 0.

Le degi'd du discriminant de U est egal au nombre des points dont chacun est le

point double d'une eourbe particuliere du systeme W+fiW = 0. Or pour trouver ces

points on n'a qua former les Equations

\d,V+ /jd^W = 0,

\d,V+fid, W=0,

qui expriment que la eourbe \V+fj.W=0 a un point double, et d'eliminer entre ces

equations les indeterminees X, fi. Cela donne le systeme

d^V, d,jV, d,V

d^w. d.w, d,w

qui comprend les deux equations

a.F,

=

(1)

d,v

d^W, d,W
= 0, (2)

dyW,
=

auxquelles on satisfait par dzV = 0, d^W=0, et une troisieme equation a laquelle on

ne satisfait pas par ce dernier systeme. Or les courbes (1) et (2) se coupent en

4(« — 1)- points, mais parmi ceux-ci on a les (« — !)" points d'intersection des courbes

dgV=0, 92^=0, et en ecartant ces points on obtient i {n — 1)- — {n — 1)-
=

'3 (n — 1)'-

pour le nombre des points, ou ce qui est la meme chose pour le degr^ du discri-

minant de U.

Je suppose a present que la eourbe U=0 ait un point double ; les courbes

V=0, W = ont chacune un point double a ce meme point, et en prenaut ce point

pour origine des coordonn^es x, y les deux courbes seront

V = z"--" (a, h , c \x, yf + etc. = 0,

W = z"--" («', b', c\x, yf + etc. = 0,

en d^notant par les etc. les termes des ordres plus Aleves par rapport a x, y, ou moins

eleves par rapport a z.
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Cela donne pour la couibe (1)

dxV, d,V
]

='0 = z-"-" {(ax + by) . {a', h', c'^x, yf - (a'a; + hy) . (a , h, c\x, yf] + etc.

9^ TF, a,W
i

= 2-"-=
2/ {(cw; + by) (b'x + c'y) - (a'x + b'y) (bx + cy)} + etc.

;

la courbe (1) a done a lorigine un point triple, les tangentes etant donn^es par les

equations

2/ = 0, ((IX + by) (b'x + c'y) - (ax + b'y) (bx + cy) = 0,

et de meme la courbe (2) a a I'origine un point triple, les tangentes e'tant donndes

par les Equations

X = 0, (ax + by) (b'x + c'y) - (a'x + b'y) (bx + cy) = 0;

il y a done au point triple deux branches de la courbe (1) dont chacune touche une
de deux branches de la courbe (2); ce qui donne a I'origine 4 + 4+3=11 points

d'intersection. De plus il est evident que les deux courbes d,V=0, d^W = ont chacune

un point double a I'origine, c'est-a-dire elles s'y coupent en 2+2 = 4 points.

Par consequent les courbes (1) et (2) se coupent en 4 (a - 1)- points, savoir

11 points a I'origine, 4(ji— 1)^—11 points autrepart,

les courbes d,V=0, d^W^O se coupent en («— 1)- points, savoir

4 points a I'origine, (n — 1)^ — 4 points autrepart,

et le systeme des 3(?^— 1)- points contient

7 points a I'origine, 3(?t — 1)- — 7 points autrepart.

En ecartant les points a I'origine on a done 3(«— 1)-— 7 points; pour une courbe a

point double le degre du discriminant special est done = 3 ()!.— 1)-— 7. Si la courbe

U=0 a un point de rebroussement, les courbes V = 0, W=0 auront au meme point

un point de rebroussement avec la meme tangente, et en prenant ce point pour origine

des coordonnees et la droite x = pour I'equation de la tangente, les deux courbes

seront

V= 0"-- .axr + s"-3 . (a
, 0, y, B 5*', yf + etc. = 0,

W=z"--.a'x'+s"-^.(a', /3', 7', B''^x, yY+etc. = 0.

Cela donne pour la courbe (1)

0= d^V, d,V

= {3"-"-.2ax+ z"-\3(a, j3, y'^x, y)- + etc.}

X {{n-2)2''--'a'x'' + (n-S)2"-*(a, /3', y, S'$«, yf+eic.\

- [z"-- . 2a'a; + ^"-^
. 3 (a', /3', y'\x, y)"- + etc.}

x{(a-2)z"T'a^ + (n-S)2"-*(a, /3 , 7, S'^x, y)^ + etc.)
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= 2»-''{2(n-3)[««(a', /3', 7', B'-^cc, yf-a'x{a, /3, 7, h\x, yf]

- 3(m- 2)[a*'^(a', yS', 7'$^^ y)— o'.rMa, /3, r^\x, yf]] + etc.

_ ^in-a |_ ,j ^£{5(' _ (j'a) ^4 ^ gtc. a;^7/. . .} + etc.

= z™~^ . X (— 11 (aa! — a'a), .

.

.][«, y)^ + etc.

;

la courbe a done a rorigine un point quadruple et la droite x = y est tangente de

I'une de ses branches. On a de meme poui' la courbe (2)

= dyV, a^F
j

= {s"-5 . 3 (/3 , 7 , B $.r, yf + etc.) x {(n - 2) ^''-^ aV + etc.}

dyW, d,W I - {2"-=. 3 (13', 7', S']!*', yy + etc.} x {(ii - 2) 2''-^ a.«= + etc.}

= z^-^x^a^^, 7, SJ*, yy-a(^', 7, S^a;, y)^} + etc.

= 2»-« «= (a'yS - a/S', ...$«, 2/)'

;

cette courbe a done a I'origine un point quadruple et la droite x = y est tangente

commune de deux de ses branches. Cela donne a I'origine 5+4 + 4 + 4, =17 points

d'intersection des courbes (1) et (2). D'autre part on a

d,V =(n-2) 3"-s .ax''+(n-S) z"-' (a
, /3 , 7 , 8 $*•, yf + etc. = 0,

d,W = {n - 2) z"---' . a'a? + {n - 3) z"--' (a', ^', 7', B'\x, yf + etc. = 0,

et en combinant ces deux equations

z"-~'' . aar + etc. = 0,

2""-' (aa' — a'a, . ..^x, yf + etc. = 0.

De ces deux ^juations la premiere appartient a une courbe qui a un point de rebrousse-

ment a I'origine des coordonnees et la seconde a une courbe qui y a un point triple.

Pour les deux courbes dzV=0, 9^17=0 cela donne 3 + 3 = 6 points d'intersection a

I'origine.

Les courbes (1) et (2) se coupent done en 4 (n — ly points, savoir

17 points a I'origine, 4(?i— 1)- — 17 points auti-epart,

les courbes d2V=0, 9^W=0 se coupent en (71 — ly points, savoir

6 points a I'origine, (n-l)'-— 6 points autrepart]

et le systkne des 3 (n — 1)- points contient

11 points a I'origine, 3(>»— 1)= — 11 points autrepart.

En ecartant les points a I'origine, on obtient 3(m — 1)=— 11 points; pour une courbe

avec un point de rebroussement, le degre du discriminant special est done =3(«— 1)-— 11.

Comme rdsultat final de cette recherche j'obtiens que la reduction du degrd est de

7 unites pour un point double et de 11 unites pour uu point de rebroussement; et
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de la, que pour un nombre a de points doubles et /3 de points de rebroussement, la

reduction est de 7a +11/3 unites; le degre du discriminant special sera done dans ce

cas 3(«— 1)-— 7a— 11/3, ce qu'il s'agissait de demontrer.

Dans tout ce qui pr&ede, j'ai suppose que le systeme soit tel que relimination

conduise a une seule relation entre les coefficients ; si au contraire I'^limination conduit a

deux relations, il faut dcrire au lieu de a,b,... les valeurs \a' + fia" + va"',\b'+fib"+vb"',...

et de meme pour un plus grand nombre de relations. En supposant par exemple que

la courbe U = doit avoii" un point de rebroussement, ce qui implique deux relations

entre les coefficients, la question k resoudre serait celle-ci, "quel est le nombre des

points qui sont chacun un point de rebroussement d'une courbe particuliere du systeme

\V+ fiW+vX = 0"; je reserve a uue autre occasion la consideration de ce problbme.

Londres, 22'*'»' Mai 1863.
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339.

ON SKEW SURFACES, OTHERWISE SCROLLS.

[From the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, vol. CLiii. (for

the year 1863) pp. 453—483. Received February 3,—Read March 5, 1863.]

It may be convenient to mention at the outset that, in the paper " On the

Theory of Skew Surfaces "(i), I pointed out that upon any skew surface of the order n

there is a singular (or nodal) curve meeting each generating line in (»i — 2) points,

and that the class of the circumscribed cone (or, what is the same thing, the class

of the surface) is equal to the order n of the surface. In the paper "On a Class

of Ruled Surfaces "(-), Dr Salmon considered the surface generated by a line which

meets three curves of the orders m, n, j) respectively: such surface is there shown to

be of the order = 2«t?yj ; and it is noticed that there are upon it a certain number
of double right lines (nodal generators) ; to determine the number of these, it was

necessary to consider the skew surface generated by a line meeting a given right line

and a given curve of the order ?m twice ; and the order of such surface is found to

be = Jm(??t— 1) + /(., where h is the number of apparent double points of the curve.

The theory is somewhat further developed in Dr Salmon's memou- " On the Degree

of a Surface recijirocal to a given one"(^), where certain minor limits are given for the

orders of the nodal curves on the skew surface generated by a line meeting a given

right line and two curves of the orders m and n respectively, and on that generated

by a line meeting a given right line and a curve of the order m twice. And in

the same memoir the author considers the skew surface generated by a line the

equations whereof are (a, . . ^t, 1)'"= 0, (a', . . '^t, 1)" = 0, where a, . . a', . . are any linear

functions of the coordinates, and t is an arbitrary parameter. And the same theories

are reproduced in the " Treatise on the Analytic Geometry of Three Dimensions "(*).

' Cambridge and Dublin Math. Journ. vol. vii. pp. 171—173 (1852), [108].

- Ibid. vol. vin. pp. 45, 46 (1853).

3 Trans. Royal Irish Acad. vol. xxni. pp. 461—488 (read 1855).

* Dublin, 1862. [Ed. 4, 1882.]
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I will also, though it is less closely connected with the subject of thu present memoir,

refer to a paper by M. Chasles, "Description cles courbes a double courbure de tous

les ordres sur les surfaces r^gldes du troisieme et du quatri^me ordre"(').

The present memoii- (in the composition of which I have been assisted by a

correspondence with Dr Salmon) contains a further development of the theory of the

skew surfaces generated by a line which meets a given curve or curves : viz. I con-

sider, 1st, the surface generated by a line which meets each of three given curves of

the orders m, n, p respectively ; 2nd, the surface generated by a line which meets a

given curve of the order m twice, and a given curve of the order n once ; 3rd, the

surface which meets a given curve of the order m three times ; or, as it is very

convenient to express it, I consider the skew surfaces, or say the " Scrolls," /S {in, n, p),

S(m-, n), /S(m'). The chief results are embodied in the Table given after this intro-

duction, at the commencement of the memoir. It is to be noticed that I attend

throughout to the general theory, not considering otherwise than incidentally the effect

of any singularity in the system of the given curves, or in the given curves separately

:

the memoir contains however some remarks as to what are the singularities material

to a complete theory ; and, in particular as regards the surface S {nv'), I am thus led

to mention an entirely new kind of singularity of a curve in space—viz. such a curve

has in general a determinate number of " lines through four points " (lines which

meet the curve in four points) ; it may happen that, of the lines through three points

which can be drawn through any point whatever of the curve, a certain number will

unite together and form a line through four (or more) points, the number of the lines

through four points (or through a greater number of points) so becoming infinite.

Notation and Table of Results, Articles 1 to 10.

1. In the present memoir a letter such as m denotes the order of a curve in

space. It is for the most part assumed that the curve has no actual double points

or stationary points, and the corresponding letter M denotes the class of the curve

taken negatively and divided by 2 ; that is, if h be the number of apparent double

points, then M=—^ [?«]- + h : here and elsewhere [m]'-, &c. denote factorials, viz.

[m]- = m {m — 1), [mY = m{ni— l){vi — 2), &c. It is to be noticed that for the system

of two curves m, m', if /;, h' represent the number of apparent double points of the

two curves respectively, then for the system the number of apparent double points is

= mm' + h + h', and the corresponding value of M is therefore —^[m + m']- + mm'+h + h',

which is = - -^ [mf+h-i [in]- + //.', which is =M + M'.

2. The use of the combinations {in, n, p, q), {in-, n, p), &c. hardly requires ex-

planation ; it may however be noticed that G {in, n, p, q) denoting the lines which

meet the curves m, ii, p, q (that is, curves of these orders) each of them once,

G {m", n, p) will denote the lines which meet the curve m twice and the cui'ves n

and J)
each of them once ; and so in all similar cases.

3. The letters G, S, ND, NG, NR, NT (read Generators, Scroll, Nodal Director,

Nodal Generator, Nodal Residue, and Nodal Total) are in the nature of functional

1 Comptee Rendas, t. liii. {18G1, 2" Sem.), pp. 884—889.

c. V. 22
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symbols, used (accordiug to the context) to denote geometrical forms, or else the orders

of these forms. Thus G {m, n, p, q) denotes either the lines meeting the curves

1)1, n, p, q each of them once, or else it denotes the order of such system of lines,

that is, the number of lines. And so S(m, n, p) denotes the Skew Surface or Scroll

generated by a line which meets the curves m, n, p each once, or else it denotes the

order of such surface.

4. G (m, )}, p, q) : the signification is explained above.

5. S(vi, n, p): the signification has just been explained; but as the surfaces

S{m, n, p), S{in", n), S(m^) are in fact the subject of the present memoii-, I give the

explanation in full for each of them, viz. S(vi, n, p) is the surface generated by a

line which meets the curves in, n, p each once; S (m-, n) is the surface generated by

a line which meets the curve m twice and the curve n once ; /S (??i^) the surface

generated by the line which meets the curve m thrice. As already mentioned, these

surfaces and their orders are represented by the same symbols respectively.

(i. NT){m, n, p). The directrix curves m, n, p of the scroll S{m, n, p) are nodal

{multiple) curves on the sinface, viz. m is an np-twple curve, and so for n and p.

Reckoning each curve according to its multiplicity, viz. the curve m being reckoned

V [np]- times, or as of the order m . ^ [«j)]", and so for the curves n and p, the

Aggregate, (H- sum of the oi-ders. gives the N(idal Director ND (m, n, p).

7. NG (in, II, p). The scroll S{iii, ii, p) has the nodal generating lines G {ni-, n, p),

G{m, It-, p), G {m, n, p-). Each of these is a mere double line, to be reckoned once

only, and we have thus the Nodal Generator

NG(in, n, p) = G{nv', n, p) + G(m, n", p)-\-G{m, a, p-).

But to take another example, the scroll 8(111-, 11) has the nodal generating lines

G {m?, n), each of which is a triple line to be reckoned ^ [3]-, that is, three times,

and also the nodal generating linos G {in", n-), each of them a mere double line

to be reckoned once only : whence here NG (m", 11) = SG («^^ w) + G (vt-, n^). And so

for the scroll 8(111"), this has the nodal generating lines G(in*), each of them a

quadruple line to be reckoned ^ [4]-, that is, .six times ; or we have NG (m^) = 6G (in*).

5. NR (in, n, p). The scroll »S' (in, n, p) has besides the directrix carves in, a, p
or Nodal Director, and the nodal generating lines or Nodal Generator, a remaining

nodal curve or Nodal Residue, the locus of the intersections of two non-coincident

genei'ating lines meeting in a point not situate on any one of the directrix curves.

This Nodal Residue, as well for the scroll S (in, n, p) as for the scrolls S(in-, n) and

S(7n?) respectively, is a mere double curve to be reckoned once only; and such curve

or its order is denoted by NR, viz. for the scroll S(m, n, p), the Nodal Residue is

NR (m, n, p).

9. NT(in, n, p). The Nodal Duector, Nodal Generator, and Nodal Residue of the

scroll S (in, n, p) form together the Nodal Total NT (in, n, p), that is, we have

NT (m, n, p) = ND (m, 11, p) + NG (m, n, p) + N^R (ni, n, p) ;

and similarly for the scrolls S(ni-, n) and S (m^).
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10. I remark that the formulas are best exhibited in an order different from

that in which they are in the sequel obtained, viz. I collect them in the following

Table.

G (ill, n, p, q) = 2miipq,

G (m", n, J))
= np {[mf + M),

G (jii\ 71^) = \ [mj [nY + M . h [n]- + N . h [mY + Ml\.

G{m\ n) =n{^[mf + M(:m-2)).

G (m') = -fij [mf + m + M (^ [m y -2)11+ V- ) + i¥- . i,

S (m, n, p) = 2mnp,

ND {m, 11, p) = h mnp {mn + mp + up — .S),

NG (m, n, p) = 7nnp {m + n + p — 3) + Mnp + jS'^nip + Finn.

NR {m, 11, p) = J mnp {^mup — {inn + mp + np) — 2 (m + n + p) + .5),

(') NT {m, n, p) =h S' -S+ Mnp + Nmp + Finn,

= 2m?tp {mnp — 1 ) + Mnp + Nmp + Finn
;

included in which we have

8 {I, 1, m) =2m,

NB(l, I, m) =[m]-,

iV(?(l, 1, in) =[??i]- + il/,

NR(1, 1, w) =0,

NT(1, 1, in) =^S'-S+M,
= 2 [mf + M,

and

S{1, m, n) = 2inn,

ND (1, m, n) =\ inn {mn + in + n — 'i),

NG (1, m, n) = inn {m + n- 2) + Mn + Nm,

NR{1, m, n) =l[mY[nY,

NT (1, m, n) =^S"--S+ Mn + Nm.

= 2 [innY + Mn + Nm.

Moreover

S {m\ ii) = n { [7u]- + M),

ND (m^ n) = n (i [ni]' + [nif + M (\ [niY - i) + M'^ . A ) + \iiY (i [«i]» + ^ [inY).

NG (to=, n) = n
( [niY + ili . 3 {m. - 2 )) + [nY (i [»i]= + hM) + ^ (^ [mY + M),

' In the first of the two expressions for NT (tii, n, p), S atanils for !i(m, n, p); and so in the tiist of

the two expressions for NT {iir, n), &e., S stands for S {m-. n), &c.

22—2
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NR («^^ 7!) = i>
(j;

[m]' + M (i [w]- - 2m + 3))

+ ["]' (A ['«]' + 5 ['»]' + ['"]' + ^1^ ([wip - i) + M"' . i),

JVr (m^ n) = 1 .V- - N + 7iJ/ (m - |) + J\r (i [,„,]= + M)^

= // (i [m]' + 2 [;;;]'^ + M{[mf + m - |) + il/= . ^)

+ ["P ( I ['«P + 2 [mp + [«ip + iV . [mY + AP . ^) + iV (i [/«]= + i/)

;

incliulnl ill which we have

,S'(1, 11,-)= [wp + il/,

.Vi)(l, mn=i [w,p + ['"P + ^^^(H'«p-i)+^1^'4.

7Vr; (1 , m}) = {mj + il/ . 3 ()« - 2),

NR{\, ve) = § [mY + M(h [my -2m + 3),

NT(1, m-)= i ,S=-/S + il/(m-f),

= \ [mf + 2 [7h]-' + ^f([vlY + m - ) + J/^ . ^ ;

.iiicl filially

S(vv')= J [mp + (m -2) J/,

iVi) (7H^0 = 1 [mY + h [mY + ^3 [/*ip + il/(i [viy + ^ [m]) + AP . hm,

NG (m') = \ [mY + Gm + M (3 [mj - 1 2jh + 33) + il/= . 3,

NR {m^) = J^ [mj + § [,h]^' - \ [mj + 37m

+ i/(i [«i]^ - 1 [rti]' - f ["iP + S»i - 20) + M- (I [mf - 2m),

NT {m-') =^S'-S + 3?» + M (^ [m]- - gwi + 11 ) + iT/=,

+ il/ (i [wi]^ + > [?)i]^' + ^ [hi-] - 1;h, + 13) + M- (^ [viY - fm + 3).

The formulte are investigated in the following order, ND, G, NG, S, NR, and NT.

The ND formula', Articles 11 to 13.

11. ND(in, n, p).—Taking any point on the curve ni, this is the vortex of two

cones passing through the enrves n, p I'espectively ; the cones are of the orders n, p
respectively, and they intersect therefore in np lines, which are the generating lines

through the point on the curve m ; hence this curve is an »^-tuple line on the

scroll S('in, n, p), and we have thus the term m.^[np]- of ND. Hence

ND {m, n, p) = m.^ [np]' + " i [mpf +p.i [mn]-,

= ^mnp (mil + nip + up — 3).
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12. JVDiiii-, n).—Taking first a point on the curve m, this is the vertex of a

cone of the order m — 1 through the curve in, and of a cone of the order n through

the curve >i ; the two cones intersect in {m—l)ii lines, which are the generating

lines through the point on the curve m ; that is, the curve ??4 is a (m — 1) H-tuplc

line on the scroll S{m-, n); and we have thus the term m . ^ [(m - 1) wp of NB.
Taking next a point on the curve n, this is the vertex of a cone of the order m
through the curve m: such cone has (h = )^[m]- +M double lines, which are the gene-

rating lines through the point on the curve a ; hence this curve is a (^ [mf + jT/)tuple

line on the surface, and we have thus the term n . | [^ [vif + j¥]- in jfj). And therefore

ND (W-, n) = m . h [(m - 1 ) n]' + " ^ | i [mf + MJ,

= " (a b"]' + [>"]' + ^i (h [«]-^ - h) + ii/^ i) + [>iY ih bnY + i [mp).

13. ND(nf).—Taking a point on the curve m, this is the vertex of a cone of

the order m — 1 through the curve m ; such cone has (h— m + 2 = )^ [m]- — m +2 + 31

double lines, or the curve ni is a (^ [ml- - »t + 2 + il/)tuple lino on the scroll Simf).
Hence we have

ND (mf = m . ^ [} [m]--m + 2 + il/]-,

Preparatory remarks in regard to the G fornudm, the hi/pe7-triadic simjidarities of a

curve in space. Articles 14 to 22.

14. It is to be remarked that the generating line of any one of the scrolls

S{m, n, p), S(m-, n), S{nv') satisfies three conditions; and that it cannot in anywise

happen that one of these conditions is implied in the other two. Thus, for instance,

as regards the scroll S{ni, n, p), if the curves m, n are given, and we take the entire

series of lines meeting each of these curves, these lines form a double series of lines,

all of them passing of course through the curves m, n, but not all of them passing

through any other curve whatever; that is, there is no curve p such that every line

passing through the curves m and n passes also through the curve p. And the like

as regards the scrolls S{m-, n) and »S'(m-').

15. But (ill contrast to this) if the three conditions are satisfied, it may very

well happen that a fourth condition is satisfied ipso facto. To see how this is,

imagine a curve q on the scroll S {m, n, p), or, to meet an objection which might be

raised, .say a curve q the complete intersection of the scroll S(m., n, p) by a plane or

any other surface. Every line whatever which meets the curves m, n, p is a generating

line of the scroll S(m, n, p), and as such will meet the curve q; that is, in the case

in question, G{m, n, p), q), the lines which meet the curves m, n, p, q, are the entire

series of generating lines of the scroll S (vi, 7i, p), and they are thus infinite in

number; so that in such case the i|uestion does not ari.se of finding the number of
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the lines G {m, n, p, q). The like remarks apply to the lines G (m-, n, p), G{m-, n'),

G (ni-', n), and G (vi*) ; but I will develope them somewhat more particularly as regards

the lines G (m*).

10. Given a curve ?«, theu (as in fact mentioned in the investigation for XD{m'))

through any point whatever of the curve there can be drawn

(// - HI + 2 = ) [m]- + 1,1.-2 +

M

lines meeting the curve in two other points, or say [m]- + vi — 2+M lines thi-ough three

points. But in general no one of these lines meets the curve in a fourth point ; that

is, we cannot through every point of the curve ni draw a Ime through four points

;

there are, however, on the curve in a certain number (= iG (m*)) of points througJi

v^^hich can be drawn a line through four points, or line G (m*).

17. But the curve m may be such that through every point of the curve there

passes a line through four points. In fact, assume any skew surface or scroll whatever,

and upon this surface a curve meeting each generating line in four points (e.g. the

intersection of the scroll by a quartic surface). Taking the curve in question for the

curve VI, then it is clear that through every point of this curve there passes a line

(the generating line of the assumed scroll) which is a line through foui' ])oints, or

line G (m*).

18. It is to be noticed, moreover, that if we take on the curve m any point

whatever, then of the [m]^ + vi —2 + M lines through three . points which can be drawn

through this point, three will unite together in the generating line of the assumed

scroll (for if be the point on the curve m, and 1, 2, 3 the other points in which

the generating line of the assumed scroll meets the curve m, then such generating

line unites the three lines 012, 013, 023, each of them a line through three points);

and there will be besides ^ [m]- + m — 5 + M mere lines through three points. The

line through four points generates the assumed scroll taken (i[3]- = ) 3 times, or

considered as three coincident scrolls ; the remaining lines generate a scroll S' (vv'),

which is such that the curve in is on this scroll a (^ [iii\' + ni — 5 + il/)tuple line ; the

assumed scroll three times and the scroll S' (iw') make up the entire scroll S{nv')

derived from the curve m, or say S{ni') = li (assiimed scroll) + S' {ni^).

ID. The case just considered is that of a curve m such that through every point

of it there passes a line through four points counting as (^ [3]" = ) 3 lines through

three points, and that all the other lines through three points are mere lines through

three points. But it is clear that we may in like manner have a line through p
points counting as ^[^J — 1]^ lines through three points; and more generally if p, q,...

are numbers all different and not < 3, and if

^ [iiiY - m + 2 + il/= a. i
[^j - Ip + /3 . i [ry- l]--'+ ...

,

then we may have a curve m such that through every point of it there pass a lines

each through p points and counting as i- \_p — 1]- lines, /3 lines each through q points

and counting as 2[?~1]' lines, &c....; the case p = ^ gives of course a. lines each
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through three points and counting as a single line. It is to be added that, in the

case just referred to, the a lines will generate a scroll S' (tiv') taken ^ [pY times, the

/3 lines will generate a scroll S" ('mP) taken
,5 [^]^ times, &c., which scrolls together

make up the scroll Sim"), or say

S (m^) = i [pf . S' (m») + ^ [qf . S" (7u0 + &c.

;

it may however happen that, e.g. of the a lines, any set or sets or even each line will

generate a distinct scioll or scrolls—that is, that the scroll S' (wt') will itself break up

into scrolls of inferior orders.

20. A good illustration is afforded by taking for the curve ni a curve on the

hyperboloid or quadric scroll'; such curves divide themselves into species; viz. we have

say the (j}, q) curve on the hyperboloid, a curve of the order p + q meeting each

generating line of the one kind in p points, and each generating line of the other

kind in r/ jioints ; here

III =p + q, (h = ^ [p]- + }. [(/]-, and .-.) M = - pq.

Assuming for the moment that, p, q are each of them not less than 3, it is clear

that the lines through three points which can be di'awn through any point of the

curve are the generating line of the one kind counting as ^ [j) — 1]- lines through

three points, and the generating line of the other kind counting as ^[q—l]" lines

through three points, so that

i [7nY -F wt - 2 + .1/ = 1 [p - l]^ + H'y - !]'•

The complete scroll 8(1)1") is made up of the hyperboloid considered as generated by

the generating lines of the one kind taken i [/)]' times, and the hyperboloid con-

sidered as generated by the genei'ating lines of the other kind taken ^ [qY times (so

that there is in this case the speciality that the surfaces S' (m"), S" (m^) are in fact

the same surface). And hence we have

S (m") = (2 (^ [pf + i [qf) =) i [pf + i
[qY.

21. I notice also the case of a system of m lines. Taking here a point on one

of the lines, the (/( —m + 2 =) [iii]- - ih + 2 lines through three points which can be

drawn through this point are the |[?m— 1]- lines which can be drawn meeting

a pail- of the other (??i-l) lines, and besides this the line itself counting as one line

through three points {^[m-l]- + 1 = ^[ni]- - ih+ 2); the line itself, thus counting as a

single line through three points, is not to be reckoned as a line through four oi-

more points drawn through the point in question, that is, the system is not to be

regarded as a curve through every point of which there passes a line through four

points: each of the lines is nevertheless to be counted as a single line through four

points, and (since there are besides two lines which may be drawn meeting each four

of the III lines) the total number of lines through four points is = jL[;/t]^+m.

22. In the following investigations for G(m, n, p, q), &c., the foregoing special

cases are excluded from consideration ; it may however be right to notice how it is

' It is hardly necessary to remark that {renlitij being disregarded) any qimdrie surface whatever is a

liyperboloid or (juadric scroll.
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that tlie formula? obtained are inapplicable to these special cases ; for instance, as

will immediately be seen, the number of the lines G{vi, n, p, q) is obtained as the

number of intersections of the surface S(m, n, p) by the curve q, =2mnp x q — 2mnpq;

but if the curve q lie on the surface S(vi. n, p), then G{m, n, p, q) is no longer

= 2mnpq.

The G foriiiuhe. Articles 23 to 34.

23. G {m, n, p, q).—Considering the scroll Sim, n, p) generated by a line which

meets each of the curves m, n, p, this meets the curve q in qS(in, n, j)) points

through each of which there passes a line G(m, n, p, q); that is, we have

G {vi, n, p, q) = q S (in, u, j)).

Rut from this equation we have

S (m, n, p) = G(l, m, n, p) = p S{1, nt, it)\

thence also

S{\, m, n)=G{\, 1, m, n) = nS{\, 1, n\
and

8{\, 1, m) = G(\, I, 1, m)=mS(\, 1, 1); S(\, 1, l) = G{\, 1, 1, 1) = 2,

since 2 is the number of lines which can be di-awn meeting each of four given right

lines. Hence ultimatelj^

G{m, 11, p, q)=mnpqG(l, 1, 1, \) = 2mnpq.

. 24. G{m-, n, p).—In a preeisel}' similar manner we find

Gim-, n, p) = npGil, 1, m-) = npS(l, m"),

and it is the same question to find G {I, 1, m-) and to find S{1, ni-). I investigate

G{1, 1, m-) by considering the particular case where the curve m is a plane curve

having ?! double points. The plane of the curve meets the two lines 1, 1 in two

points, and the line through these two points meets each of the lines 1, 1, and meets

the curve in m points; combining the last-mentioned Hi points two and two together,

the line in question is to be considered as ^ [m]- coincident lines, each of them
meeting the lines 1, 1, and also meeting the curve m twice. But we may also

through any double point of the curve draw a line meeting each of the lines 1, 1
;

such line, inasiiiuch as it passes through a double point, meets the curve twice; and

we have h such lines. This gives for the case in question G{1, 1, m") = h + ^ [mY

;

(jr, introducing in the place of /; the quantity M (= h — ^ [m]-), so that h = ^[m]- + M,

we have

G(l, 1, m') = [mY + 3I:

and, to the double points of the plane curve, there correspond in the general case

the apparent double points of the curve m. Admitting the correctness of the result

just obtained, we then have
G(m-, n, p) = np{[m1-+ 31).
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25. 0(1)1', n-).—I investigate the value by a process similar to that employed for

G(l, 1, m"). Suppose that the curves m and n are plane curves having respectively

h and k double points ; then the line of intersection of the two planes meets the

curve in in m points, and the curve n in u points ; or, combining in every manner

the rii points two and two together, and the n points two and two together, tiie line

in question is to be considered as i [wtp- ^ [«]' coincident lines, each meeting the

curve m twice and the curve /( twice. There are besides the hk lines joining each

double point of the curve m with each double point of the curve n. This gives

in all } [m]-[7i]- + hk lines; or, writing h=^[m]-+ M, k=^^[n]- + N, the number is

= i ['»]' [w? + M.^[n]"- + N.^ [mf + MN ;

which is the value of G(in-, n") given by the investigation.

26. (?(m^ ?!,).—We have

G {m\ n) = n G (1, m") = n S{m%

and it is in fact the same question to find G(l, m') and to find S{m^). I assume

for the present that the value [of S {iv?), see ])ost Art. 38] is = J [niY +M (m — 2) ; and

we then have

{w?, n) = n{\ [mY + M {m - 2)).

27. Before going further, I observe that there are certain functional conditions

which must be satisfied by the G formulae. Thus if the curve m be replaced by the

system of the two curves m, m', instead of M we have M+M'. Let G{iii) denote

any one of the functions G (m, n, }), q), G (m, n', p), G (m, n'), we must have

G{m + m') = G (m) + G {m).

Similarly, if G (m") denote either of the functions G (m-, n, 2^), G {m", n-), we must

have

G (m + mj = G (m=) + G (m, m') + G (m'')

;

and so if G (m^) stand for G {m?, n), then

G (m + 7/i')' = G (m') + G (m% m') + G {m, m'-) + G {m'')
;

and finally

G (m + m'y = G (m^) + G (m\ m') + G (m\ m'-) + G (m, m'') + G (m'*).

28. The first three equations 'may be at once verified by means of the above

given values of the G functions. But conversely, at least on the assumption that

G (m), G (m-), &c., in so far as they respectively depend on the curve m, are functions

of m and M only, we may, by the solution of the functional equations, obtain the

values of the G functions. It is to be observed that the first equation is of the form

<j){m + m') =
(f)

( Hi) + (j) (m'),

the general solution whereof is

cf>7n - am + ^M ;

c. V. 23
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the second equation, supposing that G{m, m') is known—the third equation, supposing

that G (m-, m') and G (m, m-) are known—and the fourth equation, supposing that

G {m\ m), G {vi-, m'-), G (m, m'^) are known, are respectively of the form

(^ (;» + Hi') = <^m + (ji'm! + funct. (m, in')
;

and hence if a particular sohition be given, the general solution is

(/) (m) = Particular Solution + am + /Sif.

The values of the constants must in each case be determined by special considerations.

29. The value of G {m, n, p, q) was obtained strictly ; that of G {m-, n, p) was

reduced to depend on G(l, 1, ?»"), and that of G (rn?, n) on 6^(1, w?). I apply therefore

the functional equations to the confirmation of the values of 6(1, 1, m% G{m-, n^),

and (?(1, m^), and to the determination of the value of G (m*).

30. First, if G(m-} denote G{1, 1, m-), then G(m, m') denotes (?(1, 1, m, m'),

which is = 2mwi' ; hence

G (vi + my - G (nv') - G (wi'=) = 2mm',

which is satisfied by G (m^) = [wtp. This gives

G (1, 1, m") = [m]- + am + ^M

;

but if the cui've m be a system of m lines {m — m, ilf = 0), then (r (1, 1, m-) = [??ip;

and again, if the curve m be a conic (m = 2, M= — \), then G{\, 1, m-) = l. This

gives a = 0, /3=1, and therefore

G(l, 1, m^)={mY + M.

31. Next, if G{m-) denote G(m-, n"), then G{m,m') denotes G{vi,m',n% which is

= mm' ([«p + N). The functional equation is

G {m + m'f - G (m') - G (m'-) = mm' ([nf + N),

which is satisfied by G (wt") = ^ [in]- ([n]- + N). Hence we have

G (?«-, H-) = ^ [mf ([«]= + N) + am + ^M,

where a, /3 are functions of n, N; and observing that G{m'', n") must be symmetrical

in regard to the curves m and n, it is easy to see that we may write

G {m-, n") = I [m]- [n]- + M.^ [»]- + N . h [mf + amn + j3 (mN + iiM) + yMN,

whei'e a, /S, y are absolute constants. To determine them, if the cvirve m be a pair

of lines (m = 2, M= 0), then

G («t-, H=) = G (1, 1, n') = [«]•- + iV

;

and if each of the curves m, n be a conic (??i = 2, ilf = — 1, n = 2, N=—l), then

G (m^ n') = 1.
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These cases give a=y3 = 0, 7=1, and therefore

G {m\ /t"-) = \ [mY [«]= + M.h [nY + iV^ . i [ni]- + MN.

32. Again, G{m^) standing for (?(!, »;.'), then G {vi-, in') and G{ni, m'-) will stand

for G{l,vi\m') and G (1, m, ??i'=), the values whereof are m' ([mf + M) and m{[m'f + M')

respectively. We have thus

G {m + ?»')' - G (?/r) - G {m'') = m' ([?«]- + lM)+ m {[nij + M'),

a solution of which is G {vt') = ^ [mf + niM. Hence we have

G (1, m?) = A \inY + mM + am + ^M.

Suppose first that the curve m is a system (if lines {m = in, 31=0), then G{1, ;«^) = i[wp;
and next that the curve m is a, cubic iu space or skew cubic (nt = 3, 31= — 2), then

(r(l, m') = 0, since a line can meet the curve in two points only. We thus find a = 0,

/S = — 2, and thence

G(l, «r) = i [wp + .¥ (m - 2).

33. Hence, substituting for G (nf, m'), G (m", m'"), G (in, m'^) their values

'»'(iW + ^I{in - 2)), i [mP [mj ^M.h [mj + M' .^ [»rt]- + MM', and m {^[mj + 31' {m - 2))

respectively, we find

G {m + mJ - G {m") - G (m') = m' (^ [m]' + 31{m - 2))

+ 1 [inf [m']= + ilf . I [m'y + M'.^ [mf + 3131'

+ m {lr[m'f + M'(m' -2)),

and thence, obtaining first a particular solution, the general solution is

G (m*) = -i-L [mf +M (i [m]- - 2*h.) + ilf- . ^ + am + 0M.

34. To determine the constants, suppose first that the curve m is a system of

lines (m — m,M= 0), we must have G ( //t^) = ^V [i^A* + »*> S'Hd thence a = 0. Next, if

the curve m be a conic {m = 2, ill = — 1 ), we must have G {m*) = ; and this gives

= i^, and consequentlj'

G (vi') = -J5 [„i]4 + ,„ + 31 (1 [wt]- - 2m + V) + il/= . i.

27ie iVG formulw. Article 35.

35. The NG formulae are now at once obtained, viz. we have

NG (m, n, p) = G {m\ n, p) + G {m, ji', ;)) + G (m, n, p-),

NG {m\ n) = SG (m=, n) + G {m\ n"),

NG (m') = 6G (m"),

which give the values in the Table.

23—2
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The S formul(B, particular cases. Articles 36 to 40.

36. The iS" formulae have in fact been obtained in the investigation of the G
formulse : we have

S (m, 11, p) = 2mnp,

S(7n", n) =n{[m]- + M),

S(m=) =i[mP + il/(ni-2).

37. In confirmation of the formula S {1, m-) = [m]- + M, it is to be remarked that

if we take through the line 1 an arbitrary plane, this meets the curve m in m
points, and joining these two and two together we have ^ [m]" lines, each of them

meeting the curve m twice and also meeting the line 1 ; that is, the lines in

(juestion are generating lines of the scroll S{1, ni'). The line 1 is, as already

mentioned, an (A = ) (|- [m]- + if)tuple line on the scroll ; the section by the arbitrary

plane is therefore the line 1 taken (^ [111]^ + M) times, together vnth the before-mentioned

^ [in]- lines ; that is, the order of the surface is [in]- + M, as it should be. This is

in fact the mode in which the order of the scroll S{\, m") was originally obtained

by Dr Salmon.

38. As regards the formula S (nv') = i [my + M (m — 2), suppose that the curve »t

is a (p, q) curve on the hyperboloid, we have as before m=p + q, M = — pq, and the

formula becomes

8 (m') = Hi' + ?]' -M {P + 'I- 2),

which is

= H2'?+H?P.

viz. as already remarked, the surface is in this case the hyperboloid taken ^ [pY + jj
[5']^

times.

39. It is to be noticed also that if the curve in be a system of lines {vi = in, M = 0),

then the formula gives

S{'w?)=l[mJ,

which is right, since in this case the scroll is made up of the J [mf hyperboloids

generated each of them by a line which meets three out of the in lines.

In the case of a curve m, which is such that the coordinates of any point of

the curve are proportional to rational and integral functions of the order m of an

arbiti-ary parameter 6, or say the case of a unicursal curve of the order m, we have

(It = 1 [m - 1]- and .-.) J/ = - (w - 1),

and the formula gives

for a direct investigation of which see jiost. Annex No. 1.
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40. In the case of a curve in, which is the complete intersection of two surfaces

of the orders p and q respectively, or say a complete (p x q) intersection, we have

m=pq, {h = hpq{p-l)(q-l) and :.) M = - ^pq(p + q-2);
and we find

•Sf {>n') = hP<l {P1 - 2) {^pq - Sp - Sq + 4),

= Jy8(^-2)(2^-3a + 4)

if a=pq, /3=p + q. The mode of obtaining this result by a direct investigation was

pointed out to me by Dr Salmon; see post, Annex No. 2.

Particular cases of the formula for G (nv*). Articles 41 & 42.

41. In the case of a (p, q) curve on the hypei'boloid, putting as before m=p-\-q,

M=—pq, we find

G (m^) = jL [p + ,jf +p + q- pq {Hp + 'jY -^(p + q) + ^) + h PY>
which is

=A {[pY + [q]') - ^ [p
- 1]^ - ^p [q

- 1]^

vanishing if p, q are neither of them greater than 3 : this is as it should be, since

there is then no line which meets the curve four times. The curves for which the

condition is satisfied are (1, 1) the conic, (1, 2) the cubic, (2, 2) the quadriquadric,

(1, 3) the excubo-quartic, (2, 3) the excubo-quintic (viz. the quintic curve, which is the

partial intersection of a quadric surface and a cubic surface having a line in common),

and (3, 3) the quadri-cubic, or complete intersection of a quadric surface and a cubic

surface. If either p or q exceeds 3, we have the case of a curve through ever}-

point whereof there can be drawn a line or lines through four or more points, anfl

the formula is inapplicable.

42. In the case of a complete {p x q) intersection, we have as before m=pq.
M = — ^pq(p + q — 2), and the formula for G{m*) becomes

(?(m*) = JL^ ( _66a+144

+ ,e(3a=+18a-26)

+ /:?=.- 6a

, + /3^2,

a formula the direct verification whereof is due to Dr Salmon ; see post, Annex No. -S.

The formidoi fur NR (1, in, ii) and NI{(1, wi=). Articles 43 to 46.

43. NE(l, m, n).—Through the line 1 take any plane meeting the curve in in iii

points and the curve n in n points; then if m,, in., be any two of the in points, and

Wj , Wj any two of the /( points, the lines jw, h, and iiu lu are generating lines of the
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scroll 8(1, m, n), and these lines intersect in a point which belongs to the Nodal

Residue NM; and in like manner the lines niiii., and vun, are generating lines of the

scroll, and they intersect on a point of NR; we have thus

points on NR, that is, the arbitrary plane through the lino 1 cuts NR in ^ [wt]- [;(]-

points. But the plane also cuts NR in certain points lying on the lino 1, and if

the number of these be (a), then

NR (1, m, n) — ^ [m]- [n]- + a.

44. The points (a) are included among the cuspidal points on the line 1.

Taking for a moment x = 0, y = for the equations of the line 1 (which, as we have

seen, is a /)i«-tuple line on the scroll), the equation of the scroll is of the form

(A, ...'^x, ?/)'"" =0, where A, ... are functions of the coordinates of the degree mn.

The entire number of cuspidal points on the line 1 is thus = 2 [mn]- ; but these

include different kinds of cuspidal points, viz. we have

2 [mn]- = 2a + 2a + 2a' + R,

if (a) be the number of points in whicli the line 1 meets NR,

„ a „ ,, „ „ Sim'', n),

„ a' „ >, „ ,, S{m, n-),

„ R „ „ „ „ Torse (m, n),

where by Torse {m, n) I denote the developable surface or " Torse " generated by a

line which meets each of the curves m and n. The order of the Torse in question is

R = {v([m]" - 2h) + m {[n]- -2k)=)-2 (nM+ mN),

see post. Annex No. 4. And then observing that we have

a =S(m\ n) = n {[mf + M),

a' =8 {m, n-) = m {[nf + N),

these values give

2a + 2a.' + R = 2n [mf + 2m [n]\

and we have

a = }^(2[mnY-2a-2a'-R),

= [mn]- — n [jh]- — vi [«]-,

= [mf[n]%

and thence

NR(1, m, w) = I [mp [?*]-

45. NR{\, Hi-).—Through the line 1 take any arbitrary plane meeting the curve

m in VI points; if vii, iiu, m^, m^ be any four of these, then the lines miin^ and vism,

are generating lines of the scroll 8(1, m"), and their intersection is a point of the
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nodal residue NR ; but in like manner the lines /Hj m.- and m., /«4 are generating lines

of the scroll, and then- intersection is a point of NR ; and so the lines 7ni nii and

7)1., m-i are generating lines of the scroll, and their intersection is a point of NR. We
have thus (3 x ^^ [wi]^ =) i [m]^ jjoints of NR on the arbitrary plane through the line 1.

But there are besides the points of NR which lie on the line 1 ; and if the number

of these be (a), then

NR{1, m-) = l [viy + ii.

46. The points (a) are included among the cuspidal points of the scroll lying on

the line 1. Supposing for a moment that .« = 0, y = are the equations of the line 1,

then this line being a (^ [mP + ilf)tuple line on the scroll, the equation of the scroll

is of the form {A, ...^x, 2/)H»»]-+iV _ q^ whei-e A,... are functions of the coordinates of

the degree ^ [»»]- : the number of cuspidal points on the line 1 is thus

(2 . i [mf (1 [flip -l+AI) =) [»iP (i [mf - 1 + M).

But these include cuspidal points of several kinds, viz. we have

[«i]= (i [my - 1 + M) = 2a + 3/3 + R',

if (a) be the number of points in which the line 1 meets NR,

„ /3 >. ., „ „ S(m%

„ R' „ „ „ „ Torse (m^),

where Torse {m") denotes the developable surface or Torse generated by a line which

meets the curve m twice. The order of the Torse in question is

i2' = -2(m-3)i/

(see post, Annex No. 5) ; and then since /3 = jS' {m^) = ^ \inY + M (m — 2), we find

2a = [my (i [??ip - 1 + il/) - 3 (^ [m]' +M (m - 2)) + 2M (m - 3),

= i [m]* + [mf + M([mf - m),

and thence

NR(1, ))i=) = § [m]* + i [niY +M {\ [m]= - ^m).

But I have not succeeded in finding by a like direct investigation the values of

NR (7)1, II, p), NR {1)1-, n), NR («r).

Foi-7)uilce for NT {\, m, n), NT {\, m-), Articles 47 and 4«.

47. We have

NT{\, m, «)= NG{1, m, n) = i)in(»i. + )i - 2)+ niNuM

+ ND (1, m, )i) + ^ 111)1 {))i)i + «i + )i — 3)

+ NR{1, ))i, u) +§[mp[Hp,
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which is

= 2 [mnY + mN + n3I,

where S=S(1, m, )i) = 2mn.

48. And moreover

NT {I, m-) = ND(1, m') = i [m]' + [mj + M (i [m]- -\) + ilf- . \

+ NG (1, m") + [nif + M (3«i - 6)

+ i\^i?(l, m=) +|M^ + il/(i['»P-2w+3),

which is

= i [mY + 2 [?k]« + M ([m]= + m - 1) + il/= .
i,

= -J.S'--.S' + il/(w-|),

if S = S{\, wr) = [mp+M.

27(6 -A^r and NR formula}, Articles 49 to 58.

49. I proceed to find NT {in, n, p), &c. by ;i functional investigation, such as was

employed for finding (?(1, 1, in^), &c. Writing S{m) to denote either of the scrolls

S{m, n, p), S{m, n''), and supposing that in place of the curve m we have the

aggregate of the two curves in, m \ then the scroll /S(m + m') breaks up into the

.scrolls Sin, Srn , and the inter.section of these is part of the nodal total NT{m-\- m!)\

tliat is, we have

NT{m + in) = NT (m) + NT{m') + S{m) . Sim') ;

and in like manner, if S (in") stands for S{m-, n), then

NT(m + mJ = NT(m^) + NT(in, m' ) + NT (ni-) + C, (S (m"-), S(m, m'), S{m'')),

where Co denotes the sum of the combinations two and two together ; and so also

NT (m + mJ = NT (m») + NT (m:\ m') + NT (m , mf') + NT (m'O

+ C,{S(m'), S{vi\ in), S{m, »«'=), Sim'')).

50. Instead of assuming

NT=^S' +
,f>,

it is the same thing, and it is rather more convenient, to assume

NT=^S'-S + ,p,

viz. NT(m)'=^{S(m))--S{m)+<f>{in), &c. Then observing that

S (in + ni) = S (m) + S (in'), &c..
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the foregoing equations for NT give

(/) {m + m') = (j)(m) +
(f)

(»/*'),

<(> {m + m'f = 4> (»i-) +
(f>

(m, m') + ^ {m'%

(f)
(m + m'Y = <f)

{ni'} + 4> (m-, m) + ^ {m, m'-) + (^ (»t'')

;

and if in the second equation <^{m, m') and in the third equation (i>(ni-, m') and

^ {m, ia'-) are regarded as known, these are all of them of the form

/{m + m') —f{m) —f(tn') = Funct. (??i, yn)
;

so that, a particular solution being obtained, the general solution is f(m)= Particular

Solution +ai)i+^M, at least on the assumption that f(m), in so far as it depends

on the curve m, is a function of m and M only.

51. First, if 0(m) stands for <^ (m, n, p), we obtain (}>{m, n, p)=am + ^M, or

observing that 0(>/i, n, p) must be symmetrical in regard to the curves m, n, and p,

we may write

<f)
{in, n, p) = amnp + /3 (Mnp + Nmp + Pmn) + 7 {mNP + nMP + pMN) + 8 MNP,

and then

NT{m, n, p) = ^ S'- S+
<f>

(m, n, p),

= 2mnp (m?2p — 1) + </> (m, n, p).

But for jJ = l this should reduce itself to the known value of NT {\, vi, »); this gives

a = 0, /3 = 1, 7 = ; we in fact have, as will be shown, post. Art. 55, 8 = 0; and hence

NT(m, n, p) = i S- - S + (Mnp + Nmp + Pmn),

= 2 [mnp]- + (Mnp + Nmp) + Pmn).

52. Next, if <^(m:-) stand for j>(m-, n), then ^ (m, m') stands for <l>(m, m', n),

which is = Nmm' + n (niM' + m'M), and the equation is

<^ (m + m')" -
<f>

(m-) -
<f)

(m'-) = Nmm' + n (niM' + m'M).

A particular solution is
<f)
(m') = i [m]-N + nmN, and we have therefore

</) (m-, n) = ^ [mfN+ nmM + am + /Si/

;

or observing that ^ (ni-, n) considered as a function of n, satisfies the equation

(p(n + n') = ()>(n) + <i)(n'),

and is therefore a linear function of n arid N, we may write

4> (m-, n) = i [»i]= N + nmM + (xnm + ^nM + ymN + hMN ;

we then have

NT (m\ n) =iS"--S + <j) (nr, n),

0. V. 24
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where

S = Sim\ ») = n([m] + M).

And then putting n = 1, and comparing with the known value of iVT(l, m-), we find

a = 0, /3 = — f . It will be shown, pust, Art. 55, that 7=0, B = 0; and we have therefore

<j) (m\ n) = iiM im - 5) + iV (i [)?i]= + iM),

and thence

NT{m\ n) = l,S'-S + <j> (vi\ n),

= n (i [mY + 2 [vif + M {{mj + m - + IP .
i)

+ [w]' (iW + 2 [in]' + [»i]- + il/ [Hi]- + ill-
. i)

+ iV(i[»ip+jV).

.53. Next for (^ (7/1^), substituting for (p (m-, m') and </> (*«, m'-) theii- values, we have

(^ (m + mj - (j> (mP) -
(f>

{rn') = m'M (vi - q) + M' (i [mf + M

)

+ mM' (m' - 1) + M (| [mJ + M'),

which is satisfied by

4> im') = M (^ [?»]- - |»i) + M-,

and the general value then is

(j) {iri?) = M (1 [m]- - pi) + M- + am + /3M,

and we have

NT(mO =iS'-S + (f>
(in?),

where

S=S (m') = i [mf + M (m - 2).

54. Taking for the curve Hi the (p, q) curve on the hyperboloid (m=2) + q,

M=—pq), 8(7)1") becomes the hyiDerboloid taken k times, if ^' = ^ [^^P + g [?]^ ; that is,

S(m') = 2k, and NT (m") = 4!.^[k'\- + (j>{m") ; <f){m") must vanish if p and q are each

not greater than 3, this implies a =3, /3=11, for with these values the formula gives

<f>(m^) = -Hq[p-'^J+p[q-m

.55. I assume the correctness of the value

^ (m=) = 3m + itf (i [ni]^ - fm + 11) + il/-

so obtained, as being in fact verified by means of the six several curves (1, 1), (1, 2),

(1, 3), (2, 2), (2, 3), (3, 3) ; and I remark that if the foregoing value of ^ (m, n, p) had

been increased by QaMNP, then it would have been necessary to increase the value

of (pirn-, ft) by 3ail/-iV, and that of ^(wi^) by aj\P; and moreover that if the foregoing

value of
(f>

{m?, n) had been increased by '^mN + SMN, then it would have been
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necessary to increase the value of <j> (m^) by ymM + Sil/^ ; this is easily seen by writing

down the values

^ (m') = ymM + BM- + aM' ,

(f,
(m:\ m ) = ymM' + BMM' + S2M-M',

(/> {m, m'-) = ym'M + UIM' + iaMM'-,

^(,h'=) =ym'M'+UI'^ + ailP ,

the sum of which is

= 7 {m + m') {M+ M') + h{M + MJ + a (M + MJ,

the corresponding term of ^ (;«') ; hence the value of ^ {m') being correct without the

foregoing addition, we must have 7=0, S = 0, a = 0; which confirms the foregoing

values of <^ (m, n, p), j> (m-, n).

56. The equation

gives

NT (m=) = 1S'-S + 2m +M (^ [mY - # r/i + 1 1 ) + M\

= Jg {mj + { [mj + [mY + o»i

+M il [viY + i [inj + h [m]- -l,m+ 13)

+ il/Hi W-f'» + 3)•

57. We have

NR {m\ u) = NT (»r, n) - ND (m\ n) - NG (?«-, vi),

= " (1 [«»? + ^^ (i [»«]' - 2wi + 3))

+ ["]' ii [«i? + t ['«? + ["*]' + -^^ ibnY -l) + M'
. i).

58. And moreover

NR ( m-') = NT (m->)- ND ( m') - NG (m'),

= TS ['»]" + 1 ['»]' - i [«»]' + 3'»

+ ilf (i [m]^ - ^ [mf - 1 [m]- + 8m -20) + M"-{h [in]- - 2m)

:

and the investigation of the series of results given in the Table is thus concluded.

Intersections of a jenerating line with the Nodal Total, Ai'ticles .59 to 63.

59. We may for the scrolls S(l, m, n) and S(l, m") verify the theorem that each

generating line meets the Nodal Total in a number of points =S — 2.

In fact for the scroll >S'(1, hi, 11), the directrix curves are respectively multiple

curves of the orders mn, n, m, and a generating line meets each of these in a single

24—2
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point, counting for the three curves respectively as ?»« — !, « — 1, and m — 1 points

respectively. Moreover the construction (ante, Art. 43) for the Nodal Residue

JV^(1, m, n) shows that a generating line meets this curve in ()?i — l)(rt— 1) points;

and since the curve is merely a double curve, these count each as a single point

;

and the generating line does not meet the Nodal Generator NG (1, m, n). The

number of intersections therefore is

mn - 1 + (m - 1) + (n - 1) + (m - 1) (n - 1),

which is

= 2mn-2, =8-2.

60. Similarly for the scroll 8(1, m"); the directri,x: curves are multiple curves,

viz. the line 1 is a (i [wi]- + j¥)tuple curve, and the curve m a (??i-l)tuple curve;

the generating line meets the former in a single point, counting as ^ [m]- + M—1
points, and the latter in two points, each counting as (m — 2) points. The construction

(ante, Art. 45) for the Nodal Residue NR(1, m") shows that the generating line meets

this curve in i [m — 2]- points ; and since the curve is merely a double curve, these

count each as a single point. Finally, the generating line does not meet the Nodal

Generator NG(1, ni''). The number of intersections thus is

1 [«{]- - 1 + il/ + 2 (m - 2) + 1 [m - 2f,

which is

= [vif-2 + J\I, =8-2.

In the remaining cases we may u.se the theorem to find the number of points in

which the generating line meets the Nodal Residue. Using IT as the symbol for the

points in question (lI (m, n, j)) for the scroll 8 (m, n, p), fee), we find

61. For the scroll S(7n, n, p),

(mn - 1) + (np - 1) + (rnp - 1 ) + 11 (vi, n, jj) = &' - 2 = 2mnp - 2,

which gives

n (m, n, p) = 2mnp — mn — mp — np + 1.

This includes the before-mentioned case

n (1, m, «) = (Hi — !)(« — 1),

and the more particular one

n(l, 1, m)=0.

62. For the scroll S(m-, n),

I [m]- - l-l-.il/-t- 2 ((m-l)»i-l) + n(»t^ n) = S-2 = n([mJ+M)-2,

which gives

n (m", n) = n ( [mj - 2m -f 2 -f J/) - i [wi]- 4- 1 - M.

This includes the before-mentioned particular case

n(l, m-) =i[m-2p.
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63. And lastly for the scroll S{m^),

S (i [mf -m + l + M) + U {m') = S-2 =
i [mf + {m - 2) M

-

2,

which gives

n («r) = i [mf - I [m]- + Sin -5+M (m - 5).

The foregoing expressions for 11 might with propriety have been inserted in the Table.

Annex No. 1.

—

Investigation of the formula for S{nv') in tlie case of the imicursal

curve (referred to, Art. 39).

Consider the unicursal »«-thic curve the equations whereof are x : y : z .iu = A : B:C -.D,

where A, B, G, D are rational and integi'al functions of a parameter 6 ; and let it be

required to find the equation of a plane meeting the curve in such manner that

three of the points of intersection are in lined. Taking for the equation of the plane

^x +VI/ + ^^ + ^^t' = 0,

we find between (^, rj, f, w) an equation of a certain degree in (^, ??, f, a), which is

the equation in plane-coordinates of the scroll S{7iv'), the degree of the equation is

therefore equal to the class of the scroll ; but as the class of a scroll is equal to

its order, the degree of the equation is equal to the order of the scroll, or say =»S(m^).

Proceeding with the investigation, if be determined by the equation

^A+7,B+ fC +(oD = 0,

then the roots d^, 6^, ... Om of this equation belong to the points of intersection

of the plane and curve ; and the corresponding coordinates of these points are

{A„ B„ G„ A), &c.

Suppose that the points 1, 2, 3 are in lined, and let X, fi,, v, p be the coordinates

of an arbitrary point, then the four points are in piano, that is, we have

^ > M > " . P =^;

A„ B„ C\, A
A„ A, C,, D,

A„ B„ C,, A

n \ , yn , V , p 1

= 0,

A„ B„ C\, A
A„ B,, a,, A
A,, B-i, Cj, A

and if we form the equation
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where 11 denotes the product of the terms belonging to all the triads of the in roots,

the result will be symmetrical in regard to all the roots ; and replacing the symmetrical

functions of the roots by their values in terms of the coefficients, we have the requu'cd

relation between (^, tj, ^, a>).

n contains ^ [»i]^ terms, whereof i[m— 1]- contain the ??i-thic functions {Ai, B^, C^, Di)

of the root 6i ; that is, the form of 11 is

{\, IX, V, p)ki"'^'{d„ i)«™i'(^2. i)^t"'''..;

or, when the symmetrical functions are expressed in terms of the coefficients, the form is

(\, ,1, V, /3)i["'^'(?, /;, ?, o))iM'.

Now the above-mentioned determinant is divisible by (^i — d.^ {6i — ^3) (0.. — 0^), or IT is

divisible by 11 (^1 — ^.,)(0i — ^3)(^., — ^3) ; and since this product contains (S x ^ [m]' =) ^ [mf
linear factors, and the product ^{0i, 6„,...6,n) of the squared differences of the roots

contains (2 x i [??i]- =) \iii\- linear factors, so that we have

n {9, - e.^) (0, - 0,) {0, - ^3) = [^{0,, 0,, . . ^,„,)li•"'-^

where

^(0„ 0,,..0,„) = msct. = (^, V, K, <^T"-'\

and consequently

n(^i-ft,)(^,-^3)(^.-^.) = (r, ^. t ")""-'^

so that, omitting this factor, the remaining factor of 11 is of the form

(\, /i, V, p) *['"!'(?,
-n, ?,

w)''['"l=-t»'-il';

but the determinant vanishes if

X, /., V, p = (4„ A, C,, A), {A,, B,, C,, A), {A,, A, C3, A),

or say if

(\, ya, V, p)-={A. B, G, D), = 0,, 0,, or 0,;

it follows that the product 11 contains the factor

or omitting this factor, and observing that

h [«i]' - [m - 1]= - 1 [mf = 1 [mj - [in - 1]= = A [m - l]^

the remaining factor is of the form

it 7;, f,
c«)M'«-P;

or we have finally

which is the required expression.
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I give the following iuvestigatioa of the expression i [m — 1]- for the number of

apparent double points. Imagine through the pomt (« = 0, y = 0, z = 0) a line cutting

the curve in the two points corresponding to the values ^i, 6. of the parameter. We
have

A, B, C'

which equations deterijiine ^, and d..

Writing the equations under the form

A,B,-A,B
, Afi,-A,C, _

and treating di and d.^ as coordinates, each of these equations belongs to a curve of

the order 2(m— 1), having a (»i — l)thic point at infinity on each of the axes. The

number of intersections thus is

= 4 {m -\f- (m - ly - (m - If, = 2 (»i - 1)^.

But among these are included points not belonging to the original system, viz. the

points for which (-4i = 0, ^2 = 0) other than those for which t?i = 0„; the points so

included are in number = m- — m ; and omitting them, the number is

(2 (wi -If- m (m - 1)) = [m - 1]-,

which is the number of points 6i lying in lined with the origin and another point

02 ; the number of apparent double points is the half of this, or /i = i [7*1 — 1]-. And

thence

lM = (^-X[mY + h=)-(m-l).

I investigate also the number of lines through two points which meet two

arbitrary lines; this is in fact =S{1, m-), which for the curve in question is

= (i[m]=-(/H-l)=)(m-iy.

Let the equations of the two lines be (« = 0, y = 0) and (z = 0, w = 0) ; then the con-

ditions to be satisfied are

•A, B,' c, n,'

or writing these under the form

A,B,-A,B, _^ C\D,-C,D^ _
6,-02

""'
6,-02

and treating 0„ 6.. as coordinates, the number of intersections of these two curves is

= 2(m— 1)=, the same as for the two curves last above considered. And the number

of the lines in question is one half of this, or = (»i — 1)-.
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Lemma employed in the following Annexes 2 and 3. Formulce for the order and
lueight of certain systems of equations.

Let a„. denote a function of the degree a in the order variables («, ?/, . .), and

of the degree a' in the lueight variables («', y',..), and so in other cases; and con-

sider first the equation

a.', (a-|-^)..+^.,... =0,

where the matrix is a square ; then

Order = Sa +S^,

Weight =Sa' + 2^'.

Consider next the system

= 0,

where the matrix is a square + 1, that is, the number of columns exceeds by 1 the

number of lines ; then

Order = lAB - Sa/3 + Sa (2vl + 2a),

Weight = (2^ + 2a) (2^' + 2a') - ^AA' + 2aa'.

And again, the system

a,., (a+^)„.+^., (a+5).+B., (a + Q^'+cs • • • =0,

where the matrix is a square + 2, that is, the number of columns exceeds by 2 the

number of lines; then

Order = tABG + 2a/37 + 2a {tAB - 2a/3) + ((2a)= - 2a^) (2^1 + 2a),

Weight = [tAB - 2a/3 + 2a (2^ + 2a)J (2^' + 2a') - {1A + 2a) (24^'-2aa')+2^=^'+2a=a'.
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The last formula, for the weight of the square + 2 system, was communicated to me

by Dr Sahnon, the others are all in effect given in the Appendix, " On the Order of

Systems of Equations," to his Treatise on the Analytic Geometry of Three Dimensions

;

and in the investigation in the following Annexes 2 and 3, the route which I have

followed was completely traced out for me by him, so that I have only supplied the

details of the work.

Annex No. 2.

—

Investigation of the formula for S (»«'), when the curve in is the pq
complete intersection, viz. when it is the intersection of two surfaces of the orders

p and q respectively (referred to, Art. 40).

Let U=0, F=0 be the equations of the two surfaces of the orders p and q

respectively. Take (x, y, z, iv) the coordinates of a point on the curve, so that for

these coordinates we have U =0, V =0; and in the equations of the two curves

respectively, write for the coordinates x + px', y + py', z + pz', tu + ptu' ; then putting for

shortness

A = x'd^ + y'dy + z'd^ + w'dy,,

the resulting equations may be represented by

(AU, A-u, ... apc^5;i, py-' = o,

(AV, A"'V, . . A9F$1, p)i-' = 0,

where it is to be noticed that besides the expressed literal coefficients there are

numerical coefficients (not as the notation usually denotes, the binomial coefficients,

but) =?, — ,
-J—, &c.' 1' 1.2' 1.2.3'

Supposing that («', y', z', w') are the current coordinates of a point on the line

drawn through the point {x, y, z, w) to meet the curve in two other points, the

equations in p must have two common roots, and this gives a system equivalent to

two equations, or say a plexus of two equations. If from the plexus and the two

equations U = 0, V=0 we elirainjite (x, y, z, tu), we obtain an equation S' = in

(x', y , zf, w), which is in fact the equation of the scroll S{m?), taken (as is easily

seen to be the case) thrice ; that is, <S' (wi^) = ^ Degree of S'. But observing that the

coordinates (x, y', z', w') enter into the plexus only and not into the functions U, V,

and treating («', y", z', w') as tueight variables. Degree of /S' = Weight of System

(17=0, V = 0, Plexus) = Deg. U x Deg. V x Weight of Plexus, = j^q x Weight of Plexus

;

or, writing pq = /8,

S{m?) = ^^x Weight of Plexus.

C. V. 25
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The plexus in question is the square + 1 system,

^U, A^CT, .. =0,

MT,..

AF, A=r,

AF,

p + q — ^ columns, (g — 2) + (p — 2) = (p + g — 4) lines ; or representing the terms accord-

ing to their order and weight, that is, degree in {x, y, z, w) and (,«', y', z', rv')

respectively (the order and weight of the evanescent terms being fixed so as that

they may form a regular series with the other terms), the system is

p + q -S columns.

I

0,

so that

s
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which putting therein ^j + </ = a, pq = ^, give

2a = /3 + i a-- - JJ- «< + 10,

Sa' = /3 - i a- + I a - 10,

lA =-tA'= -ia-+
I a - 6,

Sao' = ia/3 - i a^ + J a= - i»a « + 26,

tAA' = - ^ a^ + I a-- - If a + 14,

and thence

and therefore

and consequently

which is right.

tA +:£« = ^-2a+ 4,

2.4' +2a' = /3 - 4,

2J.^'-2aa' = - ^a/3+ 5a- 12,

Weight = (/9 - 2a + 4) (/S - 4) + ^ a/3 - 5a + 12

= /3^-fa/3+6a-8

= M/3-2)(2/3-3a + 4),

(S (m') = ^ /3 X weight

= ^^(^-2)(2y9-3a + 4),

Annex No. 3.

—

Investigation of G{m') in the case where the curve ni is a pq complete

intersection (referred to, Ai't. 42).

Suppose, as before, that [7=0, F= ai-e the equations of the two surfaces of

the orders p and q respectively ; taking also («, y, z, w) as the coordinates of a point

on the curve, and substituting in the equations x + px, y + py', z + pz, w + pw in place

of the cooi'diaates, then if A = a;'9;s + 2/'9j, + ^'9^ + wS,,,, we have as before

(At/, A=Cr, . . APf7$l, pf-^ = ^,

(AF, A"-F, . . A«F][1, p)3-' = 0,

where the numerical coefficients
j,

^i^, j-^, &c. are to be understood as before.

Suppose now that (*, y, z, tO) are the coordinates of a point on the curve, through

which point thei'e passes a line through three other points, or line G (m*) ; and that

(x', y', z', w') are the current coordinates of a point on such line ; the two equations

in p must have three equal roots ; or we must have a system equivalent to three

equations, or say a plexus of three equations. The coordinates («', y', z', w'), although

four in number, are in i'act eliminable from this plexus ; or what is the same thing,

combining with the plexus the equation

ax + I3y' + ^z + Zw' =

25—2
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of an arbitrary plane, and then eliminating (x', y', z, w'), the result is of the form

{CLX + /Si/ + 72 + Sw)« D = 0,

where D is a function of {x, y, z, w) only ; and considering {x, y, z, w) as weight

variables, = Order of Plexus. But degree in (x, y, z, w) of (ax + /3,y + 72 + hvif D is

= Weight of Plexus, and therefore Degree of D is = Weight of Plexus — ^, = (Weight

— Order) of Plexus.

The equations U=0, V=0, 0=0 then give the coordinates (x, y, z, w) of the

points through which may be drawn a line G('»i^); viz. they give (as it is easy to

see) these points four times over. And we therefore have

G{m') = \ Order oi {U=0, V=0, D=0)

= i Beg. U. Deg. V. Deg. D
= J /9 X (Weight — Order) of Plexus.

The Plexus is here the square + 2 system

AU,
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SO that we have

a,^,..= 1,0, -1,.. -(?-5), 1,0, _!,.._ (^-5),

a'
,
0',.. =p-l, p, p+l,..p+ q-o, q-1, q, q +l,..q+p-5,

A', £,..= 1, 2,... p + q -5,

A', B',..= -1, -2,... -{p + q -5),

or, as regards the first two lines,

a,/3,..= 2-0, 2- d> ]

[ 0=1 to q-S, d> = l to p-3.

We then find

la = 2(q-S)-i(q-S)(q-2) + 2ip-S)-Up--i)(p-n

la' = (p-2)(q-S) + Uq-'i)(q-2)+{q-2)(p-S) + Up-S)ip-2),

2a= = ^{q-S)-4>.Uq--i)iq--2) + iiq-^){q-2)i2q-5)

+ ^ip-^)-4>.^ip-:i){p-2) + ^(p-S)(p-2)(2p-5),

Sa^ = 8{q -S)-12.t(q -^)(q -2) + 6 .i(q-S)iq -2)(2q - 5) - iiq -Sy-{q-2y

+ 8(p-S)-l2.i{p-S)ip-2) + 6.^{p-^){p-2){2p-o)~i(p-Sy(p-2y,

laa' = 2(p-2){q-S)-ip-4>).i(q-S)(q-2)-i(q-S)(q-2){2q-5)

+ 2(q-2)(p-S)-{q-i).i(p-3)ip-^)-Hp-^)(p-^){^p-o),

2av = 4ip-2){q-s)-Mp-s).i{q-3){q-2)+{p-G)-Uq-^)iq-m^-5)+Hq-^nq-2y,

+ ^q-2){p-S)-^q-S)4ip-S)(p-2)+iq-Q)Up-'i)ip-^)(^p-o)+Kp-mp-^)^

lA = ^{p + q-5)(p + q-4>),

lA^- = - lAA' =l(p + q- 5) 0) + q-'i) {2p + 2q - 9),

XA' = - tA"-A' = l(p + q- 5y (p + q- 4)^

which, putting therein p + q = a, pq=0, and from the reduced expressions obtaining the

values of Sa/3, &c., give

Sa = /3 -4a'^+|a-18,

la"- =/3 (-a + 9) + ia=-|a2 + -L|ia-58,

Sa^ =|3^-h) + 0{a''-^-a+^i-)--la'+ f a^- J-fia"- + 90 a- 198,

2a/3 =/3M^)+/3(-ia=+.5a- ^) + i a*- f^ a'- iiJ-a=- 1^1^3 + 191,

3:a/37 =0Hi) + |3"-(-ia- + i:^a-iJ-) + |3(ia'-^a'+^a^-^^a + iJ^)

_ _.u a" + f^ a= - ijt^ a* + af^i a^ - sff^ a= + 1071a - 15G0,
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2a' =/3 +ia=-J^a + 18,

2aa' =/3 (-ia) -ia' + |a=-ipa + 58,

2aV =^(-i) + /3(-|a= + 9a-i|i) + ia^-fa=+i|ia=-119a + 198,

lA = 1 a= - I a + 10,

2-4- = - 2-4-4' = i a!" - I a= + -L2J. a - 30,

2^= = - 2^^-4' = I a*- f a^ + i|J. a- - 90a + 100,

^AB = 1 a^_||a3 + i|fltf _6^a + 65,

^ABG= ^a6_|aa'* + ^a^_2|S9a= + sf|J-a=-i^a-fi^,

we then find

24 -f 2a = /3 - 8,

24' + 2a' = /3 - 3a + 8,

245 -2a/3 =/3-(-i) + /3(ia=-5a + ^)-4a= + 3Ga-126,

244' -2aa' =/3 (-^ a) + 9a- 28,

24-B(7+2a^7 = /3=(i)+/3M--4a= + ^a-¥) + /3(ia^-fa' +W«'-^" + ^¥^)

- a^ + 4f a^ - 162a2 + 1^*-3- a - 1210,

24M' + 2a=a' = /3= (- ^) + /3 (- f a'- + 9a - J^i) - 29a + 98

;

and then also

2a(24+2a) =^- +/3(-ia=+f a-26)+ 4a=-36a+144,

(24-B-2a/3)+2a(24+2a) =I3\\) +/3( -ia-|) +18,

{(24.B-2a;8)+2a(24+2a))(24'+2a')=

/3=G) + /S=(-2a+i)+/3( fa--+J^a-10) -54a + 144,

- (24 + 2a)(244'-2aa') =^'-( ^a )+^( -13a+28) +72a-224,

and

24=4' + 2aV =(w« si;p'd)/3=( -i)+/3(-|a=+ 9a-i2i) -*29a+ 98;

whence, adding the last three expressions, we find

Weight=y8Hi) + ^H-fa+i)+^(l«= + |a-^)-ll«+18;

and for the order we have

(2a)--2a/3 = ;6--(i)+/3(-ia- + 4a-^f) + ia^-f|a' + i|^a— ^'-a + 133;
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and then

tABC + Sa/37 = (ut supra)

/3H ^) + /3H-ia= + -Ua-i^L) + ^( ia4_ | a3 + 4j?^a=-i|5a + i^)

/8H-i) + ^=( fa=-24^a + ^) + ,S(-Ja^ + i^a5-i|^a= + af5a-531)

+ 2a^ - SGa^ + 2970= - 1215a + 2268,

/3'( *)+/8^(-ia'-+4a-4A) + ^( ia^-2|tf + i|ia-- i|fAa+ 241)

_ a4 ^ Ml (,3 _ 135 0,2 4.u^ a - 1064

;

whence, adding these three expressions.

Order = ^Mi) + /3= (- i-a + i) + /3 a a— i a + Jgi) - 6
;

and by means of the foregoing expression for the weight, we then have

Weight-Order = ^3(i)4.^=(_ ^ ) + /3(ia- + 3a-J^)- lla + 24;

and therefore

G {m') = i/3 X (Weight - Order),

= i~,^ [W + /S- (- Cat) + /S (3a- + ISa - 26) - 66a + 144),

which is right.

Annex No. 4.

—

Order of Torse {m, n) (referred to, Art. 44).

We have to find the order of the developable or Torse generated by a line

meeting two curves of the orders m, n respectively ; viz. representing by /i, v the

classes of the two curves respectively, it is to be shown that the expression for the

Order is

Torse (»i, 11) = mv + »i/x.

I remai'k, in the first place, that, given two surfaces of the orders p and q respectively,

the curve of intersection is of the order pq and class pq{p + q — ^), or as this may
be written, class =(ip{p — l)-\- pq{q—\). Reciprocally for two surfaces of the classes

p and q respectively, the Torse' enveloped by then* common tangent planes is of the

class pq and order qp {p — 1) -\-pq {q — \). Now, in the same way that a surface of the

order p may degenerate into a Torse of the order p, so a surface of the class p
may degenerate into a curve of the class p ; and the class of a curve being p, then

(disregarding singularities) its order is =p{p — \). Hence replacing p and p{p—V) by

fi and m respectively, and in like manner q and q{q — l) by v and 11 respectively,

we have mv + rifj, as the order of the Torse generated by the tangent planes of the

curves of the orders m and >i respectively ; where by tangent plane of a curve is to
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be understood a plane passing through a tangent line of the curve. The intersection

of two consecutive tangent planes is a line meeting the two curves, which line is

the generating line of the Torse, and such Torse is therefore the Torse (??i, n) in

question.

The foregoing investigation is not very satisfactory, but I confirm it by considering

the case of two plane curves, orders m and n, and classes fi and v, respectively. The

tangents of the two curves can, it is clear, only meet on the line of intersection of

the planes of the curves ; and the construction of the Torse is in fact as follows

:

from any point of the line of intersection draw a tangent to m and a tangent to n,

then the line joining the points of contact of these tangents is a generating line of

the Torse. The order of the Torse is equal to the number of generating lines which

meet an arbitrary line ; and taking for the arbitrary line the line of intersection of

the two planes, it is easy to see that the only generating lines which meet the line

of intei'section are those for which one of the points of contact lies on the line of

intersection ; that is, they are the generating lines derived from the points in which

the line of intersection meets one or other of the two curves ; they are therefore in

fact the tangents drawn to the curve n from the points in which the line of inter-

section meets the curve m, together with the tangents drawn to the curve m from the

points in which the line of intersection meets the curve n. Now the line meets the

curve n in n points, and from each of these there are fi tangents to the curve m

;

and it meets the curve m in in points, and from each of these there are v tangents

to the curve n ; hence the entii-e number of the tangents in question is = 7ifi + mv,

which confirms the theorem.

Annex No. 5.

—

Order of Torse (;«-) (referred to, Art. 46).

We have here to find the order of the developable or Torse generated by a line

meeting a curve of the order m twice, viz., the class of the curve being fi, it is to

be shown that we have

Torse (?«-) = {m — 3) ix.

I deduce the expression from the formula given p. 424 of Dr Salmon's ' Geometry of

Three Dimensions
;

' viz. putting in his formula /3 = 0, and /x for his r, we have

Order = m (/a — 4) —
-J
a = nifx — (4??; + ha),

where (see p. 234 et seq.)

fj,
= m (vi — 1 ) — 2/i,

^a = (n - m) = S«i {m - 2) - 6/( - m,
and thence

o/x — ^a = 4m, or 4»i \-\a = 3/i,

so that we have

Order = (in — 3) /j..

A more complete discussion of the Torses (m, n) and {nv') is obviously desuable ; but
as they are only incidentally connected with the subject of the present memoir, I have
contented myself with obtaining the required results in the way which most readily

presented itself.
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340.

A SECOND MEMOIR ON SKEW SURFACES, OTHERWISE
SCROLLS.

[From the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, vol. CLiv. (for the

year 1864), pp. 5.59—576. Received April 29,—Read May 26, 1864.]

The principal object of the present memoir is to establish the different kinds of

skew surfaces of the fourth order, or Quartic Scrolls ; but, as preliminary thereto, there

are some general researches connected with those in my former memoir " On Skew
Surfaces, otherwise Scrolls "(')> ^id I also reproduce the theory (which may be considered

as a known one) of cubic scrolls ; there are also some concluding remarks which relate

to the general theory. As regards quartic scrolls, I remark that M. Chasles, in a foot-

note to his paper, " Description des courbes de tons les ordres situees sur les surfaces

reglees du troisifeme et du quatrieme ordres"(-), states, "les surfaces regimes du quatrieme

ordre .... admettent quatorze especes." This does not agree with my results, since I find

only eight species of quartic scrolls ; the developable surface or " torse " is perhaps

included as a " surface reglt^e
;

" but as there is only one species of quartic torse,

the deficiency is not to be thus accovmted for. My enumeration appears to me com-

plete, but it is possible that there are subforms which M. Chasles has reckoned as distinct

species.

On the Degenevacy of a Scroll, Article Nos. 1 to 5.

]. A scroll considered as arising from any geometrical construction, for instance

one of the scrolls S (m, n, p), S{m-, n), S(nv') considered in my former memoir, or say

in general the scroll S, may break up into two or more inferior scrolls S', S", .

.

; but

as long as S', S", . . are proper scrolls (not torses, and a, fortiori not cones or planes),

no one of these can be considered, apart from the others, as the result of the geometrical

1 Philosophical Transactions, vol. clui. (1863), pp. 453—483, [339].

- Comptes Eendus, t. Liii. (1861), see p. 888.

c. V. 26
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construction, and we can only say that the scroll S given by the construction is the

aggregate of the scrolls S', S",..; and the like when we have the scrolls S', S",...,

each repeated any number of times, or say when S = S''^S"^... Suppose however that

the scrolls S', S", . . are any one or more of them a torse or torses— or, to make at

once the most general supposition, say that we have S = "ES', where l£ is a torse, or

aggregate of torses (2 = S'^S"^...). and S' is a proper scroll or aggregate of proper

scrolls ; then, although it is not obligatory to do so, we may without impropriety throw

aside the torse-factor S, and consider the original scroll S as degenerating into the

scroll *Si', and as suffering a reduction in order accordingly.

2. As an illustration, consider the scroll S(m, n, p) generated by a line which

meets three directrix curves of the orders m, n, p respectively ; and assume that the

curves m, n, p are each of them situate on the same scroll 2, the curve m meeting

each generating line of 2 in a points, the curve n each generating line in /9 points,

and the curve p each generating line in 7 points. Each generating line of 2 is a/37

times a generating line of S, and we have S = E'^^^S', where S' may be a proper

scroll ; it is however to be noticed that if the curves m, n, p any two of them

intersect, S' will itself break up and contain cone-factors, as will presently appear. And

if 2, instead of being a proper scroll, be a torse, then we may consider S as degene-

i-ating into S', the reduction in order being of course = «0y x order of 2.

3. But this is not the only way in which the scroll S (m, n, p) may degenerate

;

for suppose that two of the directrix curves, say n and p, intersect, then the lines

from the point of intersection to the curve m form a cone of the order m which will

present itself as a factor of S; and generally if the curves n and p intersect in a

points, the curves p and m in /S points, and the curves m and n in 7 points, then

we have a cones each of the order m, /3 cones each of the order n, and 7 cones

each of the order p, or say S = CS', where C is the aggregate of the cone-factors

;

and the scroll S degenerates into S', the reduction in order being = am + ^n + 7/). It

is hardly necessary to remark that if a point of intersection of two of the curves is

a multiple point on either or each of the curves, it is, in reckoning the number of

intersections of the two curves, to be taken account of according to its multiplicity in

the ordinary manner.

4. There is yet another case to be considered : suppose that the curves n and p
lie on a cone, and that the curve m passes through the vertex of this cone ; this

cone, repeated a certain number of times, is part of the locus, or we have S = C^S',

so that the scroll S degenerates into S', the reduction in order being = ^ x order of

cone. If, to fix the ideas, the curves n and p are respectively the complete inter-

sections of the cone by two surfaces of the orders g, h respectively (this implies

n=gk, p = hk, if k be the order of the cone), which surfaces do not pass through the

vertex of the cone, and if, moreover, the vertex of the cone be an a-tuple point on

the curve m, then = agh, and the reduction in order is = aghk.

o. The foregoing causes of reduction, or some of them, may exist simultaneously

;

it would require a further examination to see whether the aggregate reduction is in
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all cases the sum of the separate reductions. But the aggi-egate reduction once ascer-

tained, then writing S(m, n, j)) for the order of the reduced scroll, we shall have

S()n, n, p) = 2mnj) — Reduction.

In particular, in the case above referred to, where the curves n and jj, p and m,

m and n meet in a, jS, y points respectively, but there is no other cause of reduction,

S {m, n, p) = 2vinp — am — /3?i — yp,

which is a formula which will be made use of.

The foregoing investigations apply, mutatis viutandis, to the scrolls 8 (m", n), S (m^) ;

but I do not at present enter into the development of them in regard to these

scrolls.

Scrolls ivith two directrix lines, Article Nos. 6 to 11.

6. Consider now a scroll having two directrix lines : it may be assumed that these

do not intersect; for if they did, then any generating line, qua line meeting the two

directrix lines, would either lie in the plane of the two lines, or else would pass

through theii- point of intersection ; that is, the scroll would break up into the plane

of the two lines, considered as the locus of the tangents of a plane curve, and into

a cone having for its vertex the point of intersection of the two lines. Each gene-

rating line meets any plane section of the scroll in the point where such generating

line meets the plane of the section ; the plane section constitutes a third directrix

;

or the scrolls in question are all included in the form S (1, 1, ni), where m is a plane

curve. The order of the scroll S(\, 1, m) is in general —%yi; but if the one line

meets the curve a times, that is, in an a-tuple point of the curve, and the other

line meets the curve /3 times, that is, in a /3-tuple point of the curve, then by the

general formula {ante, No. 5) the order of the scroll is =2??i — a— /3; and in particular

if a + 13 = m, then the order is = m.

7. We may without loss of generality attend only to the last-mentioned case. To

show how this is, suppose for a moment that the two lines do not either of them

meet the curve ; the scroll is then of the order 2m. Call the point in which each

line meets the plane of the curve the foot of this line, then the line joining the

two feet meets the curve in m points; and it is in respect of each of these points

a generating line of the scroll ; that is, it is an wi-tuple generating line : the section

of the scroll by the plane of the curve m is in fact this line counting m times, and

the curve m; m + vi—2m, the order of the scroll. And in like manner the section

by any plane through the ?«-tuple line is this line counting m times, and a curve of

the order m not meeting either of the directi-ix lines. But the section by any other

plane is a curve of the order 2wi meeting each of the directrix lines in a point which

is an m-tuple point of the section (each directrix line is in fact an ?)i- tuple line of

the scroll) ; and by considering, in place of the particular section m, this general section,

we have the scroll of the order 2;?!. in the form S(l, 1, 2m), where the two directrix

lines each meet the section m times ; so that the order is 4m — m — m = 2m.

26—2
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8. And so in general, m being a plane curve, when the scroll <S'(1, 1, m) is of

an order superior to m, say = vi + k, this only means that the section chosen for the

directrix curve m is not the complete section by the plane of such curve, but that

the line joining the feet of the two directrix lines is a A;-tuple generating line of the

scroll, and that the complete section is made up of this line counting k times and

of the curve m. So that taking, not the section through the multiple generating line,

but the general section, for the plane dii-ectrix curve, the only case to be considered

is that in which the section is a proper curve of an order equal to that of the

scroll ; or, what is the same thing, we have only to consider the scrolls S{1, 1, m)

for which the order is depressed from 2m to j» in consequence of the dii-ectrix lines

meeting the plane section a times and /3 times, that is, in an a-tuple point and a

/3-tuple point respectively, where a + /3 = m.

d. It is clear that in the case in question the directrix lines are an a-tuple line

and a /3-tuple line respectively. The generation is as follows: Scroll S{1, 1, m) of the

order m ; the curve ni being a plane curve of the order m having an a-tuple point

and a /3-tuple point, where a + /3=ni: the directrix lines, say 1 and 1', pass through

these points respectively, and they do not intersect each other. The generating lines

pass through the directrix lines 1 and 1' and the curve m, and we have thence the

scroll »S'(1, 1, m). Taking at pleasure any point on the curve m, we can through this

point draw a single line meeting each of the directrix lines 1, 1'
; that is, the curve

m is a simple curve on the scroll. Taking at pleasure a point on the directrix line 1,

and making this the vertex of a cone standing on the curve m, this cone has an

a-tuple line (the line 1) and a /3-tuple line (the line joining the vertex \vith the foot

of the line 1') ; the line 1' meets this cone iu the foot of the line 1', counting /3

times, and besides in »« — /3, = a points; the lines joining the vertex with the last-

mentioned points respectively (or, what is the same thing, the lines, other than the

/3-tuple line, in which the plane through the vertex and the line 1' meets the cone)

are the a generating lines through the assumed point on the line 1; and the line

1 is thus an a-tuple line of the scroll. And in like manner, through an assumed

point of the directrix line 1', we construct /8 generating lines of the scroll ; and the

line 1' is a /3-tuple line of the scroll.

10. The scroll S{\, 1, m) now in question has not in general any multiple gene-

rating line ; in fact a multiple generating line would imply a corresponding multiple

point on the section m; and this section, assumed to be a curve having an a-tuple

point and a /8-tuple point, has not in general any other multiple point. But it viay

have other multiple points ; and if there is, for example, a 7-tuple point, then the

line from this point which meets the two directrix lines counts 7 times, or it is a

7-tuple generating line ; and so for all the multiple points of m other than the

a-tuple point and the /3-tuple point which correspond to the directrix lines respectively.

It is to be noticed that the multiplicity 7 of any such multiple generating line is at

most equal to the smallest of the two numbers a and yS ; for supjMse 7 > a, then,

since a-f/3 = m, we should have y+0>m, and the line joining the 7-tuple point and

the ,S-tuple point would meet the curve m in 7-t-^ points, which is absurd. In the
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case of several multiple lines, there are other conditions of inequality preventing self-

contradictory results (').

11. The general section is a curve of the order m, having an a-tuple point and

a /S-tuple point corresponding to the directrix lines respectively, and a 7-tuple point,

&e. ... corresponding to the other multiple points (if any). A section through the

directrix line 1 is in general made up of this line, counting a times, and of /3 gene-

i-ating lines passing through one and the same point of the directrix line 1'; if the

section pass also through a 7-tuple generating line, then, of the /3 generating lines in

question, 7 (which, as has been seen, is :)> /3) unite together in the 7-tuple generating

line
; and so for the sections through the directrix line 1'. The general section through

a 7-tuple generating line is this line counting 7 times, and a curve of the order

m — 7, which has an (a — 7) tuple point at its intersection with the directrix line 1,

and a {/3 — y) tuple point at its intersection with the directrix line 1' ; it has a S-tuple

point, &c. . . at its intersections with the other multiple generating lines, if any.

Scrolls with a twofold directrix line, Article Nos. 12 to 16.

12. But there is a case included indeed as a limiting one in the foregoing general

case, but which must be specially considered ; viz. the two directrix lines 1 and 1' may
coincide, giving rise to a twofold directrix line. To show how this is, I return for the

moment to the case of the scroll S{\, 1, m) with two distinct directrix lines 1 and 1',

and, to fix the ideas, I suppose that the directrix lines do not either of them meet
the curve m, so that the order of the scroll is = 2m. Through the line 1 imagine the

series of planes A, B, 0,... meeting the line 1' in the points a', b', c ..; the generating

lines through the point a are the lines in the plane A to the points in which this

yjlane meets the curve m ; the generating lines through the point b' are the lines in

the plane B to the points where this plane meets the curve m ; and so for the

generating lines through the points c', d'...; and it is clear that the points a, b', c', .

.

correspond homographically with the planes A, B, C, . . . This gives immediately the

construction for the case where the two directrix lines come to coincide. In fact, on

the twofold directrix line 1 = 1' take the series of points a, b, c, and through the

same line, corresponding homographically to these points, the series of planes A, B, G,..;

the generating lines through the point a are the lines through this point, in the

plane A, to the points in which this plane meets the curve m; and so for the entire

series of points b, c, . . of the line 1 = 1'; the resulting scroll, which I will designate

as the scroll S (I, 1, m), remains' of the order = 2??i. If there is given a point of the

curve m, then the plane through this point and the directrix line is the plane A
;

and the point a is then also given by the homographic correspondence of the series

of planes and points, and the generating line through the given point on the curve

m is the line joining this point with the point a.

' Suppose, for example (see next paragraph of the text), that there were a 7-tuple generating line and a
o-tuple generating line lying in piano with the line 1; these lines counting as (7 + 5) lines, must be included

among the /3 generating lines through the plane in question; this implies that 7 + 0:^/8, a conclusion which

must be obtainable from consideration of the curve m irrespectively of the scroll.
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13. We may say that, in regard to any point a of the line 1, the corresponding

plane A is the plane of approach of the coincident line 1' ; and that in regard to the

same point a and to any plane through it, the trace on that plane of the plane of

approach is the line of apjDroach of 1' ; that is, we may consider that the coincident

directrix line 1' meets the plane through a in a consecutive point on the line of

approach. In particular if the point a be the foot of the directrix line 1 (that is, the

point where this line meets the plane of the curve m), and the plane through o be

the plane of the curve m, then the intersection of the last-mentioned plane by the

plane A which corresponds to the point a is the line of approach, and the foot of

the coincident dii'ectrix line 1' is the consecutive point to a along the line of approach.

The expression " the line of appi-oach," used absolutely, has always the signification

just explained, viz. it is the intersection of the plane of the curve m by the plane

corresponding to the foot of the directrix line.

14. Suppose now that the line 1 meets the curve m, or, more generally, meets

it a times, that is, in an a-tuple point; it might at first sight appear that the

coincident line 1' shoiild also be considered as meeting the curve a times, and that

the resulting scroll should be of the order 2?« — a — a = Im — 2a. But this is not the

case ; so long as the direction of the line of approach is arbitrary, the line 1' must be

considered as a line indefinitely near to the line 1, but nevertheless as a line not

meeting the curve at all ; and the order of the scroll is thus = 2m — a. If, however,

the line of approach is the tangent to a branch through the a-tuple point—that is, if

the plane corresponding to the a-tuple point meet the plane of the curve in such

tangent, then the coincident line 1' is to be considered as meeting the curve m in

a consecutive point on such branch, and the order of the scroll is =2wi — a — 1. And

so if at the multiple point there are /3 branches having a common tangent, then the

coincident line 1' is to be considered as meeting the curve m in a consecutive point

along each of such branches, or say in a consecutive /3-tuple point along the branch,

and the order of the scroll sinks to 2m — a— 13. The point spoken of as the a-tuple

point is, it should be observed, moi'e than an a-tuple point with a /3-fold tangent

;

it is really a point of vuiion of an a-tuple point and a /3-tuple point, or say a united

a {+ /3) tuple point, equivalent to

ia(a-l) + |^(/3-l)

double points or nodes; and the case is precisely analogous to that of the scroll

S{1, 1, m), where the two directi'ix lines pass through an a-tuple point and a /3-tuple

point of the curve m respectively. It may be added that if at the multiple point in

question, besides the /3 branches having a common tangent, there are 7 branches having

a common tangent, then the point is, so to speak, a united a(-f/S, + 7) tuple point

equivalent to ^- a (a — 1) -|-^ /3(/3— 1) -f I7 (7— 1) double points or nodes; but the order

of the scroll is still = 2m — a — ^.

1.5. In the same way as the scrolls S{1, 1, m) are all included in the case where

the order of the scroll, instead of being =2m, is = m, so that the scrolls S(l, 1, m) are

all included in the case where the order of the scroll, instead of being = 2m, is = m..
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That is, we may suppose that the curve m has a united a(+yS)tuple point (a + /3=/rt),

and may take the directrix line to pass through this point, and the line of approach

to be the common tangent of the /3 branches ; and this being so, the order of the

scroll will be 2m — a — ff, =m. It may be added that if the curve m has, besides the

a (+ /3) tuple point, a 7-tuple point, then the scroll will have a 7-tuple generating line,

and so for the other multiple points of the curve m.

16. We may, in the same way as for the scroll *S(1, 1, m), consider the different

.sections of the scroll S{\, 1, m) of the order tn. The general section is a curve of the

order m, having an a(+/3)tuple point at the intersection with the directrix line, and

a 7-tuple point, (fee. corresponding to the multiple generating lines, if any. A section

through the directrix line is in general made up of this line counting a times, and

of /3 generating lines through the point which corresponds to the plane of the section
;

if the section pass also through a 7-tuple generating line (7 :)> /9, in the same way

as for the scroll S{\, 1, m)\ then, of the /3 generating lines, 7 unite together in the

7-tuple generating line. The general section through a 7-tuple generating line breaks

up into this line counting 7 times, and a curve of the order m — 7, which has on

the directrix line an a — 7 (4- /3 — 7) tuple point and a S-tuple point, &c. at its iuter-

.sections with the other multiple generating lines, if any.

Equation of the Scroll 8 {I, 1, >«) of the order m, Article No.s. 17 and IS.

17. Taking for the equations of the dir-ectrix lines {x=0, y = 0) and {z = 0, w = 0),

and supposing that these are respectively an a-tuple line and a /3-tuple line on the

scroll a -I- /3 = m, it is obvious that the equation of the scroll is

(*][«, yY (z, w)^ = 0.

In fact starting with this equation, if we consider the section by a plane through the

line {x=0, y = 0), say the plane y = Xx, then the equation gives

a."'(*5;i, \}'(z, iuy = 0;

that is, the section is made up of the line (x = 0, y = 0) reckoned a times, and of

yS other lines in the plane y = \x; and the like for the section by any plane through

the line {z =0, w = 0), say the plane z = vxu. Hence the assumed equation represents

a scroll of the order m, having the two lines for an a-tuple line and a /9-tuple line

respectively, and conversely such scroll has an etpiation of the assumed form.

Case of a y-tuple generating line.

18. The multiple generating line meets each of the lines {x = 0, i/=0) and (^=0, w=0);
and we may take for the equations of the multiple generating line x+ i/ = 0, 2 + w— 0.

This being so, the foregoing equation of the scroll may be expressed in the form

iffx, yY {z, z -I- iiif = 0,

or say

(U, V, W,..)(z, z + zvY=0,
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where U, V, F", ... are functions of the forna {*'$^x, yY. Hence {-y 'if a. or /3), if the

functions JJ, V, W, ... contain respectively the factors (x + y)y, (x + y)y~^, (x + y)T~-, ... , the

equation ^nll be of the form

( *$*' + y. 2 + iu)y =

(the coefficients being functions of x, y, z and z + w, or, what is the same thing, x, y, z, w,

of the order a + /3 - 7), and the scroll will therefore have the line .r + 1/ = 0, z +w = as

a 7-tuple generating line.

Equation of the Scroll S(l, I, »n) of the order in, Article Nos. 19 to 24.

19. We may take x = 0, y = for the equations of the twofold directrix line,

z = for the equation of the plane of the curve m (an arbitrary plane section of the

scroll). Then (a + /3 = m), if the curve m have at the point (x= 0, y = 0), or foot of

the dii-ectrix line, an a(+/3)tuple point, and if moreover we have y = for the equation

of the common tangent of the /3 branches (viz. if the f)lane y = 0, instead of being

an arbitrary plane through the directrix line, be the plane through this line and the

common tangent of the /3 branches), the equation of the curve ni will be of the form

2 iywf' (*$.r, 2/)«+s-=3' = 0,

where the summation extends to all integer values of /3' from to /3, both inclusive.

20. Taking y =\x for the equation of any plane through the dii'ectrix line, then

the corresponding point on the directrix line will be the intersection of this line

{x = 0, y = 0) by the plane z = 0iv, where 6 = —
-7 ; the foot of the directrix line is

given by the value = 0, or A. = , and the equation of the line of approach is

therefore y = x ; this should coincide with the line y = 0, which is the common

tangent of the /3 branches ; that is, we must have b = ; I retain, however, for the

moment the general value of b.

21. The equations of a generating line will be

y = Xx, z= 6iv — px
;

and then taking X, T, (Z = 0) and W for the coordinates of the point of intersection

with the curve m, we have

Y=\X, = dW-pX,

s (YWf (*5;x, F)»+3-=3 = 0,

and thence

or, what is the same thing.

2(iy(*$i, x)«+^-"-^ =0,
dj

l.e-»i\pf(*'^l, X)«+3--3' =0;
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wliich equation, substituting therein for 6 its value in terms of X, gives the parameter

p which enters into the equations of the generating line ; or, what is the same thing,

the equation of the scroll is obtained by eliminating \, 6, p from the equation just

mentioned and the equations

•^ ^ cX + d

22. These last three equations give

y a ay + bx 0iu — z (ay + b.v) w — {cy + dx) z
A, = —

, V 7—
, p = =

;

X cy +dx^x X

and substituting these values, we find for the equation of the scroll

2 (ay + hxf-^\/ [{ay + hx) w - {cy + dx) zf {*'^x, yy+^-^»' = 0,

which is of the order a + 2^8, =2iii-a, so that the a(+/3)tuple point, in the case

actually under consideration, produces only a reduction =a. If however the line of

approach coincides with the tangent of the /3 branches, then b = ; the factor y* divides

out, and the equation is

2 {ayvj — cyz — dxzf {*'^x, yY+^—^' = o,

which is of the order a + /3, =m, so that here the reduction caused by the a(+/3)tuple

point is = a + /3. We may without loss of generality substitute ax for cy + dx, and

then, putting also a = 1, we find that when the equation of the curve m is as before

2 {yw) ^' {*'^x, ^/)<»+s-2^ = Q,

but the plane through the directrix line {x = 0, y = 0), and the point on this line, are

respectively given by the equations x = Xy, z = X^v, the equation of the scroll is

2 {yw — xzf {*^x, yY^^--^' = 0.

23. The result may be verified by considering the section by any plane y = Xx

through the directrix line. Substituting for y this value, we find

x'l,x^-f' {Xiu - zf (*5;i, \)''+s-3' = 0,

which is of the form

A-Mtja-, Xitj-zf = 0;

so that the section is made up of the directrix line {x = 0, y = 0) reckoned a times and

of /3 lines in the plane y — Xci; = 0, the intersections of the plane y —Xx = Q by planes

such as 2 = Xvj —px.

Case of a j-tuple generating line.

24. The equation of the scroll may be written

{U, V, F,...$l, yw-xzf = 0,

c. V. 27
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where U. V, W, ... are functions of x, y of the forms

{*\x,yf\ (*'^x, y)"-\ (*5.r, ^r-^...•,

assuming that these contain respectively the factors

iy-Kx)y, {y-Kx)y-\ (y - Kxy-'- . . .

,

where 7 :^ ^m, then the equation takes the form

(U', V, W'...'$^y- KX, iviy- Kx) + x{Kiu-z))y =0,

where the coefficients U', V, W, ... are functions of x, y, z, w of the orders m — y,

?K — 7— 1, m — 7— 2, ...; or, what is the same thing, the equation is

{U", V", W",..^y-KX, KW-z}y = 0,

where U", V", 11'",... are functions of x, y, z, w of the order in — y. The scroll has

thus the 7-tuple generating line

y — KX= 0, Kiu — z = 0.

Cubic Scrolls, Article Nos. 25 to 3-5.

25. In the c<ise of a cubic scroll there is necessarily a nodal (') line; in fact for

the ??i-thic scroll there is a nodal curve which is of the order m — 2 at least, and of

the order ^{m — l){m—2) at most, and which for m = .3 is therefore a right line. And
moreover we see at once that every cubic surface having a nodal line is a scroll ; in

fact any plane whatever through the nodal line meets the surface in this line counting

as 2 lines, and in a curve of the order 1, that is, a line ; there are consequently on

the surface an infinity of lines, or the surface is a scroll. We have therefore to examine

the cubic surfaces which have a nodal line.

26. Let the equations of the nodal line be x= 0, y = ; then the equation of the

surface is

Uz+Vw + Q= 0,

where U, V, Q are functions of (x, y) of the orders 2, 2, 3 respectively. Suppose first

that U, V have no common factor, then we may write

Q = (ax + l3y)U+(yx + By)V;

and substituting this value, and changing the values of z and w, the equation of the

surface is of the form

Uz+Viu = 0,

or, what is the same thing,

(»$*. yf (z, w) = ;

1 The nodal line of a cubic scroll is of course a double line, and in regard to these scrolls the epithets

' nodal ' and ' double ' may be used indifferently.
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SO tliat, besides the nodal directrix line (x = 0, y = 0), the scroll has the simple directrix

line (z = 0, w = 0) : it is clear that the section by any plane whatever is a cnbic curve

having a node at the foot of the nodal directrix line (.e = 0, y=0), and passing through

the foot of the simple directrix line {2 = 0, w = 0) ; that is, it is a cubic scroll of the

kind )S'(1, 1, 0); and since for m = 3 the only partition m = a + /3 is m = 2 + l, there

is only one kind of cubic scroll S{\, 1, 3), and we may say simpliciter that the scroll

in question is the cubic scroll S(l, 1, 3).

27. If however the functions U, V have a common factor, say (Xx + fj,i/), then

zU+iuV will contain this same factor, and the remaining factor will be of the form

2{aos + ^y) + IV (7a; + hy), = y {jSz + Sio) + x {az + 7W),

or, changing the values of z and w, the remaining factor will be of the form yw—xz,
and the equation of the scroll thus is

{\x + fiy) (yw — xz) + (* \x, yf = 0,

where it is clear that the section by any plane whatever is a cubic curve having a

node at the foot of the dii-ectrix line « = 0, y = 0. The scroll is thus a cubic scroll

of the form S{\, 1, 3), viz. it is the scroll of the kind where the section is a cubic

curve with a 2 (+1) tuple point (ordinary double point, or node), the line of approach

being one of the two tangents at the node ; and since for vi = 3 the only partition

vi = a + ^ is wi = 2+l, there is only one kind of cubic scroll S(l, I, 3), and we may
say simpliciter that the scroll in question is the cubic scroll S{1, I, 3). The conclusion

therefore is that for cubic scrolls we have only the two kinds, *S'(1, 1, 3) and S(l, 1, 3).

The foregoing equations of these scrolls admit however of simplification ; and I will

further consider the two kinds respectively.

The Cubic Scroll S(l, 1, 3).

28. Starting from the equation

(*$«. y)- (2> «') = 0,

or, writing it at full length,

z(a, b, c'^.v, yy- + w(a', b', c'J.i-, yj- = 0,

we may find 6^, 6., so that

(a, b, c^x, y)-+e^{a', b', c'Jx, y)- =(p,x + q,y)-,

(a, b, c'^x, y)i + 6.,(a', b', c'$j;', yf = {jhx -\- (hy)",

61 and 0.J being unequal, since by hypothesis (a, b, c\x, yf and (a', b' , c'^v, yf have no

common factor. This gives

(a, b, c\x, yy = a(p,x+q,yf + ^{p.,x + q.,yy,

(a, b', c"^x, yf = y(piSc + qiyf + B{p,x+q.,yy:

or the equation becomes

(az + rytu) {pix + qiyf + {^z + Bw) {p.x + q.,yf = ;

27—2
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or changing the values of {sc, y) and of (z, w), the equation is

afz + yhv = 0,

which may be considered as the canonical form of the equation. It may be noticed

that the Hessian of the form is x-y\

29. We may of course establish the theory of the surface from the equation

x'z + y^w = ; the equation is satisfied by ;'• = Xy, w= — X-z, which are the equations

of a line meeting the line (a- = 0, y = 0) (1) and the line (z = 0, w=0) (!'). The

generating line meets also any plane section of the surface ; in fact, if the equation

of the plane of the section be anj + ^y + yz+ Bw = 0, then we have at once

X : y : z : w = SX^ - yX : 8X- — y : aX + /S : — aX^ - /3X-

for the coordinates of the point (jf intersection.

30. The form of the equation shows that there are on the line 1 two points,

viz. the points (a; = 0, y = 0, z= 0) and {x = 0, y = 0, w = 0), through each of which there

passes a pair of coincident generating lines : calling these A and B, then, if the

coincident lines through A meet the line 1' in C, and the coincident lines through

B meet the line 1' in D, it is easy to see that * = 0, y = 0, z = 0, and w = will

denote the equations of the planes BAG, BAD, BCD, and ACD respectively.

31. We obtain also the following construction : take a cubic curve having a node,

and from any point K on the curve draw to the curve the tangents /f^j, Kq ; through

the points of contact draw at pleasure the lines jjAC and qBD; through the node draw

a line meeting these two lines in the points A, B respectively, this will be the line 1
;

and through the point K a line meeting the same two lines in the points C and D
respectively, this will be the line 1'

; and, the equations x = 0, y = 0, s = 0, w = Q

denoting as above, the equation of the surface will be x-z + y-w = 0.

The points A and B are cuspidal points on the nodal line ; any section of the

scroll by a plane through one of these points is a cubic curve having at the point

in question a cusp.

32. It is to be noticed however that the cuspidal points are not of necessity

real ; if for x, y we write x + ly, x — ly, and in like manner z + nu, z — iw for z, w, then

the equation takes the form
(x- — y-) z — 2xyiu = 0,

which is a cubic scroll <S(1, 1, 3) with the cuspidal points imaginary.

In the last-mentioned case the nodal line is throughout its whole length crunodal

;

in the case first considered, where the equation is x-z + y-w = 0, the nodal line is for that

part of its length for which z, w have opposite signs, cninodal ; and for the remainder

of its length, or where z, lu have the same sign, acnodal. There are two different

forms, according as the line is for the portion intermediate between the cuspidal points

crunodal and for the extramediate portions acnodal, or as it is for the intermediate

portion acnodal and for the extramediate portions crunodal.
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Cubic Scroll 8(l7l, 3).

33. Starting from the equation

(\x + fiy) {ijw — xz) + (* 5*', yY = 0,

then putting w — fiz for lu and \z for z, this may be written

(Xx + ^ly) [yw -z{'Kx+ fiy)} + {*'$p^ + fiy, yf = 0,

or, what is the same thing,

X {yiu — xz) + (* ~^x, 7/)^ = ;

and then, if {*^x, yY = (a, B, <y, h\x, yf, this may be written

X {y (u) + fix + 7^) — .*• {z — ox)} +Sy' = 0;

or changing the vahies of ?y and z, we have

X (yiu — xz) + y^ =

for the equation of the scroll S(l, 1, 3)(^).

34. The Hessian of the form is x-*, and it thus appears that the plane ./; = is

a determinate plane through the double line. But y = is not a determinate plane

;

in fact, if for y we write y + \x, the equation is

— x-z + XIV (y + \x) +(y + Xxf = 0,

that is

— X- (z — \w- SX-y — XKv) + xy (w + 3Xa') + y^ = 0,

which, changing z and w, is still of the form x {yw — xz) + 7/^ = 0.

The planes ^ = 0, w = will alter with the plane y = 0, but they are not determined

even when the plane y=0 is determined ; in fact we may, without altering the eqviation,

change w, z into w + 9y, z + dx respectively.

3-5. In the equation x{yw —xz) + y^=0, writing y = \x, we find for the equations

of a generating line, y = \x, z = Xw + '\?x. Considering the section by the plane

a.r + By + 72 + ^w — 0, we have

X : y : z : w = — y\ — B : - yX- — 8\ :
— 8X^ + i3X- + aX : yX + /3\ + a

for the coordinates of the point where the generating line meets the section.

The generating line meets the nodal line at the intersection of the nodal line by

the plane z = Xiv ; that is, the points z = Xiu on the nodal line correspond to the planes

y = Xx through the nodal line. In particular the point w = on the nodal line corre-

sponds to the plane x = through the nodal line : the point 72 + Sw = on the nodal

line (that is, the point where this line is met by the plane ax + By + yz + 8w = 0)

corresponds to the plane yx + gy = through the nodal line ; the intersections of the

plane ax + By + yz + Biu = by this plane 7*' + Sy = 0, and by the plane x = 0, are the

tangents of the section at the node.

'It is somewhat more convenient to change the sign of z, and take x (ijw + .tz) + 1/^= as the canouical

foim.
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Quartic ScrolU, Article Nos. 36 to 50.

36. We may consider, first, the quartic scrolls S{1, 1, 4). The section is a quartic

curve having an a-tuple point and a /3-tuple point, where a + ^ = 4 ; that is, we have

a = 2, yS = 2, a quartic with two nodes (double points), or else a = 3, ^=1, a quartic

with a triple point. But the case a = 2, /3 = 2 gives rise to two species : viz., in general

the quartic has only the two double points, and we have then a scroll with two nodal

(2-tuple) directrix lines, and without any nodal generator ; the section may howevei

have a third double point, and the .scroll has then a nodal (double) generator. For

the case a = 3, j3 = 1, the section admits of no further singularity, and we have a

quartic scroll with a triple directrix line and a single directrix line.

37. Next for the quartic scroll S(\, 1, 4). The section is here a quartic cvu've with

an a(+/8)tuple point, where a + /3 = 4 ; that is, a = 2, /3 = 2, or else a = 3, /Q = 1. In

the former case the section has a 2 (+ 2) tuple point, that is, a double point where

the two branches have a common tangent—otherwise, two coincident double points: say

the curve has a tacnode ; the line of approach is the tangent at the tacnode. We
have here a scroll with a twofold double line ; there are however two cases : viz., in

general the section has, besides the tacnode, no other double point ; that is, the scroll

has no nodal generator : the section viar/ however have a third double point, and the

scroll has then a nodal (double) generator. In the case a = 3, /S = 1 the section has

a triple point, and the line of approach is the tangent at one of the branches at the

triple point ; the scroll has a twofold, say a 3 (+ 1) tuple directrix line : as the section

admits of no further singularity, this is the only case. The foregoing enumeration

gives three species of quartic scrolls .S'(l, 1, 4), and three species of quartic .scrolls

»S(1, i, 4), together six species, viz. these are as follows:

Quartic Scroll, First Species, S (l,, l^, 4), with tivo double directrio: lines,

and ivithout a nodal generator.

38. Taking {x = 0, y = 0) and (z = 0, w = 0) for the equations of the two directrix

lines respectively, the equation of the scroll is

(»][*•, y)-{2, ivf =0.

Quartic Sc7'oll, Second Species, S' {I.,, l^, 4), witli two double directrix lines

and with a double generator.

39. This is in fact a specialized form of the first species, the difference being that

there is a nodal (double) generator. Supposing as before that the equations of the

directrix lines are {x = 0, y = 0) and {z = 0, w= 0) respectively ; let the equations of the

nodal generator be (a; + y = 0, ^ + w = 0) ; then, observing that for the fu'st species the

equation may be written {*\x, yy{z, z + w)- = 0, it is clear that if the terms in z- and

z{z-\-^v) are divisible by {x+y)- and yx + y) respectively, the surface will have as a new
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double line the Hue (x + i/ = 0, z + iu = 0), which will be a double generator ; and we
thus arrive at the equation of the second species of cjuartic scrolls, viz. this is

( (•* + y)-, (^ + y) («, y), (*•> y)=$^. z + w)- = o.

Quartic Scroll, Third Species, Sil^, 1, 4), luith a triple directrix line

and a single directrix line.

40. Taking {x = 0, ^ = 0) for the equations of the triple directrix line, and
{z = Q, w = 0) for the equations of the single directrix line, the equation is

(*$«> yf{z, w)=Q.

Quartic Scroll, Fourth Species, S{1., 1.,, 4), with a twofold (2 (+ 2) tuple) directrix line,

and without a nodal generator.

41. Taking {x = 0, >/ = 0) for the equations of the directrix line, z=0 for that

of a plane section of the scroll, y=0 for the equation of a plane through the tangent

at the tacnode of the section, and supposing (see ante. No. 22) that the plane through

the directrix line and the corresponding point on this line are respectively given by
the equations x ='\y and 2 = \w, the equation of the scroll is

{i/w - xsf- -I- (yw - xz) {x, yf + {x, yY = 0.

Quartic Scroll, Fifth Species, S'{1.,, lo, 4), tuith a tivofold (2 (+ 2) tuple) generating line,

and with a double generator.

42. Let the equations of the double generator be a; + ?/ = 0, z -\- iu=Q ; then the

line in question must be a double line on the surface represented by the last-

mentioned equation, and this will be the case if only the second and third terms

contain the factors (x + y) and (x + y)- respectively. The equation for the fifth species

consequently is

{yw - xz)" + 2 (yw - xz) (x + y) (x, y) + (x + y)- (x, yf = 0.

Quartic Scroll, Sixth Species, S {i,,, 1, 4), with a tivofold (.3(+ l)tuple) generating line.

43. Taking {x = 0, y = 0) for the equations of the directrix line, z = for the

equation of a plane section, and assuming that the plane y=0 passes through the

tangent which is the line of approach, and that the plane through the directrix line

and the corresponding point on this line are respectively given by the equations x = Xy
and z = \w, the equation of the scroll is

(yw - xz) {x, yf + (x, yf = 0.
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I refrain on the present occasion from a more particular discussion of the foregoing

six species of quartic scrolls. I establish two other species, as follows

:

Quartic Scroll, Seventh Species, S(l, 2, 2), zuith nodal directrix line, and nodal directrix

conic ivhich meet, and with, a sinvple directrix conic tvhich meets the nodal conic in

two points.

44. We see, a priori, that the scroll generated as above will be of the order 4,

that is, a quartic scroll. In fact using the formula {ante, No. .'i).

Order = 2mnp — am — /3» — 7/),

we have here
Nodal conic, m = 2, a = 0,

Simple conic, ?? = 2, /3 =1,

Line
,
p=l, 7=2,

and hence
Order =8-2-2, =4.

45. Take {x = 0, y = 0) for the equations of the directrix line, z = for the equation

of the plane of the simple conic, if = for that of the plane of the nodal conic ; since

the conies intersect in two points, they lie on a quadric surface, say the surface U=0;
the equations of the simple conic thus are 2=0, U = 0; those of the nodal conic are

w = 0, C/" = 0. The directrix line x = 0, y = meets the nodal conic ; that is, U must

vanish identically for a; = 0, 3/ = 0, w = ; and this will be the case if only the term

in 2- is wanting; that is, we must have

U = («, b, 0, d, f, g, It, I, m, n^x, y, 2, w)".

But we may in the first instance omit the condition in question, and write

U = {a, b, c, d, f, g, h, I, m, n'^x, y, 2, lu)-
;

this would lead to a sextic instead of a quartic scroll.

46. The equations of a generating line (since it meets the directrix line x=0, y=0)

may be taken to be

x = ay, 2=^[y- |j ;

the condition in order to the intersection of the generating line with the nodal conic

is at once found to be
aa- + 2hoL + 6 + 2y8 (f+ ga.) + c/S- = 0,

and that for its intersection with the simple conic

aa- + 2hai + b + 2e {m + la) + dO' = ;

and writing the equations of the generating line in the form

y ^ _ I3w

x py ~ ^
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the elimination of a, /3, 6 from these four equations gives the required equation of

the scroll. Writing for a moment

F=ga+ f ,

M= la + m
we find

c0- +2F0 +0 = 0,

((8tf + 2Myw + dw") /3= - 2 {&i/z + Mwz) 0+&z- = O;

or, introducing at this place the condition c = 0, the first equation gives /S linearly, and
we thence obtain

© (©?/= + 2lMt/w + diu") + 4>F {Byz + Mivz) + i:F-z- = 0,

or, what is the same thing,

(©y + 2Fz)- + 2Mw {@y + 2Fz) + ®dw" = ;

whence, observing that we have

^^
_ ax- + 2hiaj + by- ^^ gx+fy ^j^ lx + my

y-
'

y ' y '

the equation of the scroll is

{ax- + 2hxy + by" + 2gz.c + 2fyzf

+ 2 (ax^ + 2hxy + by" + 2()zx + 2fyz) {Ix + my) w

+ (ax- 4 2hxy + by") dw" = 0.

We see from the equation that the surface contains the line (a = 0, y = 0) as a

double line, the conic

tu = 0, ax- + 2hxy + by" + 2gzx + 2/yz =

as a double curve, also the conic

2 = 0, ax" + 21ixy + by- + 2lxw + 2myiu + dvf =

as a simple curve on the surface, the complete intersection by the plane z = being

in fact the last-mentioned conic, and the pair of lines

2 = 0, «*'- + 2hxy + by" = 0.

Quartic kicroll, Eighth Species, S (1, 3'-), with a directrix line, and a directrix skew

cubic met twice by each generating line.

47. We see, a priori, that the scroll is of the order 4, that is, a quartic scroll
;

in fact for the quartic scroll S{\, m") the order is =[»»]- + il/ (first memoir, p. 457

[ante p. 172]), and we have here m = 3, M = h — ^ [?«]'- = 1 — 3 = — 2 ; that is, order

= 6-2, =4.

C. V. 28
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48. The equations of the cubic curve may be taken to be

«, y, z

y, z, w

= 0,

or, what is the same thing,

xz — 2/^=0, xw — iiz = Q, yw — z-=0;

those of the directrix line may be represented by

ax + ^'y + 7'2 + S'w = ;

or, what is the same thing, if

/3y_/3'Y = «, a8'-a'S=/,

7a'-7'a=6, ^h'-^'h^g,

a/3' — a'/3 = c ,
jB' — y'S = h,

(and therefore identically af+bg + ch = 0), the line is defined by means of its "six

coordinates " (a, b, c, f, g, h).

49. The equations of the cubic curve are satisfied by writing therein

X : y : z : w = 1 : t : t- : f,

and therefore the coordinates of any two points on the curve may be represented by

(1, 6, 6^, 6^) and (1, (^, <!>-,
<f)^);

hence, if x, y, z, w are the coordinates of a point in

the line joining the last mentioned two points, we have

X : y : z : w = l+ m : 16 + incj) : W- + rii<^- : W-' + m^^,

which equations, treating therein I, iii as indeterminate parameters, give the equations

of the line in question. And putting moreover

p = yw — 2-, q = yz — XIV, V = XZ — y-,

we have identically

p : q : r = ec}> : -(0+(f>) : 1.

.50. In order that the line in question may meet the directrix line, we must have

l{a +^d+ye- + Be')+m(a +/3 ^ + 7 0- + 8 <^0 = 0'

I (a' + jS'd + y'd- + h'e^) + m (a' + ^'4> + 7'^= + h'^') = ;

that is, eliminating I and m, we must have

\a-\-^e+ye-+h6\ a + l3<f>+y(t)-+B4>' \

= 0,

I

a+^'e + y'e'+S'e^, a' + /3'^ + 7'(;fc- + Sy
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or, developing,

(a/3' - a'/3) (^ - ^) + (07' - a'7) (<^-- - 6-) + (a8' - a'S) {^= - 6=)

+ (ysy - /3'7) (^(/)= - &'<i>) + (I3S' - yS'8) {e<j,' - e-'<p) + (jB' - ys) {e'<f>' - e'4>') = o

;

the several terms in {6, <^), each divided by
<f)
— 6, give respectively

1,
<f>
+ e, (4> + 0f - 4>e, 6^, 0<t> (4> + 6), 0'-<l>-,

which are equal to

(r-", -5?-, (f-pr , j)r, - i)q , p')

;

hence replacing also a/3' — a'/3, &c. by their values c, &c., we find

(c, -b,/, a, g, li)(7--, -qr, (f-pr, pr, - pq, p-)=0,

or, what is the same thing,

(/(,/, c, b, a-/, -g\p, q, ?')'=0,

where the coefficients (a, b, c, f, g, h) satisfy the relation af+ bg + clt =
; p, q, r stand

respectively for yzu — z", yz — ociv, xz — y".

Writing for greater convenience

(/i,/ c, b, a-f, -g) = (ii, b, c, 2f, 2g, 2h),

or, what is the same thing,

(a, b, c,f, g, h) =(b + 2g, 2f, c, b, - 2h, a),

then we have

«/+ ^9 + c/i = ac + b- + 2bg - 4fh = ;

and hence finally we have for the equation of the scroll S{\, 3^),

(a, b, c, f, g, h\yw — z-, yz — onv, xz — y-f = 0,

where the coefficients satisfy the relation

ac + b= + 2bg - 4fh = 0.

The equations of the directrix cubic are of course

yiu —z-= 0, yz — xtu = 0, xz — y- = ;

and the directrix line is given by its six coordinates,

(b'+2g, 2f, c, b, -2h, a).

On the general Theory of Scrolls, Article Nos. 51 to 53.

ol. I annex in conclusion the following considerations on the general theory of

scrolls. Consider a scroll of the n th order ; the intersection by an arbitrary plane, say

the plane w = 0, is a curve of the wth order {*\x, y, a;)" = 0; any point (a.-, y, z, 0)

28—2
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where {x, y, £) satisfy the foregoing equation, is the foot of a generating line ; and we
may imagine this generating line determined by means of the coordinates (A', F, Z, W),

given functions of (.(, y, z) of a point on the line. This being so, the " six coordinates,"

say (p, q, r, s, t, u), of the line are

VIZ.
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341.

ON THE SEXTACTIC POINTS OF A PLANE CURVE.

[From the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, vol. CLV. (for the

year 186.5), pp. .54-5—578. Received November .5,—Read December 22, 1864.]

It is, in my memoir " Ou the Conic of Five-pointic Contact at any point of a

Plane Curve," Phil. Trans, vol. cxLix. (1859), pp. 371—400, [261], remarked that as

in a plane curve there are certain singular points, viz. the points of inflexion, where

three consecutive points lie in a line, so there are singular points where six consecutive

points of the curve lie in a conic ; and such a singular point is there termed a

"sextactic point." The memoir in question (here cited as "former memoir") contains

the theory of the sextactic points of a cubic curve ; but it is only recently that

I have succeeded in establishing the theory for a curve of the order m. The result

arrived at is that the number of sextactic points is = ??i(12??t — 27), the points in

question being the intersections of the curve m with a curve of the order 12m — 27,

the equation of which is

(12m=-54m + 57)i/' Jac. (^7, H, D.j,)

+ (w - 2) (12m - 27) H Jac. ( U, H, Q.x>,

+ 40(m-2)- Jac. {U, H, ^ ) = 0,

where U =0 is the equation of the given curve of the order m, H is the Hessian

or determinant formed with the second differential coefficients (a, b, c, f g, h) of U,

and, (21, 23, S, %, ®, <§) being the inverse coefficients (21 = be — /-, &c.), then

n = (2i, 33, e, g, @, ^]ia., a„ a,)=^,
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and Jac. denotes the Jacobian or functional determinant, viz.

J&c. {U, H,^)= d^U, dyU, d,U

dxS, dyH, dzH

and Jac. (U, H, O) would of course denote the like derivative of {U, H, VI); the

subscripts {„, p) of D, denote restrictions in regard to the differentiation of this

function, viz. treating H as a function of U and H,

n = (3l, S, g, g, ®, ^Jci, b'. c'.f, If, 2g', 2h')

if (a', b', c', /', (/', h') are the second differential coefficients of H, then we have

a,n= (3,21,..5 a,..) (=3x^5)

+ ( ?(, . .p^a', . .)
(=3,n^-);

viz. in dx^i.]} we consider as exempt from differentiation (a', b', c', f, g', h') which

depend upon H, and in d^Vlu we consider as exempt from differentiation (2(, 33, 6, S, ®, «§)

which depend upon U. We have similarly

3j,n = 3ynj? + 3„%, and 3,n = 3,fl,7 + 3,at^;

and in like manner

Jac. {U, H, n) = Jac. {U, H, Uj) + Jac. ([/", H, O^),

which explains the signification of the notations Jac. {U, H, fl^), Jac. {U, H, H^).

The condition for a sextactic point is in the first instance obtained in a form

involving the arbitrary coefficients (X, /i, i*) ; viz. we have an equation of the order r>

in (X, fi, v) and of the order 12»t — 22 in the coordinates (x, y, z). But writing

^ = \x + fiy + vz, by successive transformations we throw out the factors ^-, ^, ^, &,

thus arriving at a result independent of (X, fi, v) ; viz. this is the before-mentioned

equation of the order 12m — 27. The difficulty of the investigation consists in obtaining

the transformations by means of which the equation in its original form is thus

divested of these irrelevant factors.

Articles Nos. 1 to 6.

—

Investigation of the Condition for a Sextactic Point.

1. Following the course of investigation in my former memoir, I take (A'^, Y, Z)

as current coordinates, and I write

T = (*$A', Y, Zr=0

for the equation of the given curve
; («, y, z) are the coordinates of a particular

point on the given curve, viz. the sextactic point; and U, ={*\x, y, zj"-, is what T
becomes when {x, y, z) are written in place of (X, Y, Z) : we have thus U = as a

condition satisfied by the coordinates of the point in question.
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2. Writing for shortness

DU ={Xd^+Yd,, + Zd,)U,

D'u = (Xd^ + Yd,, + zd,y u,

and taking n=rtX+6F+c^ = for the equation of an arbitrary line, the equation

is that of a conic having an ordinary (two-pointic) contact with the curve at the

point {x, y, z) ; and the coefficients of II are in the former memoir determined so

that the contact may be a five-pointic one ; the value obtained for 11 is

where

Yl=l^BH+XDU,

A = 9^3(-3«ff +4n

3. This result was obtained by considering the coordinates of a point of the

curve as functions of a single arbitrary parameter, and taking

x + dx-{- ^d-x + ^d^x + -^^d.^x, y + &c., z + &c.

for the coordinates of a point consecutive to (x, y, z) ; for the present purpose we

must go a step further, and write for the coordinates

X + dx + ^ d-x + i (i^cE + Tjij d\v + yL d^i^>

y + dy+hd'y + ^ d'y + ^ d'y + ^^ d'y,

z + dz+ i d'z + 1 dH +iid'^ + Tk d'^-

4. Hence if

9, = dx dx + dy 9,, + dz 9^, 9. = d-x dx + d-y dy + d-z d^, &c.,

we have, in addition to the equations

U=0,

a,cr=Q,

(9^ + 29,) U = 0,

(di> + 3dA + d,)U = 0,

(d,* + 69i=9„ + 49i93 + 39/ + d,)U== 0,

of my former memoir, the new equation

(9,= + 109i'92 + 109r93 + 159,9./ + 59,9, + 109,93 + 9.0 U = 0,
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and in addition to the equations, (P = ax + by + cz),

- 1 [(m - 1 ) a,'' + 3 {VI - 2) dA] U+P4 {d,' + sdA) u+d,p. iar f^= o,

- ^ [{m - 1) (3/ + 6a,=S,) + (vi - 2) i^dA + Sd,')] U

+ P.4j {d,' + %d;^, + 49A + 33,=) U + d,P.^ id,' + 33,3,) U + ^d,P
.
\d,'U^O,

giving in the first instance

P = 2 (m - 2),

"^'^ ~
--^ d{-U

'

a p _ 1 (8i^ + 63r3,) U J,'U (3,° + 33.3,) U

and leading ultimately to the before-mentioned value of 11, we have the new equation

- in [('« - 1) (9i' + 109i'9' + 103^33 + 153,3,-) + {m - 2) (53A + 103A)] U

+ P.j^ {d,' + 103,^3, + 103i=33 + 1 53i3„= + 53^ + 103,^) U

+ 3iP. ^ (3,«+ 63r3,+ 43^+ 33,-) Cf

+ \dJ'. I (3i=-f 33A)f/'

+ ^,P. i 3rfr = 0.

5. This may be written in the form

2 [{m - 1) (3i= + 103A + 103i=33 + 153^=) + {vi - 2) (53A + 103^)] U

+ P( 3i^-f- 1031^3, -|-103r33 + 153i3o= -|-53i34-H03„33) U

+ 53,P ( 3i^ + 63r3o + 43,33 + 33,=) U

+ 103,P( 3i^-f 33,3,) f/

+ 1033P( 3,= fO = 0;

or putting for P its value, = 2 (m — 2), the equation becomes

2 (3i= -f 103,U + 103,=33 -f 153,3,=) U

+ 53iP(3,^+ 63i--3,+ 43,33+ 33,= )U

+ 103,P(3,^-f 39,3,) [/"

+ 10d,P.d.^U=0;

or as this may also be written,

2 (3,^ + 103/3, + 103i=33 -f 153,3,=) U

+ 5d,P.d,U+ 10d,P.d,U+ 10d,P.d,U= 0.
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6. But the equation

J25

1^

Hn == ^ 4f DH+ ADU,

which is an identity in regard to {X, Y, Z), gives

d.-.P = i^d..H + Ad..U,

d,P = lifd,H + Ad,U;

and substituting these values, the foregoing equation becomes

2 (8,'' + 10a,"a, + 103^93 + Udfi.^) u

+ {5d,Ud,H+10d,Ud,H+ Wd, Ud,H) i^ + A. 20d,Ud,U= ;

or putting for A its vakie, = ^^3 (- 3flH + •i'^), and multiplying by ^H^ this is

9H- {di' + 1031=3, + 103i--33 + 1.53i3;0 U

+ 15H {dJJd.H + 2d^Ud,H + 2d,Ud,H)

+ ]f {-^nH + 'i'V).\od.m,u=Q,
ti

which is, in its original or uni'educed form, the condition for a sextactic point.

Ai'ticle Nos. 7 and 8.

—

Notations and Remarks.

7. Writing, as m my former memoir, A, B, C for the first differential coefficients

of U, we have Bv — Cfi, GX — Av, A^jl — BX for the values of dx, dy, dz, and instead

of the symbol D used in my former memoir, I use indifferently the original symbol 3,,

or write instead thereof 3, to denote the resulting value

3j (= 3) = {Bv - Cfi) 3^ + (C\ -Av)dy + {Afj, - BX) 3„

and I remark here that for any function whatever fl, we have

3n= A, B, G i=Jac. (U, ^, fi),

a^n, 3,,fi, 3jfi

where 'h = \x + fiy 'r vz. I write, as in the former memoir,

* =(2(, 23, g, g, ®, ^$X, ix, vf;

C. V. 29
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and also

V = (21, 35, e, g, ®, JQ^\, /., vid,, dy, a,),

which new symbol V serves to express the functions 11, D, occurring in the former

memoir-; viz. we have n = 2V<t>, = 2V1/, so that the symbols 11, D are not any

longer required.

8. I remark that the symbols 9, V are each of them a linear function of

(dx, dy, 3z), with coefficients which are functions of the variables (x, y, z) , and this

being so, that for any function 11 whatever, we have

a(vn) = (8.v)n + avn,

viz. in 9(Vn) we operate with V on 11, thereby obtaining VII, and then with d on

VIl; in (3.V) IT we operate with 9 upon V in so far as V is a function of

(x, y, z), thus obtaining a new operating symbol 9.V, a linear function of {dx, dy, dz),

and then operate with 9.V upon 11; and lastly, in 9 VII, we simply multiply

together 9 and V, thus obtaining a new operating symbol 9V of the form {d^, 9„, 9^)^

and then operate therewith on 11 ; it is clear that, as regards the last-mentioned

mode of combination, the symbols 9 and V are convertible, or 9V = V9, that is,

avn = van.

It is to be observed throughout the memoir that the point (.) is used (as above

in 9.V) when an operation is performed upon a symbol of operation as operand; the

mere apposition of two or more symbols of operation (as above in 9V) denotes that

the symbols of operation are simply multiplied together; and when 9V is followed by

a letter II denoting not a symbol of operation, but a mere function of the coordinates,

that is in an expression such as 9 VII, the resulting operation 9V is performed

upon n as operand ; if instead of the .single letter FT we have a compound symbol

such as HU or FV^, .so that the expression is dHU, dH\7^, 9Vfi'f7 or 9V//'V^,

then it is to be understood that it is merely the immediately following function H
which is operated upon by 9 or 9V ; in the few instances where any ambiguity

might arise a special explanation is given.

Article Nos. 9 to 11.

—

First transformation.

9. We have, assuming always U=0, the following formulaj (see post, Article

Nos. 31 to 33):

(9,= + 10,^9, + 109i-93 + 159i9/) U

= T^^^y l(27m= - 9Qm + 81) i79* + (I7m= - 56m + ol) ^dff]

+ (-^rjy K- 14m -22){d.V)H - ( lOw* - 18) 9V H}

(m- ly '
'
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= , TY4 {(- Qm- + 18m - 12) H^d^ + (- 17??i- + 60«i - 55) H<^d^^

(»i
— {(2wi- 2)^(8. V)/r +(8m-16)9FVff}

10. And by means of these the condition becomes

=
^^^^fy

{(153m= - 594»i + 549) Hd^^ + (- 102m'- + 396m + 366) <i>dH]

+ ^^^ K-96m + 168)fl'(a.V)fi' + (-90m + 162)^aVfl' + (120m-240)9Jyv^!

+ 7—^-tt:: {9^=an - VoHndH + 40^^-3 m,
(m — 1)* ^

being, as already remarked, of the degree 5 in the arbitrary coefficients (A., /x, v), and

of the order 12m. — 22 in the coordinates {x, y, z).

11. But throwing out the factor ^'-, and observing that in the first line the

quadric functions of m are each a numerical multiple of 5l7w=— 198m + 183, the

condition becomes

= (51??i= - 198hi + 183) H'' (SHd<^ - 2^dH)

+ ^ [(- 96wi + 168) H'(d.S7)H + {- 90»i + 162)m^H + (120»i - 240) dHV H]

+y {9if=3n - 45i/n3i/'+ 40^I'3i7}.

Article Nos. 12 and 13.

—

Seco7id transformation.

12. We efifect this by means of the formula

(m- 2) (3^3* -2*37/) = -^ Jac. (U, *, H), (J)C)

for substituting this value of {3Hd'i> — 2(t>dR) the equation becomes divisible by ^

;

and dividing out accordingly, the condition becomes

_5b^-198m + 183^,j^^
_m — 2

+ (_ 96„i + 168) H' {d.S7)H+ (- 90m + 162) ^^3 Vi3r+ (120m - 240) HdHV

H

+ ^ (9i7=3n - ioHildH + 40^3 fl' ) = 0.

(.J) here and elsewhere refers to the Jacobian Formula, aee post, Article Nos. .34 and 35.

29—2
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13. We have (see post, Ai-ticle Nos. 36 to 40)

Jac. (U, *, ^ = -(a.V)£?;

and introducing also 9. V if in place of d'^H by means of the formula

dS7H = d(VH)- id.V)H,

the condition becomes

J51m--198>H + 183_ 1^ g^

+ (- dOm+ 162) H-d(VH) + 120 (m- 2) HdHVH

+ ^ (9H'dn - *oHn.dH + 4^0mH) = 0,

or, as this may be written,

(45m=-180wi+171)i/H^-'^)^

+ (_ ctom + 162) {VI - 2) H'di'^ II) + 120 (m - 2y HdHV

H

+ (m - 2) ^ ( 9zr-an - i^HiidH + 40^ai/) = o.

Article Nos. 14 to 17.

—

Third tmns/onnatioii.

14. We have the following formulae,

^ Jac. (U, VH, H) -(oni~U)dH^H+{Sm-^i)Hd{VH) =0, (J)

^ Jac. (U, V, H)H-{-lm- 4')dHVH + (Sm-ii) H {d.y)H = 0, (J)

in the latter of which, treating V as a function of the coordinates, we first form the

.symbol Jac. (U, V , H), and then operating therewith on H, we have Jac. (U, V , H)H;
these give

^^(^^-i^^^^^-3(^)J^^- '^' ^^' ^>'

H(d.y)H= -^HVH- .-.^
^

,
.Jac. {U, V , H)H:

^ ^ 3 (m — 1)

and substituting these values, the resulting coefficient of HdHVH is

(4.5jh--180w + 171)§

+ (-907^+162)^-"^

+ 120 (;*(,- 2)=,

which is = O.
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lo. Hence the condition will contain the factor ^, and thi'owing out thi^, and

also the constant factor j: , it becomesm — 2

{- Ibni' + mm - b1) H Jac. (f7, V , H) H
+ (30ni - o4) (m - 2) H Jac. {U, V H, H)

+ (tn - 2)- (9i7=afl - ^^HDdH + ^Q-^dH) = 0.

16. We have

dAVH) = (d,.V)H-v?,VH,

viz. in (9a;.V)//, treating V as a function of (a-, ij, z) we operate upon it with dx

to obtain the new symbol r'^-.V, and with this we operate on H \ in 3^V we simply

multiply together the symbols d^ and V
,
giving a new symbol of the form (f?/, d^,j, dj)^)

which then operates on H. We have the like values of d,j{VH) and 9, (V7/); and

thence also

Jac. (U, VH. 77) = Jac. (U, V, H)H + Jac. {U,VH, H),

viz. in the determinant Jac. (U, V , H) the second line corresponding to V is S^; . V

,

fy.V, 92. V (V being the operand): and the Jacobiau thus obtained is a .symbol

which operates on H giving Jac. {U, V , H) H ; and in the determinant Jac. (U, V //, j^)

the .second line is d^'^ H, dy'^ H, d^"^H (V being simply multiplied by d^, By, d^ respec-

tively).

17. Substituting, the condition becomes

(-15m=+60ni-57)fl'Jac. (U, V , H) H
+ (30m-54)(m-2){fl"Jac. (U, V , H) H + Jac. (U, VH, if))

+ (m- -ly {9H'dn - rAHndH+ 40^9i7) = 0,

iir, what is the .same thing,

(15m=-54m-l-51)i/ Jac. (U, V , H)

H

+ (30m - 54) {m -2)H Jac. (U, V H, H)

+ (m - 2)- {9H-dn, - VoHDdH + m^VdH] = 0.

Article Nos. IS to 27.

—

Fourth transformation, and final form of the condition for a

Sextactic Point.

IS. I write

Corn - 12) ndH - (3m - ti) Hd^ = ^ Jac. ( U, O, H) (J

)

Q.dH+ HdD.= d{nH),

and, introducing for convenience the new symbol W,

- hWH + Hdn = w,
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0,5m -12, -(:3»i-6), "^ Jsxc. (U, D., H)

1
,

1 , d.nH
- 5

, 1 , F
or, what is the same thing,

(8m - 18) F + 6 8 Jac. ( U, H, H) + (] 0»i - 18) d (nH) = 0,

have

w=Hdn-ondH: ^ ,^Jae. {U, n, H)-'^'^diaH).
4wi — 9 4>m - 9

19. We have also

(8m - 18) ^dH- (3m - 6) Hd^^ - ^ Jac. ( U, "i', H) = 0,

that

<pa/f = ^^Jac. {U, ^V, ZO + i^™~^^
4??i — 9

and thence

4m - 9
if3^,

4,m - 9 4»i — 9

(-27-ffJac. (U, n, i^ + 40Jac. (U, ^, R)].

[341

(J)

' 4m- 9'

20. The condition thus becomes

(15m=-54m + 51)(4m-9)i7Jac. (U, V , H) H
+ 6 (5m - 9) (m - 2) (4m -[))H Jac. ( U, V i7, H)

+ 3 (wi - 2) {- 3 (5m - 9) (m - 2) Hd (nH) + 20 {m - 2)-= Zf9>Pl

+ (m-2)"-^(-27irJac. {U, D,, i/) + 40 Jac. (f^, ^P, ^} = 0,

which for shortness I represent by

SHU + (m - 2y ^ {- 27H Jac. ( U, H, H) + 40 Jac. ( U, ^, ZT)) = 0,

so that we have

n = (5m= - 18»H + 17) (4m - 9) Jac. (U, V , H) H
+ 2 (5m - 9) (m - 2) (4?ft - 9) Jac. {U,VH, H)

+ (m - 2) I- 3 (5?tt - 9) {m - 2) 3 {Q.H) + 20 (m - 2)- 9^).

21. Write

^1 = (21', 33', g', g', @', ^'\A, B, Cy,

where {A, B, G) are as before the differential coefficients of U, and (a', 6', c', /', ^f', /(')

being the second differential coefficients of H, (21', 33', S', %', @', «§') are the inverse

coefficients, viz., 21' = b'c' —/'", &c. We have

-(m-l)^9^, = (3m-6)(3m-7)a(OIO-(3m-7)2a^P (see post, Nos. 41 to 46),
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that is

(3m -6)3 (nH) = {Sm - 7) 3^ - ^£^^' d%

,

and thence

n = (oni' - I8m + 17) (4m - 9) Jac. {U, V , H)H

+ 2 (5m - 9) (m - 2) (4wi - 9) Jac. {U, ^ ff, H)

+ {m - 2) |(5»)i^ - mn + 17) d^^ + ^"'"g^j^^^^y' ~
^'^

9%[ = 0.

22. Now

^=(21, 33, e, g, ®, ^\A', B', cy, % = {W, w, S', g', @', jq'~^a, b, cy,

and wiiting for shortness

E^ = 091 , . .\A', B', cy, F^ = (31 , . .^A', B', C^dW, 923', aS'),

E^^ = (321', ..$4,5,6' y, F% = (21' . .$4 , B, $321 , 333 , 3g ),

(we might, in a notation above explained, write E"^ = 3^^, F^ = ^d'i^-, and in like

manner jEM'i = 3^,^, i^i|r, = I3^,r/), then we have

d^^E¥ + 2F^, d'if, = E% + 2F%

.

We have moreover

Jac. (U, VH, H) =-^^^E^„
I

post, Nos. 47 to .50.

Jac. (?7, V
, H)H= -E"^ ,] post, Nos. 51 to .53.

23. The just-mentioned formulae give

n=- (.5m-- 18?« + l7)(4j?i-9)^^

,
- 2 (5m - 9) (m - 2) (4m - 9) -^^-^ F^i

+ (m - 2) (5m- - 18ni + 17) (E'ir + 2F^ )

that is

n = - (3m - 7) (oinP - 18m + 17) E'if

+ 2 ( m - 2) (5m= - 18m + 17

)

F^

(5m-9)(m-l)'(m-2)
+ 3^r^r ^^'

2 (m - 1) (m - 2) (3m - 8) (.5m - 9)

3m -7 ^^"
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or, as this may also be written,

(3??i-7)n=-(57»^-18m+17){-2(Hi-l)( m-2)i^^, +{Sm-7)- E^|r
\

-(5m-9)(m-2)
{

(m-l)(3m-8)i^^P, + (3m -7)(.3w -8)i^-( m-lfE^V,]

+(257?i=-103m+ 106)(m-2){ -{ m-l)F^,+ {Sm-7)F^ \.

24. But recollecting that

n = (2i, 33, g, g, @, ^$a., d,j, d,rH

= (2l, ©, (S, ^, @, .^$a', b', c, 2/', iff', ih'),

and putting

ED. = {d'}\, ...$ a', ...) {=dD.jt),

FD. = { 21, ...^da, ...) (=9n^),

we have, post, Nos. 41 to 46,

- 2 (m. - 1) (m - 2) i^^P, + (3m - 7)= E^, = (3m - 6) (3m - 7) ifJ^-Q,

( m - 1) (3«i - 8)F% + (Sm - 7){3ih - 8) F^^ - ( vi- l)"- E^, = (3m - 6) (3m - 7) HFQ,,

-( m,-l)i'^,+ (3;«.-7)i^- = (3m-7)n?ir,

and the foregoing equation becomes

(3m - 7) n = - (5»i- - 18/H + 17 ) (3/« - 6) (3m - 7) HED.

- (.5«i - 9) («i - 2) (Zm - 6) (Sm - 7) HFa

+ { m - 2)(25m=-103m-106)(3»i-7)nai/.

25. But we have

^ Jac. ( U, H, D.r,) - (37U - 6) HEU + (2m - 4) WH = 0, (J)

^ Jac. ( U, H, ill.) - (3wi - 6) HFD. + {3vi - 6) CldH = 0, (J)

that is

3 {m - 2) HEn = 2 (m - 2) naif + ^ Jac. ( U, H, 12,7),

3 (m - 2) HFn = (3«i - 8) Q.dH + ^ Jac. ( U, H, n^j),

and we thus obtain

n = - ( om- - 18m + 17) {2 (m - 2) Q-dH + ^ Jac. ( U, H, D.^)]

-
( hm - 9) (Hi - 2) [(3Ht - 8) DdH + ^ Jac. (f/, H, fl^)}

+ (25»i= - 103m + 106) {m - 2) WH,

where the coefficient of {in — 2) D,dH is

- (10)/i- - 36m + 34)

- {bm - 9) (3«i - 8)

+ (2.5??i=-103?H +106),
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which is = 0. Hence

n = - (oHt- - ISiu + 17) ^ Jac.
(
U, H, D.ji)

- (5m - 9) (m - 2) «>• Jac. {U, H, D.^;).

26. Substituting this in the equation

-mn + {m - 2f {- 27H Jac. ( U, Q., H) + 40 Jac. ( U, ^, H)\ = 0,

the result contains the factor ^, and, throwing this out, the condition is

•iH [- (.V»i- - 18//t +17) Jac. ( U, H, fl„) - (.5?h - 9) {m - 2) Jac. ( U, H, fl^)}

+ {m --2)- [27H Jac. {U, H, Q) - 40 Jac. ( U, H, "¥)} = 0,

or, as this may also be written,

- {loni' - o4m. + .51) H Jac.
(
IT, H, Qti) - 3 (5m - 9) {m -2)H Jac. (JJ, H, fl^)

+ 27 {m - 2)"- {H Jac. {U, H, n^)+ H Jac. ( U, H, O^.)}

- 40 (m - 2)- Jac. (U, H,-<\^ ) = 0.

27. Hence the condition finally is

(12?n= - 54wi + 57) H Jac. ( U, H, Oj-,) + (m - 2) (12;h - 27)H Jac. ( U, H, flp)

- 40 Oh - 2)- Jac. ( U, H, "^) = 0,

or, as this may also be written,

-•i{m-l)HJac.{U, H, nj,) + {,n-2){l2m-27)HJsiC.iU, H, D.)

- 40 {m - 2)- Jac. ( U, H, ^) = 0,

viz. the sextactic points are the intersections of the curve m with the curve represented

by this equation ; and observing that U, H, HD, and ^ are of the orders m, 3m — 6,

8m— IS respectively, the order of the curve is as above mentioned = 12ot — 27.

Article Nos. 28 to 30.

—

Application to a Cubic.

2iS. I have in my former memoir, No. 30, shown that for a cubic curve

n(31, 5B, (i, A, @, ^~$d^, dy, d,fH = -28. U = 0;

this implies Jac. {U, H, D.) = (), and hence if one of the two Jacobians, Jac. {U, H, Up),

Jac. {U, H, rijj) vanish, the other will also vanish. Now, using the canonical form

U = J^ + y-' + z^ + alxyz,

we have

Q = (51, . .][«', ...)

= {yz — I-.if , Z'j: — l-y- , .17/ — l-z- , l"yz — la? , l-zx — ly- , I'^wy — Iz-)

( - ^Irx, - Wy, - U'z, (1 + 2/^) ,r, (I + 21^) y, (1 + 2l')z ),

c. V. 30
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the development of which in fact gives the last-mentioned result. But applying this

formula to the calculation of Jac. (U, H, flp), then disregarding numerical factors, we

have

d^n-f, = {yz - l^x\ . , . I'ys - Ix-, . ,
.'^- til', 0, 0, (1 + 21'), 0, 0)

= - SI' (ijz - l-x')

+ {l+2P){l-yz-h^)

= {- I + I') {x' + 2lyz), =Sd^U;

and in like manner d,,D,p= Sdyll, dril-^ = 83^11, and therefore

Jac. (U, H, ni.) = S Jac. {U, H, U) = 0,

whence also

Jac. (U, H, n^) = 0;

and the condition for a sextactic point assumes the more simple form,

Jac. {U, H, ^) = 0.

29. Now (former memoir, No. 32) we have

^ = (21, 58, 6, g, @, ^1d,H, dyH, d,Hf

= ( 1 + Sl'f (y'z' + z'x' + xHf)

+ (- !)i«) («= + 2/= + z^y

+ {-2l- 51' - 2QV) (a,-^ + ij"" + z') xyz

+ (- lU- - IHI" + Ul'') x-y'z\

or observing that x^ + y^ + z^ and xyz, and therefore the last three lines of the expression

of ^ are functions of U(= a^ + y'' + 2^ + Qlxyz) and H{=-P {x^ + y^ + z') + {\+ 2P) xyz),

and consequently give rise to the terra =0 in Jac. {U, H, ^), we may write

>if = (1 + Spy {ifz" + ^x' + xY)-

30. We have then, disregarding a constant factor,

Jac. {V, H, '^) = Jac. {x' + y'-\-z\ xyz, fz' + z'x' + x'y^),

a? , y^ , z^

yz , zx , xy

X- (y^ + z"), y- {z^ + x^), z' (x" + y')

= ,<' (!/« - ^«) + y^ (z^ - **) + z^ {x" - y'),

= (y'-z')(z'-x^)U^-y'),
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80 that the sextactic points are the intersections of the curve

6' = ar* + y' + 2^ + Qlxyz = 0,

with the curve

(y- - z') (z^ -!!c^)(af- y) = 0.

Article Nos. 31 to 33.

—

Proof of identities for the first transformation.

31. Calculation of (9,^ + 109/3, + 109,-3, + 153i3/) U.

Writing 9 in place of D, we have (farmer memoir, No. 20)

(9i^ + 69,U) U= ,

^'
., f- 2d,H - d'H + ^'^ H<i> - -?^ V h] .

{tn — lyx m-\ m-\ J

But

former memoir,

g,^ ^ (3m-6)(3».-7) ^^_6«^4^^^ ^ i

Nos. 21 and 22;

{m-iy (m-1)- (m-1) J

and thence

(9,* + 69,-9.,) U =
^"

(18wi= - 66Hi + 60) iT*

+ (^)-^(-l«'«+l«)^^

{m — ly^ ^

whence operating on each side with 9,, =9, we have

(9,= -f 109,^9, 4- 69,=93 -I- 129,9,=) U = .-^.-4 (l^'"' " 66»i + 60) {Hd'^ + a>9^)

<i4

+
, ,N4 9«-(w — 1)*

We have besides (see Appendix, Nos. 69 to 74),

9r?3U =
^"

((3r« - 6) 773* + (- w* + 3) (Pdff]

+ (-^^f-^^-^>^l'

9,3./ f7 = ,—^— (- i/3* + *9/f)

:

(m-1)- ^

30—2
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{id.-'d, + Sd,d,') U = —^'
-3 {(90m - 21 ) Hd(i> + (- m + 9) ^dH}

and adding this to the foregoing expression for (di^ + l0di% + 6?i-ds + 12did.r) U,

we have

( a/ + 1od,% + 1 oa^^a, + 1 oa^a.^) u =

5^=

(m YY^
[{27m- -d6m + Sl)Hd<i> + (nm'-o6m+ ol)^dH}

+ (j~jy {(- 1-iw +2-2)(d.y)H + {- 10m + 18) aV . if

j

+
:

.dn.

32. Calculation of

(m-iy-

d,Ud,H + 2d,Ud,H + 2d,Ud,H.

We have

(m-\Y ^
/rt-1 iii-l

dM=
^-

(m-iy
dH,

d,U=,~^.H,

d,H = dH,

d„H = d.H,

d3H =—^ ,(-3m + 6)a*-*afl' +—^(a. V)i?,
»i — 1 m—1(m-iy '

for which values see Appendix, No. 58. And hence the expression sought for is

^
= R^iH^^'" ~ ^^ ^^-^^ + ^"'^^ - ^* - ^^^^ dH

which is

+ 2(m-i)azra,fl'

+ 2H ((- Sm + G)Hd^ - ^dH + ^ (a. V ) /Z")|

,

§(m-i)a^a,fi'
{m-iy'- ^

+ (m-l)dHd-H

+ (- G/» + 12) H'd^ - 3H^dH]

+ l^;^y[2H(d.y)H-^dHWH}.
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But we have, former memoir, Nos. "21 and 25,

m — 1 m — I
VH

{m — 1)- {m — 1)- (m — 1)"

so that the foregoing expression becomes

= ^-^« {- (S»i - l6)H^dH+ ^^dH'^H
(m — If ' •*

+
(m -If

m — 1 //I — 1 ;/(, — i

SH<PdH - (6»i - 12) lf-a*j

{2H(d. V)H-pHVH};

or finally

a.ffa,^ + 2d,Ud,H + 2?,Ud,H =

, r- {(- dm- + 1S//1 - 12) H-d<i> + (- 17;/*-' + GOm - oo) H<i>dH](m— 1)^

'

' '

+ /--^^^ {(2'ft -•2)H(d.V)H+ {8m - 16) 9^V if)

(m — 1)*
'

33. Calculation of diUdiU.

This is

"is*

{m - \)
HdH.

237

Article Nos. 34 and 3.5.

—

The Jacobian Formula.

34. In general, if P, Q, R, S be functions of the degrees p, </, /•, s respectively,

we have identically

pP, qQ, rP, sS
I

= 0,

d^P, d.,Q, d,R, d^S
'

dyP, d,jQ, dyR, dyS

SjP, d,Q, d^R, d,S

or, what is the same thing,

pP Jac. (Q, R, S) - (jQ Jac. {H, S, P) + rR Jac. {S, P, Q) - sS Jac. (P, Q, R) = 0.
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Hence in particular i{ P=U, and assuming f= 0, we have

- qQ Jac. (R, S, U) + vR Jac. (,S', U, Q)-sS Jac. ( U, Q, R) = 0.

If moreover Q = ^, and therefore q = l, we have

- ^ Jac. (R, S, U) + rR Jac. {S, U, ^) - .y6^ Jac. (U,%R) = 0;

or, as this may also be written,

- ^ Jac. ( U, R, S) + rR Jac.
( U, ^, S) - sS Jac. (U, % ii) = ;

that is

- ^ Jac. ( U, R, S) + rRdS - sSd 7i = 0.

35. Particular cases are

(2»(- 4) *ai/-(3m-G)//a* =^Ja.c.(U, *, if), ante, No. 12,

{5m-U)VHdH-Cim-(i)HdC^H) = 'i^JsiC.(U, "^H, H), „ 14,

(2m- -i) "7
: dH - (Sm ~ (i) Hd . V =^Jac. (f^, V , H),

(5m - 12) ndH - (37/i - G) Hdn = ^ Jac. {U, n , H), „ 18,

(8m -IS) I'dH - i^m - G) m'¥ =^Jac. (f7, "V , H), „ 19,

(2m- 4) ndR-{Sm-6)HEn = ^ Jac. ( f7, 0,7 , /f), „ 25,

(3m - 8) nai/ - (3Hi - 6) ^i^n = ^ Jac. (U, n^ , H),

where it is to be observed that in the third of these fornuihe I have, in accordance

with the notation before em])loyed, written 3 . V to denote the result of the ojjeration

d performed on V as operand. I have also written V : dH to show that the operation

V is not to be performed on the following dH as an operand, but that it remains

as an unperformed operation. As regards the last two equations, it is to be remarked

that the demonstration in the last preceding number depends merely on the homo-
geneity of the functions, and the orders of these functions: in the former of the two
formula;, the ditferentiation of fl is performed upon D, in regard to the coordinates

{x, xj, 2) in so far only as they enter through U, and H is therefore to be regarded

as a function of the order 2m- 4; in the latter of the two formulae the differentiation

is to be performed in regard to the coordinates in so far only as they enter through

H, and D, is therefore to be regarded as a function of the order 3»/i— 8. The two

formulre might also be written

(2m- 4)nS^-(3m-6)i/anr, = ^ Jac. (fr, n,-,, H),

(3m - 8) ndH - (3w - 6) ^90?= ^ Jac. ( U, fi^-, H)
;

and it may be noticed that, adding these together, we obtain the foregoing formula,

{5m - 12) niH - (37;/ - G) Hdn = ^ Jac.
( U, n, H).
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Article Nos. 36 to ^0.—Proof of equation {d.S7)H = Jac. (U, H, *),

used in the second transformation.

36. We have

V =($(,.. $\, /., v\d,, d,, a,)

= (219^

+

^?,j + @s„ ^?^ + Wy + ga, , @a. + ga, + (Ja,][\, m, ^)-

Also

d = (Bv- C/u.) d^ + (C'X - Av) dy + {Afi - B\) d,

= XP + fiQ + vR,

if for a moment P,' Q, R = Cd,j — Bdz, Adz—Cdx, Bdx — Ady.

Hence

d.v ={P\ + Qf, + Rv). (3ia^ + .^dy + @a,
,
^a.,

+

Wy + %d„ ®d, + ga, + sa,][x, /i, v),

viz. coefficient of X-

= P2ia,.+ p^a„ + p®a,,

and so for the other terms; whence also in (3. V) J? the coefficients of X-, &c. are

(P2ia^+p^a„ + p@a^)/?, &c.

37. Again, in Jac. (U, H, *), where * = (?!, 33, S, g, @, ^^\K t^, vf, the coefficients

of X-, &c. are Jac. {U, H, 31), &c. ; and hence the assumed equation

(3. V)7/ = Jac. (L^, H, *),

iu regard to the term in X-, is

(P2ia^+ p^a^ + pm,} h = jac. ( u, h, si),

and we have

Jac. {U, H, 21) = A , B , G 31

dxH, dyH, dzH

^X , Sy , dz

= [d.HiCdy - Bd,) + dyH (Ad, - Gdx) + dzH (Bd^ - Ady)] 31,

= (dxH.P + d„H.Q + d,H.R)il;

so that the equation is

or, as this may be written,

P3ia,;7f + P^dyH + P&dzH,

= P3I3^// + QmyH + Rm,H,

[{Bd, - Cdy) ^ - (Gd, - Adz) 21] dyH

+ [(Bdz - Gdy) ® - (Ad„ - B?,) 31] a,// = 0.
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38. The coefficient of dyH is

= A a,3i + BdS^ - c {d^^i

+

a,,a ),

which, in virtue of the identity, post, No. 40, a^Sl + d,,^ + d,® = 0,

is

= ^3,21 + ms^ + ca,®

;

and in like manner the coefficient of dzH is

so that the equation is

{AdM + BBS + Cd,®) dyH-(Ady^l + Bdy^ + Cdz®) d,H = 0.

39. But we have

ila +^h +% =H,

Wi + i},b + ®f = ,

?l£r + ^f +®c = 0,

or multiplj'ing by x, y, z and adding,

(m - 1 ) (2U + ^5 + ®C) = «F

;

whence also

{m - 1) (%h + S^h + (Mc + A-b,^\ + BB^ + Ca^®) = xdyE,

that is

(;« - 1) (iia,,2i + B9„^ + ca,,®) = «a.^^;

and in like manner

{m - 1) (^a^2I + 5a,.e) + CBz®) = xd,H,

whence the equation in question. The terms in X- are thus shown to be equal, and

it might in a similar manner be shown that the terms in is.v are equal ; the other

terms will then be equal, and we have therefore

(a. V)i/ = Jac. (t^, H, *).

40. The identity

a^ +a,,^ +a^® =o

assumed in the course of the foregoing proof is easily proved. We have in fact

3:^91 + a,,jF) + a,c*) = a^ (k -p) + dy {fy - ch) + a, (/a - h)

= h {d^c - d^g) + c (dj) - dyh) +/(- 2d,f+ ?,,g + dj>) + r/ (a,,/- d,h) + h (- dyC + d,f),

where the coefficients of h, c, f, g, h separately vanish : we have of course the system

a^9i +?y^ +a,® =0,

a^^ +a„s +aj =o,

d.® +?„% +a# =0.
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Article Nos. 41 to 46.

—

Proof of identities for the fourth transformation.

41. Consider the coefficients {a, b, c, f g, h) and the inverse set (21, S, S, S, @, ^),
and the coefficients (a', h', c, f, g', h'), and the inverse set (21', 33', S', %', @, ^') ; then

we have identically

(a , . .'^x, y, z)- (21', . .\a, .
.
) - (21', . .\ax +h>/ + gz ,. .)-

= (a', . .$,r, y, zf (21 , . .Ja', . .) - (21 , . .^a'x + h'y + g'z, . .)=,

where (21', . .$a, . .) and (21, . J^a', . .) stand for

(21', 33', e', %', ®', ^'^a, h,c,2f,2g,2h)

(21 , 33 , g , g , ® , ^ ^a', h', c', 2/', 2^7', 2/1')

respectively.

42. Taking (re, 6, c, /, g, h), the second differential coefficients of a function U
of the order m, and in like manner (a', 6', c', /', r/', A'), the second differential coefficients

of a function U' of the order in, we have

m (m -i)u . (21', . .p„ a^, a,)= c^' - («*, - ifiw, . .id,u, d,u, d,u y

= m' (m' - 1) 17'
. (2( , . .$8^, 9^, 9,)= C7 - («i' - 1)^ (21, . .^d.U', dyU', d,UJ ;

and in particular if U' be the Hessian of U, then m' = 3?« — 6.

43. Hence writing

i^ = (2t , . .$9., a,„ 3.)= H, >p = (21 , . .$a^.ff, a,ir, s,^^

xii = (21', . .$a,, dy, d,r u, ^, = (21', . .$9,C7, a,,t7, a,co^

we have

m (m -1)110,,- (m - l)- ^, = (Sm - 6) {Sm -1)HD,- (3wt - 7)- "^

;

or if U=0, then

- (m - 1 )=% = {3m - 6) {3m -7)HO- {3m - 7)^^

;

whence also

- {m - If d% = {3m - 6) (37« - 7) {HdD. + mH) - {3m - If 9^,

which is the formula, ante No. 21.

44. Recurring to the original formula, since this is an actual identity, we may
operate on it with the differential symbol 3 on the three assumptions:

1. (tt, 6, c, /, f/, /i), (21, 23 , S, 5. ® , •§ ) arc alone variable.

2. (a', h', c', /, g', h'), (21', 33', (£', %', ®', ^') are alone variable.

3. {x, y, z) are alone variable.

c. V. 31
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We thus obtain

{da, . .$.r, 2/, zy (W, . .$a, . .)
= {a, . .][*•, y, zf {d% . .$a', .

.)

+ {a, . .$«,-, y, zf (?(', . .jaa, . .)
- (321, . .Ja'x + h'y + g'z, . .)\

- 2 (21', . .\ax + hy + gz, . .'^xda + ydh + zdc, . .)

(a, . .\x, y, zy- 021', . .$«, . .)
= (da', . .^x, y, zy (21, . .$a', . .)

- 021', . .-^ax + hy + gz, . .y + (a', . .\x, y, zy (2(, . .\da . .)

— 2(21, ..^a'x+ h'y+g'z, ..\ocda' + ydh' + zdg, ..),

2 (a, . .5^, y, z\dx, dy, dz) {W, . .$a, . .) =2 (a', . .-^x, y, z^dx, dy, dz) {% . .$a', .
.)

- 2 (21', .^ax + hy + gz, .'^adx + hdy + gdz, .) - 2 (91, .'^a'x + h'y + g'z, . .\a'dx+h'dy+g'dz,

.

.).

45. If in these equations respectively we suppose as before that (a, b, c, f, g, h)

are the second differential coefficients of a function U oi the order ni, and (a', b', c',f', g', h')

the second differential coefficients of a function U' of the order in ; and that (A, B, G),

{A', B', C") are the first differential coefficients of these functions respectively, then

after some easy reductions we have

{m-l) {in -2)dU (21', . .^a, . .)
= m {m' -I) U' (S9J, . .Ja', . .)

+ m {m - 1) U{W, . .$Sa, . .)
- {m - ly 091, . .^A', B', Cy,

-2{ni-l){m-2){W,..~^A,B,GpA,dB,dC)

m {m -\)U{dA',. :^a', ..) = ( m' - 1

)

{m' -2)dU' (9(, . .$a', . .)

- (»t - 1)= {dA', . .'^A, B, cy + 111 {m' -l)U' (9f, . .'^da', . .)

- 2(m'-l)(m'-2)(9(,..][^',5', C^dA^dB^dC)

2{vi-l)dU{W,..'^a,..) = 2{m'-l)dU'{%..'^a',..}

- 2 (m - 1) (2t', . .5^, B, C^dA, dB, dC) - 2 {m - 1) (2t, . .'^A', F, C^dA', dB', 36'),

equations which may be verified by remarking that their sum is

m {m - 1) {dU{W, . .5 a, ..)+U [(21', . .jDa, . .) + (991', . .][a, . .)]}

-{m-iy{dW,..^A, B, Cy + {W,..JA, B, C^dA, dB, dG)} = m'{m'-l) &c.,

viz., this is the derivative with 3 of the equation

m {m -1)U (9r, . .$a, . .) - {m - 1 )= {A', . .'^A, B, C)^ = m' {m' - 1) &c.

46. Taking now U' = H, and therefore ?«' = Shi — 6 ;
putting also 11=0, dU=0,

and writing as before

^^ =(321,..$4', B, cy,

F<ir =( 21,..$4', B', C'-^dA', dB, 36"),

^^, = (391',..$^, B, cy,

F^,={ 21', ..$4, B, C~$dA, dB, dC),

En =(32l,..$a',..),

FD. = ( 2[ , . .\da', . .),
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then the three equations are

- 2 (hi - 1) {m ~ 2) Ffi = (Sm - 6) (3/;i - 7) HEfl - {Sm - 7)- E"^,

-{m-iy-E^ = (Sm-7)(3m-8)ndH

+ (Sm - 6) (Sm - 7) HFn - 2 (Sm - 7) (Sm - 8) F^,

- 2 (m - 1 ) i^i =2 (3«4 - 7) ndH - 2 (Sm - 7) F'V,

whence, adding, we have

- (m - 1)- (E^^, + 2F^i) = - (Sm - 1)- (E^ + 2i^)

+ (Sm - 6) (Sm - 7) {naif + H (En + i'n)!,

(that is

- (m - l)-'a^i = - (3m - 7)= S^ + (3?» - 6) (Sm - 7) 3 . Hi/,

which is right).

And by linearly combining the three equations, we deduce

(3m - 6) (3m - 7) HE^ = - 2 (m - 1) ( m - 2) F^, + (Sm - 7)- EV,

(3»i - 7 ) ndH = - (m-1) F^, + (Sm - 7

)

F^^,

(Sm - 6) (Sm - 7) HFQ. = (m - \)(Sm - 8) i^^, + (37h - 7) (Sm - 8) i^ - («i - \)-E^^

,

which are the formulae, ante, No. 24.

Article Nos. 47 to 50.

—

Proof of an identity used in the fourth transformation, viz.,

or say

Jac. (C^, V^, H)^-^^F^,,

Jac. (U, H, ViO= ^^\ (21', .-I^, B, C-^dA, dB, 3(7).

47. We have

V = (21, . .^\, ^, v~^d^, d,j, d,)

= ((5(, >&, @$X, f,, v), (^, 'S, g$X. M, v), (®, g, CS$X, /., p)Jd„ dy, a,);

or, attending to the effect of the bar as denoting the exemption of the (21, . .) from

differentiation,

Jac. (U, H, VH)= (21, ^, @5X, /x, v) Jac. (U, H, d^H)

+ (•&. 35, g$X, /4, J.) Jac. (U, H, dyH)

+ (®, g, gJX, /x, I.) Jac. (f/, H, dJI).

31—2
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48. Now

Jac. {U, H, d^H) = .3^^^ Jae. {U, xdJI + yd,jH + zd,H, d^H),

aad the last-mentioned Jacobian is

= dc,H Jac. {U, X, d^H) + d,jH Jac. (U, y, d^H) + dzH Jac. {U, z, d^H)

+ 2/ Jac. {U, dyH, dxB) + s Jac. (U, d,H, d^H),

where the second line is

= -?/Jac. (U, dM, dyH) + z Jac. {U, d,H, d^H),

or writing (A', B', C) for the first differential coefficients and («', h', c, f, g', h') for

the second differential coefficients of H, this is

-y + z A, B, G

a', h', g'

A, B, G

a, h', g

h\ b', f
= -y(@', W, ^'lA, B, C) + z(^', 33', ^JA, B, G).

The first line is

A, B, G

A', B', C"

a' , h'
, g

A {B'g - G'h') + B (C'a' - A 'g') + G{A 'h' - Fa)

or reducing by the formulae,

(3m-7)(vi', B', G') = (a'x + h'y + g'z, h'x + b'y+f'z,g'x+f'g + c'z),

1

this is

Sin — 7

1

'Sm-7

[A (- @'y + ^'z) + B{- %'y + Wz) + G (- Q'y + %'z)]

{-2/(@', 3', ^'lA, B, G) + z(Jr,', 33', %'IA, B, G)}.

Hence we have

Jac.([^,F,a./7) = 3^g(l+3J:;^)(-y(®', 5', (S'lA, B, G) + z{Jq', W,WIA, B, G)}

1

lini - 7

and in like manner

Ja.c.{U,H,dyH) =

Jac. ([/, if, a,ir) =

3m - 7

1

'3m - 7

{- y {&, 3' , ^'lA, B,G)+z i^', 93', %'IA, B, G)}
;

{-^(91', ^', ®'][^, B, G)+x(@', g', e']l^, B, 0)1,

{-x{JQ', 58', %' -^A, B, G) + 2/(31', &, ®-\A, B, G)}.
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49. We thence have

1

245

Jrc. (U,H, Vir) =
3m - 7

(21', §', @1^, B, G), (.§', 33', 5'5^, B, G), (©', g', g'$^, B, G)

y

or multiplying the two sides by

H, =

the right-hand side is

.Swi - 7

a, /i,
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Article Nos. 51 to 53.

—

Proof of identity used in the fourth transformation, viz.

Jac. (C/; S7, H)H=-E^, or say Jac. (f^, H, V)H = {dH, ...J_A', B', GJ.

51. We have

V =((2i, §, ®,5x, /x, v), (^, 33, %jx, f,, v), i@, g. gjx, ,1, v)-^d^, dy, a.),

and thence

d^. V = ((3^21, 3^^, dj^lx, fi, v), {d^^, 9^35, aj$x, M, '^), a®, 3x5, a=.6$x, /., i.)$a„ a,, a,),

and

(a,. V ) // = ((a,2i, a,.§, a.®][\, /., i^), (a,^. a,33, a.g^x, m, i.), (a,®, a,5, a:,6]ix, /x, i;)$.4', b', c),

with the like values for {dy.^)H and (a, .V)H. And then

Jac. (tr, i/, V)If = ^ , B , C

A' , B' , C
{d,.V)H, {dy.V)H, {d,.V)H,

in which the coefficient of A'- is

= (C'a,-5a,)(2f, ^, ®]1X, M, v);

or putting for shortness

(Cdy-Bd„ Ad,-Cd^, Bd^-Ady) = {P, Q, R);

the coefficient is

52. We have

(P2l, P^, P®$X, ;a, v).

d = (Px + Q^ + Rv),

and thence

coefficient ^''-821 = (P2l, Pi^, P®$X, /x, i/) - (P2l, Q21, i22l]lX, ^a, i/)

Avhich is

= ^ {(ca, - 5a,) ^ - (2ia, - ea,) 21}

+ V {{Gdy - Bd,) ® - (53^ - 213;,) 2[},

where coefficient of /u. is

= - ^3,2( - Bb,^ + G (3^21 + dy^)

and coefficient of v is

so that

: - (^3^2[ + Bd,^ + Gd,®) = -
^^^^^^

xb^ H,

: + {Ady^i. + BdyJQ + Gdy®) = ^ J
.ra;,^,

coefficient A'- — 321 = :r x (ud,H—vd,,H).
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r>S. By forming in a similar manner the coefficients of the other terms, it

appears that

Jac. {U, H, '7)H-(d'H, ...~$^A', B', GJ

^ {A'x + B'lj + G'z)m—\ B' C

or since the determinant is

A'

dxH, dyH, dxH

= 0,A', B', C

A', F, C
we have the required equation,

Jac. ([/, H, S/)H = {d'2i, ...^A', E, GJ.

This completes the series of formulae used in the transformations of the condition

for the sex tactic point.

Appendix, Nos. 54 to 74.

For the sake of exhibiting in their proper connexion some of the formulae

employed in the foregoing first transformation of the condition for a sextactic point,

I have investigated them in the present Appendix, which however is numbered

continuously with the memou-.

54. The investigations of my former memoir and the present memoir have

reference to the operations

9, = dx dx + dyd,j + dz dz,

d-2 = d-xdx + d-ydy + d-zdz,

dz = d^xdx + d^ydy + d^zd^,

&c.,

where if {A, B, G) are the first differential coefiScients of a function U={*'^x, y, z)'"-,

and X, /x, V are arbitrary constants, then we have

dx = Bv — Gfi, dy = GX — Av, dz= A/x — BX
;

so that putting

d = iBv- Gfj.) dx + (GX - Av) dy + (Afi - BX) d^

A, B, G

X, fi, V

dx, dy, ' dz,

we have 9i = 9. The foregoing expressions of {dx, dy, dz) determine of course the

values of {d-x, d-y, d^z), (d'x, d^y, d'z), &c., and it is throughout assumed that these

values are substituted in the symbols 9., 93, &c., so that 9i, =9, and 9.., 93, &c. denote

each of them an operator such as Xdx+Yd,j + Zdz, where (X, Y, Z) are functions of

the coordinates ; such operator, in so far as it is a function of the coordinates, may
therefore be made an operand, and be operated upon by itself or any other like

operator.
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55. Taking (a, b, c,f, g, h) for the second differential coefficients of U, (2(, 35, (J, 5. ®. •&)

for the inverse coefficients, and H for the Hessian, I wTite also

* =(2l, ...$\, ^, vf,

D =(2i, ...ja,, a„ d,r-,

n =(§i, ...$a,, a,, a,)=^, =n^,
^ =(2i, ...$a^fl-, ayfl", a,//)=,

r = (d, ...'^fidz— vd,j, vdx — '^z, '^y — f^dx)',

and I notice that we have

m — 1

v^= *, v-u=H^ , v.a = o ,

the last of which is proved, post No. Go ; the others are found without any difficulty.

56. I form the Table

m — 1 (m — 1)-

m — 1^ (m — 1)-

a,'u =^ a* +^-^ (- dH),m — 1 (m — 1)-

a,a,f^=o,

7)i — 1 \ «i — 1 / (m — 1)- \ m — 1 7)1—1

?n— IV'^ m — 1 / (m — 1)-V ?)t— 1 //(-I

a,a, f7

=

-^ ('- la.,* - *, - i^-^ v $) + —^-,-„
f ^m +-^h^ +^^ v if)

,

7)1 — 1

V

m — \ J {m — If V ?)i — 1 )it — l j

dJU =—^, (*"-) +-^ , „ (- H^lm — l (??i — 1)

a, CA= !^ (_ p„$ _ a=<D + ci)= + -1^ V $) + —^^, f|?.,i/ + ?=ir-—, i/*_ J^ v 1/
m-lV ?H-1 / (m-l)-V '"-1 '«—

1

9>t — 1 )U — 1
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and asstimiug U=0,

()«— 1)- (m — 1)- (»i — 1)-

249

(vi — iy {vi — iy (m — iy
^,

whicli are for the most part given in my former memoir; tlie expressions for d.,U,

dsU, which are not explicitly given, follow at once from the e(]nations

(3;- + a,) U=Q, id,' + 2dA + d,) U = {);

those for did^iU, d.?U, and dtU are new, but when the expressions for d^djU and d-?U

are known, that for diU is at once found from the equation

(?,^ + 69,=?, + 49,^3 +m + d,) U = 0.

57. Before going further, I remark that we ha\e identically

(«, . .][,', y, z)- {a, . .^'/u,7 - ;'/3, va - \j, \(3 - fict)'-

a.r + liy + <jz, hx + hij +fz, gx
-\-
fij + cz

\ , t^ > V

a , /S , 7

(if for shortness j) = ax + ^y + yz, ^ = \x + /J-y + vz)

= If (31, . .$\, IX, vY

- 2pii {•>}[, . .\X, /x, vJ^oL, /3, 7)

+ ^=(51.--$«, /3, 7)^

o.S. If in this equation we take (a, h, c, /', y, A) to be the second differential

coefficients of U, and write also (a, /S, 7) = (9j., 8,,, 9^), the equation becomes

in {lu - 1 ) f/r - (mi - 1 )= 9= = <&
(,-/;9:c + yd,, + zdzf

-2^(a;9^ + ?/a, + ^9,)V

which is a genei-al equation for the transformation of 9= (= 9i-).

5!J. If with the two sides of this equation we ojjerate on U, we obtain

in (m - 1) UrU-{m - I)-' 9=^= m (vi - 1) ^U
-2(//6-l)^V^

C. V. 32
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and substituting the values

m — 1

we find the before-mentioned expression of di-U.

00. Operating with the two sides of the same equation oa a function H of tlie

order m, we find

Hi (m-\) UTH -(m-\Y d-H = m" (m' -l)<i>H

-2 (/«'-l)^Vjy

+ S^^D^;

and in particular if H is the Hessian, then writing m' = Srii — 6, and putting (7 = 0,

we find the before-mentioned expression for d-H.

61. But we may also from the general identical equation deduce the expression

for (dH)". In fact taking H a function of the degree m and writing

(a, ^, y) = (d.,H, dyH,d^H),

we have

m (m -l)U{a,. .'$_fJ,d,H- vd,,H, vd^H - Xd,H, 'Kd,,H-fjdMy -{m- 1)- (dHf

= m'-'^H' - 2ni"irHV H + ^' (31, .

.

l^d^^H, d,H, d,Hy
;

and if H be the Hessian, then writing «i' = 3«i — G and putting also U=0, we find

the before-mentioned expression for (dHf.

G2. Proof of equation

a, =

—

—, (.'vd, + yd.j + zd,) + -^-, V

.

Hi — 1 "^ ^ m — 1

We have

8o = a . a = {{Bv - G,j) a., + {C\ -Av)dy + (AfL - b\) a.,}.

(xiCdy -Bd,) + fi{Ad, - Cd,) + V (Bd^c - Ady)),

which is

= X {C'dy - B'd,) + ya (A'd, - G'd,) + V (B'd, - A'd,X

where
A' = dA= a (Bv - C/j,) + h (CX -Av) + c/(A/x- B\)

= \{hC- gB) -\-fj.{gA- aC) + v {ciB - hA ),

with the like values for B' and C". Substituting the values

(m—1) (J, B, C) = (ax + hy + g2, lix + hy+fz, <jx+fij + cz),

we have

(Hi -\)A' = X (% - %z) + M (% - 33^-) + v{^y - %z)

and similarly

(Hi -l)B' =X (3b - ®a:) + /J. {S^z -%x) + v{@z- Qx),

(m - 1) C" = X {Syv - 3I(/) + fi {^x - ^y) + v (^x - %),
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and then

(m - 1) ( C"?„ - B'?,) = X[(^x- ?(y ) dy - (3U - ®x) d,]

+ V [(g.r - ®y) dy - {®z - ga;) aj

= X [x (3( , ^, ®5a^, dy, a,) - 31 (,r?, + ydy + 2?,)]

+ A*
[•' (•&. '^. 5 Fx, dy, a,) - J3 (a,'a^ + ydy + ^a,)]

+ V [x (@, g- , g $a^, a„, a,) - ® (.-ca^ + ya,, + ^a,)]

= a; (51, ...$\, M. v\do„ dy, d^) - (3(, IQ, @5X, ^, z/) (.ra^ + ydy + zd,) ;

that is

and so

whence

or finally

{m-\){C'dy -B'd,) = xv -(2(, j^, @5x, /i, i;)(^a^ + yaj, + 2a,),

(m - 1) {A'd, - Ca,) = 2/V - (^, S3, g $X, ,M, v) (xd^ + ya^ + zd,),

{m - 1) {B% - 4'a,,) = 5V - (@, g ,
(S Jx, /., z.) (a;a^ + ya^ + zd,)

;

(//(. - 1) a,

=

{\x + ^y + vz) V - (3(, . .
.
$\, ^, i.)- {xd^ + yaj, + ^a.),

= '^V -<ii{xd^ + ydy + zd,);

m

63. This leads to the expression for d.-U; we have

9„= = 1

^= V =
;{m-iy

and operating herewith on U, we find

a„=fr= '4i^,)*=f7

_ 2(m-l)^

(m-l)-

32—2
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or since

on— 1

this is

(m — If {m— 1)-

64. We have didM^O, and thence

that is

dAU=-d,%U-d.fU;

or substituting the vahies of d^-d.U and d-.-II, we find the vakie of didiU as given in

the Table. And then from the equation

(d,' + G?{'d, + 43A + Sd,- + d,)U = 0,

or

d,U = - (3,^ + 6d,'d, + idA + 3S,0 U,

we find the vahie of d^U, and the proof of the expressions in the Table is thus

•completed.

65. Proof of equation V . 8 = 0.

We have

V . a = V . {{Bv - Cfi) d^ + ( c\ -Av) a„ + (Afi - b\) a,)

= V . (4 (/i,a, - vd,j) + B {vd^ - xa;) + a (xa,, - /^a,.))

= V ^ (/xa, - vdy) + V 5 (i/a^ - xa,) + V c (xs, - ^a^)

;

and then
V^l =(?l, ...$X, /x, v'T^a, h, g) = HX,

VB= (21, ...JX, fi, 1.5// , 6, /) = HfL,

or substituting these values, we have the equation in question.

66. Proof of the expression for dj.

We have

a. = ^<^{xd^ + ydy + zd,) + -^~ V;m—

1

?« — 1

and thence operating on the two sides respectively with di, =d, we have

a^ = -
;^^j {a* (xd^ + ydy + zd,) + ^d . (xd^ + ydy + zd^)]

+ -^, {a^v +^a. V]
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83=

—

^d^{xd^ + ijdy+zd,)—^-oa + ^^a. V.
m — \ '^ ' m — \ m — 1

253

G7. Proof of expression for d-jH.

Operating with d^ upon H, we have at once

m — 1 ??i — 1 ??i — 1
^

The remainder of the present Appendix is preliminary, or relating to the in-

vestigation of the expressions for did-fU and dj-d-jU, used ante, No. 31.

6S. Proof of equation V-dU=<i>dH - Hd^.

We have identically

(31, ...$x, f., vy-Qii, ...ja,, a,, a,?- [(31, ...$\, ya, v^d,, a„ a,)p

= (abc — &c.) (a, . ..'^vdy — /jd^, \dz — vdx, f-dx — '!^'^yf
',

that is

and then midtiplying by 3, and with the result operating on TJ, we find

^UdU-y'dU = HVdU.
Now

and thence

and observing that

nt7=(3[, ...$a,, a,, d,ru

= {%... la, b, c, 2f, 2,j, 2h);

adU=C}l, ...'^da, db, dc, 2a/; -Idg, '2dh):

H= a, h,
(J

':,

h, b, f
9' /. c

and thence that

dH = da, dh, dg + a, h, g

1 h, b, f
'

dh', db, df

I ff, /. c g, / c

+ a, h, g

h, b, f
,

dg, df, dc

we see that

= (3I, &, @lda, dh, dg) + {Jo, •©, gj^aA, 3^, df) + (®. %, (S^dg, df, dc),

= (31, ...$a«, db, dc, 2df 2dg, 2dh,

DdU = dH.
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Moreovex'
TU= (a,...Jydy-,id„...yU,

= (( ( hv- + t'/ii- — 2/Jtii'

)

+ h{ cX- + (IV- —'2gv\)

+ c ( a/i- + 6\- - 2h\p,)

+ 2f(-/X- +f/\fj, + IiXp-a/j,i')

+ 2g ( fXfjL — gfx- + lifiv — bv\ )

+ 2Ii ( fvX + <jvfjL — liv- — cKjji)

;

Yd U = (o, . ..J_vdy - fid,, ...ydU,

= u{v-dh + jX-dc — 2fivdf)

+ &C.

= X'- {hdc + cdh - 2/3/)

+ &C.

= (321, 335, 36, 35, 3®, a^j^X, m, v)\

that is

VdU = d^.

Hence the equation
^UdU-V'dU=HTdU

becomes
^dH- V-3f7 = i73*,

that is

69. Proof of equation 3i3.,°-f^ = z rr., i^dH - Hd<i?).
^ (in — i)'

We have

3„- = , „ *- (xd^ + yd,, + zd,y

2^

{m - ly

+ (m-l)='' '

and thence multiplying by 3,, =3, and witli the result operating upon U, we find

3^3„.tr=
(^'^-l)(^;-2) c^.3t/-|^^>^cDavtr+-^^„3V^^.'- (m-l)- (m-lf {vi-iy

But dU=0, and thence also V(3[/) = 0, that is (V.3)i7+V3Z7=0: moreover V.3 = 0,

and therefore (V.3) U=0, whence also V3f/"=0. Therefore

3,3,^f7=—̂ '-3V = [/;
(w-1)-

or substituting fur d'^-U its value =<t>dH~Hd't>, we have the required expression for

3,3./ ^7.
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70. Proof of equation

We have

and thence multiplying by dj- = ?-, and operating on U,

d,'d..
u=- '-^^ d'i'd-'U——, ^d'U+ -- (d.s/)d'U.

;;(. — 1 m — 1 m — 1

To reduce (9 . V ) 3- [7, we have

d{Vd"-U)='^d'U+ (d.Vd-)U,

= V9=f/+[(a. v)8=+ V (d.d')]u,

= S/d=U+ {d.V)d'U+2Vdd.,U,

and since

?. = - ^-r * (a;ax + yd,, + zd,) + -^ V
;m—1 ^ m — 1

multiplying by V3, and with the result operating on U, we obtain

m — 1 ?/i — 1

or since V 3 [7 = 0, this is

Va3..[7= ^
-, V'dU.m — 1

Hence

a(vs-t/)= va^'[7+(9. v)a--^f7+^-^_~ v=3f7,

that is

(d.V)d'U=d('7d'U)-Vd'U- -^^"^--dU.m—1
Substituting this value of (3 . V ) 3- f/", we find

m — 1 m — \

m — I
'

the three lines whereof arc to be separately further reduced.
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71. For the first line we have

(;/i — 1)- (m— 1)-

and hence

first line of d;%U =—^,- iim - 2) Hd^ + *a^).
(;/t — 1/

72. For the second line, we have

V(8=i/)= V8'-f/+2(V.a)a[7

= Vd-U, since V . 3 = 0, and therefore (V . 9) 3 ^7 = ;

that is

or writing

this is

whence also

\m — l {ui — iy J

m — \ {in — 1)-

^7=0, VU=-^^H, S/d = ^,m — 1

V 8= [7 =^^m H^ - ^-^„ V H,
(«t— 1)- {m — iy

(m— 1)- (m — 1)-

Similarly

\?M — 1 {in — If '

m
in

or putting

'^{WUd^+ UV (8*)) -
/^^^-fy

(^=V {dH) + 2%^'irdH)

m— 1

and observing also that "^ {dH), =VdH+ {'7 .d)H is equal to VdH, that is to dVH,
we obtain

V 3» [7= ^—^„ (mlf9* - 2$310 - 7—^-, \ , 9V iT

:

(7?l-l)-^ ^ (??l-l)-

and then from the above value of d{Vd-U), we find

d {Vd-'U)-vd'U=. ^^.„ (- 2ira* + m*a^) H-—^,, (-a(vif) + 3vii-)

;

(m— 1)- ' {m — iy- ^ '
'
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or observing that the term multiplied by .
— is =— (9. V)^, we find

second line of d^d'V = ^-^„ (- 2Hd^ + m<^dH) + ^-^,. (- ? . V ) i?)

.

{m — lf (m — 1)-^

73. For the third line, substituting for VdU its value =<^dH —Hd^, we have

third line of d^d,U = -- ^\
,.. CPBH - Hd^).

(m — 1)-

74. Hence, uniting the three lines, we have

( - 2 Hd^ + m^dH) + r^~.. (- (9 . V ) ^)
(m — I)' ^ '

{m-
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342.

ON THE CONICS WHICH PASS THROUGH THREE GIVEN

POINTS AND TOUCH A GIVEN LINE.

[From the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, vol. vi. (1864),

pp. 24—30.]

Consider the system of coiiics which pass through three given points and touch

a given line ; if among these we select the conies which touch an assumed line, it is

easy to show analytically that there are four such conies, all real or else all imaginary

;

viz. the three points form a triangle, and if the two lines cut the three sides produced

or cut the same two sides and the third side produced, then the conies are all real

;

but in every other case they are all imaginary. The latter part of the theorem may

also be seen geometrically; in fact, if a triangle is inscribed in a conic, say first in

an ellipse, or in a parabola, or in one branch of a hyperbola, then all the tangents

of the conic (and therefore any two tangents whatever) cut the three sides produced,

but if the triangle is inscribed in the two branches of a hyperbola (that is, two

vertices on one branch and the remaining vertex on the other branch), then all the

tangents of the conic (and therefore any two tangents whatever) cut the same two

sides and the third side produced : and thus the only real conies are those which cut

the three side.s produced, or else the same two sides and the third side produced.

The analytical proof referred to is as follows : taking {x = 0, y = Q, z = 0) for the

equations of the sides of the triangle, the equation of a conic through the three points is

/+ 2 + h =0,
X y z

or, what is the same thing,

2fyz + igzx + 2haiy = 0,

that is

(0, 0, 0,/; <7, h^w, y, zy = o.
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The inverse coefficients are

and hence the condition in order that the conic may touch the line ax + ^y + y: = is

oi', what is the same thing,

^/(«/)+V(/3i/) + ^/ (7/0 = 0.

Similarly the condition in order that the conic may touch the line lx+ mi/ +m =0 is

V (^') + V('"£') + V ("/') = 0- Hence if the conic touch the two lines, we have

V(/) Vig) V(/') = \/(/3")-V(7'») : ^/(yl)-^/(m) : >J {am) - ^/ (01),

or, what is the same thing,

/ : f/ : h = l3ii +ym —2 >•/ (^ymn) : yl + an — 2 sj (^anl) : am, + /SI — 2 n/ (a0lvi),

which, since the radicals must be so taken that the product may be —a0ylmn, gives

in all four conies : and these will be all real if the signs of (I, m, n) are the same

with, or opposite to those of (a, j3, 7) respectively ; which proves the theorem.

In particular since infinity is a line meeting the three sides produced ; if the

given line meet the three sides produced, the system will contain four real parabolas
;

but, if the given line meets two sides and a side produced, there is not any real

parabola. In the latter case, as is obvious geometrically, the conies of the system are

all hyperbolas.

Any side of the triangle, and the line joining the opposite vertex with the point

of intersection of the side and given line, form a pair of lines passing through the

three points and meeting on the given line ; such pair of lines is a conic of the

system ; and we have thus three pairs of lines, each pair a conic of the system.

We may by what precedes form some idea of the nature of the sj'stem of conies

which pass through the three given points and touch the given line. In fact writing

at the point of contact the letters H, P, E, L according as the conic is a hyperbola,

parabola, ellipse, or pair of lines, then if the given line cut the three sides produced,

we have as in fig. 1.

Fig. 1.

H, ^3 ^4

33—2
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Whereas, if the given line cuts two sides and a side produced, we have more

simply as in fig. 2.

Fig. 2.

But to gain a more precise knowledge, it is proper to consider the curve which

is the locus of the centres of the conies of the system.

Such locus which, as will presently be seen, is a curve of the fourth order, must,

it is clear, pass through the points of intersection (Xj, L., L^ in figs. 1 and 2 respectively

and p, q, r in fig. 3 presently referred to) of the sides with the given line ; and it

is not difficult to show geometrically that it touches, at these points, the sides of the

triangle. It may be shown also that the curve has three nodes (double points), viz.

the middle point of each side of the triangle is a node of the curve. In ftict if upon

any side as base we apply an equal and opposite triangle so as to form with the

given triangle a parallelogram, then any conic through the four vertices of the

parallelogram will have for its centre the central point of the parallelogram ; that

is, the middle point of the side in (|uestion. But we may through the four vertices

describe two conies, each of them touching the given line ; that is the middle point

of the side is the centre of two different conies of the system, and it is therefore a

node upon the curve of centres. And moreover the node will be a crunode or an

acnode (i.e. a double point with two real branches, or else a conjugate or isolated

point) according as the conies are real or imaginary : and it is easy to see that

if the given line does not cut the parallelogram, or if it cuts two opposite sides,

the conies will be both real ; but if it cuts two adjacent sides the conies will be both

imaginary; that is, in the former case we have a crunode, and in the latter an

acnode. Through each node may be drawn two tangents to the curve ; and it is a

known property of curves of the fourth order that the six points of contact lie on

a conic ; one of the tangents through the node is however the side whereon the node

lies, and the points of contact of the three sides lie on a line, viz. the given line

:

hence the last mentioned conic is composed of the given line, and another line ; that

is, the three points of contact of the other tangents through the three nodes lie on

this other line.

It is proper to add that the points at infinity of the curve of centres are the

centres of the four parabolas; that is, there will be four infinite branches, if the

parabolas are real, viz. if the given line cuts the three sides produced ; but no infinite

branch if the parabolas are imaginary, viz. if the given line cut two sides and a side

produced.
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The triangle and the three triangles applied to the three sides form together a

triangle similar to the original triangle but of double the linear magnitude, and the

form of the curve of centres depends as has been shown on the position of the given

line in regard to the triangle and the double triangle. The cases to be considered

are tolerably numerous, but it is easy from the foregoing considerations, to see in any

particular case what is the form of the curve of centres ; for facility of delineation

I select a form without infinite branches, see fig. 3, in which the given line cuts the

two sides CA, CB, and the third side AB produced; it is moreover to be observed

Fig. 3.

Qi
Pi

that as the figure is drawn the given line cuts the two sides CA, CB below their

middle points Q and P respectively. By what precedes it appears that the middle

points Q, P of these two sides CA, CB are each of them crunodes, but that the

middle point R of the remaining side AB is an acnode. And this being so the

general form of the curve is at once perceived to be that shown by fig. 3.

It is very interesting to trace the corresj)onding positions of the point of contact

on the given line, and of the centre on the curves of centres. When the point of

contact is at co , the centre is at /, as the jjoint of contact moves from oo to q, the

centre moves from / to q, and at q the two coincide ; as the point of contact moves

from q to a point Qo, the centre moves from q to Q (along the branch Q2) ; as the

point of contact moves from Q. to a point Pj, the centre moves from Q to P (along

the branch Q1\P); as the point of contact moves from Pj to p, the centre moves

from P to p (along the branch PI) and at p the point of contact and the centre

again coincide ; as the point of contact moves from p to r, the centre moves from

^j to r and at r they again coincide ; as the point of contact moves from ;• to a

point Po the centre moves from r to P (along the branch 2P); as the point of contact

moves from P., to a point Qi, the centre moves from P to Q (along the branch

P2 \Q) and finally as the point of contact moves from Q^ to oo , the centre moves

from Q (along the branch Q,) to /, thus completing the circuit.
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The equation of the curve of centres was given in the late Mr Hearn's " Researches

on Curves of the Second Order, &c. London, 1846," viz. if ;r = 0, ?/ = 0, z = be the

equations of the sides of the triangle formed by the given points ; x + y + z = the

equation of the line infinity, and ax + j3y + yz = the equation of the given line, then

the equation of the curve of centres is

V [ax {-X+7J + z)\ + V {I3y (w -y + 2)\+^ [jz (w + y-z)}=0,

or more generally if x + y + z = be the equation of an assumed line, then this equation

is that of the locus of the pole of the assumed line in regard to the conies passing

through the given points and touching the given line, see my paper " Note on a Family

of Curves of the Fourth Order," Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical Journal, t. V. (1850),

pp. 148—152, [85], where I have noticed the above mentioned property, that the conic

through the points of contact of the tangents through the nodes breaks up into a

pah- of lines. It is I think worth while to show how the equation is obtained. The

equation of a conic through the given points and touching the given line is

(Q, 0,0,1 g,h-lx,y, zy =

with the condition V (^/) + VC/^i/) + V (7/') = 0, and this being so, the coordinates of

the pole in relation thereto, of the assumed line x +y + z=0, are

X : y : z= (-f + g + h)/

( f-9 + h)g

( Z+ir -/')/'•

We have thence

— x + y + z proportional to —{—f+ g + h)f

+ ( /-ff + l')g

+ ( f+g-h)h,

that is, to f- — (g- hy, which is ={/— g + Ii)(f+ g — h),

and combining with this the equation

ax proportional to (—f+g + h)/a,

we obtain

ax {— x + y + z) proportional to a/,

that is

ax (- X + y + z) : I3y(x-y+z) : yz (x + y - z) = a/ : ^g : yh,

so that from the equation V («/ ) + V (/^i/) + V (7/') = 0, we have at once the foregoing

equation

^ [ax{-x + y + zyi + ^ [^y{x-y + z)] + ^J [yz{x + y -z)] = 0.

The rationalised form is

(1,1,1,-1,-1,- l$a,r (- x + y + z), ^y {x -y + z\ yz {x + y- z))- = 0,
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which shows what has been all along assumed, that the curve is of the fourth order.

This equation may be transformed into

a? (ci-af + 0-f + 'fz' - 1^-iyz + I'^azx + 2a/3.r^)

+ if{a.-a? + /3-y- + 7V- + l^^yz - I-^olzx + Id^xij)

+ z"" {(^x" + ^-f + 7-2= + l^^yz + ^azx - la^xij)

— Iijz (aw; + jS^ + 7^) (- a,r + % + 7.-)

— 22a; (ax + /8y + 72;) ( a*- — ^y + yz)

— 2xy (ax + ^y + yz) ( ax + ^y — yz) — :

if with this equation we combine the equation ax + ^y + yz = 0, we find at the points

of intersection with the given line

x" . 4<^yyz + y- . 'iyazx + z" . 4<a^xy = 0,

that is

xyz (fiyx + yay + a^z) = 0,

so that the points in question are the intersections of the given line ax + /3y + yz = 0,

with the lines x = 0, ?/ = 0, ^ = 0,
-
'+ ^ + - = 0. The point av + /3i/ + yz = 0, - + 1 + - =a/37 ^' a p y

corresponds to the conic which touches the given line at its intersection with the

assumed line x + y + z = 0, the pole in relation to this conic is obviously a point on

the given line. The point in question, if x +y + z = {) denote the line infinity, is the

point / of fig. 3.

It may be propei' to mention a far less symmetrical form of the equation of the

conic, but which has the advantage of putting in evidence the point of contact ; viz.

the equation is expressed in terms of the parameter a denoting the distance of the

point of contact from a given point in the base line, and which is therefore very

convenient for tracing the changes of form of the conic. Assuming as before that the

base line cuts the sides produced, then (see fig. 4) if of the three points 1 denote

Fig. 4.

that which is furthest from, and 2 that which is nearest to the base line, and if

the base line be taken ;is the axis of x, and 23 as the axis of y ; the equation of

X II

the base line is y = 0, and the equations of the sides 23, 31, 12 are x = 0, —, + ^, = 1,

- + j = l, where ((, b, a, b', a — a, b' — b, ti'b — ub' are all positive, so that, by choosing
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the axes as above, we avoid the consideration of the several cases corresponding to

different signs of these quantities. And this being so, if x=a. is the coordinate of

the point of contact, the equation of the conic is

{A, B, C, F, G, H~$^.T, y, \f = 0,

where

A = 2M' (a' - a),

B= 2a^' (a' -re),

C= 2a-^66'(o'-a),

F =- a- (a - u) (b' + b),

G = - 2abb' (a' - a),

H = {(a-- + act') (b' -b)-2a (ah' - a'b)},

and these give

AB -H- = - [[(a - a) V {b') + (a - a) V {h)\- - {a' - a) (a'b - ab')] x

[{(a - a) V {b') - (a - a') V (b)]- - (a' - a) {a'b - ab')],

BC - F' =-o.'{a'-ay(b'-by,

CA - G' = 0,

GH-AF = - 2bb' (af - a) (b' -b)a{a- a) (a - a'),

HF -BG = - {a' - a) {U - b) a- [(V + b) (a-' + cm) - 2a {ah' + a'b)],

FG - OH = - 2bb' («' - n) {b' - b) a- (a - a) (a - a').

The condition that the conic may be a parabola is AB — H-=0, which gives, as it

should do, four real values of a.

2, Stone Buildings, W.C.
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343.

ON THE CUSP OF THE SECOND KIND OR NODECUSP.

[From the Quarterly Journal uf Pure and Applied Mathematics, vol. VI. (1864),

pp. 74, 75.]

The so-called cu.sp of the second kind or ramphoid cusp, is not an ordinaiy

singularity of plane curves, but it is a singularity of a higher order. It is however

particularly considered in Pllicker's Theur-ie der Analytischen Curven, 1839 ; and it is

there, not only in the analytical discussion of the singularities of plane curves, but

in the author's theory of the generation of a curve, considered as described and

enveloped by a point moving along a line which at the same time rotates round the

point ; when the motion along the line vanishes, we have a cusp ; when the

motion round the point vanishes, we have an inflexion ; when the two motions vanish

together, we have a cusp of the second kind, which thus presents itself as a singularity

uniting the characters of a cusp or stationary point, and an inflexion or stationary

tangent : (I remark in passing that in this explanation it is not clear what is the

independent variable wherewith the motions are compared). But there is another point

of view from which the singularity in question may be considered, viz., it may be

regarded as a singularity arising from the union and amalgamation of a cusp, and a

double point or node ; in fact, in the tigure, which represents a curve having a cusp

and also a node, we have only to imagine the node approaching nearer and nearer to

and ultimately coinciding with the cusp, and it will be at once seen that the point

will become a cusp of the second kind ; or as it might properly, with reference to

c. V. 34
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this generation of it, be termed, a " nodecusp." It is to be noticed that in the point-

theory of curves, there is between the cusp and the nodecusp the intermediate singularity

of the tacnode, which arises from the union and amalgamation of two nodes, and

possesses the character of a cusp.

I i-eturn to the nodecusp; taking the point in question as the origin, and the

tangent for the axis of x, the equation will be a specialised form of the equation

ly- + i(a, 6, c, d\:c., yf + ii{a', b', c', d', e'^^x, i/y + &e. = 0,

which belongs to the case of a cusp, viz. (see Pllicker, p. 165) the conditions satisfied

by the special form are a = 0, a' = Sb", or the equation is

i (^ + ^ ba:"-y- + if (8c« + dy) + ^ij {Waf + Qc'x-y + M'xf + e'y=) + &c. = 0,

which is most easily verified, by observing that (this being so) the expansion of y in

terms of x will be of the form

y= — ^ bx" + Ax^ + &c.

It is now to be shown how the foregoing conditions (( = 0, a = Sb-, are obtained by

assuming that the curve has, besides the cu.sp, a node which ultimately coincides with

the cusp. Let (a, /S) be the coordinates of the node ; we must have

i/3-'-|-i(a, b, c, d'^a, jSy + ^ia', b', c', d', e'Ja, ^)^-|-&c. = 0,

1 (o, b, c$a, iSy + i (a', b', c', d'~^a, 0y + &c. = 0,

/3 +^{b, c, d^a, fiy + i (6', c', d', e'Ja, ^y -|-&c. = 0.

Assume /3 = ma", and then let a vanish ; the equations become in the first instance

^aa? + {^ m- + ^bm + ^^ a) a^ + &c. = 0,

laa?+8ic. =0,

(m + 1 6) a- + &c. = 0,

the second and third equation give a = 0, m + hb = 0, and the first equation then gives

^ ?;i- + ^ bm + ^L a' = ;

or substituting for vi its value = — ^b, this is a' = Sb", or the required conditions are

a = 0, a = 36", vt supra. The single condition « = corresponds to the case of the

tacnode.

2, Stone Buildings, W.C., September 17, 1862.
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344

ON CERTAIN DEVELOPABLE SURFACES.

[From the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, vol. VI. (1864),

pp. 108—120.(1)]

If C/'=0 be the equation of a developable surface, or say a developable, then the

Hessian HU vanishes, not identically, but only by virtue of the equation U=0 of the

surface; that is, HU contains f/ as a factor, or we may write HU= U .PU; the

function PU, which for the developable replaces as it were the Hessian HU, is termed

the Prohessiun ; and (since if r be the order of U the order of HU is 4r — 8) we
have 3?' — S for the order of the Prohessian. If r = 4, the order of the Prohessian is

also 4, and in fact, as is known, the Prohessian is in this case = U. The Prohessian

is considered, but not in much detail, in Dr Salmon's Geometry of Three Dimensions,

(1862), pp. 338 and 426 [Ed. 4 (1882), p. 408] : the theorem given in the latter place

is almost all that is known on the subject. I call to mind that the tangent plane

along a generating line of the developable meets the developable in this line taken

2 times, and in a curve of the order r—l; the line touches the curve at the point

of contact, or say the ineunt, on the edge of regression, and besides meets it in

?• — 4 points. The ineunt taken 3 times, and the ?• — 4 points form a linear system

of the order ;• — 1, and the Hessian of this system (considered as a curve of one

dimension, or binary quantic) is a linear system of 2?' — 6 points ; viz. it is composed

of the ineunt taken 4 times, and of 2r— 10 other points. This being so, the theorem

is that the generating line meets • the Prohessian in the ineunt taken 6 times, in the

r — 4 points, and in the 2?' — 10 points (6 + r — 4 + 2r — 10 = 3r — 8) ; it is assumed that

r = b at least.

The developables which first present themselves are those which are the envelopes

of a plane

(a, b,...\t, 1)" = 0,

' Presented to the Eojal Society and read 27 Nov., 1862, but withdrawn by permission of the Council.

34—2
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where t is an arbitrary parameter, and the coefficients (a, h,...) are linear functions

of the coordinates; the equation of the developable is

Disct. (a, h, ...\t, !)"=(),

the discriminant being taken in regard to the parameter t. Such developable is in

general of the order 2w — 2, but if the second coefficient h is = 0, or, more generally,

if it is a mere numerical multiple of a, then a will divide out from the equation, and

we have a developable of the order 2?i — 3 : the like property of course exists in regard

to the last but one, and the last, of the coefficients of the function. We thus obtain

developables of the orders 4, 5, and 6, sufficiently simple to allow of the actual

calculation of their Prohessians, and the chief object of the present Memoir is to

exhibit these Prohessians ; but the Memoir contains some other researches in relation

to the developables in question.

Quartic Developable, jS^os. 1 to 6.

1. I consider hrst the developable of the fourth order

U= a'<P - 6abcd + 4ac» + 4fr'(Z - Wc-,

derived from the cubic function {a, b, c, d\t, If, and which is in fact the general

quartic developable.

2. Taking {a, b, c, d) as coordinates and omitting common numerical factors, the

first derived functions are

ad--Sbcd + 2c'
,

- Sacd + 6b-d - Sbc\

— Sabd + 6ac'-^ — Sb-c,

a-d - Sabc + 26'

,

(quantities which, if (A', Y, Z, W^t, If denote the cubicovariant of {a, b, c, d^t, If,

are equal to (— W, SZ, —SY, X) respectively). And the second derived functions are

d? , - Scd , - Sbd + 6c= , 2ad - 36c,

-Scd , 12bd-Sc-, - Sad-Qbc, - Sac + 66-,

-3bd + 6c-, - Sad-6bc, 12ac-Sb-, -Sab

2ad — 36c, — 3ac + 66-

,

— Sab , a^

8. Representing these by
A,
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and expressing the determiaant in the partially developed form

= {AM -LH) {FN -CM)

+ (AN-LG){FM-BN)

+ {AP-D ){BG -F- )

+ {HN- GMf

+ {HP-LM){FG -CH)

+ {GP-LiY){HF-BG),

and proceeding to the calculation, we find

AM-LH FN- CM AN-LG FM-BN AP-L- BC - r-

=3x =9x =3x =9x =3x =9x

269

acd? + 1
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where the first column is the Hessian. This is in ftict = U-, and hence the Prohessian is

FU=U = a-d-
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then if = '^{\X + fiY +vZ + pW), we have

(3f, §), 3. m = (OX + ctU, eY + /3U, 0Z + yU, ew + BU).

The function (X, Y, Z, W^t, Vf is the cubicovaiiant of {a, b, c, d^t, If and if for

a moment these functions are represented by v, u respectively, and if we also write

U=a-d?-k,c.= U{a, b, c, d), then

(u+ex, b + 0Y, C + 0Z, d + 0W^t, iy' = if + 0v,

and thence

U (a + 0X, b + 0Y, c + 0Z, d +0W) = Disct. (it + ev),

by a formula given in my " Fifth Memoir on Quantics," Pkil. Trans., t. CXLVIII. (1858),

see p. 442 [156] ; the function on the left-hand side thus contains [7 as a factor,

und it at once follows that the function

Uia + X, b + ^, c+3. f^ + 2B);

viz., the function obtained from U by writing therein (<(, -l-Jf, b + ''J), c + ^, rf+S5) in

the place of (a, h, c, d) respectively, contains C/ as a factor, and therefore vanishes if

U = ; that is a + X, 6 + S), c + 3) f^ + 2B, are the coordinates of a point on the

surface U=0; they are in fact the coordinates of a point on the generating line

through (a, b, c, d) ; this is a theorem which applies to any developable whatever, as

appears by the following considerations.

Remarks on the Genend Theory of Developables, Nos. 7 to 9.

7. In general for any surface whatever, taking a point on the surface, the successive

polars of this point (the last of them being the tangent plane) all touch at this point

;

and not only so, but the tangents to the two branches of the curve in which the

surface itself (or any of its polars down to the quadiic polar) is intersected by the

ultimate polar or tangent plane, are respectively coincident. Suppose that for any point

on the surface, the quadric polar becomes a cone : the vertex of this cone is not the

point itself; hence the tangent plane at the point touches the cone along a generating

line ; that is the tangents to the curve of intersection with the surface, or with any

of its polars, coincide with the generating line of the cone—and the curve of inter-

section of the tangent plane with the surface, or any of its polars, at the point of

contact (instead of, as in general, a node) has a cusp. In particular the curve of

intersection with the surface has at the point of contact a cusp. The condition that

the quadric polar may be a cone is HU= 0, and when this differential equation is

.satisfied in virtue of the equation ^"=0 (that is, when we have identically i/^f/ = U.PU),
the surface is a developable. Now all that is proved in the first instance by the

equation HU=Q is that every point of the surface has the above mentioned property;

viz., that the tangent plane at the point cuts the surface in a curve having a cusp

at the point in question.
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8. What really happens in the case of a developable is more than this ; viz. the

curve of intersection is made up of the generating line taken twice, and of a curve of an

order less by 2 than the order of the surface. Let (x, y, z, w) be the coordinates of the

point on the developable, U=0 the equation of the developable, {A, B, C, P, F, G, H, L, M, N)
the second derived functions of U, (91, 23, (S, *]>, g, ®, i^, i, '03?, 51) the inverse system,

K the determinant fonned with the second derived functions, so that we have K=HU=0.
The coordinates of the vertex of the cone are given by the equations

a : /3 : 7 = 91
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and writing therein in place of {a, b, c, e), the vakies (a, 2b, 3c, — 27e), the second

factor divided by 729 gives the foregoing expression for U, belonging to the form

(o, 2b, 3c, 0, -27e$<, 1)^

11. Taking (a, b, c, e) as coordinates, and omitting common numerical factors, the

first derived functions of U are

'Ad'e" + 12ac-e - 24.b-ce + 9c^
,

- 4<8abce + M¥e -I6bc'

1 2a=ce - 24a6-e + 36ac^ - 2'ib-c-,

2aH + 6«--c= -24«?*=c + 166*
,

and the second deinved functions are

3(ae= + 2c-e) ,
- 24ice

- 246ce , 8 (- 3fflce + 1 2&=e - e\

6 (2ace - 26-e + 3c''), 24 (- abe, - be")
,

3 (a-e + 2ac' - Wc), 8 (- 3a6c + W)

12. Representing these by

6 (2ace - 26^6 + Sc^,

24(-a6e-6c-)
,

G (a'-e + 9ac- — 46-c),

6 {a-c — 2ab-)

3 {a-e + 2ac= - 46-c),

8 (- 3a6c + 46^) ,

G {d-c — 2ab-) ,

a"

A,
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X= = 9x
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15. But before discussing the Prohessian, I will further consider the developable

itself. Regarding it as derived from the equation («, '2b, 3c, 0, —27e'^t, iy = 0, we have

eU= (27)-' {{ae - c-f + (- Sace + 46-e - c')-] = 0,

and observing that

— 3«ce + ih'-e — c' = c (ae — c") — 46 (oc — h-),

it appears that the equations of the cuspidal curve or edge of regression of the

developable are ae — c- = 0, etc — b- = (so that the cuspidal curve is a curve of the

fourth order, the intersection of two quadric surfaces, or say a quadri-quadric curve).

This is perhaps better seen by writing the equation of the developable in the form

11= a {ae — c-)- — He (ae — c") (ac — h'-) + 16e {ac — h-)" = 0,

or what is the same thing

U = (a, c, e\ae — c-, 4ac-46=)==0,

where the discriminant of the quadric function is = ae — c", which vanishes for the

curve (ae — c" = 0, ac — h'- = 0).

16. Another form of the equation is

U = a {ae + Sc^)'- - 86- (3ace - 26-e + c') = 0,

which shows that the conic ae + 3c- = 0, 6 = 0, is a nodal curve on the develoj^able.

And, again, another form is

U = c' (9ac - 86'-) + e {a'e + Ga-c- - 2iah-c + 16b') = 0,

which shows that the conic 9ac — 8b- = 0, e = 0, is a simple line on the developable.

17. In my paper " On the Developable Surfaces which arise from Two Surfaces

of the Second Order," Camb. and Bub. Math. Jour., t. V. (18.50), pp. 46—57, [84], I

considered first the developable having for its edge of regression the intersection of two

quadric surfaces ; in the general case the developable is of the order 8 ; but if the

two surfaces have an ordinary contact it is of the order 6 ; and if they have a

singular contact (as there explained) it is of the order 5. And in the last mentioned

case, if the equations of the two quadric surfaces are taken to be x" — 2wz = 0,

y-—1zx=-0, then the equation of the developable was found to be

iizhu- + 1 2z-aS-v) + 90*'* — 2'i:zxii'hu — ^x^y- + Sy*w = 0,

which putting therein z = a, y=2b, x=2c, w = 2e, becomes

«"e- -I- 6«-c-e — 2iab-ce + i)ac* + IQb'e — S6-c' = 0,

which is the before mentioned developable Z7 = 0; the two equations x-—2wz=0, i/-—2zx =
become by the same substitution ae — c" = 0, ac — b- = 0. We have in fact already seen

that the -developable U=0 has this curve for its edge of regression.

35—2
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18. But in the paper just referred to, it is also shown that considering the

developable which is the envelope of the common tangent planes of two quadric

surfaces ; in the general case the developable is of the order 8, but if the two surfaces

have an ordinary contact it is of the order 6, and if they have a singular contact it

is of the order 5.

In the last mentioned case the surfaces may without loss of generality be reduced to

conies, and their equations may be taken to be {y" — 2zx = 0, w =0) and {x-— 2zw= 0, 2/=0)('),

and this being so the equation of the developable is

S2zhu- - S2z-afio + 72zxfw + Szx-" - 21ifw - ^a?if = 0.

This is really a developable of the same kind with the first mentioned developable of

the order 5; for writing x=\2c, y = 8b, z = 3a, w = — 8e, the equation becomes

«%2 + 6a-c^e - 2ia¥ce + 9a& + 16b*e - 8bV = 0,

which is the before mentioned developable 11=0. The equations of the two conies

become (9ac — 86- = 0, e = 0) and {ae + 3c- = 0, 6 = 0), and the developable is thus the

envelope of the common tangent planes of these two conies. It has been seen that

the first conic is a simple line, but the second conic a nodal line, on the developable.

19. Recapitulating, the developable of the fifth order U = 0, which is the envelope

of the plane (a, 2h, 3c, 0, —21e){t, 1)^ = is the locus of the tangents of the qiiadri-

quadric curve (ae — c" = 0, ac — h'^ = 0), and it is also the envelope of the common tangent

planes of the conies (9ac — 8fr-=(), e = 0) and («e + 3c- = 0, 6 = 0).

20. Returning now to the Prohessian, its equation may be written in the form

PL" = (3a=c, - W-c, ace + 2l)-e'^ae — c\ 4a.c - 46-)- = 0,

and the discriminant of the quadric function is

3«;-ce (ac + 26") - 96-'c-,

which is

= 3c {(a-e + 36-c) {ac — b-)+ Sab- (ae — c-)),

and recollecting that the equations of the cuspidal curve or edge of regression of the

developable are ae — c" = 0, ac— 6- = 0, it thus appears that the curve in question is also

a cuspidal curve on the Prohessian.

21. Consider for a moment the surface

(3a=c, - 36'-c^, ace + 29b-e'^ae - c", iac - 46-)- = 0,

^ These are in fact the conies made use of, p. 57 in the paper above referred to [and p. 495 in the

reprint], but the equations are by mistake given as {x'--2yz=0, w = 0), {ij--2zw= 0, .i; = 0), that is, x and i/ are

interchanged.
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where 6 is au arbitrary parameter ; this is a surface having for a noJal curve the

cuspidal curve of the developable ; but if the discriminant of the quadric function

vanishes, that is if

:ia-ce (ac + 2¥6) - %'c-e- = 0,

for ae — c- = 0, ac — b- = 0, then the curve in question will be a cuspidal curve on the

•surface. But the last mentioned equation is

3c [(a=e + S¥c9') (ac - b') + ah- {( 1 + 2d) ae - 30V)] = 0,

which for ae — c'- = 0, ac—h- = 0, becomes 1 + 2f^ — 3i9- = 0, that is 0=1, which gives the

Prohessian, or = — ^.

22. For the latter value the surface is

(9a-c, Sb-c, Sace - 2b-e^ae — c'-, iac — 46-)-' = 0,

or, expanding, the surface (0 = — ^) is

= 0,a^ce-
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which give

{ac - ¥) [3c {ae - c") - 4e {ac - h-)] = 0, U=Q,

and these are equivalent to

(ac-b- = 0, r=0) and {3c(rte- c=) -4e(oc- fr-) = 0, ^7=0),

so that the entire intersection is made up of (ac - h- = 0, U=0) twice, and of

{4e(ac-b-)-2c(ae-c-) = 0, 17 = 0} once.

25. The first part is at once seen to give

the cuspidal curve {ac — b' = 0, ae — c- = 0) 4 times, order IG

the line (a = 0, b = 0) 4 „ 4

20

The second part gives

(ae — C-) [4c («c — b") 4- a {ae — c'-)] = 0,

{4e {ac - b-) - :3c {ae - c")] = 0,

this consists of 1" the part ae — c" = 0, e(ac — 6-) = 0, viz.

the cuspidal curve (ac —b'=0, ae — c" = 0) once, order 4

the line (c = 0, e = 0) twice, „ 2

and 2° the part

4c (ac — b") + a {ae — c") = 0,

4e {ac — b") — 3c (ae — c") = 0,

which contains

the cuspidal curve {ac — b" = 0, ae — c" = 0) once, order 4,

and bj' writing the two equations in the form

c {ae + Sc-) - 46-e = 0,

a {ae + 3c-) - 4'b-c = 0,

it is clear that it contains also

the nodal curve {ae + 3c-, b = 0) twice, order 4

and the line (c = 0, e = 0) once, „ 1

9

whence the complete intersection of the developable and the Prohessian is made up

as follows, viz.

the cuspidal curve {ac — b- = 0, ae — c" = 0) 6 times, order 24

the nodal curve {ae + 3c- = 0, 6 = 0) 2 times, „ 4

the line (a = 0, b = 0) 4 times, „ 4

the line (a = 0, e = 0) 3 times, „ _3

35
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Special Sextic Developable, Nos. 26 to So.

26. Lastly, we have the developable

U= eve" - 12«'-6fZe= - 21a-d' - Gab'd'e - 276V - G-ib'd' = 0,

derived from the quartic function (a, b, 0, d, e\t, \y ; the discriminant is in fact

{ae — -ibd)^ — 27 (— ad" — b-e)-, which is equal to the foregoing value of U.

27. Taking a, b, d, e as coordinates, then omitting common numerical factors, the

first derived functions are

«=e= - Sabde:' - 18ad' - 26V/-e,

- 4!a^de- - 4^abd-e- 366V - G'ib'd'

,

- 4a26e= - S6a-d' - 4^ab"-de - 6ib'd'

,

a'e- - 8a-bde- 2ab-d' - I8b*e
,

and the second derived functions (changing, for greater convenience, the signs) ai'e

2 (- ae' + ibde- + Od^), 4 (2«rf- + bd'e), 4 {iabe- + ISad' + b-de), - fin-e- + IGabde + 2hhl-,

4 (2ade^ + bd'e), 4 (ad-e + 27fr^e- + •S2bd'), 4 (a-e- + 2abde + 48Z.VZ-), 4 {2a-de + abd- + ISb'e),

4 (2abe- + ISad' + b-de), 4 {are- + 2abde + 4:8b-d'), 4 {21a^d- + ab-e + ^2¥d), 4 (2a% + ab'^d),

- 3a=e= + IQahde + 2b-d\ 4 {^d'de + abd' + 186'e), 4 {2a-be + ab-d), 2 (- ai'e + iarbd + 96*).

28. Representing these by

A, H, (}, L,

H, B, F, M,

G, F, G, M,

L, M, N, P,

and employing for the determinant the same partially developed form as in the first

example, then proceeding to the calculation, we find

AM-
= 4

LH
X

a-bd-e'

dhPe

abhPe-

abd"

hhle'

bhl*e

+ 2

- 15

+ 36
- 36
- 12

+ 18

+ 144
+ 322

FN-
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HP- LM
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30. This divides, as it should do, by

U =

281

a-'e'
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which is found to be divisible by (ae—'ibdY: and we thus obtain for PU the form

Pt/= _ 108 (aV- + 4 abde - Ub-cP) {ad' + ¥e)- + (aY- + 28 abde - 20 M-) {ae - 4 bdf,

which puts in evidence that the cuspidal line (ae — -ibd = 0, ad- + b'-e =0) nf the

developable is also a cuspidal line of the Prohessian.

32. Writing the equations of the developable and the Prohessian under the forms

A'-27 B- = 0,

LA'-lOHMB- = 0,

and substituting in the second equation -4^=27-8-, it becomes B"(L — 4'M) = 0, that

is the intersection is made up of J.^ =0, B'- = 0, which is the cuspidal curve taken six

times (order 36), and of the curve A'-27 B- = 0, i-4i¥=0 (order 24). But sub-

stituting for L, M their values, the equation L — 4il/ = becomes

«-e- — 4a6rfe — 1 2,h-d- = 0,

that is

(«.e + Ibd) {ae - <obd) = 0,

so that the last mentioned curve is composed of the intersections of the developable

by the two quadric surfaces

ae + 2bd = 0, ae - Gbd = 0.

33. Now combining with the equation of the developable the equation ae + 2bd — 0,

and observing that in consequence of the last mentioned equation we have

(ae - -ibdf = (- Gbdf = - 21G ¥d' = + 108 ab'd%

the equation of the developable gives {ad- — b-e)- = 0, or we have (taken twice) the curve

ae -f '2bd = 0, ad- — b'-e = 0, which is a curve of the .sixth order made up of the lines

(a = 0, 6 = 0), {d = 0, e = 0), and of a quartic curve (an excubo-quartic ') the nodal line

on the developable. If in like manner with the equation of the developable we combine

the equation ae — C^hd = 0, then from this equation we have

(ae - Udf = (2bdy = 8¥d^ = ^a¥d\

and the equation of the developable then gives

(ad- + b^e-) -^ ab-d^e = ;

that is,

((ff + 6'6-e = 0, ad' + ^b-e = 0, if 6"+ ^= 2 - Jj- = -W

' A (luaitic curve which is the complete intersection of two quadric surfaces is termed a quaclriquadric

;

a quartic curve of tlie kind which is not such complete intersection but can only be represented by means

of a cubic surface is termed an excubo-quartic.
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The curve ae — Gbd = 0, ad- + db-e = is made up of the lines (« = 0, b— 0),

(d = 0, e = 0), and of au excubo-quartic, and the curve ae — Qbd = 0, ad- + ^ b-e = is

made up of the same two lines and of an excubo-quartic.

34. Hence we see that the intersection of the developable and the Prohessian

which is of the order (6 + 10=) 60 is made up as follows, viz,,

cuspidal curve ae — 46fZ = 0, ad- + b'-e = 0,

line (a = 0, b = 0)

line (d = 0, e=0)

nodal curve (excubo-quartic) ae 4- 2bd = 0, ad- — b-e =

excubo-([uartic ae— Gbd = 0, ad--{-6b^e =

excubo-quartic ae — Qbd = 0, ad- -i- ^j 6^e =

taken 6 times, 6 x 6 = 30

4 ,
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345.

ON THE INFLEXIONS OF THE CUBICAL DIVERGENT

PARABOLAS.

[From the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, vol. vi. (1864),

pp. 199—203.]

The five divergent parabolas, species 67 to 71, of Newton's Enmneratio Linearuni

tertii Ordinis (1704), are iueliided under the general equation y- = aa? + <ihx- -\- ^cx -'r d :

there are two general forms, or forms without singularities, viz. the parabola cum ovali,

sp. 67, and the parabola pura, sp. 71 ;
two forms having a double point, viz. the nodata,

sp. 68, and the punctata, sp. 69, according as the double point is one with real

branches, or is a conjugate or isolated point ; and finally the cuspidata or semicubical

parabola, sp. 70, which has a cusp. In the nomenclature of my short note " On Curves

of the Third Order," British Assoc. Report for the Year 1861, Notices dx. p. 2, the five

parabolas are the complex, the simplex, the crunodal, the acnodal, and the cuspidal;

the distinction there made of the simplex kind of cones of the third order into three

subspecies, applies to the simplex parabola, and for this particular case was, as I have

since ascertained, noticed in Murdoch's Neivtoni Genesis Gurvarum per Umbras, 8vo.

Lend. 1746, pp. 1—126. It may be remarked that in this very interesting and valuable

work the number of species is given as 78, viz. the author includes the four species

added by Stirling, and the other two usually considered to have been added by Cramer

(one of them the author himself attributes to Cramer), and that the demonstration of

Newton's theorem is effected in the most complete way by showing in what manner
the five cones are each of them to be cut so as to obtain the 78 species of cubic curves.

The analytical investigation of the points of inflexion of the above-mentioned

divergent parabolas, that is, the carves defined by the equation

y" = ax^ + 36*^ + 3c« + d.
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is not without interest. Tiie re.sult which should be obtained is, by the general theory

of cubic curves, known to be as follows : there is always an inflexion at infinity, in

the point where the line infinity is met by the line x = (or, what is the same thing,

by any ordinate of the curve) ; but disregarding altogether this inflexion at infinity,

then in the general case where the curve is without singularity, the remaining eight

inflexions (two of them real, six imaginary) lie in pairs on four ordinates of the curve:

if however the curve has an acnode, the six imaginary inflexions coincide with the

acnode, viz. the three ordinates corresponding to these pass through the acnode, but

there are still two real inflexions ; if the curve has a crunode, four of the imaginary

inflexions and the two real inflexions coincide with the crunode, viz. the three ordinates

con-esponding to these pass through the crunode, and there is not any real inflexion,

although there are still two imaginary inflexions ; finally, if the curve has a cusp, then

the eight inflexions coincide with the cusp, viz. the four ordinates corresponding to

these pass through the cusp, and there is no inflexion real or imaginary.

Proceeding now to the analytical investigation, if in order to form the Hessian we

introduce the new coordinate z = \, the equation of the curve becomes

U = — 1/-Z + ax? + 'ihxz- + 3cA'2- + dz^,

and thence forming the second differential coefficients, and ultimately replacing 2 by its

value, = 1, we have

HU= = 0;- 6 {ax + h), , - 6 (hx + c)

, 2
,

-Ly

-Q{hx + c), 2y, - 6 {ex + d)

whence, developing and dividing by 24, we find

3 ((«* + b) {ex + d) - {hx + f)'l + (".'- + h)f= 0,

or, what is the same thing,

3 j(ac + h-) X- + {ad - be) x + {bd - c-){ + {ax +h)rf = ^),

as the equation of the Hessian curve, meeting the given cubic curve

aa? + Sbx- + Sex + d- f = 0,

in its points of inflexion. Multiplying the last-mentioned equation by b, and adding it

to the equation of the Hessian, we obtain

abx^ + Sacx- + Sadx + ibd — Sc* -I- axtf = 0,

or, what is the same thing,

, , 00 «j Sc'-4'bd
xij- = — bii^ — 6cx- — Mx -\ ,
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as the equation of a curve meeting the given curve

y- = aaf + Sbx- + oc.r + d,

in its points of inflexion; and if for greater simplicity \ve assume « = 1, d = (the

latter equation means obviously that the origin is taken at one of the three inter-

sections of the curve with the axis of x, say the real one, if the intersections are

one real, two imaginary), then the equation of the curve is

y- = X (x- + 'Sbx + 3c),

and the inflexions are given as the intersections of the curve with the curve

.ry- = — bx^ — 3cx- + 3c-.

There is, it is clear, an inflexion at the point at infinity on the line x = ; and

eliminating y- we find

X* + 3?w" + 3r,i'-' = - 6.r- - 3cx- + 3c=,

or, what is the same thing,

a,.4 + 4?,,r- + Qcx"- - ^c- = 0,

a quartic equation giving the four ordinates through the remaining eight inflexions.

If the curve has a cuspidal point, then the origin will be at the cusp, and we

have b = 0, c = 0, and the quartic equation becomes *-' = ; that is, the four ordinates

pass through the cusp.

If the curve have a node, then taking the origin at the node we have c = :

the equation of the curve is

y- = w- (x + 36),

and the curve has a crunode or an acnode according as b is positive or negative

;

the quartic equation becomes
«= (x + 46) = 0,

and the factor of = gives three ordinates through the node ; the remaining factor

x + ib=0 gives the ordinate through the two inflexions ; and substituting this value

of X in the equation of the cubic, we find

y- = -l6b\

and the resulting values of y (consequently also the inflexions) are imaginary if b be

positive, that is, for the crunodal form ; but real if b be negative, that is, for the

acnodal form. It is to be observed that the indefinite ordinate a; + 46 = or a; = — 46

is real in each of the two cases : in the crunodal case, the ordinate lies outside the

curve, that is beyond the loop ; in the acnodal case inside the curve, that is on the

opposite side to the acnode in regard to the vertex ; and using 36 to denote the distance

(taken positively) of the ^-ertex from the node, (that is, in the crunodal case changing

the sign of 6), the distance (taken jiositively) of the ordinate from the vertex is

= 46 — 36, =6, = i
. 36, that is, it is one-third of the distance of the vertex from the

node.
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Consider next the case of a curve without singularities ; and first the complex case,

the condition for which is that the equation x- + Sbx + 3c = may have its roots real,

or c<f6-. The values of x which give y = are

a; = 0, a; = -§6± V3(f6— c);

and we may without loss of generality assume that b and c are each of them positive
;

the value x = will then belong to the vertex of the parabolic portion, and the two

negative values .« = - 16 + V3 (f
6- — c) will belong to the vertices of the oval. The

limiting values c = and c = |6- give the acnodal and the crunodal curves respectively,

which have been already considered.

In the case in question {b=+, c = +, c<f6^), the equation .v^ + ibx^ + 6cx — Sc' =
has only two real roots, one of them positive and the other negative ; and the positive

root substituted in the equation y'^ = x (x- + Sbx + 3c) gives y' = +, and we have thus

the two real inflexions : in order to verify that the negative root gives imaginary

inflexions, it must be shown that this negative root does not lie between the two

values « = — 16 i ^3(1 6- — c), or, what is the same thing, that these values substituted

for X in the function

./;* + ibx:-' + Sex- — 3c;-,

give results of the same sign.

To verify this write c = ^b'- {I- 0-) (where ^< 1) and « = |6(^— 1); then for the

limiting values of x, we have |6(|— 1) =— f6 + 4^^, or ^=±0; and moreover

A- + 46.r + {Jcx^ - 3c- =^¥ {3 (^ - ly -f S (^- 1)^ + G (f - I)-' (1 - (9=) - (1 - BJ},

where the term in brackets is

= 3|» - 4^ - (36?^f- + 126^'^^ - 461- - 0\

and writing ^= ±0, this becomes

- -id' - 46I- + <S6^=, = - 40= ( + 1 Y,

so that the two values are each negative, and the theorem is thus proved. It may be

added that the curve

y = x*-{- -ibx" + 6c.':- — 3c^

cuts the axis in two real points, • one of them situate between the oval and the pai'a-

bolic portion of the cubic parabola, the other within the parabolic portion.

Lastly, for the simplex case, the condition for which is c > f b- ; the equation

= A-* + 46ar' + Gcaf' — 3c^ has, as before, two real roots, one positive and the other

negative; and since the negative root substituted for w in the equation y-=x^ + 'ibx- + Scx

gives a negative value of y-, it is only the positive root which gives an ordinate

through two real inflexions. The curve y = x* + 4<bx^ + 6cx- — 3c- meets the axis in two

real points, one of them without, the other within the cubic parabola.
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I remark that the equation x" + 2bx + c = gives the level points (i.e. the points

where the tangent is parallel to the axi.s) of the cubic parabola. In the complex case,

where c < f 6-, then (/. fortiori c < b- or the values of os are both real, one of these

values gives y'^ positive, and we have thus the maximum ordinate of the oval ; the

other value of a; gives y- negative. In the simplex case, where c>f6-, we may have

1". c < b", and the two values of a; give each of them y- positive ; the least value of

X corresponds to a maximum ordinate, the greatest to a minimum ordinate of the

cubic parabola, and between these we have the ordinate through the two real inflexions,

the tangents at the inflexions meeting on the axis within the parabola. 2°. We may
have c = b", the two values of x here coincide, giving the ordinate through the two

real inflexions, the tangents at the inflexions being horizontal. And 3". We may have

c > b'-, the two values of x are then imaginary and we have no real level point.

These are, in fact, Murdoch's three forms, which he distinguishes as the ampuUata,

media, and cai)ipaniforrnis.

2, Stone Buildings, W.C, June 2, 1863.
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346.

NOTE ON AN EXPRESSION FOR THE RESULTANT OF TWO
BINARY CUBICS.

[From the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, vol. vi. (1864),

pp. 380—3S2.]

Mr Wakren, in his paper " lUustrations of the Theory of Critical Functions,"

Quarterly Mathematical Journal, t. vi. pp. 231—237, (1864), has given for the Resultant

of two binary cubic functions, an expression which is in etfect as follows ; viz. considering

the cubic

(«, b, c, d'^a; y)\

its Hessian
(a, b, c^x, y)', — (ac — b", ad — be, bd — c-J.r, y)",

and the cubicovariant

(A, B, C, Dfx, yf, = '' a-d -Ubc+W ,

Sabd-Qac- +Sb-c,

- ?,acd + 6b-d - 36c-,

- ad- + Sbcd - 2c' ,

and in like manner the cubic

(a', b', c', d'fx, yY,
its Hessian

(a', b', c'\x, yf,

and the cubicovariant

{A', B\ 6", D'fx, yf:

21= ad' -36c' -36'c - a'd
,

g5=ac' +a'c -2bb'

(i=AD'- SBC + SB'C - A'D,

c. V.

(''V. yf;

and writing

37
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then the Resultant is

= -221^+27 2133 + 27 6,

that is, the Resultant is

= - 2 (ad' - ad - Sbc + Sb'cY

+ 27 (ad' - a'd - 36c' + Sb'c) x

j(ac - 6-) (b'c' - d'') -^(ad- be) (ad' - b'c') + (bd - c-) (aV - 6"-)l

+ 27{ ia'd-Sabc+2b' )(- a'd'' + -3b'c'd' -2c'

)

-S(abd-2ac-+b-c ){-a'c'd' + 2b'-d' -b'c'-)

+ S{-acd + 2h-d - be-) ( a'b'd' - 2a'c- + b'-c )

- (-ad;' + 3bcd-2c')( a'Hl' -^a'h'c +2b'%

In particular assume

(a', 6', c', d'\x, i/Y = ar* + y^,

so that

(a', b', c'^x, yf = a:ij,

{A', B', C, D'^m, yy=x'-f,
and thus

a' =d' =1, b' = c' =0,

a' =c' =0, h' = h,

A' = -D' = l, B' = C' = 0.

2t = a - d,

i8 = -b = 6c-«rf,

Q :=A+D=aHl-ad'- Sabc + Sbcd + 2b' - 2c^

or, putting for shortness,

a— d= 6, and therefore a= d + 6,

we have

21 = e,

':8 = bc-d0- d\

(^ = 2(¥-c')- Sbcd + d'e + d6\

and Resultant is

- 26'

+ 276* {he - d- - dd)

+ 2i[2{h'-&)-Uce + d'e + de"-},

which is

= - 26'+ U¥ - 54c^ - o^bcd,

or rejecting the factor —2, it is

6' - 27b' + 27c' + 27cb0.
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But the two equations are

(a, b, c, d'^a; y}' = 0,

x' + f =0,

the last of which gives y = — x, y= — (o:c, y = — w-.r, if w be an imaginary cube root of

unity, and hence the Resultant is

= (ffl - 36 + 8c - c^) (a - 36(» + 3c(u- -d){a- 36(u- + 3c&) - d),

which is

^{6- 36 + 3c) {6 - 36a) + 3c<u-) {6 - 3beo- + Scco),

or finally is

= 6'- 276= + 27c^ + 276c6',

and the formula is thus verified.

If the two cubies are taken to be

(a, 6, c, d^x, yY = 0,

(6, c, d, e'^x, yY = 0,

then the formula gives for the Disciiminant of the quartic function (a, b, c, d, e\x, y)*

a new expression, which however does not appear to be an elegant one.

37—2
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347.

ON THE NOTION AND BOUNDARIES OF ALGEBRA.

[From the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, vol. vi. (1864),

pp. 382—384.]

I DO not admit the assertion, that the idea of number is derived from that of

time, it appears to me that it is derived from that of succession in time or space

indifferently. But I would rather say that the idea of cardinal number is derived and

abstracted from that of ordinal number, viz. (distinguishing the expressions ' set ' and
' series,' the latter being used to designate a set of things considered as arranged in

a definite order), if we have a series of things a, b, c, d, &c., or say a series of words

Ji7'st, second, third, fourth, &c. ; then any set of things X, N, Y, P, Q, &c., taking them

up one after the other, no matter in what order, and coordinating them with the

terms of the series a, b, c, d, &c. or with the words, first, second, third, fourth, &c.

—

the last of them will be coordinated with a definite term of the series a, b, c, d, &c.,

or with a definite term of the series first, second, thii-d, fourth, &c. ; that is, the set,

whatever be the assumed order of the terms, or (what is the same thing) without

assuming any order therein, will have a certain property ; viz. in the set X, N, Y, P, Q,

where the last term is coordinated with e or with the word fifth, the property is that

the set consists of five things : and so in general the set consists of a certain (cardinal)

number of things, such cardinal number being the number corresponding to the rank

in the series a, b, c, d, &c., of the term wherewith is coordinated the last term of the

set, or corresponding with the like ordinal number in the series first, second, thu'd,

fourth, &c.

The foregoing remarks are made to some extent incidentally, but they have a beai-ing

on the distinction in kind which exists e.g. between the proposition 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 = 4,

and the proposition which for ordinary purposes would be expressed as 1 + 1 + &c.
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(n terms) = ;), but which is better expressed in the form Ij + 1.,+ ... + 1,^ = n, where the

subscript numbers merely distinguish between the different unities which are added

altogether.

I use the term Algebra in a wide sense as including, or indeed I might say

identical with, Finite Analysis, and excluding Infinite Analysis ; but in speaking of it

as identical with Finite Analysis I include in that term part of what might be con-

sidered Infinite Analysis ; viz. many of the theorems relating to infinite series or other

successions of operations, e.g.

(1 —uf){l +X+ *•-+ ... ad inf.) = 1,

really belong to Finite Analysis ; for what is asserted is that the coefficient of the

term of indefinite rank, say x'\ is a jiiiite series equal in value to zero (this coefficient

in fact is 1 — 1 which is = 0). On the other hand the theorem

1 - r-o + T-^^. - &c. = ('i - -,) fi - -^'.'l ...

,

1.2 1.2.3.4 V -^ J \ 477-/

the truth whereof depends on the equations

TT" 111 7 • /• D

9" = T2+ 2^+ 0"3+ ••• '"* *"/' *^°-' '^^'

which are not arithmetically verifiable, belongs strictly to Infinite Analysis.

Algebra is an Art and a Science
;
qua Art, it defines and prescribes operations

which are either tactical or else logistical ; viz. a tactical operation is one relating to

the an-angement in any manner of a set of things; a logistical operation (I prefer to

use the new expression instead of arithmetical) is the actual performance, so as to obtain

for the result a number, of any arithmetical operations (of course, given operations)

finite in number, since these alone can be actually performed, upon given numbers.

And qiM Science Algebra affirms tl priori, or predicts, the result of any such tactical

or logistical (or tactical and logistical) operations. An equation such as 1 + 4 + 10 = 1.5

is not an algebraical theorem ; it is merely the assertion that the sum of the numbers

1, 4, 10 is that number, viz. 1.5, which is the sum of the numbers in question. And,

similarly, the equation 1 + 1 + 1 = 3 is not an algebraical theorem. But on the other

hand, the equation l + l + l+...(« terms) = h, is an algebraical theorem; in the

equivalent form 1, + lo + ... + 1„ = y^, (where lj; = l) it is not different in kind from the

equation 1 + 2 + 3 ... + » = ^n (n + 1), or say 1, + 1, + ... + 1„ = |« (n + 1), (where Ij = k)

which is certainly an algebraical theorem. And this leads to the remark, that every

algebraical theorem rests viltimately on a tactical foundation. In fact, whether we prove

the last-mentioned theorem in the easiest way by writing

1+ 2 + 3 ... + n = S,

M + (;i -!) + (/(- 2). .. + 1 =^',
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and therefore 2S = {n + l) + (n+l)+ ... (n terms) = « (?i +1) or S = ^n (n + 1) ; or by

induction by showing that the theorem, if true for n, is true for (n+1), (this depends

on the equation ^n{n+l) +{n+ l)=(n+ l){^n+l) = ^ {n + 2); the proof is equally a

tactical one ; it is always tactic which determines what logistical operations are to be

performed.

Although it may not be possible absolutely to separate the tactical and logistical

operations ; for in (at all events) a series of logistical operations, there is always some-

thing that is tactical, and in manj' tactical operations (e.g. in the Partition of Numbers)

there is something which is logistical, yet the two great divisions of Algebra are Tactic

and Logistic. Or if, as might be done, we separate Tactic off altogether from Algebra,

making it a distinct branch of Mathematical Science, then (assuming in Algebra a

knowledge of all the Tactic which is required) Algebra will be nothing else than Logistic.
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348.

ON THE THEORY OF INVOLUTION.

[From the Transactions of the Cambridge Philosophical Society, vol. xi. Part I. (1866),

pp. 21—38. Read February 22, 1864.]

Thkee or more cjuantics which satisfy identically a linear equation such as

XU + X'U' + X"U"+... = 0,

where \, X', X", ... are constants, are said to be in Involution. In particular any

quantic U+kV, where k is a constant, is in involution with the quantics U, V; and

the entire system of such quantics, k having any value whatever, is a system in

involution with the quantics U, V. And in like manner the equation U+kV=0,pr
the locus or system of loci thereby represented is said to be in involution, or to

form a system in involution with the equations or loci U=0, V=0. If U, V are

binary quantics then the equation U+kV=0 may be considered as representing a

range of points in involution with the ranges U=0, V = 0. And similarly, if U, V
are ternary quantics, then the equation U+kV=0 may be considered as representing

a curve in involution with the curves U—0,V=0.

In the case of a range U-\-,kV=0, the constant k may be determined so that

the range shall have a twofold(') point. The condition for this may be written

Disc'. (U+kV) = 0,

1 The series of epithets one/old, twofold, &e., seems preferable to the series siiigle, double, &c., as avoiding

ambiguities which would sometimes be occasioned by the use of these last. The double point of a curve I

call a 7wde, viz. a crimode when it is a double point with two real branches, and an acnode when it is

a conjugate or isolated point. The subject-matter and context will in general show whether the term node is

to be considered as including or as not including a cusp.
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it being understood that the discriminant of the function U + kV is taken in regard

to the coordinates. And this being so, we may write Disc'. Disc'. (f/'+l-F) to denote

the discriminant in regard to k of the function Disc'. ([/"+ A-T'). The quantity in

question (viz. Disc'. Disc'. (U + kV), or say for shortness D) is a function of the

coefficients of U, F, homogeneous as regards each set of coefficients separately, and it

breaks up into factors in the form

D = RQ'P^,

where jR = is the condition in order that the ranges 11=0, F=0 may have a point

in common ; or what is the same thing, in order that there shall be a range

U + kV=0 having a twofold point at a common point of the ranges U = 0, F=0,
(R is in fact the I'esultant of the (juantics U, V): Q — is the condition in order

that there may be a range U + kV=0 having a threefold point: and P=0 is the

condition in order that there may be a range U + /, T^ = having a pair of twofold

points.

And similarly, when U = 0, 1^=0 are curves, then we have the like equation

D = EQ'P%

where B, = is the condition in order that the curves U=0, V=0 may have a point

of twofold intersection, that is, that the two curves may touch each other, (R is the

Tactinvariant of the quantics U, F); or what is the same thing, it is the condition

in order that there may be a curve U + kV=0 having a node at a point of twofold

intersection of the curves U=0, T^=0; moreover Q = is the condition in order that

there may be a curve U+kV=0 having a cusp: and P = is the condition in order

that there may be a curve [^+A'T''=0 having a pair of nodes.

The establishment and illustration of the foregoing theorems form the chief object

of the present memoir.

Article Nos. 1 to 16, relating to tivo Binary Quantics.

1. Let U={a, ...][.«, y)-, V=(a', ...][«, y)'-, be two binar}- quantics of the same
order n; and write W = U+kV^ {a + ka, ...$.r, y)-, so that W=U+kV=0 is the

equation of a range in involution with the ranges U = 0, F=0. But for greater

distinctness it is in general convenient to retain U + kV instead of replacing it by
the single letter W.

2. In order that the range V'+kV=0 may have a twofold point we must have

simultaneously

S:,iU+kV) = 0,

B,j(U+kV)=0.

and eliminating (,r, y) from these equations we find

Disc'. {U + kV) = 0,
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which is an equation of the order 2(h — 1) as regards k, and of the same order as

regards the coefficients of U and V conjointly. And to each of the 2(h-1) values

of k there corresponds a point (x, y) satisfying the retjuired conditions ; that is, a

point which is a twofold point of the range U + kV=0. The points in question may
be termed the 'critic centres' of the involution.

3. The elimination of k from the before-mentioned two equations gives

KU, hyU \=0,

where the determinant, which for shortness I call /, is the Jacobian of the two

functions U, V. The equation ^"=0 gives a range of 2(n—l) points which are in

fact the critic centres; and for each of these points we have

8^U : S^V=B,,U : S,,V=-k : 1,

which gives the value of k corresponding to the point in question.

4. The condition in order that the equation in k may have a twofold root is

Disc'. Disc'. (U + kV) = 0,

or say

a = o,

where Disc'. Disc'. (f/'+ ^F), = D, is a function of the degree 2(2)i — 2) (2/i - 3) in

regard to the coefficients of U, V conjointly ; but it is separately homogeneous, and

therefore of the degree (2?i — 2) (2n - 3) in regard to each of the two sets of coefficients.

0. To each point of the range J'=0, there con-esponds a value of k ; hence if

the range J have a twofold point, then the equation in k will have a twofold root.

Now first if the ranges U = 0, V=0 have a common point, then this is a twofold

point of the range F= 0. But secondly, without a common point in the ranges

U = 0, V =0, the range J=0 may have a twofold point ; and in this case also we
have a twofold root of the equation in k. And thirdly, without a twofold point in

the I'ange F=0, there may be in this range two onefold points giving each of them

the same value of k, and so giving a twofold root of the equation in k. And the

three suppositions correspond respectively to the cases of there being a range U+kV=
having a twofold point at a coriimon point of the ranges C/' = 0, F=0, having a

threefold point, and having a pair of twofold points.

6. First, if the ranges U—0, F= have a common point we may write

U = {x-ay)U', V={x-ciy)V',

and these give

U+kV={x-ay){U' + kV').

c. V. 38
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Now in general

Disc'. PQ = Disc'. P . Disc'. Q . [Result. (P, Q)]-,

and hence in the present case

Disc'. ( U + W) = Disc'. ( U' + kV) .{U: + kV:)\

where C/o' + A'TV is what U' -\-kV' becomes on writing therein x = aij and neglecting

the factor ?/"~' which then presents itself. We see therefore that in this case the

equation k has a twofold root k = — U^ -4- TV ; a result which might also have been

obtained from the consideration of the Jacobian.

7. The condition in order that the ranges U=0, F=0 may have a common
point is

Result. {U, F) = 0,

say P — 0. P is of the degree n in regard to the coefficients of U, V respectively.

8. Secondly, suppose that the functions U, V are such that there exists a range

U+kV=0 having a threefold point. If A-j be the proper value of k, then we have

U + k\V=(x—ayy@, and therefore U = — kiV+{x — ayf®. Hence forming the Jacobian

of U, V, the equation for the determination of the critic centres will be

^xV, B^.{x-ayy(r) =0,

S,jV, B.j.{x-ayf&

which is of the form

{x-:yyn=0;

or we have {x — ayY = 0, a twofold critic centre. The corresponding value of k given

by the equation —k : l = SxU : h^V is k = ki, and we have thus k = ki as a twofold

root of the equation in k.

9. But if the range W=U+ kV—0 has a threefold point, or what is the same

thing, if the equation IT = has a thi'eefold root ; then we must have between the

coefficients of W^ a plexus of equations equivalent to two relations. Such plexus is

known to be of the order 3 (n — 2). This comes to saying that if the coefficients of

W are assumed to be of the form a + ka' + la", . . . and if between the several

equations of the plexus we eliminate k, we obtain for I an equation Q = of the degi'ee

3(n — 2). The equation in question would be of the form Funct. (« + ^«,", a', .. ) = 0.

Hence Q is of the degi-ee 3(« — 2) in the coefficients (a,...) of U. And in a similar

manner Q is of the degree 3(w — 2) in the coefficients (a',...) of F. And omitting

altogether the terms in I, or taking the coefficients of 11' to be a + ka',... if from

the equations of the plexus we eliminate k, we find au eciuation Q = 0, where Q is a

function of the degree 3 (« — 2) as regards the coefficients of U, and of the same

degree as regards the coefficients of V. We have thus found the form of the condition

Q = () which expresses that there may be a range U+kV=() having a threefold point.
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10. It may be proper to remark conver-sel}' that given the equation (^ = 0, if

in this equation we write a = (a + ka') — ka, ... so that Q becomes a function of

a+ ka', ... a', ... k, then the equation Q = will be satisfied irrespectively of the values

of a',...k by a plexus of equations involving only the coefficients a-^ka',... and which

is in fact the very plexus (equivalent therefore to two relations) which gives the

conditions in order that the equation TF=0 may ha\e a threefold root.

11. Thirdly, suppose that the functions U, V are such that there exists a range

U+kV=0 having a pair of twofold points. If k^ be the proper value of k, then we
have U+k,V={x-ay)-{x-^ijf®, and therefore U =-kiV + {x-oiy)-{x- 0}i)-%. Hence
forming the Jacobian of U, V, we have for the determination of the critic centres the

equation

KV, K.{x-aijf(x-^yy& 1=0,

h,V, hy.{x-ayy{x-^yf% I

which is of the form

{x - ay) (x - %) n = ;

or, we have x — ay = 0, or x — /3?/ = 0, a pair of critic centres ; and for each of these

the corresponding value of ^i given by the equation — /j : 1 = S^C/^ : S^F is k = ki, so

that k = k\ is a twofold root of the equation in k.

12. By the like considerations as for the threefold root (observing that if the

equation Tr=0 has a pair of twofold roots we must have between the coefficients of

W a plexus equivalent to two relations, and of the order 2 {n — 2) (n — 3)), we see

that the condition for the existence of a range V+kV^O having a pair of twofold

points is of the form P = 0, where P is a function of the degree 2 (n — 2) (n — 3) as

regards the coefficients of U, and of the same degree as regards the coefficients of V;

and conversely that, given the equation P = 0, we may find the plexus.

13. The equation D = will be satisfied if P = 0, or if Q = 0, or if P =
; and

in no other cases. To prove this, suppose that a; — ay = is the critic centre corre-

sponding to a twofold root ki of the equation in k. We have U= — kiV+ (x— ay)-@,

and thence the equation for the critic centres is

8.F, S,{x-ayy&

ByV, 8y {x — ay)-

= 0,

which is an equation of the form (x — ay) fi = ; and where, corresponding to the

root x—ay=0, the equation —k : I = SxU : B^V gives k=^k\. Since k^ is a twofold

root, there must be another critic centre also giving the value ^'i of k. This now

critic centre may be either x—ay = (the .same as the first mentioned critic centre)

or it may be a distinct critic centre x — /3y = 0. In the former case

B,,V, B,,(x-ayr-@

38—2
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must coutain, instead of the factor {x-ay), the factor {x - ay)-. In order that this

may be so, we must have

s,,v, - ae

that is, (a8:j;F+8j,F)© divisible by {x-ay), that is, either aB^V + 8yV, or else 6,

divisible by x-ay; or, what is the same thing, either V, or else ©, divisible by

x — ay. But if V be divisible by x — iy, then V , V have the common factor x — ay,

and we have the case first above considered. And again if © contain the factor

X — ay, then we have
U=-k,V+{x-ayy%',

and we have the case secondly above considered. Finally if the new critic centre be

the distinct centre x- ^y = 0, then for x - /Sy = the equation

-k : l = S,f7 : BJ'=B,jU : S,jV

should give k = k\ ; but this will only happen if S^ . {x - ay)- ©, By.{x- ay)- vanish

for x — ^y=0, that is, if © contains the factor (x-/3y)-; and when this is so,

U=-k,V+ {X - mjf {x - ^yf ©',

or we have the case thirdly above considered.

14. Hence the equation D=0 being satisfied if R = Q, or else if Q = 0, or else

if P = 0, and in no other cases, the function D must be made up of the factors

R, Q, P, each taken the proper number of times, and knowing the degrees of the

several functions, it follows that we must have

D = RQ'P%

in fact, considering the coefficients of eithei- U or V, the comparison of the degrees

gives

2 (« - 1) (2h - 3) = « + 9 {n - 2) + 4 (n - 2) (n - 3),

where the function on the right-hand side is

= 11

+ 9)i-18

-|-4«^-20«-l-24

= 4>i--10«-l- 6,

which is the value of the function on the left-hand side.

15. In the very particular case « = 2, Q and F are each of them of the degree

=
; and we have simply D = ii, that is, the resultant of the two quadric functions

U={a, b, c'^x, yf, V={u', h', c'][«, yf
is

= Disc^ {U + kV)

= Disc'. {ac-h-, nc +a'c-2hb\ a'c -h'%1, k)-,
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which is Prof. Boole's ancient theorem referred to in my Fifth Memoir on Quantics('),

but which is now first exhibited in connexion with the general theory to which it

belongs.

16. It may be noticed that the condition for a twofold critic centre, or (what is

the same thing) a twofold factor of the Jacobian [which condition is of the degree

2 (2m — 3) in regard to the coefficients of U or V\ is RQ = ; and that we in fact have

2(2»-3) = /( + 3(//-2).

This remark is due to Dr Salmon.

Article, Nos. 17 to 42, relating to two Ternary Qaantics.

17. Suppose now that U ={a, ..'^x, y, a)", V={a\ . .\x, y, z)" are two ternary

quantics of the same order n, and write W= U -\-l:V ={a + ka',. .\x, y, z)'"', so that

W=U + kV=0

is the equation of a curve in involution with the curves U = 0, F= 0. But for

greater distinctness it is in general proper to retain U+kV in place of W.

18. In order that the curve U + kV = may have a node, we must have

simultaneously

S,.iU + kV) = 0,

S,,{U + kV) = 0,

8,{U+kV)==0,

and eliminating («, y, z) from these equations we have

Disc'. {U+kV)==0,

which is an e(juatioM of the degree 3(« — 1)- as regards k, and of the same order as

regards the coefficients of U, V conjointly.

19. To each of the 3()i— 1)- values of k there corresponds a point satisfying

the conditions in question, and which is therefore a node of the corresponding nodal

curve

U + kV=Q\

the points in question are the critic centres of the involution.

20. The critic centres may be differently obtained as follows; viz. if from the

three equations we eliminate k, we find

S,F, S„F, S,F

= 0,

Phil. Trtins. vol. cxLvni. (1858), pp. 41.5—427, [156].
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a plexus of three curves, each of them of the order 2{ii—l); auy two of the three

curves intersect in 4()i— 1)- points; but (« — 1)- of these do not lie on the third

curve; the remaining 3(h — 1)- of them lie on all three of the curves, and they are

the critic centres of the involution.

21. More generally the critic centres lie on any curve whatever of the form

a. /3> 7

B,U, S,U, S,U

S,V, 8„V, S^V

= 0,

and any such curve, viz. any curve of the order 2(n — 1) passing through the 3(rt— 1)"

critic centres, may be termed a diacritic curve.

22. For any one of the critic centres we have

S^U : ByU : S,[/=8.,F : 8„F : S,V=k : -1,

which gives the value of k corresponding to the point in question.

23. The condition in order that the equation in /.' may have a twofold root is

Disc'. Disc'. {U+kV) = 0,

or say

n = o,

where Di.sc'. Disc'. (U + kV), =D, is a function of the degree 2 . 3(h - 1)= jo (ji - 1)= - Ij

in regard to the coefficients of U, V conjointly ; but it is separately homogeneous, and

therefore of the degree 3 (?* — 1)= [3(». — 1)'- — 1' in regard to each set of coefficients.

24. To each of the critic centres there corresponds a value of k. Hence if two

of the critic centres coincide, or say if there is a twofold critic centre, the equation

in k will have a twofold root. Now first if the curves U=0, V=0 touch each

other (have a point of contact or twofold intersection) then the diacritic curves will

all touch (have a point of twofold intersection) at the point in question, which is

therefore a twofold critic centre. It may be remarked in passing that the diacritic

curves do not at the twofold critic centre touch the curves ^7=0, V=0. But

secondly the diacritic curves may touch at a point which is not a point of contact

of the curves U = 0, F=0. Such a point is a twofold critic centre. In each of

these two cases the equation in k has a twofold root. Moreover, in the first case

the curve U+kV=0 corresponding to the twofold root has a node at the point of

contact of the two curves U=0, V—0; in the second case the curve U + kV=0
corresponding to the twofold root has the twofold centre (not a mere node but) a

cusp. And thirdly, without any twofold critic centre, two distinct critic centres may
give bj' the equations

B^U : ByU : B,U=B^V : B„V : B,V = k : -1

the same value of k, and then the curve U+kV=0 corresponding to such value of

k is a curve having a node at each of the critic centres in question, that is, it has

two nodes.
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2.5. First, if the curves U=0, F=0 touch each other, then, (x, y, z) being the

coordinates of the point of contact, we have 11=0, F=0,

B^{U+k;V) = 0,

where k\ denotes the vahie given by the equations

B^U : S,jU : SM=B,V : 8,F : S,r=k : -1

belonging to the point of contact. It at once follows that every diacritic curve passes

through the point in question. But it is somewhat more difficult to show that the

diacritic curves touch at this point.

2(3. I represent for shortness the first and second differential coefficients of U by
{L, M, N), (a, b, c, f, cj, h), and similarly those of V by (L', M', N'), («', h\ c, /, g', W),

these values all belonging to the point of contact: we have therefore

L + hL' = 0, M + Jcjr = 0, N + k,N' = 0.

The equation of the diacritic curve is

a
, /3 , 7=0;

L, M, N
L', M', N'

to find the tangent we must operate on the left-hand side with XBx+YB,j + Zh,, where
A', F, Z are current coordinates. Calling the foregoing symbol D, this gives
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a

L'

DL + k\DL'

y

N'

=

= 0;

OX THE THEORY OF INVOLUTION.

which ma}' also be written

/8

M'

DM + k,DM' ,

or, more symmetrically, being any quantitj' whatever, it is

a , ;S , 7

L + OL' ,
M + 0M'

,
N+eN'

DL + k,DL' , DM+kMI' , DN+ k\DN'

or, substituting for D its value, the ei|uation of the tangent is

a
. /3 , 7

L + 0L'
,

M+0M'
,

N+0N'

(a + ka', .\X, Y, Z), {h + kh', .\X, F, Z), {rj + kg', .\X, F, Z)

27. Now if the diacritics touch, this equation should be independent of a, /3, 7.

Putting for shortness a + kia' = a, &c., and also taking as we may do = 0, the parts

multiplied by a, /3, 7 respectively are

M{gX +/F + cZ)-N {hX + hY +fZ),

N{aX +hY+ gZ) - L {gX +/F+ cZ),

L (hX + bY+fZ) - M(aX + hY+ gZ),

and we ought therefore to have

0.

Mg-Nh
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that is

X : ^j : z = hc -f- : frj - ch : Iif - bf/

=fff - ch : ca - rf : gh - af

= hf — hg : gh — af : ah — h",

so that the above written equation is Lx + My + Nz^O, which is true in virtue of the

equation f/ = 0; and similarly for all the other equations which were to be verified.

28. It is to be noticed that the determination of the tangent of the diacritics

depends only on the second differential coefficients {a, b, c, f, g, h), {a', b', c', /', g', li),

of U, V. The tangent in question will be the same if instead of the curves, U = 0,

V=0 we have the conies (a, b, c, f, g, h\x, y, zf = 0, {a, b', c', /', g', h'^x, y, 2)- = 0:

these conies pass through the point of contact of the two curves, and their tangents

are coincident with those of the two curves 11=0, V=0 respectively; that is, the

conies touch at the point in question. They consequently intersect in two more points

;

the chord of intersection or line joining the last-mentioned two points, meets the

common tangent in a point ; the polars of this point in regard to the two conies

respectively, pass through the point of contact, and moreover they are one and the

same line ; this line is the required tangent of the diacritics. The proof will be

given, post, No. 41.

29. Let li = be the condition in order that the two curves 17=0, V=0 may
touch each other, or say let R be the Tactinvariant of U, V. When the curves

U, V are of the degrees m, n respectively, then R is of the degrees ?! (2/h + ?i — 3),

m («t + 2m — 3) in regard to the coefficients of U, V respectively. Hence in the

present case where U, V are each of the degree n, R is of the degree Sn(n — 1) in

regard to each set of coefficients.

30. Secondly, if the functions U, V are such that there exists a curve U+kV=0
(say the curve U+i\V=0) which has a cusp, then it is to be shown that k = ki is

a twofold root of the equation in k ; and to do this it has to be shown that the

cusp is a twofold critic centre ; or that the diacritic curves touch at the cusp : it

may be added that the cuspidal tangent is the common tangent of the diacritic

curves. Now the cuspidal curve being U+ kiV=0, then at the cusp the first derived

functions L + k^L', M+k^M', N+kiN' vanish identically; and moreover the second

derived functions a + ka',... are such that {X, Y, Z) being any magnitudes whatevei-,

(a + kia',...'^X, Y, Z)- is a perfect square, ={\X + fiY+vZy suppose. Now X, Y, Z
being current coordinates, and D denoting the operation D = XZx+ Yhy+ Zh^, the

equation of the tangent to the diacritic curve (by an investigation similar to that for

this .same tangent in the case first above considered) is found to be

a
, ^ , 7 =0,

L + 0L'
,

M + eif
,

X+0X'

ia + k,u',..'^X, Y, Z), (h+kJi',..'$^X. Y, Z), (g + k,g',. .'^X, Y, Z)

C. V. 3 'J
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and we have

(a + ka', . .$Z, Y, Z) = ^S^- (a + k,a', . .J^X, Y, Zf = ig.v {\X + ij.Y+ vZf = X (XZ + /xF + i.^)

:

and similarly the values of (/t 4- A-'j/*', • -JIZ, Y, Z) and {g + h^g', . .^X, Y, Z) are

= /A (XX + ;u.F+ vZ) and = v {\X + fiY + vZ) respectively.

Hence the equation of the tangent to the diacritic curve is

\X+ImY+vZ=0,

that is, the tangent being independent of the values of (a, /3, 7) is the same for all

the diacritic curves, and is the tangent at the cusp of the cuspidal curve U+kiV=0.

31. The conditions in order that the curve W=U+kV=Q may have a cusp are

given by a plexus equivalent to three relations between the coefficients a + ha', . . of

W, and using for a moment /3 to denote the degree of the plexus or system, then

eliminating k between the equations of the plexus we find between the coefficients

a, ... of U and the coefficients a, ... of V an equation Q = of the degree /S in

regard to the two sets of coefficients respectively. Conversely, given the equation

Q = 0, we may find the plexus between the coefficients a + ka, ... of W. The value

of /3, as will be shewn post, Annex, is

= \2{n-\){n-2).

32. TIm-dly, vihen the functions U, Fare such that there exists a curve U + kV=0
(suppose the curve U + kiV=0) which has a pair of nodes ; each of these nodes is a

critic centre, and (by means of the equation —k : 1 = B^U : S^F) gives the value ^1

of k, that is, ki is a twofold root of the equation in k.

33. The conditions in order that the curve W= U + kV =0 may have a pau- of

nodes are given by a plexus of the degree a ; then the coefficients being a + ka', ... if we

eliminate k between the equations of the plexus, we find between the coefficients a, ...

of U and a', ... of F an equation P = of the degree a in the two sets of coefficients

respectively. And conversely, given the equation P = 0, we may find the plexus between

the coefficients a + ka',... of IF. I have not succeeded in finding directly the value

of a, but only derive it from the equation D = RQ^P'-, which if a had been found

independently, would have been verified by means of such value of a ; the value is

a = 1
. 3 (ft - 1) (ft - 2) (3ft^ - 3ft - 11).

34. The equation D = is satisfied if P = 0, or if Q = 0, or if P = 0, and it may
be seen that it is not satisfied in any other case. Hence D is made up of the factors

P, Q, R, and I assume that its form is the same as in the case of a binary quantic,

that is, that we have

D = Rq>p\
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35. Comparing the degrees of the two sides we have

3 {n - 1)- {Sn- - 6?j + 2) = 3n{n-l)

+ 36(H-l)()i-2)

+ 3(H-l)(M-2)(3M=-3rt-ll);

or, what is the same thiug,

(7i-l){Sn--6n + 2)= n

+ 12 {n - 2)

+ (H-2)(3M^-3?i-ll),

which is true, but, as just remarked, this equation itself was used to find the value

a = i . 3 (n - 1) (« - 2) (3tt- - 3rt - 11).
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3G. Recapitulating, the equation in ^• will have a twofold root

1°, if R = 0, that is, if the curves U=0, V=0 touch each other, and in this

case there is a twofold critic centre at the point of contact

:

2', if Q = 0, that is, if there be a curve U + kV = having a cusp, and in this

case the cusp is a twofold critic centre

:

3", if P — 0, that is, if there is a curve U+kV=0 having a paii- of nodes.

37. The three cases may be geometrically illustrated by supposing that the curves

U=0, V=0 are in the first instance nearly, but not exactly, in the several relations

in question.

First, if the curves U =0, V = are about to touch each other, that is, if there

are two points of intersection about to coincide with each other. There are here

two critic centres in the neighbourhood of the two points of intersection, and which,

when the two points of intersection become a point of contact, coincide each with the

point of contact.

39—2
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Secondly, when the curves are such that there are two critic centres which

become ultimately a twofold centre.

And, thirdly, when the curves are such that there are two critic centres which

remaining distinct from each other belong ultimately to the same critic curve.

38. The curves 1 and 2 in the left-hand figures respectively represent the nodal

curves corresponding to slightly different values of h, which in the right-hand figures

respectively give the curve corresponding to a twofold value of k. In the first pair

of figures the curves U=0 and F= 0, about to touch in the left-hand figure, touching

in the right-hand figure, are shown by dotted lines. It will be observed that in the

second case in the left-hand figure the two nodes which give rise to a cusp are the

one of them an acnode and the other a crunode ; this is in fact the only mode of

drawing the figure so that a cusp shall present itself The transition of form is one

of ordinary occurrence in cubic curves and in curves of a higher order ; thus if

y^ = (,r — a) {x — h){x— c), where a <h<c, then if « = 6, we have an acnodal curve,

if 6 = c a crunodal curve, and if a = b = c a cuspidal curve.

.39. In the case of two conies, n = 2. We have here simply d = R, where R =
is the condition in order that the two conies may touch each other. The nodal curves

are of course the three pairs of lines passing through the points of intersection of

the two conies, and the nodes of these curves, or critic centres, are the centres of

the quadrangle formed by the four points in question ; or, what is the same thing,

they are the system of conjugate points common to the two conies, viz. the points

which are such that the polar of one of them taken with respect to either of the

conies is the line joining the other two of them. The diaci'itics are any conies

passing through the three points.
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40. If the two coiiics are

(a, b, c,f,g, hjx, y, zf = Q,

{a', h', c', f, g', h'Jx, y., zf = 0,

and if the determinant formed with a+ha', &c., is denoted by

(K, ©, 6', K'\\, k)\

so that

K = ahc — a/- — hf — cli? + 2fgh,

© = a' {be - f-) + &c.,

0' = a(6'c'- /"-) + &c.,

K = a'b'c' - a.;/"- - b'g'- - c'li- + 2f'g'h',

then the before-mentioned equation D = ii = which gives the condition that the

conies may touch is

Disc'. (K, ©, ©', K'-^l, ky = 0,

where the left-hand side is of the order 6 in the coefficients of the two conies

respectively : this is a known formula.

41. If the equation in k have a twofold root the two couics will touch : two of

the critic centres will then coincide at the point of contact, or this point is a

twofold critic centre : the remaining or onefold critic centre is the intersection of the

common tangent and of the line joining the two points of intersection of the conies.

In virtue of the general property, the first-mentioned two centres must be considered as

lying on the line which is the polar of the onefold critic centre in regard to either of

the conies. The diacritics pass through the critic centres, that is, they pass through

the onefold centre, and touch the polar in question at the point of contact of the

two conies, or twofold critic centre ; this is in ftict the property mentioned ante, No. 28.

42. The equation

Disc'. Disc'. (U + kV) = 0,

as applied to a conic and a circle leads at once to the equation of the curve parallel

to a given conic ; such parallel curve is in fact the envelope of the circles of a given

constant radius which touch the given conic. This method is in effect due to

Dr Salmon, who applied the corresponding theorem in solido to the determination of

the surface parallel to an ellipsoid.

Annex, referred to No. 31.
,
Investigation of the order of the plexus or system

for the existence of a Cusp.

Considering for a moment the curve

U={*\x, y, 2)" = 0, let (X, M, N), (a, b, c, f g, h)

be the first and second differential coefficients of U; {A, B, G, F, G, H) the inverse

system, viz. A —hc—f-, &c. At a cusp we have

X = 0, J/=0, iV=0, ^ = 0, J5 = 0, C = 0, F=0, G = 0, H = 0,
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a system of equations which is contained in the system, L = 0, M=0, N = 0, ^ = 0.

But this system contains besides the cusp system the irrelevant system Z = 0, M=0.
iV"=0, x- = 0. In fact the equations i = 0, ilf=0, iV=0 give

ax + hy + g2 = 0,

hx + htj +fz = 0,

gx +fy + C0 = 0,

and thence

X- : y- : z'' : yz : zx : xy = A : B : G : F : G : H.

Hence the equation -4=0, if a" = 0, implies the entu'e system

^ =0, 5 = 0, C' = 0, F = 0, G = 0, H = 0.

But if L = 0, M = 0, N — 0, x- = 0, then these equations give J. = (and also H=0,
G = 0), but they do not give the remaining equations B = 0, (7=0, F = 0. Or the

same thing may be shown in a less symmetrical form, but more clearly thus ; we
have identically

— cx(ax + hy + gz) + (hx -fz) {hx + hy +fz) + hz (gx + fy + cz) — (be -/-) z" + (ah - hr) a? = 0,

whence the equations L = Q, M=0, iV = 0, ^ =0 give Cx-=0, that is, 0=0, or x-=0.

But the equations i = 0, M=0, N = 0, A=0, (7 = give (as it is easy to show) the

entire system ^=0, B = 0, (7=0, F=0, G = 0, H=0. That is, the system

Z = 0, M=0, N^O, A =

is made up of the cusp system, and of the system (Z = 0, M = 0, K= 0, ^=0, «" = 0)

;

or since ^ = is a consequence of the other equations, the second system is

(L = 0, ilf = 0, N=0, X- = 0).

Consider now the curve XU + fj,U' + vU" = 0, which will have a cusp if the ratios

\ : /J, : V are properly determined. And to each set of values oi \ : fi : v there corre-

sponds a set of values (x, y, z), the coordinates of a cusp of the curve ; so that the

number of such sets, that is, the number of points each whereof is the cusp of a

corresponding curve \U
-\-
ixV -'t- vW = is precisely equal to the number of sets of

values of X : /i : z' : or it is equal to the order of the system of conditions for the

existence of a cusp.

Denoting as before the first and second differential coefficients of U by

L, M, N, a, h, c, /, g, h,

and those of V, U" in a corresponding manner, and taking for the cusp the system

before represented by L = 0, M =0, N = 0, ^ = 0, we have

\L + fiL' + vL" = 0,

\M + y.M' + vM" = 0,

\N + iiW + vN" = 0,

(X6 + yh' + v\)') (Xc + iic + vd') - (X/+ \xf' + vf'Y- = 0,
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which last equation, to denote that it is of the second order in regard to the differential

coefficients a, b, &c., a, &c. I represent by

((«, b, ...y-'$\, iju, v)- = (i.

But this system of four equations contains not only the cusp system, but the
system made of the three linear equations and the equation x- = 0. Eliminating
\, /x, V, the last-mentioned system is

L, L\ L"

M, M', M"

N, N', N"

= 0, «=' = 0,

where the first equation is that of a curve of the order 3()i — 1). And the two
equations give together G {n - 1) points, viz. the points of intersection of the curve by
the line *• = 0, each reckoned as a twofold point.

Returning to the first-mentioned system, this may be replaced by

L, L\ L" =Q^{(a,b,..f\L'M"-L"M',L"M-LM",LM'-L'My = 0,

M M' M"
j

N N' N"
I

which are curves of the orders 3 (« — 1) and Qn — 8 respectively. But each of these

curves passes through the 3(»i— 1)'- points given by the equations

L, L' , L"

M, M', M"
= 0,

and these points are moreover nodes on the curve of the order 6h — S ; hence the

points in question reckon as 6(h— 1)- intersections of the two curves. The number
of the remaining intersections is

3 (ft - 1) (6;i - 8) - 6 {n - 1)= = 6 {a - 1) (3n - 4 - (?i - 1)) = 6 (« - 1) (2rt - 3),

but among these are included the 6(?i— 1) intersections of the curve of the order

3(rt— 1) by the twofold line «- = ; or, subtracting these, the number of the remaining

points is

6 (« - 1) (2n. - 3 - 1) = 12 (« - 1) (n - 2)

;

which number is consequently the .order of the cusp system.

It may be remarked that considering the entire series of equations at first denoted

by (i = 0, l/=0, iV = 0), (.4=0, 5 = 0, C=0, i^=0, G = 0, H = 0), the elimination of

X, fx, V from the three linear equations gives as before

L, L\ L"

M, M' M"

N N' N"

= 0,
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which is a curve of the order 3(n— 1): and the eliminating of X-, /x'-, v-, jxv, vX, X/a

from the six quach'ic equations gives

he -/"-, b'c -/'-, b"c" -f"\ b'c" + h"c' - 2.f'f", h"c + be" - 2ff", be' + b'c - 2//'

ea — g", &c.,

= 0,

which is a curve of the order 12 (h — 2) ; the two curves would intersect in

36(«— l)(n — 2) points, but as this is precisely three times the number 12(« — 1) (?i — 2),

I infer that these are in fact the 12 (n.— 1)(« — 2) points three times repeated, that

is, that each of these is a point of threefold intersection of the two curves.

Cambridge, 1th November, 1863.
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349.

ON A CASE OF THE INVOLUTION OF CUBIC CURVES.

[From the Transactions of the Cambridge Philosophical Society, vol. XI. Part I,

(1866), pp. 39—SO.—Read 22 February, 1864.]

The present memoir relates to the involution

xyz + k (x + y+ zf {\x + fj,y + vz)=0,

viz. treating x, y, z as coordinates, and h as a variable j^arameter, this equation

represents the series of cubic curves jsassing through the intersections of the two cubics

xyz = 0, («• + ?/+ zY (Xx + iu,y + vz) = ;

or, what is the same thing, the line x+ y + z = meets any cubic of the series in

three points the tangents at which are x=Q, y =0, z = 0, and these tangents agaui

meet the cubic in three points lying on the line 'Kx+ fiy + vz = \ so that in the

language which I have used elsewhere, the lines x+ y + z=0, \x + /j,y+vz=0 are in

regard to the cubic a primary and a satellite line respectively. The investigation (which

is a development of two short papers already published in the Philosojihical Magazine){')

was undertaken in order to applying it to the explanation and discussion of Pliicker's

Classification of Curves of the Third Order ; but such application will properly be made
in a separate memoir. On the Classification of Cubic Curves, and it has also appeared

to me convenient to give therein the discussion of the geometrical forms of certain

loci which present themselves in the jiresent memoir.

I remark that the involution intended to be here considered is a case of the more

general one U+kV=Q, where U=0, V = are any two cubic curves whatever. It appears

from my memoir On the Theory of Involution, [348], that the equation. Disc'. (U+k-V)=0,

which determines the critic values of k is in the general case of the order 12 ; the

' On the Cubic Centres of a Line nith respect to Three Lines and a Line.

—

Phil. Ma;/, t. xx.

pp. 418—423 (ISfiO), [257]. Ditto, Second Paper, t. xxii. pp. 433—430 (1861), [315].

c. V. 40
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special case is however in the present memoir treated irrespectively of the general one,

and the equation for the critic values of k is found to be of the order 3 ; this of

course means that the equation of the order 12 breaks up into two equations of the

orders 9 and 3 respectively, but I have not attempted to show how the decomposition

and reduction arise. Moreover, in the general case the equation, Disc'. Disc'. {U+kV~)=0,

which is the condition for the existence of a twofold critic value, presents itself in

the form RQ^P"- = 0, where i? = is the condition that the two cubics {U=0, F=0)
shall touch each other

; Q = the condition that there shall be in the involution

U+kV=0 a curve having (not a mere node but) a cusp; and P = the condition

that there shall be a curve having two nodes, or (what is the same thing) breaking

up into a line and conic. But in the special case, which, as already noticed, is here

considered irrespectively of the general one, the equation Disc'. Disc'. (U + kV) = 0, for

the existence of a twofold critic value presents itself in the reduced form Q = 0, giving

the condition, that corresponding to the twofold critic value there shall be a curve

having (not a mere node but) a cusp.

Article Nos. 1 to 18, Explanations, Definitions, and Results.

1. I consider the involution

xyz + k{x + y + zf {Xx + fiy + vz) = 0,

where ic = 0, y=0, z = 0, x + y + z = may be considered as representing any four lines

no three of which meet in a point, and \x+ fiy+ vz = 0, as representing any fifth line

whatever : k is a, variable parameter. The lines x + y + z = 0, \x + fiy + vz = 0, are a pri-

mary line and a satellite line of any cubic of the series, viz. the tangents x = 0, y = 0, z = 0,

at the points of intersection with the primary line x + y + z = 0, meet the cubic in

three points lying on the satellite line \x + ij,y + vz = 0.

2. A critic value of A; is a value for which the corresponding curve

xyz + k(x + y + zj- (\x + fiy + vz) =

has a node ; and such node, or say rather the site of such node, is a critic centre.

3. The critic values of k are in effect determined by a cubic equation, and the

coordinates of the critic centre are then given rationally in terms of k; there are

consequently three critic values of k; and the same number of critic centres, and of

nodal curves: it is however found to be convenient to express as well the critic value

of k, as the coordinates of the critic centre, rationally in terms of an auxiliary para-

meter which is given by a cubic equation.

4. The cubic equation in k (or what is the same thing, that in 6) may have a

twofold root (pair of equal roots); or, say rather, it may have a twofold root and a

one-with-twofold root: corresponding to the twofold value of k we have a twofold critic
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centre, which is not a mere node but a cusp on the cubic, or instead of a merely

nodal cubic we have a cuspidal cubic ; and corresponding to the one-with-twofold value

of k we have a one-with-twofold critic centre, being of course a mere node on the nodal

cubic.

o. In the case in question of a twofold and one-with-twofold value of k, the line

Xx + fxy + vz = 0, or say the satellite line, envelopes a curve which might be termed the

twofold and one-with-twofold envelope, but which is spoken of simply as the envelope.

The locus of the twofold centre is a curve which is called the twofold centre locus.

The locus of the one-with-twofold centre is a curve which is called the one-with-

twofold centre locus.

These definitions premised, the following results may be stated

;

n. The equation in 6 may be represented in the three equivalent forms

1 1 1 2 „

e+\ e+iM 6 + v e'

^ +^ + ^-,-1 = 0,
^-i-\ e+ii e+v

6"' - 6 ()xv+v\ + "Kfi) — iXfiv = 0.

7. The critic value of k and the coordinates of the critic centre are then given

by the equations

k = 4'

{d+\){e + ii){e + v)'

S. The condition for a twofold and one-with-twofold value of k is

or, what is the same thing,

{jjiv {v\+ Xfif - 27\'ix-v' = 0,

which equations may either of them be considered as the line-equation of the envelope.

The equation in the coordinates {x, y, z), or point-equation of the envelope is

v^ + \/y -f \/z = 0,

or, in its rationalised form,

X* + y* +z* — i (yz' + y^z + za^ + z^x + xy^ -f- a?y)

+ 6 {yH'^ + z-x^ -f x'^y') - 124 (x-yz -\- xy-z 4- xrjz-) = 0.

40—2
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9. The equation of the twofold centre locus is

or, in its rationalised form,

«^ + y'' + 2" — 2yz — Izx — %xy = ;

the curve is therefore a conic, and it may be spoken of as the twofold centre conic.

10. The equation of the one-with-twofold centre locus is

a? + 2/^ + 2^ — Kyz" + y'^z + zx- + z-x + xy" + aP-y) + ^xyz = 0,

the curve is therefore a cubic, and it may be spoken of as the one-with-twofold

centre cubic.

11. The before-mentioned equation X~^-|-/x"'' + i'"'^ = is satisfied by

X : yii : 1/ = a-3 : /S"^ : 7-^

where a + /3 + 7 = 0, and it is very convenient to introduce these quantities a, jS, 7 into

the formulae.

12. The equation of the satellite line giving a twofold and one-with-twofold centre is

x y z .

the coordinates of the point of contact with the envelope are x : y : z = a^ : /3* : y^.

The equation in 6 gives 61 = 62= tt- for the values corresponding to the twofold

2
centre ; and 63 = -^ for the value corresponding to the one-with-twofold centre.

The coordinates of the twofold centre, or cusp, are x : y : z = a- :
j3'-

: y-.

The coordinates of the one-with-twofold centre, or node, are

X : y : z = a-{^-y) : ^-(y-a) : y"-(a-/3).

The equation of the tangent at the cusp is

(;8-7)^ + (7-«)|+(«-/8)- = 0.
a P 7

The equation of the line joining the cusp and the node, which line is also one of

the tangents at the node is

X y z _^

;; + «+- = ^^•

a P 7

The equation of the other tangent at the node is

(2/37 + «=) ~ + (27« 4- /80 I + (2«/3 + 7=) - = 0.
<" P 7
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13. Considering the critic centre corresponding to a root 6 of the cubic equation,

the equation of the line joining the other two critic centres is

\a; an vz
1

—

^-^—1-- =0
e^\ 6+iK^e + v '

which is the polar of the critic centre in regard to the twofold centre conic. The
critic centres are consequently conjugate poles in regard to the twofold centre conic.

14. The equation of the tangents at the critic centre considered as a node of the

corresponding cubic curve is

1.5. The last-mentioned formulas lead to some which involve the three critic centres

viz. if X=0, F=0, ^=0 are the e(piations of the sides of the triangle formed by
the critic centres, then the equations of the tangents at the three critic centres

respectively are of the form

AX"- . + CZ"- = 0,

AX"- + £F- . = 0,

so that the tangents in question are in fact the tangents from the three nodes

respectively to the conic

AX'^BY'^QZ- = (i:

the three nodes or critic centres being thus conjugate poles in regard to the conic,

this is called "the three centre conic."

16. The equation of a nodal cubic is also expressible in a simple form in terms

of the new coordinates X, F, Z. In the formula; for these transformations, and indeed

throughout the memoir, the three roots of the equation in d are represented by

Q\, ^-.M Q-i, and I write also

1,^6,-6,, L=0,-0„ 1.^ = 6,-6,,

f-\ = {e, + \)i0, + fx)(e, + v),

(F), = {0, + \)(0, + fM){0,+ v),

pi, = (e, + x)(0,+,i){0, + v).

17. If \a + /ib+ i'C = 0, that is, if (a, b, c) are the coordinates of a point on the

line \x + fiy + vz = 0, then the critic centres lie on the cubic

ah c _ 2 (a + b-\-c) _ „

X y z x-\-y -\-z
'

or, what is the same thing, this curve is the locus of the critic centres corresponding

to the several lines \.i- + ^.y -\- vz = through the point {a, b, c).
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IS. Ill particular, taking in succession for the point (a, b, c) the point of inter-

section of the line "Kx + fiy + vz = 0, with the lines x = 0, y = 0, z = 0, x + y + z = 0, the

critic centres lie on the conies

V fi 2{v- fx) ^^
y z x + y + z '

z X x + y + z

/x _ X, _ 2 (fi - \ ) ^
X y X + y + z '

X y z

which are useful for the construction of the critic centres for a given line \x + fiy + vz = 0.

The last of the four conies passes through the point (1, 1, 1) which is the harmonic of

the line x + y+ z = iu regard to the triangle formed by the lines x = 0, y = 0, z = 0;

and I call it the harmonic conic.

Article Nos. 19 to 21. General FormuUu for the Critic Centres.

19. I consider the involution

xyz + k{x+ y + zf {\x + fj,y + vz) = 0.

Writing the equation in the form

and differentiating with regard to x, y, z respectively, we obtain

— kX(x + y + zY = yz (— X + y + z),

— /cfi(x + y+sY = 2x( x-y + z),

— kv (x + y + sy = xy( x + y — z),

which determine the coordinate ratios x : y : z of the node or critic centre ; and the

corresponding value of k:

20. Writing the equations under the form

— k{x + y+zy_ — x + y + z_x—y + z_x + y — :_2
xyz Xx fiy vz 0'

where 6 is an auxiliary parameter to be determined, we find

2X

e

n
2X\
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that is

and consequently

. + , + .. = 2.(, + J).2,(.+»^)
= 2.(, + ;),

or, what is the same thing,

and we have thence

1 1 12^
e + \ e + fi e + v e

an equation which may also be written in the form

+ ^T^ + Tf", -: -1 = 0,

or in the form

and we then have

h = -
2 1

(e + x)(e + tJ.)(e+v) •

\e.

(d + x)(0 + fi)(e + v)- .

21. We see that is determined by a cubic equation, and that the ratios x : y : z

and the parameter A; are rational functions of 6. There are thus three nodes or critic

centres, and the like number of nodal curves and of critic values of k.

The form secondly obtained for the equation in shows that we may write

x:y:z: x+y+z : Xx + ^y + .z =-^ : ^^^ : ^-|- : | : 1.

Article Nos. 22 to 32, relating to a Twofold and a One-with-Twofold Centre.

22. If k has a twofold and a one-with-twofold value, then will have also a

twofold and a one-with-twofold value ; and conversely. The equation in will have

a twofold and a one-with-twofold root if

(fiv + vX-\- Xfif - 27 X>-V- = ;

or, what is the same thing, if

fj-v + vX+Xfi- 3 (Xfiv)^ = 0,

or if

\,,p)'' + {vX)'' + {Xfi)^' = 0,
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or finally if

so that the condition is satisfied if \ = ar'\ /j. = /3~''', v = 7"' where a + y8 + 7 = 0. In

fact with these values the equation in 6 becomes

(a/37^y'- 82/37^-2 = 0,

that is

(a^7^ + l)-(o/370-2) = O,

so that the twofold value is 6, = 6., = — ^- ; and the one-with-twofold value is
a^7

2

23. It is throughout assumed that the quantities a, /3, 7 satisfy the condition

a + /3 + 7 = 0. The result just obtained shows that the line

X 11 z—h — + - =0

is a twofold and one-with-twofold satellite line. From this equation, considering a, /3, 7
as variable parameters satisfying the condition a -I- /3 -I- 7 = 0, we find at once the

equation of the curve enveloped by the line in question, which curve is called simply the

envelope—viz. the coordinates of the point of contact are found to be x : y : z = a* : ^* : 7*,

and thence the equation of the envelope is

or rationalising, it is

x* + y^-\- z"^ — 4 {ijz^ -\- y^z + za? -\- z^x -V xy^ + a?y')

-f 6 (\fz- -t- z-.i:- -V x'-y-) — 124 {x'^yz + y-zx + z-xy) = 0.

The before-mentioned equation X''* + jjT^ + v'"' =Q, or

{p.v + v\ + \nf - 27 X-'/iV- = 0,

may be considered as the tangential equation ; the envelope is thus of the order 4,

and the class 6.

24. It is easy to show that the curve has three nodes the coordinates whereof

are (—4, 1, 1), (1, —4, 1), (1, 1, —4); and this being known, the equation may be

transformed so as to put the nodes in evidence. I effect the transformation syntheti-

cally as follows, viz. writing x + y + z = a-, yz-^zx + xy = q, xyz = r, the equation of the

curve is

(o-* - 2qa- + 2q- + ira)

— 4( qa- — 2q- — ra)

-f6( q'-2ra)

- 124 ( ra) = 0.
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viz. it is

o* - Gqa- + Wq- - 128ra = 0,

which is

(7(7- + 4.qY - 16o- (So-'' + 4^0- + Sr) = 0,

or, putting for a moment /! = — |, and therefore 5 (Z — 2) = — 16,

it is

(7<7= + iqy + (l-2) 0(7 (Ha^ + 4-q<T + 8r) = 0.

Now writing

x' = c7+2a; = 3a' + y + z,

?/' = o- + 2y = x + 'iy + z,

z' =a- + 2z = a;+ y + Sz,

we find

y'z' + z'x + x'y = Ta- + 4^,

«' + y' + z = OCT,

x'y'z' = 3tr' + 4gcr + Sr,

so that the equation is

iy'z' + z'x + x'yj + {I - 2) x'y'z {x' + y' + /) = 0,

that is

y'-z'" + z'-x" + x'Hj- + Ixij'z {x' + ^' + /) = ;

or, putting for I its vahxe, the equation is

5 (2/'V= + z'--o(I'' + a;'2i/'2) - Gxy'z {x + y' + 2') = ;

or, as this may also be written,

(5, 5, 5, -3, -3, -3)f^,, \, -,y = 0;
\x y z I

a form which shows that the curve has three nodes at the angles of the triangle

x' = 0, y = 0, / = 0.

25. It is easy to see that the curve is touched by the lines « = 0, y = ^, ^ =
at their intersections with the lines y — ^ = 0, z —x — O, x — y = Q respectively, or (what

is the same thing) in the points (0, 1, 1), (1, 0, 1), (1, 1, 0) respectively. It may be

added that the line y—z = meets the curve in the node (—4, 1, 1), being of course

a point of twofold intersection, in the point (0, 1, 1) on the line x = 0, and besides

in the point (16, 1, 1): and the like for the lines z — x = and x — y=0.

26. It may be noticed that although any line passing through one of the nodes

is in a sense a tangent to the envelope, yet that it is not a proper tangent and

does not give rise to a twofold centre. It is in fact shown (post, Nos. 73 and 74)

that the critic centres for a line Xx + /j,y + vz = passing through the point (—4, 1, 1)

are three points lying, one of them on the line y + z = 0, and the other two on the

conic X {x + y + z) — iyz = 0.

c. V. 41
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27. Assume that has its twofold value = ^^ , the equations

1 1_ J_*'

"
^ •

^
- + X • + f,

• e + v'

substituting also therein for X, /x, i/ the values a~", /3~'', 7"^ give for the coordinates of

the twofold centre

_ a^/Sy ^"ya a^Y
'^ ' y ~ ^ry -a- -ya-(S= a^ - j-

'

but in virtue of the relation a + ,S + 7 = we have

^y- u- = ^y +yii + a^ = yix- ^- = aj3 - 7-

;

or the values are x : y : z = a- : 13- : 7-. Hence also we have as the equation of the

locus of the twofold centre,

'/cO + V;(/ + Vs = 0,

or, what is the same thing,

X- + y^ + z- - 2yz - Izx - Ixy = 0,

which is a conic touching the lines x=Q, y = 0, z = at their intersections with the

lines y — z = 0, s — x = Q, x — y = respectively, or, what is the same thing, in the points

(0, 1, 1), (1, 0, 1), (1, 1, 0) respectively.

2
28. Similarly, if 6 has its one-with-twofold value = —3- , the equations

i- 1 1
*

• '^ '
^" e+\ IT^J. ' 0T~p'

substituting also therein for X, /j,, v the values a~^ /3""^ 7"^ give for the coordinates of

the one-with-twofold centre

^ 0=^ /g^g 7^a/3 .

* ^ ^ 2a= + ^7 2;S=' + 7a 27= + a/3

'

but in virtue of a + /? -f 7 = we have

2a^ + ^7 = a-^ - a (^ -H 7) + ^7 = (a - ;8) (a - 7) = - (7 - a) (a - ^),

and similarly

2^^+ya=-{a-^){l3-y), 2y' + a^ = -{/3-y)iy-a);

and thence these values are

* : y : 2 = a- (/5 - 7) : /3' (7 - a) : 7= (a - /3),

lor the coordinates of the one-with-twofold centre.

We thence deduce

y+2 = ^'^y- /3-^a + y"-a. - rl3 = (/37 - a/3 - ay) (/3 - 7) = O7 + a=) (^ - 7),
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and consequently

- ,r + y + 2 = ^7 (/3 - 7),

that is

* : ;'/ : z ' —a^ + y + z ' X — y + z : x-ir y — z

= a:'{0-y) : /3-(7-a) 7'H«-^) : l3y(0-y) : 7a(7-a) : a/3(a-;8),

and these give

-(-X + y + z){x-y + z) (,r + y-z)+ ,ryz = 0,

or, what is the same thing,

x' + y" + z'-' — (yz- + y-z + zx- + z-x + xy- + x-y) + Sxyz = 0,

as the equation of the locus of the one-witli-twofold centre, which locus is thus a cubic

curve.

29. The equation

x' + y'-' + z'-^ — (yz- + y-z + zx" + z-x + xy- + x^y) + iixyz = 0,

of the one-with-twofold centre locus may be transformed as follows, viz. writing for a

moment x + y + z= — iu, we have

(9a; + 4w) (9y + 4w) (9^ + 4w) - w''

= 729 xyz + 324 w {yz + zx + xy) - 144 w' + 64w' - w",

= 81 \^xyz + ^U! {yz + zx + xy } — w'j

,

= 81 {9xyz - \2xyz - 4 {yz- + &c.) + {a- + ?/= + z') -|- (3^^= + &c.) + %xyz],

= 81 {ar'+2/= + ^=-(y2- + &c.) + 3a;y2:;,

so that the equation may be written

(9a; + ^iv) (9y + 4m;) {9z + 4w) - w' --= 0,

or, what is the same thing,

(5a' - 4^ - 4^) (- 4.1' -¥by - 4^) (- 4a; - 4?/ + 02) + {x -\- y +zf = 0,

which shows that the intersections of the line x+y + z=0, with the sides a; = 0, ?/ = 0, 2 =
of the triangle are inflexions on the curve ; and that the tangents at these points are

respectively

5a; — 4^ — 4^ = 0, — 4a; + oy — 4iz = 0, — 4a; — 4j/ + os = 0.

30. The curve passes through the point (1, 1, 1), which is the harmonic oix + y+z =
in regard to the triangle ; and this point is moreover a node on the curve ; in fact

if the equation be represented by W = 0, then we have

d^W = 3*-= - 2a- {y+z)-y- + 3yz - z-,

= for the point in question ; and similarly dyW =0, and d^ M'^ = 0.

41—2
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31. The equation for the twofold centre conic may also be obtained as follows:

viz. the equations

-x + y + z _

x

-y + z ^x+y^z ^ 2

\x ~
fiy vz 6'

give

(-X + y + z){x-y + z){x + y - z) _ 8 8

^^
- gs ^Z*" - 0. (a^^)3

'

which substituting for the twofold value =- ^a^'

^^
(-x + y+z)(x-y + z) {x + y-z) + 8xyx = 0,

an equation which may be written

{x + y + zf («- + */' + z' - 2y2 - 'Izx - 2xy) = 0,

which is the former result affected by the extraneous factor x + y + z.

If, instead, we substitute for 6 the onefold value =^^ ,
we find

-{-w + y+z)ix-y + z) (x + y-z) + xyz = 0,

or, what is the same thing,

a,^ + 2/' + ^' - (yz- + ii'z + ^^' + ^'^ + -^y" + ^2/) + 3*F = 0.

which is the one-with-twofold centre cubic.

32 Recollecting that

''(e + x){e + ^){0 + vy

we deduce for the twofold value of A-

k,^L =
($y-oi')iyoi-^')ial3-r)'

i^y + ya + a^y

2a''/3V

and for the one-with-twofold value.

(2tf -t- /37) (2/3= + 7a) (27= + o^)

jra''^7'
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Article Nos. 33 to 38, relating to the Tangents at a Node or Critic Centre.

33. I proceed to inve.stigate the equatiou of the tangents at the node of the curve

.vy2 + k (x + y + zf (\x + fiy + v2) = 0;

it will be recollected that if x, y, z are the coordinates of the node, then we have

Representing for a moment the equation of the curve by U = 0, then the second

derived functions of U are

k . 2 (Xx + fiy + vz) + 4^ {x + y + z) X,

k . 2 {\x + /i^ + vz) + 4i- (a; + ?/ + z) fi,

k . 2 (\a; + fiy + vz) + 4ik(x+y + z)v

,

x + k.2 (\j-- + fiy + vz) + 2k (x + y + z)
{fj, + v),

y + k.2 (\.i; + fiy + vz) + 2k{x + y + z) (v + A.),

z +k.2 (Xx + fiy + vz) + 2k(x + y + z) (X + fi),

or calling these (a, h, c, f, g, h) respectively, and substituting the values x = ^—=-, &c.,
p + 1

we find

„, SkX 2k, „ ,^,
« = 2A-+ ^ ,

=_(0 + 4X),

with the like values for h, c ; and

where the term in ( ) is

_ e {e+\){e+fi){e+v)
.,

-e^- :-l^
+0 + 2^ + 2.,

= --^<'^^^^'^^K e^2,^2v,

= -20-2fi-2v-'^+e+2,i + 2i>,

a

that is

/^¥e^-'f)'
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with the like values foi* q and /; ; or omitting the common factor -^ , we have
u

{a, b, c,f, g, h) = (e + ^\, e + ifi, e + ^v, -o-^, ~^-'^'
-^-^r)'

and thence, taking now x, y, z as current coordinates, the equation of the tangents at

the node is

(a, h, c, f, g, h'^x, y, z)- = 0.

34. Substituting for X,
fj,,

v the values a~^ B~', 7~", and for 6 the twofold value

^ , the equation of the tangents at the twofold centre becomes

i^^S' (4/37 - «'). . • . «=/37 (/37 + 2a=;,
. ,

. )
{x, y, zf = 0,

which is at once reduced to

f^Y (^ - 7)=, • - . «'/37 (7 -«)(«- /?), . , .) (^r, y, zf = 0,

or, what is the same thing,

1/37 (/3 - 7) ' + 7^ (7 - «) i/
+ «/3 (a - ;8) ^i'-^

= 0,

which shows that the twofold centre is a cusp, and that the tangent is

/37 (/3 - 7) * + 70' (7 - a) ^ + a/3 (a - y3) z,

or, what is the same thing,

(/3-7)"^+ (7-a)^+ (a-/3)^ = 0.

35. Writing in like manner X, /u, i' = a~=, /3"', 7"^ and ^ for the one-with-twofold

2
value =^ ,

we find for the equation of the tangents at the one-with-twofold centre
a^7

^2/3^7= (2/37 + «•-).
• . • . - «''^7 (2/87 + «')>

- ) (*> 2/. ^)= = 0,

which may be reduced to

h^-r (2/37 + a'). • . • > "'/37 (27'^ + /S'- -I- 2a/S -I- 7=), . , .) («, y, z)" = 0,

or, what is the same thing,

(/Syiz; -I- 7ay -h a/S^) {(2;87 -(- a-) /37a; -h (27a -t- /3=) 73^/ + (2a/8 + 7=) a^z] = 0.

Hence at the one-with-twofold centre the equation of one of the tangents is

(2^7 -I- a") Byx -f (27a -I- /3-) yay + {2al3 + y-) aj3z = 0,

or, as this may otherwise be WTitten,

(2y37 + «=) ^ + (27« + /3=)

I
+ (2a/8 + rf- = 0.
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36. The equation of the other tangent is

^'yx + yai/ + ajSz = 0,

or, what is the same thing,

- + % + - =0.
a P 7

This is in fact equivalent to

a- , ^2 , 7=

an/3-7). /3H7-«). r(a-/3)

for, developing the determinant, we find

;i;./3V(2a-;8-7) + y-7-'a'(2/3-7-a)4-2.a-/3--(27-a-^)=0,

or, what is the same thing,

hence the line

'Wg - I + 5)='".

- + I + - =0,
a /3 7

which is one of the tangents at the one-with-twofold centre, is also the line joining

this point with the twofold centre.

37. The equation of the tangents at a critic centre or node may be obtained in

a different form, involving, instead of the parameter Q, the coordinates {x, y, j) of the

node. We have
•2

or, what is the same thing,

and similarly

(^ + X)a;=^( x^y+z).

'Kx = ^{- X + y + z),

f^!/ = 0( ^->J+^)'

. vz=-^( x + y-z),

thence also

and

{6 + 4\) X = e (X - 2x + 2y+2z) = e (- .-; + 2y + 2z),

(^ + ^J")
y^ = I'/z + l(x-y + z)(x + y- z)},

= \e[2yz + x--{y-zf],

= }ie{x''-y--z- + '\.yz)
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from which we obtain

a : h : c : f : g : h

= 2ijz{- x + 2y+ 2z)

2zx ( 2a;— y + z)

2xy{ 2x +2y- z)

— X { X- — y- — z- + ^yz)

— y(- X- + y-- Z- + izx)

— z (—x- — y- + 0* + 4fxy),

which are the required new forms.

38. We have

be -/-• = ix^yz (2x -y + z) {2x + 2y - z) -x-{a? -y- - z- + 4<yz)-

= (x + y +z)- (x- + y- + z- — 2yz - 2zx — 2xy),

which is =0, if x + y + z = 0, or ii' x-- 2x{y + z) + iy - z)- = 0. In the former case, viz.

if X + y + z = 0. we find a = b =c =/= g = h = — Qxyz, and therefore

(a, h, c, f, g, h\x', y\ zj = - Qxyz {x +_(/' + zj,

but this corresponds merely to the value k = n , for which the cubic is

{x + y + z)- {\x +/j-y + vz) = 0,

which is not a proper cuspidal curve. In the latter case, or where

X- + y- + z-— 2yz — 2zx — 2xy = 0,

or, what is the same thing, V* + V^/ + V^ = 0, we have a proper cuspidal curve.

Article Nos. 39 to 43, relating to the Tnangle of the Critic Centres.

39. The equation

Xx ay vz ^
+ 7T-— + :^— = 0,

0, + X ^1 + M d^ + v

is satisfied by substituting therein111
X : y : z==

1

0, + \ 0,+fi 0, + v'
^"^ '^ ' y '

^-e, + \
'

e,+fi 0, + v'

in fact, for the first set of values the equation becomes

(0, + X) (6, + X)
"^

(0, + ,i){0,-\-,u,)
"^

(0^ + i,)(e, + v)
~ "'
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or as this may be written

that is, 1 — 1=0, and similailj' for the second set of vahies. Hence the equation in

question is that of the line joining the critic centres corresponding to the roots d.. and B-^.

Hence
\aj uw vz ^

1
—-—I =

^1 + X ^1 + At Qx-\-v'

Xa; Ml vz .
J

—

"''- 4- =0
e.+\ e.-^ii 0«+v'

are the equations of the sides of the triangle fcjrmed by the three critic centres.

40. It is to be remarked that the line

Xa; ay vz .

^1 + X ^1 + /tt d^-^v'

is the polar of the critic centre
(
7, , -p. , -z. 1 in regard to the twofold centre

conic

a? -\-
y"-

-\-
z" — 2yz — 2zx — 2xy = :

in fact, forming the equation of the polar in question, this is,

( 0. +
-

1 i\/l 1 i\/i 1 1,.
X 01 + fi 0i + vj \0i + \ 01 + iJi 01 + vl- \0i + 'K 01 + fi. 01 + V.

but from the equation in 0,

1 1 1 2 2 2X
+ ?^—.— +

01 + \ 01+IJL 01 + V 01 01 + X 01 + \'

and the like for the coefficients of y and z; this proves the theorem, and it thus

appears that the critic centres are conjugate poles in regard to the twofold centre conic.

Article Nos. 41 to 50. Transformation of the Equation of the Nodal Tangents; the

Three-Centre Conic.

41. Writing as above,

ll^ 0., — 0^, / J = 0^ — Pj
,

'3 = ^1 — 0-2

>

®i = {0i + -X)(0i + fJi){0i + v),

@„=(0, + \){0, + ti)(0, + v),

@, = {0, + \)(0, + fi){0, + v).

c. V. 42
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I put for greater convenience

[349

U.^\0^ + \ 61 + fi 01+ vj'

,_ f)., ( \x ini vzF=- W (7;—^ +7r^ +
U^ V6l, + X 6', + /i^6',+

W

^ ^ _ ©3 ^
Xa-

_^
ix,y _^

1/2

^iZ, \^3 + X ^3 + /Ci 6', + K

so that A'' = 0, F=0, ^ = are the equations of the sides of the triangle formed by

the critic centres.

42. Then A', Y, Z may if we please be considei-ed as new coordinates replacing

the original coordinates x, y, z; the relation between the two sets being given by the

equations last written down ; the values of x, y, z in terms of X, Y, Z are given by

the converse system

^ Z + ,r^ F+ J—Z,

z =

e^ + fi

1

% + /j' 0, + fi

X + yr^ Y + ,r^ Z.
d, + v d-, + v + V

43. To show the identity of the two systems, I start from the last-mentioned

one ; this sives

X,

V'

z,

1
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and for

1
X : y : z^

e, + \ e,+/M '

0, + v'

and hence it is of the form

and by comparing the coefficients of x we have

j^^ 1 ^_____ _ id,-e,){ti-v)

0„©3

that is

X@„@3

and it is easy to see that

(e, + x)id, + \)(e, + x) = -\(v- \) (\ - /x),

so that

j^ ^ -lii/J-- f) {v - X) (X - /x)

and the equation becomes

0.®3

jr _ — @i / Xa; /My vz \

~ 1J^ U + X "^
(9,Tm

"^ 01+v/
'

which is right ; and similarly for the values of Y and Z.

44. The equation of the tangents at the node corresponding to the root 6^ is

and substituting for x, y, z their values in terms of X, Y, Z, it appears in the first

place that the coefficients of X-, AT, XZ, YZ, all of them vanish.

45. In fact

coeff. x^ = (d, + 4.\,. ,. , -e,-
^^^

=2A+i^,-2S ^'"^ ^^

01 '
' J \d, + \'

0i + n' 0^+ vJ
'

2//J/

First term is

'(01+xr "(0^+fj,)(0^ + ,,)

=2^r^ + 3S ^
0, + \' -(0, + X)='

2 3
= ^r + @ {^^'' - ('^'' + "^ + v)l'

42—2
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where the value iu ([uestiou ior 2 -^—r^.„ is most readily found from the identical

equation

X IX V 1 _ ^' ~ ^ '^^''^ + I'X + X/x) — X/xi/

by differentiating and then writing = O^.

Second term is

Whole is = j=r multiplied into

I e, + 3 {36',= - (pp + v\ + Xfi)]

2 js^r (K + p+ v) Oi + 2 {fi,v + vX + Xfi.) + ^
^\fi.v\

which is = 0.

46. We have next

coeff. XY = (0, + 4X,
.

,
.

,
- 0, - :|''

, .

.)
(^-^-^ , -^;-^^ , ^-^J (^™- , ^-^ , ^^J

+ 4.X

-
( ^, + X) (C + X) " '

"
0, / i(^, + At) (^= + z') (0^ + i^) (^. + X)j

•

First term is

1 ^
-
V —^— + 32

^, + X^^(^i + X)(0, + X)'

V 1, _A -^ < ^ ^
0, + X^ 0,-0. \0, + \ 0,+Xj'

2

since 2 ^^
—- = 1 = 2

^] + X "
d., + \
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Second term, writing it out iii lull and collecting the terms which contain

1
IS

0, + \'

0.__ V
01 + \ \0,

whereof the first part is

~
'" t), + \ 0, + \^ '''

01 + x e, + x'

1 ^ 1 , 01 ^ f 1 1

^"^
0i + \'^

0, + \'^ 01- 0., "KO. + X 01+ X,

~ '^'01-0, 01-0, [0, 0J'~ 0,0,'

2
^~0,''

and the second part is

X'

01 \ 0i + \ 0,+ \ ^{0i + \){0, + \)\'

01 r 01 +\ 0,+\ 01- 0,
" U, + X 01 + x/j

'

and observing that

^0i + \-^ 0i+\
--W + ^) -^'-' + ^'^^,+X'

= 20i + {\ + ,i + v)-60i + 0i'.^,
fl

= -0i + \ + H + v,

with the like value for S -^— , the second part is

2
47. Hence the whole second term is = —

tt, and combining the two terms we

2 2
coeff. XY=~-^=0.

a, a.

In the same manner precisely it appears that

coeff. XZ= 0.

have
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48. Next,

First term is

0.

e. - e.

s(J, L^
3 \"3

+-^%' ^
e,-e,\d, + x d, + xj'

which is

0,-0A&z J 0,-6,^ '' 0A'

Second term, writing it out at full length and rearranging the parts, is easily seen

to be

M (9= + X" 03 + 71 (6i, + X)(6'3 + X)j

~0A 07+^ ^sTx
~

^

{07+X)(0;+\)]

'

where the tirst part is

"
" ^' r ^+>- ^ 07+^ ~ c^, ^ [07+^ ~ 07+yj\

'

" ~ ^' k • ^ ~07^0s k " ^/r " ~ ^' (^3 ~ Mj

'

__20,
~ 0A

'

and the second part is

X=

e,r Oi + 'X Oz^'X 0,-0,'"[0, + \ 0,+

--|{i-CT3(^-4=''

so that the whole second term is

__20,
0A'

whence combining the two terms we have
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49. We have now to find the coefficients of Y- and Z-.

coeff. Y^ =(0, + ix,..,~e,- ^r . • ) (J - ^ ^ -V

and observing that the terms

ft 4-^

(0, + xy -^
{$, + fx) (0, + v)

only differ from those of coeff. A^= by having 6., in the place of dj and are therefore
= 0, we have

e,-0, + ^f^^ -^

Here

s..A^=sL "i .-.. '. .+
'

and

(6'., + X)= {{0, + \)(0,+,j.) (0, + \}{0, + v)^ 0,{0, + \)

=
^_ S |- (^, + v)-{d, + /,) +

1^
(^, + ^) (0.^ + ^)|

.

- (0,+f.)(0,+v) --^,^v- mJ ^^' + ^^'

2 f.^, ^ 2(fj,v + vX-\-\u.) aXav]
= -^^{3^. + X + ;. + .--^^^-^^ ~--0a\'
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and hence, substituting for 6i — 6. its value =l~,

coen. I-- Q-
I

.io,+
^^

- +
j^ ^~0A)'

21
= Q^^ {- ^0^6? + {ijiv + v\ + Xfj,) {0, + 2d,) + aXfip] :

but we have 6i+e, + 6, = 0, whence 0^ + 20, = 0,-e, = l,; fj,v + v\ +Xm = - (0,0, + 0A + O-A).

2\ixv = 0,0£.„ and therefore -M,0.? + Q\fjiv = ~W,e.? + Z0,0,0^ = -MA{0-,- 0^)
= -^U0,0i;

and hence
2/ 1

coeff. Y^ = ^^- i- ^0A - 0A -0A6. +m

,

91 1

that is

^eii,/^'"^'^)"

coeff. Y'= ^^
&,0A2

'

and, by merely interchanging 0, and 6,.,

.50. Hence the equation of the tangents is

%A0«. ®A0z
or, what is the same thing,

_J: . vs J ^^ 7^ — c\

li0M„ ^ lidj&, ~ '

or putting

..
1 B_ 1 ^ 1

Zi^6',0i' ;,='6'„@o' ^a'^sOs'

the equation of the tangents at the node corresponding to 0, is BY' + CZ- = 0. And
hence the equations of the tangents at the three nodes respectively are

BY"- + CZ- = 0,

AX- . +CZ-^0,

AX"- -{-BY' . =0;

that is, the nodes or critic centres are conjugate poles in regard to a conic

AX"--\-BY' + CZ"- = 0,

which is the three-centre conic; and the tangents at each node are the tangents from
such node to the conic in question.
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Article Nos. 51 aud 52. Special Case of the Three-Centre Conic.

51. Write for a moment

e., + x e^ + fj. 6, + v'

so that
(A OA (Ay _ '-'1 Y' ^^ _ - V 7 — ' y

the equation of the three-centre conic expressed in terms of (X', I", Z') is

say

A'X'--^- B'Y''+ C"Z'' = 0.

When 6i = d.,, we have (7'=x, A' = — B', X'=Y'; by writing the equation in the

form
{A' + B') X'-' + B' (

F'-^ - A"-^) + G'Z'-^ = 0,

and observing that in the limit Y'- — X''- = 'iX' (Y' — X'), we see that the equation

will thus assume the form

where

is a finite function: A" = is the line joining the twofold centre and the one-with-

twofold centre, /S = is the other tangent at the one-with-twofold centre, ^' = the

tangent at the twofold centre or cusp; the form X'S+x Z''-=0 shows that the three-

centre conic reduces itself to a pair of points, viz. the twofold centre or cusp, and

the point where the tangent at the cusp is met by the other tangent (that is the

tangent not passing through the cusp) at the one-with-twofold centre.

52. To verify the value of S J proceed as follows

:

A' + B' 1 { H, ©:

0, -e, 0^- e, \0, {0, - e,) 0, {0, - eo)

c. V. 43
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= {Or -0.^(0, + d, + X + f^ + v-
'^^^j ,

0, _ e„ = 0,' - Oi +{\+iJ.+v) {Oc - 0-?) + {p-v + v\+ \fi) {0, - 0,),

= {0, - e.) {0^ + 0A2 + 6',= + (X. + /a + v) {0, + ^,) + fiv + v\ + XiJ,],

= (0, - 0.;) . {60,' + 2(\ + f^ + v) 0,}

:

and thence

Moreover

v Y' tn n\\
^

I

^^
I

- I

-^fl /)^I ^'- 4. /^^
I

"^^
]

and hence

_ 4 ^ , / Xx ay vz

30r ((^i + X)-^
^

(01 + /x)= ^ (01 + vy]
'

-1
in which we have only now to substitute (X, /a, i') = (a ^ /3 ', 7 ') and ^i = -5^- We

have

^i + ^ =
a2' ^> + /^ = ^- ^1 + "^ =

;^^'

where M=~^- (8y-a-)= —^ (By + ya + a/3), and then observing that
a/37 "^Py

the equation 6' = becomes

2 (/37 + 7a + a;S) (* + I + -) + 3 (oa; + /3(/ + 7^) = 0,

or, what is the same thing,

(2/37 + «0 ^ + (27a + m'j + (2«/8 + r)
J
= 0.

which agrees with a former result.
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Article Nos. 53 to o5. Transformation of the Equation of the Cubic.

53. Let it be required to express the cubic

xyz + k{x + y->r zf CKx + fiy + vz) = {)

in terms of the coordinates X, Y, Z. We have

.+ y+z = 2[l-X + JY + lz),

X.r + fj.y + v2= X + Y + Z,

and the equation therefore is

where 11 denotes the product of the three factors obtained by writing \, /j,, v

successively in the place of \.

For one of the nodal cubics we have

and the equation miUtiplied by 0i is

which it is clear a 'prion must be of the form

and there is in fact no difficulty in verifying that the coetiicients of X^, X-Y, X'-Z, XYZ
all of them vanish. To find K, comparing the coefficients of A'^1'- we have

that is

ues% ''(e,+x)(e,+fi) e," e„_'

K.j^=l {0, + X) {0, + M) (0, + v)-^, (0, + 20,) ©,,

= ^(0, + \) {0, + m) {0. -0, + 0, + v)-
|.; {0, + 20,) @„

= |(^,
- 0,) I

+ sj ©, - |i^
{0, + 2^,) a,

=
I (^, + 20,)©, -^(^, + 20,)©,.

-ii© _^i^©- 0,' 0^-'

43—2
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and

= k {01%- - 0A ipv +vX + Xfji) - (6, + ^,) Xfiv},

= ^3 [dfd^ + OA {OA + OA + ^•:) -h(0i + e,) 6Aid,],

= iAO42eA + ^e,Ai + 0-yi,

= \keA[^eA-(e^ + e.^],

= - h eAk' ;

so that we have

that is

K=-\kl.?k\

and the equation of the nodal cubic is

54. To complete the reduction we have

coeff. Y^z = @,s (x^^(^+^)(0^+^) -irw.'

__k®2.iA:

so that substituting for 6.?®, - ^r@. its value =-\ OAJ-/, the terms in P and Y'Z are

= -^''^^k{''-V'')'

and in like manner the terms in YZ- and Z' are
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SO that the terms in (Y, Zf are

= -\ e.m IMM:
.-hY^Z\-^l-(h

e,
YZ- + Z'-

and the equation, omitting the factor — \ lil-?, is

'^{sm^m^'''^im!<''-'^J'^-Tm}k'^'-^ ^0.

341

55. But the term in
[ ] is

(F-^)f^ +-
^'

'''^YZ{^Y-,I^Z],

which is

and the equation of the nodal cubic is finally

Y2 z'
[UX^6.{Y-Z)][^^-V

Y Z
The lines F = 0, Z = 0, 7-77V — , ,7^ = each pass through the node and meet the cubic

Z/B2 4-©3 '
^

in a third point; the three points of intersection lie in the line liX + dj(Y — Z) = 0.

Article Nos. 56 to 66. The Cubic Locus, Harmoconics and Harmonic Conic.

56. Suppose that the line Xj; + yay + i^s = passes through a given point (a, h, c),

then we have

\a + fjh + vG = \

and observing that 6 + \ + n, + v, 6 are proportional to

21 1 1

x' I/' Z ' X+ 1/ + Z
respectively,

we find

a^b_^c_ -Ija + b + c) ^ ^^

X y z x + y + z

the equation of a cubic curve, the locus of the critic centres corresponding to the

several lines \x + fiy + vz = which pass through the point (a, b, c). The cubic curve

passes, it is clear, through the six points which are the angles of the quadrilateral

x = 0, >/ = 0, z = 0, ./; + ^ + 5 = 0.
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57. If we take for (a, h, c) the coordinates of the point of intersection of the

line Xx-^- fiy + vz^O with any one of the lines a; = 0, y = 0, z = 0, x-\-y + z = Q, then in

each case the cubic breaks up into the same line and a conic, viz. we have the conies

y z x-{-y -'t z '

\ _ ^ _ 2 (\ - v) _
z X x+y+z '

H \ 2 (/^ - X) ^ Q
X y x+y+z '

X y 2
'

and it is to be noticed that in each case the critic centres all of them lie on the

conic. In fact, since the point (0, v, — fi) is an ai-bitrary point on the line x = {), a

line Xx + fiy + vz = passing through the point in question is an absolutely arbitrary

line, and the corresponding critic centres therefore do not lie on the line x = ; that

is, they lie on the conic

y z x+y+z '

and it may also be remarked that the elimination of X, 6, from the system

e + \ : e + ij.
: e + V : e = '^ .'^- .'^

:

~
,

X y z x+y+z

or, what is the same thing, the elimination of 6 from the system

e + fji : e + v : e= -:^: ~
,

y z x+y+z

gives the last-mentioned e(iuation, unencumbered by the factor x = 0.

We have thiis four conies, each of them passing through the three critic centres

which correspond to the line \x + jxy + vz = Q; as to the signification of the first three

of these conies, I remark as follows.

58. The ' harmoconic ' of a point A as to the line T in respect of the conic ©,

may be defined as follows; viz. considering the pencil of lines through A, the locus

of the fourth harmonic of the point in which a line of the pencil meets T, in

regard to the two points in which the same line meets the conic 0, is a conic

which is the harmoconic in question. (In particular, if the line T pass through the

point A tlie harmoconic breaks up into the line T and into the polar of A.) The

conic may of course be a pair of lines.
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Consider any three lines x, y, z, a line B, and the line T\ then the harmoconics

being all as to the same line T, we have the theorem

Harraoconic of intersection of x, S in regard to pair of lines y, z,

Ditto „ „ of y, S „ „ z, X,

Ditto „ „ of z, S „ „ X, y,

all pass through the same three points.

And taking a; = 0, y = 0, z = for the equations of the lines x, y, z; Xx + iJ,y + vz = Q

for the equation of the line S ; and x + y + z = for the equation of the line T, the

harmoconics just spoken of are the above-mentioned three conies respectively.

.59. In fiict, considering the harmoconic of intersection of x, S in regard to the

pair y, z ; and taking a:
, y, z' as the coordinates of a point P of the harmoconic,

then the equation of the line ^P is

= 0,X,
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61. The fourth conic through the critic centres is the conic

^ + + ^ = 0,
X y 2

which it will be observed passes through the vertices of the triangle x = 0, y = 0, 2 = 0,

and also through the point (1, 1, 1) which is the harmonic of the line so + y + s =
in regard to the triangle : I call it the ' harmonic conic' Representing the equation by

f + ^l + '^ =0,
X y 2

or, what is the same thing,

2fy2 + Igzx + 2/(.ry = 0,

we have /= /x — i/, ij = v — \, /i = \ — /a, and therefore f-{-g + h = 0.

62. It is easy to show that the coordinates of the pole of the line x + y + 2 =
in regard to the harmonic conic are x : y : 2 =f- : g" : h" ; these values satisfy the

condition Va; + Vy + V2 = 0, that is, the pole in question lies on the twofold centre

conic.

63. The equation of the tangents to the harmonic conic at its intersection with

the line x + y + 2=0 (which tangents meet of course in the last-mentioned pole, that

is in a point of the twofold centre conic) is found to be

%fgh {x + y + z)-+U {Ifyz + 2gzx + 2hxy) = ;

if for shortness

= /' + f + }r - 2gh - 2hf- 2fg,

or what is the same thing

D = - 4 (gh + hf+fg\ = 2 {p + f + Ir).

64. We have identically

~ ^/^r/i {x- -\-y- + Z-— 2yz — 2zx — 2xy)

= 2fgh {x + y + zY+U (2fyz + 2gzx + 2hxy) - 8 (//; + gy + hz) (ghx + hfy +fg2),

so that the tangents in question meet the twofold centre conic

X- + y" + 2- — 2yz — 2zx — 2xy = 0,

at its intersections with the lines fx + gy + hz = 0, and ghx+ hfy +fgz= 0: the latter

of these is in fact the tangent of the conic at the point (/-, g", Ii') of intersection

of the two tangents. Hence the two tangents meet at the point {/^, g-, /;-) of the

twofold centre conic and they besides meet the conic at its points of intersection with

the line fx + gy + hz = 0.
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65. The line \:c + /j,;/ + vz = may be expressed in the form,

-• + I) + ^3 + /^ (* + 2/ + 2) = 0,

(where, %it suprd, a+/3 + 7 = 0). The correspondmg values of/, g, h are

f :
(J

: h=a?(^'-i>) : /3-^(y'-a^) : y^a? - 0%

or, what is the same thing,

f:g: h = aH^ -j) : /S^T -«) : 7^" - ^l
or, again,

The equation fx + gij + hz = may be written

X, y, z =0,

1, 1, 1

ill
that is, the line in question is the line joining the harmonic point (1, 1, 1) with

the point

W' ^'' 7=)'

the inverse of the point (a-, /3^, 7=), which is (ante, No. 27) the point of contact of

the line

with the envelope.

X y z -

66. The harmonic conic passes through the vertices of the triangle a: = 0, y = 0, 2 = 0,

through the harmonic point (1, 1, 1), and through the critic centres. Hence if one of

the critic centres be given, the harmonic conic passes through five given points and

is thus completely determined. But a critic centre being given, the line joining the

other two critic centres is the polar of the given centre in regard to the twofold

centre conic (ante, No. 40), and it is thus completely determined ; and the other two

critic centres are of course the intersections of this line with the harmonic conic.

Article Nos. 67 to 87. Miscellaneous Investigations.

67. I demonstrate by means of the last-mentioned formulae a theorem already in

effect demonstrated by the investigation which led to the three centre conic, viz. that

the tangents at a node or critic centre, and the lines drawn to the other two critic

centres, form a harmonic pencil.

C. V.
' 44
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In fact the tangents at the node or critic centre are given by the equation

the other two critic centres are given as the intersection of the line

e + x e + fi e + v

with the conic

/M — v v — X \ — fi _ .

X y z
'

the theorem will be true if the pair of tangents and the last-mentioned conic are cut

harmonically by the last-mentioned line. Now in general the condition in order that

the line ^x + vy+^2 = 0, may cut harmonically the conies (a, b, c, f, g, Ji^x, y, zf and

{a', b', c',/', o'' '0 (^, y> zy = ^ is

Kbc + b'c -Iff, ..., gh' + g'h - af -a'f,...\ln, KY = 0,

and if a' = b' = c' = 0, then the condition is

(-2//, ... gh'+g'h-af, ...11 n, r)— 0.

68. In the present case the equations of the two conies may be written

(^0+iX,...-e-^'^\...)(x,y, zy = o,

(0, ...
, fji-p, ...$*', y, z)- = 0,

and we have

-2//' = -2(/x-.)(^+2j''),

= — 6(X — fi + /u, — v + v — X)

22
-f ^ (— vX- + vX/ji, — X/jLV — X-/x) + iXlfi — v),

= (f,-^)(^-iX],

and the condition is

69. Writing this in the form
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then observing that

+ \ + fi^ e + p

the first part is

= !.( - \ (a ^f^"'] ( ~V 5^ A.

which is

=
(^ + x)(g + ;.)(g + .)

S (^ + ^) (^ + 'r)
^^^'^ - ^^")'

and observing that the sum is

2\uv ^ / . , . , , ,= ^— 2. fiv {/J- - !>) =
2^^^

(/x -v)(v- X) (X - /x),

the first part is

_ 2\fj,v (fi — v){v — X) (X — /i.)

" ~0~
{0 + Wid + H-){STv)

The second pai't is

2X^1^

0{0 + X)(X + ^){0^v)

in which the sum is

l{,i-v){\-26){\ + 0\

= t{fi-v) {\- -\e- 20-) = S X- (/i - 1') = - (m - ") (" - X) (X - ^),

so that the second part is

2\fiv {/J, — v){v — X) (X — fj,)"~
{0 + \){d + fi)(0 + V)'

and the sum of the two parts is = 0, which proves the theorem.

70. Let Xi, 111, Zi be the coordinates of a critic centre, then the equation of the

polar in regard to the twofold centre conic is

(- «i + 2/i + Zi) * + («i - Z/i + 2^)y + (*i + 2/i - ^i) ^ = 0,

and the equation of the conic through the five points is

a'l (yi - Zi)
_^

yi(gi-a:i) _^
z^ (a^ - yQ ^ ^^

a; 2/
z

'

and these equations together determine the remaining two critic centres.

44—2
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71. I remark in passing that the equation of the one-with-twofold centre locus

may also be obtained by means of the equations

X y z
'

(- a^i + 2/i + -i) * + (*'i - 2/i + ^i) 2/ + («i + yi-Zi)z = 0,

which determine the remaining two critic centres corresponding to a given critic centre

(«i, 3/i, Zi); in fact, in order that the centre (xi, y^, z^ may be accompanied by a

twofold centre the line must touch the conic ; and the analytical condition, substituting

therein (x, y, z) in the place of («!, y^, z^, is found to be

xyz \a? + y'^ + z^— {yz- + y-z + zx- + z\x + xy- + x"y) + 'ixyzY = 0,

the three lines xyz = are not properly part of the locus, but their appearance may
be accounted for without difficulty.

72. Assume that the line \x { fiy + vz = passes successively through the points

(« = 0, 2/
- 2 = 0) {y = Q, z-x = 0), (z = 0, x-y=0),

or, what is the same thing, the points (0, 1, 1), (1, 0, 1), (1, 1, 0): then (mite, No. .56)

the critic centres are in all these cases respectively on the conies.

or, as these may be written.

1
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or, as this may be written,

so that the cubic locus breaks up into the line ij + z = and into the conic

X (x + 1/ + z) — ^yz = 0.

74. I say that the critic centres lie, one of them on the line, and the other two

on the conic.

In fact, putting \ = \{fi-\-v) the equation in 6 is

e'-d{lJ.V + l{lJi + V)") - i IJLV (/J, + v) = 0,

that is

and we have

\0 + ^{lM+v)[W-^{fM + v)e-,Xv[=O,

X : V : 2 =

7.5. Hence if 0+^{im + v) = 0, we obtain

. - 1 1 -1

= ^'':-l :1;

whence also

(fi + v) X + ifi - v) y = 0,

(fi + v)x-(fi — v)z = 0,

y + z =0,

so that the corresponding critic centre lies on the line y + z = 0; the last-mentioned

equations, restoring the value 4X in place of /^ + v, may also be written

4\a; + (fi,
— v) y = 0,

4\aj — (/I — v) z = 0,

y + z =0.

76. If on the other hand

e--^{tji, + v)0-/iv = 0,

or, as this equation may be written,

-r,e'-(e + 2/j,)(0 + 2v) = O,

then observing that in general, in virtue of the equation

1 ]_ 1 2 ^
d + x'^ e + fji'^e + v e •
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we have

1 1 2 ]^ 2 !_

1 1 e + 2v e + 2fj.

o + fj.

" d + v ' e(d + v) ' eio + fi)'

and consequently

y : x + z = d : 6 + '2fi; z : x + y = : 6 + 2v,

the foregoing equation

5^-2 _ (5) ^ 2fj.) (9 + 2i/) =

gives

5yz — (a; + z){x + y) = 0,

that is

x(x + y + z) — 4<yz = ;

or the critic centres corresponding to the two vahies of lie ou the conic. The

line joining them is the polar of the point [ , —1,1] in regard to the twofold

centre conic ; the equation therefore is

(fi-v)x-{3/j, + p)y + (fi + Sv) z=0.

77. Stai'ting with a critic centre on the line y + s = 0, the other two critic centres

lie on the conic x (x + y + z) — ^yz = 0, and they are the intersections of the conic by

the polar of the first centre in regard to the twofold centre conic.

7S. Starting with a critic centre on the conic x{x + y-\-z) — iyz = 0, the other

two critic centres lie one on the conic, and the other on the line y + = ; viz. the

polar of the first centre in regard to the twofold centre conic meets the line in one

point, and the conic in two points ; of these one is the harmonic of the point on

the line in regard to the twofold centre conic ; this point on the conic, and the

point on the line, are the other two centres.

79. The point (4, — 1, — 1) is of course one of a system of three points ; viz.

these are (4, — 1, — 1) (- 1, 4, — 1), (— 1, — 1, 4) ; and the corresponding loci of the

critic centres are

{y + z) \x (.X' + y + z) — ^xy\ = 0,

{z + x)\y{x + y + z)— ^zx\ = 0,

{x + y) \z {x + y-^z)- 4ixij\ = 0,

the three points in question are {ante, No. 24) shown to be nodes of the twofold centre

envelope.
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80. The line Sx+i/ + z = is the line through the points (-1, 4, -1), (-1, -1, 4),

and as such the corresponding critic centres lie

one on the line s + a; = 0, two on the conic x(x + y + z) — 4tijz = 0,

one on the line x+ i/ = 0, two on the conic y (x + y + z) — 4!zx = 0.

The two lines meet in the point (1, — 1, — 1).

The two conies meet in the points (1, 0, 0), (2, 3, .3); and touch at the point

(0, 1, —1), the common tangent being ox + y + z = 0: this appears by writing the

equations of the two conies in the forms

(y-z) {ox + y + z) + (y+z){-3x + y + z) = 0,

-iy-z) {ox + y + z) + {y + 2){- 3x + y + z) = 0,

for we have then the four points of intersection put in evidence ; viz. these are

y-2=0, 2/ + ^ = 0, that is (1, 0, 0),

y-z = 0, -Sx + y + z = 0, „ (2,3, 3),

ox + y + z = 0, y + 2 = 0, „ (0,1,-1),

5x + y + z = 0, -3x + y + z = 0, „ (0, 1, - 1).

The point of intersection (1, 0, 0), which is an angle of the triangle, is not a critic

centre; the thi-ee critic centres are the other point of intersection (2, 3, 3); the point

of contact (0, 1, — 1) ; and the point of intersection (1, — 1, — 1) of the two lines.

81. To obtain in a different manner the last-mentioned result it may be remarked

that for the line 2x + y + z = 0, for which (X, fi, v) = {S, 1, 1), the equation in is

0'-7e-6 = {e + l){0 + 2){0-S) = O,

so that the values of ^ + X, + n, + v are

for e = -l, 2, 0, 0,

„ 0^-2, 1, -1, -1,

„ 0= 3, 6, 4, 4,

and the con-esponding values oi' x : y : z are

= i CO : 00, that is, (0, 1, — 1),

-1 : -1, „ (1, -1, -1),

i : h ,> (2, 3, 3),

which points are therefore the critic centres for the line '3x + y + 2 = 0.

The last-mentioned line, it is clear, is one of the system of three lines

3x + y + z = 0, x + Sy + z^O, x + y+Sz=0.

82. If X = 0, that is if the line Xa; + fiy + vz = pass through an angle ^ = 0, z =
of the triangle ; then reverting to the original equations

—x+y+z _x—y+z_x+y—z
\x fjuy vz '

= 1

_ 1
G
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these give (y = 0, z=0) or else {-a:+y + z = 0, vz--fiy" = 0), that is, one of the three

critic centres is the angle (y = 0, 2=0) of the triangle ; and the other two are the

intei-sectious of the line —x + y +z = with the pair of lines vz- — fiy- = 0.

It should be remarked that, given the critic centre y = y^ = 0, z — z^^O, the re-

maining two centres cannot be determined as the intersection of the polar —.r + y+z =
with the conic

a^i (yi - .Si)
_^
yA^i-ooi)

_|_
z> (a?! - yi) ^ ^

X y z
•

inasmuch as the equation of this conic becomes the identity = 0.

83. The critic centres for the case in question, X, = 0, may also be determined by
means of the equation of the cubic through the three centres ; in fact, since \ = 0,

the equation Xa + /^/S + i'y = becomes fx./3 + vy = 0, that is ^ : y = v : — /j,; and the

equation of the cubic thei-efore is

\x x + y + zj v\y z x + y + zj

and since the ratio a : /8 is arbitrary we have the two equations

= 0,
'^_^-?-(^^-'^> = o.

1 2

X x + y + z '' y z x + y + z

which resolve themselves into the above-mentioned two equations, -x+y + z = 0,

vz" — fiy- = 0.

84. Consider a critic centre the coordinates of which are (0, ^i, z^), that is, which

is an arbitrary point on the side a; = of the triangle : it is to be remarked that

there is not any position of the line \x + fiy-'rvz = 0, which properly gives rise to such

a critic centre.

For writing x^ = the equations

-'^1 + 2/1+^1 ^ ''i - yi + ^1 ^ soi + y^- Z-
,

give /i = 0, i'=0, that is, the line \x + fiy + vz = Q is found to be *' = 0; but in this

case the cubic is x{yz+ k{x -{-y + zy-\=(i, which irrespectively of the value of k has

nodes at the points x = 0, ys + k {y + z)- = 0, and which only for the value k = i) acquires

a third node at the point y = 0, z = 0: the case is a singular and exceptional one.

85. If notwithstanding we assume a critic centre at the point (0, y^, Zi), then

the other two critic centres are by the general theorem given as the intersection of the

line

(yi + Zi) * - (yi - Zi) (y - ^) =

with the conic (pair of lines) x (y — z) = 0, that is, we have a twofold centre x = 0, y — z = 0,

or what is the same thing a twofold centre (0, 1, 1).
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86. If a critic centre lie on the line ij — z = 0, tlion of the other two critic

centres, one lies on this same line and the other is the point a; = 0, x-\- y -\- z = 0, or

say the point (0, 1, —1). And in this case the line Xa; + /tt^/ + 1-^ = passes through

the last-mentioned point ; that is, we have /i = v. Conversely, starting from the equation

IJi = v, so that the line XxA- iMy-\-vz = is X*' + /x(y-|-s) = 0, a lino through the inter-

section of the lines x = 0, x + y + z = 0, the equation in is

where the factor 6 -\- im = Q corresponds to the critic centre a; = 0, a; + y + 2 = U, or

(0, 1, — 1), (it will presently be shown that this is so), and the quadric equation

&- — fid — 2\fj,
= corresponds to two critic centres on the line y — z = 0. We have

1 1 ^
"^ ^ •

^~0 + X • + fi + n'

and thence y — z = ; and 0{x — y) = — \x + fiy, which substituted in the equation

0^ —
fj.0

— '2\/j, = gives

(\,« - fiy) [{X + fi) X - 2fiy] - 2Xfj, (x - y)- = 0,

and the two critic centres are given as the intersections of this conic by the line

y-z = 0.

87. Consider for a moment the case i/ = /x + e, where e is ultimately = 0, the

equation in is

1 1 1 2

+ X'^0 + lj.'^0 + lx + e 0~ '

then if a root is = — fi + Ae, we have111 2 ^

Ae + X — fM Ae (A + l)e Ae-fi

so that, e being indefinitely small, we have

— + ^ = 0, that is, 2il + 1 = or A =- ^,A A -\- L

and then

e^-fi-^e, + \='x-iJ,-le; + fi = -^e; 0+v = + ^e,

which gives

= 1 _}___ ^_^ = 1 _ 2 2
"^ ' '^ ' ^ ~ + X

' + fjL

' + v~ X- ^L- }^ e
''

e e'

or, e being indefinitely small, x : y : z = : 1 : — I, f^o that the factor ^-|-/i = corre-

sponds, as mentioned above, to the critic centre (0, 1, — 1).

C. V. 45
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350.

ON THE CLASSIFICATION OF CUBIC CURVES.

[From the Transactions uf the Cambridge Fhibsopliical Society, vol. xi. Part i. (1866),

pp. 81—128. Read April 18, 1864.]

The notion of a curve of a given order may be considered as arising from Descartes'

invention of his method of coordinates ; and one of the earliest applications of the

method was made by Sir Isaac Newton in the Enumeratio linearum tertii Ordinis (1706),

a work worthy of its author, and which opened a new field of geometrical science. The

classification is according to the nature of the infinite branches; there are fourteen

genera containing together seventy-two species, but four species were added by Stirling

in his Linece tertii Ordinis Newtoniance ; sive Illustratio &c. (1717), and two more by

Murdoch or Cramer ('), making in all seventy-eight species. A new classification was

made by Pliicker in his System der Analytischen Geonietrie, 1835 ; this is likewise

according to the nature of the infinite branches, but after his six head divisions, and

some subordinate divisions thereof, Pliicker establishes the divisions called Groups, which

have nothing analogous to them in the Newtonian theory ; there are sixty-one gi'oups,

and the total number of species is 219.

The present Memoir contains an exposition of the foregoing classifications, and of

the principles on which they are founded, in so far as relates to the superior divisions

of the two classifications : and in particular I develope more completely than was done

by Pliicker the theory of the division into gi'oups. I do not however consider otherwise

than very slightly the ultimate division into species.

The above-mentioned work of Newton contains, under the heading "Genesis Curva-

rum per Umbras," the remarkable theorem that the curves of the third order may all

of them be considered as the shadows of the five Divergent Parabolas ; I reserve for

a separate Memoir the whole series of considerations to which this theorem gives rise.

' The two additional species are, I believe, first mentioned in Murdoch's Genesis Curvarum per Umbras

(1746), but one of them is there ascribed to Cramer.
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I commence by establishing the theory of the classitication of cubic curves according

to the nature of their infinite branches, in what appears to me the scientifically correct

manner as follows :

The Seven Head Divisions, Article Nos. 1 to 4.

1. A line in general, and therefore the line Infinity, meets a cubic curve in three

points, and these may be

Three onefold points,

A twofold point and a onefold (or, as it may also be termed, a one-with-twofold) point,

A threefold point.

2. But in the second case the line Infinity

may be a proper tangent to the curve,

may pass through a node,

may pass through a cusp

;

and in the third case the line Infinity

may touch the curve at an inflexion,

may at a node touch one of the two branches,

may touch the curve at a cusp.

3. The first case, the three divisions of the second case, and the three divisions

of the third case, give in all seven divisions, which, as will appear in the sequel, fall

in with Newton's classification, and can be named in his language, viz.

Three onefold points. The Hyperbolas.

A onefold and a twofold point

;

Infinity a proper tangent. The Parabolic Hyperbolas.

Do. through a node, The Central Hyperbolisms.

Do. through a cusp, The Parabolic Hyperbolisms.

A threefold point

;

Infinity a tangent at an inflexion. The Divergent Parabola.^.

Do. Do. at a node, to one branch, The Trident Curve.

Do. Do. at a cusp. The Cubical Parabola.

4. As regards the signification of these terms, it may be remarked that the

Hyperbolas have hyperbolic branches, the Parabolic Hyperbolas, hyperbolic and parabolic

branches ; where by a hyperbolic branch is meant one having an asymptote, and b}

45—2
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a pai-abolic branch one not having an asymptote. The hyperbolism of any curve is the

curve derived from it by altering the ordinate in the ratio of the abscissa to any given

line

!/ = -y, or say 2/ = ^ ;

the expression Central Hyperbolism is used to include Newton's hyperbolisms of the

hyperbola and ellipse ; and the expression Parabolic Hyperbolism to denote his hyper-

bolism of the parabola. The Divergent Parabolas are curves the branches of which

ultimately diverge from each other as in the semicubical parabola y'^ = a?, which is in

fact (M\Q of these curves. The names Trident Curve and Cubical Parabola are not

generic but specific ; it so happens that the genera to which they respectively belong

contain each only a single species. The names for the several kinds of curves are not

scientifically-devised one.s, but it is convenient to have them such as they are.

The foregoing seven divisions, uniting in one the Centi-al Hyperbolisms and the

Parabolic Hyperbolisms, are the six head divisions of Pliicker.

Asymptotes, lix. Equations for the Seven Head Divisions. Ar-ticle Nos. .5 to 22.

•5. For a Hyperbola there is at each of the points at infinity a tangent, which

is an asymptote ; and the hyperbola has thus three asymptotes.

(). For a Parabolic Hyperbola there is at the onefold point at infinity a tangent,

which is an asymptote. There may be described a conic having with the curve at

the twofold point at infinity a five-pointic intersection('). Such conic, as having the

line infinity for a tangent, is a parabola, and it may be termed the asymptotic

parabola : the Parabolic Hyperbola has thus an asymptote and an asymptotic parabola.

7. For a Central Hyperbolism there is at the onefold point at infinity a tangent

which is an asymptote, and which for distinction may be called the onefold asymptote;

and at the node or twofold point at infinity there is a pair of tangents which are

the parallel asymptotes.

(S. For a Parabolic Hyperbolism there is at the onefold point at infinity a

tangent which is an asymptote, and which may be called the onefold asymptote ; and

at the cusp or twofold point at infinit}' a twofold tangent which is an asymptote,

and which may be called the twofold asymptote.

9. For a Divergent Parabola there is not any asymptote or asymptotic conic ; but

we may consider an asymptotic cubic, viz. this will be a semicubical parabola {'y- = af),

which is in fact one of the divergent parabolas, the cuspidal divergent parabola, and

which may be in general so determined as to have at the inflexion or threefold point

' I have elsewhere spoken of the conic of five-pointic contact : the expression five-pointic intersection is

more accurate.
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at infinity a seven-pointic intersection. Fur the asymptotic cubic, in (jider that it may
have a cusp, must satisfy two conditions ; it may therefore be made to satisfy seven
more conditions, or to have a seven-pointic intersection; and then the original curve

having an inflexion or threefold point at infinity, the asymptotic cubic will ijiso facto
have the same point as an inflexion, or threefold point at infinity, and be thus a
cuspidal divergent parabola.

10. For the Trident Curve, we have at the node or threefold point at infinity,

viz. to the branch which is not touched by the line infinity, a tangent which is an
asymptote : this cuts at the node the other branch of the curve, and it is therefore

an asymptote of three-pointic intersection. We may describe a conic having at the

node a five-pointic intersection with the other branch of the curve; such conic as

touching the line infinity is a parabola, and it may be called the asymptotic parabola;

since the parabola cuts at the node the first-mentioned branch of the curve, viz. the

branch not touched by the line infinity, the parabola is in fact a parabola of six-

pointic intersection. The Trident Curve has thus an asymptote and an asymptotic

parabola of six-pointic intersection.

11. For the Cubical Parabola there is not any asymptote or asymptotic conic:

the curve qua curve having a cusp (viz. the cusp or threefold point at infinity) has

a single inflexion ; and the line joining the cusp with the inflexion, regarded as a

threefold line, has with the curve a six-pointic intersection at infinity, and may be

considered as an asymptotic cubic.

12. We have in every case a cubic curve F=0 having with the original curve

an intersection at infinity which is at least six-pointic, and which I call the asymptotic

aggregate : viz. the asymptotic aggregate is

For the Hyperbolas ; the three asymptotes, intersection six-pointic.

For the Parabolic Hyperbolas ; the asymptote and the asymptotic parabola, inter-

section seven-pointic.

For the Central Hyperbolisms ; the onefold asymptote and the parallel asymptotes,

intersection eight-pointic.

For the Parabolic Hyperbolisms; the onefold asymptote and the twofold asymptote

regarded as a twofold line ; intersection eight-pointic.

For the Divergent Parabolas; the asymptotic semicubical parabola, intersection

seven-pointic.

For the Trident Curve ; the asymptote and the asymptotic parabola, intersection

nine-pointic.

For the Cubical Parabola ; the line joining the cusp at infinity with the inflexion,

regarded as a threefold line, intersection six-pointic.

13. I have said that the intersection at infinity is at least six-pointic ; but more

than this, the intersection at any onefold point at infinity is at least two-pointic ; at
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a twofold point at infinity it is at least four-pointic ; and at a threefold point at

infinity it is at least six-pointic.

It follows that the intersections at infinity of the cubic and the asymptotic aggregate

include the six intersections of the cubic by the line infinity considered as a twofold

line ; and hence the remaining three intersections of the cubic and the asymptotic

aggregate must lie in a line s=0 (Pliicker's line S), which I call the satellite line.

And writing z = for the equation of the line infinity, the equation of the cubic is

of the form U—V+fiz"s = 0. It is to be observed moreover, that when, as for the

Hyperbolas and the Cubical Parabola, the intersection at infinity is six-pointic, the line

A := is an arbitrary line; when as for the Parabolic Hyperbolas, and the Divergent

Parabolas, the intersection is seven-pointic, the line a- = meets the cubic in a given

point at infinity, viz. the twofold or the threefold point at infinity ; and when as for

the Central Hyperbolisms and the Parabolic Hyperbolisms the intersection is eight-

pointic, the line s = has with the cubic a given twofold intersection at infinity

;

this however merely implies that the line s = passes through the node or cusp at

infinity, and so imposes only one condition on the line s = 0. Finally, when as in the

Trident Curve the intersection is nine-pointic, the line s = has with the cur\e a

given threefold intersection at infinity ; that is, it coincides with the line infinity, 2 = 0.

14. The preceding considerations in regard to the asymptotic aggregate F=0, lead

very directly to the best analytical form of the function V, and thei-efore to that of

the equation U= V+ fiz-s = 0, of the cubic.

15. For the Hyperbolas; the equations of the asymptotes being ^j = 0, q = 0, r = 0,

then wo have V=pqr = for the asymptotic aggregate; the satellite line is arbitrary,

and hence

Equation of the Hyperbolas is

pcjr + fiz-s = 0.

16. For the Parabolic Hyperbolas. Imagine parallel to the asymptote a line p =
touching the asymptotic parabola ; and let the line joining the point of contact with

the twofold point at infinity have for its equation q=Q; the equation of the asymptote is

P -{- KZ= 0,

that of the asymptotic parabola is (f + Xpz = 0, and hence the equation of the asymptotic

aggregate is {p + kz) (q- + Xpz) = ; the satellite line passes through the twofold point

at infinity, or its equation is q-\- az = Q; hence

Equation of the Parabolic Hyperbolas is

{p + Kz) {(/- + \pz ) + fiz- (q + az) = 0.

17. For the Central Hyperbolisms
; the equation of the onefold asymptote is taken

to be ^J = 0, and that of the parallel asymptotes to be q- + KZ^ = 0; hence the equation
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of the asymptotic aggregate is p ((/ + kz-) = 0, the satellite line passes through the

twofold point at infinity, its equation is q + (jz = 0: hence

Equation of the Central Hyperbolisms is

p (<f + KZ-) + fis- {q + a-z) = 0.

18. For the Parabolic Hyperbolisms: the only difference is that instead of the

parallel asymptotes q- + kz- = we have the twofold asymptote 5- = ; hence

Equation of the Pai-abolic Hyperbolisms is

pq- + HZ-{q + az) = 0.

19. For the Divergent Parabolas : the asymptotic aggregate is a semicnbical

parabola ; let 5 = be the etjuation of the cuspidal tangent, p = the equation of the

line joining the cusp with the inflexion at infinity, then the equation isp^ + \q^z=0.

The satellite line passes through the threefold point at infinity, its equation is p \-az= 0,

hence

Equation of the Divergent Parabolas is

p^ + Xq^-z + ixz- ip + az) = 0.

20. For the Trident Curve : let jo = be the equation of the asymptote, q = Q

that of the tangent to the asymptotic parabola at the point not at infinity where it

is met by the asymptote, then the equation of the parabola is p- + Xqz = 0, and that

of the asymptotic aggregate is p {p- + Xqz) = ; the satellite line is the line infinity,

z = 0; hence

Ei:[uation of the Trident Curve is

p (p- + Xqz) + fiz^ = 0.

21. For the Cubical Parabola : let p = be the equation of the line joining the

inflexion with the cusp at infinity, then the asymptotic aggregate is this line taken

as a threefold line, or the equation is p' = ; the satellite line is arbitrary ; hence

Equation of the Cubical Parabola is

p^ + pz-s = 0.

22. It is convenient to notice here that for the Hyperbolas the line s=Q is

determined as follows, viz. the line infinity meets the curve in three points, and the

tangents at these points (the asymptotes) again meet the curve in three points lying

in a line which is the line in question; in other words, the line s=0 is (in the sense

in which I have elsewhere used the term) the satellite line of infinity. For the other

kinds of cubic curves, the line .s = is not, in the sense just referred to, the satellite

line of infinity : but in the present Memoir I shall in every case call the line, s = 0,

the satellite line.
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Tlie Thirteen Divisions. Ai-ticle Nos. 23 to 33.

23. The characters of the foregoing seven divisions are irrespective of reality ; and

before going further it may be remarked, that as to the Hyperbolas and the Parabolic

Hj'perbolas a subdivision also irrespective of reality may be made as follows.

24. For a Hyjierbola, the three asymptotes may not meet in a point, or they may
meet in a point. For shortness I say that in the former case we have a Hyperbola A,

in the latter case a H}'perbola ©. I consider more particularly (post, No. 41) the

special case of a Hyperbola ©.

25. For a Parabolic Hyperbola, the asymptote may meet the asjinptotic parabola

in two onefold points; or in a twofold point.

26. I come now to the divisions which depend on reality: it is assumed that the

curve is real.

27. For the Hyperbola the three points at infinity may be all real or else one real,

two imaginary. In the former case, the asymptotes are all real, and we have the

redundant hyperbola; in the latter case the real point at infinity gives rise to a real

asymptote, the imaginary points to imaginary asymptotes : we have in this case the

defective hyperbola. It is to be noticed that the imaginary asymptotes meet in a real

point, called the asymptote-point ; and that such point, if we regard it as an indefinitely

small ellipse given as to the position and ratio of its axes, determines the imaginary

asymptotes. Combining the division with the A, O, we have four subdivisions of the

Hyperbola.

28. For a Hyperbola A redundant the three asymptotes form a triangle, and for

a Hyperbola © redundant they meet in a point. For a Hyperbola A defective, the

asymptote-point does not lie on the real asymptote ; for a Hyperbola © defective it

does lie on the real asymptote.

29. For a Parabolic Hyperbola : the onefold point and the twofold point at infinity'

are of necessity real, as are also the asj^mptote and the asymptotic parabola. If the

asymptote meets the asymptotic parabola in two onefold points, these may be both real

or both imaginary : if it meets it in a twofold point, this is real. We have thus

three subdivisions of the Parabolic Hyperbola. For the Central Hyperbolism, the

onefold point, and the node or twofold point at infinity, are both real ; the asymptote

is also real. But the node may be a crunode or an acnode ; that is, the tangents at

the node, or parallel asymptotes, may be both real, or both imaginary : we have thus

two subdivisions, viz. the Hyperbolism of the hyperbola, and the Hyjierbolism of the

ellipse.

30. For the Parabolic Hyperbolism, the onefold point and the cusp or twofold

point at infinity, and also the onefold asymptote and the twofold asymptote are all real.

31. For the Divergent Parabola, the inflexion or threefold point at infinity is real.
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32. For the Trident Curve the node or threefold point at infinity is real, and

inasmuch as one of the tangents is the line infinity, the node is a crunode, and the

other tangent, or asymptote of the curve, is also real.

33. For the Cubical Parabola, the cusp or threefold point at infinity and the

tangent at this point are each real.

Reckoning the hyperbolas as 4, the parabolic hyperbolas as 3, the central hyper-

bolisms as 2, and the parabolic h}'perbolisms, the divergent parabolas, the trident curve,

and the cubical parabola, each as 1, we have in all 13 divisions.

The Notion of a Group. Ai'ticle No. 34.

34. I remark that the characters as well of the 7 divisions as of the 13 divisions

have exclusive reference to the form of the asymptotic aggregate F = ; we have an

ulterior division depending on the relation of the satellite line to the asymptotic

aggi-egate, and which I regard as the proper origin of Pliicker's Groups: viz. for a

given form of the asymptotic aggregate F=0, and corresponding to each characteristically

distinct position in relation thereto of the satellite line s — Q, we have a Group. The

determination of the characteristically distinct positions of the satellite line cannot be

completely effected a priori; for instance, in the case of the Hyperbolas A redundant,

the distinctions which immediately present themselves are that the satellite line cuts

the three sides produced, or two sides and the third side produced, of the triangle

formed by the asymptotes, or passes through an angle of the triangle, &e. ; but these

are not all the distinctions which have to be made; to determine them, taking the

satellite line as given, we discuss the series of curves represented by the equation

V
-\-

fiz-s = ; for instance (and it is on this that the discussion chiefly turns), we see

that the parameter fL may be so determined that the curve shall have a node, but

the reality or non-reality of the roots of the equation in /i, and therefore the existence

of a real nodal curve or curves will depend on the position of the satellite line s = ;

and it is thus only by the discussion of the group that we an-ive at an enumeration

of the different groups.

Osculating Asymptotes and other Specialities. Article Nos. 3.5 to 41.

3.5. But Pliicker nevertheless, prior to the establishment of his groups, introduces

certain intermediate divisions as to osculating asymptotes, &c., which have really reference

to the position of the satellite line ; an osculating asymptote gives rise to a ' diameter,'

and the diameter is a distinctive character in the Newtonian genera; to explain how

all this is, I proceed as follows.

36. The parallel asymptotes of a Central Hyperbolism, the twofold asymptote of a

Parabolic Hyperbolism and the asymptote of the Trident Curve are singular asymptotes,

that is, each of them touches the curve at a node or a cusp, and is thus an asymptote

of three-pointic intersection. Excluding these, and using the term asymjjtote to denote

0. V. 46
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a non-singular asymptote, an asymptote is iu general an ordinary tangent or asymptote

of two-pointic intersection ; if, however, the point of contact is an inflexion, then the

asymptote is an asymptote of three-pointic intersection, or osculating asymptote. In

particular for the Hyperbolas, the asymptotes may be all ordinary, or they may be two

ordinary and one osculating, or all three osculating ; but they cannot be only two of

them osculating; for the line through two inflexions meets a cubic curve in a third

point which is also an inflexion ; that is, if two asymptotes are osculating, the third

is also an osculating asymptote. The foregoing remarks apply as well to the defective

as the redundant Hyi^erbolas ; it is to be noticed, however, as regards the defective

Hyperbolas that the osculating as_yanptote, when there is only one, is necessarily the

real asymptote, and consequently that the cases are—asymptotes ordinary ; the real

asymptote alone osculating ; three osculating asymptotes. For the Parabolic Hyj)erbolas

the asymptote, and for the Central Hyperbolisms and the Parabolic Hyperbolisms the

onefold asymptote, may be ordinary or osculating.

37. The distinction of ordinary and osculating asymptotes has reference to the

position of the satellite line; viz. for the Hyperbolas, when there is a single osculating

asymptote, the satellite line passes through the point at infinity of the osculating

asymptote, or what is the same thing, the satellite line is parallel to the oscidatiug

asymptote : and when there are three osculating asymptotes, the satellite line coincides

with the line infinity. And, conversely, when the satellite line is parallel to an

asymptote such asymptote is an osculating one, and when the satellite line is at infinity

the three asymptotes are osculating. For the Parabolic Hyperbolas the asymptote, and

for the Hyperbolisms the onefold asymptote, is an osculating asymptote when the

satellite line is at infinity ; and conversely.

38. There is in regard to the Divergent Parabolas a distinction which may be

mentioned here ; viz. the satellite line may disappear altogether (/u, = 0), and the curve

thus coincide with the asymptotic semicubical parabola. Or, what is the general case,

the satellite line may be distinct fi-om the line infinity,—and it may cut in two real

points, touch, or cut in two imaginary points the asymptotic semicubical parabola: or

the satellite line may coincide with the line infinity, the asymptotic semicubical parabola

being in this case of uine-pointic intersection.

39. The term "diameter" is used by Newton in the Enumeratio in two different

senses; viz. for any given direction of the ordinates there exists a right line or

" diameter," such that measuring the ordinates from this liue the sum y + y' + y" of

the three ordinates is =0. Such diameter is in fact the second or line polar iu regard

to the cubic of an arbitrary point on the line infinity. But the term diameter is

afterwards and will be here used to denote a diameter absolute dictum, viz. for a

direction of the ordinates parallel to a non-singular asymptote there may exist a right

line or " diameter " such that the ordinates measured from this point are equal and

opposite to each other, or what is the same thing, such that the sum y + y of the

two ordinates is = ; this implies that the asymptote is an osculating asymptote. In

fact, the first or conic polar of any inflexion of the cubic breaks up into a pair of

lines, one of which is the tangent at the inflexion, the other of them, the ' polar ' of
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the inflexion, a line which cuts harmonically the chords through the inflexion, and which

when the inflexion is at infinity becomes a diameter. The remarks previously made as

to osculating asymptotes apply therefore to diameters, viz. the Hyperbolas may have no
diameter, a single diameter, or three diameters, &c.

40. Newton speaks also of the " centre " of a cubic curve ; viz. there may be a

point on the curve such that for any line through this point the two radius vectors

are equal and opposite to each other, or that the sura r + r' of the two radius vectors

is = 0. The centre is in fact a point of inflexion which has for its polar the line

infinity. The curves which may have a centre are the Hyperbolas (redundant or defective),

the Central Hyperbolisms (of the hyperbola or ellipse) and the Cubical Parabola. For

the hyperbolas, the three asymptotes and the satellite line must meet in a point of

the curve, which point is then the centre ; for the centi-al hyperbolisms the onefold

asymptote and the satellite line must meet in a point of the curve, which point is

then a centre ; and for the cubical parabola no condition is required, but the inflexion

is a centre. I remark here, in passing, that the notion of a centre as just explained

has no place in PJucker's Classification, and that the two Newtonian species 58 and 59

(hyperbolisms of the hj-perbola) and the two Newtonian species 61 and 62 (hyperbolisms

of the ellipse) which differ, the two of a pair from each other, according as there is

no centre or a single centre, form each pair a single species with Plucker; viz. they

are 198 and 201 respectively.

41. It has been already remarked that the three asymptotes of a Hyperbola may
meet in a point. As to this it is to be noticed that from any point we may draw

six tangents to a cubic, the points of contact lie on a conic, the conic polar of the

point: if, however the point lie on the Hessian of the cubic, then the conic breaks

up into a pair of lines, each of which is a tangent to the Pippian ; the two lines

meet in a point of the Hessian, which point forms with the first mentioned point a

pan' of conjugate poles of the cubic(').

Conversely, any tangent of the Pippian meets the cubic in three points, the

tangents at which meet in a point of the Hessian ; and from this point we may draw

to the cubic three other tangents the points of contact of which lie on a line which

is also a tangent of the Pippian, and the two tangents of the Pippian meet in a

point of the Hessian ; the two points of the Hessian being conjugate poles of the

cubic. In particular, if the line infinity is a tangent of the Pippian, then the three

asymptotes meet in a point of the Hessian, and the three tangents from this point to

the cubic touch the cubic in thcee points Ipng on a line which is a tangent of the

Pippian, and which meets the line infinity in a point forming with the first mentioned

point a pair of conjugate poles of the cubic.

I proceed now to explain the classification of Newton so far as relates to the

division into genera, and the classification of Plucker so far as relates to the divisions

immediately superior to the groups.

1 See as to this theory my Memoir on Curves of the Third Order. Phil. Tranx. p. 147 (1836), [145].

4G—
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Newton's Classification. Article Nos. 42 to 46.

42. Newton establishes in the firet instance the following four cases ; viz. the

equation of a cubic curve is one of the forms

I. xy^ + &!/ = «*" + ^*' + c*' + f^j

II. a;y — ax" + hx'^ -i-cx + d,

III. y- = ax" + bar + ex + d,

IV. y = ax" + bx- + ex + d.

It is not, I think, necessary to reproduce here the very interesting reasoning by

means of which this most important step in the classification was effected.

43. Starting from the fonr cases, Newton obtains his 14 genera, viz. Case I gives

11 genera, and Cases II, III, IV give each a single genus. But these genera group

themselves as follows, viz. 1, 2, 3, 4, -5, 6 are Hyperbolas ; 7 and 8, Parabolic Hyper-

bolas ; 9 and 10, Central Hj'perbolisms ; 11, Parabolic Hyperbolisms ; 12, the Trident

Curve; 13, the Divergent Parabolas; and 14, the Cubical Parabola. And the equations

are as follows :

the Hyperbolas xy- + ey = aa? + hx- + ex + d,

the Parabolic Hji^erbolas xy- + ey = bx" + ex + d,

the Central Hyperbolisms xy- + ey = cx + d,

the Parabolic Hyperbolisms xy- + ey = d,

the Divergent Parabolas y- = ax' + hx- + ex + d,

the Trident Curve xy = ax" + bsi? + ex + d,

the Cubical Parabola y = a*-^ + bx- + ex + d,

where it is to be understood that the highest expressed power on the right-hand side

of each equation does not vanish.

44. In these equations the axes x = 0, y = are not for the most part lines

precisely determined in relation to the curve, but it is easy to see as well analytically

as geometrically how by a proper transformation of the equations they may be brought

into forms such as those previously obtained, in which the several lines p = 0, &c.,

stand in a determinate relation to the curve. Thus, taking the equation of the

/ b \" ,

Cubical Parabola, this may be written y=a (*'+s~) -hc'x + d'; or, what is the same

thing, y' = ax'". Or geometrically, we see that x = is a line completely determined

as to its direction, it is in fact a line through the cusp at infinity; but that y = is

an arbitrary line in regard to the curve ; taking for y = the tangent at the inflexion,

and for a; = the line from the inflexion to the cusp at infinity, then the curve must
pass through the point (x = 0, y = 0), and y = must give a threefold value of x ; the

equation thus is y=-a:i?. And so in other cases.
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45. In the division into genera, Newton distinguishes the Hyperbolas into the

redundant and defective, and the redundant hyperbolas into those for which the

asymptotes form a triangle, and those for which the asymptotes meet in a point. The
redundant hyperbolas with asymptotes forming a triangle are distinguished according as

they have no diameter, a single diameter, or three diameters. The like distinction

might have been, but is not, made as to the redundant hyperbolas with asymptotes

meeting in a point ; these are in fact included in a single genus ; but the distinction

presents itself in the species of that genus. As to the defective hyperbolas, Newton
attends only to the real asymptote; and the only distinction is according as they have

no diameter or a real diameter. The Parabolic Hyperbolas arc in like manner divided

according as they have no diameter or a diameter. The Central Hyperbolisms, according

as the parallel asymptotes are real or imaginary, are the hyperbolisms of the hyperbola

or of the ellipse. The hyperbolisms of the hyperbola form a single genus. Each of

the Hyperbolisms might have been distinguished according as there is no diameter or

a single diameter; this distinction appears in the species. The Trident Curve, the

Divergent Parabolas, and the Cubical Parabola, form each a single geuus.

46. We have thus the following Table of the Newtonian genera : I show in it

the species in each genus, retaining Newton's numbers, and distinguishing by the

numbers 10', 13', 22', 22" the four species added by Stirling, and by .56' and -56" the

two species added by Murdoch or Cramer : I show also the division of genus 4,

according to the number of diameters ; and I also show the five species of curves

having a centre.

Table of the Neiutonian Genera.

1. Redundant Hyperbolas with asymptotes forming a triangle, and without a

diameter.

Sp. 1, 2, 3, 4., .5, G, 7, 8, 9.

2. Redundant Hyperbolas with asymptotes forming a triangle, and with a single

diameter.

Sp. 10, 10', 11, 12, 13, 13', 14, 1.5, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21.

3. Redundant Hyperbolas with asymptotes forming a triangle, and with three

diameters.

Sp. 22 22' 22" 23

4. Redundant Hyperbola with asymptotes meeting in a point.

Without a diameter, Sp. 24, 25, 26, 27. With one diameter, Sp. 28, 29, 30, 31.

With three diameters, Sp. 32. Sp. 27 has a centre.

5. Defective Hyperbolas without a diameter.

Sp. 33, 34, 35, 30, 37, 38. Sp. 38 has a centre.
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6. Defective Hyperbolas with a diameter.

Sp. 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 4.5.

7. Parabolic Hyperbolas without a diameter.

Sp. 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, .51, .52.

8. Parabolic Hyperbolas with a diameter.

Sp. 53, .54, .55, 56, 56', 56".

9. Hyperbolisms of the hyperbola.

Without a diameter, Sp. 57, 58, 59. With a diameter, Sp. 60. Sp. 59 has a centre.

10. Hyperbolisms of the ellipse.

Without a diameter, Sp. 61, 62. With a diameter, Sp. 63. Sp. 62 has a centre.

11. Hyperbolisms of the parabola.

Without a diameter, Sp. 64. With a diameter, Sp. 65.

12. Trident Curve, Sp. 66.

13. Divergent Parabolas. Sp. 67, 68, 69, 70, 71.

14. Cubical Parabola. Sp. 72.

Plilcker's Classification. Article Nos. 47 to 49.

47. Plticker in the first instance obtains by analytical considerations his six head

divisions, corresponding to the seven divisions in the present Memoir, the Central

Hyperbolisms and the Parabolic Hyperbolisms forming with him a single division. The

equations are obtained in the form already mentioned, the only difference being that he

writes 2 = 1; his six head divisions with their equations thus are

Hyperbolas JW + A^s = 0,

Parabolic Hyperbolas (j) + k) (q" + Xj)) + fj,{q + a) = 0,

Hyperbolisms 2^ ('/ + '^) + /^ ('7 + °") = *^'

Divergent Parabolas p^ + Xq" + /ia (^j + a) = 0,

Trident Curve ^J (p- + \q) + /x =0.

Cubical Parabola p^ + /iS = 0.

48. He then divides the Hyperbolas into the redundant and defective. The

redundant hyperbolas are then divided as they have no osculating asymjDtote, one

osculating asymptote, or three osculating asymptotes ; and each of these according as

the asymptotes form a triangle or meet in a point. As regards the defective hyperbolas

he attends to the imaginary asymptotes, represented by means of their real point of

intersection, the " asymptote-pomt," and the division is thus similar to that of the

redundant hyperbolas, viz. the defective hyperbolas are distinguished according as they

have no osculating asymptote, a real osculating asymptote, or three osculating asymp-
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totes; and each of these according as the asymptotes form a triangle or meet in a

point ; that is, according as the asymptote-point does not, or does, lie on the real

asymptote.

The Parabolic Hyperbolas are distinguished according as the asymptote is ordinary

and the as}anptotic parabola one of five-poiutic intersection ; or, as the asymptote is

osculating and the parabola one of six-pointic intersection ; and each of these according

as the asymptote cuts, touches, or does not cut, the pai'abola. The Hyperbolisms are

distinguished into those of the hyperbola, ellipse, and parabola, and each of these

according as the asymptote is ordinary or osculating. The Divergent Parabolas are

distinguished in the manner already mentioned ; viz. according as the curve is the

semicubical parabola ; or, as there is a satellite line not at infinity, and an asymptotic

semicubical parabola of seven-pointic intersection, and which is cut, touched, or not

cut, by the satellite line ; or, as the satellite line is at infinity, and the semicubical

pai-abola is of nine-pointic intersection. The Trident Curve and the Cubical Parabola are

not divided.

49. I annex the following Table showing the Groups included in each division

:

for shortness I use the before-mentioned symbols A, © to denote that the asymptotes

form a triangle or meet in a point respectively.

Table of the Plilckerian Divisions.

Hyperbolas :

Redundant

;

No osculating asymptote,

A I, II, III, IV, V, VI

© VII, VIII

One osculating asymptote,

A IX, X, XI, XII, XIII, XIV

© XV

Three osculating asymptotes,

A XVI

© XVII

Defective

;

No osculating asymptote,

A XVIII, XIX, XX, XXI, XXII, XXIII

© XXIV, XXV, XXVI, XXVII

Real osculating asymptote,

A XXVIII, XXIX, XXX, XXXI, XXXII, XXXIII

© XXXIV
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Three osculating asymptotes,

A
©

XXXV
XXXVI

Paratolic Hypei-bolas

:

Ordinary asymptote and five-pointic parabola.

asymptote cuts parabola

does not cut „

touches „

XXXVII, XXXVIII, XXXIX, XL, XLI

XLII

XLIII, XLIV

XLVIII, XLIX

L

LI

LII

Osculating asymptote and six-pointic parabola.

asymptote cuts parabola XLV

does not cut „ XLVI

touches „ XLVii

Hyperbolisms :

Of hyperbola
;

asymptote ordinary

„ osculating

Of ellipse

;

asymptote ordinary

„ osculating

Of parabola

;

asymptote ordinary

„ osculating

Divergent Parabolas

:

Semicubical Parabola LV

Asymptotic ditto, seven-pointic.

satellite line cuts semic. parab. LVI

does not cut „ LVII

touches (i.e. passes through the vertex of) LViii

Asymptotic ditto, nine-pointic Lix

Trident Curve LX

Cubical Parabola LXi

Llll

LIV

As to the Theory of Groups. Article No. .50.

.50. It has been already remarked that the division into groups depends on the

different positions of the satellite line in regard to the asymptotic aggi-egate, and that

the investigation relates in a gi-eat measure to the discussion of the values of the
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parameter ^ in the equation V + fj.z-s = 0, which are such as to give rise to a nodal
curve. It is to be noticed that except for the Hyperbolas and for the Cubical

Parabola, the satellite s = is either a line passing through a given point at infinity-

(determinate, that is, as regards its direction), or in the case of the Trident Curve
it is the given line infinity; there is at most only a single series of positions to be
considered, and the theory is a short and easy one; and for the Cubical Parabola,

although the satellite line s = is here an arbitrary line, yet on account of the cusp
at infinity, there is not any critic value of fi, or in fact any distinction of cases.

The only other case where the satellite line s = is an arbitrary line, admitting

therefore of a double series of positions, is that of the Hyperbolas; and the division

into groups constitutes an extensive and interesting theory, which is insufficiently

discussed by PlUcker; and it was with a view to the development of this theory

that my Memoir, On a Case of the Involution of two Cubic Curves, {ante, pp. 39 to 81),

referred to in the sequel as Memoir on Involution, [349], was written. I remark that

of the three curves there established as material to the theory, and which are further

spoken of in the setjuel of the present memoir, viz. the envelope, the twofold centre

locus, and the one-with-twofold centre locus, Pllicker considers only the twofold centre

locus. I proceed to apply the results of that Memoir to the present theory.

As to the Groups of the Hyperbolas A. Article Nos. 51 to 53.

51. The assumed form of equation was pqr + fjiz-s = 0, but using now

a; = 0, y = 0, z=Q

(instead of ^J = 0, q = 0, r = 0) for the equations of the asymptotes, we may imagine

the implicit constants so determined that the line infinity (before represented by

2=0) shall have for its equation x + y-{-z = Q; writing moreover \x + ixy -\- vz = Q for

the satellite line s = 0, and k in the place of fi, the equation becomes

xyz -^k {x + y + z)- {Xx + /j,y + vz) = 0,

which is the form considered in the Memoir just referred to.

52. It is there shown that for an arbitrary position of the .satellite line, the

parameter k, or, what is the same thing, the auxiliary parameter 6, may be determined

by a cubic equation in such manner that the curve shall have a node ; the node, or

rather the site of the node is termed a critic centre ; and there arc consequently

three critic centres (all real or else one real, two imaginary). If however the satellite

line touches a certain curve called the envelope, then two of the critic centres unite

together, foiming a twofold centre which is (not a mere node but) a cusp on the

corresponding cubic curve ; the other critic centre is termed a one-with-twofold centre

;

c. V. 47
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and the loci of the twofold centre and of the one-with-twofold centre respectively are

determinate curves, the former a conic, the latter a cubic. The critic centres corre-

sponding to the entire series of satellite lines which pass through a certain fixed

point lie on a cubic, which when the fixed point lies on the line x+ij + z = 0, here

the line infinity, degenerates into a conic called the "Harmonic Conic," and when one

of the critic centres is known the other two are determined as the intersections of

the harmonic conic by the polar of the given critic centre in regard to the twofold

centre conic.

.53. For establishing the theory of the groups of the hyperbolas A, it is necessary

to consider the geometrical forms of the several curves which have been just referred

to ; viz. this is to be done, on the assumption always that the line x + i/ + z=0 is

the line infinity, for the Redundant Hyperbolas taking the lines x = 0, ij = 0, z = 0, to

be real lines and for the Defective Hyperbolas, taking them to be one real and the

other two imaginary. The formulae of the memoir above referred to, are in their

actual form adapted to the former case, but they can of course be transformed so as

to adapt them to the latter case. I proceed to examine the two cases separately.

The hi/perbolas A Redundant (See fig. 1). Article Nos. 54 to 71.

.54. Every thing is symmetrical with respect to the thi'ee asymptotes, and to fix

the ideas and without any real loss of generality we may consider the asymptotes as

forming an equilateral triangle. Taking the perpendicular distance of a vertex from

the opposite side as unity, the absolute magnitudes of the coordinates may be fixed

by assuming x + y + z = l; x, y, z will then denote the perpendicular distances of a

point from the three sides respectively. If the coordinates of a point are proportional

to a, j3, y, then the absolute magnitudes are of course

a /3 7 .

ct + j3 + y' a + /3 + 7' a + /3 + ry'

the point may be spoken of indifferently as the point (a, /3, 7) or the point

a /3 7
'. + l3 + y' a + ^ + y' a+/3 + yJ'

and it is sometimes convenient to use both of the two notations; thus the Harmonic

point (that is, the point the harmonic of infinity in regard to the triangle) is the

point (1, 1, 1) or (i, i, i). The lines ij-z = 0, z-x = 0, x-y = 0, which are the lines

joining the harmonic point with the three vertices respectively, are in the case of the

equilateral triangle the perpendiculars from the vertices on the three sides respectively,
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iiiKJ they may be spoken of simply as the perpendiculars, but it is to be borae in

mind that the former is tlic proper construction of these lines.

55. The equation of the envelope is

or, what is the same thing,

X* + y* + s* — 4 {jiz' + y'-'z + zx^ + z^x + xy'^ + af'y

)

+ (1 {y-z" + z-a? + ,C-y-) — 124 {^x-yz + xy-z + xyz-) = 0.

The curve consists as shown in the figure of a trigonoid branch inscribed in the

triangle and of three acnodes outside the triangle.

56. The side a- = () touches the curve in the point (0, 1, 1) or (0, i, \), which

is its intersection with the perpendicular y — z = 0\ the side *'=0 has with the curve

at the point in question a four-pointic intersection. The last-mentioned line y — z=Q
meets the curve in the point (—4, 1, 1) or (2, - ^, -

1), which is one of the acnodes,

and therefore a point of twofold intersection; then again in the point (16, 1, 1) or

(f, x^, Ts) which may be considered as a vertex of the trigonoid branch, and finally

in the before-mentioned point (0, 1, 1) or (0, ^, h), which is the point of contact with

the side x = 0.

57. The equation of the twofold centre locus is

'Jx + \'y + 'Jz = 0,

or in a rational form

ic' + y" -\- z" — iyz — 2z,r — 2xy = 0,

which is in the case of an equilateral triangle, a circle inscribed in the triangle and

touching the sides at their midpoints respectively. The circle is shown in the figure.

58. The equation of the one-with-twofold centre locus is

- (- X -\-y + z)(x-y + z)(x + y-z) + xyz = 0,

or, what is the same thing,

a? -{-y^ + z' — {yz- A- y-z -f zx- { z-x -f xy"- -H «-//) -h ^xyz = 0.

It is a cubic having the harmonic point (1, 1, 1) or Q, i, i), for an acnode, touching

the sides of the triangle externally at their midpoints respectively, and having the

three asymptotes

5x — 4y — 42 = 0, — 4,7- + oy — 4^ = 0, 4a; — 4^ -I- Hz = 0,

or, what is the same thing, a; = ^, y=^,, z = i; the form of the curve is shown in the

figure.

47—2
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59. The equatiou of the harmouic conic corresponding to the satellite line Xx + fiy + vz=0,

is

X y z
'

or say

2.fyz + 2gzx + 2hxy = 0,

where /"+ ;/ + h = 0.

It is a hyperbola passing through the angles of the triangle, and through the harmonic

point (1, 1, 1) or (^, J, \). Observing that the points in question are the intersections

of the two rectangular hyperbolas (pairs of lines) x{y — z) — 0, y (z — x) = 0, it follows

that the harmonic conic is a rectangular hyperbola.

60. The coordinates of the centre are /'-, g'-, li- and the centre is consequently a

point on the circle which is the twofold centre locus.

The asymptotes of course meet in the centre, and they again meet the circle in

two points which are the intersections of the circle with the line fx + gy+ hz = 0.

61. The Harmonic Conic is the same for the satellite lines which have a given

direction, and we may to determine it take a satellite line which touches the envelope.

If the constants a, /8, y satisfy the condition a + /3 + 7 = ; then the equation of a

I' II z
satellite line tangent to the envelope is

-i + ^+o = 0: the coordinates of the point

of contact with the envelope are as «•*
: /3* : 7* ; the coordinates of the twofold centre

as a- : jS- : y-
;
the coordinates of the one with twofold centre as

a-M/S-7) : 0Hy-^) r{<^-l3).

The values of /, g, h are as a? (/3^ - 7=) : /8^ (7^ - a^) : y" (a' - /3^), or what is the same

thing, as a?{^-y) : /3=(7-a) : y'^{ix-^), or as a-(/3--7=) : l3-{y--a-) : 7-(a=-/3-): the

last-mentioned values show that the line fx + gy + hz = passes through the harmonic

point (1, 1, 1) or (1, i, i), and also through the point f — , -57,, -^1, the inverse of

the point (a-, /S", 7-) which is the twofold centre.

62. On account of the symmetry of the figure in regard to the three asymptotes,

it is sufficient to construct the harmonic conic for a direction of the satellite line

inclined to the base at an angle not > 30", and this is what is accordingly done : it

may however be remarked that for the limiting inclination = , that is, when the

satellite line is parallel to the base, the harmonic conic becomes a pair of right lines,

the base and pei-pendicular ; but that for the other limiting inclination = 30", that is,

when the satellite line is perpendicular to one of the legs of the triangle, the

harmonic conic is still a proper hyperbola, and is situate symmetrically in regard to

the leg in question ; the two limiting cases will be readily understood by means of

the general case shown in the figure.
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63. Imagine now the satellite line moving parallel to itself through the series

of positions ABGMDEA'; to simplify the figure these are not delineated in theii-

proper positions (but they are merely indicated according to their order of succession),

and it is to be understood that they have the following positions, viz.

A, at infinity (^),

B, through the vertex B,

C, touching the envelope,

M, through the vertex Mg,

D, through the vertex Dj,

E, through node X of the envelope,

A', at infinity (')
;

then the corresponding positions of the critic centres are

On one branch of the hyperbola,

^3, at infinity,

C3, a one-with-twofold centre,

C3', a one-with-twofold centre,

A,

E3,

A3', at infinity.

On the other branch,

J-i, at infinity: -4.,, the harmonic point,

Bi, Bo,

(7,2, a twofold centre,

Mj, M„ are imaginary,

Cjj', a twofold centre,

A, A,

A, E,,

A(, at infinity; A„, the harmonic point.

(34. For the further explanation of the figure it is to be observed that B^, B^

lie on the line joining the midpoints of two sides; and in like manner D«, D^ on

the line joining the midpoints of two sides
;

(the imaginary points 71/, , M.. are in

like manner on the line joining the midpoints of two sides): these relations depend

on the theorem, No. 81, of the Memoir on Involution, viz. that for the satellite lines

which pass through a vertex (1, 0, 0) of the triangle, one of the critic centres is the

vertex (1, 0, 0), and the other two critic centres are points on the line —x + y+z = 0,

or, what is the same thing, x=\.'

6.0. Again, the point E^ is on the line («=1) through the vertex D, parallel to

the base, and the points E^, E. are on the hyperbola (indicated by a dotted line in

the figure) {y + \){z + l) = rs\ this depends on the theorem Nos. 73 and 74 of the

' strictly speaking a line at infinity is the line infinity, and as such has no definite direction ; but we

may of course consider a line which moves parallel to itself in opposite senses as having for its limit the

line infinity.
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Memoir ou Involution, viz. the critic centres corresponding to the satellite lines through

the point

(-4, 1, 1) or (2, -i, -^)

lie one of them on the line y + 2 = 0, and the other two on the conic x{x + 7/ + 2) — ^yz = ;

reducing by the condition w + y + z=l, these equations become respectively *•=!, and

(2/ + i)(^ + i)-flT=0.

06. The foregoing positions of the satellite line, and the critic centres, as exhibited

in the figure, were selected partly for facility of delineation ; I wished however to

examine the effect of the passage of the satellite line through a node of the envelope

;

and it appears that such passage does not give rise to any marked peculiarity in

regard to the critic centres. The selected positions are sufficient to indicate the

circumstances of the critic centres as the satellite line passes from the position A at

infinity continuously to the position A' at infinity ; in particular we see that as the

line passes from A to C, or from C to A', there are three real centres ; but that as

the line passes from G to C" there is only one real centre.

67. The case of the satellite line parallel to the asymptote x = 0, is included (as

already mentioned) as a limiting case in the foregoing one ; the harmonic conic is

here the pair of lines x{y — z) = 0: and we have two ciitic centres on the line

y — s = 0, (the perpendicular), and the third (not properly a critic centre) at infinity on

the a.symptote :v = ; in fact, starting with a critic centre on the line y — z = 0, the

polar of the centre in regard to the twofold centre conic or circle is a line parallel

to the asymptote x = 0, and which therefore meets the harmonic conic x{y — z)=:0 in

a second centre on the line y — z = 0, and in the point at infinity on the line a; = 0.

But the analytical theory of the case is peculiar and ma}' be specially considered.

6iS. Writing fi = v, the equation of the satellite line is Xx + /j,(y + .:} = 0, or

lug x+ y + Z--

No. 20) becomes

putting x+y + z=0 this is x= - ---. The equation in (see Memoir on Involution,
Li — A.

or, disregarding the factor 6 + fi = 0, which corresponds to the centre at infinity, the

equation is

6-- dfi- 2\fji = 0,

which is a quadratic equation, giving therefore two values of 0, and the corresponding

critic centres lie on the perpendicular y — z = 0, the x coordinate being given by the

equation

1 /I 2\ 1 2,.,. ,,
' = 0T^^[0 + x + + ,J

= 0^'-0 = ^'^^^ + '^-

We have therefore conversely

0^J^,
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and thence

\a-= - ftx (^ - x) - 2/1 (1 - xf = 0,

or, what is the same thing,

(X — /a) a." + I /m; — ^ ^ = 0,

so that putting for shortness ^,^ = ct, (ct denotes the distance of the satellite line from
/x — A

the asymptote x = 0) then the eijuation which determines the distance of the critic centres

from the asymptote is

a? — ^ TSX + -^ -ZB- = 0,

or we liave

X = \ (:3or + \/9ct= - Sot).

The condition for a twofold centre is (sr = 0, which may be disregarded, or else) ot = £

or, what is the same thing, 8\ + ^ = 0.

69. If a;,, .v.. are the coordinates of the two centres, we have

2x;' = vt{^x,-\),

2a).,2=CT(3«-,-l),

and thence

a;,- _ Zx^ — 1

x« Sa;, — i
'

or, reducing,

«, + X., — .Sa'iA'o = 0,

;'

a relation connecting the two values *,, x.,\ this equation however only expresses the

known relation that the two

twofold centre conic or circle.

known relation that the two centres are harmonics of each other in regard to the

70. The foregoing examination of the form of the envelope shows very readily

what are the positions of the satellite line which give rise to Pliicker's groups for

the Hyperbolas A Redundant.

We have in fact first.

Hyperbolas A Redundant, no osculating asymptote.

The satellite line is not parallel to a side of the triangle ; and the different

positions give the following six of Pliicker's groups, viz.

I. Satellite line cuts three sides produced.

II. „ passes through a vertex and cuts opposite side produced.

III. „ passes through a vertex and cuts opposite side.

IV. „ cuts two sides and a side produced, but does not cut the envelope.

V. „ touches the envelope.

VI. „ cuts the envelope.

Next,

Hyperbolas A Redundant, one osculating asymptote.
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The satellite line is parallel to the osculating asymptote, say to the base of the

triangle ; and the different positions give the following six of Pliicker's groups, viz.

IX. Satellite line above the vertex.

X. „ through the vertex.

XI. „ below the vertex, but not cutting envelope.

XII. „ touches envelope.

XIII. „ cuts envelope.

XIV. „ lies below the base.

And finally.

Hyperbolas A Redundant, three osculating asymptotes.

The position of the satellite line is here completely determined, giving one of

Pliicker's groups, viz.

XVI. Satellite line at infinity.

71. It may be remarked that in this enumeration no account is taken of the

nodes of the envelope : the enumeration was in fact made by Pliicker by considerations

relating to the critic centres, but without arriving at or making use of the envelope

at all : if account were taken of the nodes of the envelope several of the foregoing

groups would have to be subdivided according to the different positions of the

satellite line in regard to these nodes : but the effect produced by the passage

of the satellite line through a node of the envelope is so slight, that I am inclined

to think that the enumeration may be properly effected in the foregoing manner,

without any account being taken of these nodes.

The Hyperbolas A Defective {See fig. 2). Article Nos. 72 to 101.

72. If in the formulae for the H^'perbolas A Redundant we write

\ (a: + yi) for x,

^{x-yi) „ y,

X — jJUL „ \,

\ + /Xi „ /A,

then the equation of the satellite line is

I (X - /lii) {x + yi) + I (X + iii) (x - yi) + vz = 0,

which is 'Km + fiy + vz = as before; the equation of the line infinity is x + z = 0, and

the equation of the curve is

4
(.'- + y-) z + k {x + z)- (\x + fiy + vz) == 0.
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We may fix the absolute magnitudes of the coordmates by writing x + z = l ; and the

equation then becomes

{x- + if) (1 - x) + 4^' [(\ -v)x + fiy^ v\ = 0.

The origin is at the asymptote-point, or intersection of the imaginary asymptotes ; the

equation of the real asymptote is a; = 1 ; that of the imaginary asymptotes is a.'- + y- = 0.

If X and y are ordinary rectangular coordinates then the pair of lines represented

by this equation will be an indefinitely small circle, and conversely, if the Asymptote-

Point be an indefinitely small circle, then x and y will be rectangular coordinates;

and we may without loss of generality assume that this is so.

73. The equation of the envelope is

v^i (x + yi) + yyh(x- yi) + ^z = 0;

this gives successively

Vj (x + yi) + '/^(x - yi) -\/z = - \/2 x^x' + y-,

x + z- y/af + y" = 2V^ (
\/i {x + iy) -\- Vi(a;-iy)j,

{x + z)' + X- + y--1 {x + z)^a? + y" = ^z {x + Va-" + f-),

{x-sy + x- + f =2(x+Sz)^x' + y\

[(x - zf + X- + /p = 4 (a; + Ss)- («= + y') ;

that is

(x -zy + 2 {x^+ f-) {(x - zf - 2 (a; + 3^)=} + {x' + f-f = 0.

Putting z=l-x, and therefore a; - 2 = 2a; - 1, and a; -1- 3s = 3 - 2a;, this becomes

(2x -iy + 2 {a? + f) [{2x - \r - 2 (2« - 3)^) -f (.r= + 7/=)= = 0,

that is

(a;= + yj -2{ci? + y-) (4a;^ - 20a; -M7 ) 4- (2a- - 1)^ = 0.

which may also be written

y* - 2f- (3a;= - 20a; -)- 17) -t-
9*'* + Sar^ - lOa?^ - 8a' -t-l = 0,

or, what is the same thing,

y4 _ 2^/2 (a; _ 1') (3*. _ 17) + (,^- _ 1 )
(9a; - 1) (.» -1- 1 )= = 0,

for the equation of the envelope. The solution of the equation in y gives

f = {x - 1) (3a; - 17) ± {2x - 3) \/-.32(a;- 1).

74. The original curve ^x + \/y + \^z = had the three nodes

(2, -h -1). i-h 2, -0, (-i -i 2);

c. V. 48
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and thence writing

i (« + 2/*). 2 (* - yi)> ^. for *'. y> ^.

we find the nodes

(« = |. 2/ = fi), (a,' = |, y = -f t), («=- 1, ?/ = 0);

the first and second of these are acnodes, or the curve has a pair of imaginary

acnodes ; the third is a crunode ; and to find the directions at this point, if in the

equation of the curve we write x — \ for x, the equation becomes

y* - 2if {x - 2) (3*- - 20) + (« - 2) (!)*• - 10) x- = ;

the lowest terms therefore are 20 (— 4y- + *'-) = ; and we have ii=±^{x+l) for the

equation of the tangents at the crunode.

^ = gives x = l, x=\ and (as a twofold value) x = —\, which belongs to the

crunode.

a; = 1 gives y* = 0, or the line x=\ is a tangent of four-pointic intersection.

x = gives y*-Mf-->r\=0, that is y- = 17 ± 12\/2, or ?/=±r3 + 2V2).

75. The curve has a pair of asymptotic parabolas, and taking for the equation of

one of them

(y _ a; V,3 + ;S)~-4f («; + «),

this gives

y =,rV3-/3 + V-4f_(a;+a),

and thence _
?/=i = 3a^-2/3«V3 + /3"-

-^{x + a.)

+
K''~ls)'^-^2(^ + a),

which agrees with the value of y- in the envelope as to the terms x", x^, and by

properly determining a, /3, it may be made to agree as to the terms x and x^.

We have in the parabola

'^x-^a¥*-¥'

+

and in the curve

V - .32
J2a-

Va; + (a - ^) s/A

2/==3a."--20a;+17

+ V"^^f2a;Va--4\/«!
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We have therefore

2/3— z.p'vo — ij'= — iu, a —

giving

^
V3

o 14 14^/3
'^ 3V3 9 '

"'

so that the equation of the parabola is

that of the other parabola is of course obtained by merely changing the sign of VS.

76. From the foregoing results we may trace the curve, but this may be done

somewhat more easily by means of polar coordinates, viz. writing x = r cos 6, y = r sin 6,

and therefore ^ = 1 — » cos 6, we have

that is

or since

we have

v/ir.2cos^0 + v^'l-rcos5 = O,

r (cos ^ + 8 cos- \6) = \\

cos = 1 — 8 sin- A 6 cos= \ 0,

= l-8cos-i^-f 8cos4^,

cos ^ + 8 cos" 1 = (1 - 4 cos- i ef

= (-l-2cosi^)2,

and the equation is

r =
(1 + 2 cos h ey

'

^ = 0" gives r = i 6 = 180" gives r = 1, 6 = 240° gives r = oo, 6 = 360° gives r = 1,

values which agi-ee with the results obtained by rectangular coordinates.

77. The form is shown in the figure; we see that the curve consists of a lower

branch without any singularity, and of an upper branch which cuts itself in the

cmnode.

78. The equation of the twofold centre locus (making in the form V* + Vy + V^; = 0,

the foregoing transformation) is

V^ (x + yi) + 'J\{x- yi) -f Vl - a; = 0,

that is

X + ya? + y- = \ — X,

or

Va? + y" = 1 - 2x,

48—2
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which is

3a;-— 4.i'- y- = — \,

or

•iix-ir-y"- = ^.

or finally

9(.r-|)-^-3/ = l,

which is a hyperbola having its centre at the harmonic point "» = §, y ~0; having

.<; = i, x= 1 for the extremities of the transverse axis, and such that the asymptotes

are inclined to the axis of *• at an angle = 60° ; this curve is also shown in the figure.

79. Similarly making the transformation in the equation of the one-with-twofold

centre locus written under the form —(— x + y + z)(x — y+ 2)(x + y — 2) + xyz = 0, this

becomes

— (— yi + z) (yi + z) (x — z) + \(x+ yi) {x — yi) z = 0,

that is

- 4 (2/= + 2=) {x-z) + {x- + y-)z = 0,

which is

- 4'Z'' {x- z) + x-z + y"- (oz — 4a;) = 0,

01-, what is the same thing,

z (x - 2z)- + y- (oz - 4.x) = 0,

or, putting for z its value = 1 — a;, this is

(l-x) (Sx - 2)- + y- (.5 - 9a') = 0,

that is

(^-l)(3a;-2)^

^ 9a;-

5

which is the equation of the one-with-twofold centre locus.

SO. The curve is symmetrical in regard to the axis of x. And moreover

a" < §, y is impossible,

*' =
I'

y"—'^> <)r the line a; = is an asymptote,

* = 1' 2/' = 0, which is a crunode,

* = !, ?/ = 0,

and

a; > 1, y is impossible.

The equation of the tangents at the crunode are 3/- = 3 {x — §), or the tangents are

inclined to the axis of x at angles = 60°. The curve consists, as shown in the figure,

of a single branch cutting itself in the crunode, and tending on each side towards the

asymptote.
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81. The equation of the harmonic conic, making the foregoing transformation in

the equation 1 1 ^ = 0, becomes
X y z

that is

which is

or, what is the same thing,

_ 2

\ — v + iJ,i \— V — iJ.i f^i _ n

x + yi x — yi z '

•2(\ — v) yi + 2fii x — fii' •^ —Q,

F (•'«' + f) - 2z {fix -(X-v)y}= 0,

fiia? + f-
- 2zx) + 2(X- v) yz= 0,

which, putting for z its vahie = 1 — *•, is

fiiSx'' + y--2x) + 2(X-v)y{l-x) = 0,

or developing,

SfjLX- - 2{X-v)xy + fiy- - 2imx + 2(X-v)y=0,

either of which is the equation of the harmonic conic corresponding to the satellite

line (X — v) X + /xy + V — 0, or, since the direction is alone material, to the satellite line

(X — v)x + fiy = 0. The second form shows that the conic is

an ellipse for 3/i- > (\ - v)-,

a parabola „ S/m- = (X — v)-,

a hyperbola „ .3/i- < (X, — v)-.

82. The first form shows that the conic passes through the four points which

are the intersection of the ellipse ^a? + y- — 2x = 0, (or, as the equation may also be

written, 9 (« — 4)-+ 3y-= 1), with the pair of lines {x—\)y = 0: this is right, for the

points in question ai'e the three points (a;=0, y = 0), {x = l, y = i), {x=l, y = — i),

which are the vertices of the triangle formed by the asymptotes (x" + y") (x — 1) = ;

and the point a; = f , y = 0, which is the harmonic point.

83. Putting for shortness X — v = k, so that the equation of the satellite line is

KX + fiy + V = 0, and that of the corresponding harmonic conic is

fi (3,c^ + f-2x) + 2Ky(l- x) = 0,

the coordinates of the centre are found from the formulfe

^(x+yi) : ^(x-yi) : z = {K + /j-i}- : (k - fii)" : -4/i=,

whence, since x+z = l, we have for the coordinates of the centre

fl- — XT — 2/iK

•i/i- — K- "^
.ifi- — K-

and it is easy to verify that these belong to a point on the twofold centre conic

3,i- - 4.1' - / + 1=0.
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84. The asymptotes of the harmonic conic meet at the centre ; and they again

cut the twofold centre conic in two points, the intersections of the last-mentioned

conic with the line

(k + fii) ^ (x 4 7/t) + (— « + fii) A {x — yi) — 2/u,iz =

that is

fj.x + Ky — 2p,z = 0,

or, what is the same thing,

Sfjbx + Ky—2/M = 0.

85. I remark that the equation of the asymptotes of the harmonic conic is

(3m^ - k') [fi (3«= + y-- 2x) + 2Ky (1 - x)] + /j, (/i- + k") = 0,

and that the theorem for the construction of the asymptotes depends on the identical

equation

(S/i- - k") [fi, (3a;= + y-- 2x) + 2Ky (1 - x)] +/J,{fi- + «-) + 3^ (fi- + k') {Sx- -y"-- 4« + 1)

= — 2 [— (3/i- — K-) X + 2fiK y -\-
ijl" + k-'] {S/xx + Ky — 2/u,),

which is easily verified ; and where

— i'Sfi" — K-) X + 2fiK y + fj:-
+ K- =

is the equation of the tangeut of the twofold centre conic 3a;'- — y- — 4:x+l =0 at the

centre of the harmonic conic.

80. On account of the symmetry in regard to the axis of x, it will be sufficient

to attend to the series of curves corresponding to a direction y = x of the satellite

line, for which the ratio — has a given sign ; and the inclination of the satellite

line to the asymptote will pass from 90° to 0" according as the value of the ratio

passes from to oo

.

87. First, if is =0, that is, if the satellite line be perpendicular to the

asymptote, then the harmonic conic is the ellipse

3a;= + y- - 2x = 0,

or, as it may also be written,

9(*--i)^ + 3y==l.

As — increases from to v's, that is, as the inclination of the satellite line

diminishes from 90° to 30", the harmonic conic becomes an ellipse of greater and

greater excentricity, and ultimately a parabola.
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K
88. I notice the particular case — - = ^, which corresponds to the direction

parallel to one of the nodal tangents of the envelope : the harmonic conic is in this

case the ellipse

'ia? + y'-—2x — y + xy = 0,

which, it will be observed, passes through the point {x = 0, y = l) which is one of the

points of intersection of the twofold centre locus or hyperbola Sx- — 4a; — y- = — l by

the line x = 0.

89. For the value — = Vs corresponding to a direction inclined at an angle = 30°

to the asymptote, the harmonic conic becomes the parabola (a; VS — 7/)=— 2 (.r — y V3) = 0:

this equation may also be written (x — ^)" + y'- = \(x + y^/S — l)-, a form which puts in

evidence the focus and directrix of the parabola.

90. For a value > v3, that is, when the satellite line is inclined to the

asymptote at an angle < 30°, the harmonic conic is a hyperbola, and ultimately when

— = 33 , or the satellite line is parallel to the asymptote, the harmonic conic becomes

the pair of lines y (1 — x) = 0.

91. I have in the figure shown the following forms of the harmonic conic ; viz.

hyperbola, corresponding to inclination < 30° of satellite line to asymptote,

parabola, to inclination = 30°.

ellipse'! < (

ellipse ;-to inclination = : inclination (=tan~'2) of a nodal tangent of the envelope,

ellipse J > V

and for these forms respectively the successive positions of the satellite line are indicated

as follows

:

92. For the inclination < 30", the positions are AGMC'BEA', viz.

A, at infinity,

C, touching lower branch of envelope,

M, between C and C",

C, touching upper branch of envelope,

D, passing through asymptote point i),,

E, passing through cnniode of envelope,

A', at infinity.
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The corresponding positions of the critic centres on the hyperbola are

[350

On one branch of hyperbola.

Ai, A3, each at infinity,

Bi, B3,

(7,3, a twofold centre.

On the other branch.

A., the harmonic point,

B,,

Co, a one-with-twofold centre,

if„, a real centre,

C's, a one-with-twofold centre and

(7'i„, a twofold centre,

{:

D3 and

Di (Aisymptote- Point), D.,,

E3 and E^, E,,

(A'3, at infinity, and

{A\, at infinity, A.,, harmonic point.

93. For inclination =30' the positions are {AC)MC'DE(A'C), viz.

AC, at infinity, touches envelope at infinity,

M, between (AG) and C",

C, touching upper branch of envelope,

D, passing through asymptote point Z)j,

E, passing through crunode of envelope,

A'C, at infinity touches envelope at infinity.

The corresponding positions of the critic centres on the parabola are

A^, (harmonic point) a one-with-twofold centre; A^^^ A'^^ at infinity, a twofold

centre,

jlfo, real centre, the other two centres being imaginary,

Cjo, a twofold centre, O's, a one-with-twofold centre,

Di, (asymptote point), D^; D„,

E„ E,; E,.

.4,3, = .4
'13, at infinity, a one-mth-twofold centre ; A. (harmonic point) a twofold

centre.

94. For inclination =tan-i2, the positions are AMG'D{EG")NA' , viz.

A, at infinity,

M, between A and C,

G', touching upper branch of envelope,

D, through asymptote point Z),,

EG"I, touching upper branch of envelope at crunode N between EG" and A',

A', at infinity.
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And the conespouding positions of the critic centres on the ellipse are

A^, (harmonic point), the other two centres imaginary,

M„, real centre, the other two centres imaginary,

C',2, a twofold centre, C"-j a one-with-twofold centre,

Di, (asymptote point), D. : Ai

C"Ei3, twofold centre, C"E., one-with-twofold centre,

A^2, real centre, the other two centres imaginary,

A.2, harmonic point ; the other two centres imaginary.

95. And for the inclinations < and > tan~'2, the only difference is that the

positions are ACDEC"A', viz.

A, at infinity,

M, between A and C",

C, touching upper branch of envelope,

D, through asymptote point i),,

E, through crunode,

C", touching upper branch of envelope,

N, between G" and A',

A', at infinity,

and that instead of the points C'E^^ and C" E., we have separately the points C'l^, C"..

and E,, E«, E„ as shown in the figure.

96. For the better understanding of the figure it is to be observed that the

points D. and D-. lie on the line « = ^: this depends on the theorem No. 81 of the

Memoir on Involution, viz. of the critic centres which belong to a satellite line

through the vertex (0, 0, 1), one is the vertex itself, the other two lie on the line

x + y — z=0; or making the transformation ^ (x + iy), ^{^ — iy\ z for x, y, z and

writing x + z = l, of the critic centres which pass through the vertex (0, 0, 1) (the

asymptote point), one is this point itself, the other two lie on the line x — z = 0, that is

x=L

97. Again it is to be observed that the centre Ej lies on the line x= 0, and the

centres E^, E., on the circle (indicated by a dotted line in the figure) {x+^y + y' = ^:

this depends on the theorem Nos. 7.3 and 74 of the Memoir on Involution, viz. of the

critic centres for .satellite lines through the node (acnode) (1, 1, —4), one lies on the

line x + y=0, and the other two lie on the conic z {x + y + z) — 4>xy = ; making the

substitution

^{x + yi), ^(x-yi), z for x, y, z,

c. V. 49
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and writing also x + z=l, we find that, for the satellite lines which pass through the

crunode (1, 0, 2), the critic centres lie one on the line x = 0, the other two on the

conic

z{x + z) — X- — y- = 0,

that is, on the circle x--\- y'+ w- \ =0, or (« + ^)'- +?/- = f

.

98. The circle in question cuts the twofold centre conic 'ix- — 4aj — y- = — 1 at its

intersections with the line x = 0, viz. in the points x=0, y = + 1 ; and it moreover

— (x—\) (3a; — 2)
touches the one-with-twofold centre locus y" = cTT^^ ** ^ point where this

same circle meets the ellipse ^x- + xy + y-—2x — y = 0, which is the harmonic conic

corresponding to the inclination tan~' 2. In fact, writing down the three equations,

x" -\- y" + X— \ =0,

3«- + xy + y- — 2x — y = 0,

{x-l){2x-2y

the first and third equations give

.9*' - .1

(x-l){^x-2f _

that is

or, reducing.

- {x - 1) (3* - 2)= + (9*- - .5) {x"+x-l)=0,

(5a,- - 3)- = 0,

that is *' = §, and then from the first or third equation y-=^, or ?/= + i; hence the

circle touches the one-with-twofold centre locus at the points

and by means of the second equation we see that the first of these points, viz. the

point « = §, 2/ = ~5! is a point of the ellipse or harmonic conic Sx- +xy + y" — 2x — y = 0.

99. I consider the analytical theory of the case where the satellite line is parallel

to the asymptote ; this is in fact similar to the theory ante Nos. 67—69 ; writing

^{x + yi), ^{x — yi), z, \ — fii, X + /j,i, v

in the place of x, y, z, X, /i, v, and putting afterwards /i = 0, that is, in the transformed

equation \x + fiy + vz = writing fi = 0, we find for the satellite line Xa; + i- (1 — a;) = ;

the equation in (the factor ^ + X = being disregarded) is

6--Xe- 2\v = 0,

and the corresponding critic centres lie on the line y = 0, at the distances given by

the equation

2 1. d
^

X
X : 1 — X = -—- : -, , whence x = -p:

—- , z = 1 — x= -,
—-

;
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we have then

z

and the values of s are given by the equation

X (1 - z)- - Xz (1 -z)- 2vz" = 0,

that is

2(\-v) z- -S\z + \ = 0,

which, putting - = 1— ot, or ct=^ (ct is the distance of the satellite line from
V — \ \ — V

the asymptote s = 0), becomes

2z- — 'S-srz + 13- = 0,

or we have

2 = I {3S7 + Vi!7(9ot-8)}.

The condition for a twofold centre is (ct = which may be disregarded, or else)

9ct - 8 = ;

or, what is the same thing, X + 8/' = 0.

100. If Zi, z« are the coordinates of the two critic centres, then we have

2zi-= m (3^1 — 1),

2zi=v^{%z..-\\

and thence

or, reducing,

or in terms of the a;-coordinates

z" _ 'Az^-\

z:'
~

^z. - i

'

3^12., — 2i — 2.^ = 0,

'ix-^x.. - 2 («! + .r„) +1=0,

which equation however merely expresses that the two centres are harmonics to each

other in regard to the twofold centre conic 3a;- — 4a; — y^ + 1 = 0. It is right to remark

that the formula^, although referring to a different system of coordinates, are absolutely

identical with those given Nos. 67— 69, writing therein v for /j,, and z for x.

101. An inspection of the form of the envelope shows what are the positions of

the satellite line which gives rise to Pliicker's GroujDS for the Hyperbolas A Defective.

We have in fact.

Hyperbolas A Defective, asymptote not osculating.

49—2
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The satellite line is not parallel to the asymptote, and the different positions give

the following six of Plticker's Groups, viz.

XVIII. Satellite line cuts upper, cuts lower, branch of envelope.

XX. „ „ „ „ and passes through

asymptote point.

XIX. Satellite line touches upper, cuts lower, branch.

XXI. „ does not cut upper, cuts lower, branch.

XXIII. „ „ „ , touches lower branch.

XXII. „ „ ,, , does not cut lower branch.

Hyperbolas A Defective, asymptote osculating.

The satellite line is parallel to the asymptote, and we have the six groups,

XXVIII. Satellite line cuts upper branch, cuts lower branch of envelope, viz. it

lies above the asymptote point.

XXIX. Do, Do, but it passes through the asymptote point.

XXX. Do, Do, but it lies below the asymptote point.

XXXI. Satellite line touches upper branch, cuts lower branch.

XXXII. „ does not cut upper branch, cuts lower branch.

XXXIII. ^, „ „ , does not cut lower branch, viz. it

lies below the asymptote.

And finally,

Hjrperbolas A Defective, three osculating asymptotes.

Satellite line at infinity, giving the single group

XXXV.'

But the division gives rise to a remark such as is made ante No. 71.

As to the Groups of the Hyperbolas 0. Article Nos. 102 to 104.

102. Taking z=0 as the equation of the line infinity, and x = Q, ij = Q as the

equation of any two lines through the point of intersection of the a.symptotes, or

' asymptote point,' then the equation of the cubic may be taken to be

3 (a, h, c, d\x, yf + hz- {\x + /ly + vz) = 0.

103. To determine the critic centres we have

(o, h, c^x, y)- + kz-X = 0,

(b, c, d'^x, yf + hz^fi =

2z (\x + fiy + vz) + z-v = 0,
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and thence

Ij.
(a, b, c\x, i/f - \ (b, c, d:^x, y)- = 0,

or as it may also be written

{fia — \b, fib — \c, fic — Xd'^^d; y)- = 0,

and also

2 (X* + fiy) - Sv3 = 0,

which two equations determine the critic centres for a given position of the satellite

line ; the first of them gives a pair of lines through the asymptote point ; the latter

is a line parallel to the satellite line : there are thus two critic centres.

104. The condition for a twofold centi-e is

(ac — b-, be — ad, bd — c-^\,
fj,)-

= 0,

so that there ai'e a pair of twofold centres which will be real if

{be — ad)- — 4 (ac — b-) (bd - c-) = +,

imaginary if

(be - ad)- - 4 (ac - 6") (bd - c-) = -,

that is, the twofold centres will be real or imaginary, according as the equation

(a, b, c, d^.r, t/f=0

has its roots one real and two imaginary, or all three real ; viz. the twofold centres

are real for the Hyperbolas © Defective ; imaginary for the Hyperbolas © Redundant.

And we see also that for the Hyperbolas © Redundant the critic centres are always

real; but that for the Hyperbolas © Defective, they may be both real, or both

imaginary, or may coincide together, giving a twofold centre. But the two cases are

best studied by assuming different special forms for the equation.

The Hyperbolas © Redundant. Ai'ticle Nos. 105 to 107.

105. The equation may be taken to be

i:y(x — y) + kz''(\a; + fiy+ v2) = 0,

or wi-iting z=l, then the equation is

^ xy (x — y) + k (\ci; -\- /ly -\- vz) = 0.

We may, to fix the ideas, consider the case where the three asymptotes are

parallel to the sides of an equilateral triangle ; x, y, and *• — y will then denote the

perpendicular distances of the point from the three asymptotes respectively.
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10(3. The critic centres are given by the equations

2 {\x + fj.y)
- Sv = 0,

\x- —2(X + fi) xy + /j,y- = ;

or, wliat is the same thing, they are the intersections of the line

2{\x + fj,y)-^v =
by the two real lines

\iv = [(\ + ij,)± Vx- + V + M'] y-

107. The groups are

Hyperbolas © Redundant. No osculating asymptote.

The satellite line not parallel to any asymptote, that is X, = 0, yit = 0, X + yu, = 0. We
have the two groups

VII. Satellite line does not pass through asymptote point {v not = 0).

VIII. Satellite line passes through asymptote point (v = 0).

Hyperbolas © Redundant. One osculating asymptote. Satellite line is parallel to

an asymptote, suppose to the asymptote x = 0; that is, /i. = 0, or the satellite line is

X,7' + v = 0. We have only the group

XV.

Hyperbolas © Redundant. Three osculating asymptotes. Satellite line lies at

infinity, that is, X = 0, /x = 0. We have only the group

XVII.

The Hyperbolas © Defective. Article Nos. 108 to 110.

lOS. The equation may be taken to be

i X [x- + y-) + kz- (Xr. + fj.y + vs) = 0,

or writing z=l, then it is

i X (xr + y-) + k (\x + fj,y + v) = 0,

and if to fix the ideas we take the case where the two imaginary asymptotes are

the asymptotes of a circle, then x, y will be ordinary rectangular coordinates.

109. The critic centres are given by the equations

2 (X* + fiy) - Si' = 0,

S/Aj;- — 2\xy + /j-y'- = 0,

that is they are the intersections of the line 2 (\x + /u.y) — Si' = (which is a line

parallel to the satellite line, on the other side of the asymptote point and at a

distance from it = ^ distance of satellite line) by the pair of lines

Sfj.x = {\± Vx= - Sfj,") y.
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Hence the critic centres are real if \- > Syu,-, that is, if the satellite line is

inclined to the asymptote at an angle > 60° ; imaginary if X" < 3/x-, that is, if the

satellite line is inclined to the asymptote at an angle < 60^
: and there is a twofold

centre if \" = 3/i", that is, if the inclination is = 60°. This assumes, however, that v

is not = 0, that is that the satellite line does not pass through the asymptote point

;

when it does the distinction of the cases disappears. Hence the groups are

110. Hyperbolas © Defective. No osculating asymptote. The Satellite line is

not parallel to the asymptote, and the groups are,

Satellite line not passing through asymptote point.

XXIV. Satellite line inclined to asymptote at angle > C0°.

XXV. „ „ „ „ =60°.

XXVI. „ „ „ „ <60°.

Satellite line passes through asymptote point, the single group

XXVII.

Hj'perbolas © Defective. Real osculating asymptote. The satellite line is

parallel to the asymptote, and we have the single group

XXXIV.

Hyperbolas © Defective. Three osculating asymptotes. Satellite line is at

infinity and we have the single group

XXXVI.

The foregoing theory of the hyperbolas A and © completes the enumeration of

the groups I. to XXXVI.

As to the groups of the parabolic hyperbolas. Article Nos. Ill to 11.5.

111. I consider the equation in the form

^ X (by- + cz- + Igzx) + kz- (p.y + vz) = 0,

viz. the cubic x(by'-+ cz- + 2gzx) = is made up of a conic by" + cz-+2gzx = {), and a

line x = 0; the other cubic .z- (fiy + vz) = is made up of a tangent of the conic,

regarded as a twofold line, z- = 0, and of a line fiy + vz = through the point of

contact of such tangent.

112. To determine the critic centres we have

x.gz+^ (by- + cz- + Igzx) = 0,

x.by+kz.fjLZ =0,

X {cz + gz) + hz (2fiy + Svz) = ;
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eliminating k from the second and third equations

fiz {cz + gx) — by (2/xy + '3vz) = 0,

that is

— 2bfiy- + Cfjiz- + guzx — 'ihvyz = ;

or reducing by means of the first equation written under the form

by- + cz- + ^gzx = 0,

we find

3cytt2- + Qgfizx — Sbvyz = 0,

that is z = 0, which may be rejected, or else

c/xz + Zgfix — bvy = 0,

or, as it may be written,

IX (3gx + cz) — vhy = 0.

Hence the entire series of critic centres lie on the conic

?;//•'+ CZ- + igzx = 0,

and corresponding to the satellite line ij.y + vz = 0, we have the two critic centres

which are the intersections of the conic by the line

IX {?igx + cz) — vby = 0,

the lines pass through the fixed point 3gx + C2 = 0, y = 0, and form a pencil homographic

with the satellite lines ixy + vz = 0.

113. We have a twofold centre if the line touches the conic, the condition for

this is

{be, -if, 0, 0, -2bg, O^'Sgix, -bv, cix)- = 0,

that is '3bg-('icix- + 4!bv") = 0, or simply,

Scix- + ibv- = 0,

and from this and the equation ixy + v2 = 0, eliminating fx and v we find

46«/^ + Scz- = 0,

for the equation of the satellite lines which respectively give rise to a twofold

centre ; the lines in question are real or imaginary according as the lines by- + cz" =
are real or imaginary, that is, according as the line x = cuts the conic by- + cz" + 2gzx =
in two real, or in two imaginary, points.

114. Writing now 6=1, c = —mn, 2g = n and x + mz in the place of z, the

equation is

{x + mz) (y- + nzx) + 2kz- {ixy + vz) = 0,
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and we may consider z = as the equation of the line infinity : writing in the formulae

z = \, the critic centres are given as the intersection of the parabola

y" + 2?ia' + inn = 0,

with the line

vy = ^ fj-n (3x + m)
;

and the condition for a two-fold centre is

4i'- — Smnfji- = ;

the equation of the satellite lines corresponding respectively to a two-fold centre i«

4<y- — Smn = ;

the lines are real or imaginary according as mn is positive or negative, or (observing

that the equations x + in = 0, y- + nx = give y^ — mn = 0), according as the line

X + m = cuts or does not cut the pai-abola y^ + nw = 0. Suppose for a moment that

the line does cut the parabola and that y^ is the corresponding value of y, then

y^- = mn ; and the equation iy- — Smn =0 of the satellite lines which coiTespond

respectively to the case of a two-fold centre is y- = f ^/i". We have thus y=±yi and

y = + V| 2/1 as special positions of the satellite line fiy + j> = 0. In the case where the

line x + m^O touches the parabola y- + nx = 0, the value of yi is = 0, and we have

only the special position y = 0; finally, when the line does not cut the parabola there

is no special position.

115. Pliicker's groups are consequently as follows:

Parabolic Hyiierbolas ; ordinary asymptote and five-pointic asymptotic parabola, that

is the line /iiy+v = is not at infinity.

Asymptote cuts parabola, mn = -f-.

XXXVII. Satellite line lies outside the lines y=±yi which belong to the points

of intersection.

XXXVIII. Satellite line passes through a point of intersection, that is, coincides

with one of the lines y=±yi.

XXXIX. Satellite line lies between the lines y = ± y^ and y=±^'iy.

XL. Satellite line coincides with one of the lines y = ±^iyu which give respec-

tively a two-fold centre.

XLI. Satellite line lies between the lines y = ± Vf ?/i.

A.symptote touches parabola, viz. »;, = 0.

XLIII. Satellite line does not pass through the point of contact.

XLIV. Satellite line passes through point of contact or its equation is ^ = 0.

Asymptote does not cut parabola, viz. mn = -. This gives the single group

XLII.

c. V. 50
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Parabolic hyperbolas. Osculating asymptote and six-pointic asymptotic parabola.

The satellite line is here at infinity, and there is no new distinction of gi-oups. The

groups therefore are

Asymptote cuts parabola,

XLV.

Asymptote does not cut parabola,

XLVI.

Asymptote touches parabola,

XLVII.

As to the Groups of the Central and Parabolic Hyperbolisms. Article No. 116.

116. For the Hyperbolisms, Central and Parabolic, since these have a node or a

cusp at infinity, they cannot acquire a new node, and the theory of critic centres does

not arise. There is, however, as regards the Hyperbolisms of the Hyperbola a dis-

tinction in the position of the satellite line, viz. this may lie outside, or between, the

parallel asymptotes. The groups are

Hyperbolisms of the Hyperbola. Ordinary asymptote. The satellite line is not at

infinity, and it may lie in either of the positions just mentioned. We have therefore

XLVIII. Satellite line lies between the parallel asymptotes.

XLIX. „ „ outside

Osculating asymptote; the satellite line is at infinity. We have

L.

Hyperbolisms of the Ellipse. Ordinary asymptote. The satellite line is not at

infinity, and we have

LI.

Osculating asymptote. Satellite line is at infinity,

LII.

Hyperbolisms of the Parabola. Ordinary asymptote. Satellite line is not at infinity

we have

LIII.

Osculating asymptote : satellite line is at infinity : we have

LIV.
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As to the Groiqjs of the Divergent Parabolas. Article Nos. 117 and 118.

117. Taking the equation under the form

ax^ + hifz + kz- (Xx -i- vz) = 0,

we find for a critic centre

3aa.- + l-z .\z =0,

^hyz = 0,

by- + k-z {iXx + 3i/0) = ;

hence there is a single critic centre y = 0, iXx + ^vz = 0, the critic value of k is

k = —TYs" '
^"^^ with this value of k the equation in fact is

4X,2 (««• + by-z) - 21av- {\x + vz) z- = 0,

that is

a {^X^a? - 2lX''vx-z - 27v-z-) + 4\%ifz = 0,

or, as it may be written,

a{2\w + Svz)- (Xx - Svz) + ^X'by-z = 0,

which puts in evidence the critic centre or node of the curve. But, as there is here

only a single critic centre, there is of course no further theory of the two-fold centre, &c.

118. The groups are as given a priori by the relation of the satellite line Xx + vz = Q,

to the semicubical parabola a;t^ + hy'-z = 0, viz. writing z = \ and changing the constants.

Divergent Parabolas, the semicubical parabola y- = x^, which is

LV.

Divergent Parabolas, Asymptotic Semicubical Parabola of seven-pointic contact,

viz. equation of the asymptotic parabola being y- — x^ = 0, and writing for convenience

k{Xx + v) = — Sax + 2b=0 for the equation of the satellite line, the equation of the curve

is y- = 0? — Zax + 2b. And the groups are

LYI. Satellite line cuts asymjjtotic parabola.

LVII. „ does not cut „ „ .

LVIII. „ passes through vertex of parabola.

And further

Divergent Parabolas. Asymptotic Semicubical Parabola of nine-pointic intersection.

The satellite line is at infinity, and the equation is y- = !»? + 2b. This is group

LIX.

.4s to the Trident Curve and the Cuhical Parabola. Article Nos. 110 and 120.

119. For the Trident Curve, equation is x (.'c- + Xy) + 1^ = 0, or the satellite line is

at infinity, and there is no distinction of groups ; we have only group

LX.

120. For the Cubical Parabola this is of + /j.y = i), there is no distinction of groups,

and the curve is group

LXI.

50—2
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As to the Division into Species : CoinjKirison of Neivton and Plilcker.

Article Nos. 121 and 122.

121. The division into species is obtained without difficulty when the groups are

once established ; in fact it only remains to trace for each given form of V and s the

series of curves V+fj,s = 0, as /x passes from co to — oo through the value and the

critic values which correspond to nodal curves : I have nothing to add to what has

been done by Pllicker, and it is unnecessary to reproduce the investigation. It may be

remarked that the mere inspection of Pllicker's figures is sufficient to show which of

his species correspond to the same Newtonian species ; the species which do so belong

to the same Newtonian species in some instances closely resemble each other in form,

although in others the difference of form is ajDparent enough : but the Pluckerian species

which correspond to the same Newtonian species belong for the most part to different

groups and are thus distinguished from each other by the characters which distinguish

the groups to which they respectively belong : thus for instance Newton's Species 1

(a hyperbola A Redundant) is characterised as consisting of three hyperbolic branches,

one inscribed, one circumscribed, and one ambigene, with an oval. Such a curve may

exist with three different positions of the satellite line in regard to the asymptotes,

viz. the satellite line may cut the three sides produced, or it may pass through a

vertex, cutting the opposite side produced, or it may cut two sides and the third

side produced, not cutting the envelope—which are the characters of Pllicker's groups

I, II, IV, respectively, and there belongs to the Newtonian species 1, a species out of

each of these groups, viz. they are I. 1 ; II. 9, and IV. IS.

122. The correspondence of the Pluckerian Species with those of Newton is shown

in the following Table.

Newton's Genus 1, contains 9 Species, viz.

1234 o 678 9

corresponding to Pllicker's Species

1.
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IX.
X.
XI.
XII.
XIII.
XIV.

Newton's Genus 2, contains 14 Species, viz.

10 10' II 12 13 13' 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

corresponding to Pliicker's Species

38
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Newton's tienns 6, contains 7 species, viz.

39 40 4.1 42 43 44 45

corresponding to Pllicker's Species

XXVIII.
XXIX.
XXX.
XXXI.
XXXII.
XXXIII.
XXXIV.
XXXV.
XXXVI.

122
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Newton's Genus 10, contains 3 Species, viz.

til 62 63

corresponding to Plticker's Species

LI.

LII.

201
I

202

Newton's Genus 11, contains 2 Species, viz.

64 65

corresponding to Plticker's Species

LIII.

LIV.
203
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351.

ON CUBIC CONES AND CURVES.

[From the Transactions of the Camhndge Philosophical Society, vol. xi. Part i. (1866),

pp. 129—144. Read April 18, 1864.]

There is contained in Sir Isaac's Newton's Emmieratio Linearum tertii Ordinis

(1706), under the heading Genesis Curvarum per' Umbras, the remarkable theorem that,

in the same way as the several curves of the second order may be considered as the

shadows of a circle, that is, the sections of a cone having a cii'cular base, so the

several curves of the third order, or cubic curves, may be considered as the shadows

of the five Divergent Parabolas. It was remarked by Chasles, Note XX. to the Aperfu

Historique (1837), that they may also be considered as the shadows of the five curves

having a centre (the Newtonian Species 27, 38, 59, 62, 72), and that the theorem may
be stated as follows, viz. (in the same way that all the curves of the second order

are the sections of a single kind of cone of the second order, so) all the curves of

the third order may be considered as the sections of five kinds of cones of the tlm-d

order—and that cutting these in one way we have the five Divergent Parabolas, cutting

them in another way the five curves with a centre. The nature of these five kinds

of cones, or, what is the same thing, that of the spherical curves in which they are

intersected by a concentric sphere, was first pointed out by ilobius in his most

interesting Memoir, " Grundformen der Linien dritter Ordnung," Abh. der K. Sachs. Ges.

211 Leipzig, 18-53. I reproduce 'in the present memoir the characterisation of these five

kinds of cones—which I call the simplex, the complex, the acnodal, the crunodal, and

the cuspidal—and I further develope the geometrical and analytical theory ; in particular

I aiTive at a division of the simplex cones into three subkiuds, the simplex trilateral,

neutral, and quadrilateral. I have throughout spoken of cones rather than of plane

curves, using however, as far as may be, language which is also applicable to a plane

curve, thus, instead of lines of inflexion, tangent planes, of a cone, I say inflexions,

tangents, &c. But the theory of the cone is of course that of the projective properties

C, V. 51
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of the curves which are the sections of such cone ; it appears to me that the true

classification of curves is to divide them according to the cones which give rise to

them ; and I consider the present memoir as affording in part the materials for such a

classification of cubic curves, viz. it seems to me that after, in the first instance,

dividing them into the simplex, the complex, the acnodal, the crunodal, and the cuspidal

kinds, the simplex kind should be further divided in the above-mentioned manner ; and
that we should establish, lastly, the divisions which relate to the particular mode in

which the cone is to be cut, in order to obtain such and such a curve : in effect,

that the principle of classification, according to the nature of the infinite branches

adopted by Newton in the work above referred to, and by Pllicker in his Si/stem der

Analytisclien Geometrie (Berlin, 1835), and to which has reference my Memoir On the

Classification of Cubic Curves, [350], should be not the primary, but a secondary principle

of classification. I remark that as I'egards the division into five kinds, Murdoch, in

his highly interesting work, NevAoni Genesis Curvarum per Umbras, [Lond. 1746], has

not only distinguished the Newtonian species which arise from each of the Divergent

Parabolas, or, what is the same thing, from each of the five kinds of cones (it will

presently appear how the mere inspection of Newton's figures is sufficient to enable

this), but that he has also shown how the cone must in each case be cut in order to

obtain the particular cubic curve. Murdoch also distinguishes the three forms ampuUate,

campaniform and intermediate, of the simplex Divergent Pai-abola, which correspond to

the simplex quadrilateral, trilateral, and neutral.

I remark also that Pliicker in his work above referred to, Dritter Abschnitt, 98,

has considered the equation of a cubic curve in the form pqr + fis^ = 0, which is in

fact equivalent to the form (X + Y+Zy+ GkXYZ = used in the sequel, but without

arriving at the results obtained in the present Memoir.

The five kinds of Cubic Cones. Nos. 1 to 7.

1. A cone of any order may comprise two distinct forms of sheet, viz. (1) a twin-

pair sheet, or sheet which meets a concentric sphere in a pair of closed curves such

that each point of the one curve is opposite to a point of the other curve (a cone of

the second order affords an example of such a sheet) ; the twin-pair sheet may be

considered as consisting of two sheets, each of which may be called a twin sheet

:

and (2) a single sheet, viz. a sheet which meets a concentric sphere in a closed curve

such that each point of the curve is opposite to another point of the curve : the

plane affords an example of such a curve. We have five kinds of cubic cones, viz. the

simplex, the complex, the acnodal, the crunodal, and the cuspidal. The cone may
consist of a single sheet ; it is then of the simplex kind. Or it may consist of a single

sheet and a twin-jjair sheet, it is then of the complex kind : these are the non-singular

kinds. The remaining kinds are singular ones, which are most easily explained by

considering them as limiting forms of the complex kind ; the twin-pair sheet may come

to unite itself with the single sheet giving rise to a crunodal line, or say a crunode

;

the cone is then of the crunodal kind. Or the twin-pair sheet may dwindle into a
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mere Hue which is an acnodal liue, or say an acnode ; the cone is then of the

acnodal kind. Or the two things may happen together, viz. the twin- pair sheet at the

instant that it unites itself with the single sheet may dwindle into a mere line, which

is then a cuspidal line, or say a cusp ; and the cone is then of the cuspidal kind.

I remark, as regards the crunodal kind, that the cone may be considered as consisting

of two portions, one of them corresponding to the single sheet of a complex cone, and
which I call the quasi-single sheet ; the other of them corresponding to the twin-pair

sheet, and which I call the loop-sheet.

2. It is to be added that a cubic cone has in general 9 lines of inflexion, or

say inflexions, but of these 6 are always imaginary ; the remaining 3, which are real,

belong to the single sheet. The plane through any two inflexions meets the cone in

a line which is also an inflexion. In particular the three real inflexions lie in a plane.

3. When the cone i.s acnodal the six imaginary inflexions unite at the acnode

;

and the single sheet has still 3 real inflexions lying in a plane. But if the cone

is crunodal, then 4 imaginary inflexions and 2 real inflexions unite in the crunode

;

and the cone has 1 real inflexion ; there are besides 2 imaginary inflexions, the 3

inflexions lie in a real plane. Finally, if the cone is cuspidal, then 2 of the real

inflexions, and the 6 imaginary inflexions unite together in the cusp ; the cone has besides

1 real inflexion, but there are not any imaginary inflexions.

4. Suppose that the cone is of one of the non-singular kinds ; that is, let it be
simplex or complex. From any line of the cone we may draw four tangent planes to

the cone—the anharmonic ratio of the four planes is the same whatever may be the line

on the cone. As regards reality, the following distinction exists, viz. for the complex

kind of cone, the planes are all real or all imaginary ; for the simplex kind they are

two real and two imaginary. Fii'st, as regards the complex kind, if the line be taken on

the twin-pair sheet, the four tangent planes are all imaginary ; but if it be taken on the

single sheet, then there are two real tangent planes to the single sheet and two real

tangent planes to the twin-pair sheet, together four real tangent planes. Secondly, as

regards the simplex kind, there is only the single sheet, and the line being taken on

it, there are two real tangent planes and no more.

5. As regards the singular kinds, assuming always that the line on the cone does

not coincide with the node or the cusp (for when it does there are no tangent

planes), it may be noticed that for the crunodal kind there are two tangent planes

which are real or imaginary according as the line lies on the part corresponding to

the single sheet or on the part corresponding to the twin-pair sheet. For the acnodal

kind there are two tangent planes which are always real ; and for the cuspidal kind

there is a single tangent plane' which is always real.

6. The foregoing properties of cubic cones apply to the curves which are the

sections of these cones ; thus a cubic curve is of the simplex, the complex, the crunodal,

the acnodal, or the cuspidal kind. As regai-ds the last-mentioned three kinds, or singular

kinds, it is of course to be borne in mind that the crunode, acnode, or cusp, may
be at infinity ; and consequently that all the curves in Newton's genus 9 (the hyper-

bolisms of the hyperbola) and the curve in his genus 12 (the trident curve) belong

to the crunodal kuid ; the curves in genus 10 (the hyperbolisms of the ellipse) to the

51—2
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acnodal kind ; aud those of genus 1 1 (the hyperbolisms of the parabola) and the curve

in genus 14 (the cubical parabola) to the cuspidal kind.

7. In the other genera such of the species as are without a node or a cusp,

belong to the simplex or the complex kind : and the mere inspection of the figure

(Newton's or Pllicker's) is sufficient to show to which of the two kinds the curve

belongs ; in fact, when from any point of the curve there are four real tangents, or

thei'e is else no real tangent, the curve is of the complex kind, but if there are two

and only two real tangents the curve is of the simplex kind. And in the former case

we see whether a branch arises from the single sheet or the twin-pair sheet of the

cone, viz. if from a point on the branch there can be drawn four real tangents to

the curve, the branch arises from the single sheet, but if no real tangent can be

drawn, the branch arises from the twin-pair sheet. And in the crunodal kind we see

which part of the curve arises from the quasi-single sheet, and which part from the

loop sheet.

Ulterior Theory leading to the Subkinds of the Simplex Cones. Nos. 8 to 35.

(Several Subheadings.)

8. Bxit the division of cubic cones may be carried further: we may in tact sub-

divide the simplex kind. To show how this is, I consider a cone complex or simplex,

but I attend for the moment only to the single sheet. The cone has on the single

sheet three (real) inflexions lying in a plane. I call this the equator, and I call the

tangent planes at the inflexions simply the tangents ; the three tangents do not in

general meet in a line, and they divide space into eight regions ; of these there are

two not divided by the equator, and which remain trilateral ; the other six regions are

divided by the equator each of them into a trilateral and a quadrilateral region, this

gives six trilateral regions and six quadrilateral regions ; there are thus in all 2 -f- 6 = 8

trilateral regions (I distinguish them as the 2 and the 6 such regions) and G quadri-

lateral regions.

9. It is easy to see that for a complex cone the single sheet lies wholly in the

6 ti-ilateral regions, and the twin-pair sheet wholly in the 2 trilateral regions. Imagine

the twin-pair sheet to dwindle into a line and then disappear, that is, let the cone

pass from the complex, through the acnodal, into the simplex kind ; the single sheet

of the simplex cone will lie wholly in the 6 trilateral regions; this is one form of

the simplex cone ; I call it the simplex trilateral. But there is a different form, viz.

the cone may lie wholly in the 6 quadrilateral regions; this is the simplex quadri-

lateral. And there is an intermediate form, viz. the three tangent planes at the

inflexions may meet in a line, the 2 trilateral regions then disappear, and there are

only 12 regions, all of them trilateral, which may be considered as forming two systems,

each of 6 regions, viz. each system consists of three non-contiguous regions on one side

of the equator, and (alternating therewith) three non-contiguous regions on the other

side of the equator : the cone lies wholly in the one 6 regions or in the other 6 regions

and I say that the cone is simplex neutral.
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10. A non-singular cubic cone (simplex or complex) may be represented by an

equation of the canonical form

x' +f + s^ + Glxijz = 0,

where the coordinates x, y, z and the parameter I are all real ; the invariants of the

form are 8= — l^l\ T =\ — 20/^ — 8Z"*. It is to be noticed that the form in question

cannot represent a singular cone ; we find as the condition that it may do so

R = US' - r^ 33 _ (1 + 8^3)3 = 0,

but when this condition is satisfied, the cone breaks up into a system of three planes

;

thus for the real root l = — \, we have

a? + 2/^ + ^-^ — '?txyz = (« + y + ^) (x + coy + co-z) (x + ary + coz),

where to is an imaginary cube root of unity ; and by merely wi'iting &)«, a>-x successively

in place of x, we see that the like decomposition occurs from the imaginary roots

I = — ^ (O, I = — ^ w".

11. The equation x' + y^ + z^ + 6lxyz = is in general transformable into the form

{X+Y+Zy+6kXYZ = 0,

where X, Y, Z are linear functions of the original coordinates, such that X = 0, Y =0, Z =
are the equations of the tangent planes at three inflexions in the plane X+ Y+Z = 0;

if however the three tangent planes meet in a line, then X, Y, Z will satisfy identi-

cally a certain linear equation, and it is clear a priori that the transformation must

fail. The condition for the three tangent planes meeting in a line is S = — 1 + 1'' = 0,

that is, we have

1 = 0, 1, ft), or ft)'-

;

and attending only to the real roots i=0, ^ = 1, it will be presently seen that for

1=0 the tangent planes at the three real inflexions do not, for Z = 1, they do meet

in a line. Hence the simplex neutral cone corresponds to the value 1 = 1, that is, the

equation is

x^ + y^ + z^+ Gxyz = 0,

and this equation is not transformable into the form (X + Y+ Zf + GkXYZ = 0, which

is that employed in the sequel for the general discussion of the simplex and complex

cones. The theory on which the foregoing conclusion depends is as follows.

On the condition S = 0. Nos. 12 to 17.

12. A cubic has in general nine inflexions, which lie by threes on twelve planes,

viz. denoting the inflexions by 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, the planes may be taken to be

123, 4.56, 789,

147, 2.58, 369,

159, 267, 348,

168, 249, 357,

that is, we have four systems, each of three planes passing through the nine inflexions.
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The tangent planes, or, say the tangents at the inflexions in jjlano, for instance,

at the inflexions 1, 2, 3, form a trilateral, and we have thus corresponding to each of

the three planes a trilateral formed by the tangents at the inflexions on such plane

;

and there are of course four systems, each of three trilateral formed by the tangents

at the nine inflexions.

13. I say that if S = 0, then in one of the four systems the trilateral become

each of them a line, that is, the tangents at the nine inflexions meet by threes in three

lines.

14. This may be shown by means of the before-mentioned canonical form

of + y^ + z" + Glxyz =

of the equation of a cubic cone, for then the notation of the inflexions being in

accordance with the foregoing scheme, the coordinates may be taken to be

(1) a; = 0, y + z=:0, (4) x = 0, y + wz = 0, (7) ,« = 0, y+w-z = Q,

(2) y = 0, z-\-x= 0, (.5) y = 0, z + (ax=0, (8) y = 0, z + w-x = 0,

(3) z = Q, x + y = 0, (6) z = 0, .r+ «?/ = 1, (9) z = 0, x + aii-y = 0,

where w denotes an imaginary cubic root of unity, and the equations of the tangents are

(1) -2lx+ y+ z=0, (4) - 2lx+ Q)y + o)-z = 0, (7) - 2lx + co-y + wz = 0,

(2) x-2ly+ 2=0, (.5) w-x-2ly + a}z = 0, (8) wx - 2ly + co-z^O,

(3) x+ y-2lz = 0, (6) (ox + whj - 2lz = 0, (9) orx + toy- 2lz = 0.

1.5. The value of *S is =—l-{-l\ and for each of the values 1, 0, m, a", of I, which

give jS= 0, we have a system of the nine tangents meeting by threes in three lines,

viz. the systems are

for ^ = 1 , 123, 456, 789,

„ ^ = , 147, 2.58, 369,

„ l = (o, 159, 267, 348,

„ I = o)-, 168, 249, 357.

16. It is proper to notice that starting with the systems in question, or what is

the same thing, with a single set of each system, say the sets 123, 147, 159, 168, we

obtain as the condition to be satisfied by I, the equation

I (4^3 _ 3^ _ 1) (4^3 _ s;„ + 1) (4^3 _ ^1^1 + 1) = 0,

or, as it may otherwise be WTitten,

l{2l-\f{l-\){2l<o-\)-{l(o-\){2lai'-\)''{la>'-\) = 0, that is, (- /+ /^)(1 + 8P)= = ;

it is clear that a factor has dropped out, and that the true form of the condition is

(-l + l^)(l + SPf=0;
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that is, <Sf(64/S^-r-) = 0; where the equation 64<S''-T- = would denote the existence

of a nodal line, and consequent coincidence therewith of 6 of the 9 inflexions; the

equation S = being left as the proper condition for the intersection by threes of the

tangents at the inflexions in three lines.

17. The investigation shows that the four systems correspond respectively to the

four values of I which give S = 0; and that (reality being disregarded) there is no

distinction between the four systems, or the corresponding values of I ; if however we

assume that x, y, z, I are all of them real, then the cone has only the three real

inflexions 1, 2, 3, lying in the real plane 123; and there is an essential distinction between

the real roots l = \, 1 = of the equation S = -l + l' = 0, viz. for ^ = 1, the tangents

at the three real inflexions meet in a line ; whereas for I = there is not any relation

between the tangents at the real inflexions, and there is consequently no visible

peculiarity in the form of the cone.

18. I return to the analytical theory of the general case, as depending on the

representation of the equation of the cone in the form

iX+Y + Zf + UXYZ = 0,

where the coordinates are real, viz. A' = 0, Y = 0, Z = represent the tangent planes

at the three (real) inflexions, or, as they have before been called, the tangents ;
and

X + F+Z=0 represents the plane through the three inflexions, or, as it has before

been called, the equator. And we may assume the signs to be such that in one of

the 2 trilateral regions the coordinates Z, F, Z shall be each of them positive: this

being so the 14 regions will correspond to the following combinations of signs

X Y Z

+ + +

+ + -

+ - +

- + +

A'+ Y^Z

. 1
>

J

>• the 2 trilateral regions,

-
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where it may be noted that the equator X+Y+Z=0 does not cut the two trilateral

regions (+ + + +) and ( ) ; and further that the line X=Y = Z which is the

harmonic of the equator X + Y + Z = in regard to the system of the three tangents

XYZ=0, lies wholly in the two trilateral regions (+ + + +) and ( ).

19. The equation in question,

(Z+ Y + Zf + 6kXYZ=0,

shows that, as above stated, the cone lies wholly in the 8 trilateral regions, or in the

6 quadrilateral regions, viz. if k be negative, it lies wholly in the 8 trilateral regions,

and if k be positive, it lies wholly in the 6 quadrilateral regions. Let k be negative,

then the positive quantity — ^ , which is

XYZ
~{X+Y+zy'

if we attend only to the values of X, Y, Z which have the same sign (that is, to

points in one of the two trilateral regions), has a maximum value = ^\ corresponding

to X=Y=Z. And if — ttt exceeds this value, that is, if —k<^, or, what is the

1 XYZ
same thin?, if k lie between the values and — §, then the equation —7rr = Tv'

—
tT—^r-° " ok (X + Y + zy

cannot be satisfied in the assumed manner, that is, by values of A'^, Y, Z having the

same sign ; and thus no portion of the cone lies in the two trilateral regions : in the

contrary case, that is, if k lie between the values — co ,
— | , the equation can be so

satisfied, and a portion of the cone lies in the two trilateral regions.

Hence k being negative, we have as follows

:

k between — oo and — ^, the cone is complex,

k = —^, the cone is acnodal,

k between — ^ and 0, the cone is simplex trilateral

;

and k being positive, or say

k between 0, oo , the cone is simplex quadrilateral.

20. It is to be remarked that for k = 0, the cone as represented by the foregoing

equation degenerates into the threefold plane (X + Y + Zf = 0. The value k =
corresponds however to the value l = \ of the parameter I in the equation

a? -V if -\- z^ + Qlxyz = 0, that is, it corresponds to the simplex neutral cone, represented

by the equation

af< + y3 ^ „3 + 6,^,y . = Q

which, as already remarked, is not transformable into the form (A'^ + Y+ZY+ 6kXYZ = 0:

this leads to the consideration of the transformation in question.
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On the relation of the two foi-ms :tf<+ f + z' + eiays = 0, and (X + V + Zy+ 6kXYZ=0.

Nos. 21 to 24.

21. Starting with the form x^ + y'-' + z^ + 6lx}/z=0, and writing

X = — 2lx + y + z,

Y = a: - 2lt/ + z,

Z = x+ y — 2I2,

then we have

XYZ=:-2l{a? + f + 2^)

+ ( 1 - 2; + U-) {y-z + yz- + z'^w + zx- + x-y + xy-)

+ 2(1 -ol-U=)xyz,

X+Y+Z= 2{l-l)(x + y + z),

and thence

(X+Y + Zf= S{l-iy{x' + y' + z'')

+ 24 (1 - ly (y-z + yz^ + z^x + zx^ + x-y + xy"-)

+ 48 (1 - Vf xyz,

and we thus obtain

(1 - 2^ + 4i"-) (Z + F + .^)' + 24 (? - 1)' .Y YZ

= 8 (2^ + 1 )- {I - \f {x^ + y^ + z^ + Qlxyz)
;

or, what is the same thing,

(A- + }' + Zf + 6kXYZ = ^^\^!2f+4^^^^ ^^^ + ^' + '''' + *^^*'^^^'

if

l-2l + 4:l'-

22. For the form

{X-^Y + Zy+GkXYZ = 0,

we find

S= (l-rk-y, T=- 8(1+/>'V^

-6(1+ hf + 72 (1 + k-y

+ S(1+A-) -128(l+A'y'

-3 + 72(l+^-y^

- 8

= A:= (4 + k) = - 8A-^ (6 + G/,- + ^•-),

c. V. 52
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and thence

R = QiS' -T'= 64^« [k (k + if - {k' + 6k + 6)-),

64A,»(-8^"-36),

= -256^*(2^' + 9).

_ 4(1 — ly
It may be right to remark that from the value k = —

^.—y.„ we deduce

U(l+l + 1^)

k + 4.-

A;= + 6A; + 6 =
- 2 (l - -201' - 81')

{1-21 + UJ '

and that thence

if

S=a^S', T=a^T, |=|,,

S' = -l + l\

T =\- 201' - Sl\

4 (1 - 0' h

23. The equation

or as it may also be written

gives without difficulty

a =

k =

1-21 + U-' l-l

M'-2l+l'

16 (^-ly

16(i-i)=+3'

,.
,

,_ 16(^-iy + 27(^-i)
'^^'i- ^ iG(;_r)2 + 3

and

24. Hence treating I, k as coordinates, we see that the locus is a cubic curve,

viz. a hyperbolism of the ellipse, having a centre (Newton's species 62), the coordinates

of the centre being l = \, k = — ^, and the equation of the asymptote being

k + ^ = l — \, (that is the asymptote passes through the centre and is inclined at an

angle =45° to the axis of I). The centre is of course an inflexion, the equation of

the tangent at this point is k + ^ = 9(l — ^), and for the other two inflexions we have

1 = 1, k = 0, and l = — h, & = — |, the tangents at the two inflexions respectively being

k = and A; = — |, that is the tangents at the inflexions are parallel to the axis of l.

The curve consists of a single branch lying below the asymptote for large negative

values of I, k, crossing the asymptote at the centre and lying above it for large

positive values of k, I. For each value of I there is consequently a single value of k

and reciprocally ; and I, k pass together from — oo to + go . There are certain critical

values of k and I, the meaning of which will appear from the following article.
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On the Anharmonic Pivperti/ of a Cubic Gone. Nos. 25 to 29.

2.5. The property in cjuestion is the one already referred to, viz. the four tangent

planes, or say the four tangents, to the cone from any line of the cone form a

system the anharmonic ratios of which are constant. Taking the equations of the

tangents to be

p — aq = 0, p — hq = 0, p — cq = 0, p —dq- 0,

T-
and writing for shortness i;« = 64 — ^ , then the functions

{a-b){c-d), {a-c)(d-b}, {a-d){b-c),

or say a, yS, 7, on which the anharmonic ratios depend, are the roots of the equation

t^-12t + 2\/m = (J. The anharmonic ratios are -; , -, -, -, -, '^; hence forming
fS a' ry a y /3

'^

the equation f^ — ^j(^ j"*^' '^'"'^^ reducing by the conditions,

a +/3 +7 = 0,

/37 + 7a + a/3 = - 12,

a^7 = — 2 Vi?t,

67 V?;i ^'- + ^ 4- 1
this is found to be (^- + ^ + 1) + -— ^ = 0, or we have 7 =—^ —j-

, and sub-

stituting this value in the equation 7-' — I27 + 2 v»i = 0, we find

4.S9 ^2 4,00 cv3

(^^ + a + l)^-(a-' + ^+ 1) ^^^^ - ^^^ = 0,mm
which is

m (^= + ^ + 1 )^ - 432 &= (^ + 1)- = 0,

or, what is the same thing,

(^^ + ^ + 1)^ _ 432 432

that is

64-^3

(y + ^ + 1)^ 27

H^"64S»j

and as a verification it may be remarked that, being a root, the six roots are

of course the roots are all real or else all imaginary.

52—2
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2fi. If T = 0, the equation becomes

(^^ + ^ + 1)^ - ^^ &= (^ + 1)= = ;

or reducing, this is

{(^-l)(^ + i)(^ + 2)p = 0,

that is the six roots are 1, —^, — 2, each twice : and the four tangents form therefore

a harmonic pencil, which is the geometrical interpretation of the condition T = 0.

(^- + ^+ ly .

27. The function —~- is constantly positive and it has three equal minima

values corresponding to the last-mentioned values 1, — |^, — 2 of ^, viz. this minimum
value is = ^-. Hence we see that the equation in ^ will have its six roots all real

r- . . .

if 1 — -.TYas i^ positive and less than unity, that is, if S and 64ib'' — T- are each of

them positive : but when these conditions are not satisfied the six roots are imaginary

:

the limiting case 1~/^~S3=1 or T=0 gives, as already mentioned, the three roots

1, — ^, —2, each twice.

28. The quantities «, b, c, d which determine the four tangents may be all real,

or two real and two imaginary, or all four imaginary ; but the imaginary values

appear as usual as a conjugate pair or conjugate pairs; and this being so, it is easy

to see that in general if ^ be real the quantities a, b, c, d are all real or else all

imaginary ; but if ^ is imaginary then a, b, c, d are two of them real, two imaginary

:

in fact if a, b are real and c and d are conjugate iraaginaries 7 + Bi, then we have

for one of the six values of ^,

(a-b).2Si
— (a — 7 — Si) (6 — 7 + Si)

'

which is in genei'al imaginary.

20. But, as might have been foreseen, the limiting values ^ = 1, — |, —2, are an

exception, viz. for these values a, b, c, d may be two of them real the other two

imaginary : in fact the last-mentioned value of ^ is real and = -. ri^i/' ,
= 2, if

(a — 7) (i — 7) -I- S- = 0, that is ab -1- 7- -h S- = 7 (a + 6), or, as the condition may also be

written,

2ab -I- 2 (7 + Bi) (7 - Bi) = (7 -|- St -|- 7 - Bi) (a + b),

that is 2 {ab + cd) = {a + b){c + d), or if a, b, c, d form a harmonic system.
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The two forms ' + f + 2' + (Uxyz = 0, (A' + r + Zf + QkX YZ = 0; Enumeration of the

Cones comprised therein. Nos. 30 and 31.

30. I form the following Table

:

Ik ST QiS'-r- 1
64 .S^

— » -00 +00 — 00 +00

-i(l + \/3) -3-^3 f(3 + 2\/3) 81 (45 + 26 V3) 1

- - + + + +

- complex,

-4

9
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And there is corresponding to Z = ^(V3-1) or /j = - 3 + ^3, a special form which

might be called the simplex harmonic, viz. the tangents from any line of the cone

form a harmonic system. It is to be observed that, qua simplex cone, the fiiiir

tangents are two of them real, two imaginary.

^=1; ^ = (form fails). The cone is simplex neutral.

I between 1 and oo , or k between and x ; the cone is simplex quadrilateral.

32. It will be observed that the crunodal and cuspidal kinds of cones do not

present themselves in the foi-egoing investigations; the reason is that the crunodal

kind admits of no representation in the form ^^ + 1/ + z^ + Qlxyz = 0, and (inasmuch as

there is only one real inflexion) it admits of no real representation in the other form

{X +Y + Zf+i3kXYZ=Q; the cuspidal kind admits of no representation in either of

the two forms.

I conclude with a discussion not absolutely required for the purpose of the memoir,

but which is of interest in regard to the form {X+Y -\- Zf + &kXYZ= 0.

Reduction of the Hessian to tlte form (X' + Y + Z'f + Qk'X'Y'Z' = 0.

33. The cubic cone

or' +if + z^ + Qlxyz = 0,

has for its Hessian

or say

if

- i- (x* + ?/' + 2^) + (1 + '2P) ooyz = 0,

^3 j^
yi + ^3 ^ Ql'xyz = 0,

1 +2^'
l' = -

6Z=

Hence writing

have

X' = - 2l'x + 2/ + ^'

F = X- 2l'y + z,

Z' = x+ y-il'z,

(A" + r + Z'r + dk'X'YZ' = ^^f^^y^^^^T,^^' (.^^ + f + z^ + Ql'xyz).

Hence the equation of the Hessian is

(A" + Y + Z'f + <oyX'Y'Z = 0,

where the value of k' is

i-2i' + w •
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34. But we have

l + '^l? 1

4(1- 21' + il'') = (W -iy + S =
J-^,

|(2 + St' + U'f + 27^1 = ~(l + l + i^f (1-21 + ^n

and thence

, , ^ _ ,
(1 + 6^" H- 2iy

^ l'{i + i+l;'y{i-2i + W)'

But the equation

4: (I- ly
k =

\-2l^4iP'

gives

and we thence have

which determines i*' in terms of i-.

35. It may be observed that the value k = — Q corresponds to I' = 1, that is, the

Hessian is here a? + y^ ^z^ + Qxyz = 0, a simplex neutral form not transformable into

{X'+Y + Z'y + Qk'X'YZ' = 0; the corresponding value of I is of course given by the

equation 1 + 6/- + 2/' =
; the only speciality of the cone a?-\-^f + z^ + Qlxyz = 0, or

(X + Y+ Zy — S6XYZ=0, consequently is that the Hessian is a simplex neutral cone.

The value A; = - 4 corresponds to 1 = 0, l' = x , k' = x ; hence A" : Y' : Z' = x : y : z

and the transformation of the Hessian af + y" + z^ + Ql'xyz = into the new form

(X' +Y' + Z'y + 6kX'Y'Z' = degenerates into the mere identity xyz=xyz.

Cambridge, Wth Feb. I860.
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352.

SUITE DES RECHERCHES SUR L'ELIMINATION ET LA THEORIE

DES COURBES.

[From the Journal fur die reine und anr/ewandte Mathematik (Crelle), torn. LXIV. (1S65),

pp. 167—171.]

Dans le mdmoire " Recherches sur I'^limination et la theorie des courbes," t. xxxiv.

pp. 30—45 de ce Journal (1847), [-53], j'ai donn^ pour une courbe U=0 du H-itJme

ordre sans points doubles ou de rebroussement, les expressions pour les degr^s, tant par

rapport anx coefficients que par rapport aiix variables, des fonctions qui entrent dans

I'dquation FFU=KU {PITfiQUf U qui sert a expliquer comment la r^ciproque de la

reciproque de la courbe U=0 se r^duit a la courbe originale U=0. En partant des

principes etablis dans le memoire, " Nouvelles Recherches sur I'elimination et la thdorie

des courbes," t. LXIII., pp. 34—39 de ce Journal (1864), [338], je suis parvenu a resoudre

a pen pr^s cette question pour le cas d'une courbe C7 = du ?i-ieme ordre avec a

points doubles et /S points de rebroussement ; mon investigation a cejDendant par

rapport a quelques points besoin de confirmation.

Je commence par rappeler que I'dquation d'une courbe avec des points doubles et

de rebroussement pent etre presentee sous la forme

U = aP + bQ+cR+... = 0,

oil a, h, c, ... sont des quantites absolument arbitraires, P = 0, (2 = 0, i?—-0, ... sont des

courbes du n-ieme ordre (je suppose toujours que U=Q est une courbe du 7i-ieme

ordre avec a points doubles et /3 points de rebroussement) qui ont chacune pour chaque

point double de la courbe U = un point double au memo point, et pour chaque point

de rebroussement de la courbe U = un point de rebroussement au meme point et avec

la meme tangente. En parlant des coefficients de U, je d^signerai toujours les quantites

{a, b, c, ...) sans faire attention aux constantes contenues dans les fonctions (P, Q, R,...).

La fonction U (voir les Nouvelles Recherches etc.) a un discriminant special KU du

degre S(n —1)- — 7a — 11^ : ii y a en outre une certaine fonction AU des coefficients,
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laquelle depend des points de rebroussement, qui semble jouer un role analogue en

quelque sorte a celni du discriminant. Car soient pour un moment (x, y, z) les

coordonndes d'un des points de rebroussement de la courbe Z7=0; ecrivons D = xdx + ydy+zdz,

et dans la fonction U substituons (x, y, z) au lieu de (a;, y, z); I'^quation D-U =
donne le carre de la tangente au point de rebroussement : or D^U= aB^P + bJD-Q + cD^R + ...,

et puisque les courbes P = 0, Q=0, R = 0,... ont chacune la meme tangente au point

de rebroussement, les fonctions D-P, B-Q, B-R, ... seront des fonctions de la forme

\<P-, fi<t>-, v<i>'-, ... oil <J>=0 est I'dquation de la tangente, et X, /a, v... sont des quantites

constantes qui ne dependent que des constantes que contiennent les fonctions P, Q, R,... .

Nous aurons done B-U={aX+bfi+cv+ . . .)'i>-; et je remarque que requationaX+i/t+ci'+... =
serait la condition pour qu'il y eiit au lieu du point de rebroussement un point triple.

On obtient done I'equation du systeme des carr^s des tangentes aux points de

rebroussement sous la forme

(rtX, + 6/ii + ci/i . .
. ) (aX. + bfi. + cv.. ...). ..(a\p + b/j.^ + cv^+ ...) *r*„^ ...^^- = 0:

le facteur constant {u\i + bfj., + cvi...) ...{a\^ + b/x^ -i- cv^...), du degre /8 par rapport aux

coefficients, est precisement la derivee que je iiomme AU (de maniere que AU=0 est

la condition pour I'existence d'un point triple): I'autre facteur ^{'^.f ... <i>^^ est du

degre par rapport aux coefficients.

Cela etant, je pose d'abord, pour la verifier plus tard, la table suivante

:

Degres par rapport

aux variables

2

n{n~ l)-2a-3;8

3in-2)

3m (n -2) -6a -8(3

(71 - 2) (n- - 9)

Jw(n-2)(«^-9)-(n=-n-6)(2a+3/3)

+ 2a{a-l) + 6a/S+-il3{l3-l}

equation de la courbe recipro-

que de la reci]>roque de la

combe, FFU .0 («--«-2a-3/J)(n--w-l-2a-3;8)

equation de la courbe, U=0
condition pour un nouveau point

double, KU=
condition pour un point triple,

AU=0
equation de la courbe reciproque,

FU=0
equation de la courbe des in-

flexions, HU =

equation des tangentes aux points

d'inflexion, QU=0
equation de la courbe des contacts

des tangentes doubles IlU=0

equation des tangentes doubles,

PU=0

aux coefficients

1
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Et puis on a I'equatioii

FFU= AU .KU .{Pirf.{QU)\ U.

La comparaison des degres par rapport aux variables donne

(»i= - n - 2a - 3/3) (n= -n-\-2a- 3/3) =

?i {n - 2) («- - 9) - {n^ - n - 6) (4a + 6/3) + •la (a - 1) + 12a/3 + 9/3 (./3 - 1)

+ dn (n - 2) - 18a - 24/3

+ 11

ce qui est exacte. La comparaison des degrds par rapport aux coefficients donne

4(«-l)(n2-rt-l-2a-3/3)= /3

+ 3(M-l)---7a-ll/3

+ 4ft (n - 2) (n - 3) - (4rt - 12) (2a + 3/3) - 2/3

+ 9«(n-2)-9a-12j8

+ 1

ce qui de raeme est exacte.

Les expressions pour les degrds de KU et AU sont deja ddmontrt^es; pour les

autres expressions, en considdrant d'aboi-d la courbe gen^rale W = du /t-ieme ordre,

laquelle, en ^tablissant entre les coefficients les relations convenables, se r^duit a la

courbe U=0 avec a points doubles et /3 points de rebroussement, on sait par la

th^orie de M. Plucker quels sont les facteurs desquels seront affect^s FW, QW, PW,
et qu'il faut e'carter pour reduire ces fonctions k FU, QU, PIT respectivement.

Pour FW ce facteur est A-B^, ou A =0 est I'equation taugentielle des points doubles,

et B=0, I'equation tangentielle des points de rebroussement : la reduction du degr^

par rapport aux variables est done de 2a + 3/3 unites. En prenant (x, y, z) pour les

coordonn^es d'un point double quelconque on a ^ = 11 (|x +7;y + fz), et de meme en

prenant (x, y, z) pour les coordonn^es d'un point de rebroussement quelconque on a

B = H {^x + riy + ^z) ; A et B ne contiennent done pas les coefficients a, b, c, ... de

U, et une reduction de degre par rapport aux coefficients n'a pas lieu.

Pour QW le facteur est M^N*, oil if = est I'equation des tangentes aux points

doubles et iV = I'equation des carre's des tangentes aux points de rebroussement : la

reduction de degre par rapport aux variables est done 6a + 8/3 uiutes. Soient (x, y, z)

les coordonnees d'un point double, D = xd^ + ydy + zd, ; en substituant comnie auparavant

(x, y, z) au lieu de {x, y, z) dans la fonction U, I'equation des deux tangentes au point

double est B-U=0, oii D'-U est du degre 1 par rapport aux coefficients: en formant

I'dquation analogue pour chaque point double on a M -U (D-U) = 0, et M sera du

degre a par rapport aux coefficients. En prenant (x, y, z) pour les coordonnees d'un point

de rebroussement, on a de meme JV= 11 (D^f/) = pour I'equation des carr^s des

tangentes aux points de rebroussement ; N est done du degre j8 par rapport aux

coefficients. Nous avons vu que I'equation iV=0 se re'duit a la forme N=AU.(i>i-(i>.r ...<i>^\
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j'admets cependant qu'il faut retenir ce facteur constant AU, et considerer ainsi N comme
dtant effectivement du degr^ /3. Le facteur 3PN* est done du degre 3a + 4/3, et la

reduction de degre par rapport aux coefficients qui a lieu pour QW est done de

3a + 4/3 unites.

Pour PW le facteur est R-S'-'T, ou R = est I'equation du systeme des tangentes

menees a la courbe par les points doubles, S = I'equation du systeme des tangentes

meuees a la courbe par les points de rebroussement, JT = I'equation des droites qui

contiennent deux points doubles (chacune de ce.s droites ^tant comptee 4 fois) ou qui

contiennent un point double et un point de rebroussement (chacune de ces droites

dtant comptee 6 fois), ou enfin qui contiennent deux points de rebroussement (chacune

de ces droites etant comptee 9 fois). Par rapport aux variables le degre de R est egal

a a{«--?i-6-2(a-l)-3^j, celui de .S a /3 ^ -?i - 6 - 2a - 3 (/3- l)j : le degre de

R^S' est done egal a («^ - « - 6) (2a + 3/3) - 4a (a - 1) - 6a/3 - 9/3(/3 - 1). Le degre

de T est egal a 4. ia(a- l) + 6a^ + 9 . i /3(^ - 1), le degre de R-S'T s'eleve done a

(?!-- ?i-6)(2a+3/3) - 2a(a- 1) — 3ay3 — 1/3(/3- 1), nombre qui exprime la reduction de

degi-e par rapport aux variables qui a lieu pour PW. Par rapport aux coefficients le

degi-d de R est egal a (2rt — 6)a, celui de S a (2?t — 6)/3, celui de T a ze'ro: le degi-e

de R-S'T s'eleve done a (2« — 6) (2a + 3/3). On aurait par consequent pour PW par

rapport aux coefficients une reduction de degi-e ^gale a (2n — 6) (2a + 3/3) unites ; mais

d'apres un exemple tres-particulier (il est vrai) j'admets que PW coutiendra encore le

facteur constant AU, ce qui donnerait pour le nombre dont il s'agit la valeur

(2«-6)(2a + 3/3) + /3.

J'ai dit que par rapport aux coefficients le degv4 de R est egal a (2h — 6) a et

celui de S k {2n — 6) /3 : pour prouver I'exactitude de ces nombres il faut se rappeler

que I'equation @ = des tangentes menees par un point quelconque est du degre

(ii' — 7i) par rapport aux variables et du degre 2(?i— 1) jjar rapport aux coefficients. En
prenant pour le point dont il s'agit un point double ou de rebroussement et supposant

que dans la courbe il n'y a que ce seul point double ou de rebroussement, le degre

par lapport aux variables est (n- — n — 6) et celui par rapport aux coefficients est 2« — 6.

Mais dans le cas gdneral contiendra comme facteur G'-H', en denotant par G =
I'equation des droites menees par le point dont il s'agit a tons les points doubles, et par

H = I'equation des droites menees par ce point a tons les points de rebroussement.

De cette maniere on obtient un abaissement de 2(a— 1) + .3/3, ou de 2a+3(/3 — 1)

unites pour le degre par rapport aux variables, mais le degre par rapport aux

coefficients est toujours (2ii—Q). Done en considerant les systemes des points doubles

et des points de rebroussement,, pour R la reduction est egal a (2n— 6)a et pour

S a (2ft - 6) /3 unites.

Les difficultes de cette investigation sont dues aux points de rebroussement : en

admettant en FFU I'existence d'un facteur (A U)"\ il n'est pas clair que Ton doit avoir

»i = 1 ; et la demonstration pour les valours des termes en /3, des expressions

3a + 4/3 et (2?i - 6)(2a + 3/3) -/3 est imparfaite. Ecrivons

FFU = {AU)^ . KU .{PUf {QUf . U

53—2
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et supposons que le nombre qui exprime la reduction de degre par rappoi-t aux coefficients

soit donne par la valeur 3a + A,-/3 pour QU et par la valeur (2» - 6) (2a + 3/3) + ?/3 pour

PIT. La comparaison des degres par rapport aux coefficients donue

4 (n -l){n--n-2a- 3/3) = mjS

+ 3 («-!)= -7a -11^

+ 4»i. (n - 2) {71 - 3) - (4h - 12) (2a + 3/3) - -21/3

+ 9m (w- 2) -9a -3^-/3

+ 1,

ce qui dtablit la relation in — 21 = Sk — IS, a laquelle on satisfait en prenant m = l,

1=1, ^" = 4 Mais je serais bien aise de prouver ces valeurs par une demonstration

plus concluante.

Cambridge, 26 Mai, 1864.
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353.

NOTE SUE LA SURFACE DU QUATRIEME ORDRE DE STEINER.

[From the Journal fur die reine und aiigewandte Mathematik (Crelle), torn. Lxiv. (1865),

pp. 172—174.]

En consideraut les deu.x coniques definies par les equations

U =(a, h, c, f, fj
, h \x

, y , zf = Q

U' = (a', h', c',f, g', h'\x', y, /)- = 0,

on en deduit les trois eqiiatiou.s ddriv^es

F =(bc -/-, ca-(j\ ab-h\ gh-af, hf -hg, fg -ch\^, ?;, f)- = 0,

G ={bc+h'c-2ff', 5^, V, ?r-=0,

F' ={h'c-p, llv,Kf = 0,

et Ton salt que F=i) est I'equation tangentielle de la conique f7 = (autrement dit,

I'equation qui exprime que cette conique est touchee par la droite ^x + vy + ^2 = 0),

que de meme F' = est I'equation tangentielle de la conique U' = 0, et eutin que G =
est I'equation tangentielle de la conique enveloppde par une droite ^x + rjy + ^z = qui

coupe harmoniquement les deux coniques U=0, U' = 0.

Or, en considerant les deux surfaces quadriques

U ={a , b , c , d
, f , g , It , I, m , n ^x, y, z, w)" = 0,

U'={d, b', c', d',f', g', W, I', m', n'^x, y, z, wf=(),

on forme d'une maniere analogue les quatre equations d^rivees

F ={bcd + etc., ...\t 17, ?; <^f = 0,

G ={b'cd + etc., ...5^ ^, ?;, f, aj)-=0,

G' = (b'c'd + etc., ...^^, v, ^, <•>)- = 0,

F' = (b'c'd' + etc., ...J f, v, f, a,)-' = 0.
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F={) est I'equatiou tangentielle de la surface U=Q (et de meme F' = est I'equation

taiigentielle de la .surface U' = 0). Les deux equations (r = 0, G' = 0, qui ont des

coefficients foimes d'apres une loi facile a saisir, se changent I'une dans I'autre lorsqu'on

^change entre elles les deux surfaces quadriques U = 0, U' = 0. L'dquation G' = (celle

des deux dent il s'agira dans la suite) est I'equatiou tangentielle de la surface quadrique

enveloppee par un plan ^x + 7j>/ + ^z + ww = qui coupe les surfaces U = 0, U' = selon

des coniques S=0, S' = telles qu'il y ait sur la conique *S=0 une infinite de

systemes de trois points conjugue's par rapport a la conic[ue S' = 0.

En supposant a present que I'equation {/' = est celle d'un cone, on peut dii-e

que G' = est I'equation tangentielle de la surface quadrique enveloppee par un plan

qui coupe la surface 17 = selon une conique S=0 telle que par cette conique et par

le sommet du cone U' = on puisse faire passer une infinite de systemes de trois

droites conjuguees par rapport au cone U' = 0. On peut presenter le theoreme sous

une autre forme ; en faisant passer par le sommet du cone U' = trois droites con-

juguees par rapport a ce cone, et en choisissant a voloute I'un des deux points de

renconti'e de chacune des droites avec la surface U =0, on obtient trois points qui

determinent un plan; en considerant tous les systemes des trois droites conjuguees, on

a pour chaque systeme ua plan, et I'enveloppe de ces plans n'est autre chose que la

surface quadrique G' = 0.

Je suppose que le sommet du cone U' = soit situe sur la surface U=0, et je

dis que la surface (?' = se rdduira a uu systeme de deux points, a savoir le sommet

du cone U' = et un autre point. Pour demontrer cela, on peut prendre pour

coordonndes du sommet x=0, y = 0, z=0 ; les deux equations seront alors

U ={a , b , c , 0, f , ff , h , I , m, n~^x, y, z, v)- = 0,

U'=ia\ h', c, 0, /', g', h', 0, 0, O^.*, y, z, ?t')= = 0,

(^ou, ce qui est la meme chose, V = {a! , b', c', f, g',h'\x, y, 2)'- = et) en substituant

ces valeurs on voit sans peine que les coefficients de a?, y-, z-, xz, zx, xy dans la fonction

G' se reduiront a zero, et que I'equation' G' = aura la forme

G' = (0, 0, 0, D, 0, 0, 0, L, M, N\^, v, t. a>)-=0,

c'est-a-dire nous aureus

G' = a, (Deo + 2Zf + 2Mv + 2N!;) = 0,

Equation qui rejjre.sente en effet le point &> = (ou ce qui est la meme chose le

point x = 0, y = 0, z = 0) et un autre point Dto + 2L^ + 2M7j +2N^=0, ou ce qui est la

meme chose le point x : y : z : lu = 2L : 2M : 2X : D.

Dans le cas actuel chacune des trois droites rencontre la surface U=Q dans le

sommet et de plus dans un seul point, et en prenaut ce dernier point pour point de

rencontre de la droite avec la surface U=Q \e plan mend par les trois points ne passe

pas par le sommet; ce plan passe done par le point x : y : z : w = 2L : 2M : 2N : D,

et on a ainsi
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THtoRfeME I. En faisant passer par uu point doniie de la surface quadrique U =0
trois droites conjugu^es par rapport au cone U' = (qui a ee meme point pour sommet)

le plan mene par les trois points de rencontre des droites avec la surface 17 = passe

toujours (quel que soit le systeme des trois droites conjuguees) par un point fixe.

J'ajoute que, lorsque les Equations U=0, U' =0 ont la forme speciale qui leur a

ete donnde en dernier lieu, les coordonndes du point seront x : y : z : tv = 2L : 2M : 2N : D,

et il convient de remarquer que ces valeurs L, M, N, D sout des fonctions quadriques

par rapport aux coefficients (a',...) du cone U' = 0.

Au lieu d'uu cone donn^ U'=0, conside'rons le systeme entier des cones \P+fjiQ + vR=0,

ou P = 0, Q =0, iZ = sont des cones doune's ayant leur sommet commun dans le point

(x = 0, y=0, z = 0) de la surface et X, fi, v des coefficients arbitraires, systeme qui

est celui des cones en involution avec les cones donnes P = 0, Q = 0, i? = 0. A chaque

systfeme des coefficients X, /i, v correspond un point fixe, et en conservant pour ses

coordonn^es la notation anterieure x : y : z : w = 2L : 2M : 2N : D, les quantites

L, M, N, D sont des fonctions quadriques des quantitds arbitraires X, fi, v. Le lieu

du point dont il s'agit sera evidemment une surface, et on demontre sans peine que

cette surface est du quatrieme ordre. Car, pour trouver en combien de points la

surface est rencontree par une droite quelconque, il faut combiner avec les equations

X : y : z : w=2L : 2M : 2N : D les equations de la droite dont il s'agit, e'est-a-dire

deux equations lin^aires en x, y, z, w ; cela donne deux Equations lindaires en L, M, N, D,

ou quadriques en (X, /x, v). On a aiusi quatre systemes de valeurs de (X, fi, v) ; et

a chaque systeme correspond un seul point («, y, z, w), il y a par consequent ([uatre

points d'intersection, et la surface est du quatrieme ordre. Nous avons done

TH^ORfeJlE II. En consideraut au lieu du cone U' = le systfeme entier des

cones \P + fiQ + vR = en involution avec les cones P = 0, Q = 0, R=0 qui ont leur

sommet commun dans un point de la surface ^ = 0, le lieu du point fixe du th^oreme I.

est une surface du quatrieme ordre.

Cette surface du quatrieme ordre est la surface de Steiner, consideree dernierement

par MM. Kummer, Weierstrass, Schroter, et Cremona.

Cambridge, 2 Novembre, 18G4.
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354.

NOTE SUE LES SINGULARITES SUPERIEURES DES COURBES

PLANES.

[From the Journal filr die reine unci angewandte Mathematik (Crelle), torn. LXiv. (1865),

pp. 369—371.]

Dans un memoii-e " On the higher singularities of plane Curves " destin6 pour le

Quarterly Mathematical Journal j'ai cherchd a etablir qu'une singularite quelconque

equivaut a un certain nombre S' de points doubles, «' de points de rebroussement,

t' de tangentes doubles, et i d'inflexions ; et pour determiner ces nombres, j'ai donn^

dans le cas d'une singularity simple, ou la courbe n'a qu'une seule brauche, des

formules que je vais reproduire ici. Si la branche est par rapport a ses points de

I'indice a, ayant avec elle-meme le nombre isM de points communs, et par rapport a

ses tangentes de I'indice /3, ayant avec elle-meme le nombre ^iV de tangentes com-

munes, on trouve

8'=i[il/-8(a-l)],

K = a — 1 ,

T'=i[iV-3(/3-l)],

i'= /3-1 .

Pour expliquer ces formules, je remarque que la singularite dont il s'agit est telle que,

prenant pour origine le point sur la courbe, on obtient pour I'ordonnee y line seule

suite de la forme

y = Axi' + B«fl + ...
,

ou la suite est arrangee suivant les puissances ascendantes de x et les coefficients

A, B,... ont chacun une valeur unique. Si I'axe des y ne touche pas la courbe, aucun

des exposants p, q, ... ne sera inferieur a I'unite, et si de plus I'axe des x touche la
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courbe, ce que Ton pent toiijours effectuer par uii choix convenable de la direction

des axes, les exposants p, r/, ... .seront tons superieurs a I'uuitd Cela pose, et les

exposants fractioniiaires etant exprimi^s chacun daus ses moindres termes, si a est le

plus petit nombre entier divisible par tons les denominateurs des fractions (de maniere
1

que y soit fonction entiero de .«"), je dis que la branche est de I'indice a par rapport

a ses points. On a done pour y pi'dcisdment le nombre a de valeurs, qui s'obtiennent
1

en attribuant a x' ses valeurs diverses. A chacune de ses valeurs correspond une
" branche partielle " de la courbe, de maniere que la branche a I'indice a est com-

posee de a branches partielles
;
pour a=l la branche partielle n'est autre chose que

la branche meme. En considerant deux branches partielles, et en designant par p le

plus petit exposant de x qui se trouve dans la suite par laquelle est exprime'e la

difference 2/1
—

2/2 des ordonnees des deux branches partielles (ce nombre p pouvant etre

entier ou fractionnaire), je pose comnie definition que les deux branches partielles ont

un nombre p de points communs, ou d'intersection. En combinant deux a deux les

a branches partielles qui composent la branche de I'indice a, et en formant la somme

2^ des nombres p qui correspondent a chaque paire de branches partielles, on obtieut

le nombre hM des points communs de la branche avec elle-meme. En se servant des

coordonne'es tangentielles, on a par rapport aux tangentes de la branche une th^orie

tout k fait semblable ; cette remarque suffit pour expliquer les notions d'une branche

de I'indice /S par rapport a ses tangentes, et du nombre ^N des tangentes communes

de la branche avec elle-meme.

Comme exemple je preuds la singularity donnee par I'equation

y = xi + x^+ ...;

dans ce cas les exposants n'ont que les denominateurs 2 et 3, la branche est de

I'indice 6 par rapport a ses points, elle est compos^e de six branches partielles repre-

sentees par les equations

2/1= x^ + x^..., yi= x^-x^...,

y., = u)X^ + X- ...
, 2/5 = d) *' — .r - . . .

,

y,= o)-a;^ + x^..., ye = oy-x^ - x^ ...
,

oil 0) est une racine cubique imaginaire de I'unite. La branche partielle y^ coupe les

autres branches partielles dans un nombre f. f, |> |, f de points, ce qui donne pour

la branche partielle ?/i le nombre ^-l-f, =^ de points; on a ce meme nombre ^ pour

les autres branches partielles 2/2. y-i, 2/4. y^, ys respectivement, et de la on trouve, pour

le double du nombre des intersections de la branche avec elle-meme, la valeur J/ =47,
done S' = i (47 - 1.5) = 16, «'= 5.

En coordonnees tangentielles, la branche y = x-'+x^+ .. s'exprime par I'equation

Z=X' + ... + X'f...
.

c. V. 54
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Plus g^neralement, on a pour une branche ij = Aoi^ + Bafl-^ ... 1 equation en coordonnees

tangentielles ^ = ^'ZP-i + iJ'XP-i+..., la forme generals des exposants (?tant ^-—TT^^'

ou X, /i, ... sont des entiers positifs, resultat que je ne m'arrete pas a demontrer.

Dans le cas particulier qui nous occupe, la branche est done de I'indice 2 par rapport

a ses tangentes. On trouve de suite i\''=15 et de la t' = i (15 - 3) = 6, t'=l; done la

singularity dont il s'agit equivaut a un nombre 16 de points doubles, 5 de points de

rebroussement, 6 de tangentes doubles, et 1 inflexion.

On a un exemple plus simple dans le point de rebroussement de seconde espece

;

I'equation est ici y =x'^ + x^ ... et en coordonudes tangentielles on obtient I'equation

Z=X'- + X'^... de la meme forme. De la on trouve 8' = 1, a:'=1, t' = 1, t' = 1, de

maniere que eette singularity Equivaut a 1 point double, 1 point de rebroussement,

1 tangente double et 1 inflexion. M. Pllicker dans son grand ouvi-age a trouve

<l posteriori que cette singularite se compose de 2i points doubles et de 2\ tangentes

doubles, ce ijui doune en effet les meines reductions pour la classe et les memes nom-

bres pour les inflexions et les tangentes doubles, que donnent mes valours 8' = 1, «' = !,

t' = 1, t' = 1 ; mais il y a a remarquer qu'en considerant par exemple une courbe du

quatrieme ordre avee un point double et un point de rebroussement de seconde espece

(courbe qui existe), on aurait 8 + /c = 3^, nombre plus grand que le maximum du

nombre des points doubles et de rebroussement que pent avoir une courbe du quatrieme

ordie.

Je n'ai parle que des singularites simples, oil il y a luie seule branche de la

courbe, mais on etend sans peine la thdorie precddente aux singularites composees, ou

il y a plusieurs branches de la courbe. Cette extension exige la distinction de trois

cas differents. II pent y avoir sur la courbe un point avec une seule tangente, mais

avee plusieurs branches qui se toucheut,—ou un point avec plusieurs tangentes dont

ehacune touehe une ou plusieurs branches,—ou enfin une tangente avec plusieurs points

de contact, dans lesquels la tangente touehe une seule ou plusieurs branches de la

courbe.

Cambridge, 1 Jnin, 186.5.
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355.

SUR UN THEOREME RELATIF A HUIT POINTS SITUES SUR

UNE CONIQUE.

[From the Journal fur die reine und angewandte Mathematik (Crelle), torn. lxv. (1866),

pp. 180—184]

On sait que le th^oreme de Pascal peut etre d^duit du th^oreme suivaut

:

toute courbe cubique qui passe par 8 des 9 points d'iutersection de deux courbes

cubiques passe par tous les 9 points.

De meme cet autre theoreme—toute courbe quartique qui jDasse par 13 des 16

points d'intersection de deux courbes quartiques passe par tous les 16 points

—

conduit a un thdoreme relatif a 8 points situ^s sur une conique.

En efFet si par 8 points donnas et situds sur une conique donnee on fait passer

deux systemes de 4 droites (ces deux systemes doivent etre sans droite commune)

les deux systemes sont des courbes quartiques qui se rencontrent dans les 8 points

donnds et de plus dans 8 uouveaux points ; done toute courbe quartique qui passe

par 13 des 8 + 8 jjoiuts passe par tous les 8 + 8 points. Or la conique donnee

passe par les 8 points donnes, et par 5 des 8 nouveaux points on peut faire passer

une autre conique : les deux qoniques forment ensemble une courbe quartique qui

passe par 8 + .5 des 8 + 8 points, et qui passera ainsi par les 8 + 8 points ; c'est-a-

dire la nouvelle conique passe par les 8 nouveaux points, ou autrement dit, les

8 nouveaux points sont situes sur une conique—c'est la le theoreme relatif a

8 points situes sur une conique.

On ddduit de la les th^or^mes 3, 4, -5 de Steiner (Lehrsatze und Aufgaben, ce

journal t. XXX, [1846], pp. 274 et 27.5). En effet considdrons sur une conique donnee

n points donn(5s, et les n tangentes dans ces memes points. En combinant deux a

54—2
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deux les n points on obtient ^n {n — 1) droites G : ces droites se coupeut deux

a deux dans les n points donnds, qui comptent pour ^n (n — 1) (w — 2) intersections, et

de plus dans ^n (n — 1) (n — 2) (?i — 3) points r. Chacune des n tangentes rencontre les

j|»(w— 1) — (w — 1)) droites G qui ne passent pas par le point de contact de cette

tangente, dans ^{n—l){n — 2) points s, ce qui donne en tout ^n (n — 1) (n — 2) points s.

Enfin les n tangentes se rencontrent deux a deux dans |?i(n— 1) points t.

On a ainsi

^n{n — l} (ti — 2) (n — 3) points r,

^n(n-l){)i-2) „ s,

i «(«-!) » t,

ensemble ^n{n—\) (n- — ?i + 2) points

;

or parmi ces points il y a selon les trois theoremes de Steiner un grand nombre de

systemes de 8 points sur une conique.

Prenons d'abord sur la conique donnee 4 jjoints quelconques a, b, c, d des n

points, et considerons aussi les points consdcutifs a, b', c, d' . La figure des 4 points

a, h, c, d et des 4 tangentes dans ces memes points equivaut a celle des 8 points

a, a, b, b', c, c, d, d'. Partant de I'arrangement abed (lisez-le cycliquement et il

correspondra a I'un des 3 quadrilateres que Ton peut former avec les 4 points) on

forme avec les 8 points les deux systemes que voici de 4 di-oites chacun

:

systerae cm', bb', cc', dd', e'est-a-dire les tangentes aux 4 points a, b, c, d;

systeme a'b, b'c, c'd, d'a, c'est-a-dire ab, be, cd, da
;

€t ces deux systemes se rencontrent dans les 8 points a, a', b, b', c, c', d, d' (ou, ce

qui est la meme chose, dans les points a, b, c, d, chacun compte 2 fois) et dans

8 nouveaux points compris entre les points », s, t ; ces 8 points sont done situ^s

sur une conique. Comme il y a 3 arrangements abed, acdb, adbc des 4 points, on

obtient de cette manifere 3 systemes de 8 points sur une conique.

Prenons sur la conique 5 points quelconques a, b, c, d, e des n points, et con-

siderons aussi 3 points consecutifs a', b', c'. Partant de I'an-angement abcde (qui

correspond a I'un des 12 pentagones que Ton peut former avec les 5 points) on

forme avec les points a, a', b, b', c, c', d, e les deux systemes de 4 droites chacun

:

systfeme aa', bb', cc', de, c'est-a-dire les tangentes en a, b, c et la droite de;

systeme a'b, b'c, c'd, ea, c'est-a-dire ab, be, cd, ea
;

et on obtient de la (parmi les points r, s, t) un systeme de 8 points sur une conique.

A cause des 12 arrangements des 5 points, il y a 12 systemes. Mais au lieu des

points consecutifs (a, b', c) on aurait pu prendre toute autre combinaison (a', b', d')

etc.; le nombre des combinaisons dtant 10, il y a done 12x10 = 120 systemes de

8 points sur une conique.
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Prenons de menie 6 points quelconques a, b, c, d, e, f des n points. En con-

siderant les points cons^cutifs a!, b' et en partant de I'arrangement ahcdef, on forme

avec les 8 points a, a, b, b', c, d, e, f les deux systferaes de 4 droites

:

systeme aa', bb', cd, ef, c'est-a-dire les tangentes en a, b et les droites cd, ef;

systfeme a'b, b'c, de, fa, c'est-a-dire ab, be, de, fa ;

ce qui donne parmi les points »-, s, t un systeme de 8 points sur une conique. II

y a 60 arrangements de.s points a, b, c, d, e, f et 15 combinaisons (a', b') etc. des

points consecutifs; on a done 60x15=900 systemes de 8 points sur une conique.

Prenons encore 7 points quelconques a, b, c, d, e, f, g des n points. En con-

sid^rant le point consdcutif a', et en partant de I'arrangement abcdefg, on forme avec

les points a, a', b, c, d, e, f, g les deux systemes de 4 droites

:

systeme aa, be, de, fg, c'est-a-dire la tangente en a, et les droites be, de, fg ;

systeme a'b, cd, ef ga, c'est-a-dire ab, cd, ef, ga
;

et on obtient ainsi parmi les points r, s, t un .systeme de 8 points sur une conique.

II y a 360 arrangements abcdefg, etc. et 7 dififerents points consecutifs a', etc. : cela

donne 360 x 7 = 2520 systfemes de 8 points sur une conique.

Prenons enfiu 8 points quelconques a, b, c, d, e, f g, h des n points

:

partant de I'arrangement abcdefgh, on forme avec les 8 points les deux systemes

de 4 droites chacun {ab, cd, ef, gh) et {be, de, fg, ha), ce qui conduit a un systeme

de 8 points sur une conique. Mais on a 2520 arrangements abedefgh, etc.—il y a

ainsi 2520 systfemes de 8 points sur une conique.

On voit que les systemes de 8 points sur une conique se derivent de 4, 5, 6, 7 ou 8

des n points sur la conique domide. En supposant ?i = 4 on n'a que les systemes qui

se derivent des 4 points ; si n = o, on a les systemes qui se derivent de 4 points choisis

d'une manifere quelconque entre les 5 points—et les systemes qui se ddrivent des

5 points : et ainsi de suite
;
pour n = 8 on a les systemes qui se derivent de 4, 5, 6 ou 7

points choisis d'une maniere quelconque entre les 8 points, et les systemes qui

se derivent des 8 points. On peut former la table suivante pour raontrer dans les

differents cas le nombro des systemes de 8 points sur une conique

:
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th^oreme 5, il y a 45 + 720 + 900 systemes. Pour n = 7 il y a 105 + 2520+6300+2520
systemes et pour ?i = 8, 210 + 6720 + 25200 + 20160 + 2520 systemes.

Le cas n = 5 est surtout interessant: en effet comme une conique est determin^e

par 5 points, on a ici 5 points quelconques (a, h, c, d, e), et les cinq tangentes' (les

droites A, B, C, D, E de Steiner) sent des droites determinees par les cinq points et

que Ton pent construire (avec la rfegle seulement). C'est la en effet la forme sous

laquelle le theoreme est pr^sente par Steiner; il ne parle nuUement de la conique

qui passe par les 5 points—et il donne pour les 5 droites une construction ; a savoii",

les 15 points r sont situes deux a deux sur 15 droites L qui ne de'pendent chacune

que de 4 points, et sur 60 droites H qui dependent chacune des 5 points ; les

60 droites H combinees deux a deux d'une maniere convenable se rencontrent dans

30 points s (c'est la definition de ces points) et ptiis (the'oreme) on a 5 droites

A, B, C, D, E qui contiennent chacune 6 points s et qui passent par les points

a, h, c, d, e respectivement—et (theoreme) les 30 points s sont aussi situfis sur les

10 droites G, 3 points sur chaque droite. Je remarque qu'en prenant sur la conique

qui passe par a, h, c, d, e, un point quelconque g, il y aurait 24 hexagones inscrits

ayant ag pour cote—et de la 24 droites Pascaliennes—et par le point d'intersection

de ag avec I'une quelconque des 6 droites he, etc. on a 4 de ces droites Pascaliennes.

Cela pose, en prenant pour g le point consecutif a, les 24 hexagones se confondent

deux a deux—on a done 12 hexagones inscrits et autant de droites Pascaliennes

—

ces droites sont les 12 droites H lesquelles se rencontrent deux a deux dans les

6 points s situes sur la droite aa', ou A. Steiner dit que les 120 coniques dependent

des 5 points, mais que les 15 coniques dependent chacune de 4 points seulement ; en

donnant (comme il I'a fait) le the'oreme comme un thdoreme par rapport a cinq

points quelconques, cela n'est pas exact—en effet les coniques dont il s'agit dependent

chacune de 4 des cinq points, et des 4 droites correspondantes, tangentes dans ces

memes points a la conique qui passe par les cinq points—ces coniques dependent

ainsi des cinq points.

Je remarque en passant que partant des cinq points donnes a, b, c, d, e, il y a

sur chacune des droites A, B, C, D, E un point remarquable, dont Steiner ne parle

pas, mais qui aurait pu servir a une construction de cette droite—par exemple il y
a sur la droite A le point a qui est I'intersection commune des polaires de a par

rapport a toutes les coniques qui passent par les points h, c, d, e—en particulier ce

point a est I'intersection commune des polaires (harmonicales) de a jxir rapport aux

trois paires de droites {be, de), {bd, ec), (be, cd) respectivement.

Cambridge, 16 Fev. 1865.
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356.

SUR UN CAS PARTICULIER DE LA SURFACE DU QUATRIEME
ORDRE AVEC SEIZE POINTS SINGULIERS.

[From the Journal far die reine und angewandte Mathematik (Crelle), torn. Lxv. (1806),

pp. 284—291.]

Dans la note "sur la surface des ondes" (Liouville t. xi., 1846), [47], j'ai etudie

sous le nom de Utraedro'ide la surface du quatrieme ordre doude de seize points

singuliers, et qu'une transformation homographique fait naitre de la .surface des ondes.

Mon point de depart a ete la propridte fondamentale suivante.

"Le tdtraedroide est une surface du quatrieme ordre, qui est couple par les plans

d'un certain tetraedre suivant des paires de coniques par rapport auxquelles les trois

sommets du tetraedre dans ce plan sent des points coujugufe. De plus: les seize

points d'intersection des quatre paires de coniques sont des points singuliers de la

surface, c'est-a-dire des points ou, au lieu d'un plan tangent, il y a un ccine

tangent du second ordre."

Dans la m^me note j'ai reconnu rexistenco de seize plans singuliers qui touchent

chacun la surface suivant une conique. II est interessant d'examiner de quelle

maniere mes formules se rattachent a celles de M. Kummer dans ses belles recherches

(Monatsbericht der Berliner Akaderaie fiir 1864, pp. 246—260 et 495—499) relatives

a la surface du quatrieme ordre dou^e de seize points singuliers.

Partant des formules de M. Kummer il convient, pour plus de syrametrie, de

changer les signes de a, /; puis en remarquant que dans I'equation (3) p. 250 on

doit avoir (voir p. 496) + icf au lieu de — fc/", I'equation de la surface sera

a^ifr- + h-)-^p- + c-p-q- + d'p-^ + e-q-^ +fVs-
+ 2hcp-qr + 2cepq-s — 2hfpr-s — lefqn?

+ 2capq-r + 2afqr-s — 2cdqpi-s — 2fd7-ps-

+ 2abpqr- + 2bdrp-s — 2aerq-s — 2depq'i- — ^(/pqrs = 0.
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Pour donner les Equations des seize plans singuliers de cette surface je pose d'abord

pour abreger

ad = a, be = /3, cf= 7,

et je determine k au moyen de I'equation cubique

puis j'introduis les quaatites

h d

, a p9= -op . +i.r-jr^^s,ha .

enfin je denote par pi, q^, }\, Sj
; p.,, q.,, r^, s.,

; p^, q^, r^, S3 ce que devienneut les quantites

2)', q, r', s' en y substituant successivement pour k les trois raciues A,',, k.^, hj de

I'equation en k. Cela pose, les seize plans singuliers sont donnes par les e'quations

2) = 0, q =0, J- = 0, s = 0,

^, = 0, (/i
= (), r, = 0, s, = 0,

2)., = 0, q., = 0, ?•., = 0, s, = 0,

Pi = 0, q-i = 0, 7-3 = 0, S;, = 0.

En prenant une ligne quelconque (jJi, q^, 1\, Si) et une colonne quelconque (r, Vi, n, Vs),

puis en omettant le terme commun rj, on a une des seize combinaisons (pi, g,, s,, r, r., r^)

de six plans qui se rencontrent dans un des seize points singuliers.

Supposons que lea plans ^j, s, , 7\, q^ se rencontrent dans le meme point. Pour

que cette circonstance ait lieu il faut que la condition 'J'—-r = 1 ou, ce qui est
n-'s (n-'l + J-

)

la menie chose, kj {k^ — k.,) — (k, — k^) = soit remplie ; mais si cette condition est

reniplie, non seulement les plans {p, s^, r.,, q^) se rencontront dans le meme point, mais

aussi les plans {q, 2h> s., r^), les plans (r, q^, p.,, S3) et les plans (s, r^, q., p^) se ren-

contront dans le meme point. L'^quation k^ (k^ — k„) — (h — kj) = appartient ^videmment

a un systeme de six Equations, et I'une quelconque de ces equations donnerait un resultat

semblable ; chacune de ces Equations conduit, comme on va voir, a une certaine relation

entre les quantites r/, a, /3, 7 (ou c/, a, b, c, d, e, /), relation en vertu de laquelle la

surface gen^rale du quatrieme ordre douee de seize points singuliers se reduit au tetrae-

dro'ide. Pour former la relation dont il s'agit, il faut egaler a zero le produit des six

fonctions analogues a k^ {k^ — k.) — (k. — k^). Je forme d'abord le produit des trois

fonctions k^ {k^ — k.) - {k. - kg), k^ {k, — ki) - (k\ — k^), k« {k^ — k^) — (k^ — A-.,), et en representant
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pour un moment I'^quation en k par cU-" + bA'- + cA + & = 0, on trouve que le produit

des trois fonctions est egal a

P + Q VA = (b + c) (be + 9 ail) - 6 (nc= + b-H)

+ (b + c-2a-2ti) Vb't' - 4 b^Ji - 4 at^ + 18 abtU - 27 a-J>-,

et en substituant pour a, b, t, i) leurs valeurs

a = 7, b = -5r-4a+i/3+|7, c = - g -^a-^0 + ^, tf = -a,

on trouve, toute reduction faite,

p = _ 2^,3 + ^5, (Sa^ _ lOSa/3) + 2 (/3 - 7) (7 - a) (a - /3),

Q=-2ff,

A = g' - hf (Sa= - lOSa/3) - 4./ (/3 - 7) (7 - a) (a - 0)

+ ^ (2a^ + 122a^/3 - -IQla-fi- + 244Sa'-/37).

Cela posii, I'equation cherche'e est P- — Q-A = 0, c'est-a-dire

= i (P= - Q=A) = r;^ . 4 O - 7) (7 - a) (a - /3)

+ 5-^ 4 (- 2a^/3 + 42a=,8- - 2Sa^/37)

+ ^ • (/3-7)(7-a)(a-/3)(Sa^-102a^)

+ 2(/3-7r-(7-«)M«-/3)N

cette Equation, dans laquelle a = ad, ^ = he, 7 = cf, constitue la condition sous laquelle

la surface de M. Kummer se rdduit a un tetraedroide.

Je passe a present a mes formules de 1846. En ecrivant pour plus de commodite

/'-, g", Ji^, I", m", n- au lieu de /, g, h, I, m, n, mon Equation du t^traddroide est

X-, y-

,

z", lu- = 0,

X-, . h\ g-, l-

y-, h", .
/•-, m-

z-
, g"; /-, . n=

W-, P

,

m% li-

on, ce qui est la meme chose,

(A, B, C, D, F, G, H, L, M, NJaf-, y-, z\ ?«=)= = 0,

c'est-a-dire

Ax" + By*+Cz* + Biv* + 2Fy-z- + 2Gz-x- + 2Hx~y- + 2Lx-w- + 2My-w- + 2NzV- = 0,

c. V. 55
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Oil les coefficients out les valours

A = 2m^it'f\ B = 2nH-g-, C = 2lhn"h% D = 2/y/i-,

F = l"- { l''f'-mY-7i'Jir), L =/=( l^f--mY--n'h%

G = ni' (— f/- + m-g- — n%-), M = g- (— I'f- + m-g- — n-h"),

H = n- (- ?=/= - m-^f^ + n^hr), N = h- (- l-f- - »i=^= + ?i*).

Les coordonndes des seize points singiiliers sont

(0, ±h, ±g, ±1), {±h, 0, ±f, ±711), {±g, ±f, 0, ±n), {±1, ±m, ±n, 0),

et les Equations des seize plans singuliers sont

± ny ± mz ±fw = 0,

+ nx . ±lz ± gio = 0,

+ mx ±ly . ±hw = 0,

±fx ±gy±hz . — 0,

oil Ton donne des valours queleonques aux signes +. Pour comparer ces plans aux

plans de M. Kummer j'^cris le tableau

p ,q ,r ,s

Pi,qi,ri,Si

+ny—mz+fvj

nx . + Iz+gw

—mx— ly . +hw

fa- gy-^iz

— nx . + Iz +gw

mx+ly . +/tw

-fa+ay-hz .

—ny—mz+fw

mx—ly . +hiu

- fa-9y+ /i^
•

ny+mz+fiv

— nx . — Iz+gw

-fa-uy- iz •

ny—mz—fiu

— nx . + Iz—gw

mx—ly . —hw

et j'obtiens les valours suivantes

:

^ = . ny — mz +Jw

,

q — — nx . + Is + gw,

r = mx — ly . + hw,

s=- fx-gy- hz . .

En r^solvant ces equations par rapport a x, y, z, w et en posant pour abrdger

6 = lf-\- mg + nh, on trouve

6x = . — hi + gr — Is,

Oy = hp . -fr - nis,

dz =-gp+fq . -ns,

dw = lp+ mq + wr . ,

valeurs qu'il s'agit de substituer dans I'dquation

U = {A, B, C, D, F, G, H, L, M, N\x\ y-, z-, w=)' =

de la surface dont il est question.
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De I'expression de U en p, q, r, s je ne considere d'abord que le terms multipli^

par p'q". Ddsignons par S le coefficient de p-q- dans 6*17, nous aurons

e =

+ 6l-m-

+ h^r-

+ fh'

+ h*

+ h-l'

+ h-iv?

+ i- ( i- -j' - 1?)

2h-

+ i- ( i- -j- - k-)

[ + (i- +i- - 4iy") (- i' - f + k')

,

X Wm-h-

X 2fY-h'

X 2^- ( l-f- — m-g- — n-h-)

X 2m- (- l-f- +mY - n-h-)

X 2n- (- l-f- — m-g- + w=A-)

X 2/2 ( t^f^ -my - w*)

X 2sr= (- P/2 ^ „j2^2 _ „2/,2)

+ {Pf- + wiy - 4im/5r) X 2h- (- P/2 -m^ + ?i-/r)

les lettres i, j, k ^tant introduites pour designer les produits

lf= i, mg =j, nh = k.

Apres toutes les reductions on obtient

e = 2/i,' {{i + j)- - ^••^)^ = 2A^ {i +j + ky (- i -j + kf, = 2¥6"- (- i -j + ky,

pour le coefficient de pi-q- dans 6*U, ou, ce qui est la menie chose,

h^ (- i -j + kf

pour le coefficient de p^ dans ^6-U.

En calculant de meme les autres coefficients de ^ff'-U et en ecrivant pour abreger

i — j — k= If— mg — nh = a,

— i+j — k = — lf+ mg — nh = b,

— i —j + k = — If— mg + nh = c,

r^quation transformee sera

f-a^r^ + g-hh'-p^ + li^c^p-q" + l-a-p^s" + m^b-q-s" + n-c-r^s'^

+ 2ghbcp-qr + 2hvibcpq"s — 2gnbcpr^s — 2mnbcqrs-

+ 2hfcapq-r + 2fncaqr-s — 2hlcaqp-s — 2nlcarp^

+ 2fgabpqr- + 2glabrp-s — 2fmabrq^s — 2lmabpqs-

— (6 — c) (c — a) (a — b)pq7-s = 0.

En posant

a' =fa, d' = ^a, — Ag' = (6 - c) (c — a) (a — b),

b' = gb, e' = mb,

c' = he, f = nc,

55—2
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les quantitds a', b', c', d', e', f, g' sont liees par une relatiou. Pour en prouver

I'existence on n'a qii'a faire

a'd' = a', b'e' = /3', c'f'=y'

et k se servir des expressions de a, h, c en /, 7, h, I, m, n, alors on obtient

- 2a' = a- (6 + c),

- 2/3' = b'{c + a),

-27' =cHa + b),

- 4/ =(b — c)ic — a) (a — b),

Equations qui impliquent une relation entre a', /3', 7', g' ; mais en supposant que

a', b', c, d', e', /', g' soient des quantites qui satisfont a cette relation, il existe

toujours des valeurs correspondantes de /, g, h, I, m, n, c'est-a-dire que I'dquation du

tetraedroide est identique avec celle de M. Kummer toutes les fois que les coefficients

a, b, c, d, e, f, g de cette derniere sont li^s par une certaine relation. Ecrivons comme
auparavant ad = a, be= /3, cf= 7, cette relation se trouve en ^liminant a, b, c entre les

equations

- 2a = cv" (b + c),

-2^ = bHc + a),

-2y=c'(a + b),

-4g =ib-c){c- a) (a - b),

et il ne s'agit que de prouver I'identitd de cette relation avec celle que nous avons

trouv^e ei-dessus par d'autres considdrations.

J'introduis les nouvelles notations

a + /3+ 7=-^P, a + b+ c = p,

^y + y(x + al3 = -lQ, bc + ca+ab = q,

a^y = — iiJ, abc =X,

je forme I'expression

2 (^ - 7) = - (6c + ca + ah) (b-c), = - q (6 - c),

et les deux expressions analogues pour 2(7 — 0), 2(a — /3); j'en ddduis le rdsultat

8(/3-7)(7-a)(a-/3)=-tjn&-c)(c-a)(a-6);

eniin je note les Equations

(b - c)- (c - a)' (a -bf = - iff + p-tj^ + ISpcjt - 27t- - 4p'r,

P = pq-3r,

Q=(l'- 2pqr + 3r-,

R = pqr- - x\
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qui donnent la transformation de leurs premiers membres en fonctiou <le p, (j, r ; cela

pos^, et a I'aide de ces valeurs, on forme les ^galites

512 (/3 - 7) (7 - a) (a - ^) f = (- 4q^ + p-(i-+ 18pqr- 27r--4p^t)q=(6-c)=(c-a)=(a-6)=,

256 (- So^yS + 4Sa=^ - 2l.0L'j3y)f = ( 6(j^ - p=fi--18p(it+27r-+2p-'r)q^(6-c)=(c-rt)-(«-t)-,

128(/3-7)(7-a)(a-/3)(2a=-10SayS)r7=(-12ti^+p-q=+18pqr-27r= )(i'(b-c)-(c-a)-(a-bf,

lesquelles, multipli^es par 1, 2, 1, •t, ajout^es ensemble et divisees par 128, conduisent k

I'eqiiation finale

+ g- . 4 (- ta>0 + 4Sa-/3= - 2Sa=/37)

+ 0- (/8-7)(7-«)(«-/3)(2a=-102a,8)

+ 2(/3-7)H7-«)=(a-^)— 0,

identique avec celle que Ton a trouvde ci-dessus, ce qui ach^ve la demonstration que

I'on avait en vue.

Cambridf/e, 18 Mai, 1865.
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357.

A SUPPLEMENTARY MEMOIR ON THE THEORY OF MATRICES.

[From the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, vol. CLVi. (for

the year 1866), pp. 25— 35. Received October 24,—Read December 7, 1865.]

M. Hermite, in a paper " Sur la th^orie de la transformation des fonctions

Ab^liennes," Comptes Rendus, t. XL. (1855), pp. 249, &c., establishes incidentally the

properties of the matrix for the aiitomoi-phic linear transformation of the bipartite

qnadric function xw' + yz' — zy — tux' , or transformation of this function into one of

the like form, XW -^YZ' - ZY -WX'. These proi^erties are (as will be shown)

deducible from a general formula in my " Memoir on the Automorphic Linear Trans-

formation of a Bipartite Quadric Function," Phil. Trans, vol. CXLVIII. (1858),

pp. 39—46, [153] ; but the particular case in question is an extremely interesting one,

the theory whereof is worthy of an independent investigation. For convenience the

number of variables is taken to be four ; but it will be at once seen that as well

the demonstrations as the results are in fact applicable to any even number whatever

of variables.

Article Nos. 1 and 2. Notation and Remarks.

1. I use throughout the notation and formulse contained in my "Memoir on the

Theory of Matrices," Phil. Trails, vol. cxLViii. (1858), pp. 17—87, [152], and in the

above-mentioned memoir on the Automorphic Transformation. With respect to the com-

position of matrices, the rule of composition is as follows, viz., any line of the compound
matrix is obtained by combining the corresponding line of the first or further com-

ponent matrix with the several columns of the second or nearer component matrix ; it

is very convenient to indicate this by the algorithm,

(a, a', a"), (/3, ^', 0"), (y', y', y")

i a , b , c $a, /3, 7 ) = («, b , c)

(«', b', c')

(a", b", c")

b
,
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which exhibits very clearly the terms which are to be combined together; thus in

the upper left-hand corner we have (a, b, c$a, a', a"), and so for the other places in

the compound matrix.

2. It is not in the Memoir on Matrices explicitly remarked, but it is easy to

see that sums of matrices, all the matrices being of the same order, may be multiplied

together by the ordinary rule ; thus

(A + B)(C + D) = AG + AD + BC + BD:

this remark will be useful in the sequel.

Article Nos. 3 to 13. First Investigation.

3. We have to consider the formulae for the automorphic linear transformation

of the function ano' + yz' — zy' — wx, that is, of the function

( 0, 0, 0,-1 \x, y, z, 'W~^x', y', z', w)

0, 0,-1,

1, 0, 0,

0, 1, 0,

= (n$a;, y, z, w\x', y', z', w'),

viz., if the variables are transformed by the formulas

(w, y, z, iv) = (U^X , Y, Z, W),

{x',y',z',w') = iUlX', Y',Z, W\

then the matrix (11) is such that we have identically

(n$a;, 2/, z, w$a;', y' , z', w') = (Q'^X, Y, Z, TfJZ', F, Z', W)
;

the expression for (11) is given in my memoir [153] above referred to; viz. observing

that the matrix (Q) is skew symmetrical, then (No. 13) we have

n = n-i (o -T){n + ry n,

where T is an arbitrary symmetrical matrix.

4. I propose to compare with the matrix 11 the inverse matrix ll"'. Recollecting

that in the theory of matrices {ABCD)~^ — Z*-' O"" B-^ J.~', we have

n-' = fi- (n + T) (fi - T)-' n

;

and it is to be shown that 11 and 11"' are composed of terms which (except as to

theii- signs) are the same in each, so that either of these matrices is derivable from

the other by a peculiar form of transposition. It is to be borne in mind throughout

that T is symmetrical, ft skew symmetrical.
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5. I \viite for greater convenience

-n =n-i(T-n)(T + n)-in,

- n-' = n-i (T + fi) (T - n)-' n,

and I compare in the first instance the matrices (T - H) (T + fi)-' and (T+ n)(T-fi)-'.

6. Any matrix whatever, and therefore the matrix (T + il)~\ may be exhibited as

the sum of a symmetrical matrix and a skew symmetrical matrix ; that is, we may
write

where T' is symmetrical, fl' is skew symmetrical. We have then

(T + n) (T + n)-' = (T + n) (r + no, = i,

where, here and in what follows, 1 denotes the matrix unity. Moreover

T-n = tr. (T + fl),

and thence

that is

and thence also

(T - n )-' = (tr. (T + n))-' = tr. (T + fi)-' = tr. (T + H') = T' - Q'

;

(T - H)-' = T' - n'

;

(T - fl) (T - O)-' = (T - n) (T - fi') = 1.

We have therefore

(T - fi) (T + fi)-' = (T + fi - 2fi) (T' + fi') = 1 - 2fi (T' + fi'),

(T + fi) (T - fi)-> = (T - fi + 2fi) (T' - fi') = 1 + 2fi (T' - fi').

7. Suppose for a moment that

T' + fi' = ( a, b, c, d )

e , f, g, h

i , j, k, I

m, n, 0, p

and therefore

T' - fi' = ( a, e

,

i

,

m ),

b, f, j, n

c, g, k,

d, h

,

I

,

p
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8. We have

- n (T + n') = (

-

1

-1

= (

1 )( rt, b, c, d )

e , f, g, h

i
, j

,

k, I

m, n, 0, p

(a, e, i
,
m), {b, f, j, n), (c. g, k, o), (d, h, I, p)

1 )
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(T + n)(T-n)-' = ( l-2d, -2h,

-2c, 1-2(7,

26,

2a,

-21,

-2k,

2f, l+2j,

2p ),

2o

In

2e, 2i, 1 + 2m

so that these matrices are composed of terms which, except as to the signs, are the

same in each.

11. Now in general if

<=)=(
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12. I remark in
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viz., this is

+ ad -l-+bc -/- + 2 (nh - nig) + 1.a, h
, g, I

h, b , f, m

g, ./. c, n

I, m, n, d

13. The expression for (T — H)""' is obtained from that of (T + fl)~' by merely

transposing the terms of the matrix, or, what is the same thing, by changing the

signs of X, /M, V, p, a, r. And it would be easy by means of these developed values

to verify the foregoing comparison of (T-n)(T + n)-' and (T + fl)(T - fl)-'.

,
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viz. we have s„ = (a, b, c, d'$^d, c, - b, - a), Sy, = (a, b, c, d^k, cj, -f, - e), &c. : we see

at once that «„ = 0, s,,, + s,., = 0, &c., viz. the determinant in s is a skew determinant, that

is, the square of a Pfaffian. We have therefore

or extracting the square root of each side, and determining the sign by a comparison

of any single term, we have

V = S12 S34 + S,3 S40 + S,4 S.2J ,

which is one of the required forms of V.

17. And in the same manner

m,

— e ,

-a,

II, o,

J >
^.

P

I

h
b , — c, — d

V- = tr. \a, b, c, d

e, f, g, h

i , j , k, I

m, n, 0, p

which is equal to the determinant

(m, i, - e, - a), (n,j, -/, - b), {0, k, -cj, -c), (p, I, -h, ~d)

til, U., ti3, tu = {a, e, i, m)

ti, t>,, t.23, Li {b, f, j> n)

tsi! h2, fsS) '34 (C,
ff,

ni, )

1

til, ti2, t„, tu
I

(d, h, I, p)

viz. ^1 = (a, e, i, m\m, i, — e, — a), &c. ; this is likewise a skew determinant, and we
have

^''={tl,tu + ti,ti,+ tut,,)\

or extracting the square root of each side, and determining the sign by the comparison

of any single term, we have

V = C,.j r»j + f,3 ti-2 + fl4 *23l

which is the other of the required forms of V.

18. Consider now the matrix

( a

,

b, c, d )

e
, f, (J,

h

i
, j

,

k, I

m, ft, 0, p
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which is such that

[357

(a,
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which is in fact

447

(1, 0, 0, ) = ( t,„

tr.

*2it '34' *U )>

13 > ^23) hsi hi

fl-j , f22 J
*32

;

*42

fll > '21 t
~ '31 > '41

0, 1, 0,

0, 0, 1,

0, 0, 0, 1

and we obtain for the equality of the two matrices the six conditions

1=«14 = ?23, = t,, = t,, = t,,= t^,

equivalent to the former set of six conditions.

20. We obtain from either set of conditions, for the determinant the value

V = a , h, c, d
I

= k'-.

e
, /, ff,

h

i
, j, k, I

m, 11, 0, p
21. Write

(*, 2/, 2, iv) = {a, b, c, d ~^X, Y, Z, W); (x', y, z\ !«') = («, h, c, d ][Z', F, Z', W),

e
, /, g, h

i , j, k I

m, n, o, p

then substituting for {x, y, z, lu) (*', y', z' , lu') theii- values, we find

x^u' + yz'-2lJ'-^ux' = -( t,„ t,,, <„, i„ I^, Y, Z, W^X', F, Z', W),

% ) 122) ^23 > '24

tsi, ^32) %> ^34

^41! ^421 ^43) ^44

= ( . . . -1^X,Y,Z, F$Z', F, Z. W'l

- 1

= A^F'+F^'-^F- WX';

and similarly writing

(A^ Y,Z,W) = { p, I, -h, - d ~^x, y, z, w); (X', F, Z,W') = ( p, I, - h, - d \x', y\ z', w'),

e , f, 0,
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we obtain with the s coef3ficients the equivalent result,

XW + YZ' - ZY -WX' = xw' + yz' - zy' - wx'.

We thus see conversely that the Hermitian matrix is in fact the matrix for the auto-

morphic transformation of the function xw' + yz' — zy' — ivx'

.

22. Considering any two or more matrices for the automorphic transformation of

such a function, the matrix compounded of these is a matrix for the automorphic

transformation of the function—or, theorem, the matrix compounded of two or more

Hermitian matrices is itself Hermitian.

Article No. 23. Theorem on a Form of Matrices.

23. I take the opportunity of mentioning a theorem relating to the matrices

which present themselves in the arithmetical theory of the composition of quadratic

forms. Writing

a , 6 + /3)and.-. (Z)->=^_--^((Z) = ( . , a

-a , . .6-/3, c

-a , -{b-^}, . , 7

-(h + ^l -c , -7, .

where D = ac — b'-, A = 07 — ^8= ; and similarly,

7 , -c , b-l3)

-7 . • , b + /3, -a

c , -{b + /3), . , a

-{b-13), a ,
-a, .

X'=( a'
,
6'+^')and.-.(Zr'=^,_^.( 7' , -c

, b'-H')

- 7' , . ,
6'+^', - a

c , -(b'+^'l . , a'

-(b'-^'l a' , -a, .

-a' , . , b'-l3', c'

-a' ,
-(6'-/3'),

. , 7

-{b'+/3'l -c' ,
-7'

. .

where B' = a'c - b'-. A' = a'7' - /3'-
; then

iX^X') + (i) - A) {D' - A') (Z'-iJX-O,

or, what is the same thing,

(Z$Z') + (Z) - A) {D' - A') ((Z$Z'))-'

is to a fiictor jjres equal to the matrix unity ; viz. wi'iting

A = aa + 2b0 + cy + a'a' + 26'/3' + c'7',

the foregoing expression is

= A( 1 . . . ).

1 . .

. 1 .

. . 1

The theorem is verified without difficulty by merely foi'ming the expressions of the

compound matrices (X'^X') and (Z'~'][X~^).
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358.

ADDITION TO THE MEMOIR ON TSCHIRNHAUSEN'S
TRANSFORMATION.

[From the Pldlosopliical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, vol. CLVI. (for the

year 1866), pp. 97—100. Received October 24,—Read December 7, 1866.]

In the memou' " On Tschirnhausen's Transformatiou," Philosophical Transactions,

vol. CLii. (1862), pp. .561—568, [275], I considered the case of a quartic equation : viz.

it was shown that the equation

(a, b, c, d, e\x, 1)^ =
is, by the substitution

y = {ax + h)B+ {a:v- + 46.r + 3c) C + {ax" + ^hx- + ^cx + M) D,

transformed into

(1, 0, (^, D, (S%, 1)1 =

where ((S, 2), (i') have certain given values. It was further remarked that ((S, 2), @)
were expressible in terms of U', H', 4>', invariants of the two forms (a, h, c, d, e^X, Yy,

{B, C, I)~$^Y, - Xy-, of /, /, the invariants of the first, and of @', =BD-C-, the

invariant of the second of these two forms, viz. that we have

(S = 6i/' - 2/0',

2) = 4*', '

(S- = lU'-- - 3H'- + IW + 12J'@'U' + -21'®'
H'

;

and by means of these I obtained an expression for the quadrinvariant of the form

(1, 0, e, 3), (s%, 1)-

viz. this was found to be

= IU'- + ^J'&'-\-l2J&U'.

c. V. 57
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But I did not obtain an expression for the cubinvariant of the same function : such

expression, it was remarked, would contain the square of the invariant <!>'
; it was

probable that there existed an identical equation,

JU'' - I U'-'H' + 4 ff'^ + il/©' = - *'-,

which would serve to express (i>'- in terms of the other invariants ; but, assuming

that such an equation existed, the form of the factor 31 remained to be ascertained

;

and until this was done, the expression for the cubinvariant could not be obtained in

its most simple form. I have recently verified the existence of the identical equation

just referred to, and have obtained the expression for the factor M ; and with the

assistance of this identical equation I have obtained the expression for the cubin-

variant of the form

(1, 0, iS, 3), (S%, 1)^

The expression for the quadrinvariant was, as already mentioned, given in the former

memoir: I find that the two invariants are in fact the invariants of a certain linear

function of U, H; viz. the linear function is = U'U+^&'H; so that, denoting by /*,

J*, the quadrinvariant and the cubinvariant respectively of the form

(1, 0, e, 2), (s% 1)^

we have

r* = I(U'U + 'i<^'H),

J* = J(U'U + m'H),

where /, J signify the functional operations of forming the two invariants respectively.

The function (1, 0, (?, 2), &^i/, l)^ obtained by the application of Tschirnhausen's

transformation to the equation

(a, b, c, d, e\x, 1)^=0,

has thus the same invariants with the function

U'U+ 4.6'if = U' (a, b, c, d, e^x, 1)* + 4@' (ac - b-, ad - be, ae + ibd - 3c-, be - cd, ce - df^x, \)\

and it is consequently a linear transformation of the last-mentioned function ; so that

the application of Tschirnhausen's transformation to the equation U=Q gives an

equation linearly transformable into, and thus virtually equivalent to, the equation

40'
which is an equation involving the single parameter -v„- : this appears to me a result

of considerable interest. It is to be remarked that Tschirnhausen's transformation,

wherein y is put equal to a rational and integral function of the order n — 1 (if n

be the order of the equation in x), is not really less general than the transformation

wherein y is put equal to any rational function -^ whatever of x; sucli rational

function may, in fact, by means of the given equation in x, be reduced to a rational

and integral function of the order n — \\ hence in the present case, taking V, W to
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be respectively of the order /; — 1, = 3, it follows that the equation in y obtained by

the elimination of x from the equations

(a, h, c, d, e^x, 1)* = 0,

^ {a, /3, 7, B^w, 1>'

is a mere linear transformation of the equation AU + BH = 0, where A, B are

functions (not as yet calculated) of (a, b, c, d, e, a, f3, y, B, a', /S', 7', S').

Article Nos. 1, 2, 3. Investigation of the identical equation

JU'' - IU'"-H' + 4i7'» + M& = - <t>'\

1. It is only necessarj' to show that we have such an equation, 31 being an

invariant, in the particidar case a = e=l, b = d = 0, c = 0, that is for the quartic

function (1, 0, 6, 0, Ij*, lY; for, this being so, the equation will be true in general.

Writing the equation in the form

- iV0' = V' {JU' - IH') + 4^'^ + <E)'=,

and observing that we have

U' = (B' + D') + 2eBD + 4>ec-,

H' = d {B' + l)') + {l+ 0') BD - W-O,

& = BD- 0\

<Si' = (I - 90"-) C (B' - D'),

1=1+ M\

J =0-0%
and thence

JU' -IH' = - 4f {h"- + D') + {-\- 20' - 50') BD + (86'- + 80') C\

the equation becomes

-{BD-C')M =

[- 461^ {B' + Z»=) + (- 1 - 20' - 50') BD + {H0-' + 80') C'\ X {B' + D- + 20BD + i0Of

+ 4:{0{B' + D'-) + {l + 0') BD - 46'-'G't'

+ ( 1 - 90')' C" [{B' + D'f- - ^B'D']

.

57—2
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2. It is found by developing that the right-hand side is in fact divisible by

£]) _ 6*2, and that the quotient is

= (_ 1 + 100^ -9(?^)(5-' + jD-)-

+ (8^ + 160' - 24^0 (B' + -D-) BD

+ (4 + 80- + 4-0* - 1600 B'D-

+ (- 640» - 19200 (B"- + D-) C

+ (1602 - 4160^ - 11200 BDC°-

+ (-1280^+ 12800 6'^

3. This is found to be

= _ /= U" + 12JU'H' + ilH'"-

- 8IJU'&'

-IGJ-S'^,

which is consequently the value of —M. We have therefore

- (D'2 = JW - 1 U'-H' + ^H''

+ (P U'' - 1 2JU'H' - 47fl"'0 0'

+ SIJUW
+ 16J'@'\

which is the required identical equation.

Article No. 4. Calculation of the Cubinvariant.

4. We have

= (H- il&) [I U'"- - SH'- + {12JU' + 21H') 0' + 7-0'=}

-{H-imj
- 4)'2,

whence, substituting for — ^'^ its value and reducing, we find

J* = JU'' + 0'
. f I'V' + &- {ilJU') + 0'' (16/2 - ^ 70.

Article No. -5. Final expressions of the two Invariants.

The value of I* has been already mentioned to be 7* = 7^7'- + 012 JC/^' + 0'2
.
a72,

and it hence appears that the values of the two invariants may be written

7* =(7, 18/, -sr^U', 'i&y,

J* = {J, I\ 9IJ, -P + b^J^\U', 1%J.
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But we have (see Table No. 72 in my " Seventh Memoii- on Quautics," Philosophical

Transactions, vol. CLi. (ISGl), pp. 277—292, [269])

/ {aU+ iJjBH) = {I, 18J, 3/l^a, /3)-,

J(aU+60H) = (J, P, 9IJ, -P+54J%, ^f;

so that, writing a= U', /3 = §©', we have

I* = I(U'U+i&'H),

J* = J(U'U+i&IT);

or the function (1, 0, 6, 2), (SJy, 1/ obtained from Tschirnhausen's transformation of

the equation ^7 = has the same invariants with the function U'U+i&'H; or, what

is the same thing, the equation (1, 0, 6, T}, (i'^y, 1)^ = is a mere linear trans-

formation of the equation U'U+ -iQH = ; which is the above-mentioned theorem.
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359.

A SUPPLEMENTARY MEMOIR ON CAUSTICS.

[From the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, vol. CLVii. (for the

j-ear 1867), pp. 7—16. Received November 1.5,—Read November 22, 1S66.]

It is near the conclusion of my " Memoir on Caustics," Philosophical Transactions,

vol. CXLVii. (1857), pp. 273—312, [145], remarked that for the case of parallel rays refracted

at a circle, the ordinary construction for the secondary caustic cannot be made use of

(the entire curve would in fact pass off to an infinite distance), and that the simplest

course is to measure off the distance GQ from a line through the centre of the

refracting circle perpendicular to the direction of the incident rays. The particular

secondary caustic, or orthogonal trajectory of the refracted rays, obtained on the above

supposition was shown to be a curve of the order 8 ; and it was further shown (by

consideration of the case wherein the distance GQ is measured off from an arbitrary

line perpendicular to the incident rays) that the general secondary caustic or

orthogonal trajectory of the refracted rays was a curve of the same order 8. The

last-mentioned curve in the case of reflexion, or for /x = — 1, degenerates into a curve

of the order 6 ; and I propose in the present supplementary memoir to discuss this

sextic curve, viz. the sextic curve which is the general secondary caustic or orthogonal

trajectory of parallel rays reflected at a circle.

1. For parallel rays refracted at a circle, taking the equation of the circle to be

ocr + y- = l, and the incident rays to be parallel to the axis of x, then if a; = ?h be an

arbitrary line perpendicular to the direction of the incident rays, the secondary caustic

is the envelope of the circle

,^' {{x - af + iy- /3f} -{x- mf = 0,

where (a, /3) are the coordinates of a variable point on the refracting circle, and as such

satisfy the equation a- + /3-=l. Or, what is the same thing, writing a = cosO, /3 = smd,

the secondary caustic is the envelope of the circle

/i- {{x — cos 0)- + ill
— sin Of] — (x — m)- = 0,

where is a variable parameter.
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2. The ei[uatioii may be writtun

A cos2e + B sm2d + G cos + D sin $ + E = 0,

where

^ = 1,

5=0,

C = ifjPx — im,

D = 4!fi'i/,

E = - 2/i- {x" + y-) - 2fi- + 1 + 2m=,

and which in the case of reflexion, or for fi = — l, become

^ = 1,

5=0,

G = 4.'c — 4;m,

i)=4y,

E =-2 {afi + if) - 1 + 2m\

viz. the equation of the variable circle is in this case

cos 2^ + 4 (* - in) cos ^ + 4?/ sin ^ + 2m- - 1 - 2 («- + jj-) = 0.

3. Now in general for the equation

A cos 26 + B sin 2^ + Ccos 6' + D sin ^ + i: = 0,

where the coefficients are any functions whatever of the coordinates {x, y), the equation

of the envelope is S^ — T- = 0, where

S=12{A'+B')-^ {C + D') + iE\

-T = 21 A {C - D') + .545CZ) - (72 {A' + 5^) + 9 (0- + D^) E + 8EK

4. Hence, substituting for A, B, G, D, E the above reflexion values, we find

S= 12-48 {{x - 7)1)- + y=) + 4 {2m' - 1 - 2x- - 2y-f,

-T= 432 ((*• - m)- - ?/-)

- 72 (12 + 144 {{x - m)- + 1/-)) {2m? -\-2x'- 2y-)

+ 8 {2m' - 1 - 2x- - 2y%

Writing in these equations

{x — mf + y- = X- + y- — 2mx + m-,

{x — m)- — y^= 2x- — 2mx + ni- — («- + y-),
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then after some simple reductions, we find

»S' = 16 {{af + y- — III- — 1)- + Gill (x — in)],

T = 32 {2 {x- +y-- m- - 1 y- + 18«i {x - m) {.>- + y- - i,i- - 1) - 27 (« - mf}

,

and thence

S^ - T"-^ 1024: {x- my- U,

where

U= 4 («= + y- - vi- - 1 )•'

+ 4m- (af^ + y-- vi- —1)-

+ SGvi {x- + y- — m- — 1) (x — m)

— 27 (x — m)-

+ 32??i3 (x - m),

or, what is the same thing,

U= 4!(x" + 7j"y

- {8m^ + 12) (x- + yj

+ {S6mx + im' - 20nr + 12) (a- + y-)

— 21a? + (- 4»i- 4- IS) riix 4- m" — 4
;

so that the equation of the secondary caustic is U =0, or the secondary caustic is,

as stated above, a sextic curve.

5. It is easy to see that the foregoing envelope may be geometrically constructed

as follows : viz. if from the point Q (coordinates cos 0, sin 0) on the reflecting circle

we draw Q3I perpendicular to the line x —in = 0, and then from the point M draw

MN perpendicular to QT, the tangent at T, and produce MN to a point P such that

PN=NM, then P is a point of the envelope; and we thence obtain for the

coordinates {x, y) of a point P of the enveloiDC the values

x= m — 2{m—cos0)cos-6,

y = sm6 — 2 {m — cos 6) cos 6 sin 6,
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or, what is the same thing,

x=2 cos' - m (2 cos- 0-1),

y = sin ^ (2 cos= ^ + 1) — 2in sin cos 0,

or, as these equations may also be written,

a; = I cos — m cos 20 + h cos 3^,

y = I sin - m sin 20 + ^ sin S0.

6. This result may be verified by showing that these values satisfy the equation

cos 20 + 4- (x - m) cos + 4i/sm0 + 2Ht- - 1 - 2 (*•- + f) = 0,

and also the derived equation

sin 26* + 2 (x - m) sin - 2i/ cos = 0.

We in fact have

*• sin — y cos = m sin — ^ sin 2^,

X cos ^ + y sin = I — wi cos ^ + ^ cos 20,

and thence

(a; — m) sin ^ — y cos = — | sin 2^,

which is one of the equations to be verified ; and also

{x — m) cos + y sin ^ = I
— 2»i cos + )^ cos 20.

We have moreover

a,'- + 2/- = I + m- — im cos ^ + | cos 20

;

and, by means of these last equations, the other equation

cos 20 + A- {x - m) cos + i:y sin + 2in^ -\-2{x- + y-) = 0,

is also verified.

7. The foregoing values of {x, y) give

dx = (- f sin + 2m sin 2(9 - f sin 3^) d0, = - sin 2^ (3 cos - 2iii) d0,

dy = { f cos - 2m cos 20 + 1 cos S0) d0, = cos 20 (3 cos - 2m) d0,

or, what is the same thing, dx : dy = — sin 20 : cos 20.

Hence taking for a moment {X, Y) as the current coordinates of a point in the

tangent of the envelope, the equation of the tangent of the envelope is

Xdy — Ydx = xdy — ydx,

or, substituting for x, y, dx, dy their values, this e([uation takes the very simple form

X cos 20 - Fsin 2(9 - 2 cos (9 + »i = 0,

c. V. 58
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or writing (x, y) in place of (X, Y), that is taking now (x, y) as the current

coordinates of a point in the tangent, the equation of the tangent is

X cos 26 -y sin 2^ - 2 cos + «i = ;

whence observing that this equation may be expressed as a rational equation of the

fourth order in terms of the parameter tan \6 (or cos ^ + V - 1 sin 6), it appears that

the class of the secondary caustic is = 4.

8. The secondary caustic may be considered as the envelope of the tangent, and

the equation be obtained in this manner. Comparing with the general equation

A cos 26 + D sin 2^ + Ccos ^ + i) sin ^ + £" = 0,

we have
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such a point is iu fact equivalent to a node and two cusps, and w£ have thus the

two circular points at infinity counting together as 2 nodes and 4 cusps; there

should therefore besides be 2 nodes and 2 cusps, and I jjroceed to establish the

existence of these by means of the expressions for {x, y) in terms of 6.

10. To find the cusps, we have

J = - sin 29 (3 cos d - 2m) = 0,
do

%= cos2^(3cos6'-2??i) = 0,
do

which are each of them satisfied if only 3 cos 6 — 2m = 0, or cos ^ = f m ; the corre-

sponding values of {x, y) are found to be

X = m — ^j vv', y = + (1 —
-f
m-)-,

and we have thus two cusps situate symmetrically in regard to the axis of x ; the

cusps are real if ??i < |, imaginary if ??i > | ; for m = ^, the two cusps unite together

at the point a- = i on the axis of 3;, giving rise to a higher singularity, which will be

further examined, post, No. 12.

11. The curve is symmetrical in regard to the axis of x, and hence any inter-

section with the axis of x, not being a point where the curve cuts the axis at right

angles, will be a node. Hence, in order to find the nodes, writing y = 0, this is

sin ^ (1 - 2m cos -I- 2 cos- 6) = 0,

giving sin 6=0, that is,

^ = 0, .»;= 2-m;
or

6 = -Tr, x = — 2 — m
;

but these are each of them ordinary points on the axis of x ; or else giving

1 - 2m cos + 2 cos- 6 = 0,

that is

cos ^ = ^ («i + v'wi- - 2).

The corresponding values of x are

iK = cos (2 cos= 6 — 2m cos 6) + m, = m - cos ^, = ^ (m + Vm- — 2) ;

each of the points in question, viz. the points

x = ^ (m + v'?«= - 2), y= 0,

is a node on the axis of ,«.

58—2
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12. It is to be observed that for m<\^2 the nodes are both imaginary; for

m = V 2 they coincide together at the point *• = —
; for vi > V2 they are both real

:

it is to be further noticed that

node, x = ^ (m + Vj/i- — 2), corresponds to cos 6 = ^ (m — '^m- - 2),

where (ni being > V2) the point (cos 6, sin 6) is a real point on the circle x- + y- =1-

in fact for «i<f (that is, in — ^2 to «i = |) we have ^ {m — "^m- — 2) < ^m, that is,

cos ^ < f ; but m = or > -J, then cos = ^ (m — V?)i^ — 2) = is = or < J, and
m + V «i- — 2

node, X = ^ (m — '^m° — 2), corresponds to cos 6 = ^(?;i + Vm^ — 2),

where {m being > V2) the point (cos 0, sin 0) is a real point on the circle x- + y- = \ so

long as m is not > |, that is, from m = V2 to ?m = f ; but if m > |, then the point in

question is an imaginary point on the circle—whence also the node x = ^ (m — ^ni- — 2)

is an acnode or isolated point.

In the case m = | we have

node, x = \, corresponding to cos^ = i or ^ = 60°,

„ x = \, „ cos ^ = 1 or = 0^

the last-mentioned point x = ^ being in fact the point of union of two cusps in the

case m = # now in question. Hence in this case we have at {x = ^, y = 0) a triple

point equivalent to two cusps and a node ; visibly, there is only a single branch

cutting the axis of x at right angles.

In the case m = \2, the nodes coincide as above mentioned at the point x— j^

on the axis ; for this value of m the coordinates of the cusps are

a;=^V2(=||-f-V2, which is < 1 - v'2)
; y=±^V-

13. Starting from the equation \02^ {x - mf U = S'-T- = 0, it is clear that the

cusps are included among the intersections of the curves S=Q, 7=0; these two

curves intersect in 24 points which lie 9 + 9 at the circular points at infinity, 2 + 2 at

the points x = m, y- —\ =0, and 1 + 1 are the cusps, or points x = m —
f-^

?k^ 1/' — 0- ~ i '")'•

To verify this, writing for a moment

S' = (cr + y" — m- — 1)" + 6m(x — vi),

T = 2 {x- + y-- m- - If + 18m {x - m) {x- + y-- m- - 1) - 27 (a; - m)^

then we have

T - 2 {x- + y-- m- -l)S' = &m (x - vi) (x- + y-- m- - 1) - 27 (a; - m)-,

= 3 {x-m){27n {x- + y- - m- - I) - 9 {x - m)}

;
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SO that the equations S = 0, T=0, or, what is the, same thing, <S' = 0, 7" = give

(x — m) (2»t {w- + y- — m- - 1) — 9 (« — m)\ = 0,

9
that is, X — in = 0, or else a? + y- — m" - 1 =^ (x — m). And combining herewith the

equation S' = {x- + y- — iii- — l)- + Gvi(x — m) = 0, we have a; — «t = 0, (//- — l)- = 0, or else

81
(«- + y- — m- - 1)= = -—

-^
(a; — 7ii)- = 6??i (« - m\

and therefore

3
{x- m) - „ {27 (*• - m) - Swi^j = 0,

the second factor of which gives x = m — ^ ??i', and thence x- + y- — m- — 1 = — ^ m-, that

is, x-+y- = l -^m\ and therefore y- = {l - ^7n-) — {m — ^7n^}-, =(1-A?h-)', that is, we
have

-'=m- ^j m\ y= = (1 - 1 vij,

which, as appears above, gives the two cusps.

14. Similarly, in the equation 16F= S'— ^'- = 0, the intersections of the curves

S = 0, T = must include the cusps; the curves in question are the two circles

3 (x' + y-) + m- -3=0,

18m (x" + y") - 27,T - 2m'' + 9m = 0,

meeting in the circular points at infinity, and in the two cusps. It is to be added

that the tangent at the cusps coincides with the tangent of the last-mentioned circle,

IHm {x- + y-) - 21X - 2m= + 9m = 0,

or, as this may also be written,

,*'-W+^- = i-12^^

15. The a.xis of x meets the secondary caustic in the two nodes counting as 4

intersections, and besides in 2 points, viz. the points x = 2 — m, x = — 2 — m ; these

correspond to the values ^ = and 6 = 7r respectively. But to verify them by means

of the equation
. l6F=,S'^-r-=0

of the cun-e, it may be remarked that for y = we have

,S' = 4 {Sx"- + m= - 3), r = 4 (18ww- - 27x - 2m' + 9m)

;

and wi-iting herein x= ±2 — m, we find

<S = 4(2m + 3)=, 2'=8(2»t + 3/,

values which satisfy the equation 6'^ — T' = Q.
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16. lu the equation [7=0 of the curve, writing a; — >ii = 0, the equation becomes

that is

i{f-l)-{f-l + m') =0,

and the line {a:—)ii)=0 is thus a double tangent to the curve, touching it at the

points x = m, y = ±\, and besides meeting it at the points x = rn, ?/ = + Vl — m^ that

is, at the intersections of the line x — m = 0, with the circle x- + y-—\.

17. The maximum or minimum values of y correspond to the values d = \ir,

d = ^TT, 6 = ^TT, 6 = ^TT of d ; and we have for

e=l7r, x= i\/2, y= V2-m,

^ = Jtt, *• = - ^ V2, y= V2 + m,

6 = ^TT, .( = --^V2, y = - "^2-1)1,

^=7,^, x= ^V'2, y = -'^2 + m.

18. It is now easy to trace the secondary caustic ; we may without loss of

generality assume that m is positive, and the values to be considered are

)?i = 0, 111=1, »t=v2, »i = f,

with the intermediate values 7h>0<1, &c. ... and m > §. I have for convenience

delineated in the figure only a portion of each curve, viz. the figure is terminated at

the negative value x = — ^v2, which corresponds to the maximvun value ?/ = v 2 + wi

;

as X increases negatively, the value of the ordinate y diminishes continuously fx'om

this maximum value, becoming = for the value x = — 2 — m, and the curve at this

point cutting the axis of x at right angles ; this is a sufficient explanation of the

form of the curves beyond the limits of the figure. Moreover the curve is symmetrical

in regard to the axis of x, and I have within the limits of the figure delineated

only one of the two halves of the curve.

19. For 7n > I the cusps are both imaginary, the nodes both real, but one of

them is an isolated point or acnode (shown in the figure by a small cross). The
curve has an interior loop, as shown in the figure, and there is also the acnode lying

within the loop.

For m = |, there is still an interior loop, but the acnode has united itself to the

loop, the point of union, although presenting no visible singularit}', being really a

triple point equivalent to a node and two cusps. And in all the cases which follow

there are two real cusps.
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For 7H = < 3 > V2^ the loop has altered its form in such wise as to exhibit the
node and two cusps, the curve has therefore two real nodes.

For ??i = v'2, the two nodes unite together into a tacnode, so that the loop is on
the point of disappearing; and for ;k < V2 > 1 the nodes are imaginary, and there is

thus no longer any loop.
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In all the above forms the double tangent x = m touches the curve at the points

y= + l, but the other two intersections of the double tangent with the curve are

imaginary.

For wi = 1, the double tangent has the two coincident real intersections y = 0, or

it is in fact a triple tangent.

For »i < 1 > 0, the double tangent has with the curve two real intersections, viz.

they are the points where the double tangent meets the circle x- + y- = l.

And finally, for m = 0, the points in question unite themselves with the points of

contact, the double tangent a; = being in this case the common tangent at the two

cusps x = 0, y=±l.

Added May 13, 1867.

20. As remarked in the original memoir, p. 312, the secondary caustic, in the

last-mentioned case m =0, is a curve similar to and double the magnitude of the

caustic itself (viz. the caustic for parallel rays reflected at a circle), the position of

the two curves differing by a right angle.

The secondary caustics corresponding to the different values of m form, it is clear,

a system of parallel curves ; and, by the remark just referred to, it appears that this

system is similar to the system of curves parallel to the caustic for parallel rays

reflected at a circle.
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360.

NOTE ON A QUARTIC SURFACE.

[From the Fhilosaphical Magazine, vol. xxix. (18(35), pp. 19—22.]

It would, I think, be woith while to study in detail the quartic surface which

is the envelope of a sphere having its centre on a given conic, and passing through

a given point. The equations of the conic being z = 0, .,+ '!..= I, the coordinates of a

point on the conic may be taken to be a;=ocos^, i/=bs\nO, s = 0, whence, if (a, /3, y)
be the coordinates of the given point, the equation of the sphere is

(* - a cos 6)- + {y — h sin 6f + z- = (a - a cos 6)- + (/3 - 6 sin 6f + 7-,

or, what is the same thing,

CI? + y- + Z-- a- - /5- - 7= - 2 (./; - a) u cos 6 -2{ij-^)h sin ^ = ;

and hence the equation of the surface is at once seen to be

{x- + if + 2- - a- - /3- - 7--)- = -io- (« - a)- + 46- {y - /3)=.

If a=6 (that is, if the conic be a circle), then we may without Inss of generality

write /8=0, and the equation then is

{iif- + y- + z- — a'^ - 7-)'- = 4«- \{a- - a)- + j/^j.

This may be written

(.^. + y. + ,. _ «= _ ^. _ 2a^r = - 8a"-a (x -
«' + 2a'^+ 7^ - ^^

j _

which, considering z as a constant, is of the form

(x- + y- - a}- = 16A (w — m)
;

that is, the section of the surface b}- a plane parallel to the plane of the conic is a
Cartesian.

c. V. 59
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If a and h are unequal, but if we still have /5 = 0, the equation of the surface is

(j;- + if- + z- — a.' — y-y- = 4a- (x — a)- + -ib^y".

There are here two planes parallel to the plane of the conic, each of them meeting

the surface in a pair of circles. In fact, writing x- + if = p, and therefore also y- = p — (tf,

putting moreover z- — a- — y- = k, we have

(p + k)- = 4a-a;^ - Sa'ax + 4a^a- + ih- (p - x")
;

that is,

p- + 4 (6- - a-) X- + k- - 4a-a- + 8a=a» + (2A; - 46-) /a = 0,

or, as this may also be written,

(1, 4(6=-a=), ^•--4a=a^ 4a-a, k-1h\ 0$/3, .«, 1)== 0,

which is of the form

(a, b , c , f , g , O^p, x, l)- = 0;

and the left-hand side will break up into factors, each of the form p + Ax + B (so that,

equating either factor to zero, we have p + Ax + B = 0, that is, x- + y- + Ax + B = 0, the

equation of a circle), if only

abc — af- — by- = 0.

Writing this under the form b {ac — y") — af- = 0, and substituting for a, b, c, f, g their

values, we have

b = 4^(b-- a-), ac - g- = k- - 4a'a- - {k - 26=)-, = 4 (b-k -b'- aV), af- = 1 6a^a=,

and therefore the condition is

(l>- - or) (b-k -¥- a-CL') - a^a' = U
;

that is,

6- 1(6'- - a") (k - b') - a-oi'] = 0.

If 6-'=0, the surface is a pair of spheres; rejecting this factor, we have (b'-—d-){k-—b-)—a-a:-=0;

or putting for k its value, the condition becomes

(b- — a-) (z- —a- — y- — b'-) - a-a- = ;

that is, for each of the values of z given by this equation, the section by a plane

parallel to the plane of the conic will be a pair of circles.

The planes in question will coincide with the plane of the conic, if only

(b- — a-) (a- + y- + b-) + era" = 0,

or, what is the same thing,

b-a- — (a- — b-) y- = b"- (a^ — b")
;

that is, if the point (a, 0, 7) be situated on the hyperbola y = 0, -TZrh2~if~^-
'^^^

hyperbola in question and the ellipse ^ = 0, -^-l-r2 = l, are, it is clear, conies in planes
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at right angles to each other, having the transverse axes coincident in direction, and

being such that each curve passes through the foci of the other curve ; or, what is

the same thing, they are a pair of focal conies of a system of confocal ellipsoids.

The surface in the case in question, viz. when the parameters a, b, a, /3 are con-

nected by the equation

a= - 6= h- •

is in fact the " Cyclide " of Dupin. It is to be noticed that we have here

(a — a cos 0)-+ h- sin- + 7- = a"- + 7- + 1)- — Ida. cos 6 + (a- — h-) cos- 6
;

which, observing that a= + 7- + &= is = p
,
gives

a- — 0- °

(a - a cos 6)- + h- sin'- e + r= (»Ja^^'cos 6 - "" V
;

so that the radius of the variable sphere is

= 'va- — b-cosU 7= .

\'a- - ¥

If the variable sphere, instead of passing through the point (a, 0, 7) on the hyperbola,

be drawn so as to touch a sphere of radius I, having its centre at the point in

question, then the radius of the variable sphere would be

= Va° — b- cos 6—
,

— I,

V«2 - ¥
which is in fact

= V «= — b" cos 6
aa

Vft- - b-

'

if only a' = a + ; hence if 7' be the corresponding value of 7, the variable

sphere passes through the point (a', 0, 7') on the hyperbola, and the envelope is still

a cyclide. The cyclide as derived from the foregoing investigation is thus the envelope

of a sphere having its centre on the ellipse, and touching a fixed sphere having its

centre on the hyperbola. It also ap])ears that there are, having their centres on the

hyperbola, an infinite series of spheres each touched by the spheres which have their

centre on the ellipse ; if, instead of one of these spheres we take any four of them,

this will imply that the centre of the variable sphere is on the ellipse, and it is thus

seen that the cyclide as obtained above is identical with the cyclide according to the

original definition, viz. as the envelope of a sphere touching four given spheres.

Cambndge, December 5, 1864.

59—2
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361.

ON QUARTIC CURVES.

[From the Philosophical Magazine, vol. xxix. (1865), pp. 10-5—108.]

The expression ' aa oval' is used, in regard to the plane, to denote a closed curve

without nodes or cusps ; and, in regard to the sphere, it is assumed moreover that the

oval is a curve which is not its own opposite, and does not meet the opposite curve (')

—

that is, that the oval is one of a pair of non-intersecting twin ovals. I say that

every spherical curve of the fourth order (or spherical (juartic) without nodes or cusps

may be considered as composed of an oval or ovals lying wholly in one hemisphere

(that is, not cutting or touching the bounding circle of the hemisphere), and of the

opposite oval or ovals lying wholly in the opposite hemisphere ; or, disregarding the

opposite curves, that it consists of an oval or ovals lying wholly in one hemisphere.

And this being so, the quartic cone having its vertex at the centre of the sphere is

met by a plane parallel to that of the bounding circle in a plane quartic curve con-

sisting of an oval or ovals ; and thence every plane quartic is either a finite curve

consisting of an oval or ovals, or else the projection of such a curve.

Considering first the case of the plane, a line in general meets the oval in an even

number of points (the number may of course be = 0) ; hence as the point of contact

of a tangent reckons for two points, the tangent at any point of the oval again intersects

the oval in an even number of points (this number may of course be = 0). The number

of points of intersection by the tangent (the point of contact being always excluded) is

either evenly even, and the point is then situate on a convex portion of the oval ; or

it is oddly even, and the point is then .situate on a concave portion of the oval.

Now imagine that the oval is (or is part of) a quartic curve ; the number of points

1 The notions of opposite curves, &c. are fully developed in the excellent Memoir of Mobius, " Ueber die

Grundformen der Linien der drifter Ordnung," Ahh. der K. Sachs. Ges. zu Leipzig, vol. i. (1852), to which I

have elsewhere frequently referred.
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of intersection by the tangent is = or else = 2 ; and there is at least one portion

of the oval for which the number of intersections is = ; for otherwise the oval would
be concave at every point, which is impossible. Hence there is a tangent which does
n(it meet the oval (except at the point of contact), and we may in the immediate
neighbourhood of the tangent draw a line which does not meet the oval at all.

Precisely the same considerations apply to the case of an oval which is part of

a spherical (piartic, the tangent being of course a great circle ; and the conclusion

arrived at is that there e-xists a great circle which does not meet the oval at all
;

that is, the oval lies wholly in one hemisphere.

I remark that the demonstration woidd, as it ought to do, fail, if we attempted
to apply it to an oval portion of a spherical sextic ; the tangent circle meets the oval

in a number of points which is =0, 2, or 4 ; and the number cannot be for every

tangent circle whatever = 2 ; but there is nothing to prevent it from being for every

tangent circle whatever =2 or 4. Hence we cannot, for every spherical sextic, obtain

a tangent circle not meeting the oval except at the point of contact ; and consequently

we do not obtain in the immediate neighbourhood of the tangent a circle which does

not meet the oval at all. And in fact such circle does not in every case exist; that

is, the oval 2}07-tion of a spherical sextic does not in every case lie in. a hemisphere.

It has been shown that the oval portion of a spherical quartic lies in a hemi-
sphere ; but we have to consider the case where the quartic consists of two or more
ovals. To fix the ideas, let A, A' be a pair of opposite ovals, and B, B' another pair

of opposite ovals, components of the same spherical quartic. If there exists a tangent
circle of A which does not meet B, then there exists in the immediate neighbourhood

of the tangent circle a circle which does not meet either A or B ; and we may assume
that A and B lie on the same side of this circle ; for if B were on the side opposite

to A, then B' would be on the same side with A ; and we have only, instead of B,

to consider the opposite oval B'. Hence we may consider that the ovals .^4 and B lie

on the same side of the circle ; that is, we have a spherical quartic consisting of or

comprising the ovals A and B in the same hemisphere : the two ovals are, it is clear,

external each to the other.

But every tangent of A may meet B in two points; consider the whole spherical

figure, and suppose that the tangent (or say, the tangent circle) of A, A' 7neets the

ovals B, B' in the points K, L and the opposite points K', L' : then considering the

tangent circle as moving round A, A' until it returns to its original position, the

points K, L, K', U are always four distinct points ; and K and some one (say L) of

the two points L, L' will describe the same oval, say the oval B ; while the opposite

points K', L' will describe the opposite oval B'. We have here the oval A included

in the oval B (and of course the opposite oval A' included in the opposite oval B').

But the oval B, qua portion of a spherical quartic, lies wholly in one hemisphere

;

hence the two ovals A, B lie wholly in one hemisphere. It is easy to see that there

is not in this case any other portion of the spherical (juartic, but that the two ovals

A, B are the entire curve.
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Reverting to the case where we have in one hemisphere the two ovals A, B
external to each other, the spherical quartic may comprise as part of itself another

oval G. The ovals A and B, qua ovals external to each other, have a common tangent

circle (a double tangent of the spherical quartic) which cannot meet the oval C (for

if it did we should have six points of intersection) ; hence in the immediate neighbour-

hood thereof we have a circle not meeting any one of the ovals A, B, C. We may
consider A, B, C as lying on the same side of this circle; for if B were on the

opposite side to A, then B' would be on the same side ; and so if be on the opposite

side, then C" will be on the same side ; that is, we have the three ovals A, B, C
extei-nal to each other, and in the same hemisphere.

There may be a fourth oval, B, and it would be shown in a similar manner that

we have then the four ovals A, B, C, D external to each other and in the .same

hemisphere. But there cannot be a fifth oval, E ; the proof is precisely the same as

for the theorem in piano ; viz. taking within each of the five ovals a point, and

through these points drawing a conic, the conic would meet each oval in two points,

and therefore the plane (juartic in ten points, which is impossible.

Passing from the sphere to the plane, the foregoing investigation shows that every

plane quartic without nodes or cusps is either a finite curve, or else the projection

of a finite curve, of one of the following forms

:

1. a single oval.

2. two ovals external to each other.

3. two ovals, one in.side the other.

4. three ovals external to each other.

.T, 6. four ovals external to each other.

The last case has been called (5, 6) for the sake of the following subdivision, viz.:

.5. the four ovals are so situate as to be intersected, each in two points, by the

same ellipse.

6. they are so situate as not to be intersected by any one ellipse whatever—the

distinction being similar to that which exists between four points, which may be either

such as to have passing through them as well ellipses as hyperbolas, or else to have

passing through them hyijerbolas only.

I remark that the limitation of the theorem to the case of a quartic curve without

nodes or cusps is necessary, at any rate as regards the nodes. We may in fact find

a quartic curve having a single node which is met by every line in at least two real

points, and which is therefore not the projection of any finite curve ; for if we imagine

two hyperbolas so situate that each branch of the one cuts each branch of the other,

then it may be seen that there exists a quartic curve approaching everywhere very

nearly to the system of two hyperbolas, but having, instead of the four nodes of the

system, only a single node, which is such that every line meets it in at least two
points.

Cambridge, December 15, 18G4.
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362.

NOTE ON LOBATSCHEWSKY'S IMAGINARY GEOMETRY.

[From the Philosophical Magazine, vol. xxix. (186.5), pp. 231—233.]

Writing down the ecpiatious

1 cos A + cos B cos C= cos a = :

—

D . ^ ,

cos a sin B sin 6

1 , cos B + cos G cos A
,

,
= cos 6 = • ri

—
A

>

cos sin (J sm A

1 cos C+ cos A cos B
, = cos c = ^

—

-.
—

,
—^ ,

cos c siu A sm B

where A, B, G are real positive angles each <

^

tt : first, if A + B + C >Tr, then a, b, c

are real positive angles each less than ^tt (this is in fact the case of a real acute-

angled spherical triangle), but a', h', c are pure imaginaries of the form p'i, q'i, r'i

(where p', q', r' are real positive quantities ; and secondly, if A -\- B + C <7r, then a, b, c

are pure imaginaries of the form jn, 'P, ''i (where p, q, r are real positive quantities),

but a, b', c are real positive angles each less than ^tt. Hence assuming A + B+G <ir

and writing ai, bi, ci in place of a, b, c, the system is

1 . cos A + cosB cos G
cos a'
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which equations (if only we write therein ^tt — «', ^Tr—b', ^tt — c' in place of a', h', c

respectively) are in fact the ec] nations given nnder a less symmetrical form in the

cnrious paper " Geometrie Imagiiiaire " by N. Lobatschewsky, Rector of the University

of Kasau, Crelle, vol. xvii. (1S37), pp. 295—320. The view taken of them by the

author is hard to be understood. He mentions that in a papei' published five years

previously in a scientific journal at Kasan, after developing a new theory of parallels,

he had endeavoured to prove that it is only experience which obliges us to assume

that in a rectilinear triangle the sum of the angles is equal to two right angles, and

that a geometry may exist, if not in nature at least in analysis, on the hy]Dothesis

that the sum of the angles is less than two right angles ; and he accordingly attempts

to establish such a geometry, viz. a, h, c being the sides of a rectilinear triangle,

wherein the sum of the angles ^ + S + is < tt, and the angles a, b', c being

calculated from the sides by the formula

1 ;, 1 - 1
cos a =

. , cos b = .— , cos c =
cos ai

'

cos bi

'

cos ci

(I have, as mentioned above, replaced Lobatschewsky's «', b', c' by their complements):

the relation between the angles A, B, and the subsidiary quantities a', b', c' which

replace the sides, is given by the formulas

1 _ cos A + cos B cos C
cos a' sin B sin C

1 _ cos B + cos C cos A
cos b' sin sin -4 '

1 cos C + cos A cos B
cos c sin ^ sin -B

I do not understand this ; but it would be very interesting to find a 7-eal geometrical

interpretation of the last-mentioned system of equations, which (if only A, B, C are

positive real quantities such that A + B + C<Tr ; for the condition. A, B, C each < ^tt,

may be omitted) contains only the real quantities A, B, C, a', b', c ; and is a system

correlative to the equations of ordinary Spherical Trigonometry.

It is hardly necessary to remark that the equation

1
> = cos ai

cos a

is Jacobi's imaginary transformation in the Theory of Elliptic Functions. See, as to

this, my paper " On the Transcendent gd . !/ = - log tan (^ tt + ^ iii)," Phil. Mag. vol. xxiv.

(1862), pp. 19—22, [320].

Cambndge, January 21, 1865.
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363.

ON THE THEORY OF THE EVOLUTE.

[From the Philosophical Magazine, vol. xxix. (1865), pp. 344—350.]

According to the generalized notion of geometrical magnitude, two lines are said

to be at right angles to each other when they are harmonics in regard to a certain

conic called the Absolute ; this being so, the normal at any point of a curve is the

line at right angles to the tangent, and the Evolute is the envelope of the normals.

Let the equation of the absolute be

= («, b, c, /, g, h\x, y, zf = 0,

and suppose, as usual, that the inverse coefficients are {A, B, G, F, G, H). Consider

a given curve U=(^*\x, y, 2)"' = 0, and suppose, for shortness, that the first differential

coefficients of U are denoted by L, M, N. Then we have to find the equation of

the normal at the point {x, y, z) of the curve 17= 0.

The condition that any two lines are harmonics in regard to the absolute, is

equivalent to this, viz. each line passes through the pole of the other line in regard

to the absolute. Hence the normal at the point (x, y, z) is the line joining this

point with the pole of the tangent. Now, taking {X, Y, Z) as current coordinates, the
equation of the tangent is

LX + MY->rNZ=0,

the coordinates of the pole of the tangent are therefore

{A, //, G'^L, M, N) : {H, B, F^L, M, N) : (G, F, G\L, M, N),

and the equation of the normal is

X
,

Y , Z

X , y '
2

{A, H, G\L, M, N), (H, B, F\L, M, N), {G. F, C\L, M, N)

c. V. 60
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The formula in this form will be convenient in the sequel ; but there is no real loss

of generality in taking the equation of the absolute to be a;- + y^ + z"^ = ; the values

of (A, B, C, F, G, H) are then (1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0), and the formula becomes

X, Y, Z =0;

X, y , z

L, M, N

where it will be remembered that {L, M, JV) denote the derived functions (dxU, d,iU, dzU).

The evolute is therefore the envelope of the line represented by the foi-egoing

<jquation, say the equation fl = 0, considering therein {x, y, z) as variable parameters

connected by the equation U=Q.

As an example, let it be required to hnd the evolute of a conic ; since the axes

are arbitrary, we may without loss of generality assume that the equation of the

conic is xz — y° = 0. The values of (X, M, iV) here are {z, — 2y, x). Moreover the

ecjuation is satisfied by writing therein x : y : z = 1 : 6 :
6''; the values of {L, M, N)

then become (0", —26, 1) and the equation is

1
,

X
, Y

(A, H, G^e, -\)\ (H, B, F-^0,

or, developing, this is

Z

I)-, (G, F, G\0, -\y

= 0:

X

+ Y
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I consider the particulai- case where the conic touches the absolute. There is no

loss of generalit}' in assuming that the contact takes place at the point (y = 0, z = 0),

the common tangent being therefore ^ = ; the conditions for this are a = 0, h = 0,

and we have thence C=0, F=Q. Substituting these values, the equation contains the

factor 6; and, throwing this out, it is

X (- He- + {B + 20) 6'
)

Y{ Ae^- 2He-
)

+ Z{ - A0- + SHd -{B + 2G)) = 0,

or, what is the same thing,

&'{ -H X+ AY
)

+ ^ ((£ + 2G) X - 2HY - AZ)

+ e
(

^HZ)

+ ( -{B + 2G)Z) = 0,

where it will be observed that the constant term and the coefficient of 6 have the

same variable factor Z, where Z=Q is the equation of the common tangent of the

conic and the absolute. The evolute is in this case of the class 3. It at once appears

that the line Z=0 is a stationary tangent of the evolute, the point of contact (or

inflexion on the evolute) being given by the equations Z—0, (B + 2G) X —2HY =0.
The equation of the evolute is found by equating to zero the discriminant of the

cubic function; the equation so obtained has the factor Z, and throwing this out the

order is = 3. The evolute is thus a curve of the class 3 and order 3, the reduction

in the order from 3.2, = 6, to 3 being caused by the existence of an inflexion.

Comparing with the former case, we see that the effect of the contact of the conic

with the absolute is to give rise to an inflexion of the evolute, and to cause a

reduction = 1 in the class, and a reduction = 3 in the order.

I return now to the general case of a curve

C/'=(*5j;, y, zy"= 0.

Using, for greater simplicity, the equation w- + y" + s- = for the absolute, the equation

of the normal is

n= Z, F, Z =0;

X
, y , z

d^U, d,U, d,U

we may at once find the class of the evolute ; in fact, treating {X, Y, Z) as the

coordinates of a given point, the two equations 11=0, n = determine the values

(x, y, z) of the coordinates of a point such that the normal thereof passes through

60—2
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the point (A', Y, Z) ; the number of such points is the number of normals which can

be drawn through a given point {X, Y, Z), viz. it is equal to the class of the evolute.

The points in question are given as the intersections of the two curves JJ — 0, 0=0,
which are respectively curves of the oi-der m, hence the number of intersections is

= m-. It is to be observed, however, that if the curve Z7= has nodes or cusps, then

the curve fl = passes through each node of the curve [7=0, and through each cusp,

the two curves having at the cusp a common tangent ; that is, each node reckons for

two intersections, and each cusp for three intersections. Hence, if the curve U=0
has S nodes and ic cusps, the number of the remaining points of intersection is

= iii-—28 — SK. The class of the evolute is thus =«i-— 28 — 3«. The number of

inflexions is in general = 0. If, however, the given curve touches the absolute, then it

has been seen in a particular case that the effect is to diminish the class by 1, and

to give I'ise to an inflexion, the stationary tangent being in fact the common tangent

(jf the curve and the absolute : I assume that this is the cose generally. Suppose

that there are contacts, then there will be a diminution = <^ in the class, or this

will be = m- — 2B — Sk — 6 ; and there will be inflexions ; there may however be

special circumstances giving rise to fresh inflexions, and I will therefore assume that

the number of inflexions is = i.

Suppose in general that for any curve we have

m, the order,

n, „ class,

S, „ number of nodes,

K, „ „ cusps,

T, „ „ double tangents,

t, „ „ inflexions.

Then Pliicker's equations give

I- K = '^{n — m), T -S = ^(}i -m)(n +m — 9);

and we thence have

I - /c + T - 8 = H« - ] ) (« - 2) - i {m - 1) {m - 2),

or, what is the same thing,

i (m - r){m - 2) - 8 - « = H« - 1) i" - 2) - t - t.

Now M. Clebsch in his recent paper " Ueber die Singularitaten algebraischer Curven,"

Crelle, vol. LXiv. (1864), pp. 98—100, has remarked (as a consequence of the investi-

gations of Riemann in the Integral Calculus) that whenever from a given curve another

curve is derived iu such manner that to each point (or tangent) of the given curve

thei'e corresponds a siiu/le tangent (or point) of the derived curve, then the expression

^ (m - 1) (m -'2)-S-K. =^{n-\)(n-2)-T-i,
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has the same value in the two curves respectively, or that, writing /;(', «'. 8', k , t', l

for the corresponding quantities in the second curve, then we have

^(„t -l)(m -2)-8 -K =\{n - 1) (h -2)-t -
1,

= \ (»i' - 1) (hi' - 2) - S' - «', =\ {n - 1 )
(«' - 2) - t' - 1'

;

and consequently that, knowing any two of the ciuantities 7/i', n', 6', «', t', t', the

remainder of them can be determined by means of this relation and of Plticker's

equations. The theorem is applicable to the evolute according to the foregoing gene-

ralized definition(') ; and stai'ting from the values

n'= W--2S-3K-6',

i = t

,

we find in the first instance

t' =\ in' - 1 ) (// - 2) - ^ (m - 1 ) {m - 2) + 8 + « - t'

;

and substituting in the equation

m' = «' («' — 1) — 2t' — 3t',

we find

m' = 2 {n - 1) + {m - \){m - 2) - 28 - 2/c - t'

;

and the equation t' — /c' = 3 (/;' — w') gives also

«' = — 3 ill' — ni) + (,',

whence, attending to the value of n', we find the following system oi' equations for the

singularities of the evolute, viz.

n' = ni- — 28 — 3« — 6,

m' = 3mi m-1)- 68- 8k -26- i,

I = t,

,

K = Sru ( 2m - 3) - 128 - Iok - :i0 - 2t',

and the values of t' and 8' may then also be found from the etjuations

m' = n' {n -l)-2T'-3t',

n' =m'(m'-l) - 28' - 3a:'.

I have given the system in the ibregoing form, as better exhibiting the effect of

the inflexions; but as each of the contacts with the absolute gives an inflexion, we

' M. Clebech in fact applies it to the evolute in the ordinary sense of the term, but by inadvertently

assuming i' = k instead of i' = he is led to some incorrect results.
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ma}' write i =6 + 1", where, in the absence of special circumstances giving rise to any

more infJexions, i" = 0. The system thus becomes

n' = m" — 28 — ok — 6,

m' = 3m ( wi - 1 ) - 68 - 8k -SO- i",

I = 9+ i",

K = Sm (2»i - 3) - 128 - 15/c - 56 - 2t",

so that each contact with the absolute diminishes the class by 1, the order by 3, and

the number of cusps by 5.

I remark that when the absolute becomes a pair of points, a contact of the given

curve m means one of two things : either the curve touches the line through the

two points, or else it passes through one of the two points : the effect of a contact

of eithei- kind is as above stated. Suppose that the two points are the circular

points at infinity, and let m = 2, the evolute in question is then the evolute of a conic,

in the ordinarj^ sense of the word evolute. We have, in general, class = 4, order = 6

;

but if the conic touches the line infinity (that is, in the case of the parabola), the

reductions are 1 and 3, and we have class = 3, order = 3, which is right. If the

conic passes through one of the circular points of infinity, then in like manner the

reductions are 1 and 3 ; and therefore if the conic passes through each of the circular

points at infinity (that is, in the case of a cii-cle), the reductions are 2 and 6, and

we have class = 2, order = 0, which is also right ; for the evolute is in this case the

centre, regarded as a pair of coincident points. That this is so, or that the class is

to be taken to be (not = 1 but) = 2, appears by the consideration that the number

of normals to the circle from a given point is in fact = 2, the two normals being,

however, coincident in position.

To complete the theory in the general case where the absolute is a proper conic,

I remark that, besides the inflexions which arise from contacts of the given curve

with the absolute, there will be an inflexion, first, for each stationary tangent of the

given curve which is also a tangent of the absolute ; secondly, for each cusp of the

given curve situate on the absolute. Hence, if the number of such stationary tangents

be = X, and the number of such cusps be = fi, we may write i" = X + fi, and there-

fore also i = 6 + X + /jb.

I remark also that we have

— 28 — OK = — in (m — 1) + n,

— 68- 8K = -Sm{m-2) + i,

and therefore also

— 128 — 15k = — (iiii- + lo)« — 3)i + Si.

The general fonnuUe thus become

n = m + n — 6 ,

m' = 3m + 1-26- i

,

L = I ,

k' = 6wi. - 3?i + 3t - 3^ - 2t'.
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If instead of the given curve we consider its reciprocal in regard to the absohite,

then

in, n, B, K, T, t,; 0, \ fji,-, i', =0 + \ + fji

are changed into

ft, m, T, t, 8, K : 0, fi, \; i', = + /j, + \

respectively.

Hence for the evohite of the reciprocal curve we have

ft' = n + m —
,

III' = 3ft + K-20 -i,

t = I,

K = 6ft — 37JJ + 3/c — 30 — i!,

which, attending to the relation t — « = 3 (n — m), are in fact the same as the former

values ; that is, the evolute of the given curve, and the evolute of the reciprocal

curve are curves of the same class and order, and which have the same singularities.

Cambridge, February 22, 1865.
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364.

ON A THEOREM RELATING TO FIVE POINTS IN A PLANE.

[From the Pldlosophical Magazine, vol. xxix. (1865), pp. 460—464.]

Twu triaogles, ABC, A'B'C which are such that the lines AA', BB', GO' meet
in a point, ai'e said to be in perspective ; and a triangle A'B'C, the angles A', B', C
of which lie in the sides BC, GA, AB respectively, is said to be inscribed in the

triangle ABG ; hence, if A', B', G' are the intersections of the sides by the lines

AO, BO, GO respectively (where is any point whatever), the triangle A'B'G' is said

to be perspectively inscribed in the triangle ABG, viz. it is so inscribed by means of

the point 0.

We have the following theorem, relating to any triangle ABC, and two points

0, 0'. If in the triangle ABG, by means of the point 0, we inscribe a triangle A'B'G',

and in the triangle A'B'G', by means of the point 0', we inscribe a triangle a/Sy,

then the triangles ABG, a/87 are in perspective, viz. the lines Aa, B0, Gy will meet

in a point.

This is very easily proved analytically ; in feet, taking x = 0, y = 0, z = Q for the

equations of the lines B'G', G'A', A'B' respectively, and (X, Y, Z) for the coordinates of

the point 0, then the coordinates of {A, B, G) are found to be (— X, Y, Z), {X, — Y, Z),

(X, Y, — Z) respectively. Moreover, if {X', Y, Z') are the coordinates of the point 0'

,

then the coordinates of (a, 0, 7) are found to be

(0, F, Z), (A", 0, Y), {X', Y, 0)

respectively. Hence the equations of the lines Aa, 5/3, C7 are respectively

•*'
,
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X ( YZ' - Y'Z) + II ( z'x ) + z{- Xy ) = 0,

x{-YZ' ) + y( ZX'-ZX) + z{ X'F) = 0,

X ( + Y'Z) + ,y
(- ZX' ) + z{ XY'-X'Y) = (i,

which arc ohviou-sly the equations of three lines which meet in a point.

But the theorem may be exhibited as a theorem relating to a quadrangle 1234

and a point (/; for writing 1, 2, 3, 4 in place of A, B, G, 0, the triangle A'B'C is

in fact the triangle formed by the three centres 41.23, 42.31, 43.12 of the quadrangle

1234, hence the triangle in question must be similarly related to each of the four

triangles 423, 431, 412, 123; or, forming the diagram
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1. Considering the four summits 1, 2, 3, 4, which are such that no two of them
belong to the same edge, then, if through any point we draw

the line OA' meeting the lines 41, 23,

OB' „ „ 42, 31,

„ OC „ „ 43, 12,

and the lines Oa, 0^, Oy parallel to the three edges of the cube respectively, the

three planes (OA', Oa), (OB', 0/3), (OC, Oy) will meet in a line.

2. For a properly selected position of the point 0,

the lines OB' , OC, Oa will lie in a plane,

OC, OA', 0/3

OA', OB', Oy

In fact for such a position of 0, projecting the whole figure on any plane whatever,

the lines 01, 02, 03, 04, OP, OQ, OR, OS, Oa, 0/3, Oy, OA', OB', OC meet the plane

of projection in the points 1, 2, 3, 4, P, Q, R, S, a, /3, y, A', B', C related to each

other as in the last-mentioned form of the plane theorem. Td prove the two solid

theorems, take for the origin, Oa, 0/3, Oy for the a.xes, (a, 0, y) for the coordinates

of the summit *S', and 1 for the edge of the cube,

the coordinates of 1 are a + 1, /3,

2

3

4

7.

a, /3+1, y,

a. /3, 7+1.

a + 1, /3 + 1, 7+1.

The equations of the line OA', or say of the line (41, 23), are those of the planes

41, 23, viz. these are

a + 1, /3 ,7
a + 1, ,8 + 1, 7 + 1

0, X, y , z

a, /3+\, 7

a, /S ,7+1

=

that

Writing for shortness

these equations give

X : y z=

or, completing the system,

for line OA' we have

X : ij :

X{/3-y) -(o( + l)(^-5) = 0,

x(/3 + y+l)-a {i/
+ z) = 0.

M = a + /3 + y + l,

2a (a+1)
_

1

(M + 2ya) (M + 2a0) "

il/ + 27a " JW + 2a^ '

2a (a + 1) 1

(M + 27a) (M + 2a/3) il/ + 27a M + 2a^ '
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for line OB' we have

I 2/3(^8+1) 1
'" ' y ^ M + 20y {M+2a^)(M+2^y) ' M+2a/3'

for line OC we have II 27(7+1)
X : y : z M + 2/^7 M + 27a {M + 2/37) {^ + 27a)

'

The equations of the lines Oa, 0/3, Oy are of course (y = 0, 2 = 0), (s = 0, x = 0),

(a; = 0, 2/ = 0) respectively : and we therefore see at once that the planes (OA', Oa),

{OB', 0/3), (OC, Oy) meet in a line, viz. in the line which has for its equations

^_ 1
^1 1

'*'
''^

^''
M+2/3y M+'2ya '

jl/ + 2a^

'

The lines OB', OC, Oa will lie in a plane, if only

4^7(/3 + l)(7+l).

{M + 2j3y)^
" '

that is

(JIf + 2^7)-^ = 4^7 (/3 + 1) (7 + 1),

or, as this may be written,

M-' + 4/37(a+^ + 7 + l+^7) = 4/37(/37 + ^ + 7+l);

that is

M- + 4a/37 = 0,

or, what is the same thing,

(a + /3 + 7+iy- + 4a/37=0;

and from the symmetry of this equation we see that, when it is satisfied,

the lines OB', OC , Oa will lie in a plane,

OC, OA', 0/3 „

OA', OB', Oy „ „

viz. this will be the case when the point is situate in the cubic surface

represented by the last-mentioned equation ; this completes the demonstration of the

solid theorems.

It is clear that considering five points 1, 2, 3, 4, .5 in a plane, then, since any

one of these may be taken for the point 0' of the foregoing theorem, the theorem

exhibited in the first instance as a theorem relating to a triangle and two points,

and afterwards as a theorem relating to a quadrangle and a point, is really a theorem

relating to five points in a plane. There are, of course, five difi'erent systems of

points (P, Q, R, S), corresponding to the different combinations of four out of the five

points.

Cambridge, March C, 18(j,5.

61—2
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365.

ON THE INTERSECTIONS OF A PENCIL OF FOUR LINES

BY A PENCIL OF TWO LINES.

[From the Philosophical Ma(jazine, vol. xxix. (1S65), pp. -501—-503.]

Plucker has considered (" Analytisch-geometrische Aphorismen," Grelle, vol. XI.

(1834) pp. 26—32) the theory of the eight points which are the intersections of a

pencil of four lines by any two lines, or say the intersections of a pencil of four lines

by a pencil of two lines : viz., the eight points may be connected two together by

twelve new lines ; the twelve lines meet two together in forty-two new points ; and

of these, six lie on a line through the centre of the two-line pencil, twelve lie four

together on three lines through the centre of the four-line pencil, and twenty-four lie

two together on twelve lines, also through the centre of the four-line pencil.

The first and third of these theorems, viz. (1) that the six points lie on a line

through the centre of the two-line pencil, and (3) that the twenty-four points lie two

together on twelve lines through the centre of the four-line pencil, belong to the

more simple theory of the intersections of a pencil of three lines by a pencil of tivo

lines; the second theorem, viz. (2) the twelve points lie fotir together on three lines

through the centre of the four-line pencil, is the only one which properly belongs to

the theory of the intersections of a pencil of four lines by a pencil of two lines. The

theorem in question (proved analytically by Plucker) may be proved geometrically by

means of two fundamental theorems of the geometry of position : these are the

theorem of two triangles in perspective, and Pascal's theorem for a line-pair. I proceed

to show how this is.

Consider a pencil of two lines meeting a pencil of four lines in the eight points

(a, b, c, d), (a', b', c', d') ; so that the two lines are abed, a'b'c'd', meeting suppose in
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Q ;
and the four lines are «a', bb', cc', dd', meeting suppose in F ; then the twelve

points are

a'd.c'b, ad'.cb', a'c .d'b, ac .db' lying in a line through P,

a'b.d'c, db'.dc', a'd.b'c, ad' . be' „ „ ,

a'c . b'd, ac' . bd', u'b . c'd, ab' . cd' „ „ ;

where the combinations are most easily formed as follows ; viz., fijr the first four

points starting from the arrangement , (or any other arrangement having the
it

diagonals ab . cd), and thence writing down the four expressions

a'c', a c

,

a'c, ac'

db, d'b', d'b, db',

we read off from these the symbols of the four points ; and the like for the other

two sets of four points.

Now, considering the points (a, b, c) and {a', b', c), the points ab' . a'b, ac . a'c, be' . b'c

lie in a line through Q ; and similarly the points ah' .a'b, ad' .ad, bd' .b'd lie in a

line through Q\ which lines, inasmuch as they each contain the points Q and ab' .a'b,

must be one and the same line ; considering the combinations {b, c, d), (b', c', d'),

the line in question also passes through cd' . c'd ; that is, the six points ah' . a'b,

ac' . a'c, ad' . a'd, he . b'c, bd' . b'd, cd' . c'd lie in a line through Q, which is in fact the

before-mentioned first theorem. Hence the points ah' . a'b and cd' . c'd lie in a line

through Q : <3r, calling these points M and iV respectively, the triangles Maa', Mhb',

Ncc, Ndd' are in perspective. Hence, considering the two triangles Maa, Ndd' (or, if

we please, the complementary set Mhb', Ncc'), the corresponding sides are

Mu , Nd meeting in ab' . do
,

Ma', Nd' „ a'b . d'c,

aa' , dd' „ P
;

that is, the points ah' . dc', a'b . d'c lie in a line through P.

Similarly ad' . a'd and be . b'c lie in a line through Q ; or, calling these points H, I
respectively, the triangles Haa', Hdd', Ibh', lee' are in perspective ; and considering

the combination Hdd', Ihh' (or, if we please, the complementary set Haa, Ice), the

con-esponding sides are

Ha , lb meeting in ad' . be'.

Ha', lb' „ a'd . ch',

aa' , hb' „ P
;

that is, the points a'd.c'b, ad'.cb' lie in a line through P.
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It remains to be shown that the two lines through P, viz. the line containing

ab' . dc and a'h . d'c, and the line containing ad' . be and a'd . cb', are one and the same

line. This will be the case if, for instance, ab' . dc' and ad' . be' also lie in a line

through P.

We have the points (ff , b, d) in a line, and the points (6', c', d') in a line ; the

points a, d, b', c are also called A, B', B, A' respectively; ad', bb' meet in G, and

be', dd' meet in C" ; hence, considering the hexagon ad'db'bc', the lines

ad', b'b meet in C ,

d'd, be' „ C
db', ca' „ AA'.BB';

and hence these three points lie in a line ; or, what is the same thing, the lines

AA', BR, and CC meet in a point ; that is, the triangles ABC, A'B'C are in

perspective : the corresponding sides are

AB, A'B', that is, ub', c'd, meeting in ab' . c'd,

BG, B'G' „ b'b, d'd, „ F
,

GA , C'A' „ ad, be , „ ad' . be'
;

and these three points lie in a line; that is, the points ab' . dc' and ad', be' lie in a

line through P. Hence the line through ab' . dc and a'b . d'c and the line through

<(d' . be' and a'd . cb' are one and the same line ; that is,

the points ab' . dc, a'b . d'c, ad' . be', a'd . b'c lie in a line through P.

This proves the existence of one of the lines through P ; and that of the other two

lines follows from the symmetry of the figure ; it thus appears that the twelve points

lie four together on three lines through P.

Cambridge, Apnl 11, 1865.
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366.

NOTE ON THE PEOJECTION OF THE ELLIPSOID.

[From the Philosophical Magazine, vol. xxx. (lcS6o), pp. -50—52.]

Consider an ellipsoid, situate any way whatever in regard to the eye and the

plane of the picture ; the apparent contour of the ellipsoid is an ellipse, the inter-

section of the plane of the picture by the tangent cone having the eye for vertex
;

this cone touches the ellipsoid along a plane curve (the intersection of the ellipsoid

by the polar plane of the eye), which may be called the contour section ; and the

apparent contour is thus the projection of the contour section. Consider any other

plane section ; the projection thereof has double contact (real or imaginary) with the

projection of the contour section : the common tangents are the intersections with the

plane of the picture of the tangent planes of the tangent cone which pass through

the pole of the section ; or, what is the same thing, they are the tangents to the

projection of the contour section, or to the projection of the section, from the point

which is the projection of the pole of the section. The projection of the pole lies in

the line which is the projection of the diameter conjugate to the plane of the section
;

and in particular, if the section is central, that is, if the plane thereof passes through

the centre of the ellipsoid, then the pole is the point at infinity on the conjugate

diameter ; whence also if the ej'e be at an infinite distance, so that the projection is

a projection by parallel rays, then the projection of the pole is the point at infinity

on the projection of the conjugate diameter; and therefore the common tangents of

the projections of the section and the contour section are in this case parallel to the

projection of the diameter conjugate to the plane of the section.

Suppose that the plane of the picture is parallel to a principal jjlaue of the

ellipsoid, and that the projection is by parallel rays ; then if OA, OB, 00 are the

projections of the semiaxes {OA, 00 will be at right angles to each other if the

plane parallel to the plane of the picture is that of xz), the projections of the principal

sections are the ellipses having for conjugate semidiameters OB, 00; 00, OA ; OA, Oli
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respectively. Hence to the ellipse OB, OC diawing tlie two tangents which are parallel

to OA, to the ellipse OC, OA the two tangents which are parallel to OB, and to the

ellipse OA, OB the two tangents which are parallel to OC, we have on each of these

ellipses the two points which are the points of contact therewith of the ellipse which

is the projection of the contour section, or apparent contour of the ellipsoid ; that is,

we know six points, and at each of these points the tangent, of the last-mentioned

ellipse
; and the ellipse in question, or apparent contour of the ellipsoid, can thus be

traced by h;ind accurately enough for ordinary purposes.

In connexion with what precedes, I may notice a convenient construction for the

projection of a circle. Suppose that we have given the projection of the circumscribed

square ABCD; then if we know the projection of one of the points M, N, P, Q, say

of the point M, the projections of all the ijoints and lines of the figure can be obtained

graphically by the ruler only with the utmost facility ; that is, in the ellipse which

is the projection of the cii'cle we have eight points, and the tangent at each of them,

and the ellipse may then be drawn b^- hand. And to find the projection of the point

AM OC
M, it is only necessary to remark that in the figure the anharmonic ratio . ,, ",.,

_ AC. MO
of the points A, M, 0, C is =j(V2 — 1); hence the corresponding anharmonic ratio of

the projections of the four points is also =^(^2—1); and the projections of A, B, C, D,

and consequently those of A, C, 0, being known, the projection of M is thus also known.

Camhiidqe, June 15, 186-5.
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367.

ON A TRIANGLE IN-AND-CIRCUMSCRIBED TO A QUARTIC

CURVE.

[From the Philosophical Magazine, vol. xxx. (1S65), pp. 340—342.]

The quartic curve (a>^ — a-)- + (y- — ¥)- = c* presents a simple example of a triangle

in-and-circumscribed to a single curve, viz. such that each angle of the triangle

is situate on, and each side touches, the curve. Assuming that the triangle is

symmetrically situate in regard to the axis of y, viz. if it be the isosceles triangle

ace, the sides whereof touch the curve in the points B, D, F respectively, then we
must have a single i-elation between the constants a, h, c of the curve ; or if (as may

be done without loss of generality) we write a = 1, then there must be a single

relation between b and c. The relation in question is most conveniently expressed by

putting b and c equal to certain functions of a parameter <}>, which is in fact =tan^0,

if 6 be the angle at the base of the triangle ; the equation of the curve is thus

obtained in the form

4<^(^-+i)y i64>- {(j)- + ly-

'

c. V. 62
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and the coordinates of a, c, e, B, D, F are as follows

:

Coordinates of a are 0,
"^

k'P,

^2-1 2 V^
B,F„ ±

V'2((^-+l)' \/2((^= + l)

It is easy to verify that the points a, c, e, D are points of the curve, and it is

obvious that the tangent at D is the horizontal line ce. It only remains to be shown

that B and F are points of the curve, and that the tangents at these points are the

lines ac and ea respectively. It is sufficient to consider one of the two points, say

the point F; and taking its coordinates to be

<f>''-l 2V^
^~

\/2{<l>-+l)'
'' ^2{^-+l)'

we have to show that (^, tj) is a point of the curve, and that the equation of the

tangent at this point is A' V^ + Y=\^^(j}, where (.Y, Y) are current coordinates.

First, to show that (^, »?) is a point of the curve, the equation to be verified may

be written

4<^(<^=+i)y iQ(j>'
((f>-

+ If
'

and we have

so that the equation becomes

((/)^+6(/)-+iy- ((/)•- - 1)-
( (^^ + 60'' + If ^ {<p* + 6<j>- + 1)^

.

4 ((^^ + ly
•"

16<^H<^' + ly 16*- Ofy' + If
'

that is

H'- + {<f>'-ir-=(4>"- + iy-,

which is right.

Next, the eijuation of the tangent at the point (^, 77) is

(f - a=) (|Z - «0 + {v'-h')(vY- &-) - c^ = ;

that is
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or, substituting for ^, tj, f- - 1 , and r)- - ^ ^ , their values, and throwing out a

factor , . , , ,,,, the equation becomes
lG(/)-(<^- + l)'

^\ V2(<^= + 1) / ^ V V2((^^+l) 4<^(</)-+l)y

or, what is the same thing,

- 8^= {X
((f>'

- 1 ) - V2 (<!>' + 1)}- (<^- - 1) { r . 8^ \/^ - \/2 ((^^ + 40= - 1)}

= V2((^"-+l)(0* + 6(^= + l);

that is

(<l)--l)(-H,j)'-X-8<f)'J^Y)

= V2((^-+ l)((^^+6(^= + l)-V2(<^=+l).S(^--v'2(0=-l) (0^+4(^-^-1),

= \/2((/)- + 1)(0-- 1)-- V2 (0^ - 1) (0^+40- - 1),

= V2 (0-^ - 1) {(0* - 1) - (0^ + -If-' - 1)},

= -4 V2(0-- 1)0-,

whence, finally,

ZV0 + r=\/|:0,

which is the required equation.

It may be remarked that for = 1, the equation of the curve is (x-— I)- + (y- — ^)- = 1,

which is the binodal form a->b'-, c* = a\ We have in this case ^=0, ^ = V^, and the

curve and triangle are as shown in the figure, viz. the base ce of the triangle, instead

of being a proper tangent, is a line through the node D. For any other value of 0,
the curve consists of an exterior oval (pinched in at the sides and the top and bottom)

and of an interior oval ; the angles a, c, e lie in the exterior oval, the sides ac, ea

touch the interior oval, and the base ce touches the exterior oval.

62—2
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If, to fix the ideas, we assume </>>!, then we have always c*>a* <a^ + b*: for

(j) = l we have, as appears above, b- = ^ , which is < a- ; but for a certain value of
<f>

between 3 and 4, b- becomes = a", and for any greater value of ^ we have b" > a-.

The condition for the equality of a" and b- is

(f)i + 4'4,"- - 1 =
4-(f,

(cj}- + I), or 0^ - 4(^2 + 4<^"- - 4(/) - 1 = ;

this equation may be written 2(/)(0 — 2) (^- + 1) = ((/)'- — 1)-, and we thence obtain

or the equation of the curve is (x- — 1)- + {y- — If = 1 + } {<j) — 2y, where is determined

by the equation just referred to. The curve is in this case symmetrical in regard to the

two axes ; and there are in fact four triangles, each in-and-circumscribed to the curve.

Cambridge, June 16, 1865.
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368.

ON A PROBLEM OF GEOMETRICAL PERMUTATION.

[From the Philosophical Magazine, vol. xxx. (1865), pp. 370—372.]

It is required to find in how many modes the nine points of inflexion of a cubic
curve can be denoted by the figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, in such wise that the

twelve lines, each containing three points of inflexion, shall be in every case denoted
by the same triads of figures, say by the triads

123, 147, 159, 168,

456, 258, 267, 249,

789, 369, 348, 357.

We may imagine the inflexions so denoted in one particular way, which may be

called the primitive denotation ; then in any other mode of denotation, a figure, for

example 1, is either affixed to the inflexion to which it originally belonged, and it

is then said to be in loco, or it is affixed to some other point of inflexion. This

being so, the total number of modes is = 432 ; viz. this number is made up as

follows

:

9 figures in loco 1

3
. „ „ 60

1 figure „ 243

„ „ 128

432

There is of course only one mode wherein the nine figures remain in loco. It

may be seen \vithout much difficulty that there is not any mode in which 8, 7, 6, 5,

or 4 figures remain in loco. There is no mode in which only 2 figures remain in loco;
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for any two inflexions are in a line with a third inflexion ; and if the figures which

belong to the first two inflexions are in loco, then the figure belonging to the third

inflexion will be in loco ; that is, there will be 3 figures in loco. The only remaining

modes are therefore those which have 3 figures, 1 figure, or figure in loco.

First, if three figures are in loco, these, as just seen, will be the figures which

belong to three inflexions in a line. Suppose the figures are 1, 2, 3 ; then the inflexion

originally denoted, say by the figure 4, may be denoted by au}' one of the remaining

figures 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 ; but when the figure is once fixed upon, then the remaining

inflexions can be denoted only in one manner. Hence when the figures 1, 2, 3 remain

in hoco there are 5 modes ; and consequently the number of modes wherein 3 figures

remain in loco is 5x12, = 60.

Next, if only a single figure, suppose 1, remains in loco, the triads which belong

to the figure 1 are 123, 147, l-'iO, 168; and there is 1 mode in which we simultaneously

interchange all the pairs (2, 3), (4, 7), (-5, 9), (6, 8). (Observe that the triads

123, 147, 159, 168 here denote the same lines respectively as in the primitive denotation,

the figure 1 remains in loco, but the figures belonging to the other two inflexions on

each of the four lines are interchanged.) There are, besides this, 2 modes in which

the figures (2, 3), but not any other two figures, are interchanged ; similarly 2 modes

in which the figures (4, 7), 2 modes in which the figures (5, 9), 2 modes in which

the figures (6, 8), but in each case no other two figures, are interchanged ; this gives

in all 1+2 + 2 + 2 + 2, =9 modes. There are besides, the figure 1 still remaining

in loco, 18 modes where there are no two figures (2, 3), (4, 7), (5, 9), or (6, 8) which

are interchanged : viz. the figure 2 may be made to denote any one of the inflexions

originally denoted by 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, or 9. Suppose the inflexion originally denoted by 4

;

3 will then denote the inflexion originally denoted by 7 : it will be found that of

three of the remaining six inflexions, any one may be denoted by the figure 4, and

that the scheme of denotation can then in each case be completed in one way only.

This gives 6x3, = IS, as above, for the number of the modes in question ; and we

have then 9 + 18, =27, for the number of the modes in which the figure 1 remains

in loco ; and 9 x 27, = 243, for the number of modes in which some one figure remains

in loco.

Finally, if no figure remains in loco, the figure 1 will then denote some one of the

inflexions originally denoted by 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. Suppose it to denote that originally

denoted by 2 ; 2 cannot then denote the inflexion originally denoted by 1, for if it

did, 3 would remain in loco : 2 must therefore denote the inflexion originally denoted

by 3, or else some one of the inflexions originally denoted by 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. It

appears, on examination, that in the first case there are 4 ways of completing the scheme,

and in each of the latter cases 2 ways ; there are therefore in all 1x4 + 6x2,= 16

ways ; that is, 16 modes in which (no figure remaining in loco) the figure 1 is used

to denote the inflexion originally denoted by 2 ; and therefore 8 x 16, = 128 modes, for

which no figure remains in loco. This completes the investigation of the numbers

1, 60, 243, and 128, which together make up the total number 432 of the modes of

denotation of the nine inflexions.
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369.

ON A PKOPERTY OF COMMUTANTS.

[From the Philosophical Magazine, vol. xxx. (18G5), pp. 411—413.]

I CALL to mind the definition of a commutant, viz. if in the symbol

1 1 1 («)

we permute independently in every possible manner the numbers 1, 2, ...p of each of

the 6 columns except the column marked (f), giving to each permutation its proper

sign, + or — , according as the number of inversions is even or odd, thus

which is to be read as meaning

±S +( ••• -^1 s, (,

p Sf, tj,

^iusofj.. .Ap Sptp . .•}

the sum of all the (1 . 2 . 3 ...;;)*-' terms so obtained is the commutant denoted by

the above-mentioned symbol. In th6 particular case 6 = 2, the commutant is of course

a determinant : in this case, and generally if 6 be even, it is immaterial which of

the columns is left unpermuted, so that the (f) instead of being placed over any

column may be placed on the left hand of the A ; but when 6 is odd, the function

has different values according as one or another column is left unpermuted, and the

position of the (f ) is therefore material. It may be added that if all the columns

are permuted, then, if 6 be even, the sum is 1.2...^ into the commutant obtained

by leaving any one column unpermuted ; but if 6 is odd, then the sum is = 0.
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The property in question is a generalization of a property of determinants, viz. we

have

2XX' , X/ti' + X'fj,, \v' + \'i', . . =0

X/A + X'/ii,
2fj,fj.' , ^v + fxv,

.

\v' + X'v
, fiv + fi'v , 2vv' ,

whenever the order of the determinant is greater than 2.

To enunciate the corresponding property of commutants, let

X,, , Xjo .

.

j
X,,, x„, \

or, in a notation analogous to that of a commutant,

+ X +

1

1

2 2

L P P -i

denote a function formed precisel}- in the manner of a determinant (or commutant of

two columns), except that the several terms (instead of being taken with a sign

4- or — as above) are taken with the sign +: thus

X,i X,^.|

X,, \J
or

+ X+-1
1 1

2 2

each denote

Xn Xoo "i~ Xi2 X21

.

This being so, the theorem is that the commutant

-A
1 1 1 . . (91

o o o

_ p p p

whert

X..,., Xog .
I

r tx +
)• 1

s 2

t S

P -•

whenever p> 0, is =0.

To prove this, consider the general term of the commutant, viz. this is
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the general term of Ansi.. is \ar^bs\t • , where a, b, c, . . represent some permutation

of the numbers 1, 2, 3 . . ^. Substituting the like values for each of the factors

^is'c..; -^cs-f.., &c., the general term of the comniutant is

= ±.±t ^n'l ^//s' \-l' ^n"2^6"s' ^c"(" • ^a''p ^A''k'' ^c''(''

Taking the sum of this term with respect to the quantities s', s",..s^, which denote

any possible permutation of the numbers 1, 2...p; again, with respect to the quantities

t', t",..tP, w'hich denote any possible permutation of the numbers 1, 2,...p; and the

like for each of the (^ — 1) series of quantities, the sum in (juestion is

which is

^ai ^o"j ••• ^a''2i — ±s ^A's' ^(("s" • • ^V's'' S +( Xc'c \"t" ••• \i't

— X„'i \„- 2 ... \„1'

A" 2
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370.

ON THE SIGNIFICATION OF AN ELEMENTARY FORMULA OF

SOLID GEOMETRY.

[From the Philosophical Magazine, vol. xxx. (186-5), pp. 413, 414.]

The expression tor the perpendicular distance of a point {x, y, z) from a line

through the origin inclined at the angles (a, /3, 7) to the three axes respectively, is

p^ = X- + if + z- — (x cos ot + II
cos fi + z cos 7)-

= {y cos 7—2 cos ^f

+ (z cos a — X cos 7)^

+ {x cos ^ — ycosT. )-

;

and the remark in reference to it is that, if at the given point P we draw, perpen-

dicular to the plane through P and the given line, a distance PK equal to the

distance of P from the given line, then the expressions

y cos y — z cos /3, z cos a — x cos 7, x cos 13 — y cos a,

which enter into the preceding formula, denote respectively the coordinates of the point

K referred to P as origin.

If the given line instead of passing through the origin pass through the point

«o. ^0) •2o, then the corresponding expressions are of course

(y - i/o) cos 7 - (2 - z„) COS /3, (z - z„) cos a-(x- «•„) cos 7, (x - «„) cos -{y- y„) cos 7,

and if we denote the " six coordinates " of the given line, viz.

cos a, cos /3, cos 7, y^, cos j — Zo cos /3, z^ cos a — x^ cos 7, «o cos /S — </o cos 7,

fey

a , b , c , f , g ,
h
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respectively (so that af+bg+cli=0), then the three expressions become

cy — hz—f, az — cx—g, hx — ay — h

respectively.

It is moreover clear that if the point P be moved to P by an infinitesimal

rotation w about the given line, then P' lies on the line PK at a distance PP', = euP/i

,

from the point P, and the displacements of P in the directions of the axes are con-

sequently equal to

(o{cy — bz—f), Q}{az—cx—g), w{hx — uy — h)

respectively, which is a fundamental formula in the theory of the infinitesimal rotations

of a solid body.

Camh'idge, October 26, 186.5.

63—2
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371.

ON A FORMULA FOR THE INTERSECTIONS OF A LINE AND
CONIC, AND ON AN INTEGRAL FORMULA CONNECTED

THEREWITH.

[From the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, vol. vii. (1866), pp. 1—6.]

In a letter to me, dated 1-5 May, 1862, Mr Spottiswoode has extracted from an

unpublished Memoir, and he has kindly permitted me to communicate, the following

formula for the points of intersection of a line and conic ; viz. if the equations of the

line and conic are

(a, h, c, f, g, /i$a;, y, z)" = Q\

and if

?, a, h, g

V, /' ''. /

?> 9' ./. c

or, what is the same thing, if

6-^ = -{A, B, C, F, G, H\l V, rn

where A =bc —/^ &c. as usual ; then the coordinates {x, y, z) of a point of intersection

of the line and conic are found from the linear equations

{cjv-H-0)x + {fy-h^ )y + {cv-fX )^ = 0,

{h^-an )x + {b^-hv )y + {f^-gv-0)2 = 0,
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equivalent of course to two equations, and giving by the elimination of {x, y, s), the

equation

that is, giving for 6 the foregoing value. And the linear equations then give

X : y : z,

= ^%^^^-f^ ^t^^^-'^^ :?|+/r-.? + ^.

where obviously

-df^ = A^+Hn + Cr^, -ef^^H^ + Bv + FK, - ef^ = G^ + Fv + CX.

By changing the sign of 6, we have of course the coordinates of the other point

of intersection. The formulse which, singularly enough, have since been given incidentally

by M. Aronhold('), may be easily obtained as follows.

Writing for shortness

P = ax + hy + gz,

Q = hx + by +fz,

R=gx+fy +CZ,

then the equation of the conic gives

Px+Qy + Rz=0,

and combining with this the equation

^x + riy + ^z =0,

we have

X : y : z=Q^-Rv : R^-P^ Pv-Ql

or what is the same thing, taking an indeterminate multiplier 6,

-ex+Rr]-Q^=0,

-0y + P^-R^=O,

-ez + Q^-Pri = 0,

' In his interesting Memoir "Ueber eine neue algebraische BehancUungsweise der Integrale irrationaler

Differentiale von der Form n {x, y) d.t, in welcher II (.r, y) eine beliebige rationale Function ist, und zwischen

X und y eine allgemeine Gleichung zweiter Ordnung besteht." Crelle, t. lxi. (18152).
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which are, iu fact, Mr Spottiswoode's linear equations, and which lead, as before, to the

value

But this value of is obtained in a different manner by expressing (x, y, z) as

linear functions of P, Q, R; viz. putting as usual K= abc — af- — hg- - cli- + 2^/t, the

linear equations thus become

^P + iTQ + Gi? +
I"

(fQ - ./i?) = 0,

GP+FQ + CR + '^ {rjP- ^Q) = 0,

or eliminating (P, Q, R), we have

A ^+-0-' ^--0-

hJ§, B F +

that is

or, reducing,

that is

as before.

i+'-f. -f-f .

ABO- A [r- - '-'£) -BiG--'^)-C (if. - :^f")

ABC- AF' - BG- - OH- + 2FGH +^ (A, . . .$^, v, D' = 0,

I reproduce, as follows, a fundamental formula of Arouhold's Memoir. Consider the

function

\/[-{A,...'$^u, V, w)-
log

{a,...\x^, y„ z^\x, y, 2)

ux + vy + wz

where Xi, y^, Zi (corresponding to x, y, z in the former part of this paper) are deter-

mined by the conditions

(a, ...$.»!, 2/1, Zi)-=0,

uxi + viji + wz^ = 0,
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SO that putting

and

we now have

and the value of ct is

e = ^/[~(A, ...$?{, V, toy},

Qi = ^-'fi + hi +A

.

-&x^+RiV -Q,tu = 0,

-6i/i+PiW-RiU = 0,

-Oz,+ Q,u -P,v =0,

6 UX+ vi/ + wz

Treating (.«, y, z) as independent variables and differentiating, we have

, _ 1 iPidic + Qidy + Ridz udx + vdy + wdz

6 \ P^x + Qiy + RiZ ux + vy + wz

_ 1 {xdy — ydx) (Q, a -P-,v)-\- (yds - zdy) {R^v - QiW) + (zdx — xdz) (P,w - R^ u)

6 {.P\X + Qiy +RiZ) {ax + vy+ tuz

)

_ Xi (ydz — zdy) + y^ (zdx — xdz) + Zi (xdy — ydx)

(PiX + Q^y + Riz) (ux +vy + tuz)
'

or, what is the same thing, if

P = ax + hy + gz,

Q=hx+by+fz,

R = (jx+fy + C2,

so that

Pix+Q^y+R,z = (a, ...$«, y, z'^x^, y^, z,) = Px^ + Qy, + Rz,,

then we have

, _ (ydz — zdy) x\ + (zdx — xdz) y, + (xdy — ydx) z^

(ux + vy + ivz) (Px^ + Qy^ + Rz^)

Suppose now that (x, y, z) are connected by the enuation

(a, ...^x, y, z)- = 0,

we have

P x+Q y+ R z = Q,

Pdx + Qdy + Rdz = 0,
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and theBce

ydz — zdy = ©P,

zdx — xdz = @Q,

xdy — ydx = ®R,

and consequently

B ydz - zdy __ zdx - xdz _ xdy - ydx
^ ux +vy + wz~ { ux + vy+ wz) P ~ {ux + vy + wz) Q ~ (ux + vy + wz) R '

or selecting the value

zdx — xdz zdx — xdz
d:ras -

'

{ux +vy + iuz) Q {ux + vy + wz) (lix + by +fz)

'

and writing

we have

z z

z"-dX
d-O! —

{ux + vy + wz) {hx + by +fz)

dX
{uX + V Y+iu) (hX + bY+f

)

'

where X and Y are connected by the equation

(a,...][Z, Y, ir = 0,

that is, Y is a given quadric radical function of X. Hence integrating and restoring

for tn- its original vahie, bvit writing therein - =X and - = Y, we have

[
dX 1 , (g, ...\x^, ?/i, ^i^A", r, 1)

]{uX+vY-^'w){hX^hY^f)~ ^J{-{A, ...\xi,v,wf\^^ uX + vY-vw

where, as just mentioned, F is a given quadric radical function of X determined bj'

the equation

{a, b, c,f, g, h\X, Y, 1)^ = 0,

and the constants ^i, y^, z^ are such that

(«,...$«!, 2/i, 2i)" = 0,

ux^ + vy^ + wz^ = 0,

the ratios of these quantities being therefore determinate ; there would, it is clear, be

no loss of generality in assuming z^ = 1. This is Aronhold's Theorem I.

2, Stone Buildings, W.C, October 23, 1862.
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372.

ON THE EECIPROCATION OF A QUARTIC DEVELOPABLE.

[From the Quarterli/ Journal of P^ire and Aiyplied Mathematics, vol. vii. (1866),

pp. 87—92.]

It is interesting to consider in a particular case the system of equations which

shows a posteriori that the reciprocal of a torse (developable surface) is a curve (curve

in space) ; and the reciprocal system which shows that the reciprocal of a curve is a

torse.

Using («, h, c, d) and {x, y, z, w) for the reciprocal coordinates, it will be con-

venient to collect the different equations as follows

:

a\l" - Qabcd + 4ac' +4W - SbV = 0,

ad- - .3 bed + 2 r + X*' = 0,

"

-Sacd + 6b-d - 3 be- + Xi/=0,
•

— 3 abd + 6ac- — 3 b-c — \z = 0,

a'd -3abc + 2b'' +X?y=0,^

ax + by + ez + dw = 0,

3x2 —y-=0, yz— 9xw = 0, Syiv — z- = 0,

3pz-9 qw + a = 0,

'

-2jnj+ qz + 3 riu + b =

3 px + qy — 2 rz + e =

- 9 qx +Sry +d=0:j

C. V.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

64
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This being so, the equation (1) belongs to a quartic torse, the reciprocal whereof

is the skew cubic determined by the equations (4) : and we have to show d posteriori

that this is so.

Fu'st if the torse is given, then the reciprocal tigure is the envelope of the

plane ax + by + cz+ diu = 0, (3), where («, y, z, w) are the coordinates and (a, b, c, d)

are regarded as variable parameters connected by the eiiuation (1); we thence obtain

the equations (2), where \ is an arbitrary multiplier ; and from the equations (1), (2),

and (3), we have to eliminate a, b, c, d, X. The equation (3) is at once seen to be

included in the equations (1) and (2); and the elimination would give only a single

equation between the (x, y, z, w)—since however the equation (1) is that of a torse,

we know that the elimination must give two equations, or more accurately a two-fold

relation (represented, as in the present case it happens, by three equations) between

the coordinates {x, y, z, iv).

Putting for shortness

D = a-d- - Cxibcd + iac^ + 46VZ - 36=c'

:

and substituting for \x, \y, \z, Xiv, their values from the equations (1), we have identically

X^ xz-ly- ) = -(6rf-c')D,

X^ (-5 yz — xiu) = — (ad — he) D

,

X^( yw-^z"- ) = -(ac-&'-) ;
and hence (since D = 0) we have between {x, y, z, w) the equations (4), showing that

the reciprocal figure is a skew cubic.

Secondly, let the skew cubic be given ; then the reciprocal tigure is the envelope

of the plane ax + by + cz + diu = 0, (3), where now (a, b, c, d) are the coordinates and

(x, y, z, w) are regarded as variable parameters connected by the equations (4) : we
thence obtain the equations (5) containing the arbitrary multipliers p, q, r : and from

the equations (3), (4), (5) we have to eliminate x, y, z, w, p, q, r. The equation (3)

is at once seen to be included in the equations (4) and (5) : since however the

equations (4) are those of a curve, we know that the elimination must give a single

equation between (a, b, c, d).

The equations (4) are satisfied if we write therein

X : y : z : w = j^ : d : 6- :
Ii^^

and substituting these values of x, y, z, w in the equations (-5), these equations give

{a, b, c, d) in terms of 0, p, q, r, and we thence find identically

ac-b'' =- ff' {p - -Iqd + r&%

be - ad =-26 (p - 2qd + rd )-,

bd-c- =- (p-2q0 + re%
that is

ac — b" : ad — be : bd-c- =6- : —20 : 1,
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(ad - be)- - 4 (ac - b-) {bd - c") = 0,

which is in fact the equation

D = a'd" - 6abcd + 4ac^ + 4^b'd - 36-c^ = 0, (1

)

and tluis the reciprocal is in fact the quartic torse, given by the equation (1).

The equations (3), (4), (5) lead to

xSa + ySb + sSc + tvSd = ;

but (a, b, c, d) are in consequence of these equations connected by a single equation,

viz. the equation (1) ; the equation just obtained is thus the only relation between

the differentials {Sa, Sb, Sc, Sd) : it is clear from the equations (2) that this is in fact

the equation

Bn = 8aOBa + BonSb + B,nBc + BaDBd = 0.

The equations (1), (2), (3) lead in like manner to

aBx + bBy + cBz + dBw = 0,

which in virtue of the equations (.5) is equivalent to

pB (3x2 — y") + qB (yz — 9xw) + rB (3yw — z-) = 0,

viz. it is a consequence of

B(Sxz-y-) = 0, B(yz-9xiu)=0, B(Syw-z-) = 0.

But inasmuch as (x, y, z, w) are connected by a two-fold relation, the equations

(1), (2), (3) must lead to one other linear relation between the differentials (Bx, By, Bz, Bw):

and I proceed to show that this is so.

Differentiating we have

d- Ba - Scd Bb + (- 2bd + 6c- )Bc + ( 2ad- 36c) Bd + \dx + xB\ = 0,

- 3cd Ba + ( Ubd - Sc^ )Bb+ (- Sad - 66c) Be + (-3ac - 66=) Bd + \dy + ydX = 0,

(- 36d + 6c=) Ba + (- Sad - 66c) S6 + ( 12ac - 36^ ) Be - 3a6 Bd + \dz + zdX = 0,

( 2ad - 36c) Ba + (- Sac + 66=) Bb - 3a6 Be + a- Bd + Xdxu + wdX = 0.

Consider the matrix

-Zed

- Ud + 6c=

,

2ad-36c,

Scd , - Sbd+Gc-, 2ad-Sbc

Ubd -Sc-, - Sad - 66c, - 3ac + 66=

Sad - Ghe, 1 2ac - 36=

,

- 3a6

3ac + 66=

,

— 3a6 , a"

G4-
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and suppose for a moment that the determinant formed therewith is = ^ ; suppose also

that the reciprocal matrix is

-5, 35, g, m
@, g, e, 9J

Then we have

KBa + dX (SI*- + ^y + ®z + hv) + \ (Mx + ^dy + &dz + Uw) = 0,

with the similar equations involving b, o, d and (^, 35, g, «J), (@, §, g, 5^), (8, «0J, 51, D)

respectively.

But, substituting for (x, y, z, w) their values Irom the equations (2), it is easy

to see that we have

31a.' + .£)y + @2 + ?w = - ^ Ka,

the last-mentioned equation thus is

^ (Sa - ^ ^ S\) + X (3[8a' + S:>hj + ©Ss + SSw) = 0.

But K is = 27 D (see my paper " On Certain Developable Surfaces," Quarterly

Mathematical Journal, t. vi. 1S64, pp. 108—126, [344]), which is =0, and we thus have

and similarly

mx + &By + ®Sz+ Uw = 0,

^Bx + my + g& + ^yilBiu = 0,

(SBx + %Sy + (SSz + mw = 0,

SS« + mSy + ms + 2)8w = 0.

But observing that in virtue of the equation K = 0, we have

21 : ^ : @ : ? = § : 35 : g : «J = @ : g : 6 : 9? = 8 : ^ : 9J : 3),

these are, as they should be, one and the same equation.

The values of the coefficients 31, S3, &c. are given, p. 112 of the paper just

referred to, viz. writing D in place of U, we have 2I = 3X-— 4a.-n, &c. where

X= a'd -•iahc + W,

Y = abd — 2ac' + b-c ,

Z =- acd + 2b-d - be-
,

W = -ad'+8bcd-2c-

,
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and writing D =0, the values each divided by 3, are simply

X'- , XY, XZ, XW,

YX , P
,

YZ, YW,

ZX , ZY, Z' , ZW,

WX, WY, WZ, IP,

so that each of the four equations in fact, becomes

X8ic + YB>/ + Zhz + Who = 0,

or multiplying by 3, and attending to the equations (2), this is

— 'iiuhx + zhy — i/Bz + oxSiu = 0.

This should be a consequence of the equations

B{Sxz-y-) = 0, B(yz-9aiw) = 0, SOiijtv- z-) = 0,

that is, we should be able from the first three to deduce the fourth equation in the

system

32 Sx -2yBi/ + 3w 8z = 0,

— 9wBx+ 2 Bi/+ yBz — dx Bw = 0,

'iiu By — 22 Bz + '2)11 Bw =0,

— Sw Bx+ 2By— yB2 + Sx Bw = 0,

or we ought to have

Sz, -2y, Sx, =0;

— 9iu, z, y, — 9x

3w, - 2z, Sy

— Sw, 2, — y, Sx

but expanding, this is

or

• 6 (Slx-iu'' - bixyzw + 12x2" + I2y''w - Sy-2-) = 0,

(yz — Oxiu)'- — 4 {x2 — y-) (yw — 2-) = 0,

which is true in virtue of the relations (4). Or what is the same thing, we may show

without difficulty that the equation

— ZwBx + zBy - yB2 + SxBw = 0,

is satisfied by writing therein x : y : z : w = ^ : 6 : d- : I d\
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I remark that in general, if n=^(ff, b, c, d) = is the equation of a torse, then

for finding the reciprocal curve, we have

n = 0, ax +by + C2 + dw = 0,

B„ D + \ie = 0,

s.a +\z = 0,

BaO + Xw = 0,

and that from these equations we deduce not only

aBx + bBi/ + cBz + dBw = 0,

but also the ec[uation

(21, 33, (S, 3D, g, ®, JQ, S, m, 91$a, /«, 7. H^^f, H S^. Sw) = 0,

where 21,... are the inverse system derived from the second differential coefficients

of D : (a, /3, 7, B) are arbitrary coefficients, introduced only for symmetry, and there

is no real loss of generality in reducing all but one of them to zero, and so reducing

the equation for example to the form

21S« + ^By + &Bz + iBw = 0.

The existence of the two linear equations between (Bx, By, Bz, Bw) proves that {x, y, z, w)

are connected by a two-fold relation, that is, that the reciprocal of the given torse

is a curve.

Carnhndge, January 26, 186.5.
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373.

ON A SPECIAL SEXTIC DEVELOPABLE.

[From the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, vol. vii. (1866),

pp. 10.5—113.]

The present paper contains some investigations in relation to the special sextic

developable or torse

(ae - 46rf)^ - 27 (- ad' - 6-e)- = 0,

considered Nos. 26 to 35 of ray paper " On Certaixi Developable Surfaces," Quarterly

Mathematical Journal, t. vi. (1864), pp. 108—126, [344].

The cuspidal curve is

and the nodal curve is

ae — ibd = 0, ad'' + b-e = 0,

ae + 2bd = 0, ad' - b-e = 0,

viz. to put this in evidence, the equation is to be written in the form

(ae + 2bdf {ae - \Qbd) - 27 {ad' - b'ef = 0.

The coordinates of a point on the cuspidal curve may be taken to be

a = 2, b = -t, d = +t\ e = -2f,

and then if .4, B, D, E are current coordinates, and a, ^, S, e arbitrary coefficients,

the equation of a plane through the tangent line is

A, B, D, E
2

,
-t, + t\ - n*

. -1, +3«-, -S<^

a, /3, S, e

= 0,
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+ (AS -Da )(-Sf)

+ (Ae -Ea )(- f)

+ {BB -Dl3)(-8t')

+ iBe -E0){-Si"-)

+ {De -ES)i-l );

or, what is the same thing,

a ( Bt' + SDf + Et')

)

+ /3(- At' + 8Dt' + SEt-)

+ B (- SAP - 85f + E )

+ 6 (- At'-SBt'- D )j

^= 0,

= 0,

and by equating to zero the coefficients a, jB, 8, e, we have four equations which are

easily seen to reduce themselves to two equations only, and which are in fact the

equations of the tangent line, the equations of this line may therefore be taken to be

AP+:iBt--\-D = Q

SAP + 8Bt'> - E =

The coordinates of a point in the nodal curve may be taken to be

a = V2, b = T, d = -T\ e = V2T^

and substituting these values in the place of ^, B, D, E in the equations of the

tangent line, we have

^2 P + 3<=T - T^' = 0,

3 V2 fr* + 8fT - V2 T^ = 0,

or, what is the same thing,

t" - St-r + V2 f = 0, i.e. {t + V2 <
}
{r- - V2 <t - t-] = 0,

T*-4V2<V-3f =0, {T= + V2<T-i=} {T--\/2<T-f}=0,

so that the equations are satisfied by the values of t given by the equation

r"- - \/2 <T - t= = 0,

that is, by the values

1 + V3
T = 7= t,

^2

which belong to the points where the tangent line meets the nodal curve. Call these

values T, and To ; then considering a, h as cuiTeut coordinates, the values of a : h
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belonging to the point where the tangent line meets the cuspidal curve considered as

three coincident points, and to the points where it meets the nodal curve, are given

by the equation

{2b+aty{b\'2-ttr,](b\'2-aT,} = 0,

that is

(26 + uty (26= - 2abt - aH") = 0,

or say

{at + 26)3 (a-f + 2abt - 2b") = 0.

I proceed to find the intersections of the tangent with the Prohessian : for this

purpose putting for a moment in the last-mentioned equation x for at and y for b, this is

{x + 2ynx^ + 2xy-2f-) = 0,

or, if in the place of {x + y) we write x, this is

{x + yy{x'-^"-) = 0,

and the Hessian of this is easily found to be

(a- + 7/y(3a'= + 8*-(/ + 4/);

whence, replacing x by (x + y), the Hessian of

{x + 2yY ( x^ + 2xy - 2y-),

is
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But the equations of the tangeut line being ut supra

at' + :^bt- + d = 0,

•iat* + 8bt' - e = 0,

we have thus

a = 1,

b = «ii,

d = (- 1 - 3h,) t\

e={ S + 8)h)t\

a = l,

b = n.4,

d=(-l- Sn,) t\

e = { 3 + 8)1.) f

,

as the coordinates of the required points, viz. the tangent line meets the Prohessian,

in the point on the cuspidal edge considered as 6 points, in two points on the nodal

curve and in the last-mentioned 2 points ; 6 + 2 + 2 = 10 the order of the Prohessian.

The foregoing equations give

ae - 6bd = ISHf-l- 14«i + 3 = 0,

ad'_ {l+3n,y _ ,

(in virtue of ISre,- + 14)?, + 3 = 0),

so that the two points in question are the intersections of the tangent line with the

surface ae — 6bd = 0.

If we consider the intersection of this surface with the torse

(ae - ibdy - 27 (- ad' - b'-ef = 0,

the equation ae — 6bd = 0, gives

(ae - ibdy = {2bdf = Sb'd-bd = f aeb^'d',

and thence

4^ab-d-e - 81 (ad- + b-ef = ;

that is

81a^* - I58a¥d'e + 816%^ = 0,

an equation which should agree with

In fact writing

^ = ,V(144«,-23).

the equation 18?ii'- + 14»i + 3 = is (18;?i + 7)- + 5 = ; that is, (144 ?ii+ 56)^ + 320= 0,

but 144 /(j + 56 = 81*+ 79, or the equation becomes (81a- + 79)=+ 320 = 0, that is

8l-a;= + 81. 158 a,' + 81^=0, or 81*-= + 158 * + 81 = 0,

which is right.
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Consider in like manner the intersection of the torse with the surface ae — \bd = 0,

where X is a given constant coefficient ; we have

(ae - ibdf = (X- 4)^W = ^^^iil! aeb'd',

and therefore

(\ - if aeh"-d- - 27\ {ad' + ¥ef = 0,

that is

^1\a-d' + [54\ - (X - 4)^] ah-d-e + 27\b-e' = 0,

which gives

ad- - 6ib-e = 0, or ad' — 6Jb-e = 0,

if ^1, 6. are the roots of

27X61- + [o4X - (X - ^f] e + Ti\ = 0.

The surfaces ae-'Kbd = 0, ad"-—6,b-e=0 have in common the two lines (a = 0, 6 = 0)

and (d = 0, e = 0), and they intersect besides in a quartic curve. And so for the

surfaces ae — \bd = 0, ad' — d.ire = 0. That is, the surface ae— Xbd = intersects the

torse (ae - ibdy — 27 (— ad' — b'e)' = 0, in the line a = 0, 6 = twice, in the line

d = 0, e = twice, and in two quartic (excubo-quartic) curves. The two quartic curves

become identical, if

(54X)- = {.54X - (\ - 4)']^

that is

± .54X = .54\ - (X - 4V

and therefore, if either

(X - 4)= = 0,

which gives the cuspidal curve ; or else if

(X-4)^-108X = 0,

that is

\^ - r2X- - 60X - 64 = (X + 2)-(X - 10) = 0.

(X-|-2)-=0 or X = — 2 gives the nodal curve: X — 16=0 gives ae— 166c^ = 0, a surface

which intersects the developable in the Une a = 0, 6 = twice, in the line d = 0, e =
twice, and in the two coincident quartic (excubo-quartic) curves given by the equations

oe — 166fZ=0, ad' — b'e =0. As a verification, I remark, that the surface ad' — li'e =0
combined with the developable gives

(ae - 4:bdy - 27 (ad' + b"e)- = {ae - 4:bdy - 108 ab-d'e = 0,

that is (ae+ 26fZ)'-(ae — lC6(i) = 0, or it meets the developable in its curve of intersection

with ae + 2bd = twice, and in its curve of intersection with ae — IGbd = ; that is,

in the line a = 0, 6=0 three times, in the line d = 0, e = three times, in the nodal

quartic ae + 2bd = 0, ad^ — b'e = twice, and in the quartic ae — 166(/ = 0, ad' — b'e =

once; 3 + 3 + 8-1-4 = 18, the order of the complete intersection.

Greenwich, January 4, 1864.

65—2
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In my theory of the singularities of curves and torses, Liouville, t. X. (1845)

pp. 24.5— 2.50, [30], translated under the title " On Curves of Double Curvature and Deve-

lopable Surfaces," Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical Journal, t. v. (1850), pp. 18—22,

[83], I omitted to take account of a noteworthy singularity, viz. this is, the stationary

tangent line ; or when the system has three consecutive points in a line, or, what is

the same thing, three consecutive planes through a line. I reproduce the theory with

this addition as follows. We have

m, the order of the system, = order of the curve,

r, „ rank of the system, = class of curve, = order of torse,

n, „ class of the system, = class of torse.

a, „ number of stationary planes,

^ „ „ stationary points,

^ „ „ stationary lines,

g „ „ lines in two planes,

h „ „ lines through two points,

X „ „ points in two lines,

y „ „ planes through two lines.

This being so, the section of the torse by an arbitrary plane is a plane curve for which

r is the order,

n „ class,

X „ number of nodes,

m + ^ „ „ cusps,

g „ „ double tangents,

a „ „ inflexions;

and we have thence Pllicker's six equations, which may be considered as included in the

three equations

n= 7-(r-l)-2,«-3(m + ^),

a = 3r (r - 2) - 6a.' - 8 (m + ^),

r = n (n — 1) — '2g — 3a.

Similarly considering the cone standing on the curve and having an arbitrary point

for vertex, then for this cone

m is the order,

r „ class,

h „ number of nodal lines,

/8 „ „ cuspidal lines,

y „ „ double tangent planes,

n + ^ „ „ inflexions

;
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and we have Pliicker's six eqiiatious, which may be considered as iuchided in the

three equations

m= r{r -l)--2i/-S{)i + 'it),

/3=3r(r - 2)- 6^ - 8(« + ^),

r = ni{ni-l)- 2/i-3/3.

These two systems constitute together a system of six equations between the ten

quantities m, r, n, a, 0, ^, g, h, x, y. Considering m, r, x, % as arbitrary, the six

equations determine the remaining quantities n, a, ^, h, x, y.

The curve

ae - 4'bd + 3c- = 0, ace + ibcd - ad- - Ife -& = Q,

is a sextic curve, the edge of regression of the sextic torse

{ae - ibd + 3c-)' - 27 {ace + 2bcd - ad- - b-e - c^)- = 0,

and we have in this case, as is well known,

m, r, n, a, /B, ^, g, h, x, y

==6, 6, 4, 0, 4, 0, 3, 6, 4, 6.

But putting as above c = 0, then instead of the sextic curve we have the excubo-

quartic curve ae — 4bd = 0, ad- + b'-e = 0, which is a curve having two stationary tangents,

viz. these are the lines (a=0, 6 = 0) and {d = 0, e = 0), which are in fact given along

with the curve, by the foregoing equations ae — ibd = 0, ad- + b-e = 0. We have in this

case ^ = 2, and the system is thus found to be

m, r, 11, a, /3, ^, g, h, x, y

= 4, 6, 4, 0, 0, 2, 3, 3, 4, 4,

it was in fact the consideration of this case which led me to take account of the new

singularity of the stationary tangent lines.

I take the opportunity of referring to a most valuable and interesting paper by

Schwarz, " De superficiebus in planum explicabilibus primorum septem ordinum," Crelle,

t. LXIV. (1864), pp. 1—16. The author, after referring to ray paper " On the deve-

lopable deiived from an equation of the fifth order," Cambridge and Dublin Alathe-

niatical Journal, t. v. (18.50), pp. 152—159, [86], enters into the enquu-y there suggested

as to the means of ascertaining the degree of the ' planarity ' of a developable surface.

He starts from certain theorems derived from Riemann's theory of transcendental

functions, viz.: If an algebraical (plane) curve of the order r has ^{r- I) {r -I)-

p

double points (nodes or cusps), then the coordinates of a point of the curve may be

expressed rationally

If p = 0, that is, if the curve has the maximum number of double points, by a

single parameter.
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If p = l, by a single parameter, and the square root of a cubic or quartic function

of this parameter.

If p = 2, by a single parameter, and the square root of a quintic or sextic function

of this parameter.

If p > 2, by a parameter ^, and an algebraical function thereof tj ; where ^, j? are

connected by an equation of the order \{p + ^) or ^(p + 2) according as p is odd or

even.

These principles establish a division of plane curves into algebraical classes ; all

plane curves (other than the generating lines) situate on a ruled surface, belong to the

same algebraical class, and the surface itself belongs to the same class. Hence, if on

a ruled surface there is either a right line which is not a generating line (this

cannot be the case for developables) or a conic, or a cubic having a double point, or

any other plane curve having the maximum number of double points, the surface

belongs to the class for which p = ; and in the case of a developable surface the

equation of the tangent plane may be rationally expressed by means of a single

parameter; that is, the degree of the planarity is =1, or the surface is planar. This

leads to the conclusion, that the developable surfaces or torses of the orders 4, 5, 6

and 7 are all of them planar.

The author points out that the ' special quintic developable ' of my paper first

above referred, (viz. that obtained by writing h-0 in the equation of the sextic

developable) is in fact the general developable of the fifth order, or quintic torse.

The foresoinsr theorem, that for a curve which has the maximum number of

double points, the coordinates may be expressed rationally by a single parameter, admits

of a very simple algebraical proof, as is shown in the paper by Clebsch "Ueber

Curven deren coordinateu rationale Functionen eines Parameters sind," Crelle, t. LXiv.

(1864), pp. 43—65. In another paper by the same author, " Ueber die Singularitaten

algebraischer Curven," pp. 98—100, it is remarked that if in any plane curve we have

VI the order, n the class, B the number of nodes, k of cusps, t of double tangents,

I of inflexions, then as a deduction from Riemann's principles, but also at once

obtainable from Pllicker's equations, we have

h (ni - l)(m -2)-8-/c = i (n - 1) (n - 2) - t - t

;

and moreover if from a given curve we derive in any manner another curve, such

that to each tangent (or point) of the first curve there corresponds a single point (or

tangent) of the second curve, then in the second curve the expression

i («(' - 1) (m' - 2) - S' - «', = i (»' - ] ) (n' - 2) - t' - t',

has the same value as in the first curve.
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The like property exists for curves in space—viz. taking account as above of the
new singularity of the stationary lines, then we have

i(m-l)(m-2)-h-^,

= *('• -!)('• -2)-^-« -^,

= \{r -l)(r -2)-x-m-^,
= ^i>i-l)(>i -2)-g-<x,

which equations are in fact at once deducible from the above-mentioned system of

sLx equations between the quantities m, r, n, a, ^, ^, g, h, a;, ij, and may if we please

be taken for equations of the system.

If from a given curve and torse we derive a second curve and torse, in such

manner that to each point (or plane) of the first figure there corresponds a single plane

(or point) of the second figure—then the corresponding expressions J (»i'— l)(??i' — 2)— A'— /3',

&c., have the same value for the second as for the first figure.

Cambridge, April 11, 1865.
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374.

ON THE HIGHER SINGULARITIES OF A PLANE CURVE.

[From the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Ajyplied Mathematics, vol. vii. (1866),

pp. 212—223.]

The theory of the singularities of a plane curve was first established by Pliicker

in his great work the Theorie der Algehraischen Curveii, (1839), where he establishes,

in regard to the ordinary singularities, a system of six equations ; viz. if we have

m, the order of the curve,

11 , „ class,

8, „ number of double points,

K, „ „ cusps,

T , „ „ double tangents

K , „ „ inflexions,

then Plticker's six equations are

n = m (m — 1) — 2S — 3/t,

I =3m(m — 2) — 6S — 8/c,

T = im (m - 2) (m= - 9) - (m' - m - 6) (28 + '3k) + 28 (8 - 1) + 68/c + f « (k - 1),

m = n (n — 1) — 2t — Sc,

K = Sn{n -2)-6T-8t,

8 = ^n{n-2){n--9)-{)v'-7i-6){2T + 3i) + 2r{T-l) + 6Ti + ^i(i-l),

equivalent to three equations; thus m and (within proper limits) 8 and k may be

considered ai'bitrary, and the first three equations then give n, i, r ; and in like

manner n and (within proper limits) t and i may be considered as arbitrary, and the

equations then give vi, k, 8.
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I have used the ordinary expressions double points, cusps, double tangents, inflexions

;

but (using as I have elsewhere done ineimt as the correlative of tangent) it would be

more precise and symmetrical to say, double ineunts, stationary ineunts, double tangents,

and stationary tangents. The double ineunt is called also a node, viz. it is a crunode,

or an acnode, according as the tangents are real or imaginary ; and the stationary

ineunt, or cusp, considered as (what in the theory of point-coordinates it in fact is)

a particular case of the double ineunt, is a spinode ; to render this notation symmetrical,

we require certain new terms, say link, as the correlative to node, and flex as the

correlative to cusp ; then the double tangent is a link, viz. it is a colink, or an

allink according as the ineunts upon it (points of contact) are real or imaginary ; and

the stationary tangent (inflexion) or flex, considered as (what in the theory of line-

coordinates it in fact is) a particular case of the double tangent, is a relink. The
ordinary singularities of a plane curve would thus be the node, the cusp, the link,

and the flex ; but I shall retain the above-mentioned more usual expressions.

Deducible from the six equations, we have

n — m =^ ((. — «),

(«-?»0(" + »'-9)=2(r-8),

which are noticed by Pllicker ; and also the equation

1 {m - 1 ) {m -2)-h-K = hAn-l) (« - 2) - t - t,

recently noticed by M. Clebsch, in connection with Riemann's investigations on the

Abelian Integrals; a curve of the order m may have ^(m— l)(m — 2) double points,

reckoning the cusp as a double point, and so a curve of the class n may have

^(n — 1)(« — 2) double tangents, reckoning the inflexion as a double tangent; the two

sides of this equation exhibit therefore, the right-hand side the deficiency of the actual

from the possible number of double tangents, and the left-hand side the deficiency of

the actual from the possible number of double points ; and these two numbers are

equal. We have a division into families based on the value of the expressions in

question, or say on that of ^ («t — 1) (?» — 2) — S — « ; when this is =0, that is, when
the curve has its maximum number of double points (reckoning the cusp as a double

point), the coordinates x, y are expressible rationally in temis of a parameter 6 ; when
the number is =1, they can be expressed rationally in terms of 6 and of the square

root of a cubic or a quartic function of 6, &c. &c. It thus appears that as well the

number S -I- k, as the combinations 2S -f S/e and 68 + 8/c which enter into Pliicker's

equations, plays an important part in the theory of the curve ; the bearing of this

remark will be seen in the sequel.

Plucker considers also some of the higher singularities; it will be convenient to

mention two of his results.

No. 76, p. 216. If two branches of a curve touch each other, or more generally

have a ry-pointic intersection, the point iu question is equivalent to g double points,

c. V. 66
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and the tangent at this point t(j g double tangents ; hence, if there is no other point

singularity, the equations give

n= m{m — l) — 2g,

t = 3wi(m— 2) — G^,

S+g = ^m (m — 2) (m- — 9) — (?«- — m —6)2g + 2r/ (^ — 1),

the last of which may also be written

B = ^m {m — 2) {ni- — 9) — (ui- — m — g — ^\) 2g.

And Nos. 77—82, pp. 217—222. For a cusp of the second kind, we have

11= III {m — 1) — -5,

t = Sin {ill — 2) — 15,

B = ^m {m — 2) (ni- — 9) — {iii- — m — 7) -5
;

these equations Pliicker establishes by an independent algebraical investigation, and

having done so, he remarks that they are deducible from the foregoing ones by writing

therein g=2^; that is, that the cusp of the second kind may be considered as

eijuivalent to 2^ double points, and the tangent at the cusp to 2^ double tangents.

And he thence passes to the cusp of a higher cusp equivalent to h + ^ double points

and /;. + J double tangents. The results in this general case (although not, as in the

original case, g = 2\, established independently) is perfectly correct ; but the theory is

pen to a grave objection.<)

I remark, that assuming a certain singularity to be equivalent to the numbers 8'

of double points, k of cusps, t' of double tangents, and u of inflexions, we have in

the first instance to determine S', k, t and t' in such manner as to give in the

class 11, and in the numbers i of inflexions and t of double tangents, the reductions

actually given by the singularity in question. Thus in the case of the cusp of the

second kind, we ought to have

2S' + 3/c' = o,

6S' + 8a:' + 1' = 1.5,

{rii? - m - 6) (28' + 3k') - 28' (8' - 1) - GB'k - |«:' («' - 1) + t' = (??t= - m - 7) 5,

or, what is the same thing,

28' (8' - 1) + (3S'/c' + ^K (k - 1) - t' = 5
;

and so in general there are, for the determination of the four quantities 8', «', t', t',

three equations. In the particular case these are satisfied by the values 8' = 2^, k' = 0,

t' = 2^, (,' = 0, which are Pllicker's values ; they are also satisfied by the values

8' = 1, k' = 1, t' = 1, t' = l, which have the advantage of being integer instead of

fractional.

But there is really a further condition to be satisfied, viz. the number 8' + k

must have a certain definite value dependent on the nature of the singularity ; for
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the case in hand, this is S'+k' = 2 (I obtain this by the consideration of a quartic

curve, having a cusp of the second kind, and also a double point ; 8 + k has here its

maximum value = 3 ; and as the double point gives 8=1, the cusp of the second

kind gives 8' + k' = 2); and joining to the former conditions this nevir condition, we have

definitely 8'= I, «'=1, t' = 1, t' = 1. I have elsewhere noticed, [343], that the cusp of

the second kind was equivalent to a double point and cusp, and accordingly proposed

to call it the node-cusp ; but I had not then remarked that it was also necessary to

treat the tangent as equivalent to a double tangent and a stationary tangent (or

inflexion).

It appears from the foregoing considerations, that any singularity whatever is to

be regarded as equivalent, and that in a j^erfectly definite manner, to a certain number
8' of double points, k of cusps, t' of double tangents, and i of inflexions ; we have

only to ascertain how for any given singularity the values of these numbers are to

be ascertained ; and when this is done, Pliicker's equations will be applicable to any
singularities whatever of a plane curve.

At any point of a plane curve there is either one branch, or any number of

branches, touching or not touching each other: taking the given point as origin, then

for each branch the equation of the curve gives for the ordinate y an expression of

the form

y = Axi'+ Bu/' + ...

,

where the series is arranged in ascending powers of x, and where the coefficients

A, B,... have definite unique values; and, conversely, that which is given by such

expression of y is a branch of the curve. It is assumed that the axis of y, or line

x = 0, is not a tangent to the curve; this implies that the exponents p, q,... are none

of them inferior to 1, or, what is the same thing, that the lowest exponent ^ is =1 at

least : it is for the most part convenient to take the axis of x, or line y =0, a, tangent

to the branch; the lowest exponent p is then > 1.

The exponents may be all integer, and the branch is then said to be linear; or

else the exponents or some of them may be fractional, and the branch is then

superlinear ; viz. in the latter case, assuming that the fractional exponents are all of

them in their least terms, and that a is the least common multiple of the denominators
1

(so that the expression for y is a rational function of .r"), then the branch is quadric,

cubic, &c. according as we have a = 2, a = 3, &c. It is clear that the expression for y
1

has precisely a values, viz. the values obtained by attributing to the radical *" each

of its a values. Corresponding to each of these a values, we have what I term a

partial branch of the curve, so that the quadric branch is made up of two partial

branches, the cubic branch of three partial branches and so on ; for a linear branch

or when a=l, a partial branch is nothing else than the branch itself; and the

expression a partial branch will accordingly include the case of a linear branch.

Suppose that at any point of the curve we have two partial branches, belonging

or not belonging to the same branch ; let these be referred to the same axes, the

66—2
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axis of y not being a tangent to either branch, so that the exponents are none of

them <]. If in the series for i/i — y-i, (the difference of the two ordinates) the least

exponent is = P, then (whether P is integer or fractional) the two partial branches are

.said to have, at the given point, P common points, or, more briefly, to intersect in

P points. We may from this definition calculate the number of intersections of two

branches with each other, or of a branch with itself; for instance, suppose that at

iiny point of the curve we have (a = 6) the sextic branch

y = x^ + x^ + ...

,

we have the six partial branches

^1= x^+x^-'r..., y^ = x'^—x-+...,

I/., = CO x^ + x^ + ...
, y^= 0) x^ — x^ + ...

,

1/3 = &,2j;iT
-I-

,.^.2 + . . .
, y„ = ft)2a;* — x'^ + ...

;

hence calculating (what is most convenient) twice the number of intersections of the

branch with itself, the partial branch y^ intersects the other partial branches in

h h h i> t points respectively, giving the sura ^ + ^ = ^', each other partial branch

intersects the remaining five branches in the same number of points ; and therefore

twice the number of intersections is = 47.

For the singularity y = x->+x^+... in question, I say that if this be equivalent

as above to 8' double points, «' cusps, t' d(3uble tangents and t inflexions, then that

the number 47 just obtained is the value of 2S' + Sk, and moreover, that the vahie

of k' is «' = a — 1 = .5 ; that is, we have 28' + 3/c' = 47 and k' = 5 ; or, what is the same

thing, 8' = 16 ;
«' = 5. For the determination of the numbers t', i, it is to be observed

that the foregoing theory of branches is a theory of the points of a branch, by means

of point-coordinates : there is a precisely similar theory of the tangents of a branch

by means of line-coordinates, and we may inquire as to the number of the common
tangents of two partial branches ; and thence as to the number of connnon tangents of

two branches, or of a branch with itself—it will appear that the line-equation of the

branch is Z = X* ... + X'-' ... , so that the branch (which is as to its points sextic,

a = 6) is as to its tangents quadric, ^=2, the two partial branches have with each

other the number = -^ of common tangents, or twice this number is =15; that is, we
have 2T' + 3t'=15, and moreover i =0 —1 = 1, that is t' = 6, t'=l; or finally for the

singularity in question, the numbers 8', k', t', t' are =16, -5, 6, 1 respectively.

And so generally in the case of a branch which is as to its points a-ic, having

with itself a number =\M of common points; and as to its tangents ;8-ic, having

with itself a number =^N of common tangents, we have 28'
-I-

3«' = ./¥, «' = «— 1,

2t' -1- 3t' = i\^, t' = /3 — 1, or, what is the same thing, the values of 8', k, t', c are

8' = L[ii/_3(a_i)]_

k'= a - 1 ,

T' = i[iV-3(/3-l)],

/3-1 .
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I say that a singularity is simple when we have one branch, compound when we

have more than one branch ; the case above considered is that of a simple singularity,

viz. we have on the curve one point, one tangent, one branch.

We may have a compound singularity where the branches all touch, that is we

may have one point, one tangent, several branches. It may be seen that if ^M denote

the number of common points of all the branches (that is of each branch with itself,

and of every two branches with each other), and in like manner if ^N denote the

number of common tangents of all the branches (that is of each branch with itself,

and of every two branches with each other), then the formulaj are

S' = H^-32(a-l)],

ic'= S(a-l),

T' = HiV- 32(^-1)],

S(/3-l),

where the signs S refer to the different branches.

Again, we may have a compound singularity, one point, several tangents with to

each of them a branch or branches ; here if M denote the number of the common

points of all the branches, and iV the number of the common tangents of all the

branches belonging to any one tangent, then the formulas are

8' = i [il/-3S'S(a-l)],

2'2(a-l),

T' = i2'[iV'-32 (13 -1)1

2'2(/3-l),

where the signs 2 refer to all the branches belonging to the same tangent, and the

signs 2' to the different tangents. It is to be remarked, that the point on the curve

is equivalent to the 8' double points and «' cusps ; each tangent is equivalent to

J [iV- 32(|8- 1)] double tangents, and 2(/3-l) inflexions, the numbers iV, /3 referring

of course to the tangent in question.

Lastly, we may have a compound singularity, one tangent, several points (of

contact), with to each of them a branch or branches; here if iV denote the number

of the common tangents of all the branches, M the number of the common points of

all the branches belonging to any one point of contact, the formula are

8' = i2'[(il/-32 (a-1)],

«'= 2'2(of-l),

T' = i [(i\r_322'(/3-l)],

2'2 (/3 - 1) ,

where the signs 2 refer to all the branches belonging to the same point of contact,

and the signs 2' to the different points of contact; it is to be remarked that the
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tangent of the curve is equivalent to the t' double tangents and i! inflexions ; each

point of contact is equivalent to | [if — 3S (a — 1)] double points and 2(a — 1) cusps,

the numbers M, a. referring of course to the point of contact in question.

There is no difficulty in passing to the case of the compound singularity when

the formulfe for the simple singularity, one point, one tangent, one branch, are once

obtained, and I now go back to the consideration of this case.

The class of a curve is equal to the number of tangents w^hich can be drawn

through an arbitrary point : the points of contact of these tangents are given as the

intersections of the curve with a certain curve, the polar of the arbitrary point in

regard to the curve ; this polar passes through each double point and cusp, the double

point counting as two points of intersection, and the cusp as three points of inter-

section (this is in fact the theory by which is found the reduction = 28 + 3«: in the

class of the curve). Hence, if the curve has a singularity (8', k , t', t'), which to fi.x

the ideas may be assumed to be a simple singularity, ' one point, one tangent, one

branch '

; then the polar passes through the singular point, the number of intersections

being 28' + 3«', or if the actual number of intersections be M, then we have ilf = 28' + 3/c'.

It is to be shown that the number M is equal to twice the number of common points

which the curve has with itself at the singular point, so that the last-mentioned number

is =^M. Suppose in the first instance that there is only a single branch, and let the

branch be given by the equation

P = 2/ -I- Axv + Bxi +... = 0,

or introducing for homogeneity the third coordinate z, let this equation be

P = yz-' + A.vPz-i' + Bx''z-'i . . . = 0,

and let Pj = 0, P,. = 0, ... Pa = 0, be the corresponding equations for the component partial

branches; it is allowable to write Pi Pa... Pa = for the equation of the curve (').

Hence if (a, /3, 7) be the coordinates of the arbitrary point, or putting in the first

instance 7=1, if (a, /3, 1) be the coordinates, then writing A = aS^ -)- /3S,^ -f- 8z , the

equation of the polar is APiP„ ... Pa = 0, or, what is the same thing,

P,P, ...P,^P, + P^P,...Pa AP... + &c. = 0,

and we have

AP = a (pAxP-'z-P + qBxi-'z~i...) + ySs"' - {pAxPz-v-' + qBxiz-''-K..),

or putting z=l, tliis is

AP = a{pAxi'-' +(2Bxi-'^ ...) + /S -(pAx^ +qBx'i ...),

and we have thence the values of APj, AP„...APa; the thing to be observed is,

that the equation AP = is not satisfied (and therefore also each of the equations

A Pi = 0, ... AP„ = is not satisfied) by the coordinates x=0, y = of the singular

point. We have now with the equation Ai^P, ...P„ = of the polar to combine the

' Of course this is not the equation in its rational and integral form, and on this account the reasoning

of the text is not free from difficulty ; the same remark applies to a subsequent equation.
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equation PiPn...P„ = 0: the last-mentioned equation breaks up into the equations

P, = 0, P» = 0, ... Pa= ; and selecting for example the equation Pj = 0, this gives the

system P^=0, P-.Ps ... P^APj = 0, or since we require only the intersections at the

singular point, and APi = does not pass through this point, this may be replaced

by Pi = 0, P,P3...P. = 0. The complete system is thus (P, = 0, P.^P^ ... P^ = 0),

(Po=0, P1P3...P, = 0), ...(P. = 0, PiP, ... Pa_i = 0); or, what is the same thing, we have

each pair (P,. = 0, P, = 0) taken twice. To eliminate y from these equations, we have

merely to write P,. — P., = 0, oi% what is the same thing, we have ^{Pi, P., ...Pa)=0,

^ denoting the product of the squares of the differences of the functions (Pj , P., . . . Pa).

Suppose that any two partial branches P,. = 0, Pj = intersect (according to the

above-mentioned definition) in p points ; then P, — Pg contains the factor of, and hence

the product f(Pi, P., Pa) contains as a factor x to the power 2S^j, that is, the

etjuation in a; has 22p roots each = 0. Whence if "Zp = ^M, then the equation in x has

.1/ roots each = 0, or the curve and polar have at the singular point M intersections,

that is M=2S' + Sk'.

I have no complete proof to offer of the remaining equation «:' = a— 1, it was

obtained from the consideration of a particular case as follows. Consider the linear

branch y = Ax'' -1- . . . , where the exponents are all positive integers, and taking the

axis of X to be the tangent, the least exponent j) is greater than unity ; if ^j = 2

there is at the origin no inflexion, if p = 3 there is a single inflexion, and generally

the number of inflexions is =p — 2. Now it will presently appear that in line-coordi-

p

nates the equation of the branch is Z = A'Xp~^ , or replacing Z, X by the original

point-coordinates y, x the branch y=A'xP~'^-\-... has at the origin ^—2 cusps; but

in the branch in question we have a=p — \, and the number of cusps is thus

= a — 1 ; this result is confirmed by other particular instances, and I assume in

general that we have «' = a — 1 ; whence in the case of a simple singularity, or where

there is only one branch we have Jl/ = 28' -f 3a:', «' = a— 1, or, what is the same thing,

8'=i [if — 3(a — 1)], K.' = a — \. The reasoning is easily adapted to the case of a com-

pound singularity.

I consider the branch

,(/
+Aafi' +Bx'i -|-...=0,

(where it is assumed that the axis of a; is a tangent to the branch, and therefore

that the lowest exponent p is greater than unity), introducing the coordinate z for

homogeneity, this becomes

yz-^ -I- AxPz-i" + Bjfl z-'' + ... = 0,

and I proceed to find the corresponding equation in line coordinates, taking these to

be A', Y, Z, we have

\X =pAxP-'z-P+ Bqx'i-' z-'+ ...,

\Z = - yz-- -pAxi'z-i'-' - qBxiz-'i-' + ...,
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or writing z = l, Y=l, we find X = l, and therefore

X = pAwP-^ + qBafi-^ + ...

,

Z =- y - jyAso^ - qBx'i + . . .
;

here substituting for — y its value = Aocf + Bx'i + . . . , we have

X= pAxi>-'+ qB.Ti-' + ...,

Z = {l-p)Axi' +{\-q)Bxi +....

Hence writing jtAxV'^ = 0, the equations are

X = e-B"Or'-i-,,_^

Z= -A'Qp-^ -B'Op-^ -...,

so that eliminating 6, we have

Z= A'X}>^^ + BX^^ + ...,

and it is easy to see by Lagrange's theorem, that the general form of the exponents

in the series on the right-hand side is
^^

—

^^—f) J\ Pl—n* vvhere f, r/, ... areo p — \ •' '

positive integers, zero included. The equation in line-coordinates being known, the

subsequent investigation is precisely the same as that for the point-coordinates, and

hence in the case of one branch, if this be in regard to its tangents /3-ic, and have ^N
common tangents with itself, then 2T'+3t' = iV, t' = /3 — 1, or, what is the same thing,

t' = ^ [iV— 3(/3— 1)], i'=/9 — 1. The investigation in the case of a simple singularity of

the values of h', k, t', i is thus completed.
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375.

NOTES ON POLYHEDRA.

[From the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, vol. vii. (1866),

pp. 304—316.]

Axial Properties. Article 1 to 18.

1. A POLYHEDKON may have a q-axis, viz. a line about which if it is made to

27r
rotate through an angle =— (but not through any sub-multiple of this angle), it will

occupy the same portion of space. It is then clear that when the rotation is repeated

any number of times the body will still occupy the same portion of space ; or if @

denote the rotation through the angle — , then we have the rotations 1, ©, 0^ ... ©3-',

and finally ©« = 1, that is, when the rotation is g-times repeated, the body will resume

its original position. Similarly for any number of axes (@'' = l, @''i' = 1, ... , where the

indices q, q',... may be the same or different) we have the rotations 1, ©, ©-,...©«-',

©', @'\...®"J -',...; and if ©, ©',... be the entire system of the axes of the body,

these rotations will form a (jroup. The rotations in question are in fact the entire series

of those which leave unaltered the portion of space occupied by the body, and since

any two rotations combine together into a single rotation, any two of the rotations

in question must combine together into some one of these rotations, that is, the

rotations in question form a group. Some analytical consequences of this theorem will

be obtained in the .sequel.

2. The number of axes may be denoted by 2l and the number of rotations by

1+2(5'— 1); ^^° "^^^y ^^y t^^* ^1 is '''^6 number, and \ +%{q — \) the efficiency or

weight, of the axes.

c. V. 67
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3. For any one of the regular polyhedra, E being the number of edges, then

the number of axes or Si is =E+1, and their weight or l + 2((7 — 1) is =2,E. In

fact, if as usual S denote the number of summits, F the number of faces, and if

there be m edges to a face, and n edges to a summit, then S + F=E+2, mF= nS = 2E.

Now in all the polyhedra except the tetrahedron, we have a number ^F of «i-axes

passing through the centres of opposite faces (amphihedral axes as Mr Kirkman has termed

them) and a number ^S ot ?i-axes passing through opposite summits (amphigonal axes)

;

and we have besides a number ^E of 2-axes passing through the mid-points of opposite edges

(amphigrammic axes): the entire number of axes is thus ^ (S + F+ E), v/hich is =£" + !:

and the weight is l + ^F(m -1) + ^S {n - 1) + ^E, which is = 1 + ^niF+^nS - ^ {F+ S - E),

= 1 -\- E + E— 1, =2E. In the case of the tetrahedron S = F = i, m=a = '3, and the

only difference is that instead of the ^F amphihedral m-axes and the ^.S' amphigonal

?i-axes, we have a number (F = S=)^(F+S) of (w=)m-gonal axes each through a

summit and the centre of an opposite face (gonohedral axes).

4. The theorem that the weight 1 + 2 (^ - 1) = 2^, or say 1 + S (</ - 1) = mF, may

be extended so as to apply to any polyhedron whatever. In fact considering any face

A of the polyhedron, let F be the number of faces homologous to (and inclusive of)

A ; and, taking a any edge of the face A, let m be the number of edges of A
homologous to (and inclusive of) a: then we have 1 + l,(q— 1) = mF. This is almost

a truism when the signification of the term " homologous " is explained. Imagine the

polyhedron placed on a plane, say the table, and draw on the table a polygon equal

to the polygonal face A, and in this polygon select some one edge corresponding to

the edge a. The polyhedron may be placed on the table with the face A coinciding

with the polygon, or say the face A may be superimposed on the polygon, and that

in m different ways, viz. any one of the edges homologous to a may be made to

coincide with the assumed edge: and in like manner there are F different faces (viz.

the faces homologous to A) which may be superimposed on the polygon, each of them

in m different ways; that is there are in all 7nF different positions of the polyhedron

for each of which it occupies the same portion of space. And we have thus the

required theorem 1 +'E{q— 1)= 7nF.

5. As an example, take the regular pyramid on a square base ; there is here a

single axis, viz. a 4-axis, and we have 1 + S((; — 1) = 1 + 3 = 4. If for the face A we

take the square base, then there is no other face homologous thereto and therefore

F = I ; but the four sides are homologous to each other or m = 4, and we have

mF= 4. Similarly taking for A one of the triangular faces, since these are homologous

to each other, then i^=4; and if we take for the side a the base of the triangle,

then there is no other side homologous to this, or m = l; and therefore mF=4'. It

might at first sight appear that the two equal sides of the triangle were homologous

to each other, and therefore that taking for the edge a one of these sides we should

have m=2; but in fact although the two sides in question are homologously related

to the pyi'amid, yet according to the definition they are not homologous sides of the

triangular face, and we still have m = l, and therefore »iF=4.
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6. Of course in the case of a regular polyhedron the faces are all homologous,

and the edges of a face are all homologous, that is F will denote the entire number
of faces, and m the number of edges to a face : so that for this case the theorem

gives 1 + 2 (fy -- 1) = 2A' as above.

7. Returning to the regular polyhedra the axial systems are

Tetrahedron 4Z^ 3i-.

Cube and Octahedron 3Z^ 4Z^ QL-.

Dodecahedron and Icosahedron 6Z'', lOZ^ IhL",

where L^ denotes a 3-axis, &c. ; this is in accordance with the notation of M. Bravais

in the memoir subsequently referred to.

8. The regular polyhedra may bo exhibited in connexion with each other as

follows : Imagine the polyhedron projected on a concentric sphere by lines through the
centre ; so that the summits become points on the sphere, the edges arcs of great

circles, and the faces spherical polygons. Starting from the dodecahedron, the centres

of the pentagonal faces are the summits of the icosahedron, and conversely for the

icosahedron the centres of the triangular faces are the summits of the dodecahedron

:

moreover each edge of the dodecahedron cuts at right angles an edge of the icosahedron

and the two edges have the same mid-point. Again if in any face of the dodecahedron

we draw one of the five diagonals (arcs through two non-adjacent summits) there is

in the face a single edge not met by this diagonal ; and in the other face throuo-h

this edge a single diagonal not met by the edge
;
joining the extremities of the two

diagonals we have a spherical square, the face of the cube; it is to be observed that

the summits of the cube are eight out of the twenty summits of the dodecahedron,

and that the centres of the faces of the cube are the mid-points of six out of the

thirty edges of the dodecahedron or the icosahedron. The cube given by the foregoing

construction is of course one out of five different cubes. The centres of the faces of
the cube are the summits of the octahedron ; and conversely the centres of the fiices

of the octahedron are the summits of the cube ; moreover each edge of the cube cuts

at right angles an edge of the octahedron ; and the two edges have the same mid-
point. Finally, taking four non-adjacent summits of the cube (which can be done in

two different ways), these are the summits of the tetrahedron, and the mid-points of

the edges of the tetrahedron are the summits of the octahedron.

9. Considering the polyhedra in the foregoing mutual connexion, all the axes of

the tetrahedron are axes of the cube and octahedron, viz. the 2-axes of the tetrahedron

are the 4-axes of the cube and octahedron
: and the 3-axes of the tetrahedron are

the 3-axes of the cube and octahedron ; moreover the 3-axes of the cube and
octahedron are included among the 3-axes of the dodecahedron and icosahedron and
the 4-axes of the cube and octahedron are included among the 2-axes of the dodeca-

hedron and icosahedron ; but the 2-axes of the cube and octahedron are not included

among the axes of the dodecahedron and icosahedron. The 4-axes of the cube and

67—2
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octahedron form thus a system of rectangular axes common to all the polyhedra, and

representing these axes (or say the summits of the corresponding rectangular spherical

triangle) by X, Y, Z, we have a convenient system of coordinate axes to which to

refer all the other axes of the polyhedron, viz. if P be the extremity (chosen at

pleasure) of the axis in question, then the position of the axis may be determined

by its distance FZ and azimuth XVZ (measured in the direction from X to Y), or

by its distances PX, FY, PZ, or say X, Y, Z from the three rectangular axes (we

have, it is clear, cos X = sin dist. cos azim., cos F= sindist. sinazirn., cosZ= cosdist.). The

rotation angle of a (/-axis is =— (i.e. this is the angle through which if the body

be turned about the axis, it still occupies the same portion of space) and the half-

rotation angle is therefore = — . Moreover if i, j, k are Sir W. R. Hamilton's quaternion

symbols, then the " rotation symbol " of the axis is

cos—h sin - (i cos X + j cos Y + k cos Z),

the application of which will be presently explained.

10. The angular coordinates of the different axes may be found by spherical

trigonometry without much difficulty ; and we are then able to form the following axial

tables of the several polyhedra : the extremity of each axis is chosen in such manner

that the distance PZ is not > 90°.

Axial System of the Tetrahedron.

Distances
angle cos

Azimuths
angle cos

cos X cos Y cos Z Kot. Symbols

4 3-axes, ^ Rot. angle = 60°, cos = J, sin = |^3.

54°44'
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Amal System of the Cube and Octahedron.

Distances

angle cos sin angle
Azimuths

cos

cos X cos y cos Z Eot. Symbols

4 3-axes, J Rot. angle = 60^, cos = h, sin = i ,^3.

54°44' -4=
1
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11. Before proceeding further I remark that exclusively of the foregoing axial

systems of the regular polyhedra the only cases are as follows

:

A. A polyhedron may have a single g'-axis, say Ai : taking this as the axis of Z
the table is

X

90°
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This in fact appears, Bravais, " Meinoire sur k^s polyedres de forme symetrique," Liouville,

t. XIV., pp. 141—180 (1843), observing that for the present purpose there is no dis-

tinction between his three cases

A'"i+\ (2q + 1) L- K-'i, qL-, qL'-- A-i, 2qL-.

12. The meaning of the rotation s}anbol is as follows : viz. if in genei-al we have

a rotation 6 about an axis inclined at the angles X, Y, Z to any three rectangular

axes, and if IT be the rotation symbol,

n = cos i ^ + sin I (i cos X +j cos Y+ k cos Z),

then if x, y, z are the original coordinates of any point of the body, and x', y', z' the

coordinates of the same point after the rotation ; the values of a;', y', z' are given in

terms of x, y, z by the formula

ix +jy' + kz' = n {ix +jy + kz) 11""'.

This is in fact the form under which, in the paper " On certain results relating to

Quaternions," Phil. Blag., vol. xxvi. (1845), p. 141, [20], I exhibited the rotation formula?

of Euler and Rodrigues. See also my paper " On the application of Quaternions to

the Theory of Rotation," Phil. Mag., vol. xxxiii. (1848), p. 196, [68].

13. We have, it is clear,

n* = cos s0 + sin s6 (i cus A" + j cos Y + k cos Z)

which shows that n* is the symbol for the rotation TI repeated s times: (more

generally performing on the body, first the rotation 11 and then the rotation ci> about

any axis, the same or different, the symbol of the resultant rotation is = $11). If 11

27r
be the symbol for a rotation through the angle — , then the rotation which corre-

q
spends to the symbol 11' is a rotation through 360', that is the body returns to its

original position; it might at first sight appear that we ought to have 11' = 1, and
that the symbols 1, 11, 11-, ... II*"' would form a group; this however is not so, for

we have not n« = 1, but H? = — 1 ; in fact, it is to be observed that to pass from

ix +jy + kz to ix +jy' + kz, we have to multiply by 11 ( ) n~', so that the symbol of

the rotation is indifferently + IT, and that the rotation symbol — 1 is thus equivalent

to the rotation symbol + 1. But as regards the formation of the group, the only

difference is that it is not 1, IT, 11^ ... n«~' which form a group of q symbols, but

± 1, +11, +n%...±n'2~' which form a group of 2q symbols. And so in the axial

system of any polyhedron, if IT be the rotation symbol of any g-axis, then taking for

each axis of the polyhedron the set of symbols + IT, +11-,... ±11''"', and besides the

two symbols + 1, the whole series of symbols form together a group.

14. Thus in the before-mentioned case B{q — 2) we have the eight symbols

+ 1. + *', ±j, ±/^"

forming (as they obviously do) a group. In the general case B, putting for shortness

yy = cos — -t- sm — . k and Q, = i cos 1- j sin
q q

'

q q

c. V. 68
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the group consists of the 4g symbols

±1, + @, ... ± @'-'
; ± *,, +<!>,, ... ± <l>,_i,

(to verify that this is so, it is only uecessary to form the equations

©'•©«= 6''+', */=-!, ©'*,. = *,+,., 4>«@'=«&8_„ *,.<I>s =- ©'-'',

which are at once seen to be true).

15. The + general case A gives merely the group of the 2q symbols

± 1, +@, ... + ©9->,

which has been already mentioned.

16. The tetrahedron gives the group of 24 symbols,

2 (± 1 ± ^ ± J ± ^O 16 cube mots of + 1

+ i, ± j, + k 6 square „)j ); «

+ 1 2 terms

24

(the signs + being all independent).

17. The cube and octahedron give the group of 48 symbols

12 fourth roots of + 1

i(± 1 ±*±j±^') 16 cube

1

V2*

i(±i±^)' ;^(±i±^)' 72^±'±'^

± *', + i, + h /^ ( ± i ± '"•)' ^ ( ± ^' ± '^)' ^0 <^ ±
*' ± ''^ ^ ^ •^'i^^'^^'^

)» jj ))

J) jj *j

+ 1 2 terms

48

(the signs + being all independent).

18. The dodecahedron and icosahedron give the group of 120 symbols

Vo + 1 , . V.5 + 1 >Vo ± 1

4^

V5 + 1- , ^ , , V.j + 1 .

Vs + 1 , . V.5 + 1 .

i(± 1 ±^±j±^0

48 fifth roots of + 1
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Vo - 1 . Vo + 1 ,
">

Vs - 1 , Vo + 1 .

\/.5-l . V5 + I .

±i ±j, ± A-,

- 40 cube roots of + 1

±¥±
Vo + 1 . Vo - 1 ,

-J± k,

, . Vs + 1 , Vo - 1 .

, , Vo + 1 . Vo - 1 .

+

1

30 square „

2 terms

120

(The signs + are all independent, except that in each of the three expressions in the

top line the signs in Vo + 1, V.5 + 1, are opposite to each other, so that each of the

three expressions has 16 values.)

It is to be remarked that in the groups of 24 and 48, the group is not altered

by any permutation whatever of the symbols i, j, k; whereas the group of 120 is not

altered by the cyclical permutation of these symbols, but it is altered by the inter-

change of any two of them ; the geometrical reason of this difference may be perceived

without difficulty.

P.S. I found accidentally, Gergonne, t. xv., p. 40, (1824—2.5), the following

problem :
" De combien de mauiferes m couleurs differentes les unes des autres peuvent-

elles etre appliquees sur les faces d'un j^olyedre r^gulier ; m representant tour a tour

les nombres 4, 6, 8, 12, 20?"

Instead of the m of the problem, writing as before F for the number of faces,

and writing also E for the number of edges; then if different positions of the same

polyhedron were reckoned as different polyhedra, the number of ways would of course

be n(-F) (= 1 . 2.3 ... i^); and .since by what precedes the same polyhedron can be

placed in 2E positions, the required number of ways is ^-^ 11 {F).

Thus for the tetrahedron, if the colours are black, white, red, green, we may place

it with the black face on the table and the white face in front; the only variation

in the disposition of the colours, is according as the right hand and the left hand

faces are coloured red and green or else green and red respectively ; and the number

of ways therefore is = 2, which agrees with the formula.

2, Stone Buildings, W.G., 30 January, 1863.

68—2
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376.

THEOREME RELATIF A L'EQUILIBRE DE QUATRE FORCES.

[From the Comptes Rendus de VAcadeniie des Sciences de Paris, torn. LXI. (Juillet—
Decembre ISGo), pp. 829—830.]

On sait que si quatre forces qui agissent sur un corps solide se tiennent en

equilibre, alors (theoreme de M. Mobius) les droites suivant lesquelles ces forces agissent

sont quatre generatrices d'un meme hyperboloide : et de plus en representant chaque

force par une longueur proportionnelle sur la direction de cette force, alors (theoreme

de M. Chasles) le tetraedre foi'tne par deux quelconques des forces est egal au tetraedre

forme par les deux autres forces.

En cherchant les valeurs des quatre forces lesquelles eu agissant seloo quatre

generatrices donnees d'un meme hyperboloide se tiennent en equilibre, j'ai reussi

a trouver pour ces valeurs une expression assez remarquable qui comprend comme

coroUaire le theoreme de M. Chasles.

Je nomme moment de deux droites la distance perpendiculaire de ces droites

multipli^e par le sinus de leur inclinaison mutuelle. Cela etant, en considerant quatre

droites 1, 2, 3, 4 generatrices d'un meme hyperboloide, je denote par ces memes

symboles 1, 2, 3, 4 les forces ijui agissent selon ces quatre droites respectivement, et

par 12 le moment des droites 1 et 2, et de meme pour les autres combinaisons de

deux droites.

Or je dis que les forces 1, 2, 3, 4 ijui se tiennent en equilibre out les valeurs

proportionnelles que voici, a savoir en prenant les radicaux avec des signes convenables

:

1 = ^23 . 34 . 42,

2 = \/34 . 41 . 13,

3 = \/41 . 12 . 24,

4 = Vl2.23.31.
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On de'duit de la, en ecrivant pour abreger

V = \/23 . 31 . 12 . 14 . 24 . 34,

les equations

V V23 . 14 = 2 . 3 . 23 = 1 . 4 . 14,

V V31 . 24 = 3 . 1 . 31 = 2 . 4 . 24,

V \/l2T34 = 1.2.12 = 3.4 34,

ou par exemple I'equation 1.2.12 = 3.4.34 exprime que le produit des forces

1 et 2 par le moment 12 des droites suivant lesquelles ces forces agissent est egal

au produit des forces 3 et 4 par le moment 34 des droites selon lesquelles ces forces

agissent.

J'ajoute que Ton a, en prenant les radicaux avec les signes convenables,

V23 . 14 + V31 . 24 + \/l2T34 = 0,

Equation ([ui subsiste non seulement pour quatre generatrices quelconques d'uu meme
hyperboloide, mais pour quatre droites lides par une relation geomdtrique plus generale,

a savoir, pour quatre droites telles que les deux droites qui rencoutrent ces quatre

droites se reduisent a uue seule droite : ou (ce qui est la meme chose) telles que

chacune des quatre droites touche I'hyperbolo'ide qui passe par les trois autres droites.
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377.

NOTE SUR LA CORRESPONDANCE DE DEUX POINTS SUR
UNE COURSE.

[From the Comptes Rendus de UAcademie des Sciences de Paris, torn. LXii. {Janvier—
Juin, 1866), pp. 586—590.]

Dans la thdorie a laquelle se rapporte cette Note, un point de rebrousseraent,

s'il etait necessaire d'en parler, serait cens^ un cas particulier du point double ; mais,

pour simplifier, je ne ferai attention qu'aux courbes sans point de rebroussement.

Une covu'be de I'ordre m pent avoir au plus ^{m—\){in—2) points doubles; la

difference entre ce nombre et le nnmbre actuel h des points doubles d'une courbe

donn^e, savoir le nombre

Z>= J-(»'-l)(»«-2)-S,

que je nomme le defaut (en anglais, deficiency), joue, comme on sait, un role important

dans la theorie de la coiu-be. En particulier, pour une courbe de I'ordre m avec le

defaut D = 0, ou, comme je dis, pour une courbe unicursale de I'ordre m, les

coordonnees {x, y, z) d'un point quelconque de la courbe (je me sers toujours des

coordonnees homog^nes) sont proportionnelles a des fouctions rationnelles et entieres du

degre vi d'un parametre variable 6.

Cela etant, le th^oreme de M. Chasles :
" Lorsque sur une droite deux Sferies de

points P, P' se correspondent de maniere qu'a un point donne P correspondent a

points P', et qu'a un point donne P' correspondent a' points P, alors le nombre des

points P qui coincident avec les points correspondants P' est a + a'
;

" ce theoreme,

dis-je, s'etend sans changement a des points correspondants situ^s sur une courbe

unicursale quelconque ; et Ton pent dnoncer le thdoreme comme il suit

:

Lorsque, sur une courbe unicursale, il y a deux series de points qui ont une

correspondance (a, a'), le nombre des points unis est a + a'.
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Cela donne lieu an theoreme :
" Lorsque, sur iiue courbe, avec le defaut D, il y

a deux series de points qui out une correspoudance (2, a'), le nombre des points unis

est a + a' + 2A;D," ou -Ik est un facteur qu'il s'agit de determiner. Cela peut se faire,

sinon toujours, au raoins dans la plupart des cas, au moyen du theoreme que voici,

tire' d'line induction rjui me parait suffisante

:

En cousiderant sur la courbe Z7= un point donne P', et puis les intersections

de la courbe U=0 par une courbe = dont I'e'quation contient d'une maniere

quelconque les coordonnees («', y\ z') du point donnt^ P' ; s'il y a k intersections qui

coincident avec le point P', et que les autres intersections ferment un systeme de

points P qui correspondent au point donnd P', et si cette correspoudance est une

correspoudance (a, a'), alors le nombre des points unis est a + a' + 2kD.

Je donne quatre exemples de ce thdoreme

:

1°. Recherche de la classe.—Si les points correspondants P, P' sont situes en

ligne droite avec un point donne 0, alors les points unis sont les points de contact

des tangentes menees par le point ; done le nombre des points unis est egal a la

classe de la courbe. La courbe = est ici la droite OP', il y a done une seule

intersection P' ; done k=\, et nous avons entre les points P, P' une correspoudance

(??i — 1, m — 1). Done nous avons pour la classe M de la courbe I'expression

oil, en substituant pour D la valeur

D=^{m- 1)(hi-2)-8,

nous trouvons

il/= uf- — ni — 2S,

comme cela doit etre.

2°. Recherche du nombre des inflexions.—Si les points P sont les points de

rencontre avec la courbe de la tangente au point P', alors les points unis seront les

points d'inflexion. La courbe = est ici la tangente au point P' ; il y a ainsi

deux intersections au point P ; done k = 2; de plus, a chaque point P' correspondent

(m— 2) points P, et a chaque point P correspondent M—2 points P'. On a done

pour le nombre des inflexions

i =(m + M--i) + iD,

ou, en substituant pour M, D, leurs valours,

i = 3»i {m — 2) — Q8,

ce qui est juste.

Avant d'aller plus loin, il convient de gdndraliser le theoreme, en remarquant que

les intersections des courbes U = 0, = peuvent former plusieurs systemes simples

ou multiples de points: les intersections peuvent etre le point P' (k fois), un systeme

de points P (p fois), un systeme de points Q (q fois), etc. Cela ^tant, s'il y a entre
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les points P' et P une correspondance (a, a'), et si le nombrc des points unis de ce

systeme est a
;

s'il y a entre les points P' et Q une coiTespondance {0, /3'), et si le

nombre des points unis de ce systeme est b, et ainsi de suite; alors le theoreme prend

la forme

^a + 5b + . . .
=p (a + a') + 5 (,8 + ^') + . . . + 2hD

;

c'est la forme applicable a I'exemple qui suit.

3°. Recherche du nombre des tangentes doubles.—Prenons pour la courbe = le

systeme des (if — 2) tangentes mendes a la courbe par le point donne P' ; on a ici les

points P qui sont les points de contact de ces tangentes, et les points Q qui sont

les autres intersections de la courbe par ces tangentes ; les intersections sont le point

P'(M-2) fois (done k = M-2), le systeme des points P (2 fois) et le systeme des

points Q (1 fois). Le systeme P, P' est pr^cisement celui qui donne les points

d'intiexion. On a done
a = a! = m — \

;

a est egal au nombre de points d'inflexion (mais, pour plus de commodite, je retiens

le symbole a); 2> = 2. Le systeme P, Q est un systeme qui a pour points unis les

points de contact des tangentes doubles, le nombre b des points unis sera done 2t,

en denotant par r le nombre des tangentes doubles. On a pour la correspondance

(/8, /3') entre les points P' et Q

^ = /3' = (m-3)(il/-2);

enfin

2 = 1-

Le theoreme donne ainsi

2a+b = 2(7H + J/-4) + 2(Hi-:3)(i;-2) + 2(ilf-2)Z>;

mais nous avons ci-dessus trouve

a = (m + il/-4) + 4Z);

done enfin

b = 2t = 2 (wi - 3) (if - 2) + 2 (Jf- 6) Z),

oil, en substituant pour M et D leurs valeurs, on retrouve la formule ordinaire

2t = m (m - 2) (?h= - 9) - (m- - m - 6) 4a; + 'ix (cc - 1).

Parmi les intersections des courbes U=0, 6 = 0, il peut y avoir un systeme

simple ou multiple de points fixes, c'est-a-dire independants de la position du point

P'; disons un systeme de X points A (I fois). II y aura dans ce cas, entre les

points P', A, une correspondance (0, X), et les points unis du systeme sont les points

A memes; le nombre des points unis est done X; les deux cOt^s de I'equation

contiendront les termes egaux l\ et I (0 + X) respectivement, qui se de'truisent, ce qui

fait voir qu'il est permis de negliger les points fixes A, et ne faire attention qu'aux

points d'intersection variables.
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II est assez remarquable que le theoreme g6n4ra\ pent s'ecrire sous cette forme plus

simple

pa + qh + ...=p(a + a') + q{S+0') + ...,

en comprenant parmi les systeraes formes par les intersections des courbes U =0,
= 0, le systeme du point P' (k fois), et en posant pour ce systeme

a = 0, a = a.' = D;

le systeme du point P {k fois) donne ainsi un terme = au cot^ gauche, un terme

= 2kD au cot^ droit de I'equation.

Comme dernier exemple appartenant a la formule simple

a = a + a' + -ILD,

je prends

:

4°. Rechei'che du nomhre des points sextactiques, c'est-a-dire des points qui sont

tels, que par chacun passe une conique qui a dans ce point un contact du cinquieme

ordre avec la courbe.—II faut prendre pour les points P les intersections avec la

courbe de la conique qui a au point P' un contact du quatri^me ordre ; les points

unis seront ceux dont il s'agit. La courbe = est la conique qui a au point P'

un contact du quatrieme ordre. On a ainsi, parmi les intersections, le point P' 5

fois; done ^ = 5. A chaque point P' correspondent 2ni — 5 points P; a chaque point

P, (10??i- — 20m — 5 — 20S) points P* (j'emprunte le terme — 20S d'une formule que vient

de donner M. Zeutheu) ; done la formule donne pour le nombre des points unis

IOh;- - 18?H - 10 - 20S + lOZ),

c'est-a-dire

15m=-33OT-30S.

Mais cette expression comprend le nombre 37rt(m-2)— 6S des inflexions; en effet,

pour un point d'inflexion, la conique avec contact du quatrieme ordre se r^duit a la

tangente prise deux fois, ce qui est une conique avec contact du cinquieme ordre.

Done enfin le nombre des points sextactiques sera

m (12m -27) -248,

ou, pour une courbe sans points doubles,

m (12m - 27) :

ce qui s'accorde a\'ec la valeur que j'ai trouv^e par d'autres moyens, [341].

c. V. 69
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378.

REPORT OF A COMMITTEE APPOINTED BY THE BRITISH

ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE, TO

CONSIDER THE FORMATION OF A CATALOGUE OF PHILO-

SOPHICAL MEMOIRS.

[From the Report of the British Association for the Advancement of Science, (1856),

pp. 463—4G4.]

The Committee were appointed—on the occasion of a communication from Professor

Henry of Washington, containing a proposal for the publication of Philosophical

Memoir's scattered throughout the Transactions of Societies in Europe and America,

with the offer of cooperation on the part of the Smithsonian Institute, to the extent

of preparing and publishing, in accordance with the general plan which might be

adopted by the British Association, a Catalogue of all the American Memoii's on

Physical Science—to consider the best system of arrangement, and to report thereon

to the Council.

The Committee are desirous of expressing their sense of the great importance

and increasing need of such a Catalogue.

They understand the proposal of the Smithsonian Institute to be, that a separate

Catalogue should be prepared and published for America.

In the opinion of the Committee,

The Catalogue should embrace the Mathematical and Physical Sciences, but should

exclude Natural History and Physiology, Geology, Mineralogy, and Chemistry, which

would properly form the subject-matter of a distinct Catalogue or Catalogues. The
difficulty of drawing the line would perhaps be greatest with regard to Chemistry

and Geology; but the Committee would admit into the Catalogue memoirs not purely

Chemical or Geological, but having a direct bearing upon the subjects of the Catalogue.
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The Catalogue should not be restricted to memoii-s in Transactions of Societies,

but should comprise also memoirs in the Proceedings of Societies, in Mathematical

and Scientific Journals, in Ephemerides and volumes of Observations, and in other

collections not coming under any of the preceding heads. The Catalogue would not

comprise separate works.

The Catalogue should begin from the year 1800.

There should be a Catalogue according to the names of authors, and also a Catalogue

according to subjects; the title of the memoir, date, and other particulars to be in

each case given in full, so as to avoid the necessity of a reference from the one

Catalogue to the other.

The Catalogue should, in referring to a memoii-, give the number as well of the

last as of the first page, so as to show the length of the memoir.

The Catalogue should give in every case the date of a memoir (the year only),

namely, in the case of memoirs published in the Transactions of a Society, the date

of reading, and in other cases the date on the title-page of the volume. Such date

should be inserted as a distinct fact, even in the case of a volume of transactions

referred to by its date.

The Catalogue should contain a list of volumes indexed, showing the complete

title ; in the case of transactions, the year to which the volume belongs, and the

year of publication ; and in other cases, the year of publication, and the abbreviated

reference to the work.

The references to works should be given in a form sufficiently full to be easily

intelligible without turning to the explanation of such reference.

The author's name and the date should be printed iu a distinctive type, so as

to be conspicuous at first sight ; and generally the typographical execution should be

such as to facilitate as much as possible the use of the Catalogue.

As to the Catalogue according to the authors' names, the memoirs of the same

author should be arranged according to their dates.

As to the Catalogue according to subjects, the question of the arrangement is

one of very great difficulty. It appears to the Committee that the scheme of arrange-

ment cannot be fixed upon according to any d priori classification of subjects, but

must be determined after some progi'ess has been made in the preliminary work of

collecting the titles of the memoirs to be catalogued. The value of this part of the

Catalogue will materially depend upon the selection of a proper principle of arrange-

ment, and the care and accuracy with which such principle is carried out. The

arrangement of the memoirs in the ultimate subdivisions should be according to their

dates.

The most convenient method of making the Catalogue would appear to be, that

each volume to be indexed should be gone through separately, and a list formed of

69—2
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all the memoirs which come within the plan of the proposed Catalogue. Such list

should be in triplicate, one copy for reference, a second copy to be cut up and

arranged for the Catalogue according to authors' names, and another copy to be cut

up and an-anged for the Catalogue according to subjects.

The Committee have endeavoured to form an estimate of the space which the

Catalogue would occupy. The number of papers in a volume of transactions is in

general small, but there are works, such as the Coniptes Rendus, the Astronomische

Nachrichten, the Philosophical Magazine, &c., containing a very great number of papers,

the titles of which would consequently occupy a considerable space in the Catalogue.

Upon the whole, the Committee consider that, excluding America, they may estimate

the number of papers to be entered at 125,000; or since each paper would be

entered twice, the number of entries would be 2-50,000. The number of entries that

could conveniently be brought into a page 4to. (double columns) would be about 30,

so that, according to the above estimate, the Catalogue would occupy ten quarto

volumes of rather more than 800 pages each.

It appears to the Committee that there should be paid Editors, who should be

familiar with the several great branches respectively of the Sciences to which the

Catalogue relates ; but that the general scheme of arrangement and details of the

Catalogue should be agi-eed upon between all the Editors, and that they should be

jointly responsible for the execution. It would of course be necessary that the Editors

should have the assistance of an adequate staff of clerks.

The principal scientific transactions and works would be accessible in England at

the Library of the British Museum, and the libraries of the Royal Society and other

Philosophical Societies. It would be the duty of the Editors to ascertain all the

different works which ought to be catalogued, and to procure information as to the

contents of such of them as may not happen to be accessible.

The Catalogue according to authors' names would be the most readily executed,

and this Catalogue, if it should be found convenient, might be first published. The

time of bringing out the two Catalogues would of course depend upon the sufficiency

of the assistance at the command of the Editors; but if the Catalogue be undertaken,

it is desirable that the ai-rangement should be such, that the complete work might be

brought out within a period not exceeding three years.

A. Cayley.

R. Grant.

G. G. Stokes.

\Wi June, 18.56.
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379.

NOTICES OF COMMUNICATIONS TO THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION
FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE.

[From the Reports of the British Association for the Advancement of Science, 1854 to 1860,

Notices and Abstracts of miscellaneous Communications to the Sections.]

1. Oh tlie Solution of Cubic and Biquad/ratic Equations. Report, 1854, p. 1.

2. On the Porism of the In-and-circumscribed Triangle. Report, 1855, p. 1.

The porism of the in-and-circumscribed triangle in its most general form relates

to a triangle the angles of which lie in fixed curves, and the sides of which touch

fixed curves, but at present I consider only the case in which the angles lie in one

and the same fixed curve which for greater simplicity I consider to be a conic. We
have therefore a triangle ABC the angles of which lie in a fixed conic © and the

sides of which touch the fixed curves 31, 23, (J. And if we consider the conic @ and

the curves 21, 58 as given, the curve S will be the envelope of the side AB of the

triangle. Suppose that the curves ?(, 33 are of the classes m, n respectively ; there is

no difficulty in showing that the curve S is of the class 2?H/f. But the curve (S has

in general double tangents forming two distinct groups, the first group arising from

the quadrilaterals inscribed in tlje conic S and such that two opposite sides touch

the curve 91, and the other two opposite sides the curve 33 ; the second group arising

from quadrilaterals such that two adjacent sides touch the curve 2t and the other

two adjacent sides touch the curve 33. The number of double tangents of the first

group is =mn(mn — l), and the number of double tangents of the second group is

= mn {mn — m — n + 1); the number of double tangents of the two groups is therefore

= mn {'2mn — m — n). The curve 6 has not in general any inflexions, hence, being of

the class 2mm with mn (2mn — m — n) double tangents, it will be of the order

2mn (in + n — l).
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When the curves 21 and 33 are conies, the curve S is therefore of the class 8,

with 16 double tangents but no inflexions, consequently of the order 24. But there

are two remarkable cases in which the order is further diminished.

First when each of the conies 21, 5B has double contact with the conic ©. The four

points of contact give rise to 8 new double tangents or there are in all 24 double

tangents, the curve (J is therefore of the degree 8 : and being of the class 8 with 24

double tangents, it must of necessity break up into 4 curves each of the class 2, i.e.

into 4 conies. Each of these has double contact with the conic S, or attending to only

one of the four conies we have the well-known theorem which I call the f)orism

(homographic) of the in-and-circumscribed triangle, viz. " there are an infinity of

triangles inscribed each in a conic, and such that the sides touch couics having each

of them double contact with the circumscribed conic."

Secondly, the conies 21 and S may intersect the conic (S in the same four

points. Here every tangent of the curve 6 is in fact a double tangent belonging to

the first-mentioned group, the curve S in fact consists of two coincident curves : each

of them is therefore of the class 4. But this curve of the class 4 has itself four

double tangents arising from the common points of intersection of the conies 21, SB

with the conic @ ; it must therefore break up into two curves each of the class 2,

i.e. into two conies : each of these intersects the conic S in the same four points

in which it is intersected by the conies 21, 33. Attending only to one of the two

conies we have the other well-known theorem which I call the porism (allographic) of

the in-and-circumscribed triangle, viz. " there exist an infinit}' of triangles inscribed in

a conic, and such that the sides touch conies, each of them meeting the circumscribed

conic in the same four points."

3. On the Notion of Distance in Analytical Geometry. Report, 1858, j). 3.

The author remarks that the principles of Modern Geometry show that an}-

metrical pi'operty whatever is really based upon a purely descriptive property, and that

these principles contain in fact a theory of distance—-but that such theory has not

been disengaged from its applications and stated in a distinct and explicit form. The

paper contains an account of the theory in question, viz. it is shown that in any

system of geometry of two dimensions the notion of distance can be arrived at from

descriptive principles by means of a conic called the Absolute, and which in ordinary

geometry degenerates into a pair of points.

4. On Curves of the Fourth Order having Three Double Points. Report, 1860, p. 4.

The paper is a short notice only of researches which the Author is engaged in

with reference to curves of the fourth order having three double points. A curve of

the kind in question is derived from a conic by the well-known transformation of

substituting for the original trilinear coordinates their reciprocals : and the species of

the curve of the foiu-th order depends on the position of the conic with respect to

the fundamental triangle.
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5. On Curves of the Third Order. Report, 1861, p. 2.

A CURVE of the third order or cubic curve is a section of a cubic cone and such

cone is intersected by a concentric sphere in a spherical cubic. It is an obvious

consequence of a theorem of Sir Isaac Newton's that there are five principal kinds

of cubic cones, or what is the same thing five principal kinds of spherical cubics

—

but the nature of these five kinds of spherical cubics was first distinctly explained by

Mobius. They may be designated the simplex, the complex, the crunodal, the acnodal

and the cuspidal: where crunode, acnode, denote respectively the two species of double

points (nodes), viz. the double point with two real branches, and the conjugate or

isolated point. The foregoing results are known : the special object of the paper is

to establish a subdivision of the simplex kind of spherical cubics. The simplex kind

is a continuous reentering curve cutting a great circle, to fix the ideas say the

equator, in three pairs of opposite points, which are the three real inflexions of the

curve. The three great circles which are the tangents at the inflexions and the

equator divide the entire surface of the sphere into fourteen regions whereof eight

are trilateral and the remaining six are quadrilateral. The curve may be entirely in

six out of the eight trilateral regions, and it is in this case said to be simplex

trilateral; or it may lie entii-ely in the six quadrilateral regions, and it is in this

case said to be simplex quadrilateral; and there is an intermediate form, the simplex

neutral ; viz. in this case the three great circles tangents at the inflexions meet in

a pair of opposite points and there are in all only twelve regions all of them

trilateral ; the curve lies entirely in six of these regions.

6. On a Certain Crirve of (he Fourth Order. Report, 1862, p. .3.

The curve in question is the locus of the centres of the conies which pass

through three given points and touch a given line ; if the equations of the sides of

the triangle formed by the three points are x = 0, y = 0, z = 0, these coordinates being

such that x+}/ + z = is the equation of the line infinity, and if ax + /Sy + 72 = be

the equation of the given line, then (as is known) the equation of the curve is

Voa; (y + z — x) + V/Sy (z + x — 1/) + \fyz (x + ij — z) = 0.

The special object of the communication was to exhibit the form of the curve in

the case where the line cuts the triangle, and to point out the correspondence of the

positions of the centre upon the curve, and the point of contact on the given line.
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7. On the Representation of a Curve in Space hy means of a Cone and Monoid

Surface. Report, 1862, p. 3.

The author gave a short account of his researches recently published in the

Comptes Rendus. The difficulty as to the representation of a curve in space is, that

such a curve is not in general the complete intersection of two surfaces; any two

surfaces passing through the curve intersect not only in the curve itself, but in a

certain companion curve, which cannot be got rid of; this companion curve is in the

proposed mode of representation reduced to the simplest form, viz. that of a system

of lines passing through one and the same point. The two surfaces employed for the

representation of a curve of the ?ith order are, a cone of the nth order having for

its vertex an arbitrary point (say the point « = 0, 1/ = 0, z = 0), and a monoid surface

with the same vertex, viz. a surface the equation whereof is of the form Qw — P = 0,

P and Q being homogeneous functions of {x, y, z) of the degrees p and p—\
respectively (where p is at most =n— 1). The monoid surface contains upon it

p{p — \) lines given by the equations (P = 0, Q = 0); and, the cone passing through

n{p—\) of these lines (if, as above supposed, ^^:^7i— 1, this implies that some of

these lines are multiple lines of the cone), the monoid surface will besides intersect

the cone in a curve of the ?ith order.

8. On a Formula of M. Chasles relating to the Contact of Conies. Report, 1864, p. 1.

The author gave an account of the recent investigations of M. Chasles in relation

to the theory of conies, viz., M. Chasles has found that the properties of a system

of conies, containing one arbitrary parameter, depend upon two quantities called by

him the characteristics of the system ; these are, fi, the number of conies of the

system which pass through a given point, and, v, the number of conies of the system

which touch a given line ; or, say, /x is the parametric order, v the parametric class,

of the system. And he exhibited a transformation obtained by him of a formula of

M. Chasles for the number of conies which touch five given curves, viz., if {M, m)

{N, n) (P, p) {Q, q) {R, r) be the ordei-s and classes of the five given curves respec-

tively, then the number of curves is

= (1, 2, 4, 4, 2, l)(i/, m){N, n) (P, p) (Q, q) (R, r),

where the notation stands for 1 . MNPQR + ll.mNPQR + ^tmnPQR + &c. The trans-

formed formula in question was communicated by the author to M. Chasles, and had

appeared in the Comptes Rendus ; but it is, in fact, included in a very beautiful and

general theorem given in the same Number by M. Chasles himself.
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9. On the ProhJem of the In-and-circumscribed Trianyle. Rejiort, 18G4, j). 1.

The general problem of the in-and-circumscribed triangle may be thus stated, viz.,

to find a triangle the angles whereof severally lie in, and the sides severally touch, a

given curve or curves ; and we may, in the first instance, inquire as to the number

of such triangles. The first and easiest case is when the curves are all distinct ; here,

if the angles lie in curves of the orders m, n, p, respectively, and the sides touch

curves of the classes Q, R, S, respectively, then the number of triangles is = 2mrq}QRS.

The number may be obtained for some other cases; but the author has not yet

considered the final and most difficult case, viz. that in which the angles severally

lie in, and the sides severally touch, cme and the same given curve.

The foregoing notices relate to verbal communications upon questions with which

I was at the time occupied and which are for the most part more fully discussed in

papers printed elsewhere. I remark ujjon them as follows :

1. I have no remembrance as to this ; I think no paper printed or written.

2. See 17.5.

3. See 158.

4. No paper printed. The intention was to consider the different forms of

trinodal quartic curves, in particular those with real nodes, as obtained from the

inversion of a conic according to the different relations of the conic to the fundamental

triangle. Thus according as the conic cuts in two real points, touches, or cuts in two

imaginary points, a side of the triangle, the tangents at the corresponding node are

real, coincident, or imaginary ; viz. the node is a cruuode, cusp, or acnode. And in

the case of real intersections there is a further distinction according as the inter-

sections lie each or either of them on the side itself, or on the side produced in

one or other of the two directions. By considering the different relations of the conic

to the fundamental triangle we thus obtain the different forms of the trinodal quartic.

5. See 351.

6. I think no paper printed or written.

7. See 302 and 305.

8. See 306.

9. The question is considered in a memoir On the Problem of the In-and-circum-

scribed Triangle, Phil. Trans, t. CLXi. (for 1871), pp. 369—412.

c. V. 70
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380.

NOTE ON THE RECTANGULAR HYPERBOLA.

[From the Oxford, Cambridge and Dublin Messenger of Mathematics, vol. i. (1862), p. 77.]

Every conic which passes through the points of intersection of two rectangular

hyperbolas is a rectangular hyperbola. In fact if a conic be referred to rectangular

axes, the condition that it may be a rectangular hyperbola is Goeff. of x' = — Coeff. of y".

Hence if U, V be any two quadratic functions of *, y, and if X be a constant, the

condition in fjuestion being satisfied for each of the functions U, V, is satisfied for

the function U+\V: and the equation of any conic through the points of intersection

of the conies 17=0, V=0 is U+XV=0: which proves the theorem in question.

In particular if from two of the angles of a triangle perpendiculars are let fall

on the opposite sides, and if the point of intersection of the perpendiculars and the

third angle be joined : then since the first side and the perpendicular upon it are a

rectangular hyperbola, and the second side and the perpendicular upon it are a

rectangular hyperbola; the third side and the joining line must be a rectangular

hyperbola: that is, these two lines must be at right angles to each other. We have

thus the well-known theorem that the perpendiculars let fall from the angles of a

triangle on the opposite sides meet in a point.

The theorem as to the hyperbolas is a particular case of the theorem that three
'

conies which pass through the same four points are met by any line whatever in

six points forming a system in involution. In fact a rectangular hyperbola is a conic

meeting the line at infinity in two points harmonically related to the circular points

at infinity: hence two of the conies being rectangular hyperbolas, the foci of the

involution are the circular points at infinity : hence these points and the points in

which the line at infinity meets the third conic are harmonically related to each other;

that is, the third conic is a rectangular hyperbola.
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381.

NOTE ON BEZOUT'S METHOD OF ELIMINATION.

[From the Oxford, Cambridge and Dublin Messenger of Mathematics, vol. ii. (1864),

pp. 88, 89.]

Let U, U' be any two rational and integi-al functions of x of the same order

;

to fix the ideas let them be the cubic functions

U = ax'' + bx"- +CX +d,

U' = aV + b'x- + c'x + d'.

Write
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and thence
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A=P,
B =Q- Px,

C ^R-Qx,
D = 8 - Rx, = - Rx.

Let a be an arbitrary quantity and write

Uz = \U , U'

we have it is clear

and thence

I

ai^ + bet- + ca + d', a a' + 6'a- + c'a + d'

= a?P + a- (Q - Px) + a(R- Qx), = Rx,

= (a= - a-x) P + (a- - ax) Q + {a- x) R,

a
-^- = a=P + aQ + R.

a — x

The equations P = 0, Q = 0, R = are respectively quadratic equations in x, the

equations which are used in Bezout's method of elimination ; and representing them by

P = Lcif JrMx +N ,
= 0,

Q = L'x" + M'x + N', =0,

R = L"x^ + M"x + N", = 0,

we have

L , M , N =0

L' , M' , N'

L", M", N"

as the equation resulting from the elimination of x from the equations U=0, U' = 0.

The foregoing investigation shows that the functions P, Q, R are obtained as the

coefficients of a-, a, 1 in the development of

1

a. — X

U , IT

aa? + hoc- + ca + d, a'a" + h'a- + c'a. + d'

or more generally, taking U, U' to be any two functions of the order n, that the n

functions P, Q, R, &c. each of the order « — 1 are obtained as the coefficients of

a"~\ a"-~-, ... a, 1 in the development of

U , U' \

a — x

where U^, UJ are what U, U' become when *• is replaced therein by a: and we

have thus a simple a posteriori verification of the form in which, several years

I presented Bezout's Method of Elimination.

2, Stone. Buildings, W.C., March o, 1863.
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382.

NOTE ON THE TETRAHEDRON.

[From the Oxford, Cambridge and Dublin Messenger of Mathematics, t. iii. (1S66),

pp. S-10.]

The following simple properties of a tetrahedron seem worth noticing.

In the tetrahedron ABCD if AG = BD and AD = BC, then the line joining the

middle points of AB+CD, or say the points ^AB and ^CD, cuts at right angles

these lines AB and CD.

If AB = CD, then the line joining the points ^ AC, ^ BD, and the line joining

the points ^ AD, ^BC (lines which in any tetrahedron meet each other), cut each

other at right angles.

In fact a A, B, C, D have for their coordinates (aj, /3i, 71), {01.., /Sj, 7.), (a^,, 0^, 7.),

(«4, A, 74): then the coordinates of the point ^AB are ^(aj + a.,), ^ (A 4-/82), and so

for the points ^CD, &c. : the equations of the line through the points i AB, ^ CD
therefore are

'-^ («, + «.) ^ ^ - H/^i + /3.) ^ ^--H7. + 7.)

Ui + a., -a., -at 0, +0.,-0.,-/3, 71 + 7. - 73 - 74

'

and I observe in passing that this line passes through the point whose coordinates are

I (a, + a, + a, + a,), J-
(/3, + l3, + (3, + 0,), I (7, + 7, + 7, + 7,)

;

the other two similar lines pass through the same point, and the above-mentioned

property of the general tetrahedron is thus proved.

The condition that the foregoing line may cut at right angles the line AB, the

equations whereof are

«- a, ^ y - A ^ s-7i
a, - a, 13, - /3, 7, - 7^

'
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is at once seen to be

- («i - a^) (^1 + a, - a, - a,) = 0,

where 2 denotes the sum of the corresponding terms in a, /3, 7. And so the

condition that the same line may cut at right angles the line CD is

- («3 - a4) {«! + a. - <^!. - «4) = 0.

But the conditions AC = BD, AD = BG give respectively

S l(a, - a,f - (a, - a,Y] = 0, 2 {(a, - «,)= - (a, - a,)"-} = 0,

or writing these in the form

2 (a, — a, - a™ + a^) {a^ + a.,- a.. - a^) = 0,

2 (a, - a, + a.; - a^) (a, + a, - a,. - a,) = 0,

we obtain, by successively adding and subtracting, the two required equations.

The equations of the line through ^ AC, ^ BD are

a, + aj - a, - a, ^, + ^. - /3, - ^^ -y^ + -y,, _ y., _ ^^

'

and those of the line through ^ AD, ^ BC are

a^-H«i + °'4) ^ y-^(/3i + /34) ^ g - i (7i + 74) .

a,, + a^ - a, - a, /3. + ^^-^^-0^ 7, + 7, - 71 - 7,

'

and the condition that these may cut at right angles is

2 (a, + a^ - au - a,) {a^ + 04 - a, - a^) = 0,

that is

S {(a, - a,)= - (x, - «,)=! = 0,

which is in fact the condition AB = CD.

Combining the two theorems we see that if in a tetrahedron the pairs of opposite

sides are respectively equal, then the line joining the centres of opposite sides cuts

these sides at right angles, and moreover the three joining lines cut each other at

right angles.

A tetrahedron of the form in question may be constructed as follows : viz. taking

a parallelogram ABCD, whereof the diagonals AC, BD are unequal, then bending the

parallelogram about its shorter diagonal AC in such manner that in the solid figure

BD becomes equal to AC, we have a tetrahedron the opposite sides whereof are

respectively equal.
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Or it may be constructed even more simply as follows : viz. if AE'CU and

A'BC'D be parallel faces of any rectangular parallelepiped (the angles A and A',

B and B', G and C", D and D' being respectively opposite to each other), then ABGD
or A'B'C'D' is a tetrahedron of the form in question. The consideration of the

rectangular parallelepiped puts in evidence the foregoing geometrical property.

In such a tetrahedron the line joining the centres of a pair of opposite sides

is in the language of Bravais, see his " Memoire sur les polyedres de forme symetrique,"

Liouville, t. XIV. (1849), pp. 141—180, a binary axis of symmetry: viz. the figure is

not altered by turning it round such axis through an angle =^360°. There are thus

three such axes at right angles to each other, but the figure has not any centre of

symmetry, nor (assuming that it is not further particularised) any plane of symmetry

:

each of the three axes is a principal axis, and the figure belongs to the sixth of

Bravais' twenty-three classes of polyhedra, see the table p. 179. It was in fact by

seeking to construct a figure of this class that I was led to the investigation.
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383.

PKOBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS.

[From the Mathematical Questions xuitli tlieir Solutions from the Educational Times,

vols. I. to IV., 1SC3 to 186.5."]

[Vol. I. (June 1863 to June 1864), pp. 18, 19.]

1373. (By T. T. Wilkinson, F.R.A.S.)—Given a circle (C) and any point A, either

within or without the circle : through A draw BAD cutting the circle in J5, D.

Then it is required to find another point E, such that, if LEM be drawn cutting

the circle in L, M, we may always have AE^ = LE .EM ±BA .AD.

Solution hy PROFESSOR Cayley.

Consider a cii-cle centre and radius OA, and in relation thereto a point M
either outside or inside the circle, and suppose that

{OAy — {OM)-, or the "squared inner potency" of M is denoted by Di.if,

and

{OM)--{OA)-, or the "squared outer potency" of M is denoted by Do.il/,

so that, for an outside point, Do.i/, =-[I\i.M, is the square of the tangential

distance of M from the circle ; and, for an inside point, Ui .M, = - Do . M, is the

square of the shortest semi-chord through M.

Suppose now that M is a given point ; the proposed question is in effect to find

the locus of a point P such that tUo . P ±Uo . M ={MP)-; but we have thus in

reality four different questions according as the signs are assumed to be + + , H— , — +

,

or
; the case + + , or when Do . P + Do . i/ = (i/P)-, is perhaps the most inter-

esting.
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Taking the radius as unity, (a, /3) as the coordinates of M, and (,r, y) as the

coordinates of P, we have here

(*•= + ?/= - 1) + (a= + /3- - 1) = (« - a)- + (y- ^f, or a« + /3y - 1 = ;

that is, the locus of P is a right line, the polar of 31 in regard to the circle.

It may be remarked, that, when M is an inside point, then throughout the locus

P is an outside point: and, replacing the negative quantity Oo . M by its value,

= — [J i . M, we have Do . P — Di . if = (ifP)'-. If, however, M is an outside point, then

in part of the locus P is an outside point, and we have Oo .P + Uio . M = (MPf, while

in the remainder of the locus P is an inside point, and, replacing the negative

quantity Do.P by its value, =-[Ji.P, we have -Di . P+ Uu .M= (MP)-. For the

case -I— , the locus of P is a right liiie, but for each of the other two cases

—I- and the locus is a circle ; the discussion of the several cases presents no

particular difficulty.

[Vol. I. pp. 43—45.;

1387. (By W. K. Clifford.)— 1. Four common tangents are drawn to a circle

and an ellipse which passes through the centre (0) of the circle ; if A, B be opposite

intersections of the tangents, prove that OA and OB are equally inclined to the

tangent at to the ellipse.

2. If a straight line A join the poles of B with respect to two conies, prove

that the lines joining AB to a pair of opposite intersections of common tangents,

form, with A, B, an harmonic pencil.

3. If a point A be the intersection of the polars of B with respect to two

conies, and AB be cut by a pair of common chords in C, D, prove that ACBD is

an harmonic range.

2. Solution hy Professor Cayley.

This elegant theorem is included as a particular case in the known theorem,

" Given three conies inscribed in the same quadrilateral, the tangents from any point

to these conies form a pencil in involution."

Mr Clifford's theorem is in fact as follows: viz.. Four common tangents are drawn

to a cii-cle and an ellipse which passes through the centre of the circle ; \i A, B
be opposite intersections of the ' tangents, then OA, OB are equally inclined to the

tangent at to the ellipse.

This comes to saying that the tangent at to the ellipse, say OT, is the double

or sibi-conjugate line of the involution of the pencil formed by the lines OA, OB,

and the lines 01, OJ drawn from to the cii-cular points at infinity; and if we

replace the circle by an arbitrary conic S, and the line at infinity by an arbitrary

line IJ, the theorem will be as follows :

c. V. 71
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Consider a conic S; a line meeting this conic in the points /, J; and the point

0, the intersection of the tangents at I, J, or (what is the same thing) the pole of

the line IJ in regard to the conic. If through the point there be drawn any

other conic 0, and ii A, B be opposite intersections of the common tangents of the

conies S, 0; then the tangent OT at the point to the conic is the double or

sibi-conjugate line of the involution of the pencil formed by the lines OA, OB, and

the lines 01, OJ; or, as we may also express it, the lines OT, OT, the lines OA, OB,

and the lines 01, OJ form a pencil in involution.

Now, considering the two points or point-pair (A, B) as a conic inscribed in the

quadrilateral formed by the common tangents of the conies S and ©, the conies

S and and the point-pair (A, B) are a system of three conies inscribed in the

same quadrilateral ; and hence, by the general theorem above referred to, if 0' be any

point whatever, the tangents from to the conic S, the tangents from 0' to the

conic ©, and the tangents from 0' to the point-pair (that is, the two lines

O'A, O'B) form a pencil in involution. But, if 0' coincide with 0, then the tangents

to the conic 8 are the lines 01, OJ; and the tangents to the conic are the

coincident lines OT, OT; and we have thence the theorem in question; viz., that the

lines OT, OT, the lines Of, OJ, and the lines OA, OB form a pencil in involution.

[Vol. I. pp. 77—79.]

1409. (By W. K. Clifford.)—For every point J. on a conic section there exists

a straight line BC, not meeting the curve, such that, if through any other point K
on the conic there be drawn any two straight lines meeting BC in B, G, and the

curve in D, E, the angles BAG, DAE are either equal or supplementary.

Solution by Professor Cayley.

I find that this very elegant theorem depends on the lemma to be presently

stated, and that it is intimately connected with Newton's theorem for the organic

description of a conic, or, what is the same thing, with the theorem of the anharmonic

relation of the points of a conic.

Lemma. If AT be the tangent, and AS any other line through a point A oi a,

conic, and if two lines equally inclined to AT and AS respectively meet the conic
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in the points K and D (viz., if zTAK= SAD, the two angles being measured in

opposite directions from AT, AS respectively); then the line KD meets AS in a

fixed point B, that is, a point the position of which is independent of the magnitude

of the equal angles.

To prove this, take A for the origin, and the bisectors of the angle TAS for

the axes of x and y : then the equation of the conic is

ax"- + 2hxy + by- + Ify + Icjx - ;

the equation of the tangent at the origin, that is, the line AT, is gx+fy=0\ and

hence the equation of the line AS is gx —fy = 0. Taking y = ax for the equation

of the line AK, we have, for the coordinates «,, ^i of the point K where this meets

the conic,

{a + 2/ia + 6a-) a^i + 2 {fa +g) = 0, y^= ax^
;

and then the equation of the line AD will he y = — ax, and we shall have, for the

coordinates x„, y„ of the point D where this meets the conic,

(a - 2/ia + 6a=) x.^+l {fa + g)=0, y„=- ax..

The equation of the line KD is

= 0,

that is

X
,
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Consider now the points A, K as fixed points on the conic; then, revolving abont

A the constant angle DAB, and about K the constant (zero) angle DKB, the locus

of B is (by the theorem of the anharmonic relation of the points of a conic) given

in the first instance as a conic through the points A, K ; but, observing that

a position of the angle DAB is TAK, and that the corresponding position of DKB
is AKA, the line AK is part of the locus; and the locus is made up of this line

and a line BC. And, conversely, given the fixed points A, K, and the line BC, the

original conic is, by Newton's theorem, described by means of the constant angles

DAB, DKB revolving about these points in such a manner that the arms AB, KB
generate by their intersections the line BC. This being so, the other two arms

AD, KD generate by their intersections the conic.

And then, considering the two positions DAB, EAC of the angle DAB (so that

D, B are in a line with K, and E, C are also in a line with K), we have

^DAB= z EAC, that is, Z DAE = z BAG, which is Mr Clifford's theorem.

It has been seen that, A being given, the same line BG is obtained whatever

be the position of the point K; and, taking AK for the normal at A, it at once

appears geometrically that (as remarked by Mi- Clifford) the line BG is the polar of

the point B of intersection of all the chords which subtend a right angle at A.

{Professor Cayley's lemma may be otherwise proved, as follows:

The trilinear equation of the conic, referred to two tangents (a at A, /3 at S)

and their chord of contact (7 or AS), is U=Xa^ — y" = 0; and the equation of two

straight lines (AK, AD) equally inclined to a, y is

(a — /j.y) {fiix — y)=0, or V = oi- + y- — ip + lu,^^) ay = ;

also U+V=0 denotes a conic passing through the intersections of U and V ; but

Z7 + F is resolvable into a = 0, or the tangent A T, and

a + X/3 - (/u, + fir') 7=0,

which is, therefore, the equation of the chord KD: whence we see that KD meets

AS (or 7) in a point B (given by 7 = 0, a + X,/3 = 0) whose position is independent of

fi, that is, of the equal angles SAD, TAK.]

[Vol. I. pp. 12.5—127.]

1478. (By J. McDowell, M.A.)—(a) Two sides of a given triangle always pass

through two fixed points
;
prove that the third side always touches a fixed circle.

{j3) Two sides of a given triangle touch two fixed circles; prove that the third

side also touches a fixed circle.

(7) Two sides of a given polygon touch fixed circles ; prove that all the remaining

.sides also touch fixed circles.
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3. SohUion by Professor Cayley.

Since the theorem (7) follows at once from (/3), and (a) is included in (/3),

it is only necessary to prove {j3). Consider three given circles, and let it be proposed

to construct a triangle the sides whereof touch the given cu'cles, and which is similar

to a given triangle ; the direction of one side may be assumed at pleasure, and then

the triangle is determined. Impose now on the triangle the condition that the area

is eqvial to a given quantity ; we obtain for the given area an expression involving

the angle d which fixes the direction of one of the sides, and we have thus an

equation for the determination of the angle 0. But, for a properly determined

relation between the data of the problem, the expression for the area becomes

independent of the angle 0, that is, every triangle, the sides whereof touch the three

circles, and which is similar to a given triangle, is of the same area, or say, the area

of every such triangle is equal to a given quantity A ; and, this being so, it is

clear that, if we construct a triangle similar to a given triangle and of the given

area A (that is, a triangle equal to a given triangle), in such manner that two of

the sides touch two of the given circles, then the envelope of the remaining side will

be the remaining given circle ; which is in fact the theorem (/3).

It only remains therefore to show that the foregoing porismatic case of the problem

exists.

For the first circle, let the coordinates of the centre be a, b, and the radius

be c ; and suppose in like manner that we have a', b', and c' for the second circle,

and a", b", and c" for the third circle. Let X, V, X" be the inclinations to the axis

of 00 of the perpendiculars on the sides which touch these circles respectively ; then

the equations of the three sides respectively are

(x — ft) cos X + (y - &) sin \ — c = 0, (* — a') cos \' + (y— b') sin V — c' = 0,

{w - a") cos \" + (y- b") sin \" - c" = 0.

If the triangle " be similar to a given triangle, then the differences of the angles

\, \', X" will be given angles, or, what is the same thing, we may write

\=e + ^, X' = e'+^, X"=0" + l

where 0, 0', 0" are given angles, and ^ is a variable angle. Let A be the area of

the triangle, then (disregarding a merely numerical factor) we have

VA = sin (X' - X") (a cos\ + b sin X + c)

+ sin (X" - X) (a' cos X' + b' sin X' + c') + sin (X - X') (a" cos X" + b" sin X" + c")

;

(jr, what is the same thing,

VA = sin (0' - 0") [a cos {0 +^) + b sin (61 + ^) + c
)

+ sin {0" -0 )[a' cos {& + ^) + 6' sin {0' +^) + c']

+ sin (0 -0') [a" cos {0" + ^) + b" sin {0" + ^) + c"|.
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It is now clear that the right-hand side will be independent of ^, if only

sin (d' - 6") (a cos ^ + 6 sin 6) + sin {6" - 0) (a cos 0' + b' sin 0')

+ sin (0 - 6') {a" cos 0" + h" sin 0") = 0,

sin (0' - 0") (- a sin + hcos0)+ sin {0" - 0) (- a' sin ^' + h' cos ^0

+ sin {0 - ^') (- a' sin 5" + 6" cos 0") =
;

equations which show that, given the form of the triangle and the centres of two of

the circles, the centre of the third circle (in the porismatic case) is a determinate

unique point: and the theorem is thus proved.

[Vol. I. pp. 137—141.]

1273. (By the Editor [W. J. Miller, B.A.].)—In a given triangle let three

triangles be inscribed, by joining the points of contact of the inscribed circle, the

points where the bisectors of the angles meet the sides, and the points where the per-

pendiculars meet the sides ; then will the corresponding sides of these three triangles

pass through the same point; also the triangle formed by the three points of inter-

section will be a circumscribed co-polar to the original triangle, and the pole will be

on the straight line in which the sides of the given triangle meet the bisectors of its

exterior angles.

1. Solution by Professor Cayley.

The theorem is, in fact, included in the following more general

Theorem. Let the points 0, 0', 0", ... lie on a conic circumscribed about a

triangle ABG; then first the polars of the points 0, 0', 0", ... in regard to the

triangle (see Note at the end of the Solution) pass through a fixed point H. And
secondly, if by means of the point 0, joining it with the vertices A, B, G, and taking

the intersections of these lines with the sides BG, GA, AB, respectively, we form a

triangle inscribed in the triangle ABG; and the like for the points 0', 0", ...; the

corresponding sides of the inscribed triangles meet in three points forming a triangle

circumscribed about the original triangle ABG, and such that the lines joining the

corresponding vertices of the last-mentioned two triangles meet in the point fl.

But, in order to see that the proposed theorem 1273 is in fact included under

the foregoing more general one, it is necessary to state the following

Subsidiary Theorem. Consider a conic inscribed in the triangle ABG, and

passing through the points /, /.

Take the pole of the line IJ in regard to the conic; 0' the point of inter-

section of the lines joining the vertices of the triangle with the points of contact

on the opposite sides respectively ;
0" the point of intersection of the lines Al, Bni, Gn.

where Z is a point on BG such that the lines IA, IBG, II, IJ form a harmonic pencil,

and the like for the points m and a respectively.
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Then the points 0, 0', 0" lie on a conic circumscribed about the triangle ABC.

In fact, if in the subsidiary theorem the inscribed conic be a circle, and the

points /, / be the circular points at infinity, the point will be the centre of the

circle, that is, the point of intersection of the interior bisectors of the angles ;
0' will

be the point of intersection of the lines to the points of contact of the inscribed

circle ; and 0" the point of intersection of the perpendiculars on the sides of the

triangle ; and, these three points being on a conic cu'cumscribed about the triangle,

the general theorem will apply to the three points in question.

I first prove the subsidiary theorem. Taking or = 0, y = {), z — O for the equations

of the sides of the triangle and (a, /3, 7), (a', /S', 7') for the coordinates of the jjoints

/, J respectively ; the equation of the inscribed conic is

V* , \/</ - s/z =0,

«/«', VyS'. V7'

or say

a\/x + h\/y + c\lz = 0,

where

a = ^^7' - V^ =p-Pi< i> = "^W - '^y'« = 9—<Ii, c = Va^' — V"%8 -r — )\, suppose.

The coordinates of the point of intersection of the lines from the vertices to the

points of contact on the opposite sides are

1 1 1
X : y : z =

that is,

X : y : z =
•^

a" b- c=

~ (p-pif (q-qiT (r-)\y

The equation of the line IJ is

(/37' - /3'r/) X + (7a' - y'a) y + (a0'- a'/3) ^ = ;

or, what is the same thing,

(p--pi-)x+ (q--qi-)y+ (r--i\-)z = 0.

Representing this for a moment by Xx+iMy + vz=0, the coordinates of the pole of

this line, in regard to the inscribed conic a sjx + h sjy + c \/z = 0, are as

c^/j, + h-v : arv + C'X : 6-X + a-fi.

Now
c> + h-v = (r - ?-i)= {q- - qi") + {q- qif (r- - n'-),

= ('• - n) (g - qi) [(r - r,) (<? + </i) + (q - qd {r + >•,)],

= 2 (r - n) (q - q,) iqr - q^i\)
,
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but, observing that pqr = ih<iii\ , we have

[383

^ •' Vp / p ppi

hence

c'-fj, + h'-f =
2 (p -2h) (q - gi) {r - n) jJi?in

,

PPi

and we have the like vaUies for a-v + c-X and 6-X + a-/j, respectively ; hence, omitting

the symmetrical factor, we have, for the coordinates of the point in question.

111
X : y : z =— : — : — .

PPi 111 ri\

Taking the equation of the line Al to be Qy + Rz = Q, those of the lines II, IJ will be

a; = \(Qy + R2), X = X' (Qy + Rz),

where

\'

Ql3 + Ry' Q^' + Ry"

and the harmonic condition gives \ + \' = 0, that is,

Q {aff + a'^) + R {oLy' + a'7) = ;

the equation of the line Al is thus found to be

(7a' + 7'a) y = {a^ + a'/3) z
;

and, since we have the like forms for the equations of the lines Bm and Gn, we have

for the coordinates of the point of intersection of these three lines

X : y : z =

that is

Idy + /S'7 7a' + 7'a " a^' + a.'^
'

1 1 J
l)-+pi- ' q^ + qi" ' ?-- + ?v'

The equation of a conic circumscribed about the triangle ABC is

X a V .
- + - + - = 0,
X y z

where X, /m, v are arbitrary coefficients ; and the condition for the three points being

in the conic is thus found to be

(p-pif, (q-qiY< (r-nf

ppi , qqi , ri\

2^' + pi'' q- + qi', r"-^r^

= 0.
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but, in virtue of the relations

(p - ^i)= = - 2pp, + (jJ- + 1\% &c.,

this equation is identically true, and the subsidiary theorem is thus proved.

Passing now to the general theorem, I prove the first part of it as follows

:

The equation of a conic circumscribed about the triangle x = 0, y = 0, 2 = is

A B C ^- + - + - =0;
X y z

hence, if (a, ^, 7), (a', /3', 7'), («", /3", 7") are the coordinates of any three points on

the conic, we have

A B G ^-+« + - = 0,
a ^ 7

ABG^ABG^
a /3 7 a /3 7

and thence

1

a

1

a'

1 1

7

I

7

7

= 0,

which is the condition for the intersection in a point of the three lines

X y z ^

a ^ 7

X y z ^

a p 7

X y z ^

a P 7

and the theorem in question is thus proved. I remark, in passing, that the theorem

might also be stated as follows :—The locus of a point 0, such that its polar in

regard to the triangle ABG passes through a fixed point D., is a conic circumscribed

about the triangle.

To prove the second part of the theorem, take for the coordinates of the points

0, 0', 0" respectively (a, /3, 7), («', /3', 7'), (a", ^', 7"); then

= 0,
1
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and if X, Y, Z are the coordinates of the point O, then we have

X Y Z ^

X Y Z ^
-7 + ^. + - = 0,

X Y Z ^

a. Id y

The equations of the sides of the inscribed triangle obtained by means of the

point are

X y z ^ X y z ^ x y z .-- + ^ + -=0, --| + -=0, -+^--=0,ap7 a/37 ap7
and the like for the triangles obtained by means of the points 0' and 0" respectively.

Hence, for a set of corresponding sides of the three triangles, we have, e.g.,

X y z ^ X y z . x y z .

a/37 0^ p y ^P7
and it is clear that these equations are simultaneously satisfied by the values

X : ij : z = -X : Y : Z,

and we have the like expressions for the other sets of corresponding sides ; that is,

we have for the coordinates of the vertices of the resulting triangle

{-X : Y : Z), (X : -Y : Z), {X : Y : -Z);

and hence also the equations of the sides of the triangle in question are

l+f=0 -+-=0 -+^=0
Y^ Z ' Z^X "' X^Y "'

that is, it is a triangle cii-cumscribed about the triangle ABC. The equations of the

lines joining the corresponding vertices of the two triangles are

y _z
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the equation of the polar is - + ^ + - =
; the equation may also be written

(aSx + ^B,j + yBz)-xt/s = 0, and it thus appears that the line just defined as the polar is

in fact the second or line polar of the point in regard to the three lines BG, CA, AB
considered as forming a cubic curve.)

[Vol. II. July to December 1864, pp. C—9.]

1505. (Proposed by Professor Cayley.)—If P, Q, 1, 2, 3, 4 be points on a conic,

then the four points Pi, Q2 ; P2, Ql ; P3, Q4 ; P4, Q3 lie on a conic passing through

the points P and Q.

Solution hy the Peoposer.

This is an immediate consequence of the theorem of the anharmonic property of

the points of a conic. For if (PI, P2, P3, P4) denote the anharmonic ratio of the

lines PI, P2, P3, P4, and so in other cases ; then

(P2, PI, P4, P3) = (P1, P2, P3, P4) = (Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4)

;

that is

(P2, PI, P4, P3) = (Q1, Q2, Q.3, Q4),

which proves the theorem.

In particular, if P, Q are the circular points at infinity, then the conic is a circle.

Moreover the points PI, Q2 ; P2, Ql are the antifocal points of 1, 2 ; viz., calling these

1', 2', then 12 and 1'2' are lines at right angles to each other, having a common

centre 0, but such that l'2' = t.l2, {i = ^—l, as usual); or, what is the same thing,

01 = 02 = i. or = i .
02'. And the theorem is as follows : viz., if 1, 2, 3, 4 are points

on a circle, and

1', 2' are the antifocal points of 1, 2,

.S' 4' S 4

then 1', 2', 3', 4' are points on a circle.

As an d posteriori proof, take the centre of the given circle as origin, so that

(flj, /9i), {a„, /So), (flj, /Sj), (a^, /3i) being the coordinates of 1, 2, 3, 4, and the radius

being taken as unity, we have

ar + /3,= = ar + ^J' = a/ + I3.J'
= a,- +^,-=l.

Suppose for a moment that x, y are the coordinates of the antifocal points of 1, 2 ; we

have
«-«! ±i(^-/3|) = 0, a; — a, + t (?/ - /So) = 0,

that is

X + iy = o, + i/3i , x — iy^OL,, — iff.,,

72—2
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for the coordinates of the one point ; and similarly

x — iy = a^ — 1/3J
, x + it/ = a., + i^.,

,

for the coordinates of the other point.

Hence, taking the new coordinates

X = x + iy, Y = X — iy,

and similarly ^i = ai + i/8i, Bi^ai — i/Si, &c. ; the coordinates of the antifocal points 1', 2'

are (^i, B„) and (A.., 5,) respectively ; but we have A^Bi - a^- + ^{- = 1, AJi., = a.? + li„J = \\

so that 5i = -j-, B.,= .\ and the coordinates are {A^, -t], [A., -j j
respectively.

Similarly the coordinates of the antifocal points (3', 4') are {A-^, -j-
j

, iA^, -j-j respec-

tively.

Take as the equation of the circle through the two pairs of antifocal points

X- + y- + 2\x + 2^y + 1/ = 0,

or, what is the same thing,

X r+ X (Z + Y) - ifi {X - Y) + .' = 0,

that is

if

We ought then to have

XY+LY+lIX + N=0,

L=X + ifi, M=\-ifi, N=v.

^ + L^ + MA, + iy=0,

A, A,

~' + L .- + MA, + iV = ;

•^3 A3

and these will exist simultaneously, if

A,

A,'
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an identical equation which is easily verified. It, in fact, gives

which is obviously true. The equation may also be written

.573

0,

1, A„ A,, A,A. =0,

I, A^j Aij .Ai^^.i

1> A3, Ai, .^3.144

1, .^4, .^3, .43.44

and in this form it e.xpresses the known theorem of the equality of the anharmonic

ratios of (A^, A,, A^, A^) and {A^, Aj, A^, A3).

But, in order to actually find the circle, we may write

XY + LY + MX +iV =0,

A, +L +jMA,A, + NA, = (),

A, +L +.UA,A, + NA, = 0,

A3 +L +MA3A, + NA, = 0,

and eliminating L, M, N, the equation of the circle is

XY, Y, X ,1 =0,

A, , 1 , A,A,, A,

A, , 1 , A,A,, A,

A3 , 1 , .^siij, Ai

or, reducing, this is

(A, - A,} [XYiA^A, - A,A,) + Y {A,A, (A3 + A,) - A3A, [A, + A,)\

+ X{A, + A,-A3-A,) + (A3A,-A,A.;)] = 0,

or say

XY(A,A, - A3A,) + Y {A3A, (A, + A,) - A,A, {A3 + A,)}

+ X [A3 + A,- A, - 4,1 + {A,A, - AA,) = ;

that is

xy+\ , X , Y

A, + A.,, AiA.,, 1

43 +.44, .43.44, 1

0,
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which is the required equation ; or, transforming to the original axes, we have x + iy = A',

a; — iy=Y, &c., and therefore XY= x- + y- ; and the equation becomes

I

a;^ + 2/- + 1 , x + iy ^ x — iy = 0,

\ a, + a, + I (/9i + ;S,), («! + (/S,) (a, + 1^,), 1

I
as + a^ + i (/Ss + /Sj), (as +W (a4 + i'A). 1

whicli is the equation of the cu'cle through the two pairs of antifocal points.

{Note. The second form of the equation of the circle may be otherwise deduced

from the first, without exjDanding the determinants, by the following method :

XY. Y, X, ]

A,, 1, A,A,, A,

A,, 1, A,A„ A,

XY+1, Y, X, 11 =

A1+A2, 1, AiA., A„

A^ + A.,, 1, AiA„, Ai

As + A^, 1, .43.44, Ai

therefore

XY+l,
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(2) The above formula expressed as

(TwY- , n"- 1 n"hi--l=) 1 n' {n- - 1-) (ii" - 2"-) 1= I - — . - H \;—s

—

- . —. 7^
^^

—

-——-.
. —. zrx-. ^, + &c.

V{x-n)V(x^-n) \'

x

1.2 '«(«+!) 1.2.3 '
a;(a; + l)(a; + 2)

and show that this equation is subject to the sole restriction that when n is not

integral x must not be negative.

Solution by Professor Cayley; and X. U. J.

Let n be a positive integer, and suppose that [«]" denotes as usual the factorial

.«(« — 1) (« — H + 1); then we have

[,, 4- k-Y = (1 + A)*-- [xf = (l+k^+~~ A- + &c\ [*•]"

r n ,
^'W r n„ ,

k (k — I) % Ul — 1) r t , „

= [*]" +Y M"~' + -^
Y~^

"
t"^^ + °-

'

or putting k = — n we have

[x - nf = [a;]" - ^ [«]«"' +
n-^v'-l')

^^^,^_„ _ ^^_
J- J. . 2d

Writing herein (x+n — l) for a;, and dividing by [;r+n — 1]", we have

[a!+w-l]" 1 .r 1.2 ' x(x + l)

or, what is the same thing,

r{x-7i)T(x + n) I'x 1.2 a;(a;+l)

which is the formula (2). The foregoing demonstration applies to the case of n a

positive integer ; but as the two sides are respective!}' unaltered when n is changed

into —n, it is clear that the formula holds good also for n a negative integer. The

right hand side is the hypergeometric series F{n, —n, x, 1) and the formula therefore is

^ ' =F{n, -n, x, 1),V{x^n)T{x + n)

a particular case of the known formula

r(7)r(7 -«-/3)
r(7-a)r(T-^)

= i^(a, /3, 7, 1),

which when a. or /3 is a positive integer is a mere identity, true therefore for all

values of 7; but if neither a nor /3 is a positive integer, then the right hand side

is an infinite series which is onlj' convergent for 7 > a + /3. In the particular case we
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have a = n, /3 = —n, 7 = a;; hence if /; be a positive or negative integer, the formula

is an identity, but if n be fractional, the condition of convergency is a; > 0, that is,

X must be positive.

To prove the formula (1) it is only necessary to remark, that (n being a positive

r«— 11" .

integer) the quantity ~
=Y=i,j

is a rational fraction, the numerator and denominator

whereof are of the same degree n, and which becomes = 1 for «; = x . Hence, decom-

posing it into simple fractions, we may write

[x + n — 1]" '" x + r

where the summation extends from r = to r = u —I both inclusive. And we have

^((x + r)[x-ir\
^•-

\ [a^ + «-l]" ],_,'

;, observing that [« + ;( — 1]" = [« + ;/ — 1]"~''~'
(a;-)- r) [a; +?•— 1]'', we have

'
\[x + n-iy'-'-'[x + r-lY\ ^^-,. [«-?- 1]"-'-' [- !]'

Hence the formula is

[x + n-\f ^ ' y >
^r\

) ^ry[ry x + r'

or, as this may also be written,

{x-l){x-2)..ix-n)_ {
1 n{n^-r-) 1 n jn^ - V-) {n^ - 2^} _1 )

x(x + l)..(x + n-l) '^^ '
{ X r- '.r+l"^ 1^2-^ " «+

2

j

which is the formula in question.

[Vol. 11. pp. .51, 52.]

1512. (Proposed by Professor Cayley.)—It is possible to construct a hexagon

123456, inscribed in a conic, and such that the diagonals 14, 25, 36 pass respectively

through the Pascalian points (intersections of opposite sides) 23, 56; 34, 61; 45, 12.

Given the points 1,2; 4, 5 ; to construct the hexagon.
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Solution hj the Proposer.

Let 12, 45, meet in 0, and through draw at pleasure a line meeting 14 in P,

and 25 in Q; let P2, Q-i meet in 3, and P5, Ql in 6; then the line 36 will pass

through U, and this being so, the hexagon 12345(j satisfies the required conditions.

We have to show that 36 passes through 0. Let Q4 meet 012 in A, and P2
meet 045 in B; then the points 6, 3, 0, are the intersections of corresponding sides

of the triangles AIQ, B'lP; and in order that these points may lie in a line, the

lines joining the corresponding vertices must meet in a point, that is, we have to show
that the lines 15, AB, PQ meet in a point. The property is in feet as follows ; viz.,

given the points 2, 4 ; and also the points Q, 0, P lying in a line ; then constructing

the points 1, 5, A, B, which are the respective intersections of P4, 02; Q2, 04;

Q4, 02 ; P2, 04 ; the lines 15, AB, PQ will meet in a point. Take *• = 0, y = 0,

z = for the respective equations of P2, Q4, PQ ; then is an arbitrary point in the

line PQ, say that for the point we have z = 0, ax + bi/ = ; also 02, 04 are

arbitrary lines through 0: say that their equations are ax + bi/ + \2=0; aoo+by + fi2 = 0;

then we have for the points A and B, respectively, ac + by + fi2 = 0, y = 0; (uc + by + fiz=0,
a; = ; hence the equation of AB is ixax + \by + Xfxz = 0. The equation of P4 is

ax-\- IJ.Z — 0, and that of Q2 is by + \z = 0; the point 1 is therefore given by

ax + fjLZ = 0, ax + by + \z = 0; and 5 by by + \z = 0, ax+by + fj.z = 0; hence the equation

of 15 is fiax + Xby + {fj.- — fj,\ + X') z = ; and the equation of PQ being 2 = 0, it is

clear that the three lines AB, 15, PQ intersect in the point given by the equations

fiax + \by = 0, 2 = 0.

Obs. 1. By inspection of the figure we see that 3PQ is a triangle whereof the

sides 3P, 3Q, PQ pass respectively through the fixed points 2, 4, 0; while the vertices

P and Q lie in the fixed lines 14, 25 ; the locus of the vertex 3 is consequently a

conic ; and the like as regards the triangle 6PQ.

Obs. 2. The regular hexagon projects into a hexagon inscribed in a conic and

circumscribed about another conic having double contact therewith ; in the hexagon

so obtained (as appears at once by the consideration of the regular hexagon) the

c. V. 73
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above-mentioned property holds; but the in-and-circiimsciibed hexagon has the additional

property that the three diagonals meet in a point, and it is therefore a less general

figure than the hexagon of the foregoing theorem. It would, I think, be worth while

to study further the hexagon of the theorem.

{Note. In the solution of Question 1548 it is shown that if two pairs of

opposite sides of any hexagon intersect each on a diagonal produced, so likewise will

the third pair.

A slight variation of Professor Cayley's proof may be obtained by finding the

equations of P5, Q\, and thence of 36, which are respectively

ax — (X — fji)z — Q, bx + (\ — fj,)2
= 0, ax +by = 0,

showing that 36 passes through 0. En. [W. J. M].j.

[Vol. II. pp. 70—72.]

1562. (Proposed by F. D. Thomson, M.A.)—Find the locus of the points of contact

of tangents drawn from a given point to a conic circumscribing a given quadrangle.

The quadrangle being supposed convex, trace the changes of form of the locus for

different po.sitions of the given point.

Solution by PROFESSOR Cayley : and the Proposer.

Let be the given point; 1, 2, 3, 4 the vertices of the given quadrangle;

A, B, C the centres of the quadrangle, viz., A the intersection of the lines 14, 23

;

B of 24, 31 ; G of 34, 12. The polars of in regard to the several circumscribed

conies intersect in a point 0'. This being so, the locus is a cubic passing through

the nine points 1, 2, 3, 4, A, B, C, 0, 0', and which is moreover such that the

tangents at the four points 1, 2, 3, 4 meet the cubic in the point 0, and the

tangents at the four points A, B, G, meet the cubic in the point 0'. It is to be

remarked that the nine points are so related to each other that a cubic through

any eight of these points passes through the remaining ninth point ; say a cubic

through 1, 2, 3, 4, A, B, G, passes through 0'; the nine points consequently do
not determine the cubic ; but the cubic will be determined, e.g., by the conditions

that it passes through 1, 2, 3, 4, A, B, G, 0, and has 01 for the tangent at 1.

The series of cubics corresponding to different positions of the point is identical

with the series of cubics passing through the seven points 1, 2, 3, 4, A, B, G
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Conversely any given cubic curve may be taken to be a cubic of the series; and
the points 1, 2, 3, 4 will then be determined as follows, viz., 1, 2, 3, 4 are the points

of contact of the tangents to the cubic from an arbitrary point on the cubic; and

then taking as before A, B, C for the intersections of 14, 23, of 24, 31 and of

34, 12, respectively, the points A, B, will lie on the cubic, and the tangents at

A, B, C, will meet the cubic in a point 0'. I call to mind that a cubic curve

without singularities is either complex or simplex ; in the simplex kind there can be
drawn from any point of the curve two, and only two, real tangents to the curve

;

in the complex kind, there can be drawn four real tangents or else no real tangent,

viz. from any point on a certain branch of the curve there can be drawn four real

tangents, from a point on the remaining portion of the curve no real tangent.

Hence, in the foregoing construction, in order that the points 1, 2, 3, 4 may be real,

the given cubic must be of the complex kind, aad the point must be taken on

the branch which has through each of its points four real tangents.

The foregoing results may be established (jeometricaUy or analytically ; but for

brevity I merely indicate the analytical demonstration. Suppose first, that the points

1, 2, 3, 4 are given as the intersections of the conies U=0, F=0; let a, /3, 7 be

the coordinates of the point 0, and write i) = aS^ + ^SS,, + 7S,, so that DU=Q and
DV={) are the equations of the polars of in regard to the conies U = 0, 1^=0
respectively. The equation of any conic through the four points is U+ kV=0; and

the equation of the polar of in regard thereto is DU'+kDV=0; eliminating k

from these equations, we have UDV—VDU = i), which is the equation of the given

locus. We see at once that it is a cubic curve passing through the points

(11=0, F=0), that is, the points 1, 2, 3, 4; and through the point 1)11=0, I)V=0,
that is, the point 0'; it also follows without difficulty that the curve passes through

the point 0. But for the remaining results it is better to particularize the conies

U=0, V=0. Let the equations of 12, 23, 34, 41 be x = 0, y = 0, z=0, w =
respectively, (where x + y + 2 + tu = 0); and in the same system, let a, ^, 7, S be the

coordinates of (a + j8 + 7 + 8 = 0), then xz = 0, yiu = are each of them a conic

(pair of lines) passing through the four points; and we may therefore write U = yw,

V=xz; the equation UDV— VDU=0 thus becomes yw {az + 7a;) — xz (0w + By) = 0, or,

as this equation may also be written,

X y z 2U

73—2
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which is the equation of the cubic curve ; and from this form the several above-

mentioned results may be obtained without difficulty.

To give an idea of the form of the curve corresponding to a given convex

quadrangle 1234, and given position of the point 0, I suppose that is situate

within the quadrangle, for instance in the triangle 512. The mere inspection of the

figure, and cousideration of the conditions which are to be satisfied by the cubic curve,

is enough to show that this is of the form described by Newton as anguinea cum

ovali, viz., the oval passes through the points 3, 4, A, B, and the serpentine branch

through the points 1, 2, G, 0, 0'. But the complete discussion of the different cases

would be somewhat laborious.

[A geometrical investigation of the locus is given on p. 124 of Cremona's Teoria

Geometrica delle Curve Piane. Ed. [W. J. M.].)

[Vol. II. pp. 89, 90.]

1533. (Proposed by Professor Cayley.)—If on the sides of a triangle there ai-e

taken three points, one on each side ; and if through the three points and the three

vertices of the triangle there are drawn a cubic curve and a quartic curve, inter-

secting in six other points ; then there exists a quintic curve passing thi'ough each

of the three points, and having each of the six points for a double point.

Solution hg the Pkoposer.

Let P = be the equation of the quartic curve, Q = the equation of the cubic

curve, M = the equation of the three sides of the triangle ; then if we can find

A, B, G functions of the orders 0, 1, 2 respectively, and U a function of the fifth

order, such that we have identically MU = AP- + BPQ + GQ- ; we have MU = 0, a curve

of the eighth order, having a double point at each of the points {P = 0, Q = 0), which

points are the three vertices of the triangle, the three points, and the six points

;

but the curve MU=0 is made up of the curve ili = (the three sides of the

triangle, being a cubic curve having each of the vertices for a double point, and

passing through each of the three points) and of a certain quintic curve U=0

;

hence the quintic curve must pass through each of the three points, and have a

double point at each of the six points ; or there exists a quintic curve satisfying the

conditions of the theorem.

I take X = 0, y = 0, z=0 for the equations of the three sides of the triangle, and

then (the constants being all of them arbitrary) writing for shortness

^ = . bg + C2 , X = . ^g + yz , ^ = \iv + fig + vz,

Tj = a'x . + c'z, Y = a'.v . + y'z,

f = a"x + b"g . , Z = a"x + /3"g . ,
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I assume that the three points are given by the equations (*• =0, ^ = 0), (^ = 0, t; = 0),

(^ = 0, ?=0), respectively. This being so, we may write

Q = >M^ + ^^V^' + *i/?<5" + xijze = 0, -P=ijz^X + zjjT)Y + xi/^Z+ xyz% = 0,

for the equations of the cubic curve and the quartic curve respectively. We have
of course M=xi/z=0 for the equation of the three sides of the triangle, and the

identity to be satisfied is xyzU = AP- + BPQ + CQ-.

I was led to the values of .^1, B, G by considerations founded on the theory of

curves in space. We have

A = aS'3", B = iS'a" + S"<x) Br + (S"/3 + 8/3") S'// + (By' + B'y) B"z,

G = a'a"S«- + ^"^B'f + yy'B"z' + {y^"B' + y'0B") yz + (a'yB" + a."y'B) zx -f {ff'a'B + 0a."B') xij
;

and with these values it is easy to show that the function AP- + BPQ+ GQ- contains

the flictor xi/z; for substituting the values of P, Q, all the terms of AP- + BPQ + GQ-

contain explicitly the factor xyz, except the terms

A {fz'^X- + z'a?ri"-Y' + x^fK'Z^ - B (fz'^'XB + z^x'rfYB' + xhJ-t;^ZB')

+ G (fz'^-B' + z'x-rfB'- + x-fC'B"-) ;

and these terms will contain the factor xi/z, if only the expressions AX'^— BXB+ GB'',

AY- — BYB' + GB'-, AZ- — BZB" + GB"- contain respectively the factors x, y, z. But
AX'^ — BXB + GB" will contain the factor x, if only the expression vanishes for a; = ;

and foi- ,t = we have

AX' - BXB + GB' = =

8S'8" (^y + 7^)^ - {B'B" (fiy + yz) + B (^"B'y + yTz)] B {^y + yz) + (/3// + yz) {^"B'y + y'B"z) B'
;

that is, AX- — BXB + GB- contains the factor *; and by symmetry the other two

expressions contain the factors y and z respectively. The excepted terms contain therefore

the ^Actov xyz; and there exists therefore a quintic function U =(AP- + BPQ+ GQ'')-^ xyz;

which proves the theorem.

P
The values of A, B, G were obtained by considering the surface vj = ^ which,

as is at once seen, contains upon itself the three lines

L;=0,w = --A, U = 0, w = -g,j, (z = 0, w = -
-^,

or as these equations may be written

(x = 0, . 0y + yz +Bw =0),

(y = 0, a'x . +y'z + B'w = 0),

{z = 0, ol"x + 0"y . + B"io = 0)

;
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and then seeking for the equation of the hyperboloid which passes through the three

lines, this is found to be Aw- + Biu + C= 0, whei-e A, B C have the before-mentioned

vahies.

If in the foregoing theorem the cubic is considered as a given cubic curve, and

the three points as three arbitrary points on the cubic, the question then arises to

find the triangle ; or we have the problem proposed as Question 1607.

[Vol. II. p. 91.]

1542. (Proposed by Professor Cayley.)—If a given line meet two given conies

in the points {A, B) and {A', B') respectively ; and if {A", B") be the sibi-conjugate

points (or foci) of the pairs {A, A') and {B, B'), or of the pairs {A, B') and {A', B),

then {A", B") lie on a conic passing through the four points of intersection of the

two given conies.

[Vol. II. pp. 1)7—100.]

1606. (Proposed by the Editor, [W. J. M.]).—Solve the following problems:

(a) Through three given points to draw a conic whose foci shall lie in two given

lines.

(/3) Through four given points to draw a conic such that one of its chords of

intersection with a given conic shall pass through a given point.

(7) Through two given points to draw a circle such that its chords of inter-

.section with a given circle shall pass through a given point.

Solution hi/ PROFESSOR Cayley.

(a) Thi'ough three given points to draw a conic whose foci shall lie in two given

lines.

The focus of a conic is a point such that the lines joining it with the two

circular points at infinity (say the points /, J) are tangents to the conic. Hence the

question is, in a given line to find a point A, and in another given line to find a

point B, such that there exists a conic touching the four lines AI, A J, BI, BJ
(where /, J are any given points) and besides passing through three given point.s.

More generally, instead of the lines from A, B to the given points /, /, we may

consider the tangents fi-om A, B, to a given conic ; the question then is, in a

given line to find a point A, and in another given line to find a point B, such that
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there exists a conic touching the tangents from ^, 5 to a given conic 0, and besides

passing through three given points. It is rather more convenient to consider the

reciprocal i|uestion—though it is to be borne in mind that for any two reciprocal

questions a solution of the one question by means of coordinates {x, y, z) regarded as

point-coordinates is in fact a solution of the other question by means of the same
coordinates {x, y, z) regarded as line-coordinates. The reciprocal question is : through

a given point to draw a line A, and through another given point to draw a line B,

such that there exists a conic passing through the intersections of these lines with a

given conic 0, and besides touching three given lines. The given points may be taken

to be (* = 0, z = 0), {y = 0, ^ = 0) ; this determines the line z = Q, but not the lines

x' = 0, y = 0, so that the point {x = 0, y = 0) may without loss of generality be .supposed

to lie on the conic ; the equation of this conic will therefore be

(a, b, 0, /: c/, hfx, y, zf = 0.

I take a2 + 7.«.' = for the equation of the line A, fj,y + vz = Q for the equation of the

line B (so that the quantities to be determined are the ratios a. : y and fi : v); this

being so, the required conic passes through the intersections of these lines with the

conic 0; its equation will therefore be

(a, b, 0, f, g, hjx, y, zf + 2{ax + yz) {fiy + vz)=0;

or what is the same thing

{a, b, 2vy, f+fj-y, O + va, h + fiOL^x, y, z)- = 0;

where a, y, fj,,
v have to be determined in such manner that this conic may touch

three given lines. It is to be observed that a, y, fi, v, enter into the equation

through the combinations a/i, a : 7, and fi : v, so that there are really only three

disposable quantities.

The condition in order that the conic may touch a line ^x + ijy + ^z = is

C 2bvy — (/+ 1U7)'-, 'lavy — (</ + v^f, «'-> — (/t + 1^^)',
(

\(g +va)ih +,j,a)- a (/ + /xy), \

^^ ^^^ ^ ^

(h - fia) (f + fiy) - h{rj + va),

. (/ + m) iU + J'^)- 2i'7 (/' + /^a)

that is, putthig for shortness 'C = ab-lr, F = ffh-a/, G = lif-bff, and reversing the

sign of the whole expression,

1 /T+ fr- ct^- -^Fr,^- 2r;ri- '2Mv}

+ 2/i
{ fy^'- + hoi^- + (ay - (72) r;?- {hy +fa) ^^ - gy^rj]

+ -Iv {- by^' - (a7 - //a) rj-
- hari^+ ba^^ + {hy - af )

^r^]
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or what is the same thiug

[vOLTj + /A (vf - a^),- + 2v (pT. + qy) + 2fi {m + sy) + t = 0;

where p, q, r, s, t are given functions of (^, rj, f).

I write for greater convenience

v = -v' M = Y"
a=W,y = Z,

(so that the quantities to be determined will be the ratios X : Y : Z : W) ; the

foregoing equation then becomes

7,-+
J>
(^Z - f TDJ'"' + I ipW + qZ) +

J.
(rW + sZ) + t = 0,

or what is the same thing

(77YW + X (^Z- ^W)]- + 2X Y' (pW + qZ) + 2X-Y (rW+sZ) + tX' Y- = 0.

Hence, considering in place of the line ^x+ -iji/ + ^z = 0, the three given lines

?i'''' + ViU + ii- = 0' ?•--'' + V:!/ + ?--^ = 0, f:)' + Vs!/ + ?'o^ = successively, we have the three

equations

[V^YW+X (^,Z-^,W)Y+2XYHp,W+q,Z) + 2Z=F(r,F+ s,Z) + f,X=P = 0,

;>?,nf + &c. ;= + &c. =0,

\7],YW + &c. Y+&C. =0;

which, treating A', F, Z, W as the coordinates of a point in space, are each of them

the equation of a quartic surface having the line {X = 0, Y=0) for a cuspidal line.

The required values of X, Y, Z, W are the coordinates of a point of intersection of

the three surfaces, and these beiug found the equation of the conic satisfying the

conditions of the question is

(a, h, 0,/ g, JiJ.T, y, 2)= + 2 (Tf* + .?^) (|^+ |) = 0.

As to the intersection of surfaces having a common line, see Salmon's Solid

Geometry, p. 257 ; but the case of a cuspidal line not having been hitherto discussed,

I am not able to say now how many points of intersection there are of the three

surfaces, nor consequently what is the number of the solutions of the question in

hand. It of course appears that 64 is a superior limit.

(/3) Through four given points to draw a conic such that one of its chords of

intersection with a given conic shall pass through a given point.

Let the four points be given as the intersections of the conies U=0, V=0, and

let W = be the equation of the given conic, (a, /3, y) the coordinates of the given

point.
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The equation of the reqiured conic may be taken to be f) = \U + ij.V=0, and
this being so, the equation of any conic passing through the points of intersection of

the conic © = and the given conic W=0, will be \U'+ fxV+vW=0: and if v be
properly determined, viz. by the equation

Disct. (\U+fA,V+v W) = 0,

which it will be observed is a cubic equation in (A,, fi, v), then \U + fjLV+vW=Q will

be the equation of a pair of the chords of intersection of the conies f) = 0, W =0.
The chord which passes through the given point (a, ,S, -y) may be taken to be one
of the pair of chords; the pair of chords, regarded as a conic, then passes through
the given point (a, /3, 7); or if U„, V^, Wo are what U, V, W become on sub-

stituting therein the values (2, /3, 7) for the coordinates, we have

which is a linear equation in (\, /j., p) ;
and combining it with the before-mentioned

cubic equation,

Disct. (\ir+fj,V+vW)=0,

the two equations give the ratios (\ : /a : v), and the equation of the required conic

is \U+ fji,V=0. There are three systems of ratios \ : /j, : v, and consequently three

conies satisfjang the conditions of the Question.

Suppose that the conies U=0, V=0, W= (i, have a common chord, then the

conies % = \U+ iJ.V=Q, W = 0, have this common chord, say the fixed chord; and they

have besides another choi-d of intersection, say the proper chord, which is the line

joining the two points of intersection not on the fixed chord. It follows that, in

the equation \U+ ^^.V+v^¥ = 0, v may be so determined that this equation shall

represent the fixed and proper chords ; the requii-ed value of v is one of those given

by the before-mentioned cubic equation, which will then have a single rational factor

of the form (iK + bfjL + cv, and the value of v is that obtained by means of this factor,

that is, by the equation aX + b/M + cv = 0.

{The value in question may, however, be found independently of the cubic equation
;

thus, if the three conies have the common chord P = 0, then their equations may be

taken to be U=0, U+PQ = 0, U+PR = 0; we have then €> = \U+ fi{U + PQ), and

the value of v is at once seen to be v'= — {\ + /i), for then

\U+fj.V+i>W = \U+fi{U+PQ)-(\ + /u,)(U+PE)=0,

that is, P [fj.Q
— {\ + fi)ll] = 0, which is the conic made up of the fixed chord ^ =

and the proper chord fiQ —{X + /ji)R = O.j

But returning to the equations {7=0, V =0, W = 0, the value of v is given by

the equation a\ + bfi+ cv = 0, obtained by equating to zero the rational factor of the

cubic equation. Suppose now that the proper cliord passes through the given point

{a, 13, 7), then, as before, the equation \U + /^V + vM'' = is satisfied by these values

c. V. 74
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of the coordinates, or we have \U'„ + fMVo+ vWo = 0; which, with the before-mentioned

linear equation aX + bfi+ cv= 0, determines tlie ratios \ : /j, : v; and the required conic

is \U+ fj.V ==
; there is, then, in the present case only one conic satisfying the

conditions of the Question.

(7) Through two given points to draw a circle such that its chord of intersection

with a given circle shall pass through a given point.

The foregoing discussion of the case of three conies having a common chord is

of coarse directly applicable to the present question, the common chord being the line

infinity ; it is therefore sufficient to give the final analytical result ; viz., if the given

points are y = 0, i':=±l, and if the given circle is a)- + y- + c + 2f>/+ 2gx=Q, and the

point through which passes the chord is x = a., 1/ = 0, then the equation of the required

cii'cle is

*^ + /-l+|(2£'« + 2//3+l+c)i/ = 0.

The equation of the chord of intersection is, in fact,

which is satisfied, as it should be, hy x = a, y = 0.

But the geometrical solution is even more simple. Let A, B, be the given points,

C the point through which passes the chord of intersection ; then, joining C, A, and

taking on this line a point H such that CA . GH is equal to the square on the

tangential distance of C from the given circle, it is at once seen that any circle

through A, H is such that its chord of intersection with the given circle passes

through 0; hence the required circle is that drawn through the three paints A, H, B.

[Vol. III. January to July, 186-5, p. 29.]

1607. (Proposed by Professor Cayley.)—In a given cubic curve to inscribe a

triangle such that the three sides shall pass respectively through three given points on

the curve.

[Vol. III. pp. 60—63.]

1647. (Proposed by Professor Cayley.)—Find the locus of the foci of an ellipse

of given major axis, passing through three given points.

{In connexion with the problem the Proposer remarks as follows :

Let A, B, G be the given points ; take P an arbitrary point (not in general in

the plane of the three given points), then we may find a point Q (not in general
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in the plane of the three given points) such that QA + AP = QB + BP = QG + CP =

given major axis. And this being so, if the locus of P be a given surface, then we
shall have a certain surface, the locus of Q ; and so if the locus of P be a given

curve in space, then we shall have a given curve in space, the locus of Q. In

particular, if the locus of P be the plane of the three given points, then the locus

of Q will be a certain surface, cutting the plane in a curve which is the locus in

the foregoing problem ; and when Q is situate on this curve, then also P will be

situate on the same curve. Or if the locus of P be the curve in question, then the

locus of Q will be the same curve. Say, in general, that the loci of P and Q are

reciprocal loci, then the curve in the problem is its own reciprocal. And we may
propose the following question

:

Find the curve or surface, the locus of P, which is its own reciprocal.

We liavo also analogous to the original problem the following question in Solid

Geometry :

Given the four points A, B, C, D in space, to find the locus of the points P, Q
such that

PA + AQ = PB + BQ = PC + CQ=PD + DQ= a given line.}

Solution h)j the Proposer.

In general if a, h, c be the sides of a triangle, and /, g, h the distances of any

point from the angles of the triangle (or, what is the same thing, if (a, b, c, f, (j, h)

be the distances of any four points in a plane from each other), then we have a certain

relation

<f)
(a, b, c, f, g, li) = 0.

Hence if r, s, t be the distances of the one focus from the angles of the triangle, and

the major axis is = 2X, then the distances for the other focus are 2X — r, 2X — s, 2\ — t;

and considering the three angles and the other focus as a system of four points, we

have

4> (a, b, c, 2X - r, 2X - s, 2\-t) = 0,

which is a relation between the distances r, s, t of the first focus from the angles of the

triangle, and which, treating the^e distances as coordinates (of course in a generalised

sense of the term " Coordinate "), may be regarded as the equation of the required

locus. It is to be observed, that we have identically

^ (a, b, c, r, s, t) = 0,

and the equation may be expressed in the simplified form

^(«, b, c, 2X-r, 2X-S, 2X-0-^(a, b, c, r, s, t) = 0.

74—2
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To develope the solution, I notice that the expression for the equation ^(a, b, c,f, g, h)= is

b"-c- {(f + h- ) + c-a? (h- +/-) + a-h- (f- + g-)

+ fh' (b- + C-) + h"f- (c- + a=) +/Y {a- + b-)

- a?f (a-+/-) - 6y (6- + g"-) - c-h- (c= + h")

- arg%-- b^^^f"' - c\f-g" - a-b"C' = ;

see my paper, " Note on the value of certain determinants &c.," Quart. Math. Journ.

vol. III. (1860), pp. 27.5—277, [286]. Or, as this may also be written

where 2 refers to the simultaneous cyclical permutation of (a, b, c) and of (/, g, h).

Hence we have only in this equation to write 2X — r, 2\ — s, 2X — t in place of

{f, g, h), and to omit the terms independent of X, being in fact those which are equal

to
(f>

{a, b, c, r, s, t). Observing that we have

jf* + d'p = {4\= -2\{s + t) + St}' + a= (2A, - ?•)'

= 16V - 16X' {s + t)+ i\- {s- +t- + ist + a") - 4X [st (s + t) + a-r] + sH- + a-r-
;

/* = (2X - ry = IGX^ - 32X=r + 24X-r- - 8X,r' + r\

the equation becomes

lQ\'[l.(b- + c'-a')-2a'}

- 16X^ (S {b' + c- - a-) {s + O - 22aVj

+ 4X- {2 (b- + C-- a-) (s- + (' + 4.s« + a") - 62a=r=)

- 4X {S (6= + c- - a'-) [st {s + t) + a-r] - 2ta'r'>} = 0,

where the S's refer to the simultaneous cyclical permutation of the (a, b, c) and the

(r, s, t). The coefficients of \* and \^ are, it is easy to see, each = ; and in the

coefficient of X- the terms 2 (b- + c" — a-) {s- + t") — 6Sa-r- are = — 42«-r- ; hence dividing

the whole equation by 4X, we find

X {2 {b- + C-- a-) (ist + a-) - 42a¥^} - {2 (b'- + c" - a") [st {s + t) + av-] - 2'^a'r'} = 0,

which is the required relation between (r, s, t).

It may be noticed that, expressing the distances r, s, t in terms of Cartesian or

trilinear coordinates {x, y) or {x, y, z), then r", s", t- are rational and integral functions

of the coordinates, and the form of the equation therefore is

A„ + B,7- + C.s + D.i + E,st + F„tr + G,rs = 0,

where the subscript numbers denote the degrees in regard to the coordinates. Multiply-

ing this equation successively by 1, r, «, t, st, tr, rs, rst, we have eight equations linear

in the last-mentioned eight quantities, the coefficients being of known degrees respectively

;
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and eliminating the eight quantities, we have the rationalised equation expressed in the

form, determinant (of order 8) = ; viz. this is

= 0.A,
,
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2. The demonstration is as follows : We have to show that, starting from an

arbitrary point 1 in the line x, and constructing in the prescribed manner (as shown

successively in the figure) the points 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, the last side Gl of the hexagon

123456 will pass through B. By the construction, we have A, 2, 3 in a line, and

likewise C, 4, o ; hence, by Pascal's theorem, applied to the six points in a pair of

lines, the points of intersection of the lines ('25, 34), (3C, Ao), (^4, 02), that is, the

points B, 6, 1 , lie in a line ; which is the required theorem.

3. More generally suppose that the points A, B, C are not on the lines x, y, z,

respectively. I remark that it is not in general possible to describe a hexagon such

that the opposite angles lie in the lines x, y, z, respectively, and the opposite sides

pass through the points A, B, G, respectively; but if there exists one hexagon (viz.,

a proper hexagon, not a triangle twice repeated), then there exists an infinity of such

hexagons.

4. In fact, if it be required to find a polygon, the angles whereof lie in given

lines respectively, and the sides whereof pass through given points respectively ; the

problem is either indeterminate or admits of only two solutions. If therefore in any

particular case there are three or more solutions, the problem is indeterminate, and

has an infinity of solutions. Now, in the above-mentioned case of the three lines

and the three points, there exist two triangles, the angles whereof lie in the given

lines, and the sides pass through the given points ; and each triangle, taking the

angles twice over in the same order 123123, is a hexagon satisfying the conditions of

the problem ; hence, if we have besides a proper hexagon satisfying the conditions of

the problem, there are really three solutions, and the problem is therefore indeterminate.

5. Suppose that the three lines x, y, z, and also two of the thi-ee points, say

the points A and B, are given ; we may construct geometrically a locus, such that,

taking for G any point of this locus, the problem shall be indeterminate : in fact,

starting with the point 4, and constructing successively the points 3, 2 ; taking an

arbitrary direction for the line 21, and constructing successively the points 1,6, 5

;

then the intersection of the lines 21 and 54 is a position of the point C: and by

taking any number of directions for the line 21, we obtain for each of them a different

position of the point G ; and so construct the locus.

6. The locus in question is, as will be shown, a line ; and if the point A is on

the line x, and the point B on the line y, then the locus of G will be the line z
;

that is, C being any point of the line z, the problem is indeterminate ; which is

Mr Clifford's theorem.

7. To prove this, consider the lines x, y, z, and also the points A, B, G, as

given ; the point 1 is an arbitrary point on the line x, linearly determined by means

of a parameter u; and for every position of the point 1 we have a corresponding

position of the point 4 ; let it' be the corresponding parameter for the point 4 ;
the

series of points 1 is homographic with the series of points 4 ; that is, the parameters

u, u are connected by an equation of the form auu' + bu +cu + d = 0, (where of course

a, h, c, d are functions of the parameters which determine the given lines x, y, z and
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points A, B, C). But if the problem be indeterminate, then starting from the point

1 and constructing the point 4>, and again starting from the point 4 and makmg the

very same construction, we arrive at the original point 1, that is, u must be the

same function of u that u' is of u ; and this will be the case if b= c; hence b = c

is the condition in order that the problem may be indeterminate.

S. To effect the calculation, take c = 0, y = 0, 2 = for the equations of the lines

X, y, z respectively ; and let (a, /3, 7), (a', /3', 7'), (a", /8", 7") be the coordinates of the

points A, B, respectively. Let 1 and 4 be given as the intersections of the line

a; = with the lines 1/ — uz= 0, y — u'z = 0, respectively ; and assume that for the point 2

we have y = 0, z—vx = 0, and for the point 3, ^ = 0, x — wy = 0. Then 1, C, 2 are in

a line ; as are also 2, A, 3 ; 3, B, 4 ; hence we obtain

7"« — /3" aw — 7 , 8'w — a

a u /Sy yw

therefore, eliminating v and w, we have

(07" — o["7) y'liii — a^"ry'u' — (a/3'7" — a'fSy" — a"iS'y} u — /3" {(x'j3 — ot/B') = 0.

The requii'ed condition, therefore, is

a/S'Y = a/3'7" - °!'/57" — a"/3'7, or a/3'y" — i^'y — 'x'^y" - a"/3'y = :

which is linear in regard to each of the three sets (a, /3, 7), (a', /3', 7'), (a", /3", 7"),

.separately
; that is, two of the points A, B, G being given, the locus of the remaining

point is a line. In particular, if a = 0, /3' =
; then the equation becomes a';S7" = 0,

and assuming that neither a' = 0, or 13=0, then the equation becomes 7" = 0, that is,

A, B bemg arbitrary points on the lines x = 0, y = respectively, the locus of G is the

line 2 = 0.

9. Mr Clifford's theorem is clearly its own reciprocal. I do not know the precise

analogues of his special form of the theorem ; but the analogue of the more general

theorem stated in (6) is as follows: viz., we may have in the plane n lines x, y, z, ...

and n points A, B, G,..., such that there exist an infinity of 2(i-gons whereof the

pairs of opposite angles lie in the given lines respectively ; and the pairs of opposite

sides pass through the given points respectively ; and if the n lines and n—l of the

n points be assumed at pleasure, then the locus of the remaining point is a line. It

is moreover clear by the principle of reciprocity, that if the n points and ii — 1 of

the n lines be assumed at pleasure, then the envelope of the remaining line is a

point.

There exists also an analogue in space; viz. we may have n lines x, y, z,... and

n lines A, B, G,... such that there exist an infinity of (skew) 2ft-gons whereof the

pairs of opposite angles lie in the given lines x, y, z,... respectively; and the pairs of

opposite sides meet in the given lines A, B, G,... respectively. It may be added, that

if all but one of the 2/i lines x, y, z,...A, B, G ... are given, then the 'six coordi-

nates ' of the remaining line satisfy a certain linear e juation, but I do not stop to

explain the geometrical interpretation of this theorem.
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10. Referring to the foregoing figure, if instead of the point 1 we take on the

line X, a point 1', and construct therewith the hexagon 1'2'3'4'5'6'
; then if a, a' be the

(foci or) sibi-conjugate points of the range 1, 4, 1', 4' on the line x; /3, /3' the sibi-

conjugate points of the range 2, 5, 2', 5' on the line y ; and 7, 7' the sibi-conjugate

points of the range 3, 6, 3', 6' on the line z ; the points in question form two triangles

a/Sy, a'l3'y', such that for each triangle the angles lie in the given lines and the sides

pass through the given points. This is an elegant geometrical construction for the

problem of the in-aud-circumscribed triangle, in the particular- case where the given

points A, B, G lie in the given lines x, y, z, respectively.

11. The points 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, A, B, C constitute a system of 9 points which lie

in 9 lines of 3 each. The points a, /3, 7, a', /3', 7', A. B, G constitute a radically

distinct .system of 9 points lying in 9 lines of 3 each ; viz., in the former system

there are 3 sets of 3 lines which contain all the 9 points ; in the latter system

there is only the set of lines Aaa.', 5/3/3', Cyy which contains all the nine points. The

last-mentioned system may be constructed as follows : The points /3, /3' and 7, 7' are

arbitrary : A is the intersection of the lines 0y and ^'y'
; and then joining A with

the point of intersection of the lines ^y and ^'y we have a an arbitrary point

on the joining line ; the lines ay and ^8/3' meet in the point B, the lines a/3 and 77'

in the point G ; the lines 0/3' and By will then meet in a point a' on the line Acl;

and we have thus the figure of the nine points a, /3, 7, a', /3', 7', A, B, C.

[Vol. III. pp. 7.S, 79.]

1667. (Proposed by Professor Sylvester.)

Show that the discriminant of the form

aofi ->r h\aH) -\- c\?oi?y"- -f c/xVy' -f- hfixy* + ay''

will be a rational integral function of the quantities a, b, c, \fi, X^ -I- /j,"^, and of the

second degree only in respect to the last of them.

Solution by Profe.ssor Cayley.

In general

Disct. (a, b, c, d, e, f^Xx + ixy, \'x + /x'yY = (Xfj,' -X'fj,)'^ Disct. (a, b, c, d, e, f\x, yf.

Hence first, if (\, /x, X', /t') = (0, 1, 1, 0), then

Disct. (a, b, c, d, e, f^y, a)' = Disct. (a, b, c, d, e, f\x, yf;

and secondly, if co be an imaginary fifth root of unity and (X, /j,, X', /u,') = (&>, 0, 0, 1),

then

Disct. (a, b, c, d, e, f\wx, yf = Disct. («, b, c, d, e, f^x, yf.
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These two results may also be written,

Disct. (a, b, c, (/, e, fj.r, ?/y = Disct. (/, e, d, c, h, a\x, y)\

Disct. (ff, h, c, d, e, f^.r, y)' = Disct. («, bw\ cco\ do'-, ew, f\ic, yj-;

that is, the discriminant of (a, h, c, d, e, f^x, yf is not altered by taking the coefficients in

a reverse order, or by multiplying the several coefficients by the powers (»^ co*, &>', oy, «, of an

imaginary fifth root of unity. Applying these theorems to the form (a, hX, c\", c/i^ 6m> a\x, yy,
the discriminant is not altered by changing the coefficients into (a, b/M, c/m", c\", b\, a) ;

that is, b}- the interchange of X and /j, ; nor by changing the coefficients into

(((, bco^X, C6)"X-, cw'-fiP, bcofjL, a), or {a, b{\a)^), c{\(o*)-, c(fj,a))-, bifico), a]:

that is, the discriminant is not altered by the change of X, fi into Xo)"', fiay respectively.

The discriminant is therefore a rational and integral function, symmetrical in regard to

X, fi, and which is not altered by the change of X,
fj.

into X(b\ /xm respectively. In virtue

of the second property the discriminant is a rational integral function of (X/x, X^ /x^),

and then in virtue of the first property it is a rational integral function of (X^, X'/x"', X^ + fj,^),

that is, of X/Lt, X* + /x''. For the general form (a, b, c, d, e, f^x, yY, if a term of the

discriminant be a'i^c^'c^V/*, then we have a + ,S +7 + S + e + ^= S, .5a + 4/3 + 37+28+6= 20
;

hence attending only to the indices a, /3, 7 we have 5a + 4/3 + 87 > 20, and therefore

d fortioiH 3/3 + 87 > 20, so that /3 + 7 is =6 at most. It follows that for the form

(a, bX, cX", Cfir, bfi, a^x, yy, the sum of the indices of bX, cX- is =6 at most, and

therefore, even if the index of cX- is = C, the index of X will be only = 12, that is, the

discriminant contains no power of X higher than X'- : hence considered as a function of

Xfi, X'' + /t^ the highest power of X'' + /x.'^ is (X'' + /j,'')-
; which completes the theorem.

[Vol. III. p. 90.]

1687. (Proposed by Professor Cayley.)—To describe a spherical triangle such that

the angles thereof and of the polar triangle lie on a spherical conic.

On the sphere, the locus of a point such that the perpendiculars from it upon

the sides of a given spherical triangle have their feet on a line (great circle), is in

general a spherical cubic ; if however the triangle be such as is mentioned in the

above Problem, then the locus breaks up into a line (great circle) and into the conic

through the angles of the given and polar triangles.

[Vol. III. pp. 92—96.]

1690. (Proposed by W. A. Whitworth, M.A.)—If ABC be the triangle formed by

the three diagonals aa', bb', cc' of a complete quadrilateral aa'bb'cc, then a conic can

be found having double contact in the chord aa' with the critical conic of the quadri-

lateral bb'cc, double contact in the chord bb' with the critical conic of the quadrilateral

cc'aa', and double contact in the choid cc' with the critical conic of the quadrilateral

aaW.

C. V. 75
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The same conic will also intersect in the chord (.i!h'd, the three conies which pass

through the intersection of Aa, Bb, Cc and touch any two sides of the triangle abc

at the extremities of the third side.

It will intersect in the chord abc the three conies which pass through the inter-

section of Aa, Bb', Cc' and touch any two sides of the triangle ab'c' at the extremities

of the third side.

It will intersect in the chord ab'c the three conies which pass through the inter-

section of Aa', Bb, Cc' and touch any two sides of the triangle a'bc' at the extremities

of the third side.

It will intersect in the chord abc' the three conies which pass through the inter-

section of Aa, Bb', Cc and touch any two sides of the triangle ab'c at the extremities

of the third side.

Def. The critical conic of any quadrilateral is a. circumscribed conic such that the

tangent at any angidar point forms a harmonic pencil luith the sides and diagonal

meeting at that point.

It is obvious that if the quadrilateral be projected into a square, the critical

conic will become the circumscribed circle.

3. Solution by Professor Cayi.ey.

1. The equations of the sides of the quadrilateral may be taken to be respectively

x = 0, y = 0, z — 0, IV =0, where the implicit constants are so determined that we have

identically

x + y + z+ w = 0]

this being so, the equations of the three diagonals are respectively

x+ II =0, or z +w = 0, or x + y —z— w = (three equivalent forms)

x + z =0, or y + w = 0, or x- y + z — w = ( „ „ „ )

a; + w = 0, or y + 5 = 0, or x- y - z
-\- w =^0 ( „ „ „ )

and the equations of the critical conies are respectively

xy + Z'W = 0, xz + ytu = 0, xw + yz = 0.

Hence we see that the equation of the required conic is

A = x- + y- + z- + "-'- — ^yz — 2^*' — 'Ixy — 2xiu — 2yw — 2zw = 0.

In fact this equation may be written

^={x+y-z- w)- - 4 {xy + zw) = 0,

A = {x — y + z-w)-—'i (xz + yw) - 0,

A.={x-y-z + w)- - 4 (xw + yz) = 0,
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equations which put in evidence the double contact with the three critical conies

respectively. We have also, identically,

A = (x + y + 2 + tu) {x + y - oz - v/) - 2iv (x + y - z -w) + 4^(2-- xy),

and the equation A = ma}- therefore be written

A = - -Iw {x -\-y -z- w) + 4 (z- - xy) = 0,

a form which shows that the conic z- — xy = meets the line w = in the same two

points in which it is met by the conic A = 0. And it hence appears by symmetry that

the conies

A = 0, x"" — yz= 0, y- — zx =0, z- — xy = meet the line ?i' = in the same two points,

A=0, ^v — yz = 0, y-—zw = 0, 2- — wy=0 meet the line .r = in the same two points,

A = 0, w-—xz = 0, x^—zw = 0, s-—wx = meet the line y = in the same two points,

A=0, w- — xy = 0, x-—yu' = Q, y- — v>x=0 meet the line 2 = in the same two points,

which are the relations constituting the latter part of the proposed theorem.

2. The analogous theorems in space may be briefly referred to. Taking x — 0,

y = 0, z = 0, zu = as the equations of the faces of a tetrahedron ABCD, then the

implicit constants may be so determined that the coordinates of a given arbitrary point

shall be (1, 1, 1, 1). We may by lines drawn from the vertices of the tetrahedron

project the point on the faces, so as to obtain a point in each of the four faces

;

and then in each face, by lines drawn from the vertices of the face, project the point

in that face upon the edges of the face : the two points thus obtained on each edge

of the tetrahedron are (it is easy to see) one and the same point : that is, we have

on each edge of the tetrahedron a point ; and there exists a ((uadric surface

^ = ar+y-+z- + U'- — 2yz — 2zx — 2xy — 2xu' — 2yw — 2zw =

touching the edges of the tetrahedron in these six points respectively.

The surface in question has plane contact with

the hyperboloid xy + zw = along the intersection with x + y — z — iu = 0,

xz + i/w = „ „ „ x-y+z-w = 0,

X2v + yz =0 „ „ „ x-y-z + w = 0,

and moreover the surfaces

A = 0, X- — yz = 0, y- — zx = 0,' z- — xy =0 meet the line w = 0, x + y+z + iv =
in the same two points

;

A = 0, 2V- — yz = 0, y- — zw = 0, z- — wy = meet the line x = 0, x + y + z + w =
in the same two points

;

A = 0, w'- — xz = 0, X-— ziv = 0, 2" — iux = meet the line y = 0, x + y + 2 + w=0
in the same two points

;

A = 0, lu- - xy = 0, X- — yw = 0, y" — wx = meet the line s = 0, x + y + z + w =
in the same two points,

75—2
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With respect to the construction of the four planes,

x + 1/ — z — w = 0, .r — y + z—w = 0, X —
II
— z+ w = 0, x + ^ + 2 + w = 0,

it is to be observed that if through any edge of the tetrahedron, for instance the

edge « = 0, 2/ = 0, we draw the plane x — y = through the point 0, then the harmonic

of this in regard to the planes a; = 0, y = is the plane ./• + y = ; we have thus six

planes, one through each edge of the tetrahedron, viz., these are y + z = 0, z + x = 0,

x + y = 0, x + tv = 0, y + ^u=0, z + w=0 ; the six planes being the faces of a hexahedron,

which is such that the vertices of the tetrahedron are four of the eight vertices of

the hexahedron. The pairs of opposite faces of the hexahedron meet in three lines

lying in the plane x + y + z +tu = 0, and consequently forming a triangle such that

through each side of the triangle there pass two opposite faces of the hexahedron

;

the planes x + y — z — w=^0, x — y + z — iv = 0, x — y — z+ iu = are the harmonics of the

plane x + y + z + w = in respect of the pairs of opposite faces of the hexahedron

;

viz., the plane x + y — z — iv = is the harmonic of the plane x + y + z + w = in respect

to the planes x + y = 0, z-riv = 0\ and the like for the other two planes x — y + z —2U=0
and X — y — z + w = respectively.

[Vol. IV. July to December, 1S65, pp. 17, 18.]

1710. (Proposed by Professor Cayley.)—Trace the curve y* — 2y-sx — z* = 0, where

the coordinates are such that x + y +z = is the line infinity.

We have x = -^^r ', or writing y = 6z, then x = ^^ z, that is

Solution by the PROPOSER.

2y-

X : y : z==0*-l : -le' : 26-.

Henoe, we see that y, z are indefinitely small in comparison of x,

it e=cc, and then x : y : z= 6* : 2d-> : 20\ that is y- = 2zx
;

or, if ^ = 0, and then x : y : z = -I : 26' : 26-, that is z^ = - 2y-x
;

so that in the neighbourhood of the point (y = 0, z = 0) there are two branches coin-

ciding with the parabola y" = 2zx and with the semicubical parabola z" = — 2y^xz,

respectively.

To find the points at infinity we have x + y + z = 0, that is 6^+ 26''+ 26- — I =
(6-\-l)(6'+6- + 6-l) = 0; and observing that the equation 6'+ 6- + 6 -1=^0 has one

real root, say 6 = k, if ^• be the real root of the equation k^ + k- + k — l=0(k= -505

nearly),—there are two real points at infinity, viz., corresponding to 6 = —1, we have

the point (0, —1, 1), and corresponding to 6 = k the point {—1—k, k, 1).

The equation of the tangent at a point (a, /3, 7) is

X (- ^-y) + y (2/3^ - 2oc^y) + z {- a/3= - 2r>) = 0,
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and hence writing (a, /3, 7) = (0, -1, 1) we have the asymptote a; + 2y + 2^ = : to find

where this meets the curve, we have 0' + -i^^ + 4^- - 1 = 0, that is (^+ I)- (^-+ 2^- 1) = 0,

or at the points of intersection ^- + 2^-1=0, that is = - 1 + ^/2, or there are two
real points of intersection.

Again writing (a, ^, ry) = {-\-k, k, 1) we find the asymptote k-x-2t/ + {k+l) z = :

to find where this meets the curve, we have t{d' -I) - ikff' +(2k + 2) ff'=0, that is

k'e*-4kd' + {2k + 2)&'-k'=id-kr-{te-'-2(k' + k + l)0-l]^O; or for the points of

intersection k^d"- -2{k- + k+l) $-1 =0, an equation in 6 with two real roots, hence
the points of intersection are real.

It is now easy to lay down the curve; viz., if, to fix the ideas, the fundamental
triangle is taken to be equilateral, and the coordinates x, y, z are considered to be
positive for points luithin the triangle, then the curve is as shown in the annexed
figure 1.

It may be remarked that the curve is met by every real line in two real pcjints

at least, and consequently that it is not the projection of any finite curve whatever.

By a modification of the constants of the equation, we might obtain curves which are

finite, such as the curve in figure 2 ; or curves with two or four infinite branches,

which are the projections of such a finite curve.

[Vol. IV. pp. 32—37.]

1744. (Proposed by W. S. Burnside, B.A.)—It is required to find (a-,, y,, z^),

functions of {x, y, z), such that we may have identically

^'i^ + y\ + ^1 _!!? + y'^ + z''

XiyiZi xyz

Solution by PROFESSOR Cayley.

The Solution is in fact given in my " Memoir on Curves of the Third Order,"

Philosophical Transactions, vol. cxLVii. (1857), pp. 415—446, [146].

S^ *4~ 1J^ ~\~ 2^
Write = — 6^; then, taking (X, Y, Z) as current c<jordinates, (*•, y, z) are,

xyz

it is clear, the coordinates of a point on the cubic curve X' +Y' + Z^+^IXYZ =0
;
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and if («], y,, z^) are the coordinates of any other point on the same cubic curve, then

we shall have

a^i^ + yi" + Zi' = _ 67 = a;" + y' + z'

so that («!, y,, z^) will satisfy the condition in question. Hence, if from a given point

(x, y, z) on the cubic curve we obtain by any geometrical construction another point

on the curve, the coordinates of this new point will be functions (and, if the construction

is such as to lead to a single point only, they will be rational functions) of (.r. y, z),

satisfying the condition in question.

For instance, if the point (a-, y, z) be joined with any point (a, /3, 7) on the curve,

the joining line will again meet the curve in a single point, which may be taken to

be the point {x^, y^, 0,). This assumes that we know on the cubic curve a point

(a, /S, 7) ; but such a point at once presents itself, viz., we may write (a, /3, 7) =(1, — 1, 0);

which gives only the self-evident solution {x^, y^, z^)={y, x, z). The point (1, —1, 0)

is clearly one of the nine points of inflexion of the cubic curve, and by using these

in any manner whatever, viz., joining the point {x, y, z) with any point of inflexion,

and then the new point with any other point of inflexion, and so on indefinitely, we

obtain in connexion with the given point (x, y, z) seventeen other points on the curve,

in all a system of eighteen points : these are

(*> y, z), ( X, toy, o)"z), ( X, oa-y, (o z) {x, z
, y), ( x, w z, ury), ( x, w-z, my)

(y, z, x), {toy, co'-z, x), ((o'-y, to z, x) (z, y, x), {(o z, (o-y, .'/), {(o'-z, wy , x)

(z, X, y), {(o-z, X, (oy), (co z, x, (o-y)
| (y, x, z), {(o-y, x, w z), {(oy, x, w-z)

possessing remarkable geometrical properties ; and of course each of the seventeen new

points furnishes a (self-evident) solution of the given identity.

But we may take (a, /3, y)=(x, y, z); the point {x^, y^, z^) is here the point of

intersection of the cubic by the tangent at the point {x, y, z); or say it is the

"tangential" of the point (.r, y, z). The values thus obtained for {x^, y^, z^) are

(a-,
, y, , z,) = [x iy'-z'), y {z^ - XT'), z {afi - y^)\,

which (excluding the above-mentioned self-evident solutions) is in fact the most .simple

solution of the proposed identity. In order to verify that the last-mentioned values

of (a^i, ?/i, 2i) are in fact the coordinates of the tangential of {x, y, z), I observe that

this will be the case if only we have

{x"- -f- nyz) X, + iy- + 2lzx) y, + (2- -|- 2lxy) z, = 0, ay' + yi" + z,' + Qlx,y,z, = 0,

the first of which is obviously satisfied by the values in question ; and for the verification

of the second equation,

a-,= + 2/,'- + 2f = X' {y- - z^Y -f y^ {z^ - x'f + z" {x^ - y'f,

= - X" (?/= - z^) - y" (z> -af) -z^ {x- - f),

= (x" +y^ + 2O (y^ - z^) (z' - •*"') (^ - f\
x^y^z, = xyz (?/= - z") (2' - a.-) (ar> - y^),
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therefore

-'i' + i/:'
+ z' + 'olx.y.z, = (*= + \f + r + Uxyz) (f - z') (z' - a:') (u," - f), =

if .<-' + if + 5
' + Cylxyz = ; the same equations verify at once the identity

iiOi'+yi' + Zi' _x^ + y' + z^

i^iyiZi ^yz

Another solution is as follows : viz., if we take the third intersection with the

cubic of the line joining the points {y, x, z) and [x{y^ — z^), y(z' — x^), z {x' — y'')}, the

coordinates of the line in question are

^1 ' yi '• Zi= j''''y' + y^z^ + 2V — Sx^y^z"

: x^y" + y'^z*^ + 0^x* — '•ia^y'^z''

: xyz (*" + ?/'^ + 2* — y^ir — z^ae- — a?y^).

According to a very beautiful theorem of Professor Sylvester's in relation to the theory of

cubic curves, the coordinates of a point which depends linearly on a given point of the

curve are necessarily rational and integral functions of a square degree of the coordi-

nates (x, y, z) of the given point ; and moreover that (considering as one solution those

which can be derived from each other by a meie permutation of the coordinates, or

change of x into a>x, &c.), there is only one solution of a given .square degree wi'; the

solutions of the degrees 4 and 9 are given above. The tangential of the tangential, or

.second tangential of the point (x, y, z), gives the solution of the degree 1(1
;

joining

this second tangential with the original point {x, y, z), we have the solution of the

degree 2.5 ; and the same solution is also given as the sixth point of intersection with

the cubic, of the conic of .5-pointic intersection at the point {x, y, z). See my memoir
" On the conic of 5-pointic contact at any point of a plane curve," Phil. Trans, vol. CXLix.

(18.59), pp. 371—iOO, [2G1].

Addition to the foregoing Solution. On a system of Eighteen Points on a Cubic Curve.

Considering the cubic curve a^ + y^ + z'+ 6lxyz=0, we have the nine points of

inflexion, which I represent as follows :

a = (0, 1, -1), fZ = (- 1,0,1), 5r = (1,-1,0),

Z) =(0, 1, -to), e=(-&),0, 1), /i = (l, -to, 0),

c=(0, 1, -to-), / = (-a)-, 0, 1), t=(l, -to-, 0),

viz., to being an imaginary cube i-oot of unity, the coordinates of a are (0, 1, — 1), those

of b, (0, 1, —to), &c.
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The points of inflexion lie (as is known) by threes on twelve lines ; viz., the lines are

ahc, afh, hfg, cfi,

adg, bdi, cdh, d.ef,

ae i, beh, ceg, ghi.

Consider now a point on the curve, the coordinates whereof are {x, y, z), where of

course ic^+y^ + z^+ Qlxyz = ; this is one of a system of eighteen points on the curve,

which may be represented as follows

:

A = {x, y, z), D = { X, my, oPz),

B = {y, z, x), E = ((oy, w-z, x),

C ={z, X, y), F={(o-z, X, a> y),

J = {x, z, y), M=( X, mz, w-y),

K={z, y, w), N={a)Z, eo-y, x),

L = (y, X, z), 0=(a}-y, x, wz),

G ={ X, ci)-y, o) z),

H = {(ii-y, a> z, x),

I = (w z, X, (o^y),

P = { X, ct)-z, <o y),

Q = {(o'z, w y, x),

R = (co y, X, (o"z),

viz., the coordinates of A are (x, y, z) ; those of B are {y, z, x), &c.

The tangent at A meets the curve in a point, "the tangential of A" the coordi-

nates whereof are x(y^ — z^), y(z^ — y^), z(x^ — y^); which point may be called A'. And

we have thus the eighteen tangentials

A', B', C, D\ E\ F', G', H', I', J\ A", L', M', N\ 0', P', Q', R'.

The eighteen points A, B, &c., have the following property; viz., the line joining any

two of them meets the cubic in a third point, which is either one of the nine points

of inflexion, or one of the eighteen tangentials ; there are through each point of inflexion

9 such lines, and through each tangential 4 such lines; (9 x 9) + (IS x 4)=153 = ^(18.17),

the number of pairs of points AB, AG, &c. The lines through the inflexions are the

81 lines obtained by joining any one of the points {A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I) with

any one of the points (/, K, L, M, N, 0, P, Q, B), as shown in the following Table

:

ABCDEFGIJI
J
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viz., the line AJ passes through a, the line AK through d, &c.; the proof that AJ
passes through a depends on the identical equation

X, y, z

«, z, y

0, 1,-1

and the like for the other lines AK, AL, &c.

= 0;

The lines through the tangentials are the 36 lines obtained by joining any two

of the points {A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I) and the 36 lines obtained by joining any

two of the points (/, A", L, M, N, 0, P, Q, R) ; and these 72 lines pass through the

tangentials, as shown by the table

ABC,
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parameters; but when two of these are properly detei-mined, the points A, B, C and

their tangentials A', B\ C will be related as in the theorem ; viz., the line through

any two of the points will pass through the tangential of the thii-d point. The

analytical investigation is as follows :

Let the equations of the three tangents be *' = (), 1/ = 0, z= 0, and suppose that,

for the points A, B, G respectively, we have

(a; = 0, y = \z), (y = 0, s = ij,x), (3 = 0, :v = vi/},

then the equation of a cubic touching the three lines at the three points respectively

will be

(y - Xzf (v'By + Cz) + {z- iJLx)- {\-Cz + An^ + (*• - vy)- {/i-Ax + By)

- fi^Aaf - v-By' - X-Cz' + Kxyz = 0,

where A, B, C, K are arbitrary coefficients; but if A : B : C = \ : fi : v, then the

equation is

(y — Xz}' V {fjLvy + z) + (z — fix)- \ {v\z + «;) + {x — vy)" /m (Xfix + y)

— X/x-ai' — fj.v"y' — vX'z'-' + Kxyz = 0,

where

A, A' are the intersections of x = 0, by y — Xz=0, /j.vy +z =0 respectively,

B, B' „ „ y = 0, „ z — fix = 0, vXz + x = „ ,

C, C „ „ z = 0, „ X - vy = 0, X/ix + y = „ ;

the equations of BC, CA, AB thus are

— ^ix + fivy + i. = 0, X — vy+ i>Xz = 0, Xfix + y — Xz = 0,

which pass through A', B', and C respectively.

If we consider along with the points A, B, C the points J, K, L, and their

respective tangentials, then we have inscribed in the cubic a hexagon ALBJCK which

has the following properties, viz., the pairs of opposite sides and the three diagonals

pass through the three real inflexions in lined, viz.,

AL, JC, BK, through g

LB, CK, JA, „ a

BJ, KA, CL, „ d.

This shows that the six points A, B, C, J, K, L are the intersections of the cubic

by a conic; and moreover, considering the triangles ABC, JKL formed by the alternate

vertices, then in each triangle the sides pass through the tangentials of the opposite

vertices respectively.

In what precedes we have in effect found the coordinates {z, x, y) of the third

point of intersection with the cubic, of the line joining the points (y, z, x) and
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{x{if — z^), y{^—a?), z{oi? — y^)\. The coordinates of the same point may be otherwise

found by a direct investigation, as follows : Write

X., : y., : z., = x (7/ - z->) : y(z'- of) : z (a- - y') ; x, : y, : z, = y : z : x.

If in the equation of the curve we substitute for x, y, z, the values uxi+vx.,,

uyi+vy.2, iiZj + vz.., we find

a {xi-x.2 + y;% + Zi-z« + 21 {x.y^z^ + y.z^x^ + z^x^y^)]

+ V {x^x.? + y^yi + z^z.? + 21 {a\y..z. + yiZ^x. + z^x.y.^] = 0,

say uP + yQ = ; we may therefore write u = Q, ?; = — P, and the coordinates of the

third point are Qa\-Px.2, Qy^ — Py,, Qz^ — Pz.j. Now

Q.'i\ - Pa-., = y,y., {x,y. - x.y,) + ZiZ. (xtZ. - x.z^) + 21 (x,-y,z, - x.?y,z,)

= yz {z' - a?) \y" {z' - «') - zx {y> - z')]

+ zx (,r^ - y^) [yz {x> - y') - x° (y' - z')]

+ 21 [y- . yz . (z^ — a?) {x" — y"') — x- (y' — 2')- zx].

+ xyz (a;" + ?/" + ^"^ — y^z'^ — zV — a;y) z

- 21 {afiy'^ + y^z^ + zV - ^x'y^z^) z
;

so that we have Qx^ — Px., = Hz ; and in like manner Qy^ — Py.. = Tlx, Qz^ — Pz.. = Uy
;

and therefore Qxi — Px. : Qyi — Qy- ' Qzi — Pz.. = z : x : y, which proves the theorem.

I consider in like manner the following question ; viz., if (y, x, z) be joined with

the tangential of {x, y, z) ; to find the third point of intersection. We have here

x„ : ]/ : z., = x{y^-z-') : yiz'-x") : z{x^-y^); x, : y^ : z^ = y : x : z;

and P, Q as before ; and the coordinates of the third point are

Qx,-Px, : Qy,-Py, : Qz,-Pz,;

also

Qxi — Px.. = xy (z^ — X') [y- (z' — XT')— of (y^ — z^)}

+ z- {X' - 2/') {yz (x^ - 2/0 - zx {y- - z^)\

+ 21 [y^z (z' -x')(x'- y") - a;^ (?/» - z^f zx},

= X {if (2^ — x')'- — z' («' — 2/0 (2/" ~ ^01

+ y [z' (x' - y^)- - x" {f - z') {z"' - x')]

+2lz {f (z^ - »») (x" - 2/0 - a^ (f - z'Y}

,

that is Qx^ - Px, = (w + y- 2lz) {x^z' + yV + 2^2/° - 3«=2/'-')
J

similarly Qy^ - Py, = {x + ,y
- 2lz) {fz' + 2/"2' + 2V - '^xfy'z'')

;

also Q^i - Pz, ={x + y-2lz) {.'"^ + y" + z'' - fz'' - afy') xyz
;

76—2
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and we hence have the values

X : Y : Z=x''if+ tfz" + ^x" - Wfs= : u-'f + ifz^ + s^a.* - ^a^fz"

: xyz (x^ + y^ + z^ — ifz^ — z^a? — x^if)

for the coordinates <if the point in (juestion.

[Vol. IV. pp. 38, .39.]

1751. (Proposed by Professor Cayley.)—Let ABGD be any quadrilateral. Construct,

as shown in the figure, the points F, G, H, I: in BC find a point Q such that

RC CO 1
- •^,^='7^; and complete the construction as shown in the figure. Show that an
BC GQ v2
ellipse may be drawn passing through the eight points F, G, H, I, a, /3, y, B, and

having at these points respectively the tangents shown in the figure.

11

{Professor Cayley remarks that if ABCD is the perspective representation of a square,

then the ellipse is the perspective representation of the inscribed circle ; the theorem

gives eight points and the tangent at each of them ; and the ellipse may therefore

be drawn by hand with an accuracy quite sufficient for practical purposes. The

demonstration is immediate, by treating the figure as a perspective representation: the

gist of the theorem is the very convenient construction in perspective which it furnishes.}

[Vol. IV. pp. 65—67.]

1775. (Proposed by W. K. Clifford.)—If a straight line meet the faces of the

tetrahedron ABCD in the points a, h, c, d, respectively ; the spheres whose diameters

are Aa, Bb, Cc, Dd have a common radical axis.
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Solution hj Professor Cayley.

Let the given lino bo taken for the axis of z ; the axes of x, y being any

rectangular axes in the plane perpendicular thereto ; the equations of the given line

are therefore (a- = 0, ij = 0). Take (a,, /3,, 7,), {ol.,, 0,, 7.,), (Oj, 0„ 7^), (a,, f3„ y,) for the

coordinates of the points A, B, 0, D respectively; and (0, 0, c,), (0, 0, c,,), (0, 0, C3), (0, 0, d)

for the coordinates of the points a, b, c, d respectively. Then, to determine Ci, the

equation of the plane BCD is

X ,
ij

, 3 , 1 i = 0,

a,, l3,, 7,, 1

a^, 0,, 73, 1

014, A, Ji, 1

and cutting this by the line u; = 0, ij = 0, we have

, , ci , 1 =0,

«;, /3s, 7,, 1

Os, ^3, 7.i. 1

«4. A, 74. 1

with similar equations for Co, Cj, c, respectively. The four equations may be united into

the single equation

Cipi,
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and secondly,
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Ci7i, 1, Oil, /8i

Co7,, 1, a.,, j3.,

C474. 1. ^4, ^j

= 7i. «i. A, 7i

7:;. "-2. ^^, 72

7i7 1*3. A> 73

74. 04. A. 74

that is,

1, a,, ^1, Ci7i =0;

1, a.., jS-:, a. 7.

1, Os, /^s. C373

1, «4. /3j, C474

and these two results may be united into the single formula

1, a,, /3,, C1 + 7,, c,7i =0.

1, a,, ^.,, c., + y.„ C37,

1, oc-., /3j, c-t + y-, Csj-,

1, 0(4. A. C4 + 74, C474

Now the equation of a sphere having for the extremities of a diameter the points

(a, /3, 7) and (a, b, c) is

[x - i (« + a)]'^ + [y-ki^ + ^)J + [.' - i (f + 7)]-^ = \ [(« - oif +(h- I3r + (c - 7)'^].

(a;-a)ix-a)+{y-b){ij-^}+(z-c)(z-j) = 0,

or

«- + y- + Z-- (a + a) w - (b + 0)y-ic^y)z + aa + b/3 + cy = 0;

therefore, when the two points are (a, /3, 7) and (0, 0, c), the equation is

X- + y- +2- - aa- - ^y - (c + y) z + cy = 0.

Hence, putting for shortness P = — aa-—^y—(c+y)z+cy, viz., Pi = — Ci,x—^iy — (Ci+y,)z+Ciy,,

&c., the equations of the four spheres are

x-+y-+z- + Pi = 0, a" + y- + z- + P., = 0, x- + y- + z-+ P., = 0, x- + y- + Z' + P, = 0,

and the four spheres will have a common radical axis, if for proper values of the

multipliers fi, v, p we have

tx (P, - P,) + V (P, - P,) + p(P,-P,) = 0,

or what is the same thing, if for proper values of X, /a, v, p we have

XPj + ^P, + vP, + pP, = 0, X + /x + v + p = 0;
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that is, if

X +
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giving the remaining two points of intersection. If the circle be a circle of curvature,

one of these must coincide with the point (cos 0, sin 0), that is the equation

2/ sin ^ — X cos ^ — 1 — 4 cos- + 4«i cos ^ = 0, must be satisfied by the values x = cos 0,

y — sin ; this will be the case if — 6 cos= 6 + 4wi cos 0=0, that is cos = 0, giving for

the parabola y- ±2y + \ = Q, which is not a projJer Solution, or else cos0 = |, giving

sin = ±{\ — Ti m-f, so that there are Uvo parabolas satisfying the conditions of the

jjroblem ; if to fix the ideas we take the upper sign, the equation of the corresponding

parabola is

y- - 2 (1 - A m-f- y+^ ni'x +1-4 m- = ;

and it may be added that the coordinates of the focus are

x = m — ^m^, 2/ = (1 — i??i-)'-.

The equation of the other parabola and the coordinates of the focus are of course

found by merely changing the sign of the radical. The parabolas are real if »« < |

;

if m = % we have a single parabola, the point of contact being in this case the vertex

of the parabola ; and if m > # the parabolas are imaginary.

[Professor Cayley states that he was led to the foregoing problem by the consideration

of the curve (proposed for investigation in Quest. 1812) which is the envelope of a

variable circle having its centre in the given circle and touching the given line. The

i-equired curve (which is of the sixth order) has two cusps which, it is easy to see

geometrically, are the foci of the parabolas in the problem. Taking (cos 0, sin 0) for

the coordinates of the centre of the variable circle, we shall have

a- = f cos — m cos 20 + ^ cos 30, y = | sin — m sin 16 + ^ sin M,

for the coordinates of a point on the envelope.)

[Vol. IV. pp. 81—83.]

1790. (Proposed by Professor Sylve.STER.)—(1) If a set of six points be respectively

represented b}- the six permutations of a : h : c, show that they lie in a conic, and

write downi its equation.

(2) Hence prove that if AB, BC, CA be three real lines containing th(^ nine

points of inflexion of a cubic curve having an oval, the pairs of tangents drawn to

the oval from A, B, C will meet it in six points lying in a conic.

Solution by Professor Cayley.

1. That the six points,

l={a,b,c), 2={b,c,a), 3 = (c, a, 6),

4 = (a, c, b), •)=(^, «, c), 6 = (c, b, a).
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are situate on a conic, appears at once by writing down its equation : viz.,

(be + ca + ab) {x- + f + s-) - [a- + b- + c-) (yz +2x + xij) = 0,

which is satisfied by the coordinates of each of the six points.

2. It is interesting to remark that the six points on the conic form, not

a general inscribed hexagon, but a hexagon such as is mentioned in Prob. 1512

(vol. II. p. .51), viz., one in which the three diagonals pass respectively through the

Pascalian points (intersections of opposite sides): in fact, in the hexagon 143.526, forming

the equations of the sides and diagonals, these are

lit. {b + c)x- a ij - az=0, 2.5. {c + a) x - by- bz = 0,

15. -ex- e y + (a+b)z=0, 2(3. -a x- a >/+(b + c)2=0,

16. -bx + (e + a)i/- b z = 0, 24. -cx+(a + b)i/- cz = 0,

36. {a + b) X — c y— e z = 0,

34. -h X- 6 y + (c + a)2 = 0,

35. — a x + (b + e) y — a z = 0;

so that the lines 14, 25, 36 meet in the point ./; = 0, y -\- z =0,

16, 24, 35 „ y=Q, z+x = Q,

15, 26, 34 „ 2 = 0, « + ^ = 0.

3. It is further to be remarked that the six points lie on the cubic curve

ar= + y^ + g^ _ x_yz _
a" + b' + (f ahc " '

and are consequently the six points of intersection of this cubic by the above mentioned

conic.

4. The points {x = 0, y + z = 0), (y = 0, z + x = 0), (3 = 0, x + y = 0) are the three

real inflexions of the cubic ; hence, attending only to the cubic, and starting from the

arbitrary point (o, 6, c) on this curve, it appears by what precedes, that we may,

by means of the three real inflexions of the cubic, construct the system of six points,

(the construction is, in fact, identical with that given in my Solution of Problem 1744,

vol. IV. pp. 32—37, [ante p. 597] the six points being six out of the therein

mentioned eighteen points); and it further appears, that these six points lie on a conic.

5. As regards the second part of the proposed Problem, consider the cubic curve

a^ + y^ + z^ + Qlxyz = ; the three real lines containing the nine points of inflexion are

the lines x = 0, y = 0, z=0; and the points A, B, C are therefore (y = 0, z=0),

(z=0, x = 0), (x =0, y = 0} respectively. From each of these points we may draw to

the curve six tangents, and we have thus on the curve eighteen points, which are a

particular case of the system in the Solution of Prob. 1744. Or if from each of the

points we draw two properly selected tangents, (when the cubic has an oval these

c. V. 77
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may be the two tangents to the oval,) then we obtain a system of six points, (part

of the system of eighteen points) ; viz., the coordinates of the six points are of the

form (a, b, c), (b, c, a), (c, o, b), (a, c, b), {b, a, c), (c, b, a) and therefore the six points

are in a conic.

6. To verify this, if we take y = 0.r for the equation of a tangent from the point

(.r = 0, 2/ = 0), the equation (I + d') .t' + QWx-s + z^ = must have a pair of equal roots,

1+0"
giving for d the equation (I + 6')'- + o2l'6-' = ; and we then find s = 1^ x, that is,

6 being determined by the foregoing equation, the coordinates of the point of contact

1 + 6'

are x : y : z = \ : 6 : — .,^. The roots of the equation in 6 are of the form

^1, 6.., , ^ , -^ , ^- ; and assuming that the curve has an oval, there are two real
Pi t/.j Us

roots ^1 , ^ - Hence, writing x : y : z =^ 1 : 6i : ajW^ = a : b : c, the substitution -^

for 6, gives x : y : z = b : a : c, that is, the coordinates of the points of contact of

the tangents to the oval, from the point (,r = 0, y = 0) are (a, b, c) and (6, a, c)

respectively : and writing successively (y, z, ,r) and {z, x, y) in place of {x, y, z), the

coordinates for the tangents from (?/ = 0, z = 0) are (b, c, a), (c, b, a) ; and those for

the tangents from (2 = 0, .r = 0) are (c, a, b) and (a, c, b); so that the coordinates of

the six points of contact are a system of the form in question.

[Vol. IV. p. 107.]

1812. (Proposed by Professor Cayley.)—Find the envelope of a series of circles

which touch a given straight line and have their centres in the circumference of a

given circle. {See Quest. 1771.

j

[Vol. IV. pp. IDS, 109.]

1816. (Proposed by R. Ball, M.A.)—Express the roots of the ecjuation

{ae - ^bd + 3c-) («.«'' + ^bx"" + Qcx- + 4rf.r + e)- - 3 [{uc - b-) ,'•* + 2 (ad - be) x"

+ (ae + 2bd - 3c'-) x"- +2 (be- cd) x + (ce - d-)\'' = 0,

in terms of the roots a, /3, y, 8 of x* + 46./-' + Qcx- + idx + e = 0.

Solution by PROFESSOR Cayley.

Writing
U — (a, b, c, d, e'^x, yY — a(x — ay)(x - 0y)(x — 'yy)((c -hj),

H={ac-b\ h(ad-bc), ^ (ae + 2bd - 3c=), ^(be-cd), ce-d%x, y)\

I =ae- ^bd + 3c-

;
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then considering x : y a,s the unknown quantity, it is required to find the roots of

the equation IU- — SH-=Q in terms of the roots (a, j3, 7, 8) of the equation U = 0;

or, what is the same thing, it is required to find the linear factoi'S of the function

lU- — SH". The function in question is the product of four quadratic factors, rational

functions of (a, /S, 7, 8); and these being known, the four pairs of linear factors can

be determined each of them by the solution of a quadratic ei(uation. In fact, writing

0. = a l(/3
- a) (X - 7^) {.v - 8y) + (7 - «) (*' - By) (x - 0y) + {S - a) (,^ - l3y) {.v - yy)},

0p = a {(7 - yS) (x - By) (x -ay) + (B-0){x- ay) (w - jy) + (« - /3) (w - yy) (x - By)},

0, = a 1(S - 7) {X - ay) (x - 0y) + (a - 7) (x - 0y) (.r - By) + {^-y) {x - By) {x - ay)],

05 = a [{a - B) {.,'. - 0y) (x - yy) +(0-B) (x - yy) (x - ay) + {y-B) (x - ay) (x - ^y)},

we have identically 256(/[7- — 3/f-) =0„©y0^0j ; so that the (piadratic factors of lU'-'^H-

are 0a, 0^, 0^, 06. To show that this is so, it is to be lemarked that the product

0„©p0^0a is a symmetrical function of the roots a, ^, 7, B, and consequently a rational

and integral function of the coefficients (a, b, c, d, e) of U ; moreover 0„, 0^, 0^, &s being

each of them a covariant (an irrational one) of U, the product in question must be

a covariant. But a covariant is completely determined when the leading coefficient is

given ; hence it will be sufficient to show that the leading coefficients, or coefficients

of a.* in the functions 0„0^0^0{ and 2oQ(IU--SH-) are equal to each other. Writing

for a moment Sa = p, Sa/S = '/, Sa/3y = r, a^yB = s, the coefficient of *•- in a~'0„ is

l3 + y + B — Sa, which =p — 4a ; we have thence the product (p — 4a)(p - 4/3)(^j — 47) (p — 48),

which is = jD^ — 4/)^ . p + I6p- . q — Gip . r + 25Gs, = 2.56s - 64^;- + I6p-q — 3p\

Hence, restoring the omitted factor a^ and observing that we have p, q, r, « equal

to — 46, 6c, - id, e, each divided by a, the coefficient of *« in ©.©^©y©^ i.s

2.56 (a'e - 'ia-bd + 6ab-c - Sb*), or 2-56 \{ae - ibd + S(f) a'-S (ac - ¥)},

and is consequently equal to the coefficient of x^ in 2oQ{IU- — SH^); which proves the

theorem.

It may be remarked that the leading coefficient of IU--SH- is =a~'(«, ^. c, d, e'^b, - ay;

and that for a quantic U={a, b,..)(x,y)"- of the order /( we have a corresponding

covai-iant of the order «(/(-2), the leading coefficient of which is =ir^{a,b, ~^b,—a)":

For n = 2, this is the invariant (discriminant) ac — b- ; for n = 3 it is the cubicovariant

(a'd - 'iabc + 2b^, . . .'^x, yf; for « = 4 it is, as we have seen, the covariant IU--SH-.

For « = .5, the leading coefficient a*/- oa=be + I0d%-d - lOab'c + 4>b' is = a- (a-/- oabe + 2acd

4. s6-rf - 6bc-) - 2 (ac - b") (a-d - Sabc + 2b% which shows that the covariant in question

(of the order 1.5) is = {/-(No. 17) - 2 (No. 15) (No. 18), where the Nos. refer to the

Tables of my Second Memoir on Quantics, Phil. Trans., vol. CXLVI. (1856), pp. 101—126,

[141; in the notation there explained, the expression for the covariant is A-E-2CF\

(The roots of ©„ = are readily found to be

a(/3 + 7+8)-(73 + 3/3 + /37 ) ± li [(« " ^f (7 - Bf + (a - 7)^ {B - jBy + (a - Bf{^-y)^\^

3a-(;S + 7 + S)

these then, with three similar pairs, express the eight roots as required.)

77—2
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In the following Contents, the Problems are referred to, each by its No. and the Proposer's

name, and the subject is briefly indicated : an Asterisk shows that no solution was given.

1373
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NOTES AND REFEKENCES.

302, 305. The theory of curves in space was proposed as the subject of the

Prize-question of the Steiner Foundation by the Academy of Sciences of Berlin in the

year 1881 " irgend eine auf die Theorie der hoheren algebraischen Raumcurven sich

beziehende Frage von wesentlicher Bedeutung voUstaudig zu erledigen," and the prize

was divided between the two memoirs

Halphen, " Memoire sur la classification des courbes gauches algdbriques." Jour.

£cole Polyt. Cah. Lii. (1882), pp. 1—200, and

Nbther, " Zur Grundlegung der Theorie der algebraischen Raumcurven." Ahh. der

Akad. zu Berlin vom Jahre 1882, pp. 1 to 120 ; both treating of the classification of

curves in space.

We have also the valuable memoir

Valentiner, "Zur Theorie der Raumcurven," Acta Mathematica, t. II., 1883, pp.

136—230, which relates less directly to the question of classification.

The three authors all refer to these papers in the Comptes Reiidus, and make

considerable use of my conception of the monoid surface. It would be out of place

to attempt to give any account here of these memoirs : I only refer to such remarks

or theorems contained in them as stand in immediate connection with the remarks

which follow.

The question of classification is much simplified by excluding from consideration

the curves with singular points (that is actual double points and stationary points),

and this is in fact done both by Halphen and Nother and in the present Note.

The curves considered are thus curves with only apparent double points (adps.) viz.

for a curve of the order d (I use Halphen's letters) with // apparent double points,

taking an arbitrary point as vertex, the cone through the curve is a cone of the

order d, with It nodal lines, each of these meeting the curve in two (real or

imaginary) non-coincident points. Such a curve is the partial intersection of the

(x y 2)*+'

cone in question say U, = (x, y, zY, = with a monoid surface 7U, = .
—rj^, = -~

,

where the inferior cone P, = (*', y, zf, = 0, of the monoid surface, and the superior

cone Q, =(a,', y, zf^'^, =0, of the monoid surface each of thoin pass through all the }i
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nodal lines of the cone, and besides through 6 lines of the cone : the complete inter-

section of the cone and monoid surface is thus made up of the curve once, the

h nodal lines each twice, and the 6 lines each once ; and if as before the order of

the curve is =d, then we thus have {k -^\) d = d + 2h + d, viz. we must have

kd = 111 + 6, as the condition to be satisfied in order that the curve of the order d

may be the partial intersection of the cone and monoid surfxce.

In my papers in the Comptes Reiidus I endeavoured to find, and Halphen and

Nother both endeavour to find, the surfaces of lowest order which have the curve of

order d for their complete or partial intersection. This (although, as will presently

appear, the theory may be considered in a more complete form) is an important and

interesting question ; but upon further reflection it appears to me that it is a

question beside that which first presents itself and ought to be in the first instance

considered, viz. this is the question of the classification of curves in space according

to the foregoing representation of any such curve as the partial intersection of a cone

and monoid surface. Supposing it effected, and a kind of curve completely defined

according to this mode of representation, then there arises the further question to which I

have referred (Salmon's Solid Geometry, Ed. 3, (1874), p. 285, and Ed. -i, (1882), p. 281),

viz. we may have passing through any given curve a complete system of surfaces,

that is a system U =0, F = 0, W = 0, ... where these functions are not connected by

any such equation as U= NV+PW -\- ..., and where every other surface which passes

through the curve is expressible in the form MU+ NV+ PW + ... = 0. It is not easy

to prove (but as to this see Hilbert "Zur Theorie der algebraischen Gebilde,"

Gi'ittingen Nachrichten, 1888, p. 4.54), but it may be safely assumed that for a curve of

any given order whatever, the number of equations in such a complete system is

finite, and we have thus the representation of a curve in space by means of a

complete system of surfaces passing through it. Obviously the curve is here the

partial (or if the system consists of only two surfaces then the complete) intersection

say of the two surfaces {1=0, F = of lowest order passing through it, which is

the question above referred to.

Reverting to the representation by the cone and monoid surface, Halphen gives

the capital theorem, that if we have any particular inferior cone P = passing through

the curve, then we may without loss of generality take the equation of the monoid

surface to be w = -^ : viz. if instead hereof the equation of the monoid surface is

taken to be w = -^, then this equation in virtue of the equation U—0 of the cone

is always reducible to the first mentioned form «y = -p ; that is in virtue of the

equation U=0, we have w = ^ = -s, or what is the same thing, jp = p in virtue of

^=0, that is Q'P-QP' = MU, where M is a rational and integral function (x, y, zf

of the degree X, =k-\- n+l-d, if k be the degree of P' and n that of P.

It thus appears that if n be the order of the cone of lowest order which passes

through the h nodal lines of the cone t/"=0, then we have always functions Q, P
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of the orders ?i + l, n respectively, such that the equation of the monoid surtace is

w=p. Or what is the same thing, we liave always a monoid surface of the order

?i + 1 : we thus arrive at the notion of Halphen's characteristic n.

Instead of the foregoing equation fed = 2li + 6, we thus have nd = 2li + 6, and for

given values of d, h there is thus a minimum value of n (viz. nd must be at least

= 2/i); there is also a maximum vakie of it, viz. this is the least vahie for which

J n (n + 3) is = or < /(, for with such a vahie of n there is always through the h

nodal lines a cone of the order «.

For a given value of d, we have /; = at most |(rf-l)(rf-2), and Halphen

shows that h must be at least = [i C^ - 1)'']. if we denote in this manner the integral

part of the expression within the brackets. And then, /( having any value between

these limits, for an}' given values of d, Ii we have by what precedes a certain number
of values of n.

We thus have prima facie curves in space of the several forms {d, Ii, n): but it

may very well be, and in fact Halphen finds that when d is =9 or upwards, then

for certain values of /;, n as above, there is not any curve {d, h, n): thus d = 'J, h=Vl,
the values of n are ?! = 4 or 5, but there is not any curve rf = 9, h = l7, for either

of these values of n; or say the curves (9, 17, 4) and (9, 17, -5) are non-existent.

And I notice further that in certain cases for which Halphen finds a curve

(d, h, n) such curve does not exist except for special configurations of the h nodal

lines not determined by the mere definition of n as the order of the cone of lowest

order which passes through the h nodal lines: for instance rf = 9, A=1C, m=4 for

which Halphen gives a curve, I find that it is not enough that the 16 nodal lines

are situate on a quartic cone, but that they must be the 16 lines of intersection of

two quartic cones.

I remark moreover that Halphen does not carry out the foregoing principle of

classification according to the values of {d, h, n): thus d = 9, li = 22, the values of n

are 6 and 5 ; viz. the 22 nodal lines are in general on a sextic cone but they may
be on a quintic cone ; the curves (9, 22, 6) and (9, 22, .5) exist each of them, but

he gives only the former of the two forms. The form (9, 22, 6) has a capacity 36

(depends upon 36 constants) but (9, 22, .5) a capacity 35 only, and I assume that

Halphen considered it as a particular case of (9, 22, 6), (there is it seems to me a

want of precision in his definition of a family)—but I consider that this is an

abandonment of the principle—the two curves differ ipso facto in that in the first

form the 22 nodal lines are iiot, iir the second form they are, on a quintic curve.

In Nbther's theory the characteristic n does not present itself.

Resuming the general theory, and considering d, h, n as given, we start from the

cone TJ = of the order d, with /( nodal lines lying in a cone of the order n : we

take P = a cone of the order n passing through the h nodal lines, and besides

meeting the cone U=0 in lines; nd=2h + 6, (where 6 may be =0). And we then

have (^ = a cone of the order ?i + 1 passing through the /( lines and the 6 lines

;
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and this being so we have w = -p for the equation of the monoid surface, and

consequently U=0 and lu = ^ for the equations of the curve, viz. the cone 11=0

and the monoid surface of the order n + l meet in the h lines each twice, in the

lines, and in the curve of the order d; (n + l)d= 2h + + d. Observe here that the

cone Q=0 as a cone of the order n + l subjected only to the conditions of passing

through the h lines and the lines has in general a capacity = J (» + 1) (»+ 4) - A— ;

this number should be = 3 at least, for if it were = 2, we should have Q = (a:+,8y + yz) P
(since P = is a cone of the next inferior order through the same h+ lines), and

thus the curve would be a plane curve. Observe further that the cone U=0, qua

cone of the order d with h nodal lines has in general a capacity =^ d{d+ S) —h; the

cone P = 0, by what precedes may be regarded as determinate, and the cone Q=0 as

just appearing has in general a capacity =^(n + l)(n + i) — h— 0; there is a term

+ 1 for the implicit constant factor in the function Q, and we thus find for the

capacity of the curve the expression ^d{d + S)-h, + l+^ (n + 1) (n +4')—h—0, viz. this

is =^d(d + 3) + ^(n'+ on) + 3 - nd, =^{d- n)- + i (M + 5n) + 3, which putting for a

moment d-n = (i is =^ d' + ^{8d — oa) + S, =4fZ + ^(a- 2) (a - 3) ; hence restoring for

a its value, we find capacity of curve =4id + h(d — 2 - n)(d — S — 7i): in particular if

n = d— 2 or d — -i, the capacity is = 4c?.

We are thus able in the case where ^ (« + 1) (w + 4) - /i — ^= 3 or more, say

^n{n + o) = or > A+^+1, actually to construct the equation of a curve (d, h, n),

having in the case where n = d — 2 or d — 3 a capacity = 4c? : the conditions in

question for any given value of d, are satisfied by the considerable number of curves

which form Halpheu's "premier grou'pe."

For instance d=9, then the complete table of the values of h, n, is

d
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and the conditions are satisfied for those values of (d, h, n) against which I have set

the capacity 36"f'. I do not explain the remaining figures of the column of capacities,

but remark only that means that the curve is non-existent, and that 35 refers to

the curve (9, 22, 5) which is alluded to above as not specified by Halphen.

It is important to remark that if the above-mentioned condition \ n (n -I- 5) = or

> h + 6+l, or restoring it to the original form ^(n + 1) {n + 4<) — h — = ^ at least, is not

satisfied, then it by no means follows, and it is not in general the case, that the curve

is non-existent : I have said only that the cone Q = has in general a capacity

= ^{n + l)(n +4i) — h — 0, but the configuration of the h + d lines may be such as not

to impose on the cone Q = which passes through them so many as h + conditions,

and the capacity of the cone may thus be greater than ^(n + 1) («,+ 4) — /i — ^, and

may thus be =3 at least ; moreover supposing that in such a case the curve exists,

the capacity of the cone U=0 instead of being =^d(d+3) — h, may very well have,

and presumably has, a greater value, and the reasoning by which the capacity of the

curve was found to be =M + ^(d — '2 — n){d — 3 — n) ceases to be applicable. The

theory, as depending upon special configurations of the h lines and the lines, is

a complicated and difficult one, and I do not attempt to enter upon it.

In conclusion I wish to refer to an important theorem given by Valentiner and

also by Halphen and Nother. Considering in connexion with the curve of the order d,

a surface of the order ?», then since the capacity hereof (or number of constants

contained in its equation) is = ^(m + l){m + 2){m + S)—l or ^m{m- + 6m + 11), it is

obvious that if this be greater than md, the surface can be made to pass through

more than riid points of the curve, and thus that the curve will lie upon a surface

of the order «t. But the condition which has really to be satisfied in order that

the curve may lie upon a surface of the order m is a less stringent one : if /) be

the deficiency of the curve, = ^ (d — l)(d — 2) — h, if as before the curve is without

actual singularities, and h be the number of its apparent double points, then the

condition is ^m (rn- + 6m + 11) greater than md—p, viz. the surface of the order m
being made to pass through md +1 — p points assumed at pleasure on the curve will

ipso facto pass through p determinate points of the curve, that is in all through m,d + 1

points of the curve, or it will contain the curve. The theorem is true subject only

to the limitation m= or > d — 2. The most simple form of statement is perhaps that

given by Valentiner, p. 194 (changing only his letters), viz. if m be = or > rf — 2, the

intersections of a surface of the order m with a curve of the order d with /( apparent

double points are determined by means of

dm -^{d-l)(d-2) + h (= dni-p)

of these intersections.

312. The generalisation which is here given of Euler's theorem S + F = E + 2, is

a first step towards the theory developed in Listing's Memoir " Census raumlicher

Complexe oder Verallgemeinerung des Euler'schen Satzes von den Polyederu." Gottingen

Abh. t. X. (1862).

320. The transcendent igd(-iu), with a pure imaginary argument is the function

logtan (^TT-l-^f) (h;yperbolic logarithm) tabulated by Legendre, Exer. de Calcul Integral,

C. V. 78
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t. II. (1816), Table iv. and Traite des Fonctions Elhptiques, t. II. (1826), Table IV.

at intervals of .30' from 0" to 90°, to twelve decimals and fifth differences. But

the march of the function is somewhat disguised by the argument being taken in

degrees and minutes and the function in abstract number. I have in the paper " On
the orthomorphosis of the circle into the parabola," Quart. Math. Jour. vol. xx. (188.5),

pp. 213—220, see p. 220, given the table (at intervals of 1° to seven decimals)

exhibiting the argument and the function each of them in degrees and minutes and

also in abstract number.

835. Besides the 13 numbers mentioned by Gauss it appears by the paper, Perott,

"Sur la formation des determinants irreguliers," Crelle, t. xcv. (1883), pp. 232—236, that

in the first thousand the determinants — 468 and — 931 are irregular.

341. Consider the equation of a curve as given in the form // —f(x) = ; then in

the notation of Reciprocants {t = y', a = ^ y", b = ^
y'". c = ^'j y"'\ d = j^ y'"", where the

accents denote differentiation in regard to x) the equation of the conic of five-pointic

contact at the point {x, y) of the curve is

a* {X - xf

+ a?b{X-x){Y-y-t {X - x)\

+ {ac-¥) [Y-y-t{X-x)Y
-a' [Y-y-t{X-x)\=0,

which I verify as follows : writing X =x + 6, we have

Y = y + te+ ad- + hd' + cO* + de\

and thence

Y-y-t{X- .v) = ad- + bO'' + cO' + dO'.

Substituting these values and developing as far as 6^ we find

a'O-

+ a%e {ad- + be' + cd')

+ («.c - b-) {a-0' + 2abe')

- a' {aff" + be^ + cd* + dd') = 0,

viz. this is

06'= + 00' + 00' - a {a'd - Sabc + 26') 6' = 0.

The equation is thus satisfied as far as 6*, showing that the conic is a conic of

5-pointic contact ; and it will be satisfied as far as 6^ if only a (a-d — Sabc + 26-) = 0.

The value a=0 belongs to an inflexion, and reduces the equation of the conic to

\Y — y — t(X — x)}- = 0, viz. this is the stationary tangent taken twice, which is in an

improper sense a conic of six-pointic contact : the other factor determines a sextactic

point, viz. we have a-d — Sabc + 26' = as the condition of a sextactic point.

We might from this form, which belongs to the curve as given by the equation

y —f{x) = 0, pass to the form belonging to the curve as given by the equation
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U, = {x, y, z)™, = 0, and thus obtain the form given iu the memoir, and the process

would I can well imagine be a more simple one, but it would certainly be very com-

plicated : as an illustration take the simple case of an inflexion : the condition for this,

for the equation ?/—/(«) = of the curve is a = 0, that is ,-{=0. Passing first to the

form U, ={x, y, 1)"' = 0, we have

dU dUdy ^
1 ^ =

dx dy dx '

and thence

dx- dxdy dx dy- \dx) dy dx-

viz. substituting for -y its value from the first equation the condition y-, = 0, becomes

/dU^- d'U_^dU dU drJl /dUV d?U^^
\dy j dx" dy dx dxdy \dxj dy-

and we can then make the further transformation to the form U — {x, y, z)™, =0, and

so obtain but not very easily the result B (U)= : but in the transformations for the

sextactic point, besides the differential coefficient a of the second order we have the

coefficients b, c, d of the orders 3, 4 and 5 respectively ; and the complication is thus

very much greater.

343, 354, 374. The principal paper is 374 ; 3.54 is a mere resumd of this ; and

343 relates to the higher singulai'ity which first presented itself, and which is there

shown to arise from the coalescence of a node and a cusp, but in 374 (where it is

considered more fully) it is shown to be equivalent to a node, a cusp, a double

tangent and an inflexion.

On the general subject, and founded on 374, we have

Smith, H. J. S., " On the Higher Singularities of Plane Curves," Proc. Lond.

Math. Soc. vol. VI. (187.5), pp. 153—182. The author refers to the two following

enquiries :

(1) It is important to prove that the indices of singularity as defined by

Professor Cayley satisfy the equations of Plucker ; and that the " genus " or " deficiency

"

of the plane curve is correctly given by these indices.

(2) It is also of interest to examine whether any given singularity can be actually

formed by the coalescence of the ordinary singularities to which it is regarded as

equivalent: in other words whether a singularity of which the indices are B, r, k, i

and which is therefore regarded as equivalent to h double points, t double tangents,

K cusps and i inflexions possesses a penultimate form in which all these singularities

exist distinct from one another but infinitely close together.

The paper relates chiefly to the first of these enquiries, the .second being reserved

for a further communication which was never made.

See also Halphen's " liltude sur les points singuliers des courbes algt^briques

planes," published as an Appendix, pp. .537—648, to the translation of Salmon's Highei-
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Pla72e Curves, "Traite de G^om^trie Analytique," par G. Salmon traduit par 0. Chemin,

8vo. Paris, 1884, and the list of Memoirs given, p. 538.

347. I attach some importance to this short paper as giving my own general

views of the subject to which it relates, and in particular as to the line of separation

between finite and transcendental analysis.

378. I have printed this Report as it was in some measure in connexion there-

with that the Royal Society of London undertook the very important work, their

Catalogue of Scientific Papers. I do not remember by whom the Report was drafted

but some of the recommendations contained in it are due to me. The Catalogue

is on a more extensive plan than that recommended in the Report, inasmuch as it

is not limited to Physics and Mathematics but extends to all branches of Natural

Knowledge—but it is interesting to compare the extent of it with the estimate in the

Report—vols. I. to vi. (1800 to 1863) contain together 5743 pages: vols. VII. and VIII.

(1864 to 1873) contain together 2357 pages— the number of entries on a page is

about =30: and we thus have, 1800 to 1863, about 173,000 entries, and 1864 to 1873,

about 71,000 entries.
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